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THE YEAR OF DECISION

INTRODUCTION

(o)

For the Free World counterinsurgency effort in Vietnam,

1964 had represented a year of change. In contrast, 1965 was the
Year of Decision. While no panaceas were produced for the problems
of communist insurgeno) 9 South Vietnamese internal instability, or
American public confusion about Southeast Asia (SEASIA), 1965 was
nonetheless a decisive year.

j.

(C) The deterioration in the military situation was halted by
the US buildup, and the unmistakable message for the enemy was that
victory was now denied him, The Viet Cong/North Vietnam Army (VC/
NVA) threat could no longer shelter behind the facade of "an expression of the aspirations of the South Vietnamese people." Although
not all Americans chose to recognize this, the doubting minority
dwindled numerically, if rot vooal.ly. And at the end of the year
the American people clearly and overwhelmingly demonstrated their
feelings in "Operation hristmas Starg" one of the most impressive

displays of support ever ahown for tne JS fighting man.
(C) In-countryq the South Vietnamese began to display traces of
impatience with their nation~s political, social and ethnic divisions,
with personal avarice among their leadera, and with the apathetic

conduct of the war.

However, coups, rumors of coupe and other mani-

festations of governmental instability oontinued.
(c) The y"ax closed with an uneasy susrension of air attacks in
North Vietnam (W), in line with a conoerted political effort to
crack the enemy's rigidity. On the ground, the storm was weathered;
the path of militavy action was chosen; defeat, or any military resolution favoring the enemy, was rejocted.,

kU)

The 1965 0=sd History portrays this darmatle turn of

events frza the point of view of General WoC. Westmoreland

the Com-

mander, US Military Assistance Commando Vietnam (C(XUSMACV).
1
T2M SITUATION
(C)

As 19f5 began, the VC were winniig tho war.

Throughout the.

country, the military and plitical in4taive was with the enemy.
Page I of 4
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lfne Rapublic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAP) casualty rate in December
1964 was the highest of any month in that year. VC recruitment in
South Vietnam (3VN) and NVA infiltration from NMN were on the rise.
The Goveniment of Vietnam (GVN) pacification program had been brought
to a virtual standstill, with the great majority of rural areas either
under VC control or "contested" in the VC's favor. The enemy radio
claimed st the end of 1964 that three-fourthsof SVN had been "liberated$" and forecast "new and greater victories." VC terrorism, harassand sabotage were at a high level; friendly lines
intimidation(LOC's)
mpn÷,
of communication
were frequently closed. By the beginning
of
1965, VC manpower had increased to between 93,000 and 113,000, It was
apparent that the enemy was now seeking to standardize weapons in VC
main force units and was also beginning to supplement these units with
regular NVA elements. With the alarming buildup, it appeared that the
VC Intc.nded t create a strategic base from which to isolate principal
GVN centers. The enemy's psychological campaign to weaken the will of
GVN supporters.and uncommitted citizens was intensified. The VC
strategy evidently was based on the assumption that the US would not
inorease its involvement and that as a result of the tuxioil within
the GVN a politica•l v- uum would be created which only the VV could
fill.

(C) In January 1965, 'he GVN was unstable and ineffective.

There
had been no letup in political meneurering by various religious groups,
military oliques and fragmented •olitical parties since the fall of the
Diem regime. Government m.:nistries and provincial leaders were operating without d~xecGion, guidance or support from the central government. This near-paralysig in goverxmert affected the war effort. The
morale of the populace was ebbing btoause of the lack of confidence in
the ability of the nationaO leadership to prosecute the war and also
because of the uncertainty of the continuation and extent of U.S. suppo.rt.
(C) In tha field, Army of Vietnam (ARNO) units were adopting an
inoreasingly defensive role. The number of AMN-initiated offensives
fell off draoutically and ooor ARM was merely reacting to VC attacks.
At the sa-me time, GrY paoifioatinr. and psychological wafarf.
activities
were stalled, and both programs needed overauling.
(c) In the face of the rising VC threat, it was apparent that
RVHAF strength was inaufficient for both off-insive operations and
support of the pacification program.
Strengths at the beginning of
the year stood at approximately 246,0(,0 re ular forces, 96,000 Regional Forces (RF), 168,000 Poputlar Forcea WF) and 31,500 National
Police (NP),
AV•N, with a strength of 220,000, fo-ed the bulk of the
rtgular forces. The ¥ietnameae Xtrine Corps (VM±C), employed in a
gener!al reserve role had a stable strenpth of about 7,000 men. Tie
Vietnauese Nay (QIN,
with Mout O8OO0 men, wMs not contrib.ting
uch to the war effort
i•t~aAeaderahip was probably the poorest of
•
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.
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a=ed forces. Thc approxima-ely 11,000 Vietnamese Air Force
(VNAF) personnel were flying and supporting a total of 280 non-jet
aircraft comprising 15 squadrons° VNAF fightex and helicopter squadrons were heavily engaged in direct support of ARVN, RVNAF force

increases, primarily iD ground combat troops, had been recognized as
necessary and were requested in Noavember 1964 following a joint US
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (UUACV)/RVKAP survey of RY-NAF

structure,

The smaller of two alternative buildup plans appeared more

realistic considering the GVNrs available manpower base, its limited

training fa~ilities and a shortage of trained leaders.

RYNAF was

equipped with Military Assistance Program (MAP) supported weapons.
Little sophistication had been introduoed. The VNAF was undergoing
modernization, but jet aircraft were yet to be used in combat. The

armed helicopter was playing an important support role. RVNAF Joint
General Staff (JGS) Directive AB 139P dated December 19649 was the
basic campaign plan fo£ the war and called for increased efforts to
thwart the VC and to exert GVN .:otxo1 over vital population and agricultural areas.
(0) The US military c.ommitmentg as the year began, consisted of
a large advisory e4ement with teams deployed to tactical units at
battalion'squadron level. All sectors (43) had an advisory team
assigned, and 103 subsector teams had been deployed. The Army advisory elements, Maxine a&risory unit (MARADVU), the Air Force Advisory
Group (AFAG)g the Naval A-iPsory Group (NAVGP), and the UMACV staff
and staff advisory elementa were inliuded in a single Joint Table of

Distribution (JTD) dated 1 September 1964.
World Military Assistance Foraes (FWUA)

were also in-country,

Approximately 400 Free

troops from six nations

These forces, oriented toward advisory or

civic action tasksp came from Australia, Chinag Korea, New Zealand,
the Philippines and Thailand.
(C) US Army (USA) personnel totaled nearly 15,000. About one
third were acting in advisory roles or as staff support for the advisory effort. The other two thirda were providing ocombat support and
oombat seruioe support to RVNAF and US adviaors.

(0)

Moat of the US Air Foroe~s (USAF) 4,400 personnel in-country

were oocupied with training and developing the VNAF.

The USAF inven-

tory in Vietnam as of 1 January 1965 consisted of 220 airoraft of 15
typesp operating fr•m three air basees

Tan Son Nhut (TSK), Bien Boa

and Da Nang.
(C) Almost all of tie 700 US Marine Corps (U3%IC) personnel incountry were members of a medium heli,3opter squadron which had been
supporting RVA since 1962. The US NAVGP assisting the VNH had about
200 men°
(0) The small US advisory teams scattered throughout the country
"•:U•"
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with multi-service concentrations in Saigon and other large centers
were serviced by a fragmented logistical system involving 16 different
agencies. There was no logistic base in-country to provide combat
service support for major US troop units. But, as plans for large
scale US involvement developed, logistic planning in-country became
increasingly oriented to the needs of basic combat elements. At
the same time 9 Okinawa was being considered as the site of an offshore logistics base for Vietnam. The approval late in 1964 of addi-

tional airfield construction at Da Nang and Chu Lai signaled the start

of an immense construction effort which accompanied the establishment
of a combat service support base during 1965.

(C) The politico-military balance sheet in SYN as 1965 began
was, in sum, significantly in the enemy's favor and represented a formidable challenge for UM1ACV. The detailed nature of this challenge
and how it was met are described in this Command History.

I
I

THE VIET CONG CHLLLNGE
VC Operations During the Year
(s) The VC made significant political and military gains in
1964 despite occasional RYNAF successes in the field. VC military
strength was increasing rapidly at the end of the year partly because
of stepped up infiltration of NVA units. VO forces were sufficiently
"strong to support more aggressive operations. The RVNAF suffered
heavy losses in the major battle at Binh Gia, Phuoo Tuy Province.
The VC succeeded in effectively stopping GVN pacification efforts almost everywhere in SVN. At the same time, RVNAF successes failed to
make lasting inroads into areas controlled by the VC. On the polit-.
ical scene, the Axmed Forces Council (APO) dissolved the High National
Council (HNO) on 20 December 1964.
(M) There were no indications that the VC political organization
The VC in the RVY were as firmly controlled by
the Hanoi regime as ever through the Workerst Party of Vietnam (Ding
Lao Dong Vietnam, or simply, Lao Dong), the VC appeared to have taotioal control over their own actionst but policy and strategic direo.

changed during 1965.

tion came from the Hanoi regime through the Lao Dong apparatus.2

*

(c) The eonmurist organization in RVE consisted 2f a pyramidal
hierarchy of commands, each with Joint military-political functions,
At the top and directly responsible to Hanoi, was the Central Office
for South Vietnam (COSVI).
The COSVN directed the plans &ad activities of the Vietnamese inaurgest movement. Within this framework the
VC military organizatto
Mhad
O0y a secondary role, that of creating
2i:

'.

WO

i

3

conditions conducive to VC political warfare objectives.
(C)

The general increase in VC activity during February 1965

in the II Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ)9 coupled with confirmed infiltration of well-trained and well-armed personnel into the area, was
felt to be part of an overall plan to isolate the highlands from the

rest of the country in order to establish a strong political and military base there. The pgssibility existed that this would be accom-.
plished by severing RVNo 3 ' From this secure base the VC could then
aggressively drive the RVNAP forces into a defensive posture, In
anticipation of these developments, the communists had improved the

infiltration routes from NUIthrough Laos and Cambodia, continued 4
their infiltration by sea and consolidated their logistical system.
During the month the VC succeeded in cutting Route 19 at Mang Yang
Pass in Pleiku. Province and gained virtual control of northern Binh
Dinh Province with the exception of district towns and the province
capital. They out the II CTZ main supply route between Qui Rhon and
Pleiku and forced the GVN to relinquish control of the Dak To Valley
in Kontum Province* The VC sabotaged the railroad between Nlha Trang
and Da Nang and the deterioration in the security situation forced
the GVN to abandon any repair effort.
(S) Documents 9 weapons 9 and prisoners captured during February
provided the basis for a complete reevaluation by RVN and US intellegence of the VC logistical and tactical capabilities. An increased
number of Chinese Communist (CMICKi4) copies of the new Soviet family
of small arms (7.62-mm) and anti-tank rockets had appeared in the
northern provinces. The use of these new weapons, coupled with highly
effective employment of mortars, indicated a state of training heretofore not accorded the VC. Some VC dead and captured appeared well fed
and were dressed in khaki uniforms with CHIOCI web equipment. Units
comprising these individuales posaibly newly infiltrated from MV9,
were better disciplined in the face of ARVN action.'

5

(S)During March and April, VC incidents continued to be relatively low, indicating that they were in preparation, training, and
reorganization for a "sammer offensive" campaign. The presence of !%
IVA battalion in Kontum Provincev II CTZ9 was confirmed during March.*
This period of relative quiet ended on 6 May wven an estimated main
force battalion attacked Father Hoals troops in Hai Yen District, An
(Father Boa was a Catholic Priest who led RVNI milXuyen Province,
itary forces in the defense of an enclave in the U Minh area.) In
an attempt to confine GVN control to the main population centers and
to increase their freedom of movement, the VO increased road and rail
sabotege both in the provinces around Saigon (Hop Tao area) and in the
"northern coastal provinces. VC pressure against Saigon was highlighted
in May by destruction of the Danhiem-Saigon powerline and the provention of subsequent repair work. During the monthq VC aotivity was t
characterized by a renewed willingness to engage regulae ARVN.,fove6
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and an intensive campaign to subvert GVN influence in the
countryside, particularly in the Hop Tac area. They concentrated on interdicting lines of co~mnication and destroying
ARVN units. 9
(S)
In June, the VC accelerated their efforts in all
phases of the war: military (see Figure 1-l), political,
economic and psychological. The VC made significant gains in
their efforts to destroy RVNAF and to neutralize GVN influence
in the rural areas. The VC demonstrated their ability to coordinate the efforts of elements of three main force regiments
during the attack on Zgng Xoai (Phuoc Long Province, 10 June).
VC objectives appeared to be control of the Phuoc Long hi-land
area as well as to destroy
ARVN units committed as relief
forces. ARVN losses were heavy; VC losses were even heavier.
The overall VC objectives were thwarted. 1 0 There was also an
increasing number of less spectacular, small military actions
and harassments directed against isolated RVNAF posts. These
were the types of endeavor by which the VC expected to wear down
the will-to-resist among both the military and civilians; discredit the GVN's ability to protect the people, and thereby
steadily usurp political control.ll

*

(S) Realizing the effectiveness of air strikes and hoping
to offset these losses by gaining a psychological victory, the
VC made numerous attempts to neutralize US and VNAF air power by
a series of night attacks on airfields. On 1 July, a VC special
mission team supported by 81-mn mortars and 5?7-cm recoilless
rifles (RR), successfully raided the Da Nang airfield complex
and destroyed two C-130's and two F-102 aircraft.12 Also, the
VC attacks on the Ba Gia outpost (Quang Ngai Province, 5 July)
and on the Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG) camp at Bu
Dop (Phuoc Long Province, 20 July), with forces greater than
two battalions, again proved their ability to coordinate the
efforts of large forces. 1 3
(S)
The VC offensive was blunted in July when YC casualties reached a new high (seo Figure 1-2), Despite carefuJ. planning and
local superiority, VC losses were heavy, largely due to the effective.
ness of US/VNAF tactical air power. Although in the first week
of the month they pressed their campaign to control the central
highlands by their actions in Kontum Province, their activity
dropped off elsewhere in the 1I and III CTZ's. While the VC
had demonstrated their ability to maneuver large forces and to
detach selected district towns temporarily from GVN controls
heavy looses undoubtedly necessitated some degree of reorganiWnd reevaluation of their efforts and position.l4
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(S)
The month of August was almost certainly a period of
decision for the Hanoi strategists. The US and FWHAJ buildup in

the RVN, the continued bombing of military targets in NVN since
February, and the heavy casualties inflicted on the VC forces,
were primary causes of an apparent deterioration of morale in the
VC ranks. The pattern of activity during August hinted that the
VC may have been directed to revert to guerrilla-type warfare.
They tried to avoid contact with any strong ARVN or US forces
whenever possible.15 They continued, however, to interdict LOC's
throughout the RVN particularly in the IV CTZ in an effort to
disrupt, if not control, the flow of food grains from the Mekong
Delta to Saigono16

5

*

(S) Also in August the VC demonstrated improved capabilities
in firepower and mobility. In III CTZ, on 24 August, the VC employed a 75-em howitzer in a harassing attack on Bien Hoa air base.
On the same day they shelled Tan Uyen (Binh Duong Province) with
a 70-.m howitzer of Japanese manufacture. They demonstrated increased mobility through the use of trucks in II and III CTZrs
and motorized junks in IV CTZ.17
(S)
In September, the VC made limited attacks in attempting
to regain the initiative. Although fewer in number, the magnitude
of the attacks increased. These actions were conducted very
boldly and aggressively, particularly in Binh Dinh Province.1 8 On
23 September, they engaged the ARVN 23d Ranger Battalion (Bn) with
about two battalions and, on 28 September, they engaged the ARVN
2d Bn, 41st Regt (Regiment), with two other battalions. The
fierce fighting and the massive air support of US and VNAF forces
resulted in about 2,050 VC killed in action (KIA).19 Having suffered such a great loss, the VC/NVA forces appeared to be desperately
in need of a major victory for psychological reasons. 2 0
(S) The VC made a change in their tactics in late September
in their attacks in Binh Dinh Province. They reacted to US and
ARVN offensives by attacking during daylight and maintained contact despite being subjected to repeated air strikes. This tactic
was more similar to the convenitional type employed by NVA units
than it was to the usual hit-and-run tactics used by the VC. 2 1
(8) Of further signfioance was the VO's ability to abesrb
heavy combat losses and yet remain capable of condMcting largo.
tactical operations. This could indicate only that the NVN
infiltration of men and supplies had been accelerated. 2 2 "
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(C) The Vietnamese communists suffered an additional.
setback when their propaganda appeal for a general strike and
an hour of silence on 15 October, to commemorate the anniversary
of the execution of a VC terrorist, was largely ignored by the
RVN citizenry. On 19 October, two NVA regiments attempted to;
overrun the CIDG camp at Plei Me and ambushed the reaction force
sent to relieve the camp. On 20 October, two VC battalions
unsuccessfully attempted to retake Ba Long Valley (Quang Tri
Province). In each of these large scale encounters, the VC suffered heavy casualties.
(s) In November, the VC took advantage of low cloud
ceiling and heavy rain to attack a series of RF/PF posts. The
18th NVA Regt attacked the 37th Ranger Bn ten kilometers south
of Quang Ngai city; however, naval gunfire supported the Rangers and the attack was successfully repulsed. On 14 November
the 32d and 66th NVA Regts encountered the 3d Brigade, lot
Cavalry Division (Airmobile) (3d Bde, 1st Cav Div (AM)), in
the la Drang Valley (Chu Pong, Pleiku Province). Repeated
attempts were made to overrun the US positions using human wave
attacks, but these were thwarted by the 3d Bde t s employment of
air, artillery and armed helicopter support. This engagement
was evidently a carefully planned experiment designed to test
the behavior and reaction, time of US forces. There were overtones of a willingness to sacrifice troops in order to inflict
an impressive loss on US forces, On 27 November, the VC attacked
and overran the 7th ARVN Regt at the Michelin Plantation causing
602 casualties 2 3 using the element of surprise and the classic
application of automatic weapons fired at close range in a short,
violent engagement.
(S) The VC/NVA forces began to rely more extensively on
heavy, close-in fire in meeting general offensive and defensive
requirements. A typical offensive tactic was movement under
cover of darkness or concealment to positibns near the objective,
The maintenance of close contact in an attempt to discourage
use of air strikes and artillery, was effective, but it also
increasedVC vulnerability to friendly small arm fire and

grenades.ýf
(C) The largest enevy operations in Decembers for tho most
part, were in reaction to friendly incursions into VC territory.
The overruning of an outpost in western Quang Tri Province and
reports of infiltration through the same area suggested that the
enenq was attempting to reoccupy and secure the Ba Long Valley
strategic access route into I CTZO Indications of large scale
infiltration into northern Kontum and the movement of personnel
from the IV CTZ to the III CTZ continued. Friendly operationsr
in the Mekong Delta resulted in heavy enez losses, but thePage 8 o 4
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mo
enemy was successfuj in conducting harassing attacks against
isolated and lightl4 defended outposts and watch towers. 2 5
(C) In December, the VC made more pronounced attempts to
shake the confidence po' the people in the cities" nd to lower their
will to resist. Terrorist activity designed to unsettle the populace
and to harass US forces, and VC inspired agitation within the populace, increased, VC propaganda, both within the RVN and wcrldwide,
stressed the' tbeme of the US as the primary enemy of the Vietnamese
people. The presence of a VC regiment, subordinate to the SaigonGia Dinh Special Zone Committee, with six battalions deployed around6
the periphery of the Capital Military Region (CA)., was confinmed.2

(S)

i

i

I
'

W
*

VC Tactics and Techniques
The rationale for VC actions was based on the communist

propaganda that the VC was truly representative of the RVN citizenry
and that the VC was engaged in a just struggle to liberate the nation
from those
whd were supported by imperialistic powers. Empowered
by this belief, the VC were convinced that any action which strengthened their control and influence over the people of RVN was justified.
These actions ranged from the simple threat of a terrorist to massive
attacks by conventional military units. Total VC incidents d-aring
1965 categorized in terms of attacks against military posts, attacks
against new rural life hamlets, ambushes, kidnappings, other terroriet actions, assassinations, sabotage and propaganda amounted to

A30,813.
(S)

(See Table I-i and Figures 1-3 thru 7.)
The VC tactical doctrine in 1965 emphasized offensive

action and in general followed the same guerrilla warfare tactics
that were developed by the Viet Minh during the French-Viet Minh
War. Planning probably played the largest role in every VC operation.
Observation of outposts for attacks, sand-table exercises, walkthroughs, routes of movement, 4ivouacas withdrawal routes, and
all other preparatory aspects received minute attention, until each
participant knew exactly what to do in a given situation.
(C) VC doctrine emphasized surprise and superior forces.
Essentially, they fought only on their own terms: first to deploy
in the critical areas; first to open firej first to assault. When
favorable condition could not be obtained because of enef strength
and/or terrain, the VC comnander left a small element in contact
and disengaged the main force, The VC very frequently employed
their favorite tactic of attacking a position and then ambushing the
reaction force. 2 7
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(S) The VC tried to counter the airmobile operations of the
USW•NAF forces by using surprise and superior =Apower and. preparing
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all probable landing zones within ten kilometers of the
objective as helicopter anbush sites. The VC also used antiaircraft weapons which were central4 controlled and coordinated
to deny use of certain landing zones, thereby channelling the
airmobile force into using landing zones covered by the VC in
defensive positions. 2 8
(C) VC main force units normally were employed in a
triangular concept based on favorable odds of about four to one
in relation to the number of RVN forces available from surrounding bases. The VC made extensive use of local people as
guides, listening posts, and labor units for the preparation of,
and exfiltration from, the battlefield.
(C) Command and control communications employed by VC
forces countering an airmobile operation consisted primarily of
radio and land line communications. The communicatilons capabilities of the VC included voice and continuous wave, field
telephones, visual signaling devices (light and smoke), and a
potential for direction finding.
(C) Training facilities in NVN and RVN were designed to
support both NVA and VC tactical and organizational requiremernts, Political indoctrination and military training were
inseparable in this system. Political subjects took approximately 40 percent of the total training period. Pro-infiltration
training in NVN was reportedly very thorough and predominantly,
infantry oriented, but selected individuals also received courses
in communications, engineering, medicine, intelligence and
artillery. VC training generally was four montha in duration. 2 9
(S) When the year began, there were indications that the
VC had introduced a new family of weapons of CHICOM manufacture
in their arsenal. First captured in Ba Xuyen Province on 11
December 1964 by RVNAF, weapons were identified as CHICOM copies
of the Soviet assault rifle, AR-.4?, SKS semi-automatic carbine,
and the RPD liRht machine gun. All three weapons utilized a
CHICOM manufactured ?.62-.m M43 intermediate cartridge of Soviet
design. Introduction of these weapo 8 was an indication of

possible VC weapons standardization. 3

(C)
The VC supply of weapons and ammunition had been
accumulated from several sources. Weapons cached in SVO or
Cambodia after the cessation of hostilities in 1954 were still
in the VC inventory at the end of 1965. Bloc weapons infiltrated from NON and captured weapons, however, were the main
sources of supply. In 1965 the VC emphasis on local manufacture
in SVN seemed to be on anmunition, hand grenades, and mines
HIS PAGE REGRA1VWXCtMIIt~Pons. '-f*ince crew served weapons had bean
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introduced in quantity in 1965, 81-mr or 82-mm mortars probably
were in most main force battalions. 75-mm RR's were also believed
to be in most main force artillery battalions. This enabled the
VC to make considerable progress in distributing lighter weapons,
such as the 60-m mortar and 57-m RR to the weapons company level
of main and local force companies and battalions. As the year
ended, unconfirmed intelligence reports indicated the existence of
120-cm mortrrs in-country.
Infiltration

5

3

(S)
The character and intensity of infiltration from NVN
had been a subject of much intelligence interest and concern for
many years. In 1965 there was an increasingly critical need for
accurate and detailed information regarding infiltration routes
because it wms confirmed that regular NWA units had infiltrated
the RVN over these trails; the continued bombings of lines of
corjunicrtion and supply depots in NVN did not appear significantly
to sitem the flow of men and material through Laos to the RVN, and
a campaign for effective interdiction of these passages in Laos
appeared to be essential. In 1965 several studies were made on
this subject, resulting in better estimates of NVN capabilities
and more accurate assessments of the type of men and material
iwhich moved over the infiltration routes.31 Information regarding
infiltration routes was gathered from a number of sources including:
UM and GVN covert agents; ARVN sources at the district and national
level; the National Police, and the Vietnamese citizenry. However,
OC I JUXCV based most of his estimates on the interrogation of VC/NVA
captives and ralliers and on captured VC documents, because of the
relative unreliability of other sources.32
(S) These studies revealed that a central agency in Mlp
known as the Central Reunification Comittee, was in charge of all
matters pertaining to infiltration. The dense jwknle corridor
along the RVN-Laoa border, and the central and wostern portion of
the SVN-MVN border areas, offered ideal coavitions for the infiltration of personnel and suppliez. Infiltrating groups assigned
to the Central Highlands and Central Vietnam took several routes
to their destinations, including three main land infiltration
routes. One was the inland route, first uncovered in 1960. It
consisted of a cman•ication-lialsoa line of 32 way stations from
the Demiliteried Zone (MV.) through the OVN provinces of Quang
Tri, Thu& Thien, Quang Nam1 Quang Tin, Quang Ngai, Kontus, Dinh
Dinh, Phu Bon, and Darlac.3 3 This route was extensively used
during the initial infiltration period, 1956-59. The second route
was traceable from Vinh in WNN by Highway 8 into Laos through Nape,
Hahanmy, by Highway 12 to the Hlung Khe Ferry, H.u Gia Pass, Fuong
Sin Na Hi and Tchepone. From Tchepone, still in LAoa, the trail
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passed through Muong Nong, Tuse to Tamprill. From Tamprill,
groups were split into small units and proceeded to their
destinations by multiple routes. 3 4 The third route, which Va,
probably most used in 1965, and known as the "Main Corridor.,"
crossed into Laos just north of the DMZ, paralleled the LaosRVN border and crossed into RWN in a number of places, the
last of which was at the Laos-RVN-Cambodia border intersection.
This route was used as early as April 1962 and was probably
preferred because of the shorter time required to traverse
it.35
(c) The NVN authorities used the sea infiltration routes
primarily for supplies, weapons and ammunition. A striking
discover.? of the sea infiltration operations was made in February 1965. VNAF planes sank an NVN ship which had brought
about 100 tons of arms and ammunition to a secluded cove in
RVN.
In caves near the shore of Vung Ro Bay, the VC had hidden approximately one million rounds of small arms ammunition;
four thousand rounds of mortar ammunition; recoilless rifles;
submachine guns; large quantities of grenades; and explosixes and medicine* from factories in the communist bloc.36
(S) According to GVN and USMACV estimates, NVWI, in early
1965, had to provide weapons and equipment for n substantial
number of VCftVA units and guerrillas. While some of the supplies may have come by the sea routes, most probably were
sent overland. USNACV intelligence confirmed tlht the 70th
Transportation Group of the NV'A controlled the infiltration
of both men and mnterial froe Mll, through Laos, to the triborder area of Laos awi Thua Thien4 -uax-g lalz Provincen in SVU.
Initially ettrting with oowe 400 men in 1959, its strength
exceeded 2,000 military personnel. and porters in 1965. It
was responsible for cor=unicetion-liaison-transport stations
along the "Rain Corridor." 3 7 Lnter estimttes indicated that
the VJC land infiltration system employed over 100 itations
and at least 6,000 met.
Wh•ere poosible, swampans and shallow
draft boats were employed. In other areas olophantiý an! oxen
oro uwed. In the Delta, the VC used mutorited junks for transporting supplies, equipnnt and personmel. 1'>ips werf used to
transport watetials to points in An Xwen Province and Sihmnoukvrille, Cambodia, from wfich they were transported overland to
the western border artas of )WZZ.3 8

(C With the introduction of additional EVA units and an
ixProved logistic support •sytem, it was logical to o)eoct that
the level of combat woule increase nad that enem&y logistical
requiments would rise. CC|I*U$ACV e4stimated that the rem!S
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8.2 pounds for NVA persornn'l, and 3.6 pounds for VC troops.39
(S) The VC/NVA total LOC capacity was estimated at 234 tons
per day. Under light combat conditions the enemy forces in RVN
during 1965 were estimated to require about 84 tons per day from
stockpiles, Thus, VC/NVA had an excess of 150 tons which could
support an estimated 80 additional VC/NVA battalions.40
(TS) During 1965, the logistical support of the VC was
derived from three bases. The population and resources of the RVN
provided material support in the form of foodstuffs and clothing.
From June 1963 to June 1964, all units were required to furnish
100 percent of their own subsistence. After June 1964, combat
units provided 50 percent for themselves; all other units, 100
percent. NVN was the second base of supply, providing weapons
and ammunition. The third base was other countries. COMUSMCV
estimated thet bases in Cambodia served as a convenient transshipment point "or supplies from NVN and Communist China and considered that a minimum of 25 tons per day was crossing into RVN
from Cambod-I. 4 1 On 9 December 1965, CONXJSMACV informed Co~mander
in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) that the border area of Cambodia contained ý,ruck infiltration routes, comm-nd centers, and base training
and su'ply areas similar to those in Laos. 4 2
(S) Accumulated evidence indicated that VC base areas were
still the focal point of the VC logistics system; the bases served
not only Ps logistical support areas but also as centers for
political, economic and military action. The base area concept
was fundamental to the VC logistic system. Traditional Viet Minh
major base areas included the Do Xa, War Zones C and D, the Dong
Thap Muoi (Plain of Reeds) and U Minh areas (See Figure I-8).
Toward the end of 1965, it appeared that in spite of the bombings
the VC still had an efficient
of supply depots and LOC's in NV,
logistic system, primitive and cumbersome though it was. However,
the VC logistic system was not then capable of supporting a sustained VC/ A offensive.43
(S) In early 1965, COMIUSMACV estimated that the NVN reg.m•
was infiltrating the equivalent of three battalions of troops per
month. By the end of 1965, there was growing evidence that NVN
was sending as mnay as 12 battalions per month into SVV.44 The
significant feature of NVN's infiltration program for the year was
not only the dramatic increase ir numbers of personnel, but also
,ho introduction of regular NVA units into RVN. 4 5
(S) Hanoi leaders apparently decided to introduce regular
NVA units into the RVN in order to attain the force structure
necessary to maintain "strategic mobilityl.:,0 The enemy's logical
Page 13 of±
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objective was to amass a sufficient number of maneuver
battalions so as to be 'apable of posing a significant threat
in widely separated areas, thus tending to tie down large numbers of US/RMFAVNAF in static defensive roles. This would
allow them to destroy 4selýýeted targets in detail at a time and
place of their choice. 6
On 21 November 1965, COIUSMACV informed CINCPAC
(TS)
thor.t intelligence derived from captured enemy documents and
prisoner of war (PW) interrogations indicated that there were
much greater VC/NVA forces ix. the RVV than had been previously
estimated. As of that date, COMUSKACV revised his holdings
to- 16 confirmed, 4 p4obable and 1 possible VC/NVA main force
(For 1965 ordex-of-battle holdings
regiments in the RVN.,
see Table 1-2.)
(C) Among the 26,188 infiltrators into the RVN during
1965, 11,050 were believed assigned to the following regular
NVA units: Song Lam,, 18th, 32d, 66th, 95th, 101st and 250th
regiments and the 195th AA Bn. About 50 percent of 1964
infiltrators and 90 percent of 1965 infiltrators were believed
to be ethniQ North Vietnamese.4 8
(TS) US efforts to counter these infiltrations resuited
in the following operations (described in Chapter IV): MARKET
TIE$, BARREL ROLL, STEel TIGER, TIGER HOUND, and SHINING BRASS.
COMUS14ACV established a counterinfi!tration committee on 15
November to promote ideas and improve-ients in developing ways
for more effective utilization of airpower in countering infiltrations. Reconmendations made by this committee are
described in Chapter IV.
Eatimato of Eney Courees ot Action

(S) In Moveeber, COUSHACV and the US Ambassador
estimated that there were four broad alternatives ihich the

coi•unist strategists could choosee

1) major overt escalation

in order to seek an early militaxy decision; 2) continuation
of their current strategy of augmenting their capabilities for
the &qidualtransition to conventioml warfare; 3) reversion
to a lesser scale o& insurgency; or. ) a negotiated settle-

ment.49
(S)
COMU,•,ACV and the Abessador believed that the Hanoi
strategiots had apparently adopted the second alternative since
there were indications that the buildup of VC capabilities
eventual conventional
tards
A
were in gradual terms
operations.
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ations included:
4 8

1) infiltration of

additional military units from NVN; 2) the tuildup of main force
units at the expense of village guerrilla units; 3) captured documents of late July stating that VC goals for 1965 remained unchanged; 4) continued confidence and determination to press the
war as reflected in Hanoi and Vietnamese communist statements;
5) construction of truck supply routes through Laos; 6) resumption
of large-scale attacks despite losses suffered in previous actions;
7) marked increase in VC activity after October; 8) continued
development of NVNts air defense capabilities9 with CHICOM and
Soviet support to reduce the effectiveness of US air strikes; and
9) the continuing fragility of the GVN and its vulnerability to
VC pressuresSO

a

3

(S) COMUSMACV and the Ambassador believed that the enemy
would continue on his present course of action at least through
the first few months of 1966. They believed that the VC were forming new main force units within RVN and would infiltrate additional
units, perhaps the equivalent of one or two divisions from the
north. By doing so, the communists apparently hoped to restore a
strategic balance of forces in order to regain the initiative
through a combination of large-scale attacks rnd widespread guerrilla action, The ecvnmnists' purpose probably would be tc
expand their base areas and inflict maximum attrition on Vietnamese morale with a view toward creating a condition conducive
to collapsing the GVN.
COSMJACV and the Ambessador did not
expect Hanoi to direct the reversion to purely guerrilla varfare or to seek a negotiated settlement until they were convinced
that their current course would not succeed. This point would not

likely be reached until tle capabilities of the VC/NVA forces,
then bein4 created and deployed, were neutralized or impaired in
battle. CMUM4ACV and the Ambassador believed that if the VC/NVA
forces were allowed to regain the initiative and momentum on the
battlefield, which they enjoyed earlier in 1965, it might result
in increasing GV? itability--a conditico which could prove
decisive in the outcoe of the war. 5 1
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GVN INSTABILITY
Political Problems

(S) At the beginning of 1965, the GVN was still immersed
in a crisis which was triggered on 20 December 1964 by the RVN
AFC. At that time, a group of high-ranking military officers
dissolved the HNC and arrested some of its members. During
the first week of 1965, GVN Chief of State Phan Khac Suu and
Prime Minister Tran Van Huong insisted that the arrest of the
HNO members and its dissolution were illegal acts uhich had
to be reversed. The AFC did not agree. 5 2 A Joint commnique
issued in mid-January clarified the situation and eased the
tensions between the civilian government and the military
group. Arrested HNC members were released, measures were
formulated to allow military participation in the GVT and
plans were considered for election of the National Assembly. 53
(C) During the week of 17 - 23 January, the United
Buddhist Institute (UBI) leaders launched a hunger strike
"'to the death" in their effort to oust the Huong government.
In Hue, security forces did not even attempt to control the
large crowds which surged through the city carrying antiTaylor, anti-Huong banners and set fire to the United States
Information Service (USIS) library. The Buddhists were opposed to the Huong government because they could not contr$
5
it, so they continued their opposition throughout January.7
(S) The AFO lost confidence in both Chief of State
Suu and Premier Huong because of a deterioration of the
security situation. The AFO placed the government under
military control. On 27 January, General Nguyen Khanh, who
had been Prime Minister in October 1964, regained power by
'.mseating Huong and thrusting the reins of temporary power
into the hands of Dr. Nguyen Xuan Oanh who accepted the position of Prime Minister. Phan Khac Suu continued as Chief of
State. In its caretaker status$ the Oanh government had no
genuine base of support. It merely kept the government in
a precarious equilibriuai among the various factions that
were conducting backstage maneuvering to form a new governmont.

JiI

44,

(S) The anticipated new' regime was installed during
th, week- of- 12 i 20'February uncr Dr. Phan Huy Quat. MembehB wkee appointed to the Natiohal Legislative Council
(NL). The composition of the Quat government had two
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cterI$.?. phichere .1ackfiig in the pre-Quat government:
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a central core of like-minded men, and a wide representation
among religious and political groupings. On 19 February, a coup
was attempted by a group whose nucleus was essentially the same
as the plotters of the 13 September 1964 coup. Col Phan Ngoc
Thao appeared as spokesman for the group. The coup forces surrounded-General Khanh's residence and seized the Postes, Telegraphes, Telephones (PTT) exchange, the radio station, and TSN
air base. However, radio statements criticizing the anti-Diem
revolution of November 1963 and advocating the separation of
religion from politics made it appear that the group's attitude
was antagonistic to the United Buddhist Association (UBA).
Military leaders who had initially withheld support of the coup
worked against the coup attempt the next day causing its collapse.
US authorities urged that bloodshed be avoided and that there be
no direct clashes of the opposing forces. The attempted coup
forced General Khanh's departure from GVN politics, which he had
manipulated for about a year. Quat's government avoided the issue,
viewing it as a struggle among military factions.

3(S)

On 8 February, COMUSMACV contacted Air Commodore Nguyen
Cao Ky at his headquarters at Bien Hoa and urged Ky to reconsider
his alleged plan to bomb the TSN airfield because of the presence
of the coup leaders there. Ky replied that he did not want to
bomb the airfield but felt that he had to undertake some action

a,

to check the movements of his adversaries.

COI4USMACV forcefully

urged the avoidance of bloodshed and suggested courses of action
which were fully supported by the US Ambassador: avoid the bombing; instruct unit commanders to keep their troops in place; and
assemble the AFC to discuss the differences of the opposed

factions9 5 5

(S) On 19 February, the Ambassador, with the concurrence
of Premier Quat, suggested to Air Commodore Ky that he attempt to
call a meeting of the AFC at Bien Hoa that evening or early the
next day. He also suggested that Ky inform corps and unit commanders of the meeting and urged a standdown of troop movements.
In Hue, about 200 university students had reportedly assumed
control of the radio station. The students urged the public to
demonstrate against the return of General Khiem (RVN ambassador
to the US and a former follower of Diem). No action was taken
by the local authorities. CONUSYLACV instructed US advisors to
stress to their counterparts that armed clashes among RVNAF groups
must be avoided; that a standdown of troops 1 while the AFC meeting tried to reconcile differences, was a sound approach; that
the US was uninformed about the coup attempt and that it did not
favor any faction; and that the coup attempt, following US/GVN
joint air attacks on NUN, might have an adverse affect on US and

a

Free World opinion.5 6
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(S) USMACV personnel at the Air Operations Center (AOC),
TSN air base contacted C0MUSMACV by telephone and reported that
coup leaders, including Brigadier General (Brig Gen) Lam Van
Phat, had begun to realize that theirs was a hopeless cause
and were getting nervous, if not desperate. Both the US Ambassador and the AFC were agreeable to their request that they
be provided transportation to leave the RVN. However, ARVN
airborne troops arrived at TSN air base before the agreement
could be implemented and the plotters fled in civilian clothes. 5 7
(S) Soon after, Radio Saigon broadcast that Chief of
State Suu, acjting in reference to provisional charter 20/10/641,
had decreed that General Khanh be relieved as Conmmander in Chief
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (CINCRVNAF)
and that second
Deputy Prime Minister Major General (Maj GenS Nguyen Van Thieu
was temporarily appointed to succeed him. Khanh's removal
was unopposed and he formally turned over his office to then
Chief, JGS (CJGS) MaJ Gen Tran Van Minh on 21 February. Khanh
was appointed a roving ambassador and left the RVN on 25 Feb-

ruary.58
(S) On 6 May, a ceremony dissolving the AFC was held in
Prime Minister Quatts office; this was the culmination of a
series cf meetings in which the AFC had considered its own
dissolution. The Prime Minister had worked quietly toward
this end .for weeks and the dissolution of the AFC marked the
end of an organization which had encouraged military leaders
to intervene in politics.59
(3) In the meantime, a political impasse had developed
in which dissident southern Vietnamese, militant refugee
Catholics and "out"t-politicians tried to take advantage of a
murky constitutional question raised by Chief of State Suu
concerning Prime Minister Quat's authority to change his
cabinet members. This was an attempt by the dissident groups
to bring down the Quat government.
Quat had tried to reshuffle his cabinet and appoint five new members; however,
the ministers of Interior and Economy refused to resign and
Chief of State Suu refused to sign a decree apointing their
successors. Suu argued that the Provisional Charter required
that ministers be replaced only if they resigned, or if the
NIC voted to censure them, or if the premier submitted resignations for the whole cabinet. This interpretation would
have in effect changed the basic structure of the GVN since
it would have made cabinet ministers relatively independent
of the prime minister. The dissident groups took every
advantage of the issue raised by Suu to bring down the Quat
government; they suspected that Quat was r, pawn of the UBI
and was potentially hostile to them. 6 0
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(S) Quat, in desperation summoned the cabinet in early June
and got their unanimous agreement that the military should be invited to mediate the crisis0 Military leaders deliberated over
this invitation on 10-11 June. Chief of State Siu thereupon announced that the Chief of State and the NLC would resign and that
the government would be controlled by the military. Thus, the
"civil solution" to the governing of Vietnam, which dated from
August 1964, came to an end and the GVN reverted to the status
6
of November 1963, after Diem was ousted. 1
(S) With political responsibilities thrust into their hands
on 11 June 1965, the senior military leaders began to establish
new governmental institutions and considered the selection of top
officials, Decision #3, dated 14 Juneq set forth the establishment of a council to lead the nation, composed of ten senior
generals. General Nguyen Van Thieu was named Chairman; General
Pham Xuan Chieu, Secretary General; and Air Vice Marshal Nguyen
Cao Ky, Commissioner in Charge of the Executive Branch. Thus,
Thieu became chief of state and Ky, prime minister. On 19 June,
Premier Ky presented his new cabinet (average age 40) and a 26point program to the nation.
His program was intended to
generate momentum toward placing the country on a war footing. 6 2
(S) Both the Catholic and Buddhist groups assumed an attitude
of "wait and see" towards the new government. A series of announcements encouraging the people to lead more austere lives and to
work toward strengthening the nation were made. The government
proclaimed that a state of war existed and broke its diplomatic
relations with France. Ky made trips to Hue and Nha Trang to
reiterate his themes of austerity, integrity and mobilization for
victory which he had set forth as the emblems of his war cabinet.
(S) On 11 Septemberý the Convention of the Armed Forces
was formed. It was an experiment in democracy within the military
establishment and brought 19600 military officers for a closed
one-day session in Saigon. The conference was apparently intended
to allow an airing of basic problems to be brought to the attention
of the government leaders. CalUSMACV felt the conference was well
received by the participants and they appeared to have acquired
a better sense of unity and purpose. 6 3
(S)
In late Septemberp a US Embassy assessment of the Ky
government's first 100 days concluded with the observations that
the Vietnamese were still largely "fence sitters," that there was
no evidence of auy rise in public acceptance of the Ky government and that the various political groups were still waiting
to see how the government would perform. In spite of an impression
of unity, there were rumblings among military elements when Ky, on
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1October, announced the
Van Vien mould be
relieved as CG, III Corps, and become CJGS, and that, CJGS,.
Maj Gen Nguyen Huu Co would become Deputy Premier for War and
Reconstruction with six key ministries under his control:
Defense, Pbychological Warfare, Rural Construction, Public
Works, Interior and Youth. Co did not hesitate to voice his
dissatisfaction over this change because he knew that during
the past two years, generals who were shifted from military
to political positions soon found themselves completely out
of the picture. Co was later persuaded to relinquish his JGS
position to Vien but kept his headquarters in the JGS compound. He was apparently influenced by COMUSMACV's personal
advice on 7 October that an image of unity was essential in
the interest of the nation. Co was probably still
suspicious,
however, of -hose colleagues who had decided upon his reassignment--but he accepted the position. 6 4
¶

(S)
In the remaining months of 1965, a surface calm
extended over the Vietnamese political scene. The government's
attention was focused on the problems of inflation and commodity shortages. These issues provided politicians and the
press with useful weapons for criticizing the government while
avoiding any direct confrontations with the military leaders
of the government. During the rest of the year, Catholic and
Buddhist groups remained quiescent. Rumors of plotting and
coup attempts, however, continued to cause uneasiness within
the government. 6 5 The GVN did manage to strengthen its position on the international scene; Prime Minister Ky's visits
"toTaiwan, Malaysia and Thailand cohtributed to the establishment of better relations with these- nations. Behind the
shield of US power, a greater measure of security was established, although it was undeniable that there was a long road
ahead toward a strong, unified government.
Economic Problems
(S)
Of the many difficulties which plagued the GVN
during 1965, the economic appeared to be one of the most
difficult to resolve. Inflation, shortages of certain commodities, and the sharply rising cost of living were undoubtedly very real problems; but they also became magnified in
the public mind and provided the political enemies of the
Ky government with a "safe" weapon for attack, without a
direct confrontation.
(S) Inflation in the RVN could be attributed largely
to the imbalance in the OVN budget, the increase in salaries
J~i'
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and wages, the ensuing increase in the demand for labor, and the
influence of the US/FýW buildup on the econory. The shortage
of foodstuffs and the increasing prices for basic commodities were
particularly acute. For example, in January 1965# the wholesale
rice price per 100 kilograms was 590 piasters.' By May 1965, with
the continuing low rice supply from the Delta region to Saigon and
the GVNts decision not to impart rice. the price rose to 700
piasters. 6 6 Difficulties encountered in shipping also contributed
to these shortages. Although the GVN had planned to charter five
coastal vessels to ease the shortages in central VN, this plan
was not implemented because the contracting firms found it unprofitable, Congestion in the port of Saigon caused shipping to
accumulate, increasing demurrage charges thus further adding to
the increase in costs,
(C) Toward the end of 1965, retail price indices showed
that for middle and working class families in Saigon, the cost of
food was 41 percent higher than a year earlier. The general index,
not including rent, for working class families was 33 percent
higher and for the middle class, 30 percent higher. However, both
GVN and US agencies felt that the figures understated the actual
increase and that they were much too loiro67
(S) The GVN apparently did nothing to control the distribution of rice in Saigon or to encourage a greater supply from
the rural areas. The US Agency for International Development
(USAID) felt that every effort must be made to impress upon the
GVN the seriousness of this problem and to induce the GVN to
undertake measures to alleviate the situation, By importing
rice from Thailand and the US, the GVN was able temporarily to
stabilize the price of rice by December 1965.
(C) At a USMACV Commanders Conference on 14 November 1965,
the USAID representative pointed out that the rapid inflationary
trend in 1965 was attributable largely to personal expenditures
by US personnel and the greatly expanded construction programs
in progress, The great amount of currency place in circulation
created a surplus of purchasing power. In the meantime, the cost
of the war had forced the GVN into deficit financing since budget
requirements exceeded government income. The surplus of purchasing
power, the VC interdiction of commodity sources and distribution
systems, and the consequent short supply of materials to be sold,
all contributed toward the spiraling inflation. Unless controlled,
these trends might have led to political unrest with an attendant
adverse effect on the war effort. Among measures considered to
alleviate this situation were plans to increase the import program
with US assistancep to establish a special currency fund for
personal conversions of US dollars, and to limit GVN budgetary
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requirements within reasonable amounts. The following measures
were considered infeasible if not detrimentalt stringent
crackdown on hoarders, the establishment of a ration system,
tightening of controls on merchants, and devaluation of the
piaster. USAID authorities felt that the best course of action
was to hold the GVN budget for 1966 to a small increase, to
reduce US expenditures within Vietnam (both official and personal), and to increase the flow of dollars into the GVN 6 8
Treasury which could be used as an anti-inflationary tool.
(S) The US Department of State felt that the Deparement
of Defense (DOD) FY 66 military construction program in RVN
of about one billion dollars would be a chief source of inflation, and queried CINCPAC and COMUSMACV about possible
measures which could be undertaken to minimize the inflationary trend. Toward the end of 1965, the US Mission in Vietnam
had already undertaken a concerted study as to the ways of
reducing the construction impact on the local 9conomy and
the expenditures of USIMWA forces in Vietnam. • COMUSXACV
was in favor of encouraging personnel to go on rest and recuperation leave outside of Vietnam but was opposed to
limiting the individual's pay in Vietnam owing to the unenforceable and unprecedented nature of the proposal.70 Other
measures such as revised Post Exchange (PX) sto-kago and a
high interest incentive savings plan were also discussed.
However, no decision had been reached when the year ended.
(S) Toward the end of 1965, there were only a few
indications to show that the inflationary trends might be
moderately checked., In addition to the major contributing
factors cited above, there was a noticeable shortage of
housing aggravated by the great number of refugees who had
come from insecure areas. (This problem is discussed in
greater detail in chapter IV). 'In essence, the e9conomy was
characterized by an increasing demand upon the supply system
with an ever-decreasing GVN capability to provide adequate
supplies. US authorities planned to import about 100,000
tons of rice during 1966 to meet projected demais and to help
stabilize the market. There were also both. military and
economic plans to increase the collection of rice from the
Delta and to improve means by which sUCh 'euppliee could be
distributed more evenly to major population centers,.

The Iontagaard Proble(C) During the year, GVN was faced with a politically
embarrascing, potentially dangerous situation vis-a-vis the
Montagnards. The smoldering embers of the 1964 revolt were
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again inflamed by the United Front for the Struggle for Oppressed
Races (PUIRO) who claimed to represent Montagnard interests.
Relationships between GVN and FULRO deteriorated and resulted in
two uprisings during 1965. The Montagnard situation and the challenge it presented to GVN are discussed in Annex A,

US PRESS AND THE HOME FRONT
(U) Few issues or events in American history have provoked
as much public discussion as did the war in Vietnam in 1965. US
congressmen, government officials, military leaders, press commentators, university professors, religious leaders, entertainers,
militant mothers and youths of all persuasions joined in frequently
impassioned debate throughout the year. Draft card burnings, selfimmolations, blood drives for the VC and upeace"t marches were
widely publicized. Less dramatic, but vastly more representative
of the nation's sentiments, were the massive quantities of mail
and gifts sent to US servicemen in Vietnam along with tons of
food and supplies donated for the Vietnamese people*
(U) Congressional opinion on the war was mixed, but the
great majority in both parties demonstrably felt that thei United
States did have a commitment to the GVN and should therefore be
heavily represented in-country. "If it is a political issue, the
issue will be how the war has been waged, rather than whether we
should be theret" said Senator Thomas Dodd of Connecticut in an
interview at the end of the year.71

,

(U) Indicative of congressional feeling at the beginning
of 1965 was an Associated Press survey of senators on US policy
in Vietnam. Of 81 senators questioned, 33 favored "sticking to
our present course, while working toward stability in Saigon.,"
Three favored accelerating the struggle and moving it north, ten
favored negotiations, three favored US withdrawal and 32 had no
comment or suggestion. 7 2 ' As the year progressed, congressional
doubts were expressed on the increasing American involvement, and
the search for a conclusion to the war became an issue. Though
not always of the same opinion, Senators Fulbright and Mansfield
urged restraint in Vietnam throughout the year. Sen. George Aiken
of Vermont on 21 December stated: "Up to now Communist China is
winning this war in Vietnam."? 3 The widely discussed Mansfield
Report, issued at the end of the year after a study mission by
five senators# concluded that: "A rapid Rolution to the conflict
in Vietnam is not in immediate prospect . .
such choices as may
be open are not simple choices. They are difficult a~d painful
choices and they are beset with•sWA,
qW*
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UNGLASSIF IED
(U) A total of 16 senators and 57 representatives visited
Vietnam during 1965, spending on the average just over four days
in-country.
(U) Throughout the year the war was the major preoccupation
of US newspaper columnists and editorialists. Particularly heavy
attention was directed toward the buildup and role of US military
forces and to the bombing of North Vietnam. Operation STARLIGHT
and the Plei Me/la Drang Valley campaign brought widespread
editorial acclaim for US fighting men. Initial disclosure of the
use of riot. control agents and the first B-52 raids resulted in
much press criticism, virtually all of which had disappeared by
the end of rthe year.
.(U) Considerable doubt and pessimism about the US course
in Vietnam were reflected in the press at the beginning of the
year. The Council on Foreign Relations reported on 2 February
1965 that of about 600 community leaders questioned in 33 American
cities, 80 percent approved the US objective of assisting GON to
defend its independence and consolidate its authority. But about
90 percent believed that US policy in Vietnam was failing. On
26 January 1965 the Associated Press quoted Richard Nixon as
saying? 1"e are losing the war in Vietnam and we will be thrown
out of the country in a matter of months, certainly within a
year." Syndicated columnist Joseph Alsop wrote in the Washington
Post on 24 Januaryt "The specter of a catastrophic American defeat looms larger and larger . . . the aimless drift that afflicts
our Vietnamese policy making calls out for explanation." Representative of much press comment wab a Rowland Evans-Robert Novak
column in the New York Herald Tribune of 8 January which said:
"Staying in Vietnam isn't enough. To avoid being pushed out,
we must do far more than we are now doing-and do it fast. But
even at the highest levels of official Washington there is dieagreement about how the US effort chould be stepped up at all.#
Seo. Richard Russell was quoted by the New York Times on 12
January as calling for a "re-evaluation" of the entire US position
in Vietnam. "Up to now we have been losing ground instead of
gaining it 9" he said.
(U) Later in the year the press reflected general public
support for the US policy in Vietnam along with misgivings about
the extent of the American involvement. "The best efforts of
poll takers and the informed opinion of reporters and others who
move around the country agree that the nation is supporting the
expanded war in South Vietnam1 " reported Tom Wicker in the New
York Tizee of 16 July. But he added:
It is likely also, however, that the majority of
the good people pursuing their business from here to the
:4'
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Pacific coast do not have a detailed understanding
of what is going on, what is at stake, and what could
happen in remote Southeast Asia. In such a complex
situation the people have rallied round the President,
taken his word and advice, and acquiesced in his

management of things.
Walter Lippmann in his syndicated column of 22 July
wrote:
we are
. .
We are now in siaht of a total war
confronted with the proposal to replace our advisors, and
inevitably as a reto take command of the war, and to establish an American military government
sult in Saigon to rule the native politicians and generals.
"Zan there be any serious question that such an expansion
of American military power on the Asian mainland is likely
to mean a war to the bitter end, not only against the Viet
Cong and Hanoi, but against China as well?
(U) On 3 September Stewart Alsop conimented in the Saturday
EvenIn Post: "The war in Vietnam now seems all but certain to
become what President Eisenhower, President Kennedy and President
Johnson deeply hoped it would never become - primarily an American war, rather than a war between Vietnamese." On 30 September
Lippoan judged the American buildup to have succeeded in pre-

venting a Viet Cong victory and opined:
Against the kind of force we have in Vietpnm
guerrilla warfare cannot win a victory. But neither
can the guerrillas be defeated decisively and put out
of business. If we cannot or will not escalate the war
until we have an enormous army Wiich can occupy the
country, our best course is to dig in along the coast
and begin to discuss with the Vietnamese politicians
the formation of a government in Saigon which can
negotiate a truce in the civil war,
Denis Warner in the 16 December issue of the Reporter observed:
"Itf the United States had not intervened directly in the Vietnam
war last spring, the Viet Cong would have won, Now that the danger
has passed, this is admitted here quite freely."
(U) As the year ended, press comout was predominantly
cautious, On 21 December the Baltimore S quoted Haryland Rep.
Long as saying, "We are winning battles, but we are not yet winning the war." Writing in the Washington Post on 21 December,
Jack Anderson discussed the mpainful decision" to escalate and
said:
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In the year ahead, the US conmitment in South Vietnam
will be doubled. This means an end to the era of war-inVietnam-but-peace-at-home, the end of both guns and butter.
The home front must now be mobilized. Guns must come first,
and the President is seriously debating whether to ask Congress for a formal declaration of war.
(U) In mid-December, a poll conducted by the Opinion Research
Corporation of Princeton9 N. J., revealed that 65 percent of Americans
believed the US was right in staying in Vietnam and becoming involved
in the fighting; 20 percent believed that the US should have pulled
out, and 15 percent had no opinion. The poll, reprinted in US News
.&World Reprt on 27 December. also showed that 82 percent of Americans felt the US should insist that any negotiations on Vietnam begin
while our troops were still there. Nine percent believed the US
should withdraw its troops if this would bring about negotiations,
and nine percent had no opinion,

DECISIONS
(U) The US responded to the enerqts challenge in Vietnam in
1965 with a series of vajor 0cisions significantly deepening the
US military involvement.
(C) With VC terrorism rising early in the yoar$, President
Johnson ordered all dependents of US gover.ment-sponsored personnel
evacuated from S,
and US troops were dispatched to provide the
security for US installations whic RVNAF and the Vietn=aese National
Polict had been unable to provide.
(C) The bmbing of N01, ordered originally as retaliation for
VC attacks, was expan-ded into an intensive program aimed at steaming
infiltration into SYN at its source. Marinee were deployed to pro..
vide security for the Da Nang air base aso the bmbing ra-id1 got
undernay. In efrly April, the Marine mission was expanded to in-.
clude counterinsurgency combat opera tiors, which led to furtho
deployments.
(U) In the face of an increasingly criti cal GVN politicosalitary situation, the decir-ions were uade to toc.it US air power,
to deploy sizeable US ground forces for ce-bat and to strengthen
GO feros. USA? and US Navy (USM) jet aircraft were released for
combat, new USA? units and USN vessels were eployed, and -."ansion
of VNAF was authorized. USHC and USA el.ewnts were brou$,t In, and
higher force levels were set for A.WN, 10' aed PF. The USX and 0=
'(US Coast Guard) coneed an extensivo noastal surveilance oper---

on. Strategic Air Coasnd (SAC) D-5kis from=ontinuo
Guam began
Sof VC sanctuaries and conducted other corlat wnnport missions.
L1%
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(TS) The Secretary of Defense's (SECDEF) July visit to
SVN was followed by the President's announcement of a further
sharp increase of US forces in SVN. The US now decided to embark upon a three-phase, long range program designed to stop
losing the war, resume the offensive, and extend GVN influence
throughout SVN once VC forces were destroyed. Increased NVA
infiltration in the latter part of the year raised US force
requirements still further and Led to new countermeasures, particularly in the Laotian Panhandle.

a

£

(U) These decisions and their effects will be discussed in
detail in subsequent chapters of this history.
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CHAPTER II

*

THE BUILDUP

INTRODUCTION
(TS) The buildup of US/FWMAF in SMN was a response to many
challenges. Although contingency plans (see Chapter III) had
been developed to counter the insurgency threat, these plans
could not be implemented without qualification because of the
political considerations involved in the deployment of US forces
to RVN, and the use of air power both in and out-of-country.
Thus, each deployment, each operation, was the subject of considerable study, counter-study, and discussion among COtUSHACV,
CINCPAC, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the SECDEF. There

was no clear-cut, long range basic plan that was adhered to
In fact, in some
the first
S~during
six months of the buildup.

instances it was not possible to determine when a final decision

was made on a particular deployment (e.g. even after the arrival of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Abn Be3 in RVN, strong consideration was given to its witidjawal, to the great consternation of CINCPAC and COt4USMAOV). ,1

I

(TS) On I September 1965, COMUSMACV published his concept
of operations which, reflecting CINCPAC's concept, established a
three-phased operation in RVI.I
The objectives of this "coampaign" plan are dicuased in Chapter III; the deployents are
discussed in this chapter. This concept was the first attempt
to promulgate a mastar plan for the further deployment of Us/
WMA forces to PVN. Phase I concerned deployments through the
end of 19651 Phase IIt 1 January through 30 June 1966; Aiase
12 to 18 months following completion of Phase II.
In
November 1965, Phase II was modified to cope with the increased
NVA threat, thus adding Phase IIA to the plan. In fact, there
were many modifications made in the deployment achedules of all
three phases. The significant point is that a plan was developed, approved, and used as a definite guide for the buildup of
US/FU(A fcres in RVY.

4

SIII

*

N

us FORCES
(U) For the portrayal of the buildup of US forces during
1965 see Figure II-I and Table :1-1.
US Marine Corps
(S)

In January 1965 there were about 700 Marines in 81.
f HIS PAGE REGRADEDEUNGLASIrEo
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Task Unit (TU) 79.3.5 (Marine Unit, Vietnam), dubbed "SHUFLY"
and consisting of a staff, a Marine helicopter squadron and a
sub-unit of Marine Air Base Squadron 16, had been on the
ground since April 1962. Its mission was to support ARVN
operations in IV CTZ. During its two and a half years in RVN,
this unit developed valuable methodology, tactics, techniques
and equipment and provided combat experience for hundreds of
pilots, mechanics and controllers. It had also established a
continuing tradition of almost 10O percent aircraft availability ever since its arrival in-country and a base of knowledge
4
for future Marine activities in I CTZ,
(s) In the latter part of 1964, hard-core VC strength
jumped by 50 percent to approximately 9,000; guerrilla incidents reached a record high, and the flow of insurgents down
the Ho Chi Mmi
trail neared a thousand men per month. Thus,
1965 portended a need for the US to provide assistance to GVN
in a more concrete form than the established advisory and assistance effort. However, two obstacles had to be overcome
before the US could act: the reluctance, if not animosity, of
some Vietnamese leaders toward excessive foreign influence in
their affairs, and the lethargy of the US public toward the
"intangible" threat of a communist take-over in SVN. It was
obvious to US military and government leaders, that unless the
US acted, complete coumunist control over the oountry was imminent.
(TS) The President, SECZEF and JCS were in constant contact with 0INOPAC, C0MUSMACV and the Ambassador au the new
year, heralded by VC terrorism started off with the PJeiku and
Qui Nhon attacks on US forces. The initial US attacks on NMN
in February were retaliatory acts. It rapidly became evident
that "graduated reprisal" was not a satisfactory approach, and
that "sustained reprisal" was required to give the US the
initiative. COMU=SACV was constantly queried for his continuing analysis of the worsening situation whiah became so or..
tical, that in February US govarnment-sponsored dependents
woere evacuated to clear the decks for action. 5
(TS) The possibility of unil;ateral intervention had been
foreseen several years earlier in CINOPAC and CC(UMACV Contingenoy Plan 32-64- This plan specified that the III Marine
Expeditionary Force (MEF) would land in the I OTZ to provide
security of the Da Nang airbase and port and to act as a
blocking force across Vietnam Just south of the IKZ in anticipation of overt aggression by WN
The IlI MEF was selected
for this role due to its accessibility on Okinawa and its
capability for a zapid landing over the beach in S.6
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(TS) In late 1964, the JCS, after receiving COMUSMACV's
assessment of the situation in SVN# considered strengthening
the defense forces in the I CTZ by moving the US Seventh Fleet
(7th Fit) Special Landing Foree (SLF) to that area and moving
a Marine Light Antiaircraft Missile (LAA14) (HAWK) battalion
from Continental United States (CONUS) to Da Nang for air base
security. At the same time, programs were initiated to deploy
two USMC Battalion Landing Teams (BLT) or USA battalions to
Saigon for local protection; to add more land and sea-based air
power to optimize execution of courses of action; to send more
"CONUS or Pacific Command (PACOK) air-sea-ground units to the
Western Pacific, (WESTPAC) and to alert CONUS units to be prepared to implement applicable portions of CINCPAC OPLANs 32-64
and 39-65. While none of these moves actually occurred in 1964,
their feasibility was determined, alerts issued and patterns set
for the future. 7
(S)
In February 1965, the Deputy Commander USMACV (DEPCOMUSMACV) surveyed the VC situation at Da Nang and the current
defensive position of USAVN forces there in order to determine
the need for deployment of the programed forces. Because of
the vital importance of the Da Nang air base to COKUSMACV's
plans, the high concentration of trained personnel and valuable
equipment in that area, and the questionable capability of the

4

21

RVNAF to atop a determined VC attacks he believed it necessary
to deploy a Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB) ashore.$
MACV concurred with this appraisal.

CMUSm

(S) During the time DEPCOMUSMAOV was making the survey of
the Da Nang area, the JCS recommended to SECDEF that an eightweek program of graduated military pressures against NVN be
initiated. This included movement of the 9th MEB from Okinawa
to Da Nang and another MEB from Hawaii to Okinawa, both with
necessary combat support and combat service support elements.
Air and sea lifts were to be positioned for reaction purposes
and the III ME was to be in a state of readiness. These plans
considered the possibility of NVN/CHICOX intervention, but
hopefully concluded that strong action by the US plus international pressure might cause a reduction of VC activity as increasing damage was inflicted on NVN.9
(TS) COMUSIACV concurred with the JCS estimate of the
situation and recommended that all deployments should first be
cleaed with the GVN, in order to insure that introduction of
large US forces into SEASIA would not prejudice the US position
of graduated reprisals. He urged the deployment of the 9th ME
as soon as possible. Based on COMUSMACVts reply to the JCS that.
the situation was worsening daily and on his rationale for deployment of the 9th MEB, Da Nang was stated as the objective for
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COMUSMACVWs rationale was substantially that pre-

viously stated by DEPCOMUSMACV.

40S notified CINCPAC and CON-

USMACV on 27 February 1965 that approval had been granted to
deploy the 9th MEB to Da Nang as requested.. This decision indicated.a. determination by US leaders to press Lorward in
achieving the limited objectives set by the US in SEASIA 1 0
To help justify deployment of sizable US combat forces into
SVN, COMUS(ACV was requested to forward all indicatiof linking Hanoi with the direction of the VC effort in SN.o

(S) With the decision to land the 9th MEB at Da Nang, US
authorities in Saigon were faced with the problem of Vietnamese
acceptance of a foreign combat force on their soil. The US
Ambassador met with Prime Minister Quat to inform him about US
views and plans. Key Vietnamese Generals, Thieu and Minh,
agreed with the US plans but expressed concern about the possible reaction of the populace. They requested that the f~rce
be brought ashore in the most inconspicuous way feasible."
(S) Soon after, the Ambassador received a State-Defense
message which commented that it was desirable to deploy the
173d Abu Bde from Okinawa instead of the 9th MEB.1 3 CC2USMACV
quickly indicated that he did not understand this sudden change
and could not support it militarily. He firmly recomnended that
the original plan be carried out because the Marines were logistically more self-sufficient and had more badly-needed combat support elements than the 173d. Evidently this conviction,
shared by the Ambassador, was strong enough to overcome objections and no further changes were proposed. 1 4
(TS) The JCS still doubted whether the deployment of the
9th MEB would be an adequate response to the deteriorating
situation in SON and asked COMUSIACV if there were any indications of an imminent collapse of the GYN war efforts. The
Chairwin, JCS (CJCSB feared that the VC gains might have
reached the point where, regardless of US actions against NVN,
the RVN would fall apart. 1 5 COQHSMACV advised CJCS, that although the situation in all CTZ's was serious, he was confident that RVN leaders and citizenry could overcome political
upheaval. CUXUSMACV stated:
History mny well record that the real signifi-

canoe of 1964 was not major VC advance and corresponding GVN retrogression but rather that South Vietnam's social and political institutions remained remarkably intact under the powerful disintegrating
blows to which subjected - most of them not of VC
making . . . Nonetheless, we do have the very real

asset of a resilient people and this gives hope that
,of
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there is more time available than we might think;
time in which if properly exploited, the needed
national leadership could evolve . . . We cannot
permit the battalions of the ARVN to be defeated
in open combat . . . This will require an extremely high level of pre-strike bombing and close air
support . .
the VNAF A-IH's . . . fully tasked
now, simply haven't the capability to provide the
intensified air support envisaged . . *

:4

COMUSMACV felt that, because of these facts, the US must increase both air and ground forces to suipplement ARVN forces
and to aid them in overcoming their defidiendies.. He concluded with a listing of the number .n• torpe of units needed to
accomplish the mission of overcominR the VC threat; among ý em
were the 9th MEB and additional USMC helicopter squadrons.
(S)
CINCPAC reinforced COMUSIACVts assessment by agreeing
with it fully, and by reemphasizing the following requirements
to give even stronger support to his own earlier recommendations:
1) The increased use of air in RVN.
2)

Necessity for tighter control over coastal shipping.

3)

Requirement for use of US forces in security missions

4)

Need for a logistics base within the country.

in SVN.

CINCPAC emphasized that in COMUSMACI's estimation# the war had
moved out of the purely guerrilla phase and into a more formalized
military conflict. It became essential, therefore, that this
transition be recognized and that reaction to it be immediate, with
the best in US weapons and tactics. He concluded by placing an
even higher priority than COMUSIMACV on deployment of the full 9th
MEB to I CTZ rather than the ,EB (-) which had previously been
planned, because of the need for insurance should ARVN's ability to
resist collapse in the critical area of Da Nang$ where so much was
already comditted.l 7 CJCS informed COMUSMACV and CINCPAC that their
recommendations had been forwarded to SECDEF and that the prospects
for approval were excellent. Thus, step one in the buildup of
forces had been taken and subsequent steps appeared to be assured. 1 8

j.

(U) The 9th MED landed routinely at Da Nang on 8 March with
no opposition
from either the VC or the civilian populace.
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Girls with leis and a contingent of dignitaries wel19
corned the troops as they stormed ashore.
WS) In early April, COMUSMACV completed a re-evaluation
of force requirements, and the result was a request for two
additional USMC BLT's; one to be positioned at Da Naang and
the other at Phu Bai. In addition, he requested a U.C F-4
squadron and necessary MEB, Regimental Landing Team (RLT),
and Marine Air Group (HAG) headquarters and control and su°iport personnel. 2 0 On 3 April, JCS approved the deployment.
of the units requested and directed CINCPAC to expead the
mission of the USMC elements to include engagement in ccunterinsurgency operations. This coincided with COMUSMAOV's
earlier ,rationale for the buildup, in which he had stipulated a need for US forces to supplement ARVN fcu.'ces in the
From 4-12 April, the F-4 squadron deconduct of the war
ployed to Da Nang.f1
(S) On 14 April the 3d Bn, 4th Marineo, displaced
from Da Nang to Phu Bai as scheduled, and occupied the airfield. On the same day CINCPAC requested in-country clearance for deployment of a naval Mobile Construction Battalion
(MCB) to Chu Lai on or about 15 June and inother MCB for Da
Nang in July. The purpose was to provid 2support for priority engineering tasks at these two bases.'
(TS) DOD informed the Ambassador •hat the deteriorating
situation in SVN required greater US involvement and that the
introduction of more battalions of Marines wLs being conOn 17 April, JCS notified CINCPAC that deployment
sidered.'
of 5,000 additional Marines previously requested by Commanderin-Chief, Pacific Fleet (CINCPACFLT) had been tentatively
approved at the highest level. At this time, total US Marine
strength in RVN was 8,767. The additional 5,OOO-mAn force
was to include the Expeditionary Force HQ; HQ 3d Marine Division; let Marine Air Wing Advanct Group, plus supporting
logistical elementa. D-Day for landin& the Marines was not
firm, but it was exnected t• t in oarly May. The landing
was to take place at Chu Lai*

"* C:"
,:!'

.43.4

(S) CINCPAC1LT had requested the above mentioned Marine
However, after
force with the ctoncurrence o' COMUSMACV.
closer study CQL1U;SACV decided that the proposed forces were
inadequate to p.:ovide security for Chu Lai and that reliance
upon ARVN for outer security was unrealistic except for short
periods. He therefore strongly recommended to CINCPAC that a
full regiment be lande' at Chu Lai, together with reinforcin
,lexfetO provide a ccabat potential adequate to the task.'CiNCPAC informed JCS on 29 April that he concurred in
Gl.r -UNCLSSjjage
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CCZ'
C1USMAOV'

s recommendation.

(TS) On 1 May, CINCPAC uotified COMUSMACV that the JCS
had anthorized the deployment of the regiment, air elements
and supporting logistical elements to Chu2 ai upon receipt
of country clearance from the Ambassador.
(S) Following a conference with OG, I Corps, which
clarified command relationships and other matters pertaining to the occupation of the same area by US and ARMN forces,
advised CINCPAC that D-Day for the Chu Lai landing of the three battalions would be 7 May. JCS then
notified CINCPAC that the Term III Marine "Expeditionary"
Force was politically undesirable and that henceforth the
word "Amphibious" would be substituted. On 6 May, Maj Gen
Wo R.. Collins, USMC, reported to CQMUS4ACV as OG, III Marine
;CcSKACV

Amphibious Force (III MAO). Later on that day, the 9th2 7
MEB submitted its last situation report and phased out.
"4

(s)

The amphibious task force entered the Chu
Lai

landing area at 070500H May 1965, and the signal "Land the
Landing Force" flew at 0600H. The first wave touched down

at 0800H, By 071900H May 1965, all major ground units
were established ashore. These units consisted of two
BLT's, one RLT HQ shore partyg 3d Reoon Bn (-)9 a direct
artillery
SIsupport
battalion, and MCB-IO.

The MCB was under

direct control of OG, III MAP, and was used to assist the
Marine engineer group in constructing the air strip and
performing other critical engineering tasks at Chu Lai.
The ground units were to be followed by the approved air
elements as soon as the Marine Short Air Tactical Strip
(SATS) was completed. The Norests (catapult and arresting
gear) were installed and suficient runway was prepared to

accept aircra~ft by 28 N'

(s) On 16 Mayp CINCPAC reported to JOS his intentions
to deploy to Chu Lai the three US4O A-4 squadrons of MAG-12
which were included in the task organization of the Chu Lai
landing force. One squadron was to land early on 28 May,
another was to land later the same day and one would stand
by on oall from Cubi Point, Republic of the Philipines.
(ROP), until the airfield was ready to accept it.29 This

was the last major deployment of Marine tactical units
A.

'

until early unmer.. In July~the expeditionary airfield at
Chu Lai (made of AM-2 matting) was completed.

(S) By June 1965, seven battalions of the 3d Marine
Division were in $VN, Of the remaining two, one BLT was
ready to deploy from Okinawa at the request of CCIUSMAC,,
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The remaining BLT was the 7th Fit SL.
One RLT (7th Marines),
approved by JCS, had been deployed from Eastern Pacific during
the month, and was poised &t Okinawa for deployment into SUN.
On(4 June Brig Gen L. W. Waltp UKC9, relieved Maj Gen W. R&
Collins as OG III MAF. By the middle of June there were 16,500
Marines in the thrn enclaves - Da Nang, Chu; Lai and Phu Bai,

with more to come.

(Ts)

On 7 June, CCKUSMACV advised CINCPAC and JCS that the

planned buildup of ARYN forces would not be realized, owing to
excessively high desertion rates and high casualties. Several
battalions had been decimated by the VC. These factors caused
a moratorium on new accessions and caused the force ratios to
continue to change in favor of the VO. COMUSMUCV saw no alternative to reinforcing US efforts in SVN with additional US or
other FP•4i.
He therefore recommended deployment of the remaining two BLT's of the 3d Marine Division on Okinawa, and appropriate support and air elements (approximately 8,000 troops),
previously programmed, and reconstitution of the SLF. He also
recommended that planning be initiated tq program an additional
Marine brigade to reinforce the III MAF.l-

(TS) JOS responded by disapproving the request for the
two Marine BLT's on Okinawa and held up the decision to move the
other requested US forces. In an unforeseen and perplexing move,
JOS proposed that CINCPAC and COMUSMAnV consider moving units
out of SVN even before they arrived. 3 9 CINCPAC promptly protested
and stated that the situation in SVN was critical and that the
two BLT's were needed immediately if US forces were to prevail.33
(TS) On 27 June COKUSMACV submitted to JCO a new requirements forecast which included seven USMC helicopter squadrons,
three fighter squadrons and three attack squadrons, These forces
were in addition to h14 7 June request which had included both
ground and air units.* On 29 June, JOB informed CM1USMACV that
the forces he had requested were on the way and would be incountry at the end of July. They included the two Marine BLT t s
requested in June and one F-4 squadron which would complete
deployment of 3d Marine Div and the major part of lot Marie
Air Wig (MAW).
An additional USKC brigade, a USKC fighter
attack (VMFZ) squadron and necessary supporting elements and
the medium helicopter (E1M) squadrons would be provided later.' 5

(S) Oft 14 August, the 7th Mar Regt (-), the additional
brigade mentioned in the preceding paragraph, landed and raised
the strength of the Marines to 30,00 in the three enclaves of
So. At the end of September, UE74 strength in SYN was 38,0 9
2,000 at Pbu Bail 23,000 at Da Nang, and 13,000 at Chu Lai. 3
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Coupled with combat support and combat service support units, the
deployment of the Marine air units requested in June created the
difference in strength figures between August and December. At
the end of September, CG, III MAF, estimated the situation of his
command and declared unequivocally to COMUSMACV that in order for
him to perform his mission, the optimum US ground force requirement for the three enclaves would be two Marine Divisions and appropriate supporting air. Furthermore, he stated, "if III MAP is
assigned the responsibility extending from Quang Ngai to the DMZ,
at least three more battalions will be needed."37
(S)
October, November and December saw multi-battalion unilateral and combined US/ARVN operations against the VC. The
Marine units also actively participated in pacification activities
and civic action. The Tactical Areas of Responsibilities (TAOR)
were constantly expanding, thinning out the Marine strength to a
dangerous degree. In October, there were 292 Marine rotary-wing
Sand fixed-wng aircraft in SVN which averaged 4,624 flying hours
No additional battalions joined the III MA? during
per month.
October and November, although there was an exchange of infantry
battalions between I CTZ and Okinawa in accordance with CG, Fleet
Marine Force Pacific's (FMFPAC) rotation program. As of 7 December tbre were 38,554 Marines in the III MAF area of responsibi4

(TS)

In

mid-December, the SECDEF approved COMUSMACV's
previous request for accelerated deployment of Phase II combat
forces. JCS approved deployment of one BLT for each of the first
three month of 1966. This would give CG, Ill MAF, his optimum
combat force of two Mar .,e divisions and appropriate supporting
air. 4 0 This accelerated deployment caused consternation in PACOM
due to the fact that programmed deployments had seriously depleted PACOM reserves. CINCPAC requested that both ArMy and Marine
reserves be reconstituted.fi
(S)
On 20 December, the 2d Air Division (AD) was tasked
with determining the feasibility of absorbing III MAF't requirements for ten fighter squadrons. After considering the results
of these studies, COMUSMXACV approved the recom•endation for the
deployment of ten fighter squadrons to 3VN with eight of them
supporting USMO ground forces and two to be allocated to support
of other in-bountry forces. 4 2 This was included in COMUSACVts
proposals to CINCPAC for the US force buildup in 1966.
(S) In December 1965, C0G, III MAP, requested an expansion
of the lst Radio Battalion, an additional communication battalion
and an KP battalion. He also requested that the III MA? HQ be
expanded so that he could perform his many functions as CG, III
rAD UNCLASSIFIED
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NAF.lNaval Component Commander (NCC), Senior Advisor I Corps,
and Area Coordinator, in an efficient manner. This request
called for an additional 80 officer spaces to the 81 then authorized and an additional 215 enlisted spaces to the 157 already
authorized foor III MAP HQ. CaCUWACV approved the request and
recommended that CINCPAC concur.
(TS) At the end of 1965, the equivalent of nearly two
When added to a supporting air
USHC divisions was in SV?.
combat service support elements,
elements,
combat
support
wing,
total
U3C strength was about 40,000.
and elements enroute, the

Plans fo= 1966 indicated that USMC strength would rise to about
65,000. If these plans were fully implemented, RVN would contain
the largest -m•cqptration of USMC "Forces Im Readiness* since
World War II.
1*' (For the location of the major unita of III
MAY, see Figure 11-2.)

us Army
(S)

Of the 149697 USA personnel in SVN at the beginning

of the year, approximately one-third were working directly under
C(MUSMACV as field advisors or ritaff officers. The remaining
two-thirds were assigned to USA units provid ,ng combat support
and combat service support to RVNAF forces.4O The 5th Special
Forces Group (SFG) (Abn) and various Army aviltion units were
the major 'MA units in Vietnam at that time.
(s) With the VC attacke on the US installations at Pleiku
and Qui Nhon in early February, it became increasingly clear
that the war had entered a new phase. On 11 February, JOS recommended to the SECDEF that a brigade from the 25th Inf (Infantry)
Div be deployed to Thailand; the 173d Abn Wde be alerted for
movement to SU, and necessary Upport elements be deployed to
back-up the recommended forces.
(s) In early March, responding to a JCS message requesting his views on the situation in SVN, C(t4UbIACV stated -that the
VO held the initiative and continued to gain even greater control;
the situation in all four CTZ's presented an unfavorable picture
for the OVN.
In predicting the future without additional US/
FWNAF forces, he stated that in six months the RVNAF would be
cluatered around the main population centers and the GVN would
be beset by '"end the war" groups seeking a negotiated settlement.
CE4US4ACVTe evaluation was that the VC would sucneed if there
were no changes to the direction and degree of US efforts He
recommended the full use of all available US tactical air resources
to support RVNAF, improvement of coastal surveillance, deployment
ofan ME (-) to Da Nang and improvement of target acquisition
and intelligence resources and capabilities in SMN. He also
,-L
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stated that among other actions under consideration were the

deployments of three more USA helicopter companies and three
tailored companies of observation aircraft to increase the
forward air control and surveillance capability. In summation,
CCWJSMACV felt that his recommendations would create a new

basic US policy toward the war in MTH and that the US should be
committed to do whatever was militarily necessary to prevent
defeat. He said that the measures he suggested, if taken,
might halt the adverse trends and present challenges which the

VC would not care to meet.

49

CINCPAC concurred with CC•KUSMA

Is

5 0 Thq
views and recommended approval of the requested forous.
JCS also supported CKUS•CV'~s views 9 and stated that the pros- 51
pects for SECW approval of his recommendations were excellent.

(S) The request for three additional helicopter companLs
was reiterated to the Chief of Staff US Army (CofSi) during
briefings held in Saigon on 7 March and was approved later in

the month. 5 2

The need for additional 0-1 aircraft was alg

mentioned at the briefing9 and was subsequently approved.J• Also
presented to CofSA was the USMkCV *enclave concept". This concept
envisioned a series of well defended areas, with sea and airfield
facilities, lo'%ated in those areas that had the best potential
for maintaining US presence in SN, despite VC efforts.P4

Following JCSts approval

fr(U)

55

of CCf4USACV ts request56

for additional forces to augment GVN security forces in greater
Saigon, the first USA battalion-sized unit, a Military Police

(MP) battalion, arrived in SWTduring 19-21 March. One platoon
was deployed to each CTJ pending arrival of additional security
troops; the remainder of the battalion was stationed in Saigon.
(TS)

In a message to JCS on 21 March, OUMMU

4

(TS)

):

On 26 Mar 65, C0•iUACV published an estimate which

outlined the enemy capabilities and the courses of action open
to the US. In his analysis, the assumption was made that the
retaliatory and punitive actions would# in time, oseo NYN to
terminate its support to the insurgents in SM,. COM(MCV
PA
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V stated,

with CINCPAC's concurrence, that the US had to be ready to deploy
combat troops in SVH in the near future in order to secure major
airfields and ports. COMUfJMOT had considered the use of a
highly mobile Army brigade to be stationed at Bien Boa and yung
Taut He had also fomulated a concept for the employment of a
division along the Qui Nhon-An Khe-Pleiku axis, for which he
favored the 1lth Air Assault Division (later designated as thCWUS(ACV believed the enclave concept vas.
let Car Div (AM)).
essential to all deployment plans and designated DIa ang ae •
pilot operation. He also considered Qui ?ihon, Nha Trang, ?.f
Hoa, Phan Misets and Qu Lai as sites for future deploymenr.)I
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course of action which would include
favored the adoption of
a maximum buildup of RVNAF, plus the commitment of a US division along the Qui Nhon-Pleiku axis, a separate brigade at
Bien Hoa-Vung Tau and a MEB (+) in I CTZ, for a total US commitment of approximately 33,000 troops. The principal advantages of this proposed course of action would be the attainment
of military objectives and the support it would contribute to
GVN political stability. The estimate also dealt with the
force ratios which would be obtained by the introduction of US
units. A determination was made that ARVN and VC battalions
were rated equal in combat power (ARVN air and artillery support offset the qualitative and motivational advantages of the
VC); a USA battalion was equal to two ARVN battalions, while a
USMC battalion was equal to three ARVN battalions. Deployment
of these 33,000 troops would result in a force increase equivalent to 63 ARVN battalions by March 1966 (32 battalion-equivalents from USA-USMC forces; 31 new ARVN battalions from a
buildup in ARVN strength). COMUSACV recommended that the
deployment of these forces be completed by June 1965.58 On 30
March, COMUSWACV requested a field command headquarters to control planned US and FWXA forces in SVN.5 9
(C) In early April, JCS concurred with COMUSIACV's estimate of the situation and his reccmmendations, and proposed
that a conference be held in Hawaii to develp a plan for deploying combat and logistical units to SVN.
(S) At the Hawaii conference (8-10 April) CINCPAC recommended to JCS that a USA division be deployed as soon as logis.
tically feasible, for employment in the highlands or elsewhere*
as COMUSMWCV directed. The 173d Abn Bde should expeditioue.V
move from Okinawa to Bien Hoa-Vung Tau. Lastly, a USA corps
headquarters should be deployed concurrently with the divisions
to assume operational control of US and certain F90A forces
planned for deployment in II and III CTZ (See Annex B). Thus
COMUSACV'e earlier recommendations were all supported. 6 1
(S) The 173d Abn B4e was approved for temporary deployment to SVN on 14 April.c" On that same day Commander-in-Chief
Strike Command (CINCSTRIKE) was tasked to replace the 1734 as
soon as possible with a brigade from COUS so that the 173d
could return to PACOM reserve.6* COKISMCV espressp# his
desire for an airborne brigade to replace the 173d.04 The unit
scheduled to replace the 173d was the let Bde, 101st Abn Div.
(S) The conference also established the need for a sepa.
rate brigade to secure the enclave area of Qui Nhon-Nha TransCam Ranh Day and to extend the secure areas of Qui Nhon to al.
low the additional deployments of logistical units. It was
65,66
recommended that this brigade be obtained from the 1st Iaf Div.•, 6
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(S) At a subsequent conference in Hawaii later that month,
attended by the SIJBGEF, the US Ambassador to RUN, CINCPAC and COXUSI.ACV, it was decided that the 173d Abn Ede would deploy to Bien
Hoa-Vung Tau by 15 June,.-irth
a corresponding increase of logistical units and personnel to support the buildup. The conferees
also planned for the deployment of the airmobile division to Qui
Nhon-Pleiku-Kontum by 1 August and the concurrent deployment of
the USA 'corps hqs to Nha Trang. They also recommended the deployment of the 1st Bde, 101st Abn Div and the 2d Bde, 1st Inf Div,
to SMN.
The results of this conference thus met fully COMUSMACV' s
previous recommendations. 67
(S) The main body of the 173d Abn 1de began to arrive on 5
lMy., and constituted the first US Army ground combat unit deployed
to SVN. GOOUSI4CV directed that the brigade (-) be stationed at
Bien Hoa, with a battalion task force in Vung Tau. The mission of
the 173d Bde was to render combat support to RVNAF and to engage
in combat counterinsurgency operations as directed by C014USMtACV. 6 8
(S) In early June, COSIIACV again expressed concern over
the deteriorating SVN situation and the need for additional US
troops to offset the rising enemy capabilities. Earlier estimates
of force ratios were no longer valid due to increased NVA infiltration and ARVN losses. He desired to retain the 173d in SVN and
stated thAt additional deployments above the 23 maneuver battalions
previoxisly recommended should include the remainder of the 1st or
101st Divisions Pnd additional helicopter, artillery, and 1AWK
unitg. lie recormended that planning for deployinig theoe units begin.9
(S)
Later thAt month the JCS concurred in the earlier proposal to deploy the lot Cav Div (All), and stated that, with the ar-.
rival of the separate brigades which had been requested earlier
(identified as the 2d Bde, let Inf Div# to secure the Qui Nhonifha Trang-Cam Ramh Bay enclave and the lot Bde, 101st Abn Div, to
replnce the 173d AMm Ede), C01tUM{ACV would have 23 US maneuver
battalions, the ntmber he had requested earlier. Any decision to
withdraw or replace units in or eruvte to SVi would be made
later.0
k

fin

(S)
CCJW.X'-ACV took strong exception to My mention of withdrawing any troops from SVIM7 1 and to ay seuggstion that 23 USA/
US1,1C.
neuver battalions Was the upper level of comcitment. Hie
reminded the JCS that he had previously requested another division in addition to those forces they had recomended.
lIe also
asked for additional artillery units, particuliarly 175-= gun
biattalions, and more airuobile ccpanies to sup;ort the ground
forees. C0l,•,XVC concluded with the atatenent that no novel arranget
would a~iove quitc. results. I-lore troop.s were needed

SVZ'p ard sooni.
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(TS) On 22 June9 CJCS stated that in addition to plans to
deploy the airmobile division (eight bns) to SVN, consideration
wwas also being given CUSMACV9 s earlier request for additional
forces resulting in the deployment of the remainder of the 1st
Div (six bns)t oneSIrl
MAB (three BLT's), and a Republic of Korea
(ROK) division (see Annex B)9 plus helicopter, artillery, and air
defense units. The forces in-country, or scheduled for deployment
added to those considered for deployment, would total 44 maneuver
battalions. In reply to a CJCS inquiry as tc whether this force
would convince the VC/NVA that they could not win,73 CmuACA
stated that there was no evidence the VC/NVA would alter their
intentions, no matter what the US did in the next six months,
but the 44-battalion force should establish a favorable balance
of power by the end of the year. He felt that substantial increases
would be necessary in 1966, since the US would be too busy building our forces in 1965 to seize the initiative from the enemy
during the year. 7 4
(S) On 27 June COMUSNACV expressed the need for 13 airmobile
companies and several airlift platoons to support the infantry
brigades and non-divisional artillery units. He realized the
magnitude of his requirements, but felt they were necessary. 7 5

(S) The location of USA combat units in$ or requested for,
SVN wag the subject of a message from CCMU3MACV to CINCPAC on 2
July. 7 CCKUSMACV'P plan, which was concurred in by CINCPAC77 and
JCSJ7O was to deploy the 2d Bde (-), lst Inf Div9 to Bien Hoa; a
battalion combat team (BCT) of this brigade to Cam Ranh Bay; the
1st Bde, 101st Abn Div, to Dong Ba Thin, tear Nha Tramg-Cam Ranh
Bay; lt
Cay Div (AM) to Qui Nhon; the lot Inf Div (-) to III CTZ,
and the 173d Abn Bde would be assembled at Bien Hoa as a rapid
reaction force for use throughout the country.

(O) During July, two separate brigades arrived in SUN; the
2d Bde, let Inf Div, and the lst Bde, 101st Abn Div., The brigade
from the lst Div off loaded a battalion with supporting units at
Cam Ranh 'sy on 12 July to provide security, and the brigade (-)
deployed to Bien Hoa. ly The lat Bdev lOlot Abn Div arrived at Cam
Ranh Bay or 29 July and relieved the battalion of the 2d Bde, lst
Inf DJv, allowing it to join its parent organization at Bien Boa.
The 1st Bddp 101st Abn Div had originally been ordered to deploy
to SVN to replace the 173d Abn Bde blit, on 2 August, 8 0 apprgyal
was granted to retain the 173d in SVN on a permanert basisp
giving CKVUSMACV the two highly mobile brigade forces he had requested for rapid reserve/reaotion operations throughout SVN.
(0) Arrival of the two separate brigaies was followed closely
by the establishment of a corps-size EQ, designated Task Force
Alpha. This HQg which had been requested by (UMAWV
on 30 •a•a•h,

was to control all US ground forces in II and III Corps.
Nt.TClAS..I
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(s) During the SECDEF's visit to SVN on 16 July, he was
informed of CaM4MACV's 8 3 position concerning troop requirements
for MVN9 deployment schedules, expected results, and probable
requirements for 1966o At this time there were 16 USA maneuver
battalions in SYN or scheduled for arrival. The total JCSrecommended or approved additional deployments at the time included 26 US-F1W.F maneuver battalions which would bring the total
number of US-FWNAW maneuver battalions to approximately 44; 22 of
84
which vuld be USA battalions.
Ca4USMAOV's concept, as presented to the SECDEF, indicated
(S)
a need for 44 maneuver battalions in 1965, operating from enclaves
and secure bases, with the largest possible proportion being held in
a mobile reaction and combat role. The force development levels
v'ere based on force ratios, objectives and priorities, and the military tasks which were to be performed. The need for additional
forces in the future was projected, contingent upon VC strength
increases and/or increasing lags in the ARVN buildup. 85 In addition
to the 44 maneuver battalions, C(KUSMACV expressed a requirement for
22 artillery battalions, four Hawk battalions, 13 engineer battalions,
20 USA helicopter companies, seven USMC helicopter squadrons, and
three helicopter b ttalion and service support units, some of which
These forces were referred to as Phase I forces.
were then in SVN.
(S)
CaIUSMACV further informed the SECDEF during the conference
that RVNAF had lost the initiativep andthe people of SVN had displayed
a loss of confidence in the GVH because of increasing VC attabks and
the inabillry of RVNAF to hold and secure critical rural areas and
lines of ommunlcation. It was apparent that RVNAF was unable to
cope with the VC threat; and unless the requested US/FWA forces
were deployed, there was little chance of arresting the trend. If
the forces were not deployed, the VC would attain more favorable
foxce ratios, the stability of the GVN would be further weakened, and
the introduction of even greater US resources on a more urgent basis,
against greater odds, would be inevitable. 8 7
(S) In answering SECDEF's question as to what additional forces
would be needed in 1966 to gain US objectives in SMN, CMUMACV
stated that it was anticipatei that a need would exist for an increase
of 24 maneuver battalions; 14 artillery battalions; three air defense
(lkuk) battalions; eight engineer battalions; 12 helioopter companies;
six helicopter battaliones and additional support units. 8 8
(TS) Another conference was held in Haiaii in early August to
develop a deployment plan for ttose forces requested by CRUM4ACV.
The conference developed a cooz-inated program for the deployment of
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forces during the remainder of 1965 and into 1966. In early August,
there were eight USA infantry (maneuver) battalions in SVN as well
as 13 1/3 helicopter companies. An additional eight maneuver
battalions were approved for deployment-the ist Cav Div (AM)-and 17 1/; helicopter companies were either enroute or bad been
approved. 9
(TS) The final plan developed at the conference called for
movement of:
i) Remainder of the 1st Inf Div (six battalions)
to III CTZ during the period 147 October. The lst Inf Div had

been alerted on 31 July.
2) Six artillery battalions (two .O1-mu howitzer,
two 175.'4m gun 9 two 8-in howitzer) to locations in II and III
CTZ's during 1-2 October 0 These units, with control elements#
had received orders on 31 July to deploy to SVN.
3) 13 2/3 helicopter companies (light) and four
helicopter companies (medium) to various locations in SVN from
15 November 1965 to 1 October 1966.
4) Two US Army air defense battalions (Hawk), (one
to TSN and one to Qui nhon) by 1 October. Both battalions received deployment orders on 31 July.
5)

Three USA CV-2B (Caribou) companies by 31 December,

for various locations in SVN.

90

(TS) C•CW•CAV's concept of operations in SVN, published
in late Auguatt outlined a 3-phase program, each with its own
time frame, objectives and military tasks, designed to achieve
the US/fieAiF/GVO
goals. 91 (See Chapter III.) To support the
conoepto a force-requirements conference was held in Saigon in
early September. The oonfereea outlined the tasks to be performed during the three phasen and decided that the move from
Phase I to Phase II operations would be a gradual shift from
strategicaly-deiiensive operations to & posture employing the
strategic offensive. The major additional USA units needed
for Phase II operations were two infantry divisions, an armored
cavalry regiment, another field force EQ, another infantry
battalion for the 173d Abn Bde, and support forces numbering
about 309000 US Axmy personnel.
(TS) The initial plan for Phase II forces was to employ
an infantry division generally along the southern coastal plain
in II CTZg with a second infantry division operating largely
in Ema Nghia Province, northwest of Saigon. The armored
cavalry regiment was to operate closely with the division located
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along the southern
portion of Highway
established in III
FWMA combat forces

coastal plain and to secure the southern
1 in II £TZo The field force EQ was to be
CTZ and assume operational control of US/
operating there. 93

(TS) The purpose of the CINCPAC conference in early
October 1965 was to identify and program the necessary Phase
II forces for deployment to SVNo The two divisions requested
by CWNUSMACV were identified as the 4th and 25th luf Dive;
the 4th Div to operate in II CTZ and the 25th in III CTZ.
The initial element of the 25th Div, a brigade with support
forces, was programmed to arrive in SIN by 31 Janucry 1966,
and was plarned for attachment to the let Inf Div until the
remainder of the division arrived in September 1966. The
first element of the 4th Div p also a brigade-size force,
was programmed to arrive during June 1966 and the division
(-) scheduled to cloae in December 1966, The armored
cavalry regiment was programmed to arrive during September
1966 with the remaining combat, combat support and combat

service support units programmed for arrival thouout 1966
and, in some oases, into the middle of 1967. 94
(U) By the end of October, nearly all of the combat
forces requested for aeployment during 1965 had arrived in
SVN. The arrival of the lot Cav Div (AM) on 12 September,,
and the arrival of the remainder of the lst Inf Div on 7
October, completed the deplolyment of the then-planned major
USA combat units in 1965o, 9
(TS) The planned buildup of USA units was substantially
revised in late November largely because of new intelligen e
estimates, which indicated a large ir-flu of NVA foroes. 9
COJK!ACV stated that the enemy was increasing his forces at
a rate which more than doubled the previous estimate, The
force ratios were taking an adverse trend and wer' then down
to 2.8 to 1,
Projeoting this late 1965 enemy buildup rate
into 1%66, it was estimated that the foroe ratios would decline
to 2.2 to 1 by the end of 1966, even if all hase 1i foroes
arrived as scheduled. Earlier gtimates had predicted a 3-3
to 1 ratio by the end of 1966.

(TS)

The SEOFD

and CJCS, were back again in SYN on 28

November for discussions re arding the revised intelligence

Ain

pinture, the anticipated VO/NVA buildup, and the necessity for
a greater commitment of US feoves. During the briefings,
COMMACV expressed a need for an additional division (whioh
could be ROK) for deployment along the coastal plain in II
.OTZ thereby freeing the 4th Inf Di,, scheduled for arrival
1966, for operations further inland. Another USA division
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was needed for employment in the upper Delta in the area contiguous to Saigon, for a total of three USA divisions around
the capital city. A separate brigade for FFORCEV was neoessary
to reinforce the 1st Cay Div (AM), and assist in the defense
of the base area at An Khe. Two air cavalry squadrons were
needed to support the 4th Inf Div and 1st Cav Div (AM), as was
another airnobile infantry battalion for the 1st Cay Div (AN),
to give that division a balanced force of three 3-battalion
brigades* 98 The revised deployment plan was referred to as
(TS) The total number of USL personnel requested for
Phase IIA was 529000; this coupled with Phase I's 133t916 and
Phase II's 82,1069 called for an in-country USA strength of
2689022 by the end of 1966. 99
(TS) In summarizing the additional requested deployments,
CCt4USKACV stated that even with approval of the Phase IA,forces,
it was estimated that if the enemy continued to increase into
1967 at the projected 1966 rate, an additional requirement would
exist for at least a three-division corps. CKMU•4ACV recommended that such a force be readied for deployment during 1966.
He further recommended that the Phase IIA forces be approved
and a deployment planning conference be held in Hawaii as
quiokly as possible to develop the full troop list and deployment schedules, 100
(TS) After the briefings, CC*USMACV requested CINCPLC to
disa.atoh two brigades of the 25th Inf Div to SVN as soon as
possible. One brigade was needed to back up the lot Car Div
(AM) in the vicinity of Pleiku and the other to strengthen the
area around Saigon, specifically the LOC from Saigon to Vung
Tau. CCMMUSIACV based his request on an intelligence estimate
which held that there were five VC/AVA division-equivalents
operating in I and II OTZ's and along the II/Il1 CTZ boundaries. C(MUSMACV expressed his desire that one brigade of
the 25th Inf Div be airlifted directly to Pleikul and that
sealift of the second brigade previously scheduled for Saigon
during January as a Phase 1I force be expedited so it
close the Saigon area not later than 20 January 1966.,
The accelerated deployment request was approved on 11 December

1965. 102

(TS) The 3d Bde, 25th Dir, flown directly fr.m Hawaii
to Pleiku, began arriving in SVN on 29 December. 103 The
arrival of that brigade ended the USA buildup in SN during
1965, with the strength of USA personnel totaling 116,755 at
the end of the year. 104 (For the location of the major units
of the US Army, see Figure 11-2.)
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US Air Force
(C) At the beginning of 1965 the 2d AD's resources in MIN
consisted of 6,901 PCS and TDY personnel and some 222 airaft.
This inventory of aircraft consisted of the $ollowingt 10
1)

Two air commando squadrons at Bien Hoa with a

total of 48 A-19 aircraft*
2) Four troop carrier squadrons equipped with a total
of 72 0-123B aircraftg three squadrons of which were stationed

at TSN and the remaining one at Da 'ang.
3) Ten B-57 aircraft at Bien Hoa; three EB-57ta at TSK.

1

4)

A TDY squadron of F-100's based at Da Nang with

approximately 30 aircraft.

5) Six F-102 aircraft at TSR.
6)

Twelve PY-1l0 aircraft at TSI.

7)

A tactical air support squadron of 22 O-I'es at

Bien Boa,
.(G)
In Thailand, 2d AD assets consisted of 22,719 POS and
TDY persaonnel^qnd 83 aircraft. These aircraft were distributed
as follows: NO
1)

One squadron of 18 F-105 aircraft, located at Korat.

2)

One squadron of 15 F-100 aircraft, located at Takhli,

53)

Four P-1021's, based at Don Muang
4)

Ten T-28's and ten RT-28's, based at Udom.

5)

Eight helicopters (Air Rescue), also based at Udorn.

(S)
The change3 in missions and great expansion of US Air
Force in the RYN during 1965 are traceable to a C(MMUSACV request
on 24 January to Cdrg, 2d AD, for a study of how the aft effort
in RYS could be increased,. This analysis# completed on 17 March,
smmarized the factors which limited air force activities in the
RYE. It also clarified the assumptions and listed the available
resources which would be involved in considerations for an expansion of the air effort in RV1. On 24 March, CM(USMOV concurred with all the recommendations made by Cdv, 2d De Subsequently
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approved by top US authorities, these recommendations thus formed
the initial basic guidelines for USAF developments in RVN
during 1965, The principal recommendation was that the JCS requirement for a VXAF lplot/observer on board A-1E "Farmgate* 107
aircraft be revokedq pemitting the overt use of USAY in-country
strike aircraft against targets in SYNo

(a) In the meantime, there were other developments which
influenced changes in policies governing the use of air power
in the Vietnamese conflict during 1965,
On 7 February, USK
aircraft bombed targets in NVI in retaliation for the VC bombing of a US Bachelor Enlisted Quarters (BEQ) in Pleiku earlier
that day. On 8 February USA? and VNAF aircraft also partici-

pated in raids over NVNo On 19 February, B-57 jet aircraft
based at Bien Boa were committed against the VC in SYN, 108
F-100 aircraft based at Da Nang were also similarly used.
(S) In February, the JCS foreaw the need for deployment of nine additional tactical fighter squadrons from
COIDS to WESTPAC and the deployment of 30 B-52 aircraft

from CONUS to Guam to support the forces in SYNo JCS had
recommended four strikes per week by US1 d VNAF aircraft against
NIN targets south of the 19th parallelglV
and requested CINCPAC

and CC•USMCV for comments regarding thllgesirability of deploying
six more fighter squadrons from CONUS.
- Later in Feb M7
CC4USKACV concurred with the buildup of airpower in MVN and
stated that a large number of US aircraft was available 9 in RVN
and Thailand, and should be used in support of the RVlAF.
CC(USUACV further recomended that an eight-week program of
graduated military pressure against NVN be undertaken. 112
(C) On 18 March, three F-100 fighter squadrons from CONUS
began rotational TDMY operating out of Da Nang. 115 By mid-April,
a squadron of F-104C aircraft arrived at Da Range the first
F-104 organization to be assigned to SVN, 114
(C) In mid-April 1965t JCS directed through CINCPAC the
ROLLING TIUE& bombing operation& against NVN, using US aircraft based in RVI and on the 70. fit aircraft carriers. 1 1 5
The ROLLING '•RHU
strikes doubled the 2d AD's support requiremonte and severely taxed its resouroes, 1 1 6

(8) ROLLING THUM enabled the USAF to exploit a relatively
new type of restriotod warfaret bring into action new model aircraft and inprovedoontrol systems. The mainstay of USAF'a strike
force aMainst M targets was the P-105 airoraft (later joinod in
June 1965 by 7-4C aircraft).ll7 The Tactical Air Control Center
(TACC) at TSV air bases which had b~en aontrolling the out-ofcountry air reoonnaisanae program since August 1964, wao expanded
.T,
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to direct the control of US-VNAF strikes against 1M in addition

to SYN strikes. The 7th Flt provided a liaison officer at the
TACO. To augment the 2d AD staff in handling the increased
workload, USA personnel were brought in-country on temporary
duty status.

(S) Augmentation of US foroes in SEASIA9 approved in Maroh
by the JCSO called for deployment of five USAF tactical fighter

squadrons 118

to the WESTPAC, of which one F-100 squadron was

to be based at Da Nang AB,

Other approved USAF units for de-

ployment to RVN-Thailand had been& 119

RTA
7 Apr 65

I)

One P-4C sqdn to Ubon/Udorn AB, Thailand.

2)

One P-105 s~dn to Takhliq Thailand.

11 Apr 65

3)

One Reconnaissance Task Force (RTF)
(six n3-66) to la~rk/TsN,, RU.,

10 A•r 65

4)

Three 0-1 sqdns to RVR.

20 Aug 65

(8) Furthermoreg during March, CCKUMUCV assisted in updating target selections and planned air strikes against IM,
CCKUSMACT recommended to CINCPAC additional targets south of the
19th parallel in NIu, with attack requirements and proposed
priorities for an eight-week pressure program. On 31 March,
CCKUSMUCV also recomended to CINCPAC an air strike program to
follow the eight-week series of strikes.

j

4

(TS) Eight tactical fighter squadrons were to be identified
for deployment to SMASIA, initially on a rotational assint,
for beddown at jet-oapable bases most accessible to MN.
Mizltoin wnuld be flow" ir-country as well as out-of-country.

Aircraft based in RU and Thailand were designated to support
the R•i in-oountry effort as direoted by CCZ'UI•ACVp under
operational control of the 2d AD. 122 They were also on call
for air strikes against M under PACAW direction and control.
Further deplcyment to RVN and Thailand was contingent upon
availability and construction of jet-capable bases. 123
(0) In order to make the necessary adjustments involved
in theae accelerated developments, a force deployment-support
plsming Conference was convened by CINCPAC on 9 April at
"PAC(OK4Q 124 in anticipation of the SECDEFfs visit scheduled
later in the month. Among the conferees were representatives
of the JOS, CISOPACp the component ommands, COMUSMACV,
COKUSKOIEA (Commander United States Foroes# Korea), CUM4A&'AMM
(Comander I.nited States Military Assistance Command, Thailand),
The purpose of the CINCPAC conference was to develop deployment
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plans and movement schedules for the additional logistical and
other supporting units required on a time-phased order of
priority basis.125 Insofar as USAF deployments were concerned,
the conference served to clarify deployments of types of aircraft rather than to generate new requirements for deployment
of squadrons.126n
(S) By-mid-1965, the force buildup began to appear as a
massive air effort in SEASIA, particularly in RVN. It provided
the USAF (and through its advisory efforts, the VNAF) 1 2 7 both
with a challenge and an opportunity to test its capability in a
new type of fighting. Actions of previous years had not drawn
heavily on USAF technological capacity but increased intensity
of the war in RVN in 1965, and the consequent buildup, brought
in a new range of aircraft and weapons. Although the conflict
was still largely a ground action in a tactical theater of war
CONUS air commands other than USAF's Tactical Air Command (TAC)
had become involved. 1 2 8 SAC used B-52's in attacks on enemy
bases and concentrations. The Air Force Systems Command (AFSC)
gave SSASIA requirements top priority. The development of the
new F-5C tactical fighter was expedited by AFSC for operational
tests under combat conditions in RVN. The AFSC established
special tepms to study new means of finding and destroying the
enemy forces and protecting friendly elements. 1 2 9 Air Force
Logistics Command (AFLC), charged with maintaining an 8,000
mile "pipeline," was keeping practically all SEASIA-based airready rate of well over 80 percent.30
craft at an operational
Force buildup efforts through mid-1965 already hFd changed the
USPF role from a limited counterinsurgency action with emphasis
on training, to a full-scale theater air effort employing
the latest aircraft, weapons, and equipment 3 l

THIS P-
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(S) In June 1965 it became obvious to CODIUSMACV that the
buildup of US forces progranmed at the April conferences would
not be adequate to cope with the deteriorating situation in
SVN.
He required additional ground troops and, to support a
general increase in tempo of combat operations, additional tactical fighter squadrons were needed. Late in the month COlUSMACV presented new requirements for fighter squadrons.Y2
Whereas earlier in June JCS had recommended increases of one
USMC and four USAF squdrons, COMMUSCV felt that a squadron
in addition to those recommendod by JCS was essential to provide
adequate support of additional US -round forces. To this,
CINCPAC added the need to revitalize RVHAF, step up B-52 and
other in-country sorties, maintain steady pressure on NVN by
increased strikes and reconnaissance sortles,and lift the
restrictions on bombing north and northwest of Hanoi, regardless of possible IMIG roaction. 13 3 COWUSHACV and CINCPAC both
supported an increase in B-52 sortie rate to 800 per month,
although not fll of these missions could be exploited by ground
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follow-up134 On 17 July, COMUJSYACV informed the SECDEF, then in
Saigon, that the rate of 14VA infiltration into RVN had been increasing. This brought about a revision of USAF requirements in
support of ground forces deployed to check infiltration through
the southern Laotian Panhandle and the DIEo The new requirement
called for the deployment of a total of 18 fighter/attack squadrons with a total of 4,716 personnel. At that time, five fighter/
attack squadrons and their reconnaissance task force located in
Thailand, were to be moved to RVN upon availability of basesd. 3 5
(TS)
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the July SECDEF
conference generated the Phase I, II and III COMUSI4ACV concept of
operations which subsequently was published on 30 August. A complete reevaluation of USAF deployment requirements was conducted
during August in conjunction with other service requirements, and
formed the basis for the deployment requirements contained in the
concept of operations. Based on the buildup of US/FW14AF ground
maneuver battalions and the projected sortie totals required to
provide close support to these units, a total of 23 USAF/USMC
squadrons were required by the end of Phase I (31 December).
Seven more squadrons would be added during the first half of 1966
(Phase II) in order to raise this total to 30. It was recognized,
however, that air base as well as squadron availability would not
permit the buildup to progress according to the month-by-month
schedule contained in the plan, but the projec .gn of requirements
versus availabilities intersected in June 1966b-

3Base,

(U) The USAF organization in SEASIA underwent some adjustments to meet the rapidly expanding missions of its various elements
in support of COMUSMACV and CINCPAC. In July, six air bases in
Thailand (Don Muang, Taklhli, Korat, Ubon, Udorn, &nd Makon Phanom)
were transferred from the 2d AD to the 13th Air Forceý Claark Air
Philippines. Organizational unit designations in both Thailand and RVN were changed when tactical fighter wings were established at Bien Boa, Da Nang and Korat. Other 2d AD and 13th Air
Force combat support units were designated combat groups. In RVN,
new combat support groups were established at Pleiku in central
Vietnam and Binh Tuy Provinoe.
Later, tactical fighter wings
were established at two new jet bases at Cam Ranh Bay and Phan Rang,
in November and December 1965 respectively. With the additio
these two bases, COMUSMACV had five jet-capable bases in SVN,
when added to Da Nang, Bien Hoa and TSN.

bRf

(S)
Throughout the summer, capability studies were made in
Washington; HQ, PACUII; and HQ, USMACV, to identify measuresby which
USAF effectiveness could be improved in SEASIA and SVN.
On 17
September, the SECDUF requested the JCS to recommend measures
which would improve air defense and early warning capabilities to
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protect adequately RVN and US forces in SVN13 8 On 21 September, the SECDEF announced that 12 F-5A aircraft would be sent
to SVN during autumn so that a performance evaluation of this
multi-purpose plane under combat 9 conditions could be made under the code name SKOSHI TIGER.13
(C) On 30 September, the JCS directed Chief of Staff,
USAF (CSAF), to deploy four tactical fighter squadrons and
necessary support personnel, totaling 5,607 personnel, to SVN
by 1 November.4 0
(TS) As USAF fighter squadrons deployed in and out of
RVN and Thailand in increasing numbers, increased efforts were
made to develop an appropriate enemy target list. Because of
the base load problems in RVN, some reconnaissance units were
based in Thailand. The Secretary of State (SECSTATE) on 7
October, requested the Government of Thailand to allow the
deployment of a detachment of five RV-66B reconnaissance aircraft (Brown Cradle) and 110 personnel to Takhli in support of
operations in SEASI44l Nine RF-4C aircraft, equipped with
AN/AAS-18 scanners, arrived in SVN on 29 October as the first
increment of a total of 18 RF-4C0s equipped with the latest
infrared reconnaissance equipment. They were used immediately
upon arrival and by 30 November had flown 291 sorties. The
remaining increment of this RF-4C squadron arrived in December.
(S) CINCPPC notified JCS and COMUS•ACV on 29 October that
authority had been granted for immediate deployment of one F-4C
squadron to Clark Air Base in the Philippines. The squadron
would be phased for later onward movement to Da Nang, for air
defense and air escort duty in exchange for F-102 and F-104
detachments stationed thereol 2 As of 31 October, the USAF had
23 types of aircraft operating in SVNI43
In early October, CINCPAC advised that the earlier
(TS)
planning factor of six sorties per day, to support each g.round
maneuver battalion used to develop Phase I and II fighter squadron deployments, was no longer considered valid. He stated
that a figure based on four or five sorties per day per battalion should bo considered. Using the latter factor, CINCPAC
concluded that 15,400 sorties by UW jet aircraft in support of
72 battalions would require 24 squadrons compared to the original estimate of 30 squadronsl 4 4 (end of Phase II projected
strength).
(C) CO14UMTACV indicated that the planning factors used
appeared realistic particulprly when vi owed in terms of the
additional capabilities afforded by increased B-52 strikes,
lie conditionally
armed helicopters and separate artillery.
concurred in the proposed reduction pending further study by
his headquartersI4 5

3.5
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(S)
Aircraft congestion and the limited number and
space of jet-capable airfields were problems which delayed
scheduled arrival of Phase I aircraft squadrons. COMUSMACV
advised CINCPAC on 15 November that, because of airfield
saturation in SVN, the F-105 squadron could not be accepted
in-country if it were to displace another squadron required
to support in-country air efforts. The F-105 aircraft which
were scheduled for beddown at Da Nang air base in 1965 thus
could not be accepted. Additional ramp space at Da Nang was
expected to become available in April 19 66146

j

(S) Following the SECDEFts late November visit to RVN,
and the completion of the tactical air support proram for
Vietnam, CONTS14ACV recommended to CINCPAC that: 1)a total
of 23 US jet strike squadron-equivalents be deployed incountry, six USMC and 17 USAF, 2) one aircraft carrier (CVA)
continue on Dixie Station (South China Sea, offshore SVN)
for in-country strike support until sufficient aircraft were
in-country to meet strike requirements, and 3) all services
be requested to insure adequate flying hour prog- - i,- sipport
to provide a 1.2 aircraft sortie per day utilizai ;on rateIA7
(TS)
On 3 December, plans were formulated for an "actionlist" requirements planning conference to be held at HQ, PACOM,
to clarify troop lifts and deployment schedules for Phase II
and IIA, resulting from the November 1 4 8 SECDEF conference. The
conference was scheduled for 6-21 January 1966149 Sortie
rates, to include B-52 sortie rates, munitions, CVA, airfield
and tactical fighter squbdron rec~uirements were on the agen-

daJ 50

(s) The increasing tempo of air action involving both
USAF and VNAF aircraft in combination with the 7th Fit and USMC
aircraft, necessitated a review of in-country strike aircraft
requirements in Novemberl51 In an early December US3UACV staff
briefing to COMUSIVCV, the following conclusions were drawn: 152
1) That the VNAF could do better; while their strike
capabilities trend was encouraging, USWCV advisors must continue to work on increasing their capability.
2) The A-I aircraft appeared to be the best allaround strike vehicle if it could be properly stationed throughout the country.
3)

The next best in-country aircraft was the F-100.

4) The A-4 aircraft would be fully competitive with
the F-1O0 if it had sufficient ordnance and if spares were programmed to increase its capability.,
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5) The F-4C appeared to be an improvement over the
F-1O0 both in bomb load carrying capability and in its dual
role as an air defense weapon.
6) AI.l factors considered, including offshore support, the carrier sortie was equivalent to the ground-based
sortie.
7) USMC aircraft effectiveness was adversely affected by a shortage of ordnance.
8) Whereas the absence of B-52 strikes would have
increased the requirement for tactical strikes, the B-52 strikes
had not decreased the requirement for in-country tactical air
strikes.
9) The average number of sorties per battalion
could be reduced from six to five; however, plans would have to
be ready to reinforce the existing tactical air capability
should experience factors show this reduction to be an insufficient sortie rate. Plans would provide the beddown of at least
thb+ee more tactical air squadrons in-country to meet a surge in
air operations.
10) A number of factors could, singly or in combination, increase the sortie requirements. Further heightening of
the war, an improving target acquisition capability and the substantial increase in VC antiaircraft weaponry were noted as examples. It could be necessary, for example, to fly flak suppression missions in addition to the Armed helicopter support
being provided to airmobile operations. USIMC experience had indicated this tactic contributed to fewer hits sustained by the
escorted helicopters.
U)

Alstepped-uip air camv4iri

against NVN, a program

beyond COI-T,.'?PCVs direct cogrizance, could conceivably generate
requiremefta for more tactical aircraft. to be based in SVN.

(T3) In Decmber 1965, the 2d AT)P-1urities for ground
air deiense units were modified. Hawk unit site priorities were
esta',.ltubed in the following order: Phan Rang, -Tty {-oa, An Khe
in Sl..,

and Udorn, Ubon, Koret, Takhli, Don Muang and Sattahip

in Thailand. This pltn would necessitate diversion of some
Phase II and IIA units to Thviland. Also, 1-42/M-55 (40-m gun
one -;O cal. machine gun air defense weapons systems) priorities
were listed in the follo*wing order, Do N~ang, Chu Lai, Cam, 9.rA
Bay-Nha Trang, Tan Son Nhut-Bien Hoa and An Khe.53

(s) USAF strike and support forces experienced a signifi(',

cant increase in RVN during 1965154 This resulted i.n a phenomenal increase in available firepower tc mt-t th.ANOThA thr.at.
,Athe end of the year, total USAF airor,%rt 1,i., Vt wa2' 365.
.
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While USAF in RVN had a basic advisory function at the beginning of the year, it was actively engaged in combat operations at yvar's end, with 11 fighter squadrons, eight air
commando squadrons, two tactical reconnaissance squadrons,
one fighter interceptor squadron and eight combat support
squadrons on eight bases in SVN. At the end of 1965, USAF
personnel strength in RVN had risen to 20,620 of whom 18,394
were PCS in-country. (For location of the major units of 2d
AD in SVN see Figure 11-2.)
US Navy
(U) At the beginning of 1965, CO•USMACVT s naval personnel were either assigned to an advisory role under the
Chief, Naval Advisory Group (CHNAVGP), or were employed in
an administrative and logistic support role. Thus, he had
no operational naval combat forces under his control.
(C) The discovery of a VC mystery ship in Vung Ro Bay,
in Phu Yen Province in February 1965,; represented a major
turning poirt in the history of naval operations in SVN.
Infiltrption by seR had long been a tantalizing but unconfirmed explanation as to how the VC succe.sfullr transported
large quentiti s of men. arms, and ammunition undetected
into RV.. This incident verified that infiltration by sea

was taking place, though the scale of such operations was
not known.

The large arms cache fQund in the area indicated

that morn thzui one trip had been mado c.r that more than one
boat had made the journey.

As e r,-sult of the implications

of the Vung Ro incident, a pLjaninZ, confrernce was hie).d at
UtS'MC! , on 3 March to dvvtlop a bisic concept for a combined U21•-MINNi onti-uor infilt-rAtion effort. A co•mttt".

5

initiatedl by CO-MACV .an cos,

of

Uof.,

1AVMP and 7th

71t rapr',•ent•ti,
d vplopnd s concept or opcretaion'ý bseld
on the assuaiption that probzibleus-a infiltration cons'isted

of two cat-e*orie-:

1) coastpl junk tratfic minglins; with

tho thouaands of Junk* off the c-ast and 2) seazoing craft
of trawler siz. or largar that approached tha coast mor, or
less perpencicul+irly.
Tho first type vss consider,! ltess
tircoptiblp to UMM det.ction .nd It tazl tho%;:"t bWst Wa inspire the W3,".7 to increase the' quwtity nnd qbiity of its
Sarcehs.
It wAs tbelievod tt
nte,r ttion
.r
of th-o second
tyvpe of infiltration could beast b1e done by utilizi4n convantional U5, ships and aircraft on patrol employinp radar
and visual techniquna. the proposed patrol clled for elit
patrol areas from the B10! to the Cambodinn Vorder with USZ
and WNIN
ships, Junk-s, and patrol aircraft to be phased in on
an incretmntal basis. The program wAr apiroved by JC• on
16 llarch and 1'et,0p under thi w-•rti.0]n
contrn) of Co ander 7th Flt (COMS
I•24 T)
eaignated Operation KARKST
TU•.2.
!he original plan %.• to intitiate the propcoed patrol
TW.S Ar',: PrGrRADE) tT'l ,fi)D
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with the following force levels:

one destroyer, four mine-

sweepers, two multi-engine patrol aircraft (SP-2), three
single-engine carrier based aircraft, two photo-recce carrier based aircraft, 16 VNN patrol shins and 100 VNN junks.
By the end of March MARKET TIME was in full ope.o-ation with
a total of more than ten USN destroyers and minesweepers,
1!6 VNN junks and patrol craft and ten USN surveillance

aircraft.155
(C) Operation MARKET TIME continued to grow during
April as the USN ship total rose momentarily to 28 and then
was reduced to a steady level of 15-20. While it had been
intended that VNN would take care of close inshore patrolling, the consistently poor performance of the VNN coastal
force commander; the need for improvement in efforts to interdict shallow water junk and sampan traffic; and the
vastly superior capabilities of the SWIFT (PCF) patrol boat
to any other craft available to either VNN or USN with its
high speed, potent armament and radar detection gear, led
to a discussion of plans for use of SWIFTts in Vietnam at
the Honolulu Conference, 10-13 April 1965.
Shortly after
the conference the SECDEF approved the purchase of 20 of
these boats to be manned by USN crews.
Coupled with this
decision was the subsequent announcement on 30 April by
SECDEF that operational control of all US MA:RKET TIME
forces would eventually be transferred to COIMUSMACV with
CHNPVGP acting as his agent for such direction. This
resolved the problem whtich would have arisen if the SWIFT's
had been operating under 7th Fit in conjunction with Coastal Forces of the VNN, iwhich were advised by NAVGP nersonnel
rather than personnel immediately responsivo tc C0ME3EVENTj'S'LT direction.5 6
(C) Apparently the use of other resources to en1.ance
I1,"RKET TlIE was discussed at the Honolulu Conference for,
on 29 Apiil, it was announced that a USCG squadron consisting of 17 small PFtrol Boets (WPD) would be deployed to
Vietnam in the near future157
(C) Subsequent to the deployment of eight WPB's to Da
Nang on 20 July and nine NPB's to An Thoi (Phu Quoc Island,
gulf of Thailand) on 31 July, MARKET TIME forces consisted
of nine destroyer-minesweeper patrol ships, two Landing
Ship Tank (LST) support ships, five SP-2H patrol aircraft
based at TSN, and the 17 UP1B's.
Earlier approval had been
granted forlthe deployment of 20 S!iTFTfs but they had not
vet arr-ved.

'."'urin. hb, %
(,) ,ee.bout
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infiltration operations at sea, Ile wanted to know if the
recently expanded program had reduced infiltration; if not,
wh-r not and were additional forces needed? He was informed
that according to a study directed by COlUSIKACV, there was
insufficient present and planned surface forces to patrol
the long coastline adequately; patrol aircraft available
were inadequate; harbor entrance control posts were required;
VNN forces were needed for amphibious type raids; base deve-1
lopment plans had not anticipated additional forces requested
by the study; and there was little control over waterways and
rivers at the Cambodian border. As a result the decision was
made during the conference to procure 34 more WIFT's, raising the total to 54, plus three patrol air-cushion boats
(PACV) for use with the SWIFT's. 159
(C) In August, COM1USMACV requested an increase in
patrol ships for l4,RIKT TIIT. operations from nine to 25 in
order to enhance significantly the surveillance capability.
As a result of the request, representatives from CINCPAC,
COIMUSKACV, CINCPACFLT, ONO (Chief of Naval Operations) and
CHNAVGP met in Saigon in early September and recomaended the
following actions: increase patrol ships from nine to 14;
double patrol aircraft coverage by placing four aircraft on
patrol at all times.; increase inshore patrol coverage by increasing the number of SWIFTts from 54 to 84 and USCG WPB's
from 17 to 26; increase the number of LST's providing radar
coverage of the Itekong River mouths from three to four; and
inaugurate an extensive river patrol with 120 patrol craft,160
(3) Two increases in IA".MMT TI1. forces occurred in
October. Seaplanes based at Cam Ranh Bay were employed for
the first time during the latter half of the month and provided continuous flights over the southern surveillance
track. Secondly, S%7FT boats arrived at An Thoi on 30 October to provide inshore patrol capabilities for iRAMU=ET TIE
operationsl.6 1
(C) FollowizW., up on the recoiruendations of the September conference to review l.{EE' TIA-, requirninents, GW01 *itRDEN was established on 18 December. Its mistrion was to
assist the GVN in denying the enei.y use of the major rivers
of the Delta and Rung Set Special Zone (RS5Z), q VC infested
area southeast of Saigca. CIINAVGP ane Cctwnaer, W="'T
TIWE Task Force, was assigned additional (duty as Conunanders
;GAN{r,! WARDEN Task Force. The task force was to consist of
100

I.4

river patrol boats (P1lR)

and 20 Landing Craft, Personnel

Lipjht (ILPL's) all mantred by USN personnel and six HU-ID
helicopter:A manned by the USA.
VNN liaison persounel were
62
unitsJ
surface
the
to
to be attached
(C) Four LOPL's were in-country at the end of 1965 and
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it was expected that all 20 would arrive by mid-May 1966.
The PBR construction had begun in the US and a training program for the crews was being conducted at Coronado, California. The first units were expected to arrive in-country
about 20 February 1966 and would be assigned to RSSZ. The
full foce of 100 boats was expected to be in. SVN by 1 May
1966 .16 3r
(C) It was planned that the 30 PBR's patrolling the
lower Delta would initially operate from an LST and Landing
Ship Dock (LSD) anchored about six miles off shore. These
units were undergoing conversion during December to comply
with the requirements of the PBR's and to serve as landing
platforms for the HU-lB's.o The LSD was scheduled to arrive
15 February 1966, and the LST on 1 March. Four specially
outfitted LST's were schedujed to eventually replace the LSD
6nd LST in September 1966.l14
RVN FORCES
General
(U) In 1965, the combat organization of RVN consisted
of three military and three paramilitary forces. The military forces were: a regular force made up of ARVN, VNN, VNAF',
and VN•C (see Figure 11-3); RF; and PF. The paramilitary
forces were: NP; the CIDG; and vestiges of the Armed Combat

Youth (PCY).
(S)
Authorized strengths at the end of 1964 were 243,
287 men in the regular forces, 107,983 in RF and 174,l85 in
PF. Paramilitpry forces were authorized a total of 51,600
(see discussion of CIDG, NP and ACY below).
In November 1964
a joint USMACV/RVNAF JGS survey of RVNIF structure was conducted. It was concluded that there was need for substantial
increaoes i RVWAF personnel. TWo alternatives were proposed.165,16
Alternative 1 provided for An increase of 30,309
mpin in regular forces, 35,387 in RF, and 3.0,815 in PF. It was
believed these forces would provide for progress in the Hop
Tac area (see Chapter IV) and would arrest VC operations in a
number of high priority areas. Alternative 2 provided for- an
increase of 47,556 in regular forces and the same RF/PF increases as Alternative 1. This was considered adequate to
permit substantial progress in pacification but would take
considerable time to recruit, train and equip467
(S)
Alternetive 1 was considered preferable because of
limited manpower resources, lead time renuired to procure and
train leaders, traininq center limdtations and equipnent lead
time. On 24 November 196%4, C1ciaSmpCV recor~ncnded to CIN4CPAC
Alternative 1 be approivod fvr MAP support168 The US could not.

S:

84 A3~4.
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limit the size of GVN forces, however, JCS approval was required
to procure MAP support for any increases. GVN habitually recognized MAP support figures as authorized strengths.
(S) On 23 January 1965, Alternative . forces increases, with
some modifications, were formally approved for MAP support by SECDEF. The force levels were fixed At 275,058 for regular force,
137,187 for RF, and 185,OOO for pF1 6 9
(s) Because of the rapidly deteriorating situation, J3,USMACV,
recommended to COMUSMACV that Alternative 1 increases be accele"
rated, and that Alternative 2 increases be implemented upon completion of Alternative 1.170 On 20 March, COMRCV requested authoand on 13 April,
rity from CINCPAC to implement Alternative 2,
JCS approved the accelerated schedule ad approved Alternative 2
increases of 17,247 spaces for RVNAF.1(4

-.

(S) On 5 November. COMUS•ACV submitted a request to increase
the force level of the ragular forces to 311,458 in FY 66 and to
325,256 in FY 67.173 The FY 66 increases were primarily to fleshout existing structure in the areas of command, control support,
polwpr. And the pipeline to preclude units from absorbing the
transient load. FY 67 increases included 3 infantry battalions
(to replace those traded-off Li FY 66 to form two additional airborne battalions),one infantry regiment, 1 artillery battery (105),
2 I-P companies, 1 Marine battalior, 1 Civil Affairs company, 4
psywar companies, 81 RF companies(to accommodate an expanding
rural construction progra40, 5,280 sp~ces to absorb 40 CIDG companies proposed to be transferred into the IF and 15,000 PF spaces
plus augmentations to increase the capability of existing RVNAF
units. 1 4 C0IJWCV felt a much larger increase was needed, but
the available manpomer would not support it.175 These increases
were verb~y approved by SECDEF at a conference in Saigon on 28

~~November.

(5) COHJSMAGV felt the requested force increases represented
the matimum strength that the available manpower base could sup,,ort.1 ?7 It was estimeted thct. accessions of 20,000 per month
would be required to attain and sustain these levels, and that

maintenAnce of these levels past 196

wo',ild require recovery of

significant manpower resources from VC controlled areas or t Nxtension of military terws of service and recall of veterans.
The manpower shortage was qualitative as well as quantitative.
It was difficult to obtain and train leaders for the rapidly expanding forces. 1 79
(6) Draft deferments for military age males considered to
hold essential non-military jobs tended to reduce the available
manpower pool. COMUSINCV urged the use of women, veterans, and

personnel othorwiae unqualified for military service, for these
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jobs. He recommended that rural construction cadre, when
drafted, be returned to their jobs after training to serve
in a type of reserve status, available to the province chief
if needed. 1 8 0 The SECSTATE expressed fear that the d±haft
of essential people would adversely affect other programsJ4
(C) The conscription of skilled technical personnel
adversely affected operations in a number of areas. One such
example, the object of a special study by the USMACV staff,
pertained to employees of the VNN shipyard in Saigon and the
control tower at Tan Son Nhut. Over the last nine monthe of
the year, six percent of the total labor force at the shipyard had been lost but this loss included 20 percent of the
section heads, 16 percent of the subsection heads, 10 percent
of the gang leaders and 25 percent of the supervisors. A
similar problem applied to the Civil Aviation Agency Air Controllers. At the close of the year CCWUSMACV suggested that
these specialists be exempted from the draft or that the
shipyard and the Civil Aviation Agency be augmented with
military s aces to permit personnel to remain on the job when
drafted.ltr
(C) During the year RVNAF was plagued with high desertion rates (see Table 11-2), Approximate desertion rates for
the year per .1,000 paraoain
were 14 for regular foroes, 12
for RF, 29 for PF and 23 for CIDO.
udies indicated many
causes for this high desertion rate.
Included were;
I)

Overly restrictive leave policy.

2)

Family separation.

3) Lack of command attention to personnel management and ooldier welfare such as pay, housing and promotions.

4)

General dissatidfaction with military life.

5) Tolerance of military and civil authorities
toward desertion.
6)

Apparent public apathy toward the war.

7)

Increasingly heavy combat losses.

8)

Poor apprehension and punikhmwnt of offenders.

9)

Misuse of certain types of units (Ranger and

WF)by higher headquarters.
(C)

Tov ,

"

This desertion problem was the subject of a great
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deal of advisory atte

throughout th

year, but at year's

end little change had been noted, either in desertion experience or in public attitude.
(C) Extraordinarily high combat losses had an adverse
effect on the buildup and caused further drain on the manpower
base (see Table 11-2). Losses were so high that 11 of the 15
battalions in training in July had to be temporarily disestablished to provide fillers for the older battalions of the
regiment s.18
(S) The buildup placed a heavy strain on both training
and transportation facilities. VC interdiction of the surface
transportation nets placed a heavy load on air transportation.
This, coupled with the US buildup, caused a reduction in the
administratýve troop lift available to RVNAF.1 8 5 The influx
of large numbers of trainees exceeded National Training Center
(NTC) capacities. It was necessary to expand facilities and
establish division training centers. Facilities and instruc.
tors were not up to standard.1 8 6 RF/PF was dependent upon
ARVN training facilities for specialist training. The increase in the ARVN training requirements resulted in a reduction of the number of allocations available to RF/PF and
thereby hampered the RF/PF training effort.

"ARWN and Paramilitary Forces
(C) The ARVN consisted of infantry, airborne, Ranger and
support units, and was charged with the missions of destroying
or driving off organized VC forces from areas planned for
pacification; harassing VC bases and LOO's; controlling the
borders of RVN; providing eleents of general, corps, division
and sector reserve, and other secondary missions. 1 8 7
(S) The AR¶N force increases under Alternatives 1 and 2
consisted vainly of an increase from 119 combat battalions (93

infantry, 20 Ranger and 6 airborne) to 150, by adding one bat-

talion to each regiment. 1 8 8 In August, JGS expressed a desire
to activate two additional airborne battalions as add-one.
COMUSHM concurred with the recomnendation, but decided not
to request additional MAP authorization for the unitse, He
decided rather to use the already authorized spaces fAr three
infantry battalions for them.1 8 9 This dropped the 1965 authorization to 149 combat battalions.
(S) Three separate regiments, the 43d, 48th, and 52d,
existed in the III CTZ. CONUMACV and JGS felt it was desira.
ble to create a new division out of these three reiimants. On
5 May, CO(U
CV requested authority to support activation of
the
10th ARVN Div.19 On9 June,.JCS approved the activation

{

and fixed tho ARVN force ceiling
;,

PeR
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The 10th Div had been activated by JOS on 16 May. 1 9 2
(S) At year's end, all 149 ARVN battalions that had been
authorized under Alternatives 1 and 2 had been recruited and
all except four had been deployed or were undergoing training.
Three were in training centers but training had not commenced.
One battalion had not yet been sent to a training center. 1 93
(See Table 11-4 and Figure 32-4.)
(C) The RF consisted of rifle companies, river boat
companies and support units. Its mission was to perform pacification, defense and security tasks. These included: protection of key installations and LOC's, providing public
security, providing elements of subsector and sector reserve,
assisting ARVN as required during the security subphase,
harassing VC secret bases and IOC's and identifying and
destroying the VC infrastructure.194 HF companies were recruited within each province, and were to be employed within
the boundaries of that province.
(C) The RF increases under Alternatives 1 and 2 were
aimed at attaining a year-end FY 66 strength of 137,187. In
July 1965, this figure was reduced to 134,999 as a result of
transferring the Railway Security Group, formerly a part of RF,
to ARVN. FY 66 strength consisted of 959 rifle companies. The
request for force increase submitted by COMUSUCV on 5 November
1965 did not include any additional increases for the RF in Fr
66; however, for the FY 67 program, 123 additional rifle companies were included (81 new rifle companies and personnel
spaces to accommodate the transfer of 40 C100 companies to

Pa).195

(M) RF buildup did not progress as rapidly as anticipated, since it depended entirely upon volunteers; however, it
was able to reach approximately 98 percent of its authorized
strength ceiling, by the end of the year. Approximately 85 percent of the coqpanies programmed were activated during the
year.196 (See Table II-,4 and Figure 11-3.)
(C) The PF consisted of rifle platoons and separate
squads to provide villages with organic troop, to assist in
pacification, defense and security. PF was charged with the
same primary missions as RF and was to assume these missions
upon relieving UHand until relieved by the NP.197 PP units
were recruited locally and were to be used only as security
forces at their hame villages or hamlets. As mentioned earlier, PF were often misused, thus contributing to the high
loss and desertion rates.
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(S) Alternatives 1 and 2 fixed the PF strength of 185,000
for FY 66. No additional increases were requested in Fy 66
although a ceiling of 200,000 was requested for FY 67. PF
force ceiling for FY 67 was deliberately set at levels higher
than those anticipated to be attained in order to insure that
sufficient authorizations would be available within USMACV for
expansion into high priority rural construction areas as
these -reas came under GVN control, 1 9 8

S(S) showed a drastic decline, rather than
PF strengths
an increase, in 1965. There was a decline of approximately
25,000, owing primarily to desertions. The inability of PF
to offset the desertions with accessions was 6aused by severe
recruiting restrictions placed upon PF by JGS. (O 6 Januar7,JGS issued Me 22/TL, which prohibited recruiting of
personnel 20 to 25, years of age.

On 2 July, JGS Nemow 0815/TTL

halted recruitment of all personnel between 17 and 30, and
was made retroactive to 1 January, thus making the status of
some 17,000 recruits in the restricted age group illegal.

"This placed many young men in the paradoxical situation of

not being periItted to join local forces to protect their bomes,
unless they joined or were conscripted into the regular force
and consequently, were left to be recruited or drafted by the

Vc.199

(S) Following a meeti ng on 14 September, recruiting
restrictions were reland until 1 January 1966, and the status
of the 17,000 recruits in the restricted age group was
clarified, FF being peomitted to retain them. These changes
came too late to compensate for the losses of the first nine
months of the year.200
evpressed the belief that W was one of
(S
C0SACV,
•
the keys of the ruril construction effort, and felt that
they were not getting the proper attention from WPN.201
The largest authorized increases within the RVNAF buildup
were in RF/PF forces, yet th•se were the forces which were
most neglected in the recruiting effort* depending entirely

,kpon volunteers.,

W4~und itself comoetinsg with the Natigsnal

were @erj1o
oC-W1ido
Figur~e 11.6.)

iiiion

ea Table 11-4 and

(C) US-supported and advised, the CIDG was a parsmilitary organization composed of civilians organized into
companies a.ad stationed in camps along the border or near
VC infiltration routes. Its five primax7 missions were to
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haraso and block infiltration corridors# harass and block
lines of communications between secret bases, harass VC secret
bases, collect intelligence and to participate in special
operations directed by JGS.202
(TS) CIDG was authorized 20,100 men at the beginning
of the year. Force level increases brought their authorized
strength to 200 companies and 27,500 personnel by the end of
1965. Force levels of 249 companies and 37 350 men by the
end of FY 66 were requested and approved.20 The CIDG was
successful in attaining and maintaining its year-end goals.
(C) In February 1965, CONHU(ACV decided it would be
wise to have all armed forces in RVN responsive to the central
government and initiated a study on conversion of CIDG to RF.
A group composed of representatives from the USMACV Jl, J40,
RF/PF Advisory Detachment, Comptroller and 5th SFG met on l1
May to formulate a detailed plan calling for this conversion
by 31 December 1966. This study group recommended a tentative
schedule for 20 CIDG companies to be converted by 1 July 1965,
69 more by the end of 1965, 45 more by the end of June 1966
and the remaining companies by the end of 1966. The USLACV
staff agreed that this conversion could be supported. The
5th SFG felt that some camps were not suitable for conversion
and pointed out a similar conversion attempt had failed in
1963.204 DL* to the political situation at the time no action
was forthcoming from JGS until 15 September 1965.
(C) On 15 September, JGS agreed in principle with the
conversion, but recommended a phased conversion starting first
with those camps in relatively secure areas; but by no means,
they felt, should the project be completed before 1 January
1967. CIDG cadres would be absorbed into RF ranks in compliance
with the same rules applied to cadres for religious sect units-.
name=y, that appointments would be temporarys pending comple.
tion of qualifying schools. Conversion would be voluntary. 2 0 5
(S) CMMCV felt there was sufficient agreement to
•wtant further action, and he recmmended to JGS that a slow
and deliberate attempt be sade at conversion. ke recmended
two or three caWs for conversion as pilot aodels to develop
nolicies ani procedures, As an alternatives he suwgsted
pAcing CIDG directly under district chiefs. This would be
less burdeneam and vould acomplish the goal of inoreased
responswivons to GVN.206
(S) A portion of the RP ezpansion requested by CCMSI(ACY
in Novemer (mentioned earlier in this chapter) was to be

acooveLtked by converalon of 40 CIM caanies to c"Mane
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the first quarter of 1966. Even though the ultimate
goal of the conversion was to eliminate the CIDG, the 40
companies lost through the initial conversion were to be
reconstituted in other remote locations to defend against
VC/NVA infiltration. 2 0 7
(C) At the close of 1965p the conversion question
had not been fully resolved and all target dates had been
withheld, pending completion of pilot conversions in 1966.208
(See Table II-4 and Figure 1I-7.)
(C) The NP is a national force, formed at province,
district and village level, to maintain law and order and
to provide security and public safety. They are charged
with the missions of psnetrating the VC infrastructure,
developing informant networks, assisting the military as
required, establishing population and resources control,
assuming missions of PF on a progressive basis and connormal police functions.
The NP are supportedSducting
09
and advised by USAID.W
(S) NP were authorized 31,500 spaces at the begin.ning of the year. Force structure increases brought
their authorized strength to 51,500 by the end of 1965,
and would bring it to 72t000 by the end of FY 66.210
They wero successful in attaining and maintain
their
authorized year-end goals.
(TS) The ACY, which had augmented PF in local
defenses had been ordered disbanded in July 1964 with
its mabera to be recruited into PF as soon as practic.
able. For the most part, this assimilation had taken
place by the end of 1965. However, because of the PP
strength ceiling, recruiting restrictions and other
causes, it was estimated that ame 39,000 ACY remained
at the 'nd of the year. 2 1- No positive count existed,
as this force was not formally recognized by GVN; it
received no MAP support; and no records thereon vere

maintained. 2-12 (33o Table 11-4 and Figure 1I-8.)
VNAF
(C)

At the beenmnng of 1965, VNAF consisted of

100521 personnel, 23

22 aircraft (including helicopters)s,

four tactical figbter squadrons equipped with T-28/A1 air.craft, four helicopter squadrons equipped with
-H..19/CH-34
aircraft, two troop carrier squadrons equipped with C-47
aircraft and four liaison squadrons equipped with 0-1A/U-7
airaraft, plus othr miscellaneous units- and eight U-6
g 6oTHIS
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214,215
aircraft.
(C) Replacement of VNAF aircraft was well underway *7
the beginning of 1965. Some of the older aircraft were still
on hand, but wera in storage and/or were being phased out of
the inventory. The T-28 was being replaced t the A-IH singleseat fighter aircraft and A-lG, the two seat version of the
A-I aircraft. These newer aircraft were far more versatile$
had more speed and carried much more ordnance than the T-28.

The last of the T-280s was transferred out of the inventory
in April 1965.216
(C) Continuing the replacement program, the UH-19
helicopter was phased out and replaced with the more modem
CH-34. This change-over was almost complete by the -begin-

ning of 1965, The last of the UH-19's was removed from the
inventory in May. 2 17
(C) Subsequent to SECDEF's visit to RVN in May 1964,
and in response to his concern over VNAF's ability to cope
with the increasing strength and activity of the VC, an
expansion of VNAF A-1 squadrons from four to six was considered essential by COMUSKACV. This expansion was subsequently approved in 1964 and the two squadrons were scheduled
for activation by 1 Kay and 15 September 1965% although considerable e fforts were being made by VNAF to obtain B-57 Jet
aircraft as a substitute for A-l's in the sixth squadron.,
(C) In spite of VAF'a jet aspirations the two squadrene
were activated with A-i aircraft, thereby raising the January

1965 inventory from 89 to an end-of-year total of 146.

The

f•fh squadron was activated in May, and the sixth in August.

21 9

(3) The liaison fleet of aircraft increased considerably
during the year. Vie OLA fleet more than doubled in at**
from 37 in Janury to 84 in December. U-17 aircraft, a new
off-the-shelf liaison aircraft, also increased almost 100
percent from 25 in January to 46 in D"ember 1965.220
(S) The number of C-47 and U-6A aircraft remained relAtively constant throughout the year. However, one additional
transport squadron wao authorized and programmed for MAP Fr
66, making a total of three squadrons. The overall increase
of the VNAF aircraft inventory amounted to 108 aircraft, for
an increase of 28 percent during the period. 2 21
(3) As mentioned above, the Vietnamese, particularly
Prime Minister Hy, were vitally interested in the acquieition
of a jet capability. Early in the year, Prime I•tister Ky had
S....

6.fA 2 Pages

4.

pressed for acquisition of a B-57 capability within one of
In August he was somewhat mollified
the A-i squadrons.
2 22
It was
four B-57 aircraft were presented to VNAF.
•
when
Vietthat
however
year,
of
the
end
the
not until toward
Therefore,
the
B-57's.23
to
fly
trained
namese crews were
interest in a jet capability continued, strongly backed by
the fact that NUN possessed such a forcb as did Thailand and
Cambodia. 224
(S) Therefore, in September and October the Chief, Air
Force Advisory Group (CHAFAG), studied methods of providing
VNAF with a jet capability. In mid-October he proposed and
Cdr, 2d AD, concurred in his plan for modernizing VNAF.
This proposal provided for the following:.225
1) Conversion of two A-i squadrons to F-5's with
the first squadron in FY 66 MAP.
2) Conversion of the two C-47 squadrons to C-119G
(U/E 16) aircraft, one per year beginning FT 67.
3) Conversion of the four CH-34 squadrons to UH-iD
(u/E 20) helicopters, one per year beginning FT 67.

4)
A

Conversion of the RC-47 reconnaissance force

to the reconnaissance veraion of the F-5.
5) No change in the allocation of 0-1/b-17 aircraft
to the four liaison squadrons and training center units.
(S) After a study, COMUNACV proposed to CINCPAC that
the additional transport squadron programed for MAP delivery

In FT 66 be equipped with the 0-119G aircraft.

CINOPAC

approval was expected early in 1966.226

"•n

(S) Apparently, CHAFAG and Cdr, 2d AD felt that ultimately
all A-i squadrons should be converted to F-5 aircraft foron
2 November, they so reconended to COMUSKACV during a briefing
on the subject. CQISKCV did not concur, however, because
of the proven valuo of the Adl to the counterinsurgemnv
On 6 November CO(USMKAV stronly en4doreed the origienvironment.
al recomendation and submitted it to CINCPAC for ipproval.: 2 ?
(S) During StCDtP's visit to SVN in Inte November
CMCSMCV. as a result of further study of VNAF's ability
to convert to an F-5 capability, recommended, arAd 20CDEF
tentatively approved, the conversion. of one A-11 squadron
in FY 67 rather than FY 66,, as previously recommended.
Prime Minister F•y agreed with this pmgra whe di'scussed
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with him in early December a-•d stated that two squadrons of
F-5's would be sufficient as the A-IH wav particularly suitv#
to the close support role. 2 28 At i ravult, during CC=(USWMCVtG
meeting with CINCPAC in mid-December plans fa modernization
of VNAF were finalized and submitted to JCS for approval. 2 2 9

(S)

CHAFAG visualized that the two jet squadrons would

be deployed in central Vietnam to provide quick reaction to
the north or south as required and to assume a future air de-

fense role. The four A-1 squadrons would be positioned so
that one squadron would provide close air support for each

corps. CINCPAC proposed therefore that one squadron of A-I's
be converted during 3d quarter FY 67 and the other squadron
be deferred until the 1st squadron of F-5 's was fully opera-

tional. Justification of this specific conversionvwa based on
the following considerations: 230
1)

The A-I's ability to carry heavy armament and

ordnance$ plus its loitering capability over the target areas
made its retention in VNAF highly desirable,
2) Conversion of some squadrons would reduce the
requirements for A-Its, for which a deficit was foreseen in
future years, and woIde prove to be a mnrale boost to RMF
enhancirg US-GVN relations.
3) While JCS h,4 requested consideration -f con.
verting to F-S4 or F-86 aircraft, their perform~ne eapabilities were significantly inferior to the F-5 and to enHIO'a. These older aircraft were being phased out of US MAP
inventories and, hence, their maintetinwe '.ld
.ose a serious
problem. The Vietnamese could also be kepet•d to view such
an offer as an affront since other MAP a
.•rt.• countries
were receiving F-5 's, yet RVN was the. oly %uuh country
engaged in hostilities.
(S) At thel•id of 1965, VNAF JMrMnnl strength had
risen to 12j,976
1 (see Table U*4) and the aircraft inventory had increased to 98,% orW-ating of six fighter
sqadrons of A-1H aircraft, four helicopter squadrons of CH-34
airucrftp two troop earrM r s&tA6ns of C-47'1s four liai•as
squadrons of O-4st a fly£ig vheol squadron of U-17A'o and
a detachment of UVa'eý•23 This wAa about double the force
strength of Juy 1962 dn USA.F %as first comitted in SVN, 233

VMN
(C) At the beUlning of 1965j, WN wse authorized 8,162
persomnel for a Sea and River Force. Ths River Pwrc consisted
-•: XO •' :•'55iL|LOages J7 of.&8 ea'ee•
• n•
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of sixassault groups (RAG's) located at bases throughout the
Delta region of RVN. A paramilitary group kncwn as the junk
force, later called the Coastal Force worked in conjunction
with the regular VNN forces. The junk force consisted of 25
divisions located along the coast and was a Wt of the BF
organization. The River and Coastal Forces were designed
specifically for counterinsurgency iperations, 'hile the Sea
Force was organized similar to other small MAP-supported
navies. The River Force was capable of conducting rivercanalp combat assault operations; participating in amphibious
landings within the river-canal complex of the Delta; sweeping
electrioally activated mines in rivers and tanals, and providing river transportation and river transportation escort. The
Sea Force participated in small amphibious landings, pro•ided
sealift and resupply for RVN forces, and conducted sea patrols
in suitable areas. Coastal Force junks conducted coastal
patrol (counterinfiltration) and participated in =all amphi.
bious landings. 234

*

(C) In late 1964, plans were made to exand the counterinsurgency effort along the inland waterways. These plans
called for an expansion of the existing RAG's and the formation
of a new gtroup, RAG-27.
The existing RAG's were expected to
continue their utilization of the W4-6 Aiile the new RAG
would be outfitted with WX8la and a xwwdesign RC. The new
equipment and additional personnel were scheduled to be phasedin throughout 1965.235 RAG-27 was ultimately activated at
IV Tho on the Hekong River on I July.
(C) MWn research and development projects were under.
taken to increase efficienc7 in search, detection and counterambush methods. A Junk constru~ction program was initiated
and two large piers were completed during 1965. The An Thol
naval base was occupied by the VNN in March and the badlyneeded repair facility &t ich Soi was completed in Decembr.
Additional ISTfL4 (Landing 3ip Medium)beaching facilitiess,
completed at Da Nang during the year# were greatly appreciated by port authorities. 236 A determination was made
that the Landing Ship Support Largo (LSI.) -id the Landing
Ship Infantry Large (LISi)Were the ideal types of ships
for counterinsurgency operations in the Delta. 237 Daring
March Japan authorir.)d the return of five MAP-ftCrnished
LSSL's to the US to be transferred to VWI for use as counterinsurgency Ihipa.238
(C) Because of poor se¢:rity and crvailent of ni?.ft
patrolling, a junk division located in I CTZI, cl
.3to Chu
Lai, was overrun by the V; ir July 1965. Se-,ral poxenxel
wore kaled, inia-zuding
t
LISN
advise rs ~J Xic.VJnk division
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executive officer. As a result of this inciden t ., better security in
the form of 874 additioral VNN spaces and artillery support were added
for defense of five junk oases.239
(C) Plans to increase MARKET TIME operations resulted in new
requirements for communications, Junk repair, armanmEnt and :nWt observation equipment, at a projected total cost of $8,180,314.
The effectiveness of the Coastal Force was improved by the consolidation of junk bases, improvements in dependent housing, expansion of
psywar operations revision of VNN command organization and enforcement of curfews.241
(C) At the beginning of 1965 the Coastal Force was made up of
RF personnel. However, because the Coastal Junk Force was considered
to have significant potential, both militarily and for psywar purposes,
the RVNAF JGS decided to consolidate the paramilitary force into full
status as an integral part of the VNNo Integrated in July, it increased the VNN strength by 39444 personnel.242
(C) On 29 September, CHNAVGP providedto Commander in CThief
Vietnamese Navy (CINCVNN) the schedule for delivery of several new
ships being procured under MAP. The ships, ranging from LSSL's t
RPC's were scheduled for delivery from October 1965 to July 1966.2*3
(C) In May a team of technical experts arrived from the US
Navy's Ship Repair Facility, Guam, and inspected older VNN ships. Two
ships were determined to be unseaworthy and it was recommended that
they be decommissioned after receipt of new LSSL's; however, when the
two new LSSL's were turned over to the VNN during September, the old
ships were not decommissioned and were still being used at the end
of 1965. Also during the mcnth, base development became an item of
increased emphasaz. In addition to the Cam Ranh Bay development,
CHNAVGP selected Vung Tau and Qui Nhon and An Thoi as additional
facilities for improvement and requested the VNN to enlarge the
Cat Lo naval base. By providing for a PCF/WPB base at Cat Lo, USN
personnel would be able to offer technical assistance to the VNN
ships and craft supported from there.244
(C) At the end of 1965, the strength of the VNN was approximately
14,274; the integrtion of the 3,/44 Junk Force personnel into the
VNN accounted for )ver 98 percent of the increase of VNN personnel
during 1965.
(See Table 11-4.) New ships, craft, and patral boats
gave it the material capability of performing effectively and efficiently. However, many adverse circimstances precluded maximum performance. Mutiny, incompetent leaders, and lack of discipline frustrated
most efforts toward improvement.
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(C)
thebeginingVNMC
A

(C) At the beginnng of 1965, the VNMC consisted of 7,209
officers and men organized into one brigade of five infantry battalions
and one amphibious support battallon,. Although efforts were made
to expand the brigade, no significant changes occured during the
year.
(C) In July 1965, the Vietnamese JGS proposed that the Marine
brigade be increased by an additional battalion. They believed
that an equally proportionate buildup among all the branches of
the armed services was desirable for maintaining a political
balance of forces within the RVNAF, among other reasons. However,
the Senior USMC Advisor reccmended that no expansion be authorized
until middle or late 1966. He estimated that the additional personnel
and equipment would not be available until that time. CCMUSMACV
agreed and recoxmended to the JGS that the expansion be held in
abeyance until CY 66,245
(C) Included in the FY 67 RVNAF force structure plan was
one additvional Irine battalion for the VNMC brigade. As a means
to persuade the RVNAF to utilize the VNMC in amphibious operations,
CCWUSMACV directed that the authorized strength of the five existing
Irine battalions be reduced from 931 to 876 since the VNMC was not
being utilized in this capacity. Personnel spaces deleted from
the existing five battalions plus an additional authorization of 635
spaces were to be utilized to form the sixth battalion and to provide an augmentation to the Amphibious Support Pattalion. COMUSMAOV
agreed to reinstate the personnel spaces taken away from the battalions
when the VNMC demonstrated an ability to perfora amphibious operations.
The st
batalion was scheduled for activation in the 2d Qtr FY

N

(S) In September 1965, a five-year MAP buildup plan was begun,
which called for a long range, carefully controlled rate of growth
leading to an eventual division-size unit with austere combat support,
combat service support and staff elements,, The planned gradual
expansion envisaged a VNMC strength of about l3,000o However,
there were also provisions which would allow termination at any
point, while maintaining a balanced and effective structure. By the
end of 1965, this long range plan had not as yet been finalized. 24 9
The strength of the VMC brigade at the end of 19 6 • Was 7,P519, or
an increase of only 183 personnel during the year.
(See Table
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FREE WORLD MILITARY FORCES
(U) This section contains a brief synopsis of the military
assistance rendered to the RVN by nations of the Free World other
than the US. Annex B contains detailed information on this subject.
(U) During April 1964 the President publicly requested that
other nations of the Free World contribute military assistance to
the RVN in its counterinsurgency efforts. 2 5 1 Prior to this request
Australia was the only nationin addition to the US, that was actively supplying military assistance. In 1962, Austialia had
furnished a small Armn training team of some 30 •embers which was
integrated into the American advisory program. 2 5 1 Following the
President's appeal, CC!USMACV established a special staff agency
to deal with the international military assistance program. On
22 'December 1964, the International Military Assistance Office (IKAO),
later redesignated the Free World Military Assistance Offige (Fu0),
was established under the staff supervision of J%,USMACV..53 One of
the first accomplishments of the FWMAO was to prepare a Policy and
Procedures Guide to be used in dealing with the military assistance
forces from other nations. This guide was staffed and published as
a CINCPAC manual in August 1965.254
(U)

See Table 11-5 for monthly figures on FWMAF buildup.

(S) During August 1964, Australia aapnentee her training advisors with an aviation detachment which was made part of the SEASIA
air lift and was composed of six Caribou aircraft and 74 personnel. 2 55
In May 1965, the Government of Australia (GOA) agreed to send a task
force to SVN composed of the following elements: Headquarters,
Australian Armiy, Far East; First Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment
(RAR) (+); 79th Signal Troop; and a logistical support company. 5D
This contingent arrived in SVN during the early part of june and was
attached to the 173rd Abn Bde, operating from Bien Hoa. ,7
A
military working arrangement had already been signed between Commander,
Australian Army Forces, Vietnam (CCMAAFV) and CC(USMACV on 5 May that
provided for overall operational control of the Australian troops by
COMUSMACV Ind also for complete US administrative and logistical
support.52
In a financial worl-ing arrangement, signed on 7 September,
it was agreed that t GOA would repay the US for this support on a
reimbursable basis."
On 30 September, an augmentation to the
battalion arrived, consizsting of a 105-ma howitzer battery, a field
engineer troop, an armored personnel carrier (APC) troop, and an air
reconnaissance flignt. An additional signal troop was also deployed,
bringing the year-end Australian strength in SVN to 1,557.260,261
(S) On 20 July 19649 New Zealand furnished a milttary engineer
te.am that was assigned var pus civic action projects. 2 6 In May 1965,
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the Government of New Zealand (GNZ) decided to replace this detachment with a combat force and announced the decision to deploy a
105-•. howitzer battery to SVN. This unit arrived on 21 July and
was also attached to the 173d Abn Bde, under operational control
of COMJUSACV with a primary mission of support for the Australian
battalion. 263 A military working arrangement was signed on 9
June and once again the US agreed to furnish field administrative
support. 264 Although no financial working arrangement had been signed
by the end of 19659 New Zealand also reimbursed the US for the
cost of this support. 265 At the end of the year, 3.19 New Zealand
military personnel were stationed in SVN. 266
(TS) COMUSCV's long range objective was for the nations
of Australia and New Zealand 3olntly to deploy a full AustraliaNew Zealand ArW Corps (ANZAC) brigade during 1966. As a short
range goal, he hoped for the immediate deployment of an additional
Australian battalion. This matter was handled by the SECSTATE
through diplcmatic channels, but was unresolved at the end of
1965. 267
(TS) The nation supplying the greatest amount of assistance
to the RVN in 1965, next to the US, was the ROK.
In August 1964,
in answer to the requests from the US President and the GVN a
ROE team, composed of a mobile aray surgical hospital (MASH5 and
a small group of Taekwondo (Karate) instructors, was sent to SVN.2 6 8
In early January 1965, the GVN requested that ROK deploy additional
noncombatant forces to assist in civic action programs.
In response,
a task force composed of an Army engineer battalion (+) with
associated support and self defense troops was deployed.2 6 9 The
main party of the ROK Dove unit, as this civic action element was
called, arrived on 16 March and was based at Di An, Bien Hoa
Province. 270 In a military working arrangement signed on 8 February
between COMUSMACV and the ROK commander, it was stated that this
task force would function under operating parameters established by
what became known as the Free World Military Assistance Policy
Council (FWMAPC) consisting of the CofS, USMACV, who was later
replaced by COKUSMACV, the senior ROK commander and CJGS, the
Council chairman. In addition, the Dove unit would be "responsive"
to the overall commander in any given area. 271 In response to
a GVN request and US exhortations, the ROK Government on 12 August
approved deployment of an Army infantry division (-), one Marine
Corps regiment, and one Field Support Command composed of Army and
Marine elements with normal support troops, to SVN.
Prior to
arrival of the division, a new military working arrangement was
negotiated, which contained no reference to command and control
except for the clause that the FWKAPC would continue to provide

operational guidelines. 272 COMU,%ACV would furnish full logistical

*

support. 273 The ROK Capital Infantry Division (-) and ROX
Marine Brigade were completely deployed by 8 November, and were
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assigned to security duties at Cam Ranh Bay and Qui Nhon.
After discussions between the ROK commander and COMUSNCVS it
was determined that CG, FFCRCFV would have do facto operational
control over the ROCforces although orders would be phrased as

requests. 275 At, the end of 1965 20,620 Korean troops were in
SVN and there was considerable discussion regarding additional

ROK troops for service in SVN. 2 76 Negotiations were underway
in diplomatic channels. 277

(S) By the end of 1965 three other nations had given military
aid to RVN in the form of noncombatant personnel to act in either
advisory or civic action roles. These nations were the Republic
of the Philippines, the Republic of China (ROC) and the Royal
Thai Government (!TG).
(S) The Philippines supplied medical teams and civic action/
psychological warfare teams. The first contingent arrived in
August 1964. 278,279 Action was taken throughout 1965 to obtain
additional Philippine representation in the form of a 2,000 man
civic action group (CAG); however, owing to domestic political
problems a final dectsioz on this matter by the Philippine Government was not made. 280$,28 No formal working arrangement was
signed between COMUSMACV and the commander of the Philippine
contingent, although informal agreements did exist to enable day
to day operations. 282 At the end of 1965, this team was composed of 72 Philippine personnel.
(S) The ROO provided 20 political warfare advisors who
worked with counterparts in the RVNAF JGS. These individuals
arrived in October 1964, in response to a request from the GVN. 2 03
Under a military working arrangement, CC(KUSACV provided full
administrative and logistical support for this contingent. 284
On 25 November the ROC furnished VNAF with two 0-46 aircraft, 0
a trial basis, with Chinese crewsp to serve as cargo carriers, 2 85
Additional support from the ROC in the form of shallow draft
shippingand additional pilots and air crews was expected for
1966, 286
(S) The RTG provided a small group to aid in the training
of VNAF personnel. These men arrived on 29 September and received
no assistance from U%1ACV except for PX and commissary privileges. 28?
There was no military working arrangement between COCU,%AGV and
the Thai eleme , although one had been proposed and was being staffed
in Thailand. 295? Feelers had been received, indicating that Thailand
was interested in providing additional assistancet perhaps in the
form of cargo aircraft and shallow draft shipping.
Total Thai
conmitment at the end of 1965 was 17 men. 290
(TS) At the end of 1965, a new drive was underway in Washington
to convince other Free World nations either to begin assistance,'
I
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291
or increase assistance presently given, to the RVN.
As a
result, the Free World buildup could be expected to continue
during 1966.
THE US ADVISCRY PROGRAM
(U) Although the spotlight shifted during 1965 from the
advisory effort to the commitment of US combat power, advisors
continued to work with counterparts at all levels. Rather than
undergoing a reduction in strength, as might be expected, the
advisory effort actually increased during the year as each of
the Ub Services increased the level of advisory support provided
the RVNAF.
USMACV Advisory Program Expansion
(C) In 1965, the USMACV staff was organized to perform
three major roles: as advisory staff to RVNAF; as a subordinate
unified command, and as the senior US ground command tactical
HQ. The integration of Military Assistance Advisory Group
(MAAG), Vietnam, and USMACV in 1964, resulted in separate USN
and USAF Advisory Groups but, as there was no separate Army
HQ in RVNAF, the USA advisory effort, except for field elements,
was integrated into the joint staff. 292 Each staff section
had an advisory responsibility to a counterpart section of RVNAF
JGS. Some sections were organized with separate and distinct
advisory branches, while others, notably J2 and J3,were not.
These sections had a coequal advisory and staff function.' (See
Figure 11-9 for USMACV advisory organizational structure.)

(C) When 1965 began, HQ USMACV was operating under a
proposed JTD of 1 September 1964, which covered the staff, the
Army-arine field advisory elements, the NAVGP and the AFAG.
This document which authorized 1,128 spaces to the stiiff, was
used as the basis for requisitioning personnel. 2 93 Prior to
the approval of tne 1 September 1964 JTD, COMUSMACV requested
an additional 461 spaces for the staff. These were requestod
to keep pace with the buildup of field advisory personnel and
the RVNAF buildup which began late in 1964. The JTD was
approved, with minor additions, on 6 April 1965. 294

(C) Several recomnended changes were incorporated into
a JTD revision on 1 May 1965, which requested 1,819 military
spaces for the HQ staff.
-492,
9297 This request separated
the staff, the Army-Marine advisory elements, the NAVCP and
the AFAG into four separate JTDts. Another revision to the
HQ USMACV JTD was submitted on 15 Nove be S, g 1reuested
". !'Order
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20439 spaces, but provided little change in the advisory structure
within the joint staff. 298 By the end of 1965, neither the 1
May nor the 15 November JTD had been approved, but the HQ was
operating under the latter JTD since, in August 1964, JOS had
granted authority for C0MUMACV to requisition persennel concurrent with the submission of JTD change requests. 299, The HQ
USMACV grew from a proposed authorized strength of 1,128 at the
first of the year to a proposed authorized strength of 2,439 by
year's end.
US ArW Advisory Program
lements

Army-Marine Field Adviso•r

(C) At the beginning of 1965, the USIMACV HQ JTD of 1 September
1964 authorized a total of 49741 US military spaces for USA-USMC
field advisory elements. 30U On 15 March 1965, Change 1 to the
JTD requested 446 additional spaces to provide advisors to RVNAF
units formed under Alternative 1 strength increase, 301 raising
the total authorization to 5,187. Included in the request were
16 battalion advisory teams and 31 regimental staff advisors# as
well as RF S4 advisors, administration and logistics company
advisors, and assistant RF/PF advisors for each sector advisory
team. These increases were prompted by the buildup and by the
increasing role played by RF both in tactical and logistical fielde30 2
(C) On 1 May, the JTD was revised and, at JOS request, the
USMACV fie£ advisory elements were incorporated into a separate
The 1 May JTD authorimed 5,240 personnel for the
document.
USA and USM field advisory elements. This JTD gave a field
security section to each corps advisory detaohnent, to provide
outlying advisory teams with security personnel, tailored to the

It also provided additional advisors,
to support the RYNAF Alternative 2 force buildup. 304 On 14 Yay,
requirements of each team.

the USKO requested deletion of 129 enlisted security guard spaces,
stating security for their field advisory elements would be
provided from TOE (Table of Organization and Equipment) units.
This adjusted stregh •iling of 5,1U spaces was approved by
JCS on 12 August. a,$
(C) Change 1 to the 1 May JTD was submitted on 14 September,
and consisted of an increase of 177 additional field advisory
spaces. 307 Force increases placed heavy requirements on national
training centers. This change provided additional training advisors,
84 advisors, and psychological warfare advisors to the training
centers. It also provided for the 10th ARVN Div advisory detachment,
and additional administrative personnel for the various advisQry
detachments to cope with the incrosin• workload
1 May JTD
to theaccompanied
2 that
oange
C
30§ worl
the increase in advisory teams
1
Ct
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was submitted on 10 November, and requested 89 G2/G3 air advisory
personnel. The rationale for this change was that these personnel
were required at corps, division, special zone and sector level
owing to the substantial increase in air support provided by all
services during the year and the need for close control over
such operations. 310 JCS approved 176 of the spaces requested
under Change I to the 1 May JTD on 2 December. This raised the
of USMACV field advisory elements to 5,287
strength
Sauthorized
spaces. 311 On 22 December, JCS approved Change 2 to 1 May
As 1965
JTD, and 90 additional spaces were authorized. 31
ended, USX&CV was authorized 5,377 personnel in field advisory
elements compared to 4,,741 at the beginning of the year.
Subsector Advisory Program
(U) Most of the area of the RVN is rural in nature and
the people have little contact i.th the central government.
Before 1964, the US advisory program extended no lower than
province level. In early 1964, a decision was made to initiate
a pilot program to place US advisors at district (subsector)
In April and
level, and bring assistance closer to the people.
May 1964#, 13 two-man teams were deployed. Early results were
favorable enough for 00MUSMACV and the US Ambassador to recomend
expansion of the program during the Honolulu Conference of June
1964. The decision was made to expand the program with 100
additional subsector teams throughout the country. 313 Initial
assignment of teams to 45 subsectors in eight top priority areas
was directed in August 1964. The standard team consisted of
two officers and three enlisted men, but could be tailored to
meet local requirements. 314 By the end of 1964, 103 subsector
advisory teams consisting of approximately 500 personnel deployed
and were operational. 319
On I Febru'ary,
(0) The program continued to expand in 1965.
C4USFACV directed that a sixty-day test be initiated at two CIDG
camp locations in IV CTZ, to determine the feasibility of employdetachments as subseotor
ing US ArsW Special Fordes (USAS)
advisory teams. The requirements were that the CIDO be the
dominant military element in the area and that the detachment
must be collocated with a district HQ. Tests indicated this
plan to be fqasible without diluting the CIDG or other USAS?
missions. 316 Of 181 subsector teams planned for deployment by
the enO of 1965, 152 were to be provided by US(ACV and 29 by
sa
Assignment of eight teams was deferred to permit
USASF.
senior ,dvisors to assign them as the situation required.
"The changing situation in marW subtiectors, and the increased
participation of USASF in the program, necessitated up-dating
requirements to a total of 186 teams required for FT 669 to
AI USASF teams
include 145 USMACV teams bythe and of 1951
S•by the end of June 1966. 318
,.A;
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(C) The corps senior advisors exeracisd operaW
onacontrol

over USXACV tea-as through the appropriate division and sector
senior advicors, and over the USASF detachments assigned to subsector advisory roles through the sector advisor, except in matters
pertaining to GIDG. Their control over CIDG matters was through
the senior USASF coimander in each CTZ. Corps senior advisors
had authority to withdraw or redeploy subsector teams in the event
they were endangered by VC hostile actions. 319,320
(C) At the close of 1965 a total of 169 subsector advisory
teams had deployed, including 133 USMACV teams and 36 USASF teams,
with a total strength of approximately 1,100. Advisory teams were
assigned to all 43 sectors in RVN. USMACV teams were located in
38 sectors and USASF teams ure located in the remaining five. 321
(U) Much effort was devoted in 1965 to improving the rural
construction program. Most subsector advisory teams ,pent about
35 percent of their time on non-military programs such as rural
construction and medical civic action. Subsector teams in more
secure areas were estimated to spend as much as 80 percent of their
time on these activities. 322
(C) A survey was conducted in March 1965 to determine personnel
requirements needed if subseotor teams were individually tailored
to their mission. The survey produced a request for personnel possessing certain hard skills. However, it was not practical to attempt
a broad infusion of these personrel without first developing more
specific requirements. Cb 16 June, a pilot program was announced
to augment the corps with additional medical advisors (E5 or E6),
engineer advisors (E6 or E7) and MP operations advisors (E6), for a
total of 49 men. The objectives of the pilot program were to determine actual requirements for these skills, and to determine the best
means of assigning to subsector teams, e.g., by direct assignment
of selected teams on extended TDY to selected subsectors, or to
maintain a personnel pool or support team at sector level or higher. 3 23
The program was not completed at year's end, but on 27 November, corps
senior a visors were asked for a preliminary evaluation by January
1966. 324 Preliminary recommendations were that these personnel be
assigned at sector level and be sent on TDY to subsectors as requirements dictated. These findings were to be further examined in 1966,325
Special Forces Advisory rogram

(C) The USASF mission to advise the CIDG in RVN was conducted
on a TDY basis prior to 1 October 1964. After that date
5th, SF0 (Abn) was assigned to United States Arw Pacific
(USARPAC) for permanent assignment in RVN. 326
1 January 1965,
1On
USASF in the RVN consisted of four C detachments, five B
.
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detachments, 44 A detachments, and support units. 3 2 7 The C
detachments were assigned to each CTZ to provide command and

control for all USASF elements in the CTZ.

B detachments were

intermediate control elements and A detachments were small 12
13 man teams which provided the major portion of the advisory
support to CIDG.

-

(C) On 7 March 1965, a Troop Unit Change Request (TUCR)
was submitted, requesting modification to 5th SFM (Abn) TOE's.
Specifically requested were civil affairs and psychological
32 8
warfare personnel for teams having a sector or subsector mission.
These changes were approved by USARPAC General Order (GO) 196
on 28 June and USARPAC GO 287 on 10 September.
(C) On 20 June the 5th SFG (Abn) reconmended to COMUSMACV
that ten additional A detachments be requested. COMUSMACV
recommended approval of this increase to SECDEF during his visit
to Saigon on 19 July. SECDPF approved the request and directed
that a plan be developed for further USASF increases of up to
a total of 24 A detachments, if they were deemed necessary by
CWSMACV. At the same time he gave approval for 5th SFG (Abn)
to commence the buildup employing TDY teams from Okinawa until
PCS teams became available. As a result of SECDEF's visit a
countrywide new camp location study was conducted with the corps
commanders and their advisors which produced a requirement for
five additional B detachments and 24 A detachments.
A new TUCR
was prejged for the requested changes, and was submitted 24
August.)
This would raise the total number of U3A3F detachments to four C detachments, 16 B detachments and 72 A detachmenta, plus necessary support elements. 3 3 0
(C) As of 31 December 1965: there were four C detachments,
11 B detachments, and 62 A detachments deployed in RVN. Fiftytwo of the A detaciments were PCS and ten were TDY.33 1 In
terms of personnel buildup, the 5th SF0 (Abn) increased nearly
50 percent with 1,26k personnel assi ed on 1 January and
1,828 assigned on 31 December. 3 3 2 , 3 3 3
(S) In addition to providing advisory support to the CIlf
program=, and to the sectors and subsectore assigned to them
by CCHUSMACV, the USASF provided advisory support to five other
programs. These programs were the Apache Force program, the
Mike Force program, the Delta Force program, the CIDG motivational program and the SHINING BRASS program.
(C)

The Apache Force concept envisioned using smalls

highly mobile teams of personnel indigenous to the area in which
they operated$ to work with US units and under the control of
NL) SF•
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the US unit commander. Each team would be commanded by a USASF
officer and would be used to find and fix an enemy force until
They would also
larger and stronger units could be brought in.
be used to secure drop zones and landing zones, to locate enemy
LOC's, and to provide intelligence to the US comnander. Each
team was to consist of four Pathfinder, Reconnaissance and Combat
(PRC) teams to find the enemy, and three CIDX companies to fix
him in place. When US forces were committed, the Apache Force
would come under the operational control of the US commander for
the duration of the operation. 3 3 4 At year's end, the program had
not been officially implemented but troops had been recruited
in all four CTZ's and CIDG units in the II CTZ were providing
this type of support on an informal basis to the let Cay Div

(A).33r
(C) Mike Forces were Nung companies recruited and held in
reserve by each of the C detachments and at HQ 5th SFU, (Abn),
Nha Trang, to provide reaction forces in support of CIDX units
within the zone.
(Nungs were ethnic Chinese living in SVN,
traditional mercenaries.)
These units were not a part of CIDG;
they were recruited and paid by USASF.33 6
(C) Delta Forces were similar in concept to Apache Forces.
The Delta Force was advised by a USASF detachment, and consisted
of 12 ten-man hunter/killer teams, each composed of two USASF and
eight Vietnamese 9ecial Forces (LLDB' volunteers; and four ARVN
Airborne/Ranger companies with USASF advisors down to platoon
level. This force was supported by four VNAF 11-34 helicopters
and two VINAF C-47 aircrift. The mission of the Delta Force was
to infiltrate VC-controlled territory, within the borders of RVN,
sad gather intelligence. The Airborne/Ranger elements permitted
the force to exploit lucrative targets immediately. Throughout
the year, the hunter/killer teams were used successfully in
gathering target intelligence and in assessing B-52 airstrikes.
The Airborne/Ranger companies were also used in support of
besi 3 nd campes notably Plei Me in Pleiku Province (see chapter
(C) The CIDf motivational program consisted of two groups
of approximately 50 VC defectors recruited, trained and equipped
by USASF, and used successfully in I and IV CTZ's to move into
areac under pacification, provide their own security, perform
civic action and provide motivational indoctrination to the
indigenous population. Each team haa eight USASF advisors.338
(S)

USASF participation in SHINING BRAS operations is

covered in Annex M.
T
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(C) The introduction and rapid buildup of US combat units
led to much press comment that the war in SVN was evolving into
339
a "U. S. War" and that the advisory effort had become secondary.
In fact, the US buildup had mixed effects on the advisory effort.
The field advisory personnel of USMACV and USASF were increased,
concurrent with the tactical unit buildup. The CO, 5th SFG (Abn),
felt the introduction of US units had assisted the Advisory
program. It provided increased air and engineer support as well
as strike and reaction forces theretofore unavialable.340
(C) The buildup of both US and RVNAF units caused competition
between the two for transportation, communication facilities, real
estate, service facilities and supplies. It created competition
between the US units and USMACV for personnel, and upon occasion,
key personnel programmed for USMACV were diverted to US units.
RVNAF troop movements were cancelled or delayed because troop lift
priority was given to US units. lack of transportation prevented
advisors and their counterparts from making needed visits, thereby
limiting their effectiveness. 341,342
(U) In light of a growing tendency on the part of the joint
staff to favor US units by diverting support and personnel frum
USW4CV, the Jl, USKACV, on 9 September, recommended to COUSMACV
that the staff be realigned and separated into different branches
of US and RVNAF advisory effort, each branch having equal status.343
(U) On 12 September, CCt1SMACV published a letter outlining
his position on the advisory effort. In it, he stated the primary
mission of USHACV was to-.
aid RVNAF in the development and effective employment of combat-capable unite . . . introduction of
US units into RVN has added a new dimension to the
mission. Nonetheless, the deployment and utilization
of US forces in RVN is designed to supplement, and not
to substitute for, thte overall RVNAF effort and its US
advisory adjunct . . . therefore, I desire that addressees take immediate and continuing action: to . . .
insure that the advisory effort is fully respoasive to
RVNAFIs needs. 3 4 4
(C) (h 18 September, the USHACV Comptroller submitted a staff
study on the advisory program. This study included the policies and
command structure under which it was being conducted; the effect of
assigrment of operational control, and possible future commands, of the
field advisory effort to senior US tactical comainders; the role of
United States Arc•, Vietnam (UJSARV) in adviftS *Wt; JGS; and the
Page 80
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role of the USMACV staff in advising RVNAF JoS. The recommendations
of the study were: 1) in those staff sections where the principal
staff officer deems it appropriate, to reorganize the section
into two divisions--a US activities division and a VN advisory
division; 2) to assign operational control of US field advisors to
the senior US tactical commander in the CTZ; and 3) to transfer the
logistical support responsibility for field advisors to USARV.345
Logistical support of thg field advisory program was transferred
to USARV on 1 September.'4 The senior US tactical unit comnander
within I9 II and III CTZ's was named senior advisor to the CG of
each corps. This was done prior to its being formalized by USMACV
Directive 10-11 on 10 November, and is discussed later in this
chapter. Implementing the recomnendation that staff sections be
divided into two divisions was left to the discretion of the
principal staff officer involved.

US Ricadre ent
(S) On 15 April 1965p DOD requested CCtUSMACV's position
regarding the feasibility of providing US cadres for ten ARVN
battalions, as a measure to increase the effectiveness of RVNAF
units. 3 4 7 DEPCOMU}SACV considered three methods of encadrement:
1) assumption of officer and senior NCO coxumand positions within
the ARVN battalion by US personnel; 2) aseipment of US personnel
as staff officers, and in technical and specialist positions within
the ARVN battalion, and 3) the employment oj,1
troops as fire
support elements within the ARM battalion 4
ese methods of
encadrement were studied in relation to language, security, support,
mutual US/ARYN acceptance problema, and conditions and capabilities
within ARYN units, Problew comn to all three methods were the
language barrier, increased ewosure of US personnel, the difficrulty
of US personnel adaoting to ARVN living conditions and the greatly
expanded support requirent that would be Renerated,3 4 9
DECCU•(ACV took the position that US assmption of command was
neither feasible nor desirable, vwng to the language barrier as
won as the probable non-acceptance by the GVN.
He felt that
assiowwent of US personnel to ARVN staff and technical positions
would not materially Imove ARVN capabilities. Therefore, the
asstiment of US personnel in a fire support role appeared to be
the only concept that would benefit ARVN and not significantly
detract frm GVN morale. A fire support element of six US

officers and 49 enlieted men was suaested.350 Because of the
difficulties in supply and service support, medical support, leader-

ship in ARVN battalions, and anticipated morale woble among the
US persor•el assigned to ARVN battalions, DEPCO*USNACV opposed the
adoption of the principle of encadroment. He reomended that
C0NIMCV not support the concept and, that iftIt were directed,
it be initiall applied to only one battalion.351 C•tsYACV accepted UUTXC(W CV's rstopendation and stated this position at

•

al ......

the Honolulu Conference on 18 April. 3 5 2 The decision was made
at that conference not to pursue the concept of encadrement. 3 53
Infusion Program
(U) With the arrival of major US combat units in RVN,

CC*US3KACV recognized that they would be handicapped initially
by a lack of f~miliarity with the climate, terrain, and customs
of the country, and by a lack of experience with enemy tactics.
To minimize the effeot of this lack of experience, a program
was set up to emihge experienced USMACV advisors with officers
from newly arrived units. This was known as the "Infusio, Program" and s•a dosigned to provide the tactical units with personnl3 i.aving sufficient in-country experience to facilitate
ffeetive operation until the units acquired their own experience .354
(U) Between August and November, ten US(ACV advisors were
repiwigned to let Inf Div and 25 were reassigned to lt
Car Div,
(AM) as part of the infusion program. 3 5 5 (DMUSMACV considered
the program to have been highly successful and at year's end
the USMACV staff was engaged in a study to determine if the
program should be continued for now units scheduled to arrive in

1966.
US Air Force Adviaory Program
(C) Du"'n 1965, personnel assigned to APAG increased from
309 to 391. 3 5 0These addition, authorized by revised LSMACV
JTD, 1 May3 5 7 were Primarily due to an emphasis on training and
plans for modernizing the VNAF to include new jets.358
(C)

At a July 1962 conference in Sai.on, SECDF had directed

preparation of a plan which would build VNAF,

Adthin three years,

to a force capable of containing the threat imposed by insurgents.
The then USAF section of HAAG formulated and implemonted this
plan to provide for the develowent of VNAF objectives and concept of operations. Completion of the VNAF righter bomber program, which basically called for six A-I tactical fighter equadrone, was essentially acccaplialod in 1965 with five VNAF wings
approved and activated.3 5 9

(U) At the "nd of the year the CHARAG noted that AFAG
successfully coped with accelerated progrsaming of VNAF forces
and crew training. lie stated that "much of the advisory effort
during 1965 had been expendeodt~ un to keep pace with this
(W A?) e xpl o si v e xp a ns io nl.1 A ",T
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(U)

AFAG sections and advisory teams were collocated with their

respective VNAF counterparts during 1965. This integration brought
about greatly imrroved working relations with VNAF. Keeping pace
with VNAF 's e nsion, three additional advisory elements were
established. 361 Team No. 7 was activated at Can Tho air base on
28 January; Det 2, Team No. 6 was assigned to Pleiku on 1 August;
and a directorate of management analysis was organized within AFAG

at TSN air base on 13 November.

(C) AFAG assisted VNAF in the development of plans and requirements for activating two new fighter squadrons: the 522d at TSN in
Yay, and the 524th at Nha Trang in August 1965.362
(S) During 1965, the AFAG current operations function was reorganized and expanded. Transport and liaison staff officer positions
were added and manned. RQ VNAF adopted a 'onventional chain of
conmand orghniza0ion, A concept of operations was developed by AFAG
for VNAF UH-1B helicopters which were to repl4ce H&34's on a basis
of one aquadron per year beginning in FY 67.363
(C) Inclusion of VNA1in the visual reconnaissance program of
RVNAF resulted largely from AFAG efforts during the year to improve
the professional capability of VNAF s liaison aircraft force. In
the field, AFAG team capabilities doubled when two additional adviaors
were assigned to each VNAF liaison squadron. This brought about
the developent of good liaison relations durina October through
December. R)4

(6) Throughout 1965, AFAG coicentrated on improving the
professiotalism of VNAF's fighter force. Increased training in
instrument and night flying was initiated. PFAG developed an
A.-IRI/G aircraft check list fw VNAF creou.
Selected VNAF persomel
started jet training in August at Clark Air Base, Philippinee.
By the ead of the year, four VNAF acobat-erady crwes were flring
with the USAF B-57 unit at Da xws..O,,
Thise was VNAF~t first caps,
bility in jet air•r•at.

(C) A•A

did umch to ensure proper utilization of VNAF EC-47

aircraft through use of navigational aids.
program was atarted and by the end of 19
engaged in fLight checking these aide.

An intensive training
VNAF crew* were actively

(C) Increased AFAG emphads Nae given to the expanding VNAF
training offort during 1965. AFAG orepared training objectivee
for VNAF to increase the number of its fighter, helicopter and
liaison pilota. They also clarified the need for treoning an
adequate number of airborne obserers# mechanica, com
aunications, electronics, and support. personnel, to support the
Vaasion, AFAG considered and used every feasible aeans of
r,
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MAP instruction. These included USAF units and field training
detachments; USAF and USN mobile training teams; a US4C task
element, and civilian contract technical service personnel. New
courses and facilities were opened both at the Nha Trang training
center and at base level. US instructors were assigned and
more effective training aids were used.
In turn, VNAF on-thejob training was used extensively to upgrade training. AFAG
efforts resulted in an overall increase of training VNAF incountry, which was accomplished without a corresponding increase in offshore requirements. CONUS training provided through
AFAG was
limited to those skills in which indigenous assets
were either unavailable or already totally committed to the SMN
effort0
The latter was particularly true of fighter pilot train-ing, which was extremely important to VNAF growth and modernization. CONUS aid PACAF (Pacific Air Force) training provided
high quality graduates of both flying and technical courses.397

(S) In August '1965, AYAG obtained approval to train VNAF
B-57 flying and maintenance personnel in PACAF. including six
pilots, four navigators, four maintenance officers and 16 aircraft mechanics, This program was to continue into 1966. In
another area of training, AFAG aiianged through USF for a team
from the Office of Speoial Investigations (0si) to conduct a
course of 0SI methods and procedures for 21 VNAF cadet officars.
The course, comnleted on 18 December, was highly suce3sful and
provided a wel igtrained group for establishing u V14AF Office of
Investigation.
(s)

Following is a 5gw=7 of all training performed by

and for VNAP during 1965

9

A-1 training conducted in VNM

Students
Entered
221

Eliminated
32

Ki0lled
84

Graduated
181

*Four wore killud in training accidents and four killed in combat operations.
Perscnnol trained off-shores

317

1-rsonnel completing on-the-lob training6
(1964 total'

1,547

Men taught 1965 in-countvry;

5,289

Total VNAF personnel trained 1965:

1,231)

(1964 tota*:
4,034)
7,153 (96, trained in-country)

(C) An AFAG safety program for VNAF was formulated in Soptember 1965. USAF advisors were assigned and collocated with
the VNAF Director of Safety. An AFAG safety advisor and a VNAV
safety officer were assigned to each wing. Regulations were
published and VIAF accident/incident reporting procedures were
initiated. An accident/incident analysis program for VNAF witas
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started in October.570 Trends disclosed, together with corrective
action recommended, were fowarded to VNAF and the APAG chiefs for
information and necessary action. Pilot error was the primary
cause of both major and minor VNAF aircraft accidents. In most
instances, accidents resulted from loss of pilot control on takeoff or landingo AFAG revealed that the VNAF overall accident rate
during the first six months of the year, while flying 74,846 sorties and 87,366 hours, was 36.6. This represented one major
ws&_cilent for 2,338 VNAF sorties, or one per 2,730 flying hours.
The VNNA overall accident rate while flying 91,744 sorties and
12(,169 hours during the last six months of 1965 was 35.7. This
represented one major VNAF accident for each 2,032 sorties, or one
per 298U3 flying hours, VNAF experienced a heavy loss of H-34
aircralt during the last six months of 1965, with 18 destroyed in
combat or by accident. AFAG requested an additional 18 replacement H-34's for the remainder of FY 66 in order to keep helicoptur units at authorized strength. The safety program within VNAF
ahead. Any evalwas expected to deorea•e attrition in tho months
uation of this accider. /in-ident rocord of a rapidly growing VNAF
should note thatý7W flew a total of 118,120 operational sorties

during CY 1965.
(C) A corollary to the AFAG advisory effort to equip VNAF
with more professional personnel, was the requirement for improved
RVNAF management of its military resources. At the close of 1965,
CDHUIACV initiated through AFAG a program for military assistance
training in this field. He proposed to CINCPAC the creation of an
AFAG stipulated that
in-country management school to support VNAF.
the curriculum should be designed to teach basic courses of approximately one month duration. The courses should be applicable to
junior and senior officers assigned to logistics positions or those

in uhich logistiial support is'o;4ioa! to mission aocomplinbment.
The curriculum would consist of,?.
1)

Inter-relationship of suppLy requirements.

2) ln-oountry movement of spare parts and squipnent from
depot to base.

3) Transportatlot pipeline times and means for shippiAg
between base, depotg and/or CONUS for repair.
4) Techniques for developing qualitative and quantitative standards in logistics#

"4,

.)

Principles of inventory management.

6)

Supply, transportation and mwagement.

"(C) An activation team frt

C(KUS vas to work with AVAG

page 85 o.43lXages

advisors and VNAF personnel in RVN to develop the curriculum and in-

structional plans.

Team members would be from USAP, since most pro-

cedures controlling VNAF material and systems were based on USAP directives. The team would be provided by the Air Force Institute of
Technology. It would teach ourrently-established USAF resource management courses adapted for VNAF key officers, three-week basic management courses for VVNAF lieutenant colonels and majoroband five-week
management courses for selected potential instructors.
(0) Activation of this program would obviate the need for
special courses for VNAP in CONUS.
CCUSMACV' recommended, however,
that USAF include a 50-hour air basA level management course in all
USAF logistical management courses in CONUS, applicable to sVN.3 7 4
(S) At the close of the yearg QEAPAG comented that although the
VNAF expansion.
o "had diluted its management level, skill level and
leadership level across the board 9 now is the tive to stabilize and
professionalize the force. When this is accomplished we ane obligated
to a program of modernization,"
(S)
This program of modernization was getting underway in late
1965 as the first squadpg of the new F-5 jet fighters was approved
for the VWAP inventory.•I

US Navy Advisory Program
(C) At the beginning of 19659 98 officers and 117 enlisted men
were assigned to the NAVGP, US4ACV. These personnel were engaged in

advising the River and Sea Forces of VNN, the Coastal Forces and the
The XAVGP anticipated the need for additional advill• perV•KC.
sonnel and requested an inorease of 172 spaces in January-, to be
assigned to Junk Division bases and to individual units of the Sea
Force.
(C) In support of C(1U3SACV's responsibilities, the NAVOP
assisted the VY and VINC to develop a high standard of fulfilling
responsibilities for internal security, defeat of commnist insurgency, and resistance to overt aggression in order to improve VNI and
UO in all areas and to satisfy naval requirements for the RYN.
To
this end, advisors vere attached throughout the VIM.
(0) A constant problem to CMIAVOP, during 1965, was the e ffeetive utilization of the Coastal Force. Decentralization of control
of this foret under province chiefs was the basic cause of this problem. Clear-cut zones -Ad boundaries were lacking, and when efforts
were made to reassign junk divisions, political considerations interfered. This resulted in the deployment of a few junk divisions
in &sae
zones ana many in others. Strong support by CEAVOP enabled
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some coastal zone commanders to request and partially obtain
equitable division of forces through ,the intercession of

ciNOcv.

378

(C) Buring March another request was forwarded by
CBAGP for a total of 250 personnel to perform
fleet-shore surveillance coordination duties and to intensify
the Coastal and Sea Force Advisory effort.
(C) During April, three VU force contenders, and several
other officers mutinied against CINCVJN and charged him with
graft* All interested parties were initially relieved from
duty during the subsequent investigation, and the commander
of VN4C#Brig Gen Khangpwas temporarily placed in command of
the VHN. On 26 April, the VNN Chief of Staff was designated
acting CINCVNJ. All mutineers were returned to their posts
without disciplinary action during May except the River Force
com, ander, who was replaced. The return of these officers
illustrated one of the unfortunate facts of political life
in RVN. namely, key leaders who failed actively to support
the winner during a coup could expect to lose prestige and
possibly their jobs shortly thereafter. The episode of the
deposed CINCVNV was a gooA example. 3 7 9,380 Although the
mutiny had an initial debiltating offect on the VYN the
incident passed and no continuing adverse effects were noted
during the year.
(C) In order to assume operational control of MARMuT
TM1 forces, a sizeable inorease of NAVOP personnel and facilities was required. A JTD augmentation of 39 officers and 67
enlisted men was requested in May. Together with previous
.requests, these auguentatiors meant an increase of 145 percent over preo-.AW TIME strength. The Hay ftu~mntation
requested 106 personnel$ primarily to provide HIQ
main.
tenanct and operational support personnel, in order to plan
and exercise operational control of HAMM TDI
operations. 3 8 '
(C) Port security in 3aigon was a matter of great concern to COMUS,(ACV. The possibility of sabotage in the river
had been demonstrated in May 1964. with the sinking of the
USSS Card. In order to improve security measures and controls within V" a US? Port eOCurity Officer was assigned
to the CBILVOP staff.'M
(S) From a beginnAin figure of 215 officers and men,
the naval advisory effort grew in increments througout the
Year. On 31 December the total strength of the 1AVOP was
"666 ofticers and men. Authorized strougth was 1,540. The
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sources of weakness and the April mutiny had had a severe
adverse affect on VNN officer morales In addition, CHEIVGP
stated that the Coastal Force was the weakest link in the

patrol effort because of its austere foundations and mission
passive information gathering and reporting. 386
(S) In late 1965, the limited effectiveness of the
Coastal Force indicated that the old problems of general lack
of routine maintenamce and untrained personnel still existed,
with the result being a continued unsatisfactory status of VNN.
One of the keystones to the effectiveness of each unit was the
individual personality of its commander. Related to this was
the fact that in most cases the executive officers of Coastal
Groups suffered greatly from lack of experience and initiative.
This was due to the attitude of senior officers that they must
do all the thinking for their unit or suffer loss of face.
The condition persisted that "if it's
not my idea, itts no
good*" Coupled with lack of leadership this proved to be one
of the most serious problems confronting the VII.387
(S) The year-end evaluation of VIM by R&VGP, based on
daily observation and close participation in VNW activities,
was that the overall readiness vf the VNW had not reached the
standards set by CHNAVOP.
Security for advisors was marginal
ix the RAG force; at other bases it was satisfactory. The
overall readiness of the River Force had not met the expected
level; maintenance was poor and ship utilization was minimal.
The philosophy persisted that equipment operators operated and
the shipyard repaired. The result was that equipment dovntime showed no improvement during the year. The overall readinees of the Coastal Force was rated as satisfactory.368
(C) Naval advisors
status and the standards
were made and the future
year the best that could

made strong efforts to improve the
of operation of the VIM. Some advances
looked brighter, but at the end of the
be said was that an overall evaluation

found the VAN a1nima.11y satiafaotoxy.
93 Marine Corps Advisory Progra.
"(C) As a component of the NAVOP, USC advisors ad been
in RVN since 1954, guiding the devilopment of the VNIIC. In
Janary 1965, the HAIADVU, SLVGP, consisted of 20 officers and
three enlisted men. There mre also 27 Marine officers and 37
enlisted mn adviing AIRVN units in the I CTZ, 4ho were directly
responsive to OOIWSMACV.
Plans for the YZC to execute multibattalion operations called for an augsentation of the NARhDVU
'CC
C
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difference between the present for duty and authorised

strength was because of a requested increase of 791 personnel
submitted during November to provide for USN support and for
early delivery of new equipment and ships and 14 other spaces
requested at earlier iotervals. 3 8 3 This expansion in the NEVGP
was due primarily to expansion of roles to be played by CHMAVQP.
From a purely naval advisory effort at the beginning of 1965
to the assumption of au operational command -- TF 115 in July -and with the additional responsibility as Commander, TF 116,
the requirement for personnel increases was obvious and gave
promise of increased operations and responsibilities for the

USI in SOn in 1966.
Evaluation of VNN

(C) As in most advisor/counterpart relationships, there
existed the possibility of misunderstandings between members
of NAVGP and VN.
Cultureg education, sophistication, and
personalities all combined to cause difficulty in comunication, MARKET TlDS units were an interesting illustration
of this problem, The greatest single benefit from the advisory
point of view, was that MARKET TIME gave VW personnel the
opportunity to observe US practices and techniques at work in
the smie mission assigned to the VNN.
Advising proved to be
beat done by example, Asd MARK=T TIME offered unique opportunities in that respert. Reports from coastal surveillance center
advisors indicated ttiat VKH officers returned from liaison
duties with USH ships displaying unusual enthusiam and a
superior uderstanding of the job at hand. Although there
might veil be cases of friction in the future, past erperienCe indicated that aiik division comamuders, in particular,
were g6ene9rally grateful for the Psychological support provided by an advisor's prsenc*.304
(8) Some of VNH's most pressing problems lay in the
field of maintenance and repair, Reasons were similar to
those encountered by all developing nationsa
shortage of
technical and administrative talents; lack of mechanicalminednes amo the tank ad file. to operate equipment,
rapid expansion of the navy,; an inadequata resources.35
(C) In April 1965 CAVGP informed CMiUSCV of the
lack of reeponsiveness and subetandagd patrol erfort on the
part of the VML. In substaneg CMMN&VOP stated that VW
operatios had never been aggressive in spite of advisory
efforte. Hovever, there Were exceptions "aon
Sunitso LIek of commiuA attention was one of theindividual
VIiis major
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A tentative TOE for the Marine
to insure adequate guidance.
trigade field advisory EQ was submitted, and billets requested
to augment this group on a temporary duty status. The augmenting personnel, consisting of five officers and eight
enlisted men, were furnished by CG, mFPAC.389
(C) Requests for authorization of a colonel and a
lieutenant colonel for the two top positions in the MARADVU,
and for an additional major and warrant officer were also
approved.39 0 Part of the personnel requested, including a
motor transport an artillery and an engineer advisor, arrived

in April 1965o391
(C) On 1 May, the VIN and VINC were officially designated
as separate and autonomous services. The great regard of the
JOB for VYMC Brig Gen Xhang and the then unpopular and unwholesome condition of VNN, were the primary causes for this
change. The RVN military authorities held the VYN in low regard largely because the VWIN leaders had backed the wrong
faction in each of several coups, and because the VNN leadersnap lacked competence and responsibility, as amply illustrated in the April mutiny against the CINC*V.
In the latter
part of May, one officer and two NCO's were added to the
34ABADVU. 392,393

(0)

Plans were formulated for a formal training program

for FT 67 through FT 72 to support the long range force structurn increas of the VKIC from a five battalion brigade to a
nine infantry battalion division. This training was expected
to %e conducted either at foxual schools or on-the-job training
with US Fleet harine Force or Marine Corps base units. This
training program was to be paid for in its entirety by the US.)94
(C) At the end of 1965, assigned strength of the KARADVU
was 25 officers and five enlisted men. All requested officer
inovases, wex* filled during the year, but six enlisted billets
remained unfilled.

OMW AD CONTROL
(0) The vast chanwes in US involvement in the Vieta=
conflict during 1965 necessitated sweeping revisione in comsand and control procedures at all levels.
iv missions were
established for the USHACY staff and the other elements of the
Country Team. A critical need for extensive improvenent and
expansion of Cocanications media was revealed. The following
is a disetrionh of the major changes in t~se fields during

the year.,
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USUCV Headquarters
(C) The dimensions and complexity of CMINU&CV's responsibilities during 1965 can be attributed to the expansions in
personnel strength and base development and the problems and
command relationships connected with the changing character of
US involvement in the Vietnam conflict. Basically, the added
responsibilities (discussed in detail throughout this history)
resulted from: 1) CCKU3(ACV's deeper involvement in his advisory
responsibilities (such as the increased subsector and sector
advisory teams in the field), 2) the additional staffs necessary
to effect satisfactory coordination among the increasing number
of US and FbVF units, 3) the many problems involved in the reorganization of the staff, 4) the buildup of RVINAF, 5) the new
relations which folloved the emergence of new agenoies (such as
the formation of Joint US Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO)), 6)
changes in the role of US military forces in RV9, 7) actions
related to the added intensity and changing character of enemy
activities, 8) the extension of war activity into areas outside SVN, 9) the rapid evolution from a sub-unified staff with
primarily an advisory mission to a full-fledged operational
headquarters, 10) CoUnwAQVa desire to control the US ground
war from within HQ 7•4ACV, 11) COUSMCV's planning "ndother
responsibilities &s Cevmaendpt
US Forces in Southeast Asia

(Designate) (C(MMSSEASIA) ýD) and Commander oentria Region SEATO
"Field Forces (Designate), kCtEaTF) (D), nd 12) problems related
'0o troop morale and protocol, such ae the overwhelming numbers
of disting•ished visitors to RVN during 1965 and Ope-ration
Chxistmas Star which involved the distribution of tons of gifts

from CONUS to US personnel in Vietnam.)95

MC) The expansion of the USUIACV staff continued at tie
same hectic pace that had char•aterited it in 1964. Two JTD'*,
dated 1 Nay arn 15 Novmbeor 1965, were out of date before they
could be published. Many chaW•g'
were submitted throughout the
year, and personnel awtione were initiated ivmdiately upon aubmission. Thus, formal approval, while requiring many montha,
did not impede the flov of personnel.
In this, as in so many
other aepeats of the buildupt CNU.auACY virtually had carte
blanche ard, naturally, the strain on resources was considerable.
CMIMAC xecopnited thes difficultiee but went on record as
saying that he felt compelled to state his requirmets without

regard to svaiability.396
(C) An examination of Table 11-6 reveals that the major
expansien took place in the J2, J5, and J4 staff sections, and
included the creation of a Combat Operations Oenter (COC).
J2
became activiey engaed in the acquisition of intelligenc as a
C,
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consequence of the capability of many US units to collect
information and the need to bolster the RVIA7 system to provide
intelligence for all US forces in-country. J3 found that the

average workload per man had increased to 80 hours per week,
and that an overall expansion to meet requirements was essential.
The
In addition, a sizable element was needed to man the COCC
J4, in the throes of directing one of the largest logistical
buildups in US history, in an extremely compressed time period,
also found it difficult to accomplish his missions within
existing personnel ceilings. Thus, HQ USMACV reflected the
increased tempo of US commitment in Vietnam with its own expaenion, both in functions and personnel.397
(U) Many reorganizations within staff sections took place
during 1965 to meet the changing requirements. Such modification will not be treated in this history. There. were, however,
several reorganizations of the overall staff. The situation at
the end of the year is reflected in Figure I1-10. A comparison
with Appendix 3 of the 1964 UVkCV Command History indicatas
the changes# which are discussed below.
DejPuty C(•Iu!1ACV
(S) In May 1964# then DEPCMKUIACV Lt Gen Westnoreland,
in anticipation of assuming command, stated that, while there
was no strong requirement for a deputy, he agreed with the
C W that DEPCM•Mi•ACV should be a US Army officer as the war
was primarily a ground operationm CINCPAC expreised disappointment, an ht believed that a joint approach was necessary
to encourage a
imlear organization on the part of the RVXAP .396
CONWRACT considered that hiss Chief of Staff could also serve
as d&puty, but he later decided to defer such a omobined
asoigzment. He visualized the mission of the deputy to oversee hatters of inaurgency and basic grown combat, frequent
negotiations with ARVN generals, wtd super•v'ion of field
advisors. The C5A apparently had expressed a strong interest
in appointing a UWA)' deputy, but CM34CV felt that such an
officer would be more effective as Deputy Cowwader United
States Military AsMista•c. Comand, Thailand (Da =IcTHAI).399
Lt Gen J, L. Throckmorton waa rec
ereAded as DWVM*UCV by

both DMMMA• C and the US Aubasador in July 194.
(s) The discussion over a Deputy for Air continued,
particularly within the JCS, until October,, when a decision
was Made to appoint suoh an officer to promote intor-servioe
hamony. 40 1 Howeverr the Oppointment had not been made by
the end of 1964 (notwithstanding the organizational chart shown
in Appendix 3 of the 1964UYJACV COWmA History).
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(C) On 14 MaY. the JCS established the position of
DBPCOMUS•kACV for Air Operations and assigned Gdr, 2d AD to this

position as an additional duty.402 On 25 August, CMUMkACV

issued terms of reference for the DEPC(IUSMACV (Air). 4 0 3 in
this document; DEPCW(U4ACV (Air) was to provide timely advice
and recommendations on matters related to air operations and
coordinate all operations of air forces under COMUSUACM with
VIA?. Be recognized that command of the 2d AD would be enhanced by this additional role.
Join t Service Regre sentation
(C) The issue over a DEKIMUMACV was actually symptomatic
o: a -aneral feeling among many service officials that joint
service rep*,met.tion on the USMCV staff was imbalanced in
favor of the AWmy.4 0 4
(C)
Cen C. A.
ties felt
be filled
successor

In Vabnzryv a discussion over the re iacadmnt of Maj
Youngdale, UMtC, J2, USUCV, enmed.W4
USA authorithat USKACV's intelligence requirements would primarily
by USA units. When the USMC was unable to provide a
for Ks Gen Toungdal,, Brig Gen J. U. NoQiristian

13 July.

UA, was appointed J2 on

(C) In March the JOS had urged inrased Joint reprosentation,
particularly in the J2 and J3 seotione, 4 0 6 C(fLbACV asgeed and
proposed in early April that the position of Detpty Qdaf of Staff
be established and filled by a UVW bridier
general and up.

graded the position of CMNAVGP to that of :*& adr

4ul.

(8) While the buildup was in propsea, the HQ UEAC0 staff
persistently trt.d to isprVe the joint service psseMntation.
The now Chief of Staff (CofS), aj Can W. B. Reoson, on evorel
occasions stated that staff q-tions should be oop-rieed of
officers fris all srvices.406 As reflected in the Io0vm1ier
JTD, •C(•Z LCV took pains to insru
that there vould be the best
possible balance in utilizing elporienced officers o6 a1l fer09
vices in positions here they could best serve the Ca
,m,&4
This was noticeably reflected in the reorgeatation of the J3 and
J4 divisione. Stibsequeatly, IMUMA
also decided tu atiaipxte
the Assistant Chief of -Staff (ACotS), A.6 as aUSA? potitionu.oh:
the expected transfer of the incumbent, Brig Con V. E. 1ott, co
USWRY to Siaal fficer.410
(C)

Vowever, in spite of all of these actions, the U114AC
This aS
Wu=voidable as &

staff remained predesinantly Aty (see table U-6)4
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The reorganization which combined UM¶ACV and
UW(AAG, Vietnam, resulted in separate Navy and Air
Force Advisory Organizations, but because there is
no separate Army headquarters in RVNAF, the Amy
advisory effort, except for field elements, was
integrated into the MACV Joint Staff. Much of the
"MACV Staff, therefore9 consists of purely Army
advisory effort and results in a staff which appears
to be heavily weighted with Army personnel. The

"RVNAF and JGS organizations, both predominantly

my

demand a large Aray contingent in the XACV Staff°.='-

Trainina. Directorate
(U) In accordance with an agreement between the Director
of Organization and Training (O&T) and J3. most of the functions
of the Doctrine and Literature Branch, O&T, were transferred to
J3 Force Structure Branch on 4 January 1965.
Inoumbents were
released to J3 or assumed new funotions as advisors to the

Research aWd Publications Bureau, ARVYN Training Qawam,.412
The Directcrate of O&T was reorganized effective 26 April and

redesig&ated Training Directorate, vith the mission of ad.
and

vising the ARVW Training C.
an provid'ing cor
control over subordinate advisory training units. 4 -1

POLV~hMyisor Dikvgtor~t
(FOUO) The Political Warfare (POLWAR) Advisory Direotorate
was established by U:WACY
lo931, dated 5 Ray. 4 1 4 It was
NO
)laced unde.r thO Rtaff supervision of ACofS J3*, albeit with
direct acceso to the CofS as approirlate. The Dimectorats
was assigned pimarAy staff neeapfibility for psychologicel
warfare (peywar), for civic action, "nd for Coordinati--g
political warfaxt advisory activities. The lDayizivil Affair*
(CL) Branch of J5
aid
4oontinued.

(0) Efftctive 1 May, J4 absorbed the functiona and perSonrel of the Director of Aya 1WA Logistics (DAnL).4 1 5

(u) •41* other countries, notably Australia, ad ptvS
viously provided the OV( with military asteitanoe, it via not
until the bPreident's call for *nore flsgs for Vietnall in aid19641 that .U.SVV staff participation in the progrw w,%
Xequixed.

A nuolaus of officera was fomed in the J5 section
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to plan and program for such assistance as was offered. By
December 19649 activities had increased to such a degree that a
of the ACofS J5,
special staff section, under the supervision
6
was formed and called the IMAO.41

(C) It became habitual to refer to those allies furnishing
military assistance as Third Country forces. In the view of some
contributing countries this term had some unfavorable conuotations. CCMUSACV thus instructed that its use be discontinued4l7
and redesignated the IMAO as the FW1AO on 1 October.418
Combat Operations Center
(U) The COC was originally conceived as a FATOC (Field
Army Tactical Operations Center) but CCKUSMACV directed that the
Center become part of the USMACY organization with minimum manning, 4 1 9 thus making it a Joint Tactical Operations Center (JTOC).
One reason for its organization was to improve the tactical air
control system. The JTOC was to provide guidance and instructions
on air matters to the TACCo4 2 0
(C),

(C) As contained in COMUSKACV msg 40079 11 November 1965,
the JTD of 15 November included a JTOC
to serve as (a) focal point from which the supporting staff elements will accomplish operational
staff
planning and coordination, The basic .
. will be a part of (the) Command Secelement .
tion. It will act in the name of and to (the) extent
authorized by COXU&LACV and the CofS. The ACofS J3
will have primary joint staff responsibility for
supervision. It is proposed that the JTOC be headed
by a Marine Brigadier General.

CINCPAC msg 270423Z November (C), approved its establishmentl re'.4esignated it as CO, and recommended approval to JOS of a USMO
brigadier general to head this organization. On 1 December the COC
was established.
CKUSMMACV believed that this position would improve the balance of USMC representatiou on the USMACT staff. The
appointee to thiR position, Brig Gen W. K. Jones, USMO, was expected

to arrive ii Vietnam in early January 1966.
MAP Directorate
(U) The MAP Directorate , which had been supervised by the
AWCofS, 45, (as in PAWa4), was formally place 12 nder the direct
supervision of the COfS on 15 Deur-4ber 1965. L1- This had substantially been a de facto arrangement because its mission differed from

UfJj
A.A
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that of J5, which was concerned primarily with plans. The MAP
Direotorate was concerned with COMUSMACV's role as the
of the SECDEF in maintaining surveillance over
representative
the MAP in RVNo 422
Command Relationships
US Army Vietnam
(U) At the beginning of 1965, USA advisory units were
umder the command and 3ontrol of COMUSMACVo USA combat
support and combat service support units were largely under
the C0, US Army Support Command, Vietnam (USASCV). These
arrangements were adequate for the number of personnel
involved and the tasks assigned.
(S) In March, after the decision to build up US forces
in SVM, the subject of reorganization of USYACV arose. The
CofSA, proposed the formation of an Army Component Comman4ý
(ACC) '.th Lt Gen Throckmorton, DEPCOMU44ACV, as its oorf.lander.
This ... ipcnent would relieve CC4USMACV of as many of his nontactioal and non-combative functions as possible. (IUM,IACV
replied, in March, that such functions were not onerous and
could be coordinated with the Vietnamese much better at the
U{ACV level. He emphasized that he foresaw only problems,

*

with no attea1ant gains, by reorganizing his HQ at that
critical Juncture. 423 However, he did see a need for establishing a field command, to coordinate combined forces operations in a partioular part of the country, with Lt Gen
As DEPCGIUSKACV, he would be in a
Throolmorton in command.
position to serve in this role. As AOC, Lt Gen Throokmorton
could not do so, as he would have no authority over other
servicets forces placed under the field oommand, because such
nervices were represented by component oommanders of e ual
hat he (C(USUIACV
stature. Thus, CCKWUACV pteferre

should, also be the US ACC in RVN.

(C) In M•arh, the JOS proposed 4

the advisory

CMUSNACV was
organisations be placed under the ACM
opposed# because it would reestablish a relationship which
existed prior to the dissolution of the NAAG, a relationship which was so unea isfactory as to form the basis for
4
inaotivationOo

SiALO's

S(
x
i:
• 4-

(C) In April, CCMUW AVI refined his concept of command
arrangements. Be proposed that a tailored corps HQ be deployed
if three divisions were moved to Vietnam. Lt Gen Throokmorton
would command this corps, but would be returned to Uigom when
COiUSAMV
a qualified senior officer could succeed him.
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opposed any change in the concept of the USASCV9 stating that
he did not wanI t exercise tactical command through this

headquarterse. 7 Maj Gen Stilwell, his CofS, expressed the
opinion that a new headquarters, USARM,

acting as the ACC, could

"provide considerable assistance as coordinator between UMOCV,
USA

CAC
9 and USASCV.

428

(C) In June 9 C(MUWACV re-emphasized his opposition to the
establishment of an ACC 9 because it would result in two large
headquarters9 established in Saigon9 dealing with the RVNAF JGS;

which functions as joint staff and also as the ARVN EQ,. 4 2 9
COKUSUACV felt that the US organizational structure should be
tailored to the situation and mission in SVN rather than rigid
anhexence to US joint service doctrine.

(c) On 20 July, USSCV was redesignated USARV with General
Weatmoreland as its commander and Brig Gen J. Norton g his deputy.

The mission of USARV9 in accordance with CHsUSMACV~s views, was

to oondu~t US Army combat service support operations in S,

including ACC support planning for C(2UWMACV. Additionally, it was to
exercise command less operational control of USA combat units de-

ployed to RVN.43 6 Thus9 it was not an ACC in the standaxd sense
since it did not exercise operational control over USA combat units.
(S)

In November, COKUWMACV proposed that the general officer

positiona on the USAMV ,staff'be inereased and that an Army-level
headquarters be established to meuport the Phase II buildup with
a lieutenant general in comand.4#1 On 27 December, it was
announced that Lt Gen Z'. E. Mnler would become Deputy C0, USURV,

in early 1966, a

his ab•,teant.

Brig Gon Norton, the inoumbento would become

4

23-M ield'-orce-ad dvieorj-0
(S)

In June, JOS had proposed that the field force HQ (see

discussion in the previous section regarding tailored corps EQ
and field co
-nd) become a joint organization.
COMMU4A1 objected,
stating it would control only USA and ROK ground forces. If III WAP
subsequentl7 we* placed under its control, the staff would then,
of course, be augented with Marines. C(MUSUACY vimualixed that the
EQ would evolve frow a provisional Task Force Alpha EQ under
Brig Gen P. I. 36ith Comsanding the two Separat~e USA brigades, to
a USA division level EQt and then to a ta&1i.ed corps (field force)
1Q to eoMWd the USA a& ROK divisions and the separate abn bde in

1I CTZ.

35

(S) In resPonse to a CJC3 inquiry# C MU3ACV stated that the
possibility of III MAP p•asing to ýLv operational control of field
forces EQ. codd not be fonout as it was cortingent upon escalation
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of

of the war.

In June, Ill B"3's oo-rItlone vnoo confined to

the I CTZ and there was no advantege in pliacing it under
-,tr3
to. escalate
field force HQ. However, if the coaflict
to Korean conflict proportions, it might than be desirable
to place III MAF under field force Hý. and augmwnt the HQ
with Marines. Re urged that the HQ be a stripped-down,'TOE
corps HQ rather than a Table of Distribution (TD) organization,
asserting that this was in full consonance with the Hawaiian
"agreements of April. 4 3 4
(U) On 1 August, HQ USA Task Force Alpha, (USATFA)
the field force HQ, was activated and assigned to USARV as
a TD organization. -A nucleus of experienced TJU•4ACV officers

was assigned to aid-in the establishment of the iiQ. 43 5
Maj Gen S. R* Laarsen was appointed CG on ,4 August.

(C) On 7 August, the I Corps Advisory Group was placed
under the operational' control of CG, III MAF, who was des"I"gnat-id . nior Advisor, I Corps. This placed the advisory
effort in I CTZ under the senior US ground commander in the
CTZ, thils improving the total influence of US advice on
ARVN.43b The :ormer Senior Advisor was designated Deputy
Sanicr- Auvisor. No restrictions were placed upon the scope
of this operational •ontrol, but .urther integration of the
Advisor- Grvu% into the III RAF structure was deferred pendtng

additional study.437
(S)

In Aungst, CO*..USMACV modified the initial scope of

operational cortrol for the fiald force HQ by excluding the
1st Inf Div. This modification was due to considerations of
the seniority of the iciul•ent commanders, and the need to
retain flexibility for future developaunts.
He reiterated
that Lt Gen Throckmorton would (,aly temporarily coffoand the
organization, giving way to Maj Grn Larsen because of the
need for Lt Geri Thro,.;kmorton as DPCOGMUSM.ACV.438 (As a
matter cf fact, Lt Gen Throckmorton was never anpointed commamider on orders; Maj Can Larsen continued to command the
organization for the rema.nder of the year and In.o 1966.)

Subabaquently, in Phase I1 placaing, this was further clarified
by providing for a US Marine Amphibious corps (MAC) in I Cor~
and three ceparate USA corps L. the three remaining CTZ's.439
(S) On 25 3apte,•.br, USATFA was redesignated HQ, Fie]4
Force, Vietnam (FOROV) with operational (;ontrol over USA
units 141 I CTZ and the II Corps Adisory Group. 4 4 0 Initially,
the Senior Advisor retained his title, but because AftrV' 11 CTZ
commander, then sub-Brig Con Vinh ko 1 felt that he had lost
prestige in th.t he was no lontor advised by the senior US
officer in the area, the CG, FF= V, on 21 October was
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designated Senior Advisor and the former Senior Advisor was
designated Deputy Senior Advisor.44ls44 2 The precedent

established in I Corps obviously had considerable bearing on
this modification.

Also, this change in ii

Corps ended con-

sideration, then pending, to modify the position in I Corps
to conform to that initially adopted in II Corps. COMUS*.V
was quite willing to encourage this effort on the part of the
Vietnamese to enhance their prestige, feeling that such

measures were essential to the eventual attainment of their
ability to stand on their own feet. 4 4 3

(C) On 1 November, CG, 1st Inf Div, assumed operatiorAl
control of USA and FWMAF elements in III CTZ, but similar control
over III Corps Advisory Group was delayed to allow CG, lst Inf
Div, to become thoroughly familiar with his many responsibilities. 4 4 4
On 1 December, COMUSMACV designated CG, 1st Inf Div, as Senior
Advisor to CG, III ARVN Corps, and the incumbent as Deputy Senior
Advisor. The III Corps AdviLsory Group was concurrently placed
under the operational contrcl of thp CG, 1st Inf Div.45 Thus,
by the end of 1965, all of the corps advisory groups, except IV
CTZ where no US tactical units were deployed, had been placed
under the respective senior US tactical ground commander.
(C) In late November, COMUSACV initiated action for the
organization of a second field force HQ in the III CTZ in the
event a second division was to be deployed to the area.4 6
This HQ was scheduled to become operational on 31 March 1966."7
The advance party was due to arrive in early January with the
first deployed units of the 25th Inf Div, It was scheduled to
operate under a modified TOZ, and its commander would assume
control over USA tactical and advisory units in the III CTZ.448
US Air Force
(C) Throughout 1965 the command relationships among COiMUSHACV,
Cdr 2d AD and CHAFAG remained unchanged.
COMUSWACV retained command
over the APAG in order to carry out his responsibilities to advise
VNAF. The Cdr 2d AD, exercised operational control over the AFAG
in his role as the AFCC.449 Operational relationships between
the 2d AD and other air elements in the command are discussed in

Chapter IV.
US Navy X

,T.

nmasgCmst .Obaad

(U) With the landing of the US Marines In I CTZ, the CG, 9th
HB, as the aenior naval tactical commander ashore, became the NCC
of USHAOV. 4 5 0 In Hay, the CO, III NAF# Maj Gen W. R. CollJis,
assumed this role. MaJ Gan (then Brig Geo) L. W. Walt succeeded
him on 4 June. Bowever, the NCO did not command or control all
naval forces in USMACV, as the NAVGP and TF 115 remained a separate

4tRN Mg'

tlY subord.inte to COMUSHACV.
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(C) On 30 July, Task Force 115, Coastal Surveillance
Force (COSURVFOR) was activated under the operational control
of the CMHAVGPo Thus, the direction of MARKET TIME operations
and the resources, formerly the responsibility of CINCPACFLT,
were transferred to CCtIUSACVo TF 115 was the USX's first
command integrating sea, air and shore based units for the
primary mission of countering sea infiltration. In order
clearly to distinguish between the responsibilities of
CC14COSURVFOR and CONMENTHFLT, a memorandum of understanding
was signed by both commanders, outlining the MARKET TIME area;
forces available; and operational procedure
for ships of one
45 2
other.
the
of
area
the
in
operating
force
(C) The first USCG vessels to see action in a combat
zone since World War II arrived at Da Nang on 20 July. Two
divisions, 11 and 12, were formed under USOG Squadron One.
Div 12, CTG 115.3, was assigned as the Da Nang Support Group
and Div 11, CTG 115o4, arriving Phu Quoc Island on 31 July,
was assigned as the Gulf of Thailand Support Group.453
(C)

In late September, CCOUSMACV,

concerned with the
existence
of two
III MAP
and NAVGP,
asked CHNAVGP
to naval
study component
the problemcommandsg
and present
a proposal
which would establish a single NCCo He would then compare this
proposal with the status quo and inform CINCPAC of the results
of the analysis.454 A firm proposal had not yet been developed
at the end of 1965.

*
*-

(U) For a listing of key personnel see Table I-7,
amd see Figure II-1l for command relationships within USIACV.
Combined Command Arrangements
(U) With the buildup of US forces in SYN, and the abandonment of the strictly advisory role of U24ACV, it was logical
that the subjeot of command relationships between US forces and
RVNAF should arise.

(

S

(S) In mid-March, following the CofSk visit to RVN, a
meeting was held at the highest level in Washington to discuss
proposals for the deployment of US forces to SeN. Among these
were combined command arrangements which would recognize that
the US was no longer limited to the role of advising RVNAF. 455
C(MUSMJCV considered labeling unit advisory teams as combat
support teams, to reflect their true mission. The team commander
would be appointed deputy for US combat support functions to the
SARSV oommander. The sector and subsector advisory teams would
be labeled pacification support teesa.
Insofar as combined
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commands were concerned, C0aUSKLCV felt that a gradual transition would be more palatable to the GYo Thus, the initial
phase would consist merely of cooperation between the US and
RVN forces, followed by the establishment of a small, combined
coordinating staff, handling only combined o rations matters,

headed jointly by CO(KUM(CV and CINOMVAP.

M4

(TS) On 21 March GCaV ACV fomalized his concept on
command relationshipso4 57 C(KUW&ACV and CINCRVNAP would act
together on a ooordinate/cooperate basis with a combined staff
whose powers would be limited solely to coordinating combined
operations under a US CofS with a VN deputy. Similar staffs
would bL established at lower levels, but only when collocation or common missions of units so dictated. This arrangement would be modified if and when it was acceptable to GVN

and desirable for the US to take full command. DEPCOCU3(ACV,
would supervise the coordination process at all levels; he
had the stature for this task and would be the logical
commander of the combined field command if fomed. 458 This
concept was accepted by CINCPAC, who added that changes
would be made only upon overt N*N/CMICCM aggression and
implementation of a Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
(WATO) or US unilateral contingency plan. 459
(C) In early April, CC(USHACV obtained thL CofSL'
approval to retain Brig Gen Collins, whose departure from SVN
was imminent, in SWN. He intended to designate him a special
RVN-US headquarters, since it seemed probable that this
organixation might be formed in the near 1uture. However, Le
added that such plans could not yet be proposed to OVNO as
the time .was not yet ripe to insure favorable reception. 460
(a) On 12 April, CCIUSUAV felt that the time was rir
for planning a combined staff for UWCT and RVA, JGS, 4 1
On 28 April, he brought up the matter of a combined staff with
senior YX officials, Maj Gen Thieu, the Deputy Prime Minister
and Maj Gen Mirth, CINCRMY
, Maj Gen Minh was particularly
sensitive to the proposal. o62 "a a result, it was put on the
shelf for the zesainder of the Qpat regime.
(8) Hoovee, on 14 Ma, the JCS announced that SNOW
had authorized the creation of the combined coordinating staff
as previously conceived by CO(SHO9, aWA the establiahment
of a fordl combined authority in W, a concept which hal not
originated at UMIuCV. 463 In press statements, both the VUA
Comnder, Air Vice Marshal Xy, and Deputy Prime Minister
Thieu pointed out that they felt that a combined command was
undesirable. Thusp for the US to submit any such pro osal to
ý,0, 5 lyould be premature.464
WCIPAC vwa so informed.
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(S) The establishment of a formal combined authority was
apparently intended for implementation only upon introduction

of significant additional US combat formationso

This would

extend US influence beyond the combined coordinating staff,
virtually to the point of de facto US control of the RVNAF.
CCMUiACV intended to inform JC3 that such a proposal should be

"4

aired with VN counterparts but it would require a discussion
of future US troop deployments with the GVN, which he had no
authority to do. Howeverý local political considerations 6 6
discouraged any attempt to bring this m4tter up with GVN.
This fact was also relayed to CICPACo 467
(s) For the remainder of 19659 the subject of combined
coordinating staffs with RVNAF was not revived. The Vietnamese

seemed to be basically opposed to such a relationship and
CC)UUIC sensed that further discussion probably would be
fruitless. US troop commanders, in their Letter of Instructions
(LOI), were told that the basic concept underlying command
relations with RVNAF commanders was to be one of cooperation
and coordination in the mutual interest of both commands.
Whlle US forces were not to be placed under the command of
operational control of allied commanders, this policy did not
preclude the temporary tactical direction of US forces by RVNAF
commanders under exceptional circumstances and by mutual agreement. The temporary direction of RVI forces by US commanders,
under certain circumstances, was also authorized. This latter
situation became particularly prevalent in I CTZ as PY units
frequently operated under III MAP unit commanders.
C(KUSMACTHAI

(

(3) In March, a study was made of the JCS proposal that
separate commanders be assigned to USMACV and 17SACTHAI,
thereby eliminating C(MUO4ACV's Second "hat" as CKUWACTW&AI,
a role he had held since USNACV was activated in February 1962.
CMUACV did not concur with the proposal and stated that the
same officer should remain in comand of both organi•ationa.
CQlUSACV'e reply to CINCPAC noted that this was a reversal of
his earlier position on this question but he stated that his
change in thinking was due to a change in the situation, which
placed military considerations above those of a political
nature.4 6 8 This matter was again discussed at the April Honolulu
conference with the MCDD, who deferzed deciaion on the matter
until a later date*

(S) On 27 Mayq the SEW

(

infozred the JCS and CINPAC

of his decision to Separate the COKGI4ACV and OCJUSUAOQH
commande, vith CC!IUMACTUIHA to be established in Bangkok with
a USLA major general in command; CC=WMACV, as CWWUSWSEIA (D),)o
would retain policy planning control over SWaTO/S•SAIk mattere.
THIS PAGE REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
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C(MUSf(AC

recommended, and C33ICPAC oonouved, that the commanders

retain assigned specific planning responsibilities and that any
subsequent realignment be accomplished on an evolutionary basis.
On 10 July 1965, United States Military Assistance Command,

Thailand (USUCTRAI), was established as a separate command. 469
Communications

(c)

With the US troop buildup in RVN in 1965 and the in-

crease of C(MU)MACY's span of control, it was to be expected
that existing in-country and out-of-country communications
facilities would require major expansion. These requirements,

the actions taken to improve the communications systems, equipment and operation8, and the problems which &rose are discussed
in Annex C. By the end of 1965 the groundwork had been prepared
for an effective communioations system in WASIA.
CCMUSUACV
obtained control over in-country commmications. The major
unresolved problem was that construction of communications
facilities lagged behind requirements.
Inter-Agency Relationships
(C) COHUSACV was a member of the US Mission Council under
the direction of the US Ambassador to RVN. This Council developed
IUS policies aem insured the effective coordination of the complete
speotrum of US activities in-oountry designed to achieve the
multiple objectives necessary to conclude the war successfully.
A discussion of COWUWACV's interrelationships with the other
members of the Mission is contained in Annex D.

SXPADINQ THlE BASS
(0) At the end of 1964, the then U34LCV J4, Brig Gen

Po

A. Osmaneski, oomented; "I believe the first principle of
counterinsurgeney strategy is to secure the base; and I think
we neglected that until recently-O 470

(0)At the end of 1965, the USKACV J4, Brig Gen J. D. Crowley,
observed;
C•..~o ?:

M ay let of this y•ear, onlyr seven.-month*
agos ve had a U3 militar population of %600 consisting primarily of advisors, air unite,
d hellcopter units. Oux logistics system consisted of a

commissary *ad a large suppl,7 zoom in Saigon~
,

V now find ourselves haVing
p a field am
40

*3o 4.

ae

to support the equivalent

U

(C). The developments in the logistic field in Vietnam
during 1965 may thus be appropriately called "expanding the
base." This development was unique in that it was the first
time that the US had to develop a base of logistical operations
in a combat zone with no fixed areas under complete friendly
control and with no area close by to serve as a logistic base,
such as Japan did during the Korean conflict. SVN was thus
both the combat and comunioations zone at the same time,472
(U) During 1964, at least 16 agencies provided logistical
support for RVNAF operations and the US advisory program in RMI.
Since plans at that time called for the withdrawal of all US
forces during 1965, there were no attempts to establish a
coordinated logistic effort. Agencies operating their own
supply and support systems included: HSAS (Headquarters
Support Activity, Saigon), USASF, USAF, USA, USMC, VIAF, VN•
ARVN, POL (renamed SAPOV, Sub-Area Petroleum Office, Vietnam),
OICC (Officer in Qiarge of Construction), CARE, USAID, CASk SOG
(Studies and Observation Group), US4ACV field advisors and the
US Embassy. Some of these systems paralleled and overlapped
each other, while in other cases, support functions were either
not performed or were done in an arbitrary maner. For example,
four of the systems provided utility repairs yet there was no
depot level maintenance. During the latter part of 1964, much
was done to consolidate and streamline the logistic function but
no real base of logistic operations was obtained until 1965.473
(3) CC)UMACV encountere4 many problems in expanding from
a large supply room in Saigon to the support of a field army
equivalent,-they inclu&dedt developing necessary logistics
systems, obtaining the requisite manpower, funding the effort,
bringing supplies and equiipment in-oountry and actual construction of requied fo nilities.
let Logistical Comanmnd
(8) As early as 1962 the need for a centralizod US
logistical organ6zation in MVN was foweseen by Ca1T1MACV
(eneral P. D. Harkins) arn a study was prepared recommending
the deployment of a US AM Logistical Command (Log CoAd).
This
study vas disapproved by both CIRCUSARPAC and CINCPAO who felt,
at that time, that the requirement was not justified. 474 In

August 1964, a new plan to improve the USMIC7 logietioal oapability was developed. An essential element of the plan was the
prompt introduotion of a log ooad and an engineer construction
group to remedy the lack of a retail supply and maintenance
activity outside the Saigon area, as well as to improve the base
wholesale system in Saigon and provide a US military construction
capability. 475
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(S) On 21 December 1964 the JOB indorsed C( IACU•
ICV's
plan
and recommended that 230 men be initially dispatched to SVN as
soon as possible. The SECDEF approved the plan in principle,
but stated tha additional. Justification was necessaryt, especially
for the engineer construction group. 476
(S) To develop his position more fully CCWSU(ACV directed
that a new study be made. Its conclusions were %
1) The log oomd was required to fill two needs: a
consolidated up-country oommon-user logistical system and. a
complete wholesale system in Saigon under ESAS.
2) Any additional buildup of US and other FWMAP could
not be properly supported under the current informal system
involving various US elements as well as RVNAP.
3) The existing system of transshipment from Saigon
to other locations in-oountry was no longer practical.
4) The proposed log oood would provide a single
source for all oommon-user items and gradually take over the
supply and maintenanoe functions of ESAS, USMACY, HQ Ccmdt

(Headquarters Comandant) and USHACV.

5) The recommended manning for this command was 3,800
logistical personnel. A 2,400-man engineer group would provide
construction support. Up-oountry depots and maintenance shops
would be establiubed. 477
(3) The SEaS felt that this subject was of sufficient
importance for him to send a special repzesentative to SVN. On
31 January 1965 an Office of the Secretary of Defense (O0D) group,
headed by Mr. Glen Gibson, arrived in Saigon to discuss the
deployment of a log cord and related items. This team was initially
antagonistic to the idea of bringing a log comd to Vietnam; however,
after four days of conferences, the team was prepared to recommend
its establiauaont with au initial input of 350 men. C4EUACV's
objectives were thus largely achieved. The 350 men voeomonded
could form the nucleus of the log coad and non-divisional technical
service units could be assigned to this organiiation as they
became available. The task fone also recoamended that the engineer
construction gxoup not be deployed at that time. 478
(8) Consequently, the SEBOW, in February 1965, approved the
immediate deployment of 38 logistical planners and 37 operating
".rsonnel to becom the nucleus of the lot log Cm.
The let Log Coad
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Type A, (reduced), was established by USARPAC GO 95 dated
29 March to be activated on 1 April. SECDE did not approve
deployment of the engineer construction group. 479 This
decision was soon reversed and by Ire end of April, the
•9DEF had not only authorized de i.oyment of the engineers
but also the necessary incrementt for a full strength Typ
A Log Coad. 4 0 The let Log Comd was increased to a Type B
unit on 6 July. Other separate major logistic elements
available to the ACC by the end of 1965 included the 2d Sigal
Group formed in May, and the 18th Engineer Brigade that was
organised in September to provide a headquarters for engineer
construction elements. 481
Logistical Support Syselm
(s) The logistical support system developed by CCWUSDACV
during 1965 had its roots in a USKA
Jy study
e
ompletcd `n
1965.
SYMarch
This study discussed the feasibility of establishing
seriesSaof enclaves -in SVN to be secured by US troops. It

I
:•Hm

envisaged the release of RVr• from static security missions to
in offensive roles against the VC.
Semployment
These enclaves should be in locations anchored on the sea and containing port and airfield facilities. It was also recommended that
detailed studies be proapared on the following locations in
of S~order
priority
Da l ang, "un
Tang 10m Trang, gi Mhono
Bien Ro&, Hue# Can Tho, Cm Ranh/Ph=u Rang, Qpan
W
TV7
Phan Thiet, Soo Trsng, Vinh loong, and Phoh Gia.48i
(S) A serious problem in the logistic field in ST was
that of port congestion. OM K3ACY developed a support plan
during the early summer of 1965 that vis to result in the
decentralization of logistic operations. The concept involved
the development of both logistic areas and support areas.
&*port areas aue balanced groups of logistical
units and activities uhiah provide services and supplies to suppor•td units and maintain up to 30 dayt
stockape for troops supported from the particular
complex. Logistic areas are balanced groupings of
logistical units nd activities which provide backup to support aeas, make issues and provide services to local unite, and maintain a 30 day level

of suppliss.483
(8) Initially, the lt
Log Cord was to establish support
arias at Da Xg
Qui Vhon, mU Trang, Vuna TaU ard 1ien &A
vith logistic ateas at Can Ranh By ad Saigon.4
Thus the
-ecoendations in the enclave study were applied in logistical
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planning,. Each of the selected locations (with the exception of
Bien Hoa, a major airfield), was located on thm coast and had the
potential for additional port and airfield development (see Figure
11-12, US logistical concept). This support concept was modified
at the 18 April 1965 PA0014 conference when CINCPAC deoided to give
the NCC (OG, III MO) operating responsibility to fu=sh comionuser items of supply for all US forces located fro. Chu Lai north
to the DMZ.485 In early July CINOPAC extended the logistical
control by the NCC to the entire I CTZ and on 13 July the Naval
Support Activity (11YSUPPAM7), Da Nang,, assumed responsibility for
all ports, beaches, depots, and comon-item support within the
region.48 6 The CC, III MAW, also had the III MAP Force Logiatics
Support Group to assist him in carrying out his logistic responsibilities.
(5) By the and of the year, the USA let Log Comd had primary
common-item supply responsibility for US and FWW4A in the 1U, II1
ard IV CTZ'o, as well as total logistical support responsibility
for USA elements. Logistical areas Wad been established at Cam
Ranh Ia and Saigon with a stockage objective of 45 days (raised
from 30 days owing to the long requisition lead time). Support
areas had been established at *Qui Ihon, Mvx Tr:ng and Vung Tau
and were authorized a 15 day stock levl, drawing from the logietioel areas. If neleaearys, D& ang and Can The would be e.stablished as additional support areas, The oupport area at Da Nang
would furnish Amy items not available through Navy supply channels.
The Cat The facility was to be established it US troops were to be
deployed to the IV (T2L487 Each component oomaner had his own
system to furnish %ervioe-peouliar items to members of his service
located at various pointo in STI.
(3) A key point of CORUWIACV'e plan for logistic&l oporations
was the ostablinhment of a lage complex at Cam Raxh Say. The
history of this development ia interosting an it describes the
development of a major base in a combat area. Much of the planning
wa- oompleted berore there was a tommitomnt of major US troop
elements to Vietnam. In early 1965 the only sienificant port in
SVN Could Lnot hadle significant amounts of Cargo.4 0 8

(S) For %aW years the Can Ranh Bay area had been recognized
as a fine natural deep iater port. During World War Ill it was
used as an anchorage by the Japanese. During 1964 the US built
a small POL facility and a single pier at am Hsnh Bay in or4er
to provide support for lVNA.f4 9 Interest in additional development of the ane& was generated in late 1964 when COMS4ACV decided
that an additional a4MAition storage rea was required to support

the projected ino•-a"e

in RVofP forces,49 0
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A UM&CV .4 aury

concluded that in spite of some construction difficulties,
it would provide an ideal location for an ammunition storage
facility; however$ the reoommendations of the survey team

were not favorably considered by the J4, UMIACV.491 At the
Honolulu plannidn conference in April 1965 CRUSPACV recom-

mended that Cam Ranh Day be developed as a logistical base.
In addition to the fine natural harbor the area was served by

National Route 1 and the Vietnamese National Railwayl two of
the major lamd LOC's in MV.49 2 Development did not receive
approval at that time.

*

493

(s) At a 15 May briefing, the recomnendation was made
to CC*IMACV that Cam Ranh Bay be developed as a "a second
major deep water port and logistics complex", 4 9 4 to provide
combat service support to the I and II CTZ's. Approval to

use the land had already been obtained on 13 May.495

This

briefing also described the decentralized logistic support
system ard base development at qui whon and ma Trang.49 6

"It was estimated that initial construotion wouWd take one
tattalion-month and an additional 15 battalion-month- would
be necessary to achieve a standard IV level. The airfield
portion was estimated to require 2.5 battalion-months of
construction for emergency operations; six battalion-months
for minimuo operations; and 12 battalion-months to become

fully operationalo497 U()MIU-CV approved the plan in concept; by the end of Nkva, the WMF? had conourred,49 8 ,499
(On9 June tvo battall one of USA combat engineers I ended at
Sanh
ay ai construction began,5, 0
(F1Ox) Anothor logistio problem of interest to CCMUSUACV
dur•g 1965 was the transfer of the support functions for persomnel in Saign and field advisors from RA to UUiV,.501 In
January CINCPAC directed that plaww for the development of tho
logistical commd should include the phase-out of HMA.
As
the 1U, III and IV OTZ'o vere kray oriented, it was only logical for all support functions to be under Army cognizanoe.
The first step In this transfer occurred on 1 September when
support for UMIaCY field advisors become the responsibility of
the let LOS OCcd uwder USMW. On 14 September, 00140SUCV
shaduled the phase-oA~tof LUS for :ompletion by 30 Jtme 1966.
y 15 October a complete trnefer sohe
had been prepared,
"The HSAS mission as divided into 19 functions with a phatad
turnover to allow for smooth transition. Early in November
the JCS approved the reiovo
aed
concept. At the end of 1965
responsibility for four of tho funotions (translation service,
port operations, dental care, and post exchange operations)
had been tranhferred from LUS to USARV.
Page 1W oif
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Supply and ;,aintenanoe
(TS)

As the buildup of US forces in the RYN progressed,

the Command experienced many supply shortages., CONUMACY had
anticipated this and had prepared a document informing incoming

units of expected supply problems among which were :502

1) Arriving units must be prepared to live in the
field and be generally self-sustaining.
2)

Only limited maintenance support would be available.

Units must bring enough repair parts for 180 days of operation*_
3) There would be no station property or field fortification supply available.
brought.

4) A doutble `ýsic load of Class V supplies should be
Some types of ammunition were not available in-country.

(S) In order simply to maintain MCMUMACV's consumption and
stockage requir-.-ments, 12,000 short tons of cardo, or two ship-

loads, were reqaired daily by the end of 1965. This was exclusive
of AID, WAP, and military construction cargo.5 0 3 Problems of
storage complicated the situation.
(0) The major incoming USA units and force packages were
initielly supported under a PUSH supply system which provided for
180 days of automatic resupply of all classes of supply except
bulk petroleum. Items were automatically shipped in 15-day increments from CONUS. The first two increments were delivered directly
to the supported units and the remainder vere sent to the supporting depot or support command to facilitate establishment of
supply control data.504

Class I
(C) Stockage of Class I perishables remained limited up to
the end of 1965 because of insufficient refrigerated storage space.
Even with two refrigerated bhage'. at Cam Raah Bay and Qui hon,
and one refrigerated ship with two additioral barges at Da Nan6,
desired stockage levels had not h-en met. Stockage objectives
status of Class I as of 31 Dezember were ,505
and on-hkA
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CLASS I SUPPLY STATUS
ation

Sve

Stockam ObJective

On Hand

I OTZ

A

60 days

19 days

(III KAP/NCC)

3

60 days
45 days

35.6 days

Meal , Cw bat
personnel)S(bioludied
Individual

S(499000

35.7 days

30 days
mount-out stocks)

!i, Ili & IV

A

CTZ (UUsv &
-S)

60 days

13 days

90 days

22.7 days

"(161,ooo

personnel)

Meal, Combat Individual

In addition to the nornal rations handled under the Class I
system, CCMU•ACV directed, in October, the distribution of suný.

dries packs. These consisted of health and comfort items issued
free to those units which did not have PX resources available
and those deployed from base areas for more than two days. 5 0 6
"Class II end IV
(C) Class II and Class IV supplies were handled differently
because of the mmerous line items in these categories, There
was no overall stookage objeotivw for Class II and Class IV
items, Rather, usage factors were computed on each item, reorder point- were established, and individual stockage levels
aot. As each line item had to be handled on an individual
basis, i great management problem was generated, and Ohanges in
demean caused large fluctuations in supply levels. Although
component commanders had reported shortages of certain iteas,
lewvs were geneall.y adequate and shortages did not force ourtailment of combat operations nor affect adversely the health
and welfare of the Command. At the end of 1965, USAV had
reported 105 different items as being In short supply, to in"oludei trapival boots and fatiguas some itema of field equipment; rough-texrain fork lifts; M-113 APC181 *-ton tracks;
field wire and cable; radio installation kite; 1-16 riflesl
!M-60 N&aohiw gunsl 4.2 mortarsl almost all construotion materialjt
and certain airoraft and avionics maintenance item.507
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(C) In early September the UMACT Quartermaster reoomended
that enlisted personnel be placed on an issue-in-kind clothing
system instead of the monetary clothing allowance system. 5 0 8 Cash
sales facilities were not available for most personnel since the
one outlet in Saigon could not service those outside the immediate
area. Following a study of this proposal, USAF elements remained

on the monetary system.

The USMC element of the NCC went under

issue-in-kind on 1 September. Other USN and USOG elements remained on the monetary satetem (naval personnel serving with US(C

followed USMC procedu~xs).
on 1 November and Hq, USMOA,

USARV adopted issue-in-kind procedures
on 1 January 1966.509,510

Class III
(C) Highly specialized storage and shipping requirements
for Class III created unique problems for C KUSMACV. Before 1965
all distribution and supply was handled by three civilian oil
companies: Shell, ESSO, and Caltex. Because of relatively small
requirements and no military system in existence, this procedure
was adequate in support of the MAAG effort.511 Dring 1964,
slightly over two million barrels (bbls) of fuel were consumed.512
For 1965, the total consumed reached almost seven million bble
(including JP-4, 115/145 avgas, diesel, and mogas). 5 1 3 Of this
totsal, over one million bbls were consumed in December alone
(see Figuxe 1I-13, POL Consumption 1965).514 It was estimated

that monthly oonumnption by June 1966 would reach a million and
a half bbls.515

(C) As the US buildup increased during 1965 many changes
became necessary in POL handling procedures. In January, for
examplev military users at Nha Trang and Tung Tau oonsumed double
the forecasted amount of aviation fuel. 5 16 During March - April,
Shell, one of the major suppliers, ran out of JP-41 it was only by
borrowing from ESSO stocks that the existing requirement was filled.517
By May, even though a dual contract system had been initiated with
ESSO and S11h to make oountry-wide resources available, the commercial contractors had reached their maximum supply oapability4 51 8
At a PACOO oonference in late April, it was deoided that large
contracts would be made with commercial suppliers, involving
untouchable reserve stooks at various locations within SVN, which
were to be subject to delivery on 24 hour's notice. The stock
level and the xute of delivery would be such as to force these
oompmnies to build additional storage faoilities.,519 Other items
disvcwed included the need for organizing a military POL sy~tea
and ee-1blishing a strong centralized control under SAPOW.
At
the ti&
#ome PAC(E component comanders felt that giving SAPOY
20
too much e thority would impinge on service prerogativees.k
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(C)

In early June, with shore-based storage capacity

still a major problem, an M8TS T-1. tanker, USIS &taluna, was
stationed off Da Nang to provide a floating reserve and to
discharge products directly to the consumer.5 2 1 By "31 December,
two ISTS T-2 tankers were also serving in this capacity, In
addition, the civilian suppliers were maintaining two T-2
tankers in a floating storage configuration at the end of the
year, with replacements provided as they were offloaded.5 2 2
In order to augment the available storage capability, civilian
contractors started construction of new facilities in June:

Shell at Da Nang, Qui Nhon, Kha Trang, TSN, Sha Be, and Can
Tho; and ESSO at Lien Chieu, Qai Nhon, Iha Trang, and TS3. 5 2 3
(0) During July, as US logistical forces became available, and in consonance with the overall logistic support plan,
component commanders were given responsibility for receipt,

storage, and issue of common-user Class III products. The NCC
thus became responsible for POL services in the I CTZ and the

ACC in the II, III, and IV CTZ's. Because of the special
nature of Class lilA (aviation POL), each component commander
operated on-base storage and dispensing systems in areas where
his service was the dominant user.5 2 4 $APOV maintained overall
responsibility for management of the entire system# The basic

supply system throughout the year continued to rely on commer-

cial capability, augmented by militar

resources.5 2 5

The com-

mercial contractors could not supply lubricant and grease

outside the Saigon area because of the lack of cargo vessels.
As a result, handling of these products was completely taken
over by the military during July.52 6
(c)

A

The supply points of Nha Be, just south of Saigon,

and Lien Qhieu north of Da Nang filled almost all in-comntry
POL requests.527 The Da Nang area proper was supplied by truck,
tank car, and coastal tanker, all operating fr•m Lien hieu.
An amphibious assault fuel system was installed at Da Nang ariCu Lail providing the capability to pump products from small
tankers to collapsible tanks ashore. This system consisted
of underwater flexible pipeline terminated at a mooring buoy,
enabling tankers to discharge into normally unusable locations,
and proved to be extremely valuable in augmenting permanent
storage facilities. Qui Nhon was supplied by coastal tankers
from Da Nang and Cam Ranh Bay and an amphibious assault fuel

system.

An The was supplied from Qui Shon by military tr•ck.

Distribution to Pleiku over the road was possible only when
VC activity permitted. Rha Trang was supplied from the Rha.
Be tank farm by coastal tanker. where although there were
no commerical storage facilities, installation of an amphibioua assault fuel system made limited collapsible bag
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storage possible. Cam Ftanh Bay was to be the site of a major POL
storage and distribution point. Pending completion of this projected facility9 a temporary Army pipeline from the beach to a
collapsible bag storage area was installed. TSN, Bien Hoa, and
Vung Tau were supplied by tank trucks operating from Nha Beg and
the Delta area received necessary POL support via barge convoys
escorted by VNNo All other locations were supplied by air,
using either 55-gallon drums or 500-gallon collapsible tanks.
At the end of 19659 total in-country commercial bulk storage
capacity was 880,000 bbls, of which approximately 60 percent
was utilized for military requirements. 528
Planned future
construction would provide an additional 607,000 bbl capacity. 5 2 9
The total military storage capacity was 3829300 bbls, out of which
only 309833 was permanent; the remainder being collapsible bags. 5 3 0
Planned military construction called for an additional 2,300,000 bbl
permanent storage capability. 531

BULK CLAss III & I•lA

5 32

Days of Supply

End 1965
Stookage

On Hand*

Objective

Average

AVGAS

30

10

JP-4

30

5

MOGAS

30

7

DI~S•L

30

8

AVGAS

45

10

JP-4

45

5

KOGAS

45

3

DZBSEL

45

6

1VOA\

30

10

JP-4

30

4

USART

2 AD---

-

.

-

kMPlue
I
15'deep rserve, in commercial and-floating storage.
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S(s) "1&sseV suppy support, ammunition, was relatively
satisfactory with aboiýt 70 percent of the stookage objective
on hand at the end of the year. 5 3 3 Most of the problems involved

nine items that were in world-wide short supply: 1) Cartridge
40'- H (
4 2) oatridge 40-M. H (M406); 3) 2.75-in
rocket HE; 4 81-mm mortar illuminating round; 5) 105-m
7) 500-lb
bomb Mk
6) 250-lb
howitzerilil
HkS~bomb
82; 8)n~nating
5O0-lb,round;
'750-Ib,
and 1O00-1b
GP 81f
bombs;
and 9)
20-mm HE ammunition. '34Expenditure of these items was
handled on a controlled basis, and, where necessary, substitutions were made to assure combat availability*. End-ofyear average daily' oonsT3tion of all types of ammunition was
In addition to its normal reserve
960 short tons per day.
stock, the 2d AD established the "Special Express" system and

f

"normally had three floating ammunition depot ships stationed
in Vietnamese waters to provide an additional 9 to 12 days'

supply of USAP munitions. 536 On 15 June 1965, CMRUSMACV
established the USKALV Ammunition Officer under the staff
"-.sionof the J4. This office held overall supervisory
responsibility for ammunition requirements, storage, and

4su-p,

distribution for all customers iSn 5V537
and V-A status is shown below.

End of year Class V

CLASS V AND V-A
STOCKAGE
OBJECTIVE
Days of

,
I:I

.

•

Short

ON
HN
Days of

Short

USARX

60

59,000

47

47,163

III MAP

45

37,500

35

28,102

2d AD

30

N2,500

14

16,174

(TS) Shortly after the arrival of major US troop elements,
considerable unfavorable publicity was created as a result of
allegations of supply deficiencies in SVN. A Senate investigating
sub-committee which visited SUN in October, found evidence of
definite shortages in ,repair parts and construction material. 53 9 ,540
-.C W(SACV's feeling at the time was that several of the complaints
made to •'the committee were based on incomplete knowledge of the
THISPAGE'
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situation.

The logistical system was still in the process of

shaking down and the alleged supply shortages had in no wayJ
affected combat operations. Many of the diffl;culties had beer
caused
by problems in distribution and by soma world-wide item
shortages.541

(s) camUSMev and higher HQ undertook measures to insure
that critical items of supply and equipment would be available
when required. In October the SECDEF established a task force
in his office to monitor critical shortages and institute
corrective action as necessary. 5 4 2 This task force was not to
serve as another requisition channel but rather as an agency to
expedite solutions to logistic support problems. A reporting
system known as "Flagpole" was established to keep this task
force advised as to current supply shortages with specific

designators applied to the various conmmnds.

(S) Soon after initiation of the Flagpole system, 1S( CV
found it necessary to submit six items for consideration. 5 4 3
Three of these dealt with logistical problems and three with
operational and construction difficulties. The first Flagpole
item, B-1, submitted in September, was a request for assistance
in expediting release of funds for the military construction
program in S.544 Flagpole 3-2 requested assistance in
obtaining additional U-8 aircraft for the use of CC*U•(ACV and
OG, USARV. DA was to furnish the 15 requested aircraft by

January 1966.545 A serious shortage of uniforms for AM and

BF soldiers prompted the submission of Flagpole B-3 in November.
This problem was complicated by the need to provide replacement
uniforms for ROK elements. As a result of this request, OSD

approved offshore procurement of the required uniforms and initial
shipment was expected in January 1966.*540 The continued shortage

of shallow draft coastal shipping, as reported in November by
Flagpole 3-4g resulted in the negotiation of a contract with a
comercial shipper to provide part of the necessary service.
Item B-5 and B-6 were submitted in late Noember and had to do
with' delays enoountered in oonstn otio of the Integrated
Wideband Coamunications System (I•OS),•
Action on these items
was still pending at the end of 1965. In addition to the items
submitted by OSIU•I•OT, two were initiated by CINCPA0 and eight
by CINCiBARPAC.548 The Flagpole system proved to be a valuable
assistance to CCMMLCV in obteining rapid reaction to his
logistic probleme at the highest level.
(8) COWUSMUCY established a reporting procedure for
subordinate comandess to inform him personally of any supply
shortaes, so that rapid ComaMd action could be initiated. On
19 Noveabe&r, the Secretary of- the Ary directed fomation in
-'41S PACE REGRADED UNCLASSWFI
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of quick-reaction assistance teams oriented to SVN.

1`0,,CONUS
-

"

:These
•ii!o•,osed'of

teams were to be prepared to leave CONUS on a 48-hour
team
was
S up to
90 days.
Eachand
notice and toexperts
remain inin specific
areas
of supply
maintenanoe assistance.

CCIUSAOV or •lg

8

These teams could be requested by

d directly by Department of the Army (DA)

if necessary.
(S)

After his visit to SYN, in November 1965, SECDEP

directed DA to establish a Red Ball Express System as a
temporary method of expediting the flow of repair parts to
remove equipment from deadline in SYN. Main features of this

system were streamlined requisitioning procedures and reserved
prediotable airlift capability. 551

A

items of equipment from deadline, including 481 aircraft, 12
bulldozers, 33 trucks, 51 generators and five pieces of
material handling equipment (ME).5B2 The percentage of
selected items of equipment operated by USART on deadline

status on 1 January 1966 wast

4

1st Cav Div (AM) aircraft 16

percent; other USARV aircraft, 20 percent; bulldozers, 38
percent; trucks at Cam Ranh Bay, 24 percent; LARC's (Lighter

4,

,

Between its initiation

on 6 December 1965 and 3 January 1966, USARV submitted
approximately 8,000 Red Ball requests, of which 3,700 were
filled. This action made possible the removal of 612 major

Amphibious Resupply Cargo)p 67 percent; and MHE, 21 percent. 5 53

Materiel

•erational

(S) The other component comanders also established
special supply systems to insure that the necessary repair
parts were obtained for SVN as expeditously as possible. The
2d AD utilized the "Speed Thru Air Resupply" (STAR) programs,
through which requests for critical parts were sent to Air
Area 8 in California, necessary parts were obtained
from direct support and general support depots, shipped to
tiTaýis Air Force "ase (WFB) and flown to SYN. Using thib
sostes# 2d AD had an aircraft operational rate of 84. percent at the end of 1965# with 9.1 percent of airsraft deadlined for supp2y and 6.4 percent for mintenance. This exceeded USAF's world-wide standard'of 71 percent aircraft opcapability.554 The CGO III NAF/NCC, also had a
high priority resupy system, initiated on 22 September, also
Si••
Under this system, critical item were
known as Red Baln.•
airehipped frm the USNC Supply Center at 3arstow, California.
Teai'-end deadline rate for the III WA? was: Overill, 14 percsent; oleotronic n1 percent; engineer, 32 peacent; motor transport, 1n. percent; and ordnance, 5 percent.> 0
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Logistic Troop Support
(TS) During the series of high level conferences that took
place before and during US troop deploymentg the necessity for
adequate logistical troops to support combat forces was discussed in detail°5 5 8 During the conference in Honolulu, • 5 August, a preliminary Phase I troop list was prepared, including
logistical support elements. A study of this proposed troop list
revealed that the number of service support troops was insufficient
and CCMMOACV directed the development of a new logistical troop
list, the Phase I add-on. This list noted that logistical support
elements, totalling some 9,863 men, wexe required by the end of
CY 65 -- the majority being engineer and medical personmel.
Projected availability dates for desired elements were such that,
by the end of CY 65, only 262 men would be in-country and complete

fill could not be expected until 1967.

(T5) At a subsequent Honolulu Conference, 27 September 1 October the Phase I add-on list was presented. A decision was
made, concurred in by all agencies, including JCS, DA, CIJCPAC and
CCMUSACY
"To accept combat forces as they became available
over an extended period even though logistical support would be
marginal . . ." This crucial decision was based on the fact that
both combat and logistical elements could not be made available
during the necessary time frame and the situation in SN was
serious enough to require immediate commitment of US combat power.
During the period September through December a series of actions
was taken to develop the Phase I force requirements. The initial
Phase II troop list was prepared at the Saigon conference 1 - 10
September and presentes at a CINCPAC conference in early October.
These force requirements were incorporated into COTNPAC Phase II
Program and at that time represented UMRACV requirements for 0! 66.
The Phase II add-on list presented to CINOPAC in early December
included the logistical forces required to support the added combat
strength and to provide adequate combat service support. The complete Phae IIA troop list was a requirements list and included
those logistical units required to overcome the shortcomings in
the logistical support structure.
(MS) The CO•UMACV position at the end of 1965 was that if
our logistical forces were not brought into balance with our combat
elements, and unless this balance were maintained with future deplopunts, logistical support would become sub-marginal and sustained
combat operations could not be conducted. This change in position
after the October Honolulu Conference was due to the increase in
combat intensity that resulted from the accelerated buildup and
WA infiltration. The calculated risk, in October, to accept the
nonavailability of logistical troop elements, could not, by December,
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(TS) Tbeffeot thO the lack of prompt logistical
deployment would have on operations was described to the SECDJW
during his briefing by the USUACY J3 on 28 November:
..
unless we receive ty March (19661 the high priority logistic
units which the J4 has described, we cannot support any add-on
until, the third quarter of C* 66, with all of the consequences
associated with such a delay."
Port Congestion

A

(s) The port congestion problem consisted basically
of two factors; the lack of port facilities, and the irregular
schedule of shipping.559 In &11 of SVM there were only 12
deep-draft berths available. Tea of these were in Saigon;
the remaining two at Cam Ranh Bay were located alongside a
pier which was too narrow to permit efficient discharge of even
pi
one ship. Two additional berths became available in December
upon completion of a Delong pier. (See Annexes E-4). The
magnitude of the problem may be judged by the fact that on
30 Oct 65, 17 vessels were awaiting discharge at Cam Ranh Bay

and 25 at Saigon. 560 At the end of December there was a total
cargo btoklog of 164,164 measurement tons (M/T) at the various
ports. O1 This situation may be summed up in the words of the

Chief of the USKACV Traffic Management Agency (T&L) on 24NoVember 1965
as follows.. . . ten first class ports in CONUS ane shipping
material to SVM as fast as they can -- we have four second class
"ports to receive it." 562
(U) There were six types of cargo tha~oved to SUP

during 1965, consisting of the following&
1) PUsh cargo - 180 days of automatic resupply for
troop units deployed to SWN from COMS.
2)

Pull oarxgo - material that had been ordered by US

and Vietnamese forces using normal requisitioning procedures,
3) Unit equipment
a unit upon deployment.
4)

-

equipment normally accompanying

Construction material - ordered by civilian

oonstruotion oontractore, USA, USE, USAP and U1MC.
"5) USAID ordered supplies.
6)

Nozma civilian oargo.
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(C) The shipping agencies did not coordinate with each other
during 1965 and as a result there was little connection between
material being shipped Lnd the ability to receive.. Ships were
often forced to remain outside ports for days or weeks before port
space could be assigned. The major port of Saigon was operated
by a civilian agency, and as a result, military shipping could use,
on the average, only about 50 percent of the available wharf space.
Shipping companies in CONUS frequently mixed various types of cargo
of differing priority on one ship, resulting in the necessity of
unloading low priority cargo to get at badly needad material.
Shortage of adequate lighterage and coastal shipping made the: movement of cargo after unloading slow and unresponsivo. 564
(S) The only real long range solution to the problem was
identified early in the year as being the development of adthe pressure off saigon. 5 6 5
ditional ports along the coast, to tas
Ports to be developed included Da Narg - Chu Lai, Qai lhon, Nha
Trang, Cam Ranh Bay, Vung Tau and Saigon. TVy Boa would be added
in 1966. By April 1965, plans were being completed for the development of these alternate ports and JOS had approved work at Da Rang,
Qui Ihon and Nha Trang.5b6
(s) During the early part of November, a joint study team
composed of representatives from UWACV and- CINCPAC made a complete survey of all ports in Vietnam. In general, this team
recommended the following for all ports:5 6 7
1)

Unitized packaging for all CONUS-originated and

intra-theater cargoes*
2)

Expedited delivery of NBE and MHE repair parts.

3)

Use of full ahiploads for single port offloading.

4)

Maximized block segregation/stowage at CONUS terminals by consignee to facilitate loading/unloading.

5)

Assurance that all shipboard cargo handling gear
would be operational.
6) Loading of vessels for ease of discharge, not maximum gross tonnave.

"7) Furnishing of tonnamg

forecasts to CC(USIACV

for

30-, 60-, 90-day periods on a monthly basis,
8) Ins=rance that all ships destined for
I would top
off fuel and water bunkers at the last port before in-country arrival.

S'
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"
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(a)
¶

In addition to construction of port facilities and

requests for changes in current shiploading practices, CMUSMACV
reconmended, on several occasions, the establishment of q Vietnamese National Port Authority. 5 65 This authority would be
independent of the Minister for Public Works and would take
over functions of management for port operation at Saigon, Da
anga,Qui 1hon, 1Rha TAmg and Can Tho.
As of the end of the
year these ports were still
under individual management.
The
possibility that CKIUS1ACV would take over all Saigon port
operations was also discussed in December and the CIMUSMACV
position was that this a
was, for the present, neither
necessary nor desirable.0 In October 1965, CCIUSMACV asked
the GVN for exolusive use, on a lease basis, of the three
Messageries et Maritimea civilian quass with associated warehouses
in operations
Saigon. Theafter
GVN Itook
over 1966.•t
the
and
USHACV
expectedlocated
to begin
January
Project

J

Newport, also developed during October, was a new deep-draft
port plan for Saigon, to be built by USARV.
It would ulti-

mately provide two LST berths, a

tional lighterage facilities,

and four more deep-draft berths.
USMACT would have sufficient port capability in Saigon when scheduled construction
wan the take-over of the Messageries et Maritimes facility was
completed.
These actions would provide seven deep-draft berths
within the Saigon harbor for the exclusive use of USUICT.
(For
the year end status of all ports in RVN see Annex E.
Port Status..)

Lines of Communication
(8) As the US buildup progressed, the mequirement ior
intra-theater shallow-draft shipping increased sharply. Because of the lack of adequate deep-draft ports, much material
had to be unloaded in the few ports available and thsa forwarded to other destinations.
The lack of land LOC'
necessitated transport by coastal shipping#.

(8)

4

Smetl

In Awut 1965 a 4oint USMC-HST8

(Military Sea

STransport Service, Par East) board studied the situation and
established the requirement for 22 LST's to be deployed to
M13 later than 15 October, in order to relieve the shallowdraft shipping problem.
However, this requirement was never
by mid-Deceaber only seven LSj'• were actually available
to CC*MU•Aoy for coastal ahipping. 7 Coamnder Military Sea
Transport Seaviet Far &ast (COMSFE) explained that his entire fleet of 25 LSTfs was being used in support of M.
but
could not be used continuously to move cargo along the coast
because of other comuitments including maintenance, shuttle
runs to the Philippines, tactical troop movement requirements,
: and rstuxn to Japan for crew home leave. 5 73, 5 7 4 CwmACa beS":lio*ed that even if all 25 LST's were available, they would
•"

l be inadequate to handle the ohipping requirements which
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by December had reached a 78,479 M/T backlog at Saigon. Nwertheless, C01USUCT felt that any change in deployment of LSTts in the
Vietnam area should be coordinated with him, to insure a
use of limited resources. This had not been done in the past.575
CINCPAC directed that maxinum coordination be effected between
COMUSMACV and COMSTSFE and considered th• reed for a possible redefinition of CINCPAC priority criteria.9u Additional LSTts from
both theater and CONUS reserve fleet resources, were expected to
arrive in early 1966.577,578,579
(S) A positive approach to the problem was made by CCOSU(&CT
in November when he recommended that a cmer•oial concern, Alaska
Barge and Transport Co., be placed under contract to supply part
of the much needed coastal shipping capability. This company, experienced in supplying material for DEW Line sites, had the capability to move cargo in SYN within 60 days of the contract date.
A cost analysis study indicated that unit cost using this service
would be less than 50 percent of that applied to equivalent MSTS
LST operations.580581 By the end of November,
ECM1W approved this

concept and directed

TS to send a representative to Saigon to

negotiate a oontraoto.ea By 8 December a contract had been signed,
and the company was scheduled to begin operations in SYN shortly,
early in 1966. It was estimated that about 7,000 tons of sUpplie 83
per month would be moved along the SVN coast by using this servic.

(U) On 15 October 1965 the USMACT TMA was activated and assumed operational control of the airlift coordination center, the
sealift coordination center, the tri-service Air Traneport Coor.dinating Office (ATCO), and rive movement control teams stationed
throughout SVJ. It provided coordinated Umsnagement of all intertheater end intra-theater transport assets and adjustments in priorities and carriers an neoessary, to obtain optimm utilization

of available resource. 5 8 4

(S) In November, CINCPAC roomsended that the shifting of
construction emphasis from expeditionary airfields to ports might
be an additional solution to this problem*. C(IACT did not

concur beoause# 585,P5

1) Lyailable funds were ommitted and could not be
reprogremed. Host delay was due to the fact that certain construction funde (described aseable 3 and Table C fund.), had
not been approved by Congress,5 7 The probleg was not construction effort, but lack of money. The now funding ýrquired congressional authority.
2) Long lead time was needed for construction faoilities and material.,
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3) Contractor capability had been-tailored to the current effort.
The plant and equipment available, therefore, were not suitable for
shifting to other programs..

k

4) Concrete runways then under construction were to be
completed expeditiously because aluminum matting (AM-2) did not
seem to be as durable as had initially been thought.

.

(C) Normally larger amounts of supplies would be moved by rail;
however, in 1965 only 90,201 short tons of cargo of all types were
moved by this method. 5 8 This was due to several factors, the most
important of which was VC interdiction. Constant sabotage made it
impossible to rely on rail service for any massive military transIn addition, severe floods washed away many
port requirements.
tracks in the I and II CTZ's and repair was very difficult because
of VC actione. 5 8 9 Even though December showed a marked reduction in
railway sabotage incidents (56 percent less than November), there
was no indication that this would become a trend. Only with a
greater degree of security could meaningful rail capabilities be
projected,590 US military cargo was moved over the Vietnamese railroad system for the first time in October 1965. At that time, the
railroad was open from Saigon to Bien Hoa, Nha Trang to Fhan Rang,
and Da Rang to Hue. Maximum rail capacity at the end of the 1965
was approximately 1,000 tons of military cargo per week over short
routea, 5 9 1 The development of the railroad could materially reduce
the dependence on coastal shipping or intra-theater transport. 5 9 2
(For the status of the railroad at year's end see Figure 11-14.)
In mid-Decembeor C USKCT was approached by Vietnamese officials
who suggested that the US take over operation of the railroad on
a rental basis. At the end of the yearg, no decieion had beon made.
(S) Over-the-road transport of supplies, normally a major
Outside of
method of logistic movement, was also limAted in M.
major cities, convoys Vere always subject to ambush ad many of the
In addition, many of the road.
road nets vere interdioted by the VC.
in WVJ were not of suitable construction or quality for substantial
military traffici
At the end of 1965, Route 1, the major north-south
arterZ, was closed in Quang ai, Dinh Dinh, Phu Yen, Khauh Rmo,
1bnh Thuan, Binh Thuan, and Dish Tuy provinces. Route 9 was closed
g
in QLang Tn province sad Route 14 in lontua, Pleiku, and QuaO
Duo provinces. Romte 19 was closed west of Pleiku; Route 7 in bhu
Ten province, and Route 11 in Tuen VAC province. Interprovincial

Rout@ 1 was closed in Bibh Duonw and Rumo Long provinoes, and Route
20 in L•ov Shanh and Lam Dong provinces. Provincial Route 10 was
closed in Hu Wia province.•93 The limited availability of the
hihway net precluded the use of non-divisional truck companies in
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fore these truck comthe4ir normal long-haul mission.
panies were used largely in support of port and beach clearenclaves. 5 9 4 (See Figure
ance efforts within the US/F&A
11-15 for location of major highways.)

(S) During 1965 a total of slightly over one million

5 95
tons of cargo was moved by road, mostly on a short-haul basis.
Truck capabilities available to CCHUSMACV at the end of 1965
and
included 15 1/3 non-divisional truck companies under USARV
5 96 This
NAF.
iii
OG,
five non-divisional truck companies under
provided an optimum daily capability of 15,360 short tons of
ca:rgo and 2,400,000 gallons of POL movement on a short-haul
basis. 5 9 7 This capability was augmented to a limited extent 5 9 8
by divisional organic vehicles and some commercial contracts.

(S) With the lack of reliable land LOC's, there was a
general reliance on airlift for much of the logistical movement capability. During 1965, aircraft cargoes included live

stock ae well as ammunition. This was especially true in case
of supply of small, isolated, detachments ane for emergency
resupply of units engaged in combat operations. The major
source of aircraft was the 315th Air Commando Group operating
C-130 and C-123 aircraft. Other aircraft notably the USAt and
RAAF (Royal Australian Air Force) Caribous, were Also used
extensively. During December, cargo aircraft moved a total
of 40,744 tons of cargo, making a total of 250,834 tons for
the year. 599 Without this airlift capability, many of the
USMACV detachments could not have been supported. In
December, CINCPAC ordered an increase in C-130 aircraft,
bringing the average 6 ily availability of this type of airFigure 11-16 shows the airfields in
craft from 22 to 29.
RVN capable of accepting C-130 aircraft and Figure 11-17 nhows
the total cargo moved in-country by all means during this year.
Base Development

(S) The only lasting solution to the supply conges-

tion problem was port and base development. This program
was hindered in 1965 by lack of funds, lack of oonstivction

equipment and material, and lack of necessary trained engineering troops.,
In Novembir 1964, the USNACV J4 briefed the US Am(S)
bassador on plaus for construction of a new jet airfield at
Chu Lai, just south of Da NaUg, and an additional parallel run-

way at Da Nang airstrip. This briefing was the starting point
for major US base development in SY!. In December 1964, SEMJIW

approved construction of the second j•t airstrip at Da Na1 and
an expeditionary airfield at ChiL 6.•..1,
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In order to develop US bases in SVN, substantial real es-

tate requirements were generated. During 1964t there were no major
US base complexes in SY. Construction efforts we're intended to
support advisors and to provide necessaxy facilitieis for expanding

USAO base requirements in support of VNAI and contingency missions.
Real estate acreage requirements were minimal, although some 150
requests for land usage were processed 602 During 1965, by way of

contrast, 347 requosts were submitted.103 The US owned no land
in SYN. All facilities were either leased from private owners or
provided by the GVX. In the case of government land, the RYNAF
Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics (DCSLOG), JGS, was asked to provide the required acreage for US use. Normally, authority was
granted by letter, with no time limit. If there were squatters on
the land, the US paid the cost of indemnification and relocation.
In the case of privately owned land, the government purchased the
required land and was reimbursed by USMAJ6• 4 Title was retained by

the GVN even though USMACV paid the bill.0 This system was re"latively effective as long as small plots were involved and time
was not a factor. gome of these transactions took up to nine
months to complete.05

i

•

(S) With the date set for the arrival of a US4C regimental
landing team at Chu Lai on 7 May, the real estate situation became

even more acute.

Several thousand US troops were scheduled to come

ashore with the mission of constructing an airfield, and, as of two
weeks before their arriV~o• no arrangements had been made to obtain
the necessary land area.
The problem was solved on an expediency
basis by sending two USA captains from HQ UW1ACV, an engineer and
a finance officer, to inspect the required land with Vietnamese
provincial officials. These officers covered an area of 24 sq kme
and negotiated with the owners on the spot, paying indemnification
for everything there, "each fruit tree, each banana tree, rice
paddy, thatched hut and grave.407 This involved payment of some
$620,000 to 1,800 different property owners. These indern.lfioation
negotiations took place in a nominally VC-controlled area ten days
before the Marines landed. Assistance in kind (ALK) piasters were
used for the indemnification payment.03 These piasters are generated by GVO from the sale of goods given to GVN through USAID.

GO furnishes AIK piasters for certain US requirements such as real

estate for military installations and BEQ/BOQ.s.

(S) The real ostate procedure followed in the case of Chu Lai
was unsatisfactory. It placed the US in the position of appearing
to buy land, which actually was not the case, since the payments
made were for indemnification only and the GN retained title. Also,
sufficient AIR piasters were not available to finance future proJect:. Discussion$ took place on the amt
adorial level and Prime
M inister Xy agreed,
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in July, that the ON• anould be responsible for
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all land acquisitionpfunding for payments, and relocation of
owners. The land involved was to be furnished for the use of
U%4&CV at no cost to the US. Funds were to be provided from
the GVK budget. 6 0 9 , 6 10
(s) By September, details of the program had been'worked
out by QVN and a firm procedure established for land acquisitiQn
necessary to support US and FIW
. All tabulation of owners,
decisions on amount of indemnification and actual payments were
being made by GVW with no overt US participation. Procedures
had also been established for emergency procurement of lard before proper indemnification procedures could be set in motion.611
(S)
As planning got underway for massive base development
in Vietnam, C0KUShAC7 was faced with the problem of how payment
for the necessary const*-uction material and civilian construction
effort could be made. By April 1965, carry-over funds available consisted of some $33 million for the most par from MAP
and Military Construction (MILCON) appropriations.612
(S)

Following the April planning conference at PAC0(,

a

world-wide reprogramming by all services made an additional
$37.0 million available for construction needs in SVP.
An
additional $74.9 million became available for the FT 65 supplemental appropriation. 1966 appropriations included $12.6
million from the regular funded budget and $69.9 million under

the so-called Table "A" from the second special Vietnam war
appropriation. 6 13 Total funded construction appropriation for

1965 and 1966 totalled $214.2 million by 31 December 1965.614
(s)

\

Ca4USUACV was not satisfied with the funding pro-

oedures; additional flexibility was desirable and construttion
funding was not under a wartime criteria. He felt that the responsible commander should have the authority to shift funds
and reprogram projects as dictated by the situation on the ground.
One of the basic problems was that funds were allocated by Congress for specific projects and, in some oases, for parts (line
items) of projects. As a result, the field commander had very
limited preffrogfe
to rapidly changing
9618
itln.acting
ti
situations.*i,
(C)

CNUSOLV's recommendations on construction funding

made to SEWSC•
on 28 November 1965 were,619

1) Lediately fund the balance of the construction
program to include overruns from PY 65 and FT 66 approved funds
in the amount of $6% million. This was essential because of
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long lead times of procurement for material and contractor services.

2) Base the then current line item authority and funding restrictions.
3) Change the construction reprogramming system to provide additional flexibility.
4) Establish country-wide bulk funding for the majority
of the program9 with provisions for an adequate contingency fund.

(TS)

The initial reply to these recommendations was t

You can't get action if you don't have Congressional
authorization and you can't get it when Congress is out of
session unless we anticipate our needs and get a blanket

authorization.

We are talking about a tremendous construc-

tion program--you just can't take care of these things over
night. We have to look ahead and handle these future problems.
Congress does not, and should not, give a blank check. We
have to have items in the sense of reasonably defined projects...

6 20

(S) Evidently, considerable additional planning and restatement of requirements had to be made before COKUSUCV could expect
receipt of funds for his construction program.
(S) Although there was little time for planning, a lack of
trained personnel, insufficient funds and limited availability of
material, significant progress was made by CCKUMACV in initiating
a construction program during 1965. The magnitude of the effort
may be judged by comparing the construction efforts at the beginning and the end of 1965. At the beginning of the year, total
construotion effort available to CCiUSUAV was the 2,000 per-

sonnel hired by the civilian fizms of Apmond-.orrison-Knudsen

(MUK) and Brown-Root-Jones (BRJ) (operating under the supertision
of the 0ICCVN) and the limited capability of local Vietnamese contractors. At the end of 1965 ;here were 15 militar7 engineer
battalions (USA, USN and V94C) in-coun• and the MECKBRJ payroll
had grown to more than 22,000 workers.
"(TS) The USUACV construction effort was Iieoted toward
three uaor goals during 1965s6l22t623•,624,625,62W
1)

The construction of tactical airfields to support

2d AD, lit MAW and USA aviation uits in-country with provisions

•:

for future oontiapnoy plans. Najor airfields undergoing improvement were TSN, SiOn Boa and Da Sang. Jet-capable expeditionary
airfields wexr completed at tba Lai and Cam Ranh Bay; one was
under construttion at Phan Rang and one was planned for Tuy Boa.
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Numerous other airfields were under development for USA aviation, resupply and deployment purposes. SEWDEF indicated that he was considering two additional airfields of the expeditionary type. There
was also the possibility that a third strip might be added to those
expeditionary airfields already under construction.
2)

The construction of ports and depots to support major

logistical elements at Saigon, Da Nang, Cam Ranh Bay and Qui Mhon
with other less extensive port construction throughout the country.
3) Construction of cantonment and logistical facilities
in support of major troop concentrations, such as the 1st Cav Div
(AX)

establishment at An Khe.

(U) Soon after the need for base development became obvious,
C(iU4MACV made the decision that decentralization of effort was required. It was impiaoticalg and an unnecessary duplication of effort, to have a large planning board at the EQ UMLCV level, since
the component commanders actually received the funds through service
channels, and would have to carry out any program approved.
The
U4ACV J4 Base Development Branch, Engineer Division, served as an
approval agency for COMUSACV to assure p,9 r2oordination
of base
2
development between component commanders.
'
(U)

Component commanders were ohar~ed by CCUS1CV for base de-

velopment responsibility as indicated: 2•
1) ACC:

Base development responsibility for the II,

III,

and IV CTZ's to include specific planning for Saigon-Cholon, Vung

Tau,

Cam Ranh Bay, Nha Trang,

Vinh Long.

Pleika, Kontum, Can Tho, Soo Trang and

2) NCC, Base development responsibility for the I CTZ to
include specific planning for Qng Ngai, Chu Lai, Da Nang and Hue.
3) AFCC, Base development responsibility for airfield
development to include TSNp Bien Boa, 3ha Trazs, New Can Tho, Cam

Ranh Bayq, Qi Nhon and Phan Hang.
(C) COMUSMCV also decided that, as a matter of policy, no
component command cantonment construction would exceed Standard IV,
that is, tents with wooden frames and concrete floors. This would
result in equivalent living conditions for all assigned troops and
maximize use of available manpower, equipment, and supplies.,0
(S) The base development effort during 1965 started at Chu Lai.
As part of the initial planning for jet-capable expeditioniY airfields, a site had been selected at Qui Uhon. In late September,
PACAF cancelled oonstruction at this location because of the
TRPage 127Of4 8 2 Pages
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excessive amount of earth moving required and reg"
Jed that Tuy
Boa or Phan Thiet be selected as an alternatives.U''v
During
October, a CINCPAC-directed coastal survey team recommended that
Tuy Bon be selected as the bestavailable location with logistic
support provided from Vung Ro.u• After much staff discussions over
priorities for airfield construction, C*USAACV convened a joins
.oadOetermine when and where the airfield should be built.634,
O35,ný,637
on 1 December, the board recommended that Ty Hoa be
selected as the site for the airfield to replace Qmi Ihon. Construction, horverg could not be started until late in the first
quarter 1966.,
P3han Thiet was eliminated because of overriding
difficulties in construction and future support. 6 39 CCmUo4ACv
concurred and notified CINCPAC, who approved the new site anddAQ
directed transfer of funds from the discarded project at Qai o ,
Tuy Hoa was thus scheduled to become, in 1966, the fourth jet-capable
expeditionary airfield in-country.

Figare 11-18 shows the locations of large construction

S(u)

projects at year's end. Figure 11-19 shows the port facilities under construction at that times
(TS) By 31 •ecenber there was a construction backlog of 212
battalion-monthso. 42 It was evident that, during 1966, construction efforts would continue to expand at an increasing rate to
meet the ever-growing US troop requirements. (For the year end
status of each base under development see Annex F, Base Development.)
Military Assistance Program
(S) In addition to providing logistical support for US
troops, COKUSHACV was also charged with administering the MAP.
All 6ombat service support for REVAP was financed through this
program. MAP for RVI was conceived in terms of training, motivating, and equipping the RVYAP to enable them to create a secure
climate within which the GYN could increase control over its territory and people. Long-term WP plans envisaged that, when a
stable and viable GVN was created# the emphasis would shift toward
creating a strong RVYAP which would be able todefend the nation
from either internal or external aggression andq militarily to aid
allied nations if necessary. A peculiar characteristic of the MAP
for RYN, because of the nature of the conflict, was its direct involvement in, and support for, unconventional and psychological
"warfare activities, civic action p
agr#ms,
and the mission of paramilitary forces such as the am,

S(

(8) The original FY 65 MAP for R1N, totaling $214.9 million,
was based on plans in the Military Assistance Plannin Reference
Book, iRV,which was approved by COWU
OCV after coordination with

(
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the country team in RVN, and published by OINOPAC on 21 Auvast 1964.
On 23 Jantuary 1965, D0D approved Alternative 1 force increase,
which pro ammed an RYNAP total strength of approximately ':96,000
for FT
mill
ion.65.644
645- A revised cost outlay included an additional $87.4
(S)

Before FY 65 ended, the dollar level of the PY 65 MWP

stood at $372.3 million, an increase of $70 million, caused la~rgely
by price changes, increased communication requirements, equipment
add-onsand packing and orating costs in support of Aliernative 1.
The FT 65 NAP provided RVNAF with material and trainimg support;

developed and maintained military and supporting logistical bases;
assisted RVNAP in conducting an aggressive landt sor and air offensive against the VC on a national basis; and supported the GVN's
Rural Construction Program.
.4
(8) CONU4MAC clearly saw that the increase in the tempo of
the wep logically led to the need for an additional increase in
RYNAF strength and thus a corresponding increaie in the MAP. An

adjustment was also necessary for the FWMAP program, particularly
with reference to forces of the ROK and the Philippines. The MAP
had to be a flexible instrument te cope with the changing complexity of the war. The FY 66 MAP, as projeote/ by the August 1964
plan, totaled $181 million, excluding $19 million for packing and
orating*. On 29 November 1964, CINCPAC req'uested CaX iALOV's submission of $30 million in additional requirements* to raise the FY
66 MAP to $230 million, for congressional presertation. In addition to a 2 December 1964 requirement list to-taling $30 million,
COMU!D1ACY forwarded another list totaling $70 million on 22 Decemliober.ljon .
support costs were additionully estimated at $22 mil-

(5) By May 1965, cbanges in the FY b6 MAP were again neoessary. The accelerated activation of Alternative 2 force increase#
which had been submitted to OINEPAU on r Arril 1965, required revision of the FY 66 NAP plannir-I to cover.ithe force buildup. In
addition to personnel costs this plan included funding for the
buildup of atookage leirels of amunition and eoher consumables,
the construction of aiditional facilities, t)%e modernization of
equipment, and inoreased support for an antioipated high level of
war expenditures. This resulted in a MAP valuect $505.2 million,
an increase oJ3V0,0.2 million over the initial program level of
$200 million.a
After review and revisiong CINOPAC submitted a
$481.7 million NA) for RVY to' the OSD0,6
(S) The MAP dollar value at the end of
was decreased by $7 million of undistributed
itary Assistance funds. Nowever, additional
ing $75 million, raised the NAP dollar value
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May, $493 million,
International Milrequirements, totalto $561.2 million by

5
.

H~1the end of August.650 Owing primarily to the prograend.costs of
:..
"¶

equipping AM with M-16 rifles and also necessaxy support for the
ROK forces, the WY 66 program level stood. at
million as of
31 Meoember 1965.
"
.
.(S)
The signifioant point concerning the MAP 4uring 1965 was
that the RU continued to receive priority for operational requirements. Only one major area, the modernization of VNAF, was not
handled as a COMUSUCV requirement. However, CCW2UVTls.r.commendations regarding VNAF were treated favorably by IQ0PAC and MOD.

Following CCUSlAUCts updating of Joint Strategic Objectives Plan
(JSOP) 70 to JSOP 71 on 10 September, a more realistic force struc.
ture was developed and forwarded to CINOPAC and JCS on 16 September.
This force structure included 12 ARYN divisions, with support ele-.
ments, additional artillery battalions# and miscellaneous units.
In view of this force increaseq the adjustment of operating costs
by new experience factors was necessary. By 27 September the FT 67

MAP was estimated to require $795.4 million, or•.
than the May projected level of $437.7 million*

22 million more

(S) Subsequent to this estimate, CiUSMUC

undertook a per-

sonnel acquisition study.

As a result, the "amed* RV&

force

structure for F1 67 was reduced to ten divisions plus one separ-

ate regiment. The foration of an artillery battalion and other
miscellaneous support units was also delayed. Should acquisition
of manpower permitl activation of additional units in accordance
with JSOP-71 would be requested.
The personnel str•ngth programed

for the FT 67 MAP was 675,298 including 350,042 RI/H personnels 653
This can be contrasted with the 631,457 supported by the TY 66 MAP.
(S)

Based on this revised force structure, an adjusted Iy 67

MAP was computed at $715.1 million in early November 1965.

In the

meantime, CINCPAC had sent COMUSCIV a message on 5 October# providing the following reasons for the great concoern by the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, International Security Affairs
(OSD/181) over the proposed increase ,654
1)

eliminated.

New construction of the type requested should be

2) Long lead time items such as LST's and LU's were not
considered appropriate.

3)

Future WAP should include no further investment costs,

Only operating costs.
4)

Additional requirements over the Py 67 program must

have valid justification.
Page "3Oof 4 6 'rages
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5)
was suspect.

Ability to attain revised FT 67 program in-oountry
I

(S) COMSUACT responded to CINCPAC on 7 October, providing
further detail and rationale for the proposed PY 67 increases. He
advised that the new requirements were based on the assumption
-that JSOP-71 would be approved as recommended, and that additional

forces contained therein were necessary tosoomplish th,4 US objectives in 5VN. CINCPAC was further advised that if overriding
considerations imposed limitation on FY 67 RV MyP requirements,
additional guidance was required in order to permit COMOU.C7 to
arrange priority within limits. 6 55
(S)

On 18 November OASD/ISA advised CINCPAC and CNUSMACV

that the FY 67 RYN YA budget ceiling was established at $633
millions. This total was based on SCDEF planning guidance which
assumed, for budget planning only, that the VN inventory was to be
phased down from combat to normal levels at the beginning of FY 68.
The data for the $633 million FY 67 V1 MAP was furnished to the

military departments for inclusion in the DOD PY 67 budget estimates. No data changes could be made to the $633 million program
until after the congressional presentation material was prepared.
CINCPAC advised C0MUSUCT on 20 November that OASD/ISA guidance

precluded submission of his program of $715.1 million to DGD at
this time. On 24 November the QIN0PAC message was acknowledged
with the assumption that neither budget ceiling nor phase-down
from combat to noral levels would limit delivery of PY 67 programmed requirements. It was also pointed out that the planned
transition from combat to normal levels was considered valid only

for ammunition resupply and major item attrition. The range of
situations conceivable in the post-hostilities period would require
RVNAF forces, in being, highly active and adequately 6 u1. ed for
the numerous tasks vital to ensure enduring success.

(3) In eummary, 1965 was a turbulent yeam for programming
military assistance requirements. Military assistance plans and
programs had to be adjusted to accommodate accelerated requirements
and increased force structure. With regard to the MAP funding,
investment costs generally paralleled the force inoreases, and
could generally be estimated and planned with reasonable acouraoy.
The operating oosta, however, fluctuated with the level of operations in SN, hence, as combat and related activities inoreased, so
did the requirement to support the economic and military effort.
The year 1965 was a unique year for NAP,. There never was, nor
oould be, a static program--no matter how well estimated and planned.
In spite of the rapid acceleration of the battle in SIN, the MAP was
quickly adjusted to respond to the requirements for figting the war,
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Mission approval was received in late 1964. However, on order of
the Anbassa&ori due to- te political situation existing at th time,
the budget was not released to the Rh until 13 January 1965.158
(U) The Budget approved by the US Mission totaled 26.0 million
piasters of which 9.1 billion or 35% was fin.noed with AID generated
piasters (CIP & PL 480)9 and 16.9 billion piasters were provided from
RIT resources. Of the total, 67% was for military pay and allowances. Te UM1ACV rece'-c 1.554 billion piastecs from the budget for
support of US forces.9
(U) At the time of review and approval of the 1965 Defense
Budget it became apparent that a major revision would be necessary
due to. the RVIAP force increases (Alternatives I & II) being con"sideredby UWACV and the RIN. Development of a revised budget be-

gan on 6 March 1965 when guidelines 6 i 8 r budget preparation were furnisWed the RVN Ministry of Defense.6
(U) The proposed budget revision was received from the RVe in
FAy and June, and USKACV and the US Mission completed review and

approval on 12 July. The revised 1965 Defense Budget totaled 30.4
billion piasters of which 10.5 billion, o2 34%9 was financed by AID
and 19.9 billion was RVN financed. Of the total, 63% was for military pay and allowanoes. USMACG received 2.257 billion piasters
6
from the revised budget for support of US forces.*1

(U) Guidelines for the 1966 RYE Defense Budget were deveigied
by USUACV and approved by the US Mission on 11 September 1965,°°•
The 1966 budget proposed by the RVU began to be received and US(ACV
review began in November. By 31 December, all of the chapters of the
proposed. budget had not been received from the RYN and review and US
-Miuson approval could not be aocomplished until 17 Januar 1966.
(U) the 1966 budget was developed in an atmosphere of austerity
in an attempt to limit its inflationary impact on the TN eoonw and
yet provide optima support to g
axim force levels within TE
Smnpower resource capabilities.
During Ootober.-Domber 1965,
USIUV participated with USAID, the U8 bbauny, and the RVX in dotailed JVsi* of budget requizements and effects on the local

econoqw.10
(U) The 1966 badget approved by the US Mission totaled 35.0
billion piasters of which 13*.6 billion, or 39%# was AID financed and
21.4 billion vas TS f inaced. Of the total, 74%wa for military
pay end XlloWaaos. %a lYUS
V would receive 2.5 billa piasters

k

f rom Abe. 1966

k.
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Comptroller Advisory Efforts
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(C) The Joint Financial Yknagement Teame
which was represented
on the RVN side by the Director General for Finance and Audit, Minisuy of National Defense; the Director General for Budget and Foreign Aid; and on the US side by USAID, UUACV 33, and Comptroller,
ceased to function ,as a unit after December 1964. The purpose of
the Team was to resolve financial problems and streamline financial
procedures in the Rural Coogtruction Program. The Team was unable to
function, despite the fact .7that COMUSNACV considered it to be a
great asset to the pacification effort, because of the tacit opposition and contiuuLng negative responses on the part of the two RYN

agencies involved.
(U)

In June 1955 it was agreed between the Comptroller and the

J3 that better results would be obtained by J3 assuming full responsibility for the financial aspeots of the RTural Construction Proj An officer space was transferred from the Comptroller to the
J*9
(0) After the loss of responsibility i4 the Rural Construction
Program, much greater Comptroller emphasis was placed on pay, audit,
and general financial programs. The orientation of the Comptroller's
field advisory effort at year's end was in that direction* It was
obvious that th•ie are significant and continuing difficulties in
this regard. A few examples illustrate this forcefully: continuing
complaints with regard to slowness of payment of RP/PF; complexity
of personnel procedures for conscripts and enlistees; and problems
in paying death gratuities. In mary instances, although sufficient
money was available for vital programs, the. agonizing slowness in

acoomplishment clearly indicated serious constraints to effective
budget execution in both high and low places.
(C) During the latter part of 1965 special emphasis was given
to advising the Audit Division of the Office of the Director General
for Finance and Audit, RYN. Within this area, emphasis was placed
an visiting VN ragiments and Training Center8 to insure that troops
were being paid on a regular basis.

L• the 25th AMVN Division, for

example, a special audit was perfomed of all the regiments and

separate administrativ8 Units.

NyMent tim for new recruits was

reduced from three months to one month through adoption of new procedures and vigorous follow-up. Timely death gratuity payments
were also strongly emphasized resulting in a drop in payment time
from above two months to under two weeks with many payments within
five dsays.
(U) the advisory effort at the RVN Ftnance School wva responsible for eliminating duplicate financial training in RMh?, no.
Tchool effort was redirected from an averag, of three clase in
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session to a program for 1966 of over six classes in session at

one time.
Logistic Staff Changes
(U) The shift from a pu-ely advisory role, to what was in
effect a joint logistical staff for a theater of operations, re-

sulted in several functional changes for the U1ACV J4.6 6 9

(U) During early 19659 technical service advisors within HQ
USUMCV were assigned to the DAlLo DAML was a separate staff agency
operating under the staff supervision of the J4. Within te J4
organization, there was no puze technical service representation.
As a result, the J4 was forced to rely upon DAML for technical as-

assistance athh preparation of contingency plans aa general assistance in planning for the Phase I buildup. In the spring of 1965,

L

a staff study was prepared by the Deputy Chief of DARL, reoomending that his organization become an integral part of the J4. This
change would give the J4 a teohnical staff, eliminate a special
staff agency and provide CO
MCV
with a single point of contact
on all logistical matters,
COMUMCV approved this study, and
on 1 May, the J4 was reorganized to ing~yde the personnel and

functions previously assigned to DM*L."

(U) Additional logistical consolidation was effected in July
w'hn the Corps logistical advisory teams were established as independent agencies reporting directly to the .4* Before thie, they
had been under the command of the Corps Senior Advisor.672

(C) A programmed reorganization of the staff logistical runotion was pending at year's end. Because of the different areas of
major importance, and problems in staff supervision thus created,
it was proposed to establish three deputy J4'es one for US logistios, one for RVIfAY #ad FW4AP assistance and one for engineering.
This decentralization of authority would enable the MACV J4 to
better manage his diverse and extensive staff activities. In late
1965

implementation was pending approval of the newly proposed

(TS) Alomg the same lines# the JCS recommended, on 4 Decr_4bqthat a &Ajor ganersl, US Amy Corps of Engineers, be added to the
UMAOT staff as the assistant chief of staff for construction. Hie.
function would be to supervise all engineering and base developmont
within the RVs. 2his reoommnd tion would add an augmentation of

some 70 men to the Joint staf.-7'4 COMSAV preferred that the
then existing command and staff armrgeents remain in iffeot. •s
a counter proposal, CO)ISCT recomended consolidation of all con,etruotiu pXogzing under his headquarters,.
Mse vas o-peote4 to
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result in a more effective operation to inulude the pooling of all

construction resources.675 In spite of this position, CJCS, again
urged acceptance of a "construction czar" to relieve the heavy load
on the J4 and nominxted Brig Gen C. H. Dunn (major geneml designate)
for the position.-7T COMUSMALCV still did not conour and stated that
he thought the USWACV J4 should be upgraded to the rank of,;jor
general and perhaps be designated as an engineer position. OH
During this period, OOMUMLHC7 convened a board of officers at his EQ
to examine all facets of the situation. This board concurred in

COMUSMACV's position and said that the J4 should remain in overall
charge of. the construction field as it could not be separated fr 9 m
the other logistical problems of transportation and real estate.*7 8

COMUSAC•'a position was su med up on 10 December when he stated
the belief that the on-the-scene commander was in the best position
to determine the most suitable staffing for the HQ. 6 79 In another
message, on 18 December, CJCS continued to recommend the appointment of the "construction czar" and stated that, as the effort in
SVN was in excess of one billion dollars, and more than half of
the total worldwide Army Engineer construction program, a powerful
organization was necessaxy. Moreover, a construotion coordinator,
of the rank envisaged, would provide complete flexibility in authorizing, funding, and conducting the MILCON program in SVN. It
was also mentioned that the experience and competence of the reccommended individual would be recognized at the highest level, and

that without his appointment it was doubted that the flexibility 680
desired by =C3MAQV in the construction program would be granted,
Although this situation had not been resolved by the and of the
year, it appeared that the U31ACV staff soon would have a new member.
(FOUO)A description of the developcent of logistics during 1965
would not be complete withmut reference to the construction of a new

U~MCV EQ.
(C) On 31 March 1965 a conference was conducted by CO U(ACVY
relative to the oonstruction of a new headquarters complex. The
US4,LOV staff was scattered all over S•igon, creating serious probloae in comunications and security as vell as making staff coordination cumbersome and time consuming. Several suitable sites
were considered and tVe consensus was that a new headquarps complex should be constructed within the RVNAF JOS coapoundP" PaJ Gen
Mirth, CINOCRVAF, recognized the desirability of locating the USPACV
EQ in close proximity to the RVNAF HQ, but did r.-t agree with this

partioulraite because he felt that it aight indicate a "takeover"l
by the US.
A site near the entrnsce to the JOS compeund was selected instead and was approved by JCS on 31 July. Ftrther study
revealed that the small size cf the &it* would require construction
of a malti-story bugiing and the tim to ooatrut such a faoility

would be excessive..

After further study by the staff during the

ummer, a new concept vas developed in October.
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thia was approved

Sby COMUSACT and submitted to the JCS. The study recommended that
the new headquarters be constructed at Camp Petrus Ky, an RVNAF
compound, and that an immediate release of design and construction
84
funds be made in order to assure occupancy as soon as possible.6
The JCS endorsed the project and CINCPAC authorized $300,000 for
design funds. By the end of the year a construction sum in the

amount of 7.8 million had been approved, with the remainder to be
Site clearing operations
included in the FY 66 supplemental budget.
began on 5 December. By the end of calender 1966, it was planned

that COEUSJACV would have available the physicA p
meet his headquarters consolidation objective* 59

t

6a7

cessary to

(S) During 1965 the most pressing major logistical prQblem
was establishing a base from which sustained combat operations ýy
the US end FWKAF could be conducted. Although the base was by no
means complete by year's end, COMUS•IACV had made significant progress and no combat operation had failed or been delayed because of
lack of adequate logistical support. Mt the end of the year, CONaesultant supUMACV considered the port situation, to include th
"plybacklog, to be his single most serious problem.
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THE STRATEGYI

INTRODUCTION
(C) In early 1965% military operations in the RVN were

conducted essentially by RVNAF with US advice and support.

The

RVNAF were guided basically by RVNAF Plan AB 139, published in
December 1964, which delineated how the war should be conducted

in 1965.1 This plan was prepared in direct support of the Chien

Thang ("Victory") Pacification Program -which had been initiated
in February 1964 and continued in effect during 1965.2
USMACV 1964 Command History, Chapter III).

4!

-•year
-

(See

(S) During the early months of 1965, the major effort of
COMUSMACV!s unilateral planning activity was devoted to the
development or modification of US/SEATO contingency plans.
"With the decision to commit US combat forces in SYN in early
1965, a modification of one of these plans, Operations Plan
(OPIAN) 32-64 (Phase II, RVN, which provided the basis fo' meeting counterinsurgency requirenents),q was necessary. Modifications to this basic plan continued during the first half of the
as adjustments to the changing situation became necessary.
However, in mid-1965, with the impending massive buildup of US
forces in RVN as indicated by the President's decision of 21
July, it became necessary to formulate an overall plan which would
clarify the missions and deployment of the various forces. In
response to this need# the USTIACV Concept of Operations was prepared and published on 30 August. 4 This overall plan, in conjunction with AB 139, thus provided the basic strategy for
defeating the enemy.
RVNAF PLAN AB 1395
(C) This plan provided the objectives and missions for the
various branches of RVNAF in terms of 1) defense of lines of
commmnication and strategic bases, 2) harassment of VC bases and
lines of communication, 3) surveillance of border and coastal
areas and 4) support of the Pacification Program.
(See Table
III-1 for missions assigned to the various components.)
(8) The defense of LOO's and strategic bases was a basic
responsibility of the respective corp* cooianders.
PriariUy
using the RF, the corps camanders would defend the LOCts b:
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the routes to be protected and assigning

p ior)ts
prioritiesj

2) providing protective measures to include: collection
of route intelligence, ambushes along feeder routes, disruptive
operations into nearby VC bases, defoliation along routes, establishment of New Life hamlets at population centers along the
routes, defense of bridges and check points, and
3) providing convoy protection to include: air cover,
quick reaction troops, irregular march tables, fire support and
commnications and control.
(S)

In the defense of strategic bases, the corps commanders

would:
1)

determine bases to be protected and assign priorities,

2)

establish security zones 4,000 meters wide (81-nm

mortar range) around the area; within this zone conduct continuous
patrols and ambushes to thwart VC attacks,
3)

establish strong points within the security aone,

exercise population control to destroy the VC
infrastructure,

4)

"5)conduct offensive operations against VC forces and
bases,

6)

establish ground intelligence nets, and

7)

develop detailed defense plans.

(S) Corps and division comaders shared the responsibility
to harass the VC bases and LOC's. They were to employ primarily
ARVN and CIDG forces but would also use RF as neceseaw7. Continuous harassment of VC bases and lines of comadcations was
essential in order to keep the enemV on the defenaive anW impede
his movements. The osbjctive: to disrupt, disperse and/or destroy VC main force units, bases, and coimnd and control. Priorities were to be established to insure proper utilization of resources. Harasument operations wc'ld be planned in terms of the

following three p*aseat
1) The collection of intelligence vould be a primary
reqiree•• t in the early stages of planning but woaId be continued throughout all stages. Teams would be deployed to infiltrate the VC area, gather intelligense, guide raiding parties

*
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and direct artillery and close air support onto targets.
2) Harassment actions were to be marked with aggressiveness and surprise and conducted against limited objectives.
Targets were to be attacked with the appropriate use of artillery,
airpower and heliborne striking forces. Special Forces, Ranger,
Artillery and Air Force elements primarily were to be employed
in this phase until the bases or IlOCs were neutralized.
3) In the last phase, an arrangement was to be =ade,
such as the establishment of a base of operations or the organization of a combat intelligence network to prevent the VC
from re-using the bases or LOC's.
(8) The surveillance of border areas was a corps commander's responsibility, employing ARVN and CIDG forces for this
purpose. Given that a continuous defense system of the long and
rugged borders of RVN was infeasible, a system of border control
camps appeared to be the most practical means to survey the border areas and to block infiltration. To carry out this mission,
corps commanders were to:
1) locate infiltration routes leading into SUN and
VC LOC~s within SUN,
2) establish border control bases to block each main
route along the frontier; the CIDG-mnned bases were to be interconnected so as to mviniiae VC alterations of their routes,
3) conduct continuous combat patrols and reconnaissance
operations between bases,
4)

conduct continuous air reconnaissance of the border,

5)

conduct raids along the VC LOG'e leading into the

interior, and
6)
S(S)

provid

heliborne reaction fores to reinforce

The surveillance of the coastal arems was a VM

resp•o•sility in coordination with the pertinent orps commander. Junk force bases war* to be established to block main
suspected infiltration routes and coordiiated with ground force
counterinfiltration forces along the coastal regions. VN
authorities were to:
1)

determine the techniques and routes used by the

enS in sea infiltations,
Pg13o,4••
h 139GE
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2) establish bases along the coastlines to block
infiltrations and prescribe areas of responsibility for junk
divisions operating from these basess,
3) prescribe sea and air patrol areas, "no fishing"
zonesj, no transit zones, and contiguous land areas in which
counterinfiltration operations would be conducted, and
4) establish coordination between land and naval forces.
(S) The execution of military actions in support of the
pacification program was a corps comander's responsibility and
would be accomplished in two phases: restoration of security
and development.
The restoration of security phase consisted of
two subphases: in the clearing subphase, ARVN forces were to be
primarily used, assisted by the RF, in clearing an area of organic
main force enena units. In the securing subphases RF, PF and NP
forces were to stabilize the area byt
1)

destroying the VC infrastructure as it was reor-

2)

providing security for the people and maintaining

ganized,
law and orders
3)

protecting the GVN infrastructures and

4)

defending key installations and LOC's.

In the develbpment phase$ military and security forces would
gradually improve their effectiveness in performing similar missions as in the securing phase.
(s) Specific corps priorities were as follows- I Corpspacify coastal area inland to the railroad; II Corps-panify key
bAse areas, I IOs and vital coastal areas; III CorpL.-pacify the
Hop Tac I area; IV Corps-pacify key base areas and districts.
The VNAF was expected to provide air support to each corps to
include air reconnaissance and air strikes, required airlift,
and air defense of SWI. The VNN was to defend RVN's waters and
vital waterways and provide coastal defense against sea infiltration and naval support within CTZ's and protect the RSSZ.
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(S) The first formal concept of operations for the employment of US forces in RVN, published on 30 August 1965, described
the military operations and force deployments necessary, in conjunction with RVNAF, to eliminate the VC/VA threat and establish
GUN control over the nation, Discussed below are
the operational

concepts; the force deployments are described in Chapter II.
(S)

In mid-1965,, a precarious situation existed in the

RVN: a series of victories scored by the enemy seemed to have
deeply affected the morale and outlook of RVNAF personnel and the
government installed in June 1965 had not yet had the opportunity
to dispel the feeling of political uncertainty among the people.
Fowever, the entry of US combat forces into the conflict began
to manifest itself, particularly by the outstanding success of
operation STARLIGHT (Chu Lai area, 18-21 August 1965). The
President- s 28 July announcement that the US would commit additional
massive military forces in SVN necessitated an overall plan
clarifying the missions and deployment of the various components.
CCMUSMACVI's Concept of Operations was prepared to fulfill this
need.
(TS) COMUSMACV's objective was to end the war in RVN by
convincing the enemy that military victory was impossible and
to force the enemy to negotiate a solution favorable to the
GVN and the US. To secure these objectives, US/FWMA forces would
be built up and then employed to wrest the initiative from the
enemy, secure vital areas and support the GVN in expanding its
control over the country0
(TS)

The concept visualized a three-phase operation:

Phase I - The commitent of US/HA
"tohalt the losing trend by the end of 1965.

forces necessary

Phase 11 - The resumption of the offensive by US/F8
forces during the first half of 1966 in high priority areas
necessary to destroy enesm forces, and reinstitution of rural
construction activities.
Phase Ill - If the enemy persisted, a period of a year
to a year and a half following Phase IU would be required for the
forces and base
defeat and destruction of the resining en
areas*
(TS) Following this thre*-phased prop'.., US/•WA forces
would be removed fra SMi as GVK became abteto establich &W
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maintain internal order and secure its borders.
(TS)

The overall concept was based on three assumptions:
1)

That the VC would fight until convinced that military

victory was impossible and then would not be willing to endure further

punishment.2)

That the CHICOM's would not intervene
except to provide

aid and advice.
3)

That friendly forces would maintain control of the air

over RVN.

4

(TS) Specific military tasks were associated with the objectives
of each phase.
Phase I:

"I) Secure the major military bases, airfields and
Scoimmnications
centers.
2)

Defend major political and population centers.

3) Conduct offensive operations against major VC
base areas in order to divert and destroy VC main forces.

"4) Provide adequate reserve reaction forces to
prevent the loss of secure and defended areas.
5)

Preserve and strengthen the RVNAF.

6)

Provide adequate air support, both combat and

logistic.
7) Maintain an anti-infiltration screen along the
coast and support forces ashore with naval gunfire and aw ibious

lift.

8) Provide air and sea lifts as neceesery to
transport the necessary but minimn m supplies and services to the

civil popialace.
9) Open up necessary critical lines of commeincation for essential military and civil purposes.
10) Preserve and defend, to the extent possiblep
areas now under offeative governmental control.w?
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~Phase M=
1) All Phase I

asures.

"M2) Resume and/or expand pacification operations.
Priority will be given to the Hop Tae area around Saigon, to that
part of the Delta along an east-west axis from Go Cong to Chau
Doc, and in the provinces of Quang Nam, Quang Tri, Quang Ngai,
Binh Dinh and Phu Yen.
3) Participate in clearing, securingreserve
reaction and offensive operationq as required to. support and sustain
the resumption of pacification."o
Phase III:
1)

All Phase I and II measures.

(2) Provide those additional forces necessary to
extend and expand clearing and securing operations throughout the
entire populated area of the country and those forces necessary
to destroy VC forces and their base areab." 9
(TS)

Tactics and techniques applicable to the general tasks

"associated with the military operations were as follows:
1) Security of base areas - US ground combat forces
would be employed 'in such a role, frequently in conjunction with
RVN forces. Area and close-in security to prevent infiltration
and sabotage would be necessary. Every effort would )e made to

secure an area 49000 meters outward from the base by a defensive
belt, saturation patrolling, add aggressive surveillance and
intelligence, beyond the range of the 81-m mortar.
2) Offensive operations against VC bases and forcesAgain, US ground combat forces would be employed in such a role,

frequently in conjunction with RWN forces.

Frequent incursions

into VC base areas would be necessary to render them useless to
the VC and destroy forces which persist in maintaining then.
Intelligence, quick reaction forces, blocking forces, fire and
maneuver, and relentless pursuit would all have to be actively
utiliaed to insure the destruction of the VC forces.
3)
centers - Such
ticularly when
to be employed
of bass areas,

Defense of critical population and political
a mission could be anticipated on occasion, parRVNAF was unable to defeat the threat. Techniques
would be similar to those outlined for the security
referred to above.

S.
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4)

Provisiapn of reserve reaction forces - Such a quick

reaction mission could be anticipated throughout RVN as a normal
requirement for US forces in supporting the defense of bases, other
critical areas, and in relief of other heavily committed forces.
To counter anticipated VC ambushes, surprise, firepower and other
counter-techniques would be employed. Command and control of coal
bined forces would necessitate mazimum use of prior planning and
US advisors as liaison officers.
5)Y Pacification operations - US ground combat elements
would conduct clearing and securing operations in order to extend
secure areas around bases and population/political centers, as the
initial steps in pacification. Clearing would remove the VC presence from the area; securing would prevent subsequent return.
Following this, the other phases of pacification would be conducted,
with US forces providing assistance to the program which would be
under GVN control. These other phases would include elimination of
VC infrastructure, recruiting and training of PF and local officials,
and other programs necessary to establish a pacified area.
(U) Detailed concepts, tasks, and force requirements were
developed for each phase in each CTZ.
Phase I
I Corps Concepts and Tasks (TS)
1) III MAF would continue the development and protection of
secure base areas at Hue-Phu Bai, Da Nang and Chu Lai to prevent
VC attack and conduct offensive operations in conjunction with
ARVN I Corps to destroy VC forces and resources.
2) The established TACI would be modified only a. required
by the subsequent situation.
3) Unilateral (with RVNAF liaison), coordinated, or combined
ground operations would be conducted by III MAP.

4) Such gound operations would include search and destroy,
clearing, attack on VC units or bases, day and night combat and
reconnaissance patrols and ambushes to find and eliminate VC forces,
resourcess and political-military apparatus.

Sbases,

5)

Reserves iwould continue to be provided for exploitation

purpcafl
6) A Yi4oroua rural construction program would be maphasiaed

by III MAWand RVNAF.
•
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populace would be stressed; seisure of terrain was not an
objective in itself. Thus, operations would concentrate on

heavily populated areas to clear villages and hmlets in the
coastal region. Such operations would require maximum
mobility, discriminatory use of firepower, and fledibility in
adjusting to the situation in the particular area of operations.
Close control of firepower would be maintained to minimize
destruction of potentially friendly life and property. RVNAF,
particularly RF/PF, would be used to the ma~dwm for securing
villages and hamlets. III KAF's major contribution would be
in the fields of civic action, psychological warfare, and
intelligence. Overall security would be provided by vigorous
offensive action to preclude the dissipation of III MAF combat units in a static security role. Security would include
land LOC's within the coastal region.
7) Efforts would be made to establish combined command
arrangements in which RVNAF forces would be placed under the
operational control of US conmanders during specific operations.
8) Offensive and defensive tactical air operations
would be conducted to include close air support, interdiction,
reconnaissance, air superiority, air transport, search and
rescue, and others as required in the effort to defeat the VC.
III HAF aviation units would devote priority support to III
MAP forces; excess resources would be made available to the
2d AD in supporting other forces.

II Corps Concepts and Tasks (TS)
1) Establish and secure major bases at Qui Nhon and

Cam Ranh Bay and the minor base at An Khe. Reserves for quick
reaction to the VC attack would be located at each base,
2) Conduct offensive operations in coordination with
RVNAF to destroy VC bases and forces operating from brigade
home bases or forward operational bases at Pleiku, Kontua,
Cheo Reo or Ban He Thuot.
3) Assist RVWAF in defending province capitals, key
district towns aud in scuring land IC's by comducting
reaction operations.
,.II, .0rp Concept

Thaska (TS)

1) Establish and semure operational bases to include
the major base at 'Bien oa and brigade base* at Van Cat and
Phuot Vinh.

~4 f458
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2) Conduct offensive operations to destroy VC bases and
forces thereby relieving pressure on the Hop Tac area.
3) Assist RVNAF in defending province capitals and key district towps by conducting reaction operations.
IV Corps Concepts and Tasks (TS)
No US/WAF deployments were scheduled for IV Corps; hence
these concepts and tasks were applicable only to RVNAFr
1)
Trang.
2)
3)
towns*

Establish and defend bases at Can Tho, Vinh Long and Soc
Conduct offensive operations to destroy VC bases and forces.
Prevent the lose of province cnpitals and key district

Phase 1.

I Coras Concepts and Tasks (TS)
With the increase of USHC forces in SON to two full divisions
plus supporting elewnts, III MAF would be expanded to a corpssized HQ. However, because of the undesirable connotation associated
with the label "corpslt
(see Chapter II), the HQ would remain III
MAF rather than redesignated Marine Amphibious Corps.
1) First priority would be given to extending the three
secure base areas of Hue-Phu Baip Da Nang and Chu Lai into one contiguous area encompassing the entire coastal region of Quang Nae,
and Quang Tin Provinces and the southern half of Thua Thien Provines, followed by operations to secure the reminder of the
coastal region of Thus Thien and the northern half of Quang Ngai
Province. III MAP would asmse the dominant role.
2) RVWAF, assisted as required by III MAY, would then secure
the coastal regions of Quang Tri Province and the remainder of

Quang lgai, Land I=I's in these coastal regioas would be secured
and improved.
3)

A continuous program of reconnaissance and surveillance.

would be conducted into the piedmont and mountain regions.*Search
and dest•,
ieserin~g and attack operations would also be conducted to assist in the final defeat of the VC and the extension

of GVN authority throuhout I CTZ.

,.4

I.

4) Every effort would be made to extend III MAP
operational control over ARVN units.
5) Continuing effort would be made to improve the RVNAF,
increase their role in Phase II operations, and insure their
ability to maintain control over I CTZ upon conclusion of
Phase II.
II Corps Concepts and Tasks (TS)
1) Expand GVN control particularly in the heavily
populated coastal areas.
2) US forces would conduct offensive operations to destroy
VC bases and forces, ROK forces would provide base security, and
ARVN forces would conduct clearing and securing operations to
expand GVN population and area control.
3) S(Route 19 and portions of Highway 1 would be kept open
to insure their continuous use as LOC's. Other LOC's would be
opened as necessary.
4) Conduct offensive operations against VC base areas
particularly in Binh Dinh and Kontum Provinces.
"IIICorps Concepts and Tasks (TS)
1) Implement the Hop Tac plan to clear, secure, and
pacify its defined area. US/FWMA forces would assist by
operating as a buffer between the Hop Tac area and the VC and
conducting continuous offensive operations into War Zones C
and D.
2)

Protect the critical base ef Bien Hoa.

3) Provide reserve/reaction forces in support of US/PWA
and RVNAF forces throughout .SN.
IV Come Concepts and Taske (TS)
At the time of its publication, the plan visualized no
commitment of US combat units in IV Corps except temporary
use of reaction forces from other =TI's.
1)

Continue expansion of GVN control particularly in

the area between the Bassac and Mekong Rivers,
2) Continue to secure Can Tho, Vinh Long and Soo Trang
and defend province capitals and key district tonas.
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Phase III
(TS) It was expected that the following wuld have been
accomplished during Phases I and II: the initiative would be regained in certain areas; heavily populated regions along the coast,
around Saigon, and between Saigon and the Mekong would have been
pacified; and offensive operations would have destroyed or neutralized a considerable portion of the VC main force.
(TS) If the foregoing should have failed to convince the
enenV to halt the insurgency, an intensified campaign would be
conducted to clear the entire country of his forces and pacify
all areas. Operations against NVN and infiltration through Iaos
would be integrated with this effort. US forces would concentrate
on the destruction of enew forces, although some US/FWNA forces
would be needed for continued base security. RVNAF would assist
in this destruction bat would devote the major portion of their
effort to the military tasks of the pacification program.

I

Special Forces Concepts
(TS)

Detachments would be committed to:

1) Further develop Montagnard forces, thereby reducing
AIvN requirements in the highlands.
2) Expand the DELTA project so as to improve target
acquisition capabilities.
3) Establish CIDG camps on the perlaeters of War Zones
C and D, thereby containing the VC.
4) Improve surveillance of the Cambodian border by
increasing CIDO camps. Act as sector/subsector advisors in these
locations so as to release USZKACV advisory teams for deployment
to critical interior provinces.
5) Establish new CIDG camps in I CTZ to extend
influence westw&rd in that CTZ.
6)

Develop the CIDO multipur-pose reaction force (KRF)

rito
inforce CID0 camps in each CTZ.
7)

Form APACHE Scout Teams from CIDG assets for support

of US forces.
8)

jc

Increase counteainftiltration operations in SVN.

•, , +•'"+ '++;.
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Naval Support of Phase I and II

AI

(TS)
The discovery of a VC supply ship in Vung Ro Bay
"on 16 February 1965 (see Chapter II) represented a major turning
point for naval operations in SVN.
It provided the impetus
for MARKET TIME, a USN operation begun in March 1965 to provide coastal surveillance for the prevention of enea infiltration by sea. The basic concept of this operation was to
establish USN patrols offshore to detect such infiltration
attempts and support, and advise the VNN within their terqritorial waters in interdicting coastal traffic infiltration.
Legal constraints permitted only VN personnel to board and
search suspect vessels and then only when within the 12-aile
limit unless flying the RVN flag, in which case boarding and

searching were permitted anywhere.10
Phase I (TS)
US Forces
1) Patrol Ships -. CC•USKACV recognized, in his concept
of operations9 that, even with the MAREVT TIME program, the
objective of positively preventing infiltration would require
an excessively large number of vessels. Hence the objective
was modified to make infiltration so costly to the enemy that
"he would cease his ettempts to do so. This would be accomplished
by raising the likelihood of detecting an infiltrator from the
mid-1965 estimated probability of 30 percent to an end-1965
probability of 50 percent, increased forces would be positioned
to (over the center of the RVN coastline inasauch as coastal
lanes at the 17th parallel and the Gulf of Thailand appeared

to ""e seale'd,
2) Air petro3s - Svt* patrols were established to aupgent
tre sea petrole. Patruls along tho entire coast with a leg
60 milea offshore and supplemented by a night Mlght were
con3idored essential. Additionall,, an as-required patrol
south of Hainan Is1"nd to detect ewutherly movement from the
north was nicessary. Additional revouroes would be necessary
to improve cloee-in coastal surveillance ard detect and react
to n"~t infiltration,
3)

Pase facilities - An expansion of facilities would be

necosary to support the Phase I increase in forees.
4) Naval gunfire support - Increased requirements for
naval gunfire would result, froo the buildup of US forces ashore
and the need to harass and destroy VC forces and bases along
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the coastline which were the beneficiaries of the infiltration
effort.

5) Intelligence - Waterborne and overland infiltration of
men and supplies from Cambodia into RVN was suspected. In
addition, it was suspected that such men and supplies were being
moved by water or overland into Cambodia. However, no intelligence effort had been established to introduce agents into Cambodia,
consolidate and centrally direct GVN resources, and Uprove border
surveillance to detect and prevent such infiltration. Thus, such
a program vould be established,
6) Harbor Control - To improve coastal surveillance at the
entrance of the Hekong-Bassac rivers and to provide security at
the entrance of the Saigon River, a control poet would be established at Vung Tau.
IMroveMnt of V•N Forces
1) Sea, river and coastal forces - These forces were scheduled
for expansion to enhance their operational missions. Supplemntal
construction measures would be neceesary, however, to met precribed

goals of the coastal (junk) force.

2) Offshore water control - Establishmont of forbidden some
and curfew hours was essential to the coastal surveillance operation.
Procedures in effect either were inadequate or were being madequately enforced. Hence, the following sones would be established
to accomplish the objective: prohibited areas in which only naval
vessels would be allowed; no-fishing %ones in which only transiting
would be permittedl curfew areas which would include the entire
coastline of RVY out to three miles and in which any vessel found
in the time between 2030 and 0500 would be captvred or destroyedl
protected anchorages for fishermen at nightp and fishing convoys
which would be chetked and escorted to and.from fishing aresa,

particularly in the Makoag coastline area.
3)

Coastal force equipwnt - barovexants in arnmmant, de-

toctioa devices and ancillary equipwat would be required.
4) •MR•T TDM comications - Addition-IJ equiment would
be necessary to improve coordination and control of operations.
5)

Security on the Uskong River

A program for detecting

"Infiltration of supplies by vessels transiting the Mekong River
was not in forte. Surv•eillace team would be placed aboard each
veasel to inspect and secure cargoes.
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6) Cambodian border river surveillance -Waterborne
infiltration from Cambodia between the Mekong River and Gulf of
Thailand necessitated adequate surveillance. Thus patrols
equipped to detect, halt and inspect such traffic would be
established to reduce this threao, In addition, physical barriers would be constructed or the alternatives of free-attack
zones and various anti-Jmtrision devices would be established
to accomplish the overall objectives.
Phase II (TS)
US Forces
Surveillance of VC-held coastlines - Coastwatcher stations
consisting of fixed and mobile stations would be employed to
maintain such surveillance.
Combat and Logistical Air Support
(S) The Cdr., 2d AD, had the mission of conducting and
coordinating offensive and defensive air operations, tactical
airlift, air traffic control, search and rescue operations,
"close air support and reconnaissance operations in and out of
country and exercised overall air defense responsibility within
RVNo 1 1 His capabilities for executing these missions would
be improved 4- followsIn-Country Air Strike Requirements (TS)
Increased sorties, and hence increased forces, would be
required in order to provide an improved air surveillance/
reconnaissance program; added air support for the increase in
numbers and activities of FWMAF and to meet an increased level
of eneny activity.
AirliftOperations (TS)
An in-country air LOC would be established, necessitating
increased airlift resources and bases, controlled by a single
manager. Air traffic control facilities would be essential to
minimize the increased flight safety hazard caused by increased
usage of minimal airspace by a wide range of air operations.
Communicatlons would be expanded and improved. Airfield improvements would be necessary to permit the operation of C-130's
for delivering troops, supplies and equipment from designated
bases. Major marshalling/logistical airfields, secondary
marsha? Ling/logiatical airfields, tactical employment airfields, and combat emergency landing zones would be required.
fb
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Reconnaissance Requirements (TS)
An increase of Side .Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR), infrared
(IR) and visual reconnaissance requirements would be expected.
USAF in-country requirements would increase to support additional
forces in-country. Out-of-country requirements would also increase
in order to maintain existing day reconnaissance capability, establish a night and all weather capability and increase Electronic
Counter Measures (ECM) capability to a satisfactory level.
Rural Construction/Pacification
(C) The goal of the Rural Construction Program was to extend
GVN control over the land and people of the nation by neutralizing
the efforts and influence of the VC, encouraging the people to
develop an. allegiance to the RVN and to provide the means by which
socio-economic conditions could be improved. All activities within
the Rural Construction Program were to emphasize the central position
of the GVN: the GVN was to pacify and all other forces and agencies
simply would support the GVN in its plans and efforts. COMUSACV's
concept of his role in this program was thus defined in terms of
advising, assisting and supporting the GVN. At the end of the year,
in a revision of the GVN pacification plan, national and regional
priority areas were established for pacification to insure realistic
and attainable objectives (see later discussion in this chapter).
Concepts and Tasks (TS)
Phase I
1) Strengthen GVN's nacification at the national, corps
and province level by improving their organization and assisting
ii the preparation of a realistic plan,
2) Improve US inter-agency coordination to insure a more
effective contribution to the OVN program. Thus, the senior US
tactical commander, acting in hif role as adv~..sor to the AMWN
corps commander, would coordinate with USAID and JUSPAO representatives when furnishing advice and support related to the
pacification program. These senior commnders would also provide
assistance to GVN in handling refugee relief problems.
3) Follow-up in areas where pacification programs had
begun to produce results in order to provide resources to insure

continued proVress.
4.) Revitalize the Hop Tac program.
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5) Expedite the establishment of pacification programs
I, II, and IV CTZgs.

6) Develop a practical plan for security of the rural
population and formation of the "Home Guard"1 2 at hamlet level.
7) USYACV additionally would assist by reforming
operating procedures and organization for pacification cadre,
expanding GVN's ability to identify and eliminate the VC infrastructure, improving resources control measures and developing
a political awareness among the rural populace.
8) As part of the NP, the National Police Field Forces
(NPFF) would be formed to react to low level VC subversion and
terrorism and execute an effective Population and Resources
Control Program,
Phase II
Expand pacification operations rapidly into those areas
newly cleared by military operations, capit,.lizing on VC waning
interest as their military situation became more tenuous.
PSYCHOLWGICAL OPERATIONS
(C) The objectives of US psychological opermtions (psyops)
in SVN in early$1965 were- 1) to create, build and maintain
confidence in the GVN, 2) to establish a climate of national
unity behind the war effort, and 3) to expose the true nature
of VC objectives and induce disaffection among VC and their
supporters. In accordance with these objectiveso USMACV#s
role consisted of advice and aseistnnce to the RVNAF psywar
structure from the JOS to sector level. The RVNAF'1 psywar
goals weret 1) to boost the morale and encourage the sense
of patriotism of its personnelp 2) to gain the loyalty of the
rural population for the OVN, 3) to increase enlistments into
the RVNAF and to control desertion, 4) to support combat
operations, and 5) to lower VC morale and encourage defections
under the Chieu Hoi program.
(C) With the introduction of massive US forces in SVN
it became necessary to relate the commitment of these forces
It
to the need for counterin, the mountingefforts of the VC,
was a further objective to explain the limited purpose of the
US commitment and forestall communist charges of ,colonialisn"

and "imperialism."
3
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(C) A sensitive element of propaganda strategy also involved
maintaitring the delicate balance in the highlands among RVNAF commanders and GVN officials, US Advisors and units (particularly
Special Forces teams), and the Montagnard tribes. One objective
was to dispel GYN suspicions that the US was trying to establish
special relations wStth the Montagnards; a second objective was to
improve GO-Kontagnard relations.
(C) The infiltration of major NVA units into SO called for
in-country propaganda, which included the VC as a target audience.
Its theme was that the presence of major NVA units in SYN proved
that the VC did not represent a national VN movement but were
merely the instruments of foreign aggressors. The propaganda
strategy also stressed that increases in the eneal s strength
would be outmatched by the massed power of SVN, US and its Free
World allies.
(C) Toward the end of 1965, JUSPAO developed a new National
Psychological Operations Plan which redefined the broad objectives
of US/GVK propaganda as follows:
1)

to convince the SVN citizenry that the GVN ulti-

mately would win against the VC and that they would be best advised
to support the ultimate victor.
2) conversely, to impress upon the VC that they could
not expect to win against the SVN populace, whose struggle for
peace, security and independence was supported by the US and other
FWAP.
3) to create hope that the then current social revolution
would produce a dynamic nation responsive to the will and aspirations
of the people# and capable of finding VN solutions to VN problems
and to encourage the citizens to active# personal and emotional
identification with the RVN's quest for peace, humanity, social.
justice and a vital national identity.

4) conversely, to inform the people that NUN and the VC
offered nothing but alien schemes which were oppressive and reaetionary, have failed in all their endeavors and are, in fact,
merely the tools of an international conspiracy and CHICOM imperialim; and to inspire the people with contempt for the VC who
exposed the nation to death, destructions misery and oppressiok,
and who opposed the creation of a truly VN social order and the
preservation of Vietnamese values and traditions.
(C) Propaganda directed at NVN audiences was initiated in
April 19651 it explained US bombings of coinicatons routes and
"A.
";-M,..
i
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warned the people to stay away from military-targets. These
objectives were expanded in the US Xission Thbeo-Honth Plan
July-15 October) as follows: 1) to warn the NVN people

to stay away from installations likely to be hit, 2) to

inform the NVN citizenry of the necessity of bombing at the
root of the infiltration apparatus which the NON government

operates and also to place the blame squarely on the NVN
regime and the Lao Dong Party, and 3) to create disaffection
among the NVN citizenry with the NVN regime/Lao Dong Party
by informing them of what their leaders have inflicted on SVN
and how their leaders had persistently rejected the efforts
of the GVN and its friends for a peaceful settlement and how
slavishly their leaders acted towards their CHICOM masters.
(C) In a second Three-Month Plan, effective 15 October,
a somewhat harder line was taken by substituting the following for objectives 2 and 3 cited above: to convince the
NVN regime and people that the so-called liberation war in
SVN was futile, that defeat in SVN was inevitable, and that
unification, a common aspiration of both NVN and SVN, could
be achieved only through peaceful means; and to create disaffection among the NVN citizenry with their government by
informing them of the true nature of the aggressive war
in SVN and relating their hardships and privations to the
continuation of the war, and to stress that their government
hha! rejected every e! 'ot made to find a peaceful solution and
to suggest to the NYN population various passive resistance
ieasures they might take individually against their government.

RVNAF PLAN AB 140/US-RVNAF PIAN AB 141
(C) A milestone was reached in December 1965 with the
publication on 15 December of RVNAF Plan AB 140l basically a
revision of AB 139 as required to support GVN's new rural construction program, and the combined USAIVNAF Plan AB 1411
published on 31 December. This latter plan, the first USRVN venture into combined planning, would set the stage for
the military campaign in the new year that lay ahead.
RVNAF JGS Directive AB 140
(C) RVNAF JGS Directive AD 140 was the basic GVN military
plan to support the 1966 rural construction plan. It was doveloped in coordination with the Ministry of Rural Construction
and USKACV and was in consonance with the Joint Campaign Plan.
The plan consisted of the basic directive and eight annexes.
onalUNCLASSIRED
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and corps. National areas were to receive first priority and
were to be cleared, secured, and development initiated in 1966.
Corps priority areas were to be cleared, secured and developed to
the extent of the capabilities in 1966. Corps commanders were
given specific instructions to concentrate their efforts in the
high priority areas and to provide military support to the rural
construction program.
(C) Annex F, concept on the use of forces, listed those
basic tasks for FWA and showed roles and missions of ARVN forces,
RFF, PF, NP, and CIDG in the three phases of rural construction.
Annex G provided guidaace and information on controlling and protecting natural resources. Annex I provided guidance on psychological operations and civic action which should be accomplished
in the three phases of rural construction; placed a psywar battalion
and a civic action company in direct support of each corps, directed
that psywar and civic action annexes be prepared to support rural
construction; and emphasized tbe requirement for coordination between tactical units, psywar and civic action agencies, and rural
construction cadre.
P

S VNAF

- MACV Campaign Plan AB 141

(C) The Campaigi Plan established the basic mission of RVNAF
and US/Ffif forces - to defeat the VC and extend GVN control in
RVN. The plan established intermediate goals to accomplish the
mission, Each corps conmander, cousanders of CO,VNN and VNAF
in coordination 4th their US/F74AF counterparts, were given
specific tasks which amplified and defined in detail the general
tasks.
(U) The Campaign Plan consisted of the basic plan, maps
depicting areas in each corps that were to be brought under GVN
control in 1966, and four annexest The Intelligence Annex, an
annex outlining procedures for coordination of RVNAF and US/
FVIAF operations, the Comiucations and Electronics Annex, and
a Distribution Annex.
CONTING24CY PIANS
(C) At the beginning of 1965, there were 15 contingency
plane, the preparation for which General Westmoreland, in his
three-hatted role as COIMUSMACV, CO JSSEASIA (W)) and CCRSFF (D),
was responsible (see Table IIX-2).'N A brief discussion of the
objective(s) of each of these plans and new plans which evolved
is contained in this section.
|I
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(TS) COMUSSEASIA OPLAT 1-64 was a US General War plan
for SEASIA in support of CINCPAC OPIAN l-(Yr). The mission
of the SEASIA Command was to conduct defensive and offensive
operations in defense of SEASIA. in coordination with available
Allied Forces, in order to hold as far forward as possible,
insure friendly control of SEASIA, and contribute to the defeat
of the Sino-Soviet bloc. Change 1 simply updated the plan. 1 4
No other changes were made during 1965.
(C) CCRSFF OPLAN 4-64 was a SEATO Plan with a restricted
security classification.
(TS) COI,0J1,SCV OPLAN 32-64 (Phase II. RVN) was a US plan
to conduct counterinsurgency operations in the RVN in support
of CINCPAC OPIN 32-64 and SFATO OPLIAN 7-(Yr). These US plans
were applicable to operations short of general war and visualized
four phases;
Phase I - Alert (in effect on 1 January 1965).
Phase II - Counterinsurgency (US unilateral action

in RVN, Laos and Thailand).
Phase III - Overt NVN intervention.
Phase IV - Overt CHICOM intervention with or with-

out NVN intervention.
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The Phase III RVN, portions of these plans were essentially
implemented by the US buildup during 1965, although on a larger scale than planned No further revisions were therefore
considered necessary.el

(TS) COMUSSFASIA OPLAN 32-64 (Phase III & IV) was actually
two plans, one for each of the phases discussed above in support of CINCPAC OPLAN 32-64 and SEATO OPLAN 4.4. Two changes
were issued during 1965: Change 5, published on 16 February,
revised the staffing of 0OHUSSRASIA headquarters resulting from
the phase-out of HAAG Vietnam in May 1964, and the requirement
for a US14ACV "stay behind" stiff in Saigon in the event of
activation of O01C7TU3SiASIA headquarters. Change 6 published on

1 November as Annex I (Air Operations)# provided guidance for
SIA
the coordinated employment of the air resources of WH(MI
with ground and naval operations,17
(TS) CCIUS!HACV/•HAI OPAUN 33-63 provided for the employment of US forces in support of overt military operations
against NVN in retaliation for specifto commuist insurgency
THIS PAGE REGR'ADED UN.AMFIp.
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activities in SVN and Laos. The US participation would be covert,
but would include air strikes and support of raids by indigenous
The plan provided a flexible means for directing
person4el in NVM.
selected targets in MVI in order to attain the
against
operations
authority. 1 8 This plan was superseded
higher
by
effect desired

by COWNSUACV OP.LA 37-65, 4 March 1965.
COMUSUACV OPLAN 34-64 provided for USMACV advice and
(TS)
assistance to RVN on a covert basis to allow the RVY to engage in
covert psycholgoical operations against M and to conduct hitand-run attacks against selected targets in M in order substantially to increase the costs to NOI for its involvement in
subversion and insurgency in MVN and Laos. 1 9 This plan was
superseded by Annex X (Operations Support) to COMU3MACV OPLAN

2

37-65 on 21 September 1965.
(C) COMUSMACV OPLAN 34A-64 was a Special Operations Plan
and is not discussed herein because of its restricted security
classification. It was also superseded by Annex X, COMUSMACV
OPLAN 37-65 on 21 September.
(U) CG•USIACV OPIAAI 37-64 is discussed on page '63 of the
USMACV 1964 Command History.

This plan was also superseded by

COMUSUCV OPILN 37-65 on 4 March 1965.
(TS) COWJSMACV OPLAN 38-65 was a US plan for the defense of
SEASIA, in support of CINCPAC OPLAN 38-64. Primary emphasis was
placed on air and naval power to conduct operations against INM
and MZOM forces in SEASIA as part of an overall plan to conduct military operations against those same forces in both S3ASIA
and Communist China. 2 0 No ohanges were made to the plan in 1965
as it was considered basically impractical and duplioatoz7,21
The plan was redesignated COMUSSWASIA OPLAi 38-65 during the year

(see Table 111-3)..
(TS) C•tUMLACV OPLAN 39-65 was a US plan in support of
CINOPAC OPLAO 39-65 for the employment of US forces, in conjunction with available Allied Forces, to conduct limited war
ooatibnocy operations against Comiunist china and NMN in the
AIA. Preemptive offensive or counter-offensive
defense of
operations might be made using air and naval forces with minimal
ground fores.to deter, prevent, or cause cessation of CMICKi
aggression. 2 2 The plan remained basically unchanged during the
year except for redesigat ion an CMBUASIA OPLU 59-65 (see
Table 111-3).

'
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(C) COMUSMACV OPLAN 60-64 was a plan for the emergency
evacuation of US and US sponsored non-combatants. 23 With the
increasing concern that implementation of the plan was imminent
early in the year, Change 4 was published on 11 January expanding
the deployment of BLT's of the 9th O1 to TSN, Bien Hoa,
mha
Trang and Da Nang instead of the single location at T39 as had
been required previously, and tasking USASCV to prepare a
helicopter evacuation plan in support of the basic oplan. 2 4
Following the implementation of a modified version of the plan
in February, a revision was prepared, incorporating lessons
learned from the evacuation, and published in September as
CC1UUACV OPLAN 60-66 (see Table 111-3).
(C) COMUSMACV OPLAS 61-64 was a plan for the physical
security of critical US installations in SYN. Qhange 1 was
published in early January to provide for more stringent security
meagures at all US4ACV units and installations and the classifying
of security conditions to 3ermit maximum dissemination and implementation of instructions., 5 At the end of the year this plan
was awaiting supersession as a result of the publication of
U4ACV Directives 380-8, 9 July, subj t Milit-ry SecurityPhysical Security, and 380-13, 3 December, subjat Military
Security - Security of Key US Personnel.
(U)

C0KUSKACV OPWS 98-64 and 98-64A are discussed on

page 163 of the U%4ACV 1964 Comnand History. These plans were
superseded by C01KUACV OPLAW 37-65 with Annex X during the
year, on those dates previously mentioned.

(U) During 1965 several new plans were developed to cope
with the ever-changing situation. These plans are discussed
below.
(TS) O=1lACV/3EASIA OPL&N 22-66, a plan prepared in
support of CIANCPAC OPLAIX 22-66, awaited approval at the end of
year. It was a US plan to provide military assistance in the
event of revolutionary outbreaks in NMN. It envisaged a three
phase operation s
RA" I - Planning, training, intelligence, psa'war
and covert and overt activities.
Mhawe 11 - All measures short of direct US intervention.
Phase III - All measures incj'4ding direct US intervention. Nilitary and paramilitar 7 forces from SVN and active
and passive groups from hM would be eploayed. 2 6
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(TS) CMSU3CV OPIAN 37-65 was initiated in 1964 in support
of CINCPAC OPLAN 37-65* The plan was published in March 1965 and
superseded a number of other CUSUACV OPLANS. The plan provided
for the employment of US forces in conjunction with RVNAF for the
purpose of halting M support of communist insurgent forces in
RVN and Lace by the application of selected military pressures
on Laos, Cambodia and iN.27 Annex X (Special Operations), which
superseded several other C01US1ACV OPLANS as previously mentioned,
and Change 1, minor revisions, were published in September and
November 9 re speotivel•.
(S) COKUSUACVts submission for Annex J to JSOP-71 was forwarded to CINCPAC on 10 September. It was based on the ultimate
withdrawal of US/FW•A forces from RVY and represented a significant
increase in projected RVUAF strengths over the 1964 submission.
The more significant changes included:
(I)
12 in FY 67.

An increase of two ARVN divisions to a total of

(2)

Increase of RF/PF units.

(3)

Modernizing VNAF and VNI.

(4)

Providing an air defense capability by FT 70,

(5) Establishment of a reserve similar to the US
National Guar by FY 71.-'2
(U) Other planning activities of COMUSMACV axe discussed in
nmeax G, J5 Studios.
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CHAPM~ IV

flTRODUC TION
(C) In 1965, the mission of US forces in the RVN was to assist
and support the RVNAF in their efforts to defeat ccmunist subversive
insurgency, and to accelerate effective GVN control over the country.
this required that the VC be defeated militarily, or otherwise per..
suaded to discontinue their efforts to overthrow the GVN.
(C) During 1965, the VC retained cmplete control over areas of
SVN and maintained their grip over other areas by terrorism. This
situation called for carefUl application and conduct of military force at all times as the people in VC-dominated areas could not alwys
"be presumed to be pro-VC. Whle
xaziim effectiveness in operations
noncambatant
was desirable, a conscious effort was made to ainiie

casualties, requiring a high level of leadership, judgent and rest•aint not previously expected of US forces. These principles gov.
erned the tactics and techniques used in the conterrnsurgency efforts
of the RVNAF, US forces, and FW
,.

TYPES OF OPFRATIOKS

(C) CC(WJSACV conducted operations which involved ground, air
am naval forces,

Ground operations were primiarily of three types:

1) Search and destroy - operations in VC dasinated ter"Atoryaimed at neutraliAing the eany's main forces and destroying

his supply and operational bases.
2)

Clearing - operations in enumy-cotrolled areas designed

to rmove pasamtly those en

3)

forces rauining in the aream

Secring - operations to etabilise and maintatz con-

trol. of a cleared area.

(C) Itch of these three types of ground operations was supported,
when needed, tby reserve/reaction forces. Ground operations were
assisted by close air support and artiller fire and, thwen apprWiate,

tV naval Wifire and 0-52 strikes.
B•..5

(C) Air and
operations
mainly of
strikes,,
inter consisted
action operatis
, close
In
VN andcmbat
IVU. air su:pprt.
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(C) Naval operations consisted of DAGGER,THRUST amphibious operations, naval gunfire support, and surface surveillance. The naval air
am had essentially the same tasks as, and was integrated with, the
land-based air elements of USAF, USHC and VNAF.
(C) The US forces in SVN durlng 1965 had a unique challenge.
Guerrilla fighting vas not really new, but now, for the first time, the
an found himself participating in civic action, in
kerican fighting•
political warfare, advising and teachfug-in ahort, he was helping to

pacify, secure and rebuild a nation.

US NARINE OPERATIONS
After the 9th NEB landed at Da Nag on 89 Nrch 1965 (see
""hapter Ii), it was prinaril, engaged In esecuring its assijed area.
(Cc)

A defensive perimeter was formed and aggressive patrol, ambuah, and
search and destroy operations were conducted within the TA(R. Because of the brigade's limited sine, it did not coafdut any largescale crobat operationse. A• the 9th NM gorw in strongth, it was re-

designated the III NAW in the spring of 1965 and conducted many bat.ulon and larger-sise operations.

(C) All operations cooducted in I Corps in 1965, whether unilateral or combined US(C/ARVN/VWC, had a search and deatrq7 mission.
The first alai icant eampaign, Operatimn UMJ KET - 40 began on 28

'

JW4y. The task force consisted of the VI 3d Ba (Rein); the ARM
ement be3d Bn, 5let Rgtt and the US 2d Rn, 4tb Narinee. Wl
tram CG, III NA? and AO, I Corps, the operation was epduoted under
the tactical direction of the COo 4th Xarizo RegAment.'

(for a di.-

of the scops of tactical direction see chapter Io Combinei
eussion
Cmman Relationships.) This was also the fir at land-baed combined
oeMti"on ttdliaing USKC and ARVN forces
(C) Operatic. STARLMQIT which began on 18 Ai~uptt was planned
oacreports indicated a bildup of VC farces south of
then IanteM
hhq were Identified ab the
the ChMm li (Quang Rgai hoviaee) TAOA
VC let Regt# and an attached infmntr7 battalion, roinfoecd with Mmrn

The operetical plan called for BL, 2/4

mirtars and 57-a•d 75-4 IL
Sto designated l

" snes (WaLs3W 3/T to conduct an mphlbibiu
Itn Isi
aboardather& si W
"iSwault and LT 3• t

Asltiog of X Co,

/, located north of%nTrng village, asese from

An Ha Poninsula. The operation proceeded as planned. After
the
lUk-up, the two battalions swept north, up the peninsala, dothe Nat
s

te
•

VC n ther pat

maalted In ap~S~.

wuS
~'~ JE

1W" qratua ended on 2, August &M

704 VC IL; it had thw&Ard an incipient

attack on Chu Lai.
t

O(eraticc STARLMI? demonstrated the great value

of intelligence gained from the people s, a result of civic action
efforts eud ifli.stated that a tint, asa-based position, such as Chu
Lai, which could not be outflanked, would oblige the VC to msas tO
destroy it frontally, ýw, it provided a secure base for an air/sea
attack on the VC forces+
(U) The Marine victory at Chu Lai was widely applauded by the
US press. '"American military professionalism is starting to tell
said on 19 August. "One victory
in Vietwam," the Kansas City S
dosen't win a war for us, but a defeat such ae this for the Viet Cong
wl
drive it h•ow to him there are no eay pickings in Southeast
Asia,' said the Detroit News on 22 August. Mark Watson of thi Balthat 'this operation is recognized
timore Sun mote, on 24 l-jst,
as a true text-b-ock example of an air-sea-land Attack under ideal
conditions." But James Reston of the New York Tis. writing from
Saigon on 22 Aug3t, said the-victory wae not "speotacular news" for
the Vietnnes people&
Military vlotories, particularly at lonely military bases
along the coast, will not win the country. In fact, it is alwot- a cliche to say in Saigon, not only in the American %bassy
but evn in the American xLJtary compound, that while victory
neWesl1
ias Important and even essential, it
at CMmn I.
esas in th. end to win the people in order to Win the n.
(7--1 Svwsber) ws a four-day search and destroy
(C) PMA
operation on the Dantanta Panansula, M0 miLo south of the Chu Iai
it wae a
TACO.
The planw as similar to that of SARUMif rtAlt
combined afr-eea-grouad capaip uwing BLT 3/7- as the helicopter
had
foc,
Intelipcce*aphiit
landing force and BL? 0/7 as the
e stretched across
indicated that two VC main farce battaltuneo
, but subsequent oprations rethe eight miles of the peninsula a
forces had witht-wz fram the laediate area
valed that the aem
d w,*ntua, more and sore VC
prior to D-Day. As the asault
wre contacted. $pondie bat spiritmd Lirefights resulted in 196 VC
) saW 265 VC saspects detained. US
t
114, 38 VIA (voutded -in
Mivne casualtie vwere *ot XA end eight WIA, an example t the
superiority of US tona onr the TO) A igtnificant aspect of PIRAMA was that noe of the aWroxdaate!y 3,300 dwallng in the III

W pwtion of the obab Win area was destroyed and only 2 civilians
hims #.edirect regult of troop ndcotination and
"wre nundoe'
the prjtsnt uo a supnig is
(C)

S"or*1 MM

flUST operations were conducted during the

tafl end wU*ter, usuallY with the 7th nit SIP acting as the esphibIl**

Ulei

free.

These opwatlos normafly lasted oiw to two

a. and an almd at the destruotica of VC Installatios and capn
*askmerwCnieASd
110 pes =0nelsd as
VC
taring or destMroyi
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of both surface and helicopter elements, ard were supported by naval
gun fire (N ) and taotical air power. &NaWresitance was usually

negligible.
(C) Operation GOLENM FLEECE was a regimental-sizej unilateral
operation by III MAF during September 1965. Conducted in thD southern
portion of the Da Nang TACR, its mission was to prevent the VC from
seizing
rice along the Song Cau Do, Song Yen Song
Bau and the
Songnewly-harvested
Vian Dien Rivers.
GOLI FLECE consisted of search and
destroy operations, continuous patrols$ and ambushes in the ricee
harvest are,.
The operation was highly successful in protecting the
dfamers during the harvest and dio
pron
thedrice to the VC, The first
a series of similar
S~of
operations# it

positively demongtrated US/FW/

VWN intent to provide security for the rural populace.,
(C) Operation BLUZ MARLIN was the first combined 3lI WA/VNM
amphibious operation. In the first phase, one amphibious force would
land in the vicinity of Tam Xy village (between Chu Lai and Da Nang
in ian Tin Province), and move south to the Chu LI TAOR searching
for and destroying eneW
erces. Upon completion of this operation,
the fore would reeabark upon the transport ships. The second phase
would coneist of another azphibious assault in the vicinity of Hai
An village near tho location of the first landings followed by a
search and dostroy operation up the coast to t he Da Nang TAOR. The
forces involved were the VNKC 3d Bn and III NAF WLTts 2/7 and 3/3.
(c) On D-Dq (10 November), BLT 2/7 landed as echeduled, and
covered the landing of the VNE 34 n. The VNM battalion conducted
search and destroy operations as planned. OA D plus 5# the VN•
battaLion landed after BLT 3/3, and carried out the second phase.
BLT 2/1, 7th Fltfs SIF, the landing force reservep was pepared to
U-4 by heflcopterp to reinforce or to exploit gains by the landing
forces or to provide a block•ng force if required. As the operation
developed, the *aected
engagvent with the VC did not occur and
there was no need for the reserve. The operation eaded with negligible casualties in both eanam
and frienly forces." The most importent a"pect of the operation was the exposure of the VMOC to operations with their American counterparts. The operation seead to
inereAse the confidence of the VM and revealed their campetince to
partcipate actively in future amphibious operations. 1 0
(C) Operation HARVEST KOCH was scheduled to last 10 days and
began on 8 December. It was an ARVN/USXC search and destroy operatiwa
in the ••ip We - Que Son - Viet An aea in qwW Nm Province. III
"MP unite consisted of BLT's 3/3, 2/7 and 2/1. ARVN units consisted
of 11th Raogr 9h; lt
Ba, 5th Regt; and 13t Bn# 6th Regt.
N• ý-1a;,
the flth Ranger Ba ts hit ýy VC ft-qes estimated at *qt boatti41ion.
The VC allowed the Rawer battP :•on to approach vithin 20 Ptrer of
their positit1 before
1,&_ heavy VI,
Of 1uWeoat1t weapons
'•a

M;
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and small arms fire. Apparently, no security was provided by the
ARVN forces. The VC executed a double en•velopment and overran the
Ranger battalion. Attempts by the 1st Bnt 5th Regt to reinforce the
Rangers were halted by enemy small arms fire and inadvertent friendly
air strikes on the ARVN positions. The reaction force, lst Bn, 6th
Regt, was heli-lifted into the battle area while the lst Bn, 5th Regt
maintained its position." B-52's struck suspected VC positions on 12
and 13 Decemhar. Areas struck were exploited by III MAF ground units.
(C) BLTfs 3/3 and 2/1 met only sporadic resistance during the
operation. BLT 2/7 made a significant contact on 18 December toward
the end of the operation., In this engagement, the VC 80th Bn suffered
at least 105 KIA and lost numerous weapons.
(C) The operation resulted in 407 known. VC dead and possibly 636
others. Large quantities of VC stores, equipment and manufacturing
installations were 6aptured or destroyed 1d many tunnels and caves
in the battle area were rendered uaeless., A complete evaluation of
HARVEST MOON was still pending at year's end.
(0) During autumn, III MAW units were utilized as reaction/
reinforcement forces for several assaulted outposts in the I CTZ.
An example was the Song Ve 6-Thach Tru operation, in which elments
of BLT 3/7 were dispatched on 23 November to sweep the vicinity of a
beleaguered outpost of the ARVN 37th Ranger Bn in Quang Ngai Province.
The VNMC 3rd Bn and 413th APC Troop were the reaction forces. USKC/
ARVN/VNMC casualties were 71 KIA, 74 WIA and 2 NIAA. ARVN reportedly
accounted for 300-400 VC KIA for the total operation, but USMC body
count confirmed only 175 of these casualties. •
(C) During 1965 thousands of night and day patrols, hundreds
of ambushes and small unit offensive actions, and scores of battalion
and regiuental-size operations were conducted by III WAP ag'dnst the
VC. The primary mission of these actions was to seek out, destroy
and disrupt insurgent strength. While some operations were spectacularl3y successful, the objectives of all actions were largely aet. As
a yardstick of assessment, III MAF expanded from a six square-mile
TAOR on 8 March 1965, to a TAOR of 600 square miles by year's end.
(C) As the III MAF's TAOR expanded several new factors arose.
First$ open ations were extending closer to VC dominated territory.
Secondly, participating forces became less ablo to effect mutual Lapport. It was epoted that these factors would cause the VC to become more aggressive and employ larger size forces. The forces
available to III MAF were considered insufficient to provide the
necessary base security, conduct extenjd tactical operations against
the 7C and maintain adequate reserves. 4
(C) The desired solution to this proble was to obtain and
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train adequate numbers of RF/PF to take over the peace-keeping and
village security tasks so that III MAF forces could concentrate on
offensive actions elsewhere in I CTZ. Until a suitable solution
was realized it was considered necessary to limit extension of the
TACH. The expected increase in US!C forces and improvement of the
RF/PF situation in 1966, provided hopeful indications that pacification efforts and offensive operations against the VO could be
accelerated.' 5

US ARMY OPMATIONS
(U) Early in 1965, as VC forces boldly struck at targets
throughout SVN, it was apparent that US Army forces were needed to
assist in stemming the tide. The deployment of these forces and
their comnitment are discussed in chapter II. The overall concepts

governiig their employmant are discussed in chapter III. The mis-sions of USA forces in RVN were: 1) to defend bases vital to US

interests; 2) to provide a highly mobile reserve to be used as a
reaction force for RVNAF. 3) to search out and destroy enemy bases
and storage areas; and 45 to search out and clear selected areas of
SYN and assist the. GVN in pacification efforts. The 173d Abn Bde,
which was the first USA ground combat unit in SVN, initially provided base security at Bien Hoa and Vung Tau, III CT¶o The arrival
of the 2d Bde, let Inf Div and the lst Bde, 101st Abn Div freed the
173d AbnBde from its security roles and allowed it to become a highi• mobile reaction force (see Chapt II). The arrival of the remainder of the 1st Inf Div and the 18t Cay Div (AM) opened the way for
large ecale search and destroy rissions, and USA foross shifted from
a .primarily defensive role to the offensive, a role which they maintained throughout the rest of the year. Discussed below are some of

the more significant offensive USA actions during 1965.
(C) During May, and until the latter part of June, the 173d
Abn Bde engaged in an almost continuous series of small-unit &ctions
in defense of its assigned TAOR and the air bases. Ln mid-June, the
battalion which had been stationed at Vung Tau rejoined the brigade
at Bien Hoa. That$ coupled with the arrival of the let Bn, RAR, in
early June and its attachment to the 173d, gave thlbrigade three
infantr7 battalions for the conduct of operations.
(C) During the period of 27-30 June, the 173d Abu Bdo participated in a large-scale search and destroy operation in War Zone D
(see Figure 1-4). This was the first time in over a year that
friendly forces had penetrated this VC base area and was an important "first" in fulfilling COMUSMACV's conoept of dering freedom
of action to the VC in these "safe havens". The operation was oon.ducted in conjuaetion':with two airborne battalions of the ARVN Abn

•..•::,,
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BdeM the ARVN 48th Regt, and the 1/BAR. It resulted in over 25 VC
KIAs, 200 tons of food and supplies destroyed and the recovery of
17
approximately 50 tons of rine for distribution by GVN auth
8.lUes.
(C) On !0 August the 173d, with the 2d&Bn, 18th Inf of the
2d Bde, 1st Inf Div, moved to Pleiku, II CTZ, as a ready reaction
force for RVNAF units in that area. Earlier in the month the VC
had attacked the special forces camp at Duk Co west of Pleiku and,
in response, AAVN units were conducting large-scale search and destroy operations in the area. Patrols were conducted around the
Thanh Binh Pass area on Highway 19, and on 17 August the 173d provided protection for ARVN units withdrawing through the pass. After
patrolling around Kontum the romailer of August, the brigade returned to Bien oHa on 6 September. 1A Selection of the 173d for this
mission was appropriate because of its mission as general reserve
for all of Vietnam. The recently arrived brigade of the 101st
Abn Div was not yet ready to assume this mission. Selection of the
2d Bn, 18th Ihf to accompany the brigade was due to a need to
strengthen the 173d with another battalion (the 1/BAR being confined to operations in the III CTZ).

A

(U) Operation HIGHANDI,
begun by the let Bde, 101st Abn Div
in the latter part of August had the mission of opening Highway 19
fro* Qui Nhon to An Khe and seouring the base area at An Khe to
facilitate the deployment of the let Cay Div (AM),
The brigade
planned to accomplish its mission in four phases: 1) move to a
forward assembly area near Binh Khe (on Highway 19 between Qui Nhon

and An Khe, Binh Dinh Province); 2) open Highway 19 by combat operatime to permit convoy movemint frca Qui Nhon to An Khe; 3) provide
continuous convoy security along the highway and secure the base
area at An Khel and 4) relinquish control of the base area to the
let Cay Div (AM) and return to hore base.

"W(C Phases I and II were aocorplished without incident. During
phase fT, Operation GIBRALTAR19 was planned to destroy a VC main force
battalion believed to be operating northeast of an Ahe. A ground/
airmobile operation, it began on 18 September with the landing of
battalion elements which were to push forward to the ground blocking
forme. After two oompanies landed, however, the VC opened up an
extr•mely heavy volume of fire, causing the remainder of t* battalion
to abort* The blocking force omander was ordered to move his unit
to aid the surrounded force, Another force consisting of US troops
and ARYN Rangers was lifted to an LZ approximately 1500 mter. east
of the battle area, The ground force and the helilifted force were
unable to link up before dark. At 0615 the next day link-up was
effected and the beleaguered force extracted. Throughout the operation, over 100 tactical fighter sorties were flown and over 11,000
rounds of artillery fired. Although surrounded and outnumbered, the
two caspanies held their perimeter and inf34eted heavy losses on the
Order PA""E PEGRA()r" INcIASIE
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VC. Friendly losses were 13 XIA and 44 WIA, compared to VC losses of
226 KIA and 9 captured. 2 0
(0) On 1 October the 1st Cay Div (AM) assumed responsibility
for Highway 19 and the An Khe base area. The let Bde, 101st Abn Div
continued to conduct search and destroy operations in the area
until that time. Total friendly casualties for operation HIGHLAND were 22 KIA and 108 WIA while the VC lost 261 KIA and 57721
captured. The brigade closed on its home base at Bien Hoa on
6 September, completing Phase IV.
(C) The VO attack on the Plei Me Special Forces Camp, Pleiku
Province, on 19 October triggered a month long campaign by both
ARVN and US forces. Operation SILVER BAYONET, conducted by the
1st Cay Div (AM), was designed to provide security and artillery
support to ARVM forces around Plei Me. This operation began on

23 October with the commitment of a battalion task force which soon
expanded to reinforced brigade strength. On 27 October this force,
the 1st Bde, was given a search and destroy mission between Plei Me
and the Cambodian border. On 1 November the brigade, having contacted
a large enemy force, began to pursue VC/NVA forces west of the Plei
Me camp, moving along the SVN/Cambodian border. During this pursuit
the VC/NVA forces lost 216 KIA, 117 captured, and 18 suspects detained.
Friendly losses were 55 KIA and 194 WIA.
(C) On 14 November, after the 3d Bde, lot Cav Div (AM), had
relieved the 1st Bde in the vicinity of Plei Me and Pleiku, the
most significant phase of SILVER BAYONET began. Aizmobile search
and destroy operations were initiated, which resulted in very heavy
and intense contacts with YC/NVA forces. C(4US4ACV requested a
series of B-52 strikes to support ground operations in the vicinity
of Chu Pong Mountain. 2 2 These strikes were delivered on 16 November
(see US Air Opns, this chapter).
(c) Three US infantry battalions were closely engaged, supported by tactical air sorties and artillery. The VC/NVA forces
which exceeded division strength, continued active resistance to
the US forces from well-entrenched positions. The battle of the 3d
Bde against numerically superior VC/NVA forces continued until 18
November in the vicinity of Chu Pong and the Ia Drang Valley. Fighting

was often hand-to-hand, with many small units temporarily out off
from their parent organization,
(C) On 20 November, the 2d Bde, let Cav Div (AM), moved to
Ploiku to relieve the 3d Bde. The VC/NVA had lost 1,286 KIA, 19
captured and approximately 1,000 weapons destroyed or captured,
US losses were 217 CA, 232 WIA and 9 MIA (missing in aotion),23
THS PAGF PGRA,,ADrr'D UNrqCL,.%•1FIL1
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(U) In commenting on the action around Plei Me, CWUSKACV
-stated that the conflict was unprecedented in intensity and the
degree of success achieved by friendly forces. He said:
the performance of the American troops and the
Vietnamese have been magnificent.
At nu time during

the campaign have American troops been forced to withdraw except for purposes of tactical maneuver. When
the dust of the battlefield settled, the American
troops were present to clear the battlefield of killed
and wounded, both friendly and enemy. The enemy had
fled the scene. American casualties were heavier than

amy previo a engagement but small by comparison with
the enemy.U
(C) The final phase of the battle around Plei Me began on
18 November, with three battalions of the RVNAF Abn Bde conducting
a search and destroy operation west of Pleiku. The operation,
titled THAN PHNG' 7, made light contact with the VC for two days.
On 20 November, a force of unknown size was engaged and over 180
enemy were killed. When the operation terminated on 26 November,
there were 265 VO KIA and 10 captured. The ARVN units, which
lost 21 KIA and 61 WIA, also captured 49 individual and several
crew-served weapons. 2 5
(U) Press commentators in the US hailed the results of the
Plei Me and Ia Drang operations and discussed the implications.
The Washington News said on 30 October:

4-

Plei Me is not exactly Stalingrad nor the bank of
the Namne nor Gettysburg, Pa. It is a miserable collection of lrets, trenches and barbed wire in the Vietnam
highlands. Yet in a strange way, it may mark a turning
point in the Vietnamese war just as surely as did those
famous battlefields in other conflicts.
The New York Journal American editorialized on 28 October that
Plei Die was
a big psychological victory for the South
Vietnamese and American forces, and a big psychological setback for the enemy. The battle is
heartening as an example of the revitalized morale
of the South Vietnamese troops that has followed
the buildup of American strength.
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The New York Herald Tribune of 19 November said the battle's
significance uas that "the war is developing more and more into a
contest between the armed forces of the United States and those of
North Vietnam, with the Communist and anti-Communist units of
South Vietnam assuming a correspondingly lesser role". The Newport
News Press editorialized in their 23 November issue: *Unhappily,
we-must face the possibility that Plei Me and the Ia Drang Valley
will prove to be the forerunners of more costly actions. .a
lessening of the US military effort could only encourage Hanoi to
push harder". The New Orleans Times-Picayune of 22 November said:
One significant aspect was that the encounter
proves conspicuously that at least the portion of
Cambodia nearest the battlegrounds is a secure haven
for Communist troops. . . .Now, it appears, regular
units of the North Vietnamese army are sheltered
there despite Cambodian Prince Sihanouk's categorical
denials.
(C) On 5 November, the 173d Abn Bde began another search and
destroy operation into War Zone D. This operation, named HUMP,
marked the fifth time the brigade had been in War Zone D. Three
task forces, built around three infantry battalions and one artillery battalion, were formed. These forces had the mission of
launching ainnobile assaults into the operational area and conducting search and destroy operations to find, fix and destroy
VC personnel, supplies and installations.
(C) Intelligence developed before the operation revealed
that there was a VC stronghold surrounding the Junction of two
rivers in the operational area as well as two VC battalions equipped •ith the latest family of Soviet and CHIC*
weapons. Additionally, the VC had the capability to mass approximately 8,500

troops from contiguous areas within 48 hours.
(C) The operation began with two airmobile assaults by the
lst Bn, 503d Inf and the I/R.A into separate LZWs against light
enemy resistance. The two forces then established base positions
in their operation areas without any major action. For the remainder of D-Day, and the next two days, the friendly forces conducted search and destroy operations. They found numerous tunnel
systems and fortifications as well as several huts but no significant contact with the enemy was made.
(C) On 8 November, acting on intelligence acquired late on
].plus 2 that a VC force of unknown size was located approximately
2,000 meters west, the let Bn, 503d Inf moved toward the area and

made contact at 0800 with •comPany-size unit engaged by a VC
A GE
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battalion. Diring the ensuing battle fighting was at such
close quarters that supporting fires could not be employed on
the line of engagement but were used to seal off the battle
area. i request for reinforcement from the 2d Bn, 503d InW,

the brigade reserve force, could not be honored due to the lack
of heli-6oPters. The VW's repeated assaults against the perimeter
of the airboxne troops were repulsed with heavy VC casualties.
(C) The main battle ended during the afternoon, with sporadic machine gun and sniper fire on the US units throughout the
remainder of the day and night. The 1/MAR, south of the Dong
Nai River, contacted a well-entrenched VC force of about 10o
men during the late afternoon. During the following fire fight,
four VC were killed before the VC broke contact.

L

(0) On 9 November, the let Bn, 503d In. cut an LZ into
the dense jungle through trees up to 250 feet high, to enable
helicopters to evacuate the friendly forces.
This was completed
by 900 that evening, ending operation HUMP.

(0) Supported by 1,747 helicopter sorties and 117 USAF

tactical air strikes, the operation resulted in 403 VC KiA,
200 additional possible XIA and five VC captured. Lossee
2

by the US and Australian troops were 51 KIA and 89 WiA. 6
O

(C) On 4 November the CO of the ARVN 5th Div requested
that the US let Inf Div clear and secure Route 13 north of
Ben Cat, Binh Duong Province, and provide artillery fire in
support of 5th Div operations beginning on 11 November. This
request was granted and the mission was assigned to the 3d Bde,
let Div, which was stationed at Lai Ihe, just north of Ben Cat.
The 3d Dde further assigned the mission to the 2d Bn, 2d Inf
and attached to it an artillery battery; a cavalry troop; Co
A, 2d Bn, 28th InW; and engineer elements. This operation was
named ROAMMIE.

(

(C) The reinforced battalion cleared and secured Route
13 on 10 November and emplaced artillery to support the movement of the ARVN 7th Regt. Advance parties of the ARVN elements
passed through on the afternoon of 11 November and the battalion
fomed a perimeter for the night. Early on 12 November an
estimated VC battalion launched a heavy mortar and automatic
weapons attack, followed by repeated infantry assaults against
the perimeter. Despite direct fire by artillery from within
the perimeter and tactical air strikes, the VC remained in
contact for six hours. After coordination with ARVN distriot
offioials, a nearby village, which was sheltering the VC, ras
destroyed by air strikes. Friendly losses were 21 KIA and 103
WIU, with VO losses 198 IAL.
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(C) After completion of operation ROADRU1
9, the 3d Bde was
ordered by the CG, ist Inf Div to conduct search and destroy operaýtions south of the Michelin zubber plantation, Binh Duong Province,
from 14 to 17 November to follow up and exploit B-52 strikes scheduled for 14 November. This operation, BUSHMASTW,
was later extended
to 22 November. Intelligence reports indicated that three VC regimonte and a separate VC battalion had base areas in or near the
operation area. The operation beGs' on 14 November and continued
with sporadic contact until 20 November.
Late that day, while friend.ly elements were conducting a tactical search toward their base areas,
they were attacked by VC from a village to their front and from both
sides of the road. A perimeter was formed and air strikes directed
against the enemy positions. This action resulted in 70 VC KIA.
Friendly losses were six KIA and 38 WIA.
(C) BUSW'= , which teminated on 22 November, resulted in
the ;apture or destruction of over 100 weapons, 100 tons of rice,
and large quantities of ammunition and supplies. In the total operation 277 VC were killed, five captured, and 350 estimated wounded.
Friendly forces lost 27 KIA, and 176 WIA. 27

(u) During the year, as more and more USA combat forces arrived in SVN, the emphasis in USA operations shifted from passive
defense of key installations with occasional forays into enemy held
territory to small scale search and destroy operations. These seeach
and destroy missions grew from battalion operations to reinforced
brigade operations supported by ARVN and other services. In their
role as reaction forces, USA forces increased the scale of commitment from company standby reserve to reinforced brigade pursuit
operations. By the end of the year continuous USA offensive operations coupled with constant harassment from the air had uprooted
the VC from many of their once unpregnable strongholds and had caused
them to seek new sanctuaries, and increased their vulnerability to
further attack. THmdreds of tons of war materiel and foodstuffs
were either captured or destroyed. Thousands of VO/M troops became casualties, lowering their offensive capabilities and their
morale. The enemy lost the initiative in many areas and was faced
with increased pressure from USA operations &s 1966 arrived.

r

US NAVY h2D VNX OPATIONS
Market Time
(0) At the beginning of 1965, VNN forces were not sufficient to
enemy infiltration of men and equipment by sea. The INN

Sprevent

wan funlishing an average of 16 Sea Force ships and 200 Coastal

i-r'

Force junks for ooastal .urveillanoeo
However, since junks nozrally
traveled in pairs, thre, was in effect only the equivalent of 100
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was not sufficient to adequateby sa from
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(s) Due to the inability of the VIN to effectively counter infiltration efforts by the insurgents it was determined that additional
help in the form of USN boatse9 planes, personnel, equipment and facilities was necessary. With this in view a gradual bdillup of forcen
(discussed in Chapter II) and planning for coordinated operationsa4by
the USK and VIN began in January 1965. This culminated in the formation of MARKET TIME operations in Mareh. From that point on the
USK and VIN became a composite and effective force in the w&L. effort.
(C) Flights conducted by USN SP-2 aircraft during January proved
the feasibility of effective communication between US aircraft and VI
patrol units for fast reaction in developing operational and intelligence information. The flights also demonstrated to IVI flight observers that the patrol elements of Sea and Coastal Forces were not carrying out their anti-infiltration mission# a fact long known by CHNAVGP,
but not previously substantiated to the satisfaction of VIN authorities. Improvement began shortly after Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(DONO) VIN observed this evidence first hand. 3 0
(C) The major development which occurred subsequent to inception
of MARKET TIME was the announcement, during April, of the decision of
the WCM (see Chapter II) to transfer operational control of MARKET
TIME forces from CINCPACFLT to CENAVGP9 as agent for C(1MUSMACV. The
"decision was based on NAVGP's location in-country and experience working with VEX plus the direct impact of n
T TIME on COMUSMACYts responsibilities for the overall war effort.
(C) The Coastal urveillance Force (TF 115) was activated on
30 July, On that day, operational responsibility for MARKET TIME was
passed from CINCPACPLT to CCOSUAC and operational control was assigned to CTF 115 (CMAVGP). This marked the creation of the US
Navy's first comand integrating sea, air and shore-based units for
the primary mission of countering sea infiltration. CINCPACFLT retained logistic support responsibility for all surface units, through

c32LT.2

(0) Prior to 11 May, US personnel participating in MAR•T TIME
were prohibited from boarding any vessel. But due to pressure on the
GYV by C1NAVGP and CCMUM4ACV authorization was approved by OV3 on 11
May for TF 115 forces, to stop, search and seize vessels not clearly
engaged in innocent voyage vithin a zone extending out to 12 miles
offshore. Outside that zone, vessels were liable to search with compensation paid by GVN if suspicions proved unfounded. All boarding
parties were to be led by a VNH liaison officer stationed on each MARKET TIME vessel. This change in the rules of engagement contributed

II
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measurably to the efficiency of the patrol by making it unnecessary
to call in VIN units to investigate each suspicious ship. Much delay was avoided and both USN and VIN wer able to search a larger

number of vessels in any given time.

33

(C) A new type of infiltration ship, reported by a VC captured
in June, caused a realignment of MABET TIPM forces to place emphasis
on the area from the 17th parallel south to Phan Thiet in Binh Thuan
Province. 'NN likewise shifted forces to the area whre the ship
was reported to be located. The information regarding this new
type steel hulled ship, motorized, seventy feet long, with a sixtyton capacity, was of sufficient consequence to fxpedite the formation
of US Coast Guard Squadron One and proourement of Swift boats to
combat this type of infiltration ship (see Chapter 11).34
(0) The R8S3 was the only land area under the control and
It was assigned to VIN because of its
responsibility of VYN.
inaccessibility by land. The RSSZ commander, a Lt Cdr, was placed
directly under DCWO (N-3 operations) in July, which was to insure
that RSSZ would receive proper attention. Other steps were also
taken in July to improve the situation in the VC-saturated areat

all ships were forbidden to transit the zone at night, and twice-weekly
mine-sweeping operations were begun. 35
(8)

During the November visit of the SECDF2 the evaluation

of MARMET TIME program was again discussed (as it had been in
July, see Chapter II). CtU•(ACV inoluded in his November
evaluation the resources involved and a general discussion of
problems involved in a coastal surveillance system in an area
where numerous coastal boats, junks and larger vessels were
operating. The difficulty lay in distinguishing the innocent
fishermen from the infiltrator. Various regulations were

inaugurated such as a curfew, and no junks were allowed in certain areas. Although these regulations were restrictive, they
could not be adequately enforced because many fisherxen lived in
some VC-controlled areas and required access to those fishing
grounds. As a result of this situation the district chiefs reserved the right to modify these restrictions a" they deeomed

(0) CCHSKACMts conclusions as presented to the SECDPF were
1) in terms of reliable potential from available resources, the
MARK T • effort was satisfactory; 2) the planned operational
concept was sounds 3) the primary deficiency of inadequate shallow-

when 54
draft vessels would be corrected by the spring of "
Swifts would become operational (see chapter II); a. ) the 'YN
effort was leas than optimum both in patrol aggressiNsness and
reporting accuracy. This last situation could be improved only
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by patient and deliberate advisory efforts- the
had made inroads on the problem of watercraft regulatory measures# but thde
clarity, promulgation and enforceability thereof would require
further improvement. COIKUSMACV concluded his evaluation by recommending that MARKET TIME continue as planned. No major changes
were necessary and none were anticipated so long as prorammed

forces materialized.36
(C) During November, CHNAVGP recommended that a more adesuate system of ship inspection in the Saigon River be initiated.
At that time, a ship's captain simply declared his cargo and no one
questioned him furtherp
This caused a great deal of tax revenue to
be lost. The CHNAVcP suggested that these vessels be "convoyed" to
insure control of their movementsh This suggestion was not well
received by GVN authorities, because thei wanted the movements of
foodstuffs and produce to reach their destination without delayo
So this proposaldwhich would have created a systeh of ascertainSo this propos w
carohing
here
contraband, wa still
pofding at the

end of the year. 3 7
RVYAF Amphibious Operations
(c) Prior to April 1965 the amphibious warfare capability of
Vhis three LST's and seven LSH's had seldom been employed because
of other conmitments. The potential value of the capability became more apparent after the Vung Ro Bay infiltration incident as
attention was focussed on possible infiltration points located in
coastal VC areas. In April, RVNAF JGS directed CINCYIIN to develop
a permanent capability for amphibious raid operations. Initial
plans called for the complement of IX 502 to begin amphibious
training and to be available for operation in the latter part of
fay. Tentative proposals for force assignments included a VNN
3-inch gun ship# a USK destroyer for gun fire support and the L4
(H) hospital •,tl, for medical support and paywar activities. It
was anticipated that a INN Sea Air Land/Undorwater Demolition
(SMAL/UMTr team would be aasigned to the landing force. The major
hurdle was the assignment of troops. Special Forces and local
troop units not available for operations outside their own area
were discussed as possibilities,. Chances were die-ror obtaining
more than a compazy for use on a permanent basis.d
(C) During May the plans for company-sized amphibious raids
were overtaken by concepts of a grander scale. JOS stepped in to
take a leading role in planning.
One significant step forward was
the designation of units of the VINC as the landing force, rather
than the miscellaneous ARVI, RF or WF units which had been previously considered. It w" hoped that by mid-June JOS would begin
battalion-aize operations employing each of the five VInC battalions,
with VNN sealift and VMF'/USAP air support as required. it was
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planned that from August to early October operations would be oonducted using two or more V= battalions with TI naval forces augConsideramented by USN sealift and naval gunfire support (IGFS).
bepreaumably
operations,
tion was also given to combined V1MC/UVSC
ginning in November, bat JGS desired to commence amphibious operations
unilaterally. Corresponding to this "go it alone" attitude was the
little interest shown in US offers to conduct demonstration landings
with III MAP landing forces. The major problem confronting the YN
in carrying out their unilateral intentions was the diversion of the
VNN LST's and LM's to amphibious operations would place a heavy
strain an the already critical logistics situation in SBN. The logistic Missions and the capacity of Military Sea Transport Serv e•.
(MSrS) to take on any additional mission was severely limited.19 '
(C) This planning was overtaken by events in June 1965. The
drastic increase of VC activity began to absorb reserve strength
throughout the eountxy.

An the VIRC wa

part of the general reserve,

this comitment precluded their use as the landing force for planned
amphibious operations. As a result, all plannin was postponed indefinitely.

The only amphibious operation during the year was conducted

on 10 November when the combined USKC/VMC operation BLUE MaRLIN was

executed (see USKO Operations). With the advent of additional LST's
and LI/LWSL ' during 1966 th re was a probability for renewed interest in this type of varfare. 4 "
Naval Gufire Operations
(C) On 17 April, the GV1 and USG spreed in principle to the use
of US 1O? in support of anti-sea infiltration efforts and in support
of RVIA and US ground operations (verbally transmitted to the US

Ambassador 17 April).
(C) uring April 1965, CIXCPAC, in anticipation of authorization
for amphibious operations and IOYS in RYI, requested COWSACV and
C1ICPACIPM to develop and submit plans for these operations on a pri.ority basis. CMMUSICV replied on 19 April with his plan concerning
the employent of IS N01S in RYE. This plan outlined a general concept for NJPS operations usin8g MAM
Tim ships and, from tim to
time, other 7th )it ships against selected VC targets and in support
of US and ARYE amphibious and pround operations. At this time, CCRU•ICT inquired as to the availability of an Air, Naval Ganfir Liaison Company (ANGLIaO) for ON.
(S)

lsprmssntatives from CINCPACPVT, COMULT, CetCV,

MPAC, and III NP, met in Saigon 3-5 fay for the purpose of developing procedures for the conduct of N013 in RVE. %a procedures formulated at the coference were agreed to by CIICPAOL? and O(MJSAT
aMd forwarded to CINCPAO for aproval. CINCPAC approved the procedu•es for execution on 14 sayy.• On 16 May they were issed to the
corps sanior advisor4,

C'.':.

tTi
.1 1 5 3 4

1cdl

r as follows:
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1) USHFG ships were provided by Commander Task Groap 70.8
(Cruiser/Destroyer Force). These units were assigned NGF missions
Against VC targets in SVN in order to support anti-infiltration •ra
COUWsACV/RVNAF operations. NGF ships remained under the operational control of the cognizant 7th Flt task unit commander.
2) All NOF missions were observed by US personnel and
were undertaken on order of CTF 115, in coordination with the Naval
Gunfire Liaison Officer (NGLO) at the Corps Tactical Operations Center (TOC) and responsible RVEW officials.

3)

Request for non-scheduled NOFS missions were sent to
TOC's for coordination. The NGLO would then send requests for
naval gunfire through ANGLICO to the gunfire support ships in the
area, or to the nearest Coastal Surveillanoe Center. This center
would relay the request to the ship assigned to the area, or to CTF
115 if a ship had not been previously assigned. The NGLO at the
orOC would arrange for a spotter to be on station for the mission
and inform CTF 115 of tie mission.

4)

In the case of pre-planned missions (raquests for

snpport at least 48 hours prior to the time required) the NBLO at
CTOC forwarded requests to
?TF
115.
MT? 115 assigned a NUYS ship

to the miss3ion ad infomed the TOC and Coastal ur=etllaAnoe Conter of the ship assigned. fhe RLO and OTOC arranged for the
spotter to be on station far the minsion.
5) ROK requests for NOFS were hamaeled through, ?FOIWS
for necessary coordination and execution."'
(0) In the fall of 1965, C0Wt_(CV published an LOX = the
conduct of artillery and OF$S htich set forth rules purtaining to
firing on VC targets in and out of hamlets. The rules stated that
henceforth Wg1niL fire could be used on VC forces outside of
hamlets in target aroas declared hostile by GV•, •Vi liaison personnel, observers, or Forward Air Controfers (PAC).
Prior to
proaulgation of this orocedure, unobserved fire missions were prohibited. Missions against kunm or suspected targets in hamlets
an villages occupies by non-combatants would be controlled by airborne or ground observer., only after receipt of US/G A/RVlIA
approval, as appropriate. %9lets or villages unassociated with
ground operations would not be attacked by gnfire without prior
waring. Attacks without warning#, in conjunction with ground operations involving the movement of troops through the area, could
be made $1, in the jupeuent of the grou•d omstder, his mission

would be jeopardized by such warning.

In the vicinity of RU/

Cambodia border only observed fire missions were allowed on targets within 2,000 eters of the border, Unobserved fire missions
could be fixed outside of this 2,000 .eter tons. Daring December,
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owing to increased infiltration of VC and NYA forces, CINCPACFLT
reooemanded these procedures be modified by authorizing C0's of
101S ships to make emergency utilization of unobserved fires on wnq
target in grave circumstances when friendly forces vere known to be
under hostile fire and when gunfire auppazt could be effected with
positive assurance tit the friendly forces and/or non-combatants
This recoumendation wvis approved by CINCPAC
would not be harmed.

on 22 December

4

"

(c) On 20 fty the 7ti ?it ship, US8 Eamner (DD-718) conducted

the first soheduled NO? mission in SMJ in II OTZ. By month4s end,
13 gunfire missions had been conducted and included -illumination
n6gunfire missions in II CTZ and one gunfire
(TZ•
firing in
mission n 1581- Results were considered generally effective. One
'fired by the U- se ' 10o(-941) -was oredted v•t relieving
•ta
a district tow in Phuoc Tuy Province and resulted
s on SV0
nre
in 12 ?V killed =d 20 wounded. In addition to the JSS kumer and
the Somnrs, other 7th Flt units provided NUS during the first
month a operations.
(C) In order to provide expert control and direction of US
naval gunfire, detachments from lot ANGLICO, FHFPAC Havaii, yere
deployed to RYN. On 14 1%T one shore fire control party (SFCP) vas
in position in I CTZ and we SPOP and a radar beacon team were in
position in 11 CTZ. Additional AVOLICO unite axrived in-country
25-27 1%y. After briefings in Saigon, these additional units were

aesipned as follows;
a.

11 Corps - one NO Spot (Det of SFCP) team wa

a

radar beacon team.

b.*I1
o.

Corps -one

SFM.
one radar bea•n teem.45

IV Corps - one SW -ai

(C) The AJGLIO units -provided a Wfire liaisn team at each
MOC ard $potting teams strategically located along the coast. A
were located in Saigon to 4
control team of three of fiters and 27
provide •adiniatrative and logistic siapport to unite in the field.
(C)

In Ma•y CO•U•AC

detemirwd that AXGLICO detachments

SvMl be attached to the senior US advisor to each corps to proWide experiened ewntrol, soordination aAd spotting for Naps in
*each orpe. fte first detachment of AOLIC0O arrived in-.comtry on

6 Hoy aad reported to 0,

111 rAP.

On 15 Kay, C0tMW

approved

the I&$' esploymant In R urner HARM T= charter, Voice fire
mission requests, anM activetion of the Corps OU Laeison Office
(OLQ) Or Maarine Pire Sapjort ooordination Center (7SCC) control
frequencies, would be recoived over the XkWT TI 3Sartillance

,Pagei3
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Coordinating and Reporting Net.

All ships would guard this net.7

(C) By 1 June, six detachments of the 1st ANGLICO were incountry with personnel assigned to each Corps, and placed under HSAS
for administrative purposes. After several months of operating under
control of 7th FIt, COMIUSMACV, in Directive No. 10-li of 10 November,
set forth command relationships between ANGLICO commanders and CKtUSMACY. In the section outlining responsibilities and command relationships between subordinate commands and advisory elements he
stated that CTF 115 would "conduct air and surface surveillance, NGFS,
visit and search, psywar, combat support (such as support of commando raids, UDT and search and rescue) of US and RVN forces and

other operations as directed, along the coast and in the major rivers of RVN in order to assist the RVKAF in the detection and prevention of communist water-borne movement and infiltration from the
sea", Thus the goundwork wAs laid and the pattern set for future
NGFS activities.15
(C) The operational control of VGFS in-country was handled by
tha four corps senior advisors under COK1SMACV through the CTOC's.

Rach Corps had assigned an SFCP, and a detachment of Sub-Unit One,
1st ANGLICO, to provide pernourel and ocanunications equipment 4.
necessary for the control of naval gunfire in each of the areas.
(0) The primnary mission of the ANGLICO detachments was to
support US aud friendly element- by providing the liaison necessaxy
between the ground elements.of the landing force and units involved
in conducting close air support and naval gunfire in the amphibious
assault and in other operationa, Fhis included the provision of
limit6d support to airborne units-,
7th Fleet Air Support
(3)

Following the NO'i PT boat attack on the USS VADDOX on

2 August 1964 in internationial water& about 40 miles off the M_
shore, the US increased the readiness posture of US forces in the
Pacific.
In retaliation for the unprovoked attack on the MADDOX,
US naval forces were direlted by JOB to conduct air strikes on
selected targets in NO,
(S) DuAing the period August 1964 to February 1965, use of
7th Flt aircraft in both SVH and NVM was sporadic and primarily on
a contingency basis. However, the attack on Fleikm Airfield on 7
Februaxr 1965 resulted in a change of concept and naval aircraft
henceforth asaumed a major role in the sir var it, SUIA. After
extensive discussion between CINCPAC and C(M1UAVO it was determined that naval air strikes on pro-planred targets approvI by
higher authority would be coordinated with VWAF and 2d AD.In
February a liaison seotion (air control team of two officers) fro<a
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7th Flt was ths attached to the TACC, 2d AD)for the purpose of this
oorrdinTtion.3hOis olose association and coordination increased air

power effort during 1965254

(U) In February 1965, when the President decided to enlarge the
US military effort in SYN, the 7th Flt was poised off shore to participate actively in the conflict. Within minutes after receipt of
the message clearing 7th Flt for action, naval aircraft were over VC
and NVI facilities, dropping hundreds of tons of bombs. From Feb-

ruary through December 1965, USK aircraft flew 37,210 sorties, 14,560
of these north of the 17th parallelo USK A4 Skyhawks, A3 Sky Warriors, P4 Phantom Ilis, A6 Intruders and propeller driven A1 Skyradiers attacked NIX bridges, barracks, storage and power installa-

tions. They also struck defensive positions around these faailities
and the two major NYN cities of Hanoi and Haiphong.55
(U) One of the highlights of the year came on the evening of
20 Juna when two 8kyradiers sot down a MIG-17 jet 40 miles south of
Lanoi during a bombing raid.51
(U) In early November aircraft based on the carrier USS OriskanAy reac-rded, another first when they demolished a M missile site
about 55 miles south of Hanoi. Five A4 Skyhawks bombed and strafed
the SM site with rockets and 250-pound bombs. Tuo missiles were
destroyed and another damaged. On the moming of 22 December, 60
aircraft from three carriers dropped more than 30 tons on the Dong
Bi Themal Power Plant, 14 miles northeast of Haiphong. 'Ie plant,
whioh supplied 25 percent of the power for NVN. wes heavily demapdý7

(U) During 1965, 72 US iaval vessels were involved in the increased role of the 7th FVt in VI waters. This fleet, operation in
support of C(•USMACV, provided NGF5 ships, amphibious squadrons f

operations and transport of troops and :rplenishment of supplies.
(6) Aircraft based on the three to five 7th Flt CVA'e stationed
off SV during the year, participated in such air operations as
HAflRBL LDL9, SrL TIGER, ROLLING THIMM, and others. Two (JA's and
*Qport elements were "signed duty at Yankee Station, 100 miles off
Da lkng. This group operated largely north of the 17th parallel.
,O( CIA was ssiged to Dixie Station, 100 miles off Tuwg Tau, with
the primy vresponlsibility of assisting with air strikes in SVIN. 9
US AIR FORM AD VI

OPEMAIONS

In-Country Operations
(C) In estly 1965% the VTnot only maintained the initiative
in m•litary actions but also had the advantage of opposing foroe.,
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which, thou6i supported by US military advisors and equipped with6 0

modem weapons, were constrained by certain policies and oonceptý.
The VC were thus able to attack under advantageous conditions and
regroup under the largely secure conditions of their forest hideouts. In a situation characterized by an increasing number of setbacks suffered by the RVNAF,

CC*USMACV undertook studies of meas-

ures which might be employed to check and reverse these trends.

Air power was recognized as a means by which continuous pressure
could be exerted on the VC:

Attack aircraft now in the hands of the government constitute a unique strike force whose operations the Viet Cong
cannot defeat, match, or even anticipate.... Air power
could project the government's power to all parts of the
country and keep large areas under continuous surveillance.
It could strike the Viet Cong in their strongest and most
remote positions--in areas where the Vietnamese Army simply
does not tread.*2
(s) The optimum use of air power in SVN was not attainable
in early 1965 due to the slow reaction or unavailability of aircraft. The concept of continuous airborne alert over critical 6,
areas required resources which were not available in-country.,"
Nevertheless, airpower available made its mark. It was observed
that the VC would have had the capability in 1965 to move into
Phase III, the mobile, conventional warfare phaset had air
strength been unavailable to support the GVN's effort. Operations
on the scale of the late 1964 battles of An Lao and Binh Gia could
be expected and in these operations, the application of air strikes
would be extremely favorable.
In late 1964, experiments in visual
reconnaissance activities had proven successful as a means of
finding targets. COMUSIACV believed that a coordinated visual reconnoissance effort using the aircraft resources of USAW, USA and
WAP, as well as pilot reports from commercial aircraft would provide an almost untapped source of good targets. Interpretation of
aerial photography supplemented by IR (Infra-red) reconnaissance
and other technical means also gave indioa'uions of probable current
VC activity at fairly precise locations. Organized in 1964, the
REAP III Corps Target Center, by January 1965 had developed 149
static targets in an area centering in Zones "O" amd ID". In
addition, the newly organized UM4ACY J2 Tawget Researoh and Analysis Center (TRAC) had identified and passed to 171 Corps a total
of 171 transitory target indications since early November 1964.
TRAC operations were planned fo~expansion and 'Tart
Centers were
planned for I II and IV Corps.
(TS) Early in the year, decisions were made to employ the
aIr resources which theretofore could not be used effectively. 6 5 A
sumary of the constraints affecting UMLCV counterinsurgenoy
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operations was prepared by COMUSAiC 6 on 13 January and forwaxded to
CJCS through CINCPAC on 21 January.e
Among these were thpproblems
of VWAJ observers in FAfMGATE (VN.W-arked USAF) aircraft' and the
prohibited use of jets within 3N.68
(TS) No longer was there the extremely sensitive approach to
military air operations which for years was looked upon as endangering the primary effort of economic and political reconstruction of
SVN and winning its people over to GVN. No longer were there the
great concerns of maintaining a semblance of conformity to the
agreements of the 1954 Geneva Accords and of ensuring the appearance
of the purely "advisory" role of US Forces in RVN. 6 9 The restrictions limiting. arget designation and air-ground coordination had
to be changed:' more "free bomb zones", especially the main VC
base areas had to be desigmated and air-ground coordination 3Ad to
be through pure US procedures. However, much of the groundwork was
already laid for increased air activity. The Tactical Air Control
System (TACS) was a f£xible functioning organ which could absorb
additional workloads.'
Jet fighters and bombers had been introduced
into SVN following the initiation of YANKEE TEAM operat•ns 7 2 in ay
1964 and the Tonkin Gulf incident in early August 1964.'' Plans
were under way' for increasing the VNAF from four to si'ouadrons. 7 4
New weapons such as Lazy Dog, 7 5 CBU (Cluster Bomb Unit)
and the
side-firing FC-47, 7 7 were ready for commitment.
Coordination with
RVNAP ground forces, US helicopter forces and USLAMC was improved
and there was a greater appreciation among all servi Qs of the usefulness of air in the current phase of the struggle.9
(s) On 26 Jamiary 1965, MUSAOC asked CIN114C for authority
to employ US jet aircraft in a strike role in RVN." In this request,
CODNIUACV described intelligenze reports which indicated the poesibility Of impending VC attacks on critical US installations aimed
at achieving a spectaeular viotory, the impared capability of RVNAP
due to commitment of elementa to control civic disorders and the
diminished efficienoy of the VW6' because of its Comanderle (Air
Vice Marshal Nguyen C.o Ky) preoccupation with political activities.
On 27 January JOS authorized MC. 4AOV to employ US
t aircraft in
SVN in emergency situatiorb undor coertain con Lý%on;.'
It w.19
specified that only COMUMACV or hio deputy co'dld octit
Jet aircraft. The US Ambassador's concurrence wao ivquired and the aituation had to be of such criticallty that the VC would probably gain
a major victory or number of Americei liv•s would be lost. Additionally, US jets would be controlled by ground or airborne observers in
touch with the ground eit~time Jets could be used to reinfoice
VN1A or PAIOGATE airmraft when
wore iWnalo to adequately cope
with the major VC concentrations. 'CINCRIMIAZ
prior clearance would
have to be granted and the immedi-at. and f,", exp.anaition of the use
of this mergenoy authority would have to be =tdo to 'TflOPAO and JC$31
With the r'elazati-e of the xuleb of engaeMern; OyCJ•MACV w"

"'O'J:"
.q'............
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prepared to enter the war on a new dimension.
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(S) The 27 January authorization greatly relieved the anxiety
of US military leaders in SYN, particularly in view of intelligence
reports which indicated that the VC were planning a major offensive
in the central highlands. 8 5 Although the 2d AD had one F-1O0 squadron at Da lang for operations in Laos and two B-57 squadrons at Bien
eoa for VNAF crew training, these jet aircraft could not be used
tactically in SYE prior to the authorization. The US non-jet tactical combat strength available for RVNAF support had thus been limited
to the southern half of SVN, particularly Bien eoa where the then
1st Air Commando Squadron and the 602d Air Commuando Squadron were
located. The VIAF had one A-lB squadron at Da Nang, another at
Pleiku, and two squadrons at Bien HBa. In December 1964, Cdr 2d AD
had clearly seen the shortage of tactical air power in the central
area and had quickly sent8 6 from Bien Hoa a detachment of USAF A-lE
MwkRaiders to Qui !Nhon.
(U) On 7 and 10 February, the VC attacked US BEQ's at Pleiku
and Qui M=o, cities which were the terminal points of Highway 19.
Starting on 7 February, retaliatory strikes against NIN targets
were conducted by USE, VNAF, and USA aircraft. This policy of
continuing attacks on MYE enabled the 2d AD to expand and reorganize,
to acquire new types of aircraft and develop new control systems. On
19 February, B-57 jet aircraft were used for the first time in combat
in S in Phouo Tuy Provinoe; on 24 February both B-57's and F-100's
were used along Highway 19 near An Dhe and saved a CIDG and a Ranger
unit Z=rom almost certain disasters sow 220 troops were helilifted to
safety while jets pinned down the superior surrounding VC forces with
bombso napalm and cannon fire.
(3) On 19 February, VIAP was tactically paralyzed when ARlIN
coup aspirants took control of the TSI airbase during a major coup
attempt. VW Commander, Air Comadore Ngen Cao Ky, who had sueosesfully stopped a similar coup attempt in September 1964, again
diverted his attention to solving political problems. During this
uneasy month, USA? jets were continually used in Binh Dinh and Oang
Tin provinces casing heavy enemy oaeslties and frequently harassing
MoVeaants. 8 7

Shis

"

(C) In March, there we%* few reported sightings of VC units
larger than compuy size. This may have been a response to the increases in US air strikes. After a rather uneventful month, the
greatest armada of aircraft (456) ever assembled over SIR participat"d in the bombing of a section of War Zone C in Tay inih Province.
The intent was to apply pressure on VC base areas, where preparations
were underway for the monsoon offensive, to btoet ARMR morale aW to
]RVI
offensive operations into VC base areas. Naval airencourvo
oraft frm US 7th Ilt carriers and USKC aircraft from the 9th M
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(which had arrived at Da Nang in March) joined in the effort. In
a single day, 15 April, 443 sorties were conducted and more than
1,000 tons of bombs dropped. This was twice the average monthly
tonage dropped in 1964. The jets were continually used in major
close support roles and in hArrassment actions, including the
interdiction of VC movements. They more than doubled the airstrike
power which existed prior to their authorization. A primary
reason for the great increase of VC defectors, to 600 in April,
was apparently due to the in-country bombing program. 8 8
(C) VC prisoners interrogated in the summer of 1965, expressed
amazement at the amount and intensity of airpower which had been
used against them. Over the years, the meager air actions against
the VC by the GVN were not taken seriously by the VC. Once bombed,
they could expect to rest safely for an extended period. Many VC
units operating in the northern areas, had never experienced air
attacks. The bombings apparently affected the VC way of life in
their strongholds as well as on operations. 89
(C)

On 19 April, the first F-1040 squadron to be assigned to

SVN arrived at Da Nang air base. A steady flow of A-IH and A-IE
aircraft was also being unloaded from Saigon docks for transport
to VNAF squadrons throughout SVN. The VNAF was building its
strength up to five A-I squadrons with a sixth scheduled to arrive
in late summer 1965. The combined US-VNAF air strength available
for strikes against the VC on the eve of the May monsoon season
was more than triple that at the beginning of the year.W In
the meantime, US and FW(A ground forces were also building up and
moving into position, largely as security forces for US bases, 91
(c) On 11 May the VC launched their first major monsoon attack,
when an estimated VC regiment attacked Song Be, the Phuoo Long Province dapital, after overrunning ARVN troops on the fringe of War
Zone D. Rangers and other ARWI forces, supported by massive air
strikes, drove back the heavily amed main force VC regiment, after
it had occupied Song Be for seven hours, in the biggest battle of
the VN war up to that time. Although the veny'e big push wase
expected in 11 CTZ, an 29 Xay the VC struck Ba Gia near Quang Rga.
in I CTZ. Heavy fighting raged under the lisht of A,OCf f•lare1.V.nn i.0,•.uree
1,
dropoed by ir-f11 %ndC-0 aircraft. Tn at44 i .'
•6 W. were killed,
;S2
reportedly destroyed end 423 dowad, an
mostly by air. Air power was thus inreasingly the decisive factor in
major battles wAd began to account for a good share of enmW casualties.

attack on
(C) Ch 10 June# the VC launched a major pre.oa-d
the militar" camp at Doug Xoai wider a heavy 500-foot cloud ceiling.
The en*, succeeded in takin= his objective but suffered abo~t 700

killed.
II . rW',.
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CO(USMACT credited air power with inflicting heavy lqwae
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on the enemy forces. In this battle the VC demonstrated an
improved antiaircraft capability and struck many of the Skyraiders and jet aircraft with .50 caliber ground fire.

(C' On 18 June, in the first B-52 attack on a VC target
in SUNY 27 Guam-based bombers dropped some 300 tons of bcmbs
on VC targets near Ben Cat in Binh Duong Province, 25 miles
north of Saigon. Two B-52's were lost when they collided over
the ocean after take-off. This, then, was the prelude to the
program of B-52 bumbings in SVN. 9 4
(U) During June, however, despite US air strikes against
land routes of supply and efforts by the 7th Flt to intercept
enemy supply shipping, the VC logistic system seemed to continue to provide adequate ammunition and weapons.95
(C) Realizing the effectiveness of air strikes and to
gain a psychological victory, the VC made numerous attempts to
neutralize US airpower by a series of night attacks on the
airfields. Ch I July, a VC special mission team supported by
81-un mortars and 57-=m RR, successfully raided the Da Nang
airfield complex and destroyed two C-130's and two F-102 aircraft. They also used mortar fire against the Nha Trang, Cheo
Reo, Bac Tranh, Bac Lieu and Can Tho airfields in late June
and July. Later, on 24 August, they used a 7-im howitzer in
a harassing attack on the Bien Hoa air base.VO
(8) As the employment of B-57 and P-100 aircraft had
released the A-I aircraft for more close support missions, the
B-52 attacks similarly allowed the jet fighters and small
bobers to concentrate on more immediate support missions.
This development was a marked contribution to the greater
"flexibility and capability of air power in 3VN at a time when
the number of imediate requests for air support was rising in
meting the intensified VC activity.9 7
(S) Overall air activity increased sharpy during July,
WAF provided over 450 sorties in support of major ground
operations. USA? sorties increased by more than 2,200. Missions controlled by PAC's doubled those flown in June. SAC
supported the ground effort during July with four 8-52 strikes
in II and III CTZ's. US Ara aviation activities continued at
the saw high level as June and air mobile operations increased
during July to 48 as coqpared with 29 during June. Air activity rose to a new high in July with nearly 11,000 combat sorties
flown and more than 12,000 tons of bombs dropped on enemy positions throughout SW. On 10 Jul P-100's rigged with 750 pound
bmbs, attacked a base 60 miles north of 1en Hoe where same
1,000 VC were observed. About 350 VC were killed in what Cdr,
2d AD called *the moat successful UW3A miseion yet flown in
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(S) VC troop losses for July were equal to the strength
of a division. Some 3,050 were killed and another 500 captured in ground attacks with another estimated 4,000 killed
by air strikes. Friendly losses for the month were 1,335
killed, 1,765 wounded and 750 missing. The intensity of
fighting, both in the air and on the ground, continued into
August, when the VC appeared to make a major effort for the
control of the central highlands. US troop strength was
nearing 83,000 and friendly forces were assuming a more aggressive role. B-52 raids were becoming almost routine.
F-102t s joined in the fighting and the VNAF was equipped with
its first jet aircraft, the B-57. Apart from B-52 raids, the
number of sorties rose to some 11,500.99
(S) In October, 2G AD and VNAF supported ARVN infantry,
airborne and armored ground operations triggarid by a VC
attack on the Plei Me Special Forces Camp in ?Ieiku province.
ARVN relief columns suffered heavy casualties and equixtent
losses, but sustained air strikes drove off the VC0 ARVN
forces entered Plei Me on 25 October. The entire action was
characterized by massive use of air power countered by fanatic VC air defense (one VC was found chained to his machine
.n).
Four aircraft were shot down and 21 were damaged. In
all, 696 air strike sorties, 18 flare missions, 83 FAC missions, nJid 41 reconnaissance missions were flown. Confirzed
eneow losses were 201 KIA and 6 VCC. 1O0

(3) In November, in its operations against several N`VN
regiments in the Chu Pona mountain area of western Fleiku
Province. the ist Air Cay iv (MO in Operation SILVER HATOtNET had continuous air cover for several weeks when the
fighting vas heaviest. C-1 's and C-47's were available
at night. In mid-November, the l1t Car Div (AM) was supported by some 50 sorties daily.

In the Chu PonA area the

division's entire TAGR was considered hostile and thus air
strikes did not require the province chief's approval. Ths
resulted in uiually tijaley and effective close air support
operations. Dtuwin Oporation ,I1.m.'
BAYOneT, 1.-52's were
utilized for "iefirst time in direct support of ground
operations.1O1
(5) The VC made careful studies as to how to effective3.Y Counter air attacks. They tried to avoid detectiot or
becmizw, a worthwhile target by transportinp supplies on
their backs over tree comDied trailb. They selected situa.
tions for attack when air Dow"r was least effective and dispersed and took -dvantage of natural cover to a degee unmatched in. previous wara. They merged with civilian group.
~ iii

8 415 34
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and moved in physical proxlmity to friendly elements wherever

"possible to render the feasibility of air strikes questionable. They dispatched trained smicide squads to attack US
aircraft on their bases and developed techniques in the use
of small' arns and automatic weapons for antiaircraft defense
10 2
purposes.
(C) However, although the VC had built up momentum for
a major offensive early in the monsoon season, they could not
maintain it and their offensive faltered. MI reconnaissance
and better intelligence were helping to pin point their sanctuaries and major supply points. Airpower played a substantial role in frustrating the VC's efforts in practically
every major engagement thereafter to the end of the year. 1 0 3
(U) At the close of 1965, Cdr, 2d AD announced that
USAF tactical pilots had flown 48,510 strike sorties in support of the RVN during 1965. USAF pilots, flying jet fighterbobers, logged about 10,570 tactical strike sorties over NVN.
In addition to USAF efforts, VNAF pilots flew over 23,700
tactical strike sorties. Most of the VNAF effort was in SVN,
SAC B-52 bomb crew also logged more than 1,000 sorties.
During 1965, an average of 6,100 strike sorties per month
were flown by USAF and VWAF. This effort was 5.5 times

greater than in 1964.104
(S)

Tactical fighter pilots of the USAF dropped over

80,280 tons of bombs., Of these, 56,670 were dropped on VO
targets in SVN while 23,610 tons were dropp6d over NVN. V•N
fighter pilots dropped 26,600 tons of bombs.lO5
(S) The increase in tempo of USAP operations in SVN
during 1965 was the direct result of VC/NVN escalation of the
war and the US reaction to that escalation. The year 1965
represented the largest employmnt of US airpower since the
Korean conflict. US/VNAF airpower was responsible for killing more than 15,000 eneW personnel during the year. In
addition to destroying VC sanctuaries, USA/VNAF airpower with USN
and US(C aircraft struck VC/NVA WC
Is day and night, leveled
tews of thousands of eneW structures, stopped several major
VC/NVA assaults on friendly positions, and made enemy exis-

*

tftce increasingly hatardous both in and out of tVN.1 06
Catrol of Air Firepaftr

(8) With the comittent of US ground and air forces,
CWUW•ACV became directly concerned wit.h flia sin
sastion &'
noncembatant casualtiese. 1•
in aid-August, a rash of sensationsi pres reports on
ill HA? operation triggered a ass.agS from the CJCS whtich requested information concerning
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missions which might result in noncombatant casualties,
namely village clearing operations and air interdiction
and close air support activitie. .108 CCKUSMACV replied
that the mission of US forces to destroy VC bases required operations in populated areas. All air strikes
were made either at the request of the ground forces
ccmmander or the ARVN observer, upon clearance by a RVN
province or district chief. The tendency to consider
hamlets in VC controlled territory as "fair game" did,
however, adversely affect pacification efforts when
friendly forces entered the hamlet. This required judgment on the part of US personnel of a type never before
demanded. Thus every effort was made to indoctrinate
these personnel so as not to frustrate achievement of
one of the USHACV missions in the performance of anotherl 0 9
CJCS inquired if it were possible to distinguish between
villages/hamlets in which the populace were formerly proGVN and those which had never been loyal and were probably
bonafide VC. He thought that the former should be struck
by air only if used as a base for attack but that no
were Srestraints
necessary for the latter. He added that
advisory pressure on the VN should be exerted to insure
they aopreciated the necessity for preventing civilian
casualties. 1 1 0 C(K1SMACV replied that noarly all hamlets
were at one time loyal to the GVN so the isaue usually vas
left to the judgment of authorities in the field. He
clarified that living areas in the VC war zones were considered "fair game." He reemphasized that the battle was
for the hamlets and that US forces could not be restricted
to operations in unpopulated jungles. He proposed three
measures to improve the situation: explain to the US
public that the war was being four'ht for the control of
the RO population and their hamletat exercise limited
control of the press to prevent "self-inflicted woundm"
and intensify the indoctrination of US troops in RVh.i
l

*

(3) In l-S-eptember, CJCS suggested that the designator "free str: e tones" be changed to "special strike
zones.* The original term implied no restrictions Whatsoever on air strikes whereas, in fact, such atjies in these
were either under radar or FAC control.'

4zoaors

(S)

Considering that an overall evaluation of the use

of air power was due,
MUS(AGCV, in early September, ap.
pointed a board of otficere to study the problem. He felt
that eagernOss of pilots to get into the war might contribute to indisdrimn'i
to and wanteful use of air atrikes.Wl3
The terms of refer3n: ., issued to the board on 10 September,
directed the acco pl• -ent of two basic objectived: 1)
desit a target acquI. jition and identification system ýkhich
.

,

r

.
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would maximize effectiveness of air firepower and minimize,
non-combatant casualties and; 2) recommend necessary changes
to oruanization, policy and procedures for air operations in
RVN.I 4 COMUSMACV pointed out that with the increased presence of US forces in R'VN, an inc:'ease in undesirable incidents could be expected. It was essential that these incidents not be exploited to damper, US-VN relations. He wanted
the board to interpret its mission in the broadest terms possible and review all systems for delivering such air firepower
but to include an investigation into the following specific
areas**
1)

redesignation of "free bomb zones" as suggested

by CJCS.
2) FAC's and strike pilots' familiarity with the
area in which they operate.
3) adequacy of identification procedures for targets in villages/hamlets.
4)

clarification of attitudes toward "targets of

suspicion".
5) attempts to develop an airpower force structure
and anayze the effectiveness of weapor-/fire control equip-

ment.lS5
(S) Conclusions of the board were:116
1) The existing TACS was well designed to provide

the restraints necessary for the controlled application of air
firepower in RVN. Incidents of errors were surprisingly few in
number. Hence, changes were necessary only to cope with the US

buildup in RVN.
2) Operational personnel in the field did not fully
understand CONUS(ACV's )olicies on target selection criteria
and rules of engagement.
3) "Free bomb" zones should be retained because of
the operational flexibility they permitted. However, there was
a reeognixid need to limit attacks in these zones without FAC
control. The term "Free Bomb Zone" implied inaccurate and ad"verse connotation•.

4)

A USA TOG was not availablt

though considered

essential to eliminata a serious deficiency in the TAGS.

) Commicatione suffered several serious deficiencies as did air traffic control.
P
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d force senior advisors had inadequate
G-2/G-3 air staffs and organic intelligence personnel.
7) There were insufficiont RVNAF observers to
accompany FAC's and US arned helicopters.
(s)

The board thus recommended that:

"i) Air attacks on known or suspected VC targets
in hamlets and villages should be controlled by airborne or
ground FACMs, o- an RVNAF observer in the case of armed
helicopters, and shold be accomplished only after joint US/
VN approval.
Prior warning to the villagers was necessdry
except in conjunction with the movement of ground forces
through the area. Such restrictions were also recommended
for artillery and naval gunfire.
2) CL,4U$I4ACV policy on target selection and rules
of engagement should be placed in a s, ngle document.
3) "Free bomb zones" should be renamed "Specified
Strike Zones", portions of which would be desi7atod "Jettison Axeas" for free bonibinr and the renwtinder wculd require
tlht control by - IAC of all bomting in daylight.
4)

Establishment of a USýUCV TOO.

5)
Improvauent of cornunication,., air traffic
control, advisory staCf!s ad avidilability of AMVA observers,
to follow-up on conclusions 5 "bruw 7, lted
above.
(C) All of these recomandations wore implhnted before the end of 1965.
U WI'V Directive No 95-2, SubJ: Aviation, D-uploymetit of t~i O~ra&iorAl a14trictions on U1 HiMtary Air Delivered Firerow-,r it RVN (U), 20 December, was the
materialization of ruco:.x....onrtion 2.
This direct4ve provided
definitions) desipnated vesponsibilitlies., described the concept of operations and inelvded guidr - e ooncerniq target
planning, ol••cific instructions rega
w use of cloa8 air
support and Jettison areac 'nsd operati
near border aes,

B-52 STRIKES
(TS) On 4 Marchi 1965, JC3 proposed the employmnt of
SAC B-52's in SVN. Altbowh dayfiht axtacks waro not -ruled
(mt, it was visualized tLat night raids conducled at mediuM
and high aititudes would achieve maximum surprioe, JCS also
recognized the possibility that these attacks might subse-

quently be extenled to .Vt.1. 7

CU.CPiC, CINOSAC vad C3MUS.

I1ACV coawnts were solicited. cn;aGC stated that, while such

•iD
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were feasible, the use of B-52's was undesira8
ble since other available forces could do the same job.lJHe therefore recommended that B-52's be used in SVN only when
weather and other conditions precluded the use of other
forces. 1 9 CINCPAC agreed, stating that it was important to
20
maintain a SAC quick reaction capability for NVN targets.1
CCWUSMACV's position was that military and psychological
benefits might be realized by employment of B-52's; hence
further study of the proposal was justified. 1 2 1
(C)

A mass tactical air raid involving 400 2d AD, 7th

"Fltand VNAF fighter bomber aircraft and lasting 12 hours was
conducted against War Zone C on 15 April. The raid was intended to boost ARVN morale, encourage ARVN operations into
VC base areas and disrupt, if not neutralize, VC preparations
for a monsoon offensive. The VC apparently suffered only
minor losses due largely to the ragged bomb pattern of the
raid resulting from poor visibility caused by smoke and dust
from earlier strikes during the raid. It was concluded that
fighter bombers were not efficient for saturation bombing.
This provided the necessary impetus to obtain JCS approval
for B-52 raids on VC sanctuaries in SVN. On 18 June under
the code name "ARC LIGHT,,1 2 2 B-52's assigned to CINCSAC's
3d AD at Andersen AFB, Guam, commenced operations over SVN
with ani tack near Ben Cat in War Zone D, 40 miles NE of

Saigon.
(TS) The purpose of the ARC LIGHT program was the destruction of major VC command and control, training, manufacturing, supply and storage facilities. 1 24 After the first
B-52 strike, COMUJACV expressed to CINCPAC the need to
employ B-52 forces routinely. He also urged exploitation by
US troops in view of RVNAF's failure to do so after the first
"strike.12i CCIUSMACV was also concerned about security leaks
"during the planning stages of B-52 strikes; he advised that
operations orders should not be issued until the last possible
moment bv either USCACV or JOS to minimize the possibility of
a leak.126
(S) In late June, both COMUSMACV and CINCPAC supported
an increase in B-52 sortie rate to 800 per 6onth although not
alllf
these missions could be exploited by ground follow.up*7
In mid-July the CJCS expressed concern that, be-cause

of the lack of post strike ground exploitations, the

significance of B-52 strikes could not be properly ovaluated*1 2 9 Five ARC LICHT strikes were made in July.130
(0) To offset misunderstanding and skepticism concern-.
ing the value of B-52 strikes, COMMUSA•CV gave a briefing to
the Dress in latA Aiuý-st. He felt that the connotationS
of
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-expectathe term "Strategic Air Command" created a
tion for spectacular results from BkR? raids. His evalua1) several VC
tion of the cumulative results was. 1 3
permanent installations had been destroyed; others had to
be relocated, 2) VC leaders were probably greatly disturbed
over these strikes which could not only destroy their bases
but also adversely affect the morale of their troops, 3)
contrary to unofficial reports, some VC had been killed, 4)
the destruction of munitions had been indicated by secondary

explosions, and 5) the VC were considering infiltrating

headquarters elements into friendly population centers as a
protective measure.
(C) COCWJSACV regarded the following as advantages of
1B-52 raids: l) area saturation was far more effective than
that of fighter bombers, 2) highly suited to striking fixed
targets, 3) sorties were not a drain on USIiACV resources,
4) surprise, 5) reduced VC safe havens, and 6) encouraged
ARVN operations into VC base areas.
(S) In mid-Septenmber, COI4tACV congratulated CINCSAC
for excellent execution of the 13-52 raids and included the
following cuote from the Chairinan of the National Leadersnip Comm-. be" Maj Gen Nguyern Van Thieu:
Please accept here, General Commander of US
Forces VN, the assurance of my warmest congratulations. Fruitful performances US Bombers B-52
have effected during Lam-Son operation over BaLong secret zone (Quang Tri) August 17, 1965.
This accurate and timely Uombardment upon VC concentration area inflicted them heaviest human

casualties. 132
(TS)

The protection of non-combatants and friendly

forces wae of primary concern to COUSMACV and each target
ws carefully scrutinized with the GVN prior to requesting
a strike.1U3 In mid-September, COMUSMACV in a message to
CINCPACO recommended that he (COMUSMACV) be given the
responsibility for authorisinp, B-52 strikes. The issue
arose when a atrike was cancelled in Washington because of
the target's proximity to a village. COMUSMACV btated that
he was fully aware of this situation at the time of the
reueset and had taken necessary precautions to prevent
error. Because of the cancellation, tactical air support
was directed to strike the target but only after some delay
which probably allowed the VC to depart, This change in
plans also caused cancellation of an exploitation operation
which was to have been conducted by the 173d Abn Bde.
MCUSI(MACV's concern was one of principle: the feasibility
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decision, and the commander on the
of a strike
ground
was inwasthea military
beat position to make it.134
(TS) The SAC forces which had been directed by JCS to
support CINCPAC by strikes in LVN were provided mission/logistic support by PACCO elements. 13 5 On 21 September, CINCPAC
outlined CCP4SMACV responsibilities in nominating ARC LIGHT
targets and their priorities.313 6 In early October, CINCPACAF
directed the 2d AD to provide Search and Rescue (SAR) support,
escort and pro and post strike reconnaissance when requested
in support of B-52 sorties over SVN.137
(U) By late September, US press reports were becoming
favorably impressed by B-52 missions in SVN. For example,
Joseph Alsop, syr<icated US newspaper columnist report on 24
September stated:

4

When SAC's great B-52 bombers began operating
from Guam against targets Ln South Vietnam, the
twaddle merchants at home and not a few misinformation merchants here in Saigorn united in a loud,
goose-like cackln.
The American command was accused of using
sledge heamers to kill gnats: there were said to
be no gnats to kill anyway, and so on and on. In
fact, however, these B-52 operations, which still
continue, are among the most important and most
interesting of the war here. They deserve to be better understood . . . For years on end the Viet Cong
units coming in from operations in the countryside
could enter one of these bases with perfect confidence that they would find everything they needed.
The slowly accumulated stocks of supplies were, and

still are truly enormous.
In one VC base briefl.y penetrated by govern-

mnt forces some months ago, there was a year's
supply of rice for an entire regiment. Another
base visited more recently by a patrol after a B-,2
attack, had contained 200,000 rounds of amall arms
amunition, uniforms and cloth to make uniforms for
a couple of battalions, and many other useful things
as well.
Nowadays, however, neither the units using the
bases nor the supplies accumulated in them are
secure any longer. In the first place, greatly improved collection and carefully coordinateu &uiaysis
of intelligence have pemitted the great ma.iority, of
these formerly secret bases to be rather exactly
pinpointed. And In the second place, General Westmorland, ignoring the goose cackle, has insisted
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-operations on an accelaon continuing thýf
rating tempo.
The SAC bombers are used, in part, because
the tactical bomb squadrons here in Vietnam are
already fully occupied. But the main reason for
using B-52's is the nature of these targets,
with their buried store chambers and strong fortifications. Only the heavy bombers can damage
them seriously, and that is just what the B-52's
have been doing, as both photo and ground reconnaissance have shown.
It is a dramatic and remarkable development this beginning of progressive denial to the Viet
Cong of the enormous base-network that has always
sustained them until now.
Total denial will not be accomplished, to be
sure, until the huge supplementary forces now
entering this country are everywhere ready to
assume the offensive. But at any rate, SAC's
sledge-hammers are not being used to kill gnats.
.S)
On 29 September, the SECDEF delegated to JCS authority to approve B-52 strikes in five established special bomb
zones. All othep- strikes required approval by higher authority.
(TS) To a'oid noncombatant and friendly unit casualtiem,
JCS in 5 October directea that all ARC LIGHT target nominations must include precise location data of friendly forces,
enemy forces and noncombrtants in the requested strike area139
Additionally, COMUSKACV must revalidate each target prior to
execution.i4O
(TS) Target cancellations became a source of embarrassment for COMMJS1•CV in his relatic..ships with RVNAF officials.
He informed CINCPAC and JC on 31 CNtober that he had noted
that wany proposed ARC LIGHT targets were being disapproved
by higher authority. These targets had been nom4nited only
aftar exte -4ve 0t.udy of all aspActs by comr-tent personnel
in CVN, concurrence -f corse cTzwiander/senior advitor involved, persoi" approval by COW:a...CV and agreement by RVNAF
JGS and the US Ambassador.
GUN leaders found these cancellations difficult to understand.
In order to derive maximum
effects from B-.52 strikes, COMUSMACV recommended that: he be
allocastd T-.":2 -orti.s Ci A onthlv basis for use in accordance vith guidance by higher authority; 3d M) be given the mission
of reinforcing the 2d AD in support n IHUSNACV with limitations as deemed neceasary by hi-ýhai authority, and that
COMUSMACV or his AFCC deal directly vith 3d AD in atcomplishing these miasione.3Il
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(S) In early November, COMUMACV, with CINCPAC's concurrence, repeated his proposals to JCS for the decentralization
of control of B-52 strikes. He felt his proposals were well
founded in view of the following considerations: 1) since
Joint US/RVNAF target selections were approved by the GVN
through the US Embassy, political problems should not arise;
2ý public and press reactions to the strikes were favorable;
3 excessive time was being spent on target development because of control arrangements; 41 timely use of intelligence
and quick reaction to enemy initiatives were essential; 5)
the change of operational plans each time a target was disapproved jeopardized Vietnamese confidence in COMUSMACV; and 6)

COMUSMAGV was responsible for the outcome of these strikes
regardless of who approved them. 1 42
(TS) On 6 November, CINCPAC recommended that JCS promulgate a basic ARC IXHT directive requiring CINCSAC, to provide
a fixed number of B-52 sorties on a monthly basis. CINCPAC
would then issue a basic directive clarifging procedures and
amplifying the JCS directive to requiret. 4
1) COMUSNACV's B-52 strike requests to be submitted at least 48 hours in advance to 3d AD or CINCSAC. JCS
and CINCPAC would be informed of these requests. If no objections were voiced by JCS, CINCFAC or CINCSAC, approval
would be automatic;
2) 3d AD to issue strike intent 24 hours prior to
time-on-target;
3)

direct liaison between CtUMSMACV and 3d AD;

4) COMMACV to siýomit through CINCPAC for JC3
approval, any special requests such as waiver of restriction
or Increase in monthly sortle allocation.
(TS) In mid-November CONUSACV requested B-52 strikes in
US/RVNAF ground operation
direct support of the combi
CINCPAC promptly concurred and
SILVER BATOCT noar Pleiku."
relayed the proposal to JCS on 16 November. Approval was
granted the same day by JCS. CINOPAC and CINOSAC were allowed
to delegate authority to CUSKACV and 3d AD to coordinate
directly in conductinp the strikes.3 4 5 This authorization ineluded execution $46strikes with the possibility of veto by
higher authority.,
(TS) CINOPAC advised C'XUS4ACV on 17 November that in
view of CINCSACes desire to retain direct channels with CINCPAC, OODM CV would continue to submit B-52 target nominations to CINCPAG with information to CINCSAC, JCS and 3d AD.
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Upon approval of target nominations, CINCPAC would request
CINCSAC to conduct strikes with information to COMUS4ACV,
JCS and 3d AD. Concurrent approval by JCS would be assumed,
subject to continued monitoring and possible veto. Timeover-targets would be confirmed to all concerned as soon as
possible rather than 24 hours in advance.147 COMUSMACV
found these developments satisfactory and tasked his staff
with developing procedures which would permit a strike as
rapidgnc
s possible after acquiring suitable target intelli-

S~gence,

4

(TS) The SECDEF reviewed the ARC LIGHT program during
his Saigon visit in November 1965 and requested Ca4USMACV's
evaluation and comments. CK(USNACV reported that although
specific results in terms of the number of enemy casualties
and the amount of supplies and facilities destroyed were
not known, evidence gathered from post-strike ground operations, ralliers, prisoners, captured documents and agents
revealed that the ARC LIGHT program had been highly success"ful. Targets were being developed faster than they could
be struck. Overall improvements in USMACV's intelligence
capabilities had provided abundant data on the enemy's location and his facilities. The integration of the ARC LIGHT
program into US4ACV s operational framework substantially
increased the striking power available for use against the
VC. It greatly bolstered the morale of US and ARWIN forces;
it demoralized the enemy with a weapon that he could not
see or hear. ARVN forces became eager to penetrate areas
bombed by B-52's - areas in which they had been extremely
reluctant, if not unable, to tread previously. 1 4 9
(TS) ARC LIGHT program responsiveness to the latest
field intelligence was a major step in providing massive
air support to troops engaged in combat.
CGIUSKACV commented that the authorization of minimum approval channels
was an arrangement which should be continued. Quick reaction by ARC LIGHT forces was not only applicable to major
ground campaipns but individually requested targe-ts,8ch as

convoys in stasting areas or VC occupied base areas.]
Additionally, mid-November investigation of security measures
involved in the planning and execution of ARC LIGHT missions
revealed that they were excellent.151
(TS)

Toward the end of the year, consideration was

given to developing B-52 targets in southeastern laos
through such means as photo reconnaissance, OV-1 aircraft
and SOG. The importance of deatorying enemy rest camps,
truck parks, supply routes, infiltration routes sind marshalling areas used by VC/NVA infiltration into SVN demanded the
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use of all available forces.

In his briefing for the SECDEF in late November
(TS)
1965, COKUSMACV emphasized that ARC LIGHT target requirements
exceeded the number of sorties that could be supported by 3d
AD assets. The shortage of sorties would be substantially
greater if targets in Laos were approved for execution. By
late November, B-52 sortie rates had leveled off at approximately 300 pek' month. In anticipation of an increase in targets, modifications were being studied to allow the B-52 to
double its weapon carrying capacity. If this were realized,
a shortage of HE bombs in SEMAIA was foreseen. B-52 aircraft carrying napalm and bomblets were to fly among other
B-52's carrying iron bombs beginning in December. This was
one measure which would assist alleviation of the iron bomb
shortage. If strikes in Laos were approved, use of napalm
COMUSMACV also conon those targets was also recommended.
tinued to press for further decentralization of ARC LIGHT
target approval procedures especially since effectiveness
was directly related to timeliness. COiUSKACV recommended
that: 1) ARC LIGHT target approval channels be decentralized to CINCPAC,/CINCSAC with 3d AD placed in direct support
of UMACV, 2) targets identified in southeastern Laos be
approved for execution to include authorization to use napalm,
and 3) shortage of HE bombs resulting from increased B-52
bomb carrying capacities be alleviated. 1 5 3
Of 19 ARC LIGHT missions flown in November, ten
(S)
were follow up exploitations of previously struck areas.
These missions involved 261 B-52 sorties in raids over six
SVN provinces, On five consecutive days beginning on 17
Novaber, strikes were onducted in support of ground
operations in Fleiku Province. Tay Ninh Province target
Other provinces with
areas were struck on 2-4 November.
targets which were struck in November weres Kien l•oa on the
Tuy on the 26th and 27th,
7thp Binh Long on 12-14thp,
and -Binh Dong ean the 28th.W

(S)

On 1 December JCS requested information from CINC-

SAC regarding the capability and requirementa, including
leadtime, to increase ARC LI(!!T sorties to 800 per month.
JCS planned to submit a tsuuwwry roport to SECIJIF by 3 Decem-

ber. 55
(S)

During December, 39 ARC LIGHT missions were flown.

Taroet areas in eight RVN provinces and one target in Laos
were struck by 306 sorties* Nine strikes were made in Binh
Tumg Province and five in Pleiku, Other targets struck
wer" in the following provinces: Phuoc Tuy, Viri Binh,
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Tri and Tay Ninh. Ground forces exploited 11 ARC
LIGHT struck target areas in the following provinces:
Pleiku, Binh Duong, Quang Tin, Phuoc Tuy, Vinh Binh and
Quang Tri.156
(U) Quang Tin Province received three ARC LIGHT contingency strikes on 12-14 December in support of HARVEST
MOON operations. CG, III XAF praised the successful operation with the comment that the Marines "were more than
impressed - they were delighted with the results. The
timing was precise . . . bombing was accurate and the overall effect awesome to behold." 1 ?7
(3) During 1965. there were more than 1,500 ARCLIGHT
sorties. Flying 135 missions in support of COMUMACV, B-52
crews doped 31,500 tons of conventional bombs. The CSAF
stated:
* there are several reasons for choosing the B-52 for the Job in SVN. It can carry

fifty-one 750 pound HE bombs, twelve under each
and 27 in the bomb bay, which makes it ideally
suited to thorough coverage of a large area
withdn minutes. It can reach its target from
a distant home base which is far beyond the
reach of the enemy . . . It can bomb with ut-.
most accuracy from a wide range of altitudes,
day and night, and in any kind of weather.
(U) In late 1965, CONMMCV commented to the US 3ecretary of the Air Force, during the latter's visit to the RVN,
that "sorties flown by B-52 had not only produced a demoralizing effect on the VC but had strengthened the combat effectiveness of the US and GVN armed forces team. 1 5 9
(U) Daring his lo*t visit to the RVN in 1965, the
SECDEF concluded that "no loner could the ccmaunist forces
feel secure in their formerly unpenetlie Jungle bases
* these (B-52) attacks had, and will continue to have,
a considerable effect an the outcome of the war in Viet-

t•

.

(TS) At the close of tlh year, COMU•4ACV reviewed the
status of 13-52 strikes, projected strike plans and approved
ta-gets for submission in early 1966. He noted that USMACV
was developing tarpets faster than available B-52 sorties
could strike them, and that "he could use very easei, three
times the number of sorties available" at Vie end of the 7ew,=
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In the meantime, CINCPAC had already commnted on CMUSMA CV's
request to the JCS for an increase in B-52 sorties to 450 per
month beginning with the new year, with further increase to
600 per month in April-June and 800 per month thereafter.
CINCPAC recommended 300 sorties per month to COMUSKACV largely
because of the limitations based on munition resources allocated to CSAF. Unallocated bomb resources were insufficient
to support the expande 6l?-52 sortie rate requested except for
a very limited period.ROLLING THUNDER
(S) ROLLING THUNDER was the code name for programmed air
operations over NVN.
The precedent for R9LLING THUNDER was
set on ? February 1965 when JCS directedlO 3 strikes against
NVN in reprisal for the VC mortar attack on US installations
at Pleiku on that same date. Aircraft from 7th Fit carriere
attacked Thanh Hoa, NVN, on 7 February; the next day, 24 A-il
VNAF fighters, supported by 6 A-)E's and 25 USAF Jets, struck
Vinh Linhk d Tram Bhe Barracks in NVN with 97,920 pounds of
ordnance.
C 1 February, 28 VNAF A-iH aircraft, supported
On
by 24 USAF F-100 and three F-1OI jets, bombed Chap Le Barracks
in NVN in retaliation for the VC bombing of a US Forces BSQ
in W Nho.1. 65
(U) With these actions, there was nearly unanimous press
agreement that the war had entered a new phase. Philip Geyelin, a reporter for the a
Street Journal, on 8 February
gave a typical comient: "The latest US air assault on North
Vietnam signiticantly raises the level of the conflict in
South Vietnam. It clearly deepens thLis country's involvement
there. It also poses a grim prospect of wider, drawn-out
Southeast Asian war." A US3I public opinion survey for the
week ending 13 February ehowed " overwhelming Congressional
and press support" for the bombings, with virtu~lly all agreeing that the retaliation for the VC attack at Plsiku was
"appropriate and justified."
(8) CJC8 felt that the US public should understand that
US/GVN air attacks over NIN were not justified simply on a
reprisal basis following spectacular attacks; a sustained prognu could well be justified in response to the daily outrages
cemfitted by the VC; it was also militari y.•fective and
would provide US/GAN forces the initiative.ý
( 11 February,
JCS recomnended to the SCDEF an eight-week program of graduated military pressures against NVN. Four US/VNAF air strikes
per week 19fe recommended against targets south of the 19th
parallelsv
SCDMF approved this program shortly thereafter
which in actuality was the beginning of the ROLLING THUNDER

program.
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(S) The questions of target selection and control
over air operations against NVN arose almost inmediately
following inception of the program. C14USMACV felt that
target selection should be accomplished by USMACV in conJunction with GVN; he acknowledged CINCPAC's authority to
assign targets to forces inviied, since not all such
He stressed the imporforces were under COMUSMACV. -'
tance of insuring that GVN was treated as a partner by
allowing RVNAF authorities to select targets and to clear
missions, so as not to create the impression that such
strikes were a US show only.1 6 9 CINCPAC pointed out,
however, that the need for rapid response required preplanned targeting which precluded the arrangement proposed by COMUSMACV.
After approval of CINCPAC/COb4SMACV's
target list, Washington made the decision on the strikes.
Reaction time would be too slow if handled as COUSWACV
recomended. 1 7 0
(S) Another issue arose in February when CJOS expressed dissatisfaction with the handling of press briefings by the field.171 CINCPAC urged that he, rather than
CCMUSMACV, handle the releases since he was the overall
commander of the participating forces.172 COKUSMACV disagreed: responsibility should not be changed because of
an acknowledC.ed slip-up; the key issue was to insure US/
GVN cooperation; the latter would not adhere to US ground
rules if they felt that they were not real partners in the

program. 1 73

(TS) In early March, COMUSNACV reemphasized to CINCPAC and CJCS that the policy and procedures for ROU G
THUNDER strikes with centralization of control in Washington tended to leave the VN out of the picture.174 CINCPAC
insisted on adherence to established procedures because
the US was the major participant. He added that control
should be retained in Washington while encouraging the VN
to plan their portion of the operation with appropriate US
authorities, Doubt concerninq, GVN security made it essential that targets got be assigned to VNAF until the latest

possible moment.

4'

CJCS srapathized with CMIU314ACVVs

views but kelt that control must be retained in Washington
because of the possibility of C011CO14 intervention. He
believed that policy restrictions would be eased after the
Program gotgderay and that he would press for such a
on."
relal
(TS) Strictly sperking, the first ROLLING THUNDER
strikes were conducted on 2 March when USAF aircraft hit
the Xam Bang supply area, and r1IAF with USAF support struck
Quang Khe port. In spito of unfavorable weather, both
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strikes were very successful. Six aircraft were lost to
ground fire: three F-105's, two F-1OO's and one A-lH. later
strikes produced poor results. However, bv 15 March ade-

quate damage level was achieved when 120 USAF and USN aircraft struck Phu Qui Ammunition Depot,. inflicting heavy
destruction with no loss of aircraft.177

(S) PACCI resources participating in ROLLING THUTDER
included PACAF tactical aircraft based in Thailand, Pacific
Fleet (PACFLT) (7th Flt) aircraft based on carriers located
off the NVN coast in the South China Sea (location re-

ferred to as Yankee Station), and UW(ACV (2d AD & III MAF)

VNAF also participated in the pro-

aircraft based in SVN.

gram, CINCPAC continued to direct the employment of tm gse
resources on ROILING THUNDER operations as he had done
during the reprisal strikes by issuing appropriate orders
through his subordinate cozmzarers (CINCPACAF, CINCPACFLT
and CCKUSXCV), who in turn directed their subordinate
comanders to execute the missions.

(S)

In mid44arch,

OM.USMACV informed CINCPAC that

GVN authorities, particularly VNAF Commander KY, were
pressing for VNAF participation in BARREL ROIL operations
(US air interdiction of NVA infiltration routes through
northern Laotian Panhandle). He implied that this undesirable role for VNAF could be prevenited if GVN was

treated as an equal partner in ROLLING THUNDER operations.
He therefore proposed that ROLLING THUMER strike missions
be executed under COMUSMACV control based on a program of
preplaimed targets approved by higher authorities. VNAF
targets would fore the basis for all strikes. VNAF and
2d AD wvok operate as a comb!b
d force, with 7th Flt
coordinating with them and operating north of the 19th

(W) CINCPAC disagreed with this concept. He felt
the difficulties were caused by the insertion of VNAF into
the operation, partiwlarlyin executing cocurrent strikes
with US forces. He felt that VNAF strikes should be coordinated with the US but that the operation would be
simplified if they were not required to be concurrently
executed. He also disagreed that VNAF targets should form
the basis for all strikes. In a strongly worded statement,
he emphaesized that he intended to control the operation
through (UNCPACAF, CflSCPACFLT end COW-StACV with no reetrictoias placed ca 7th Flt operating areas.179
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(S) In early April, in response to Washington reports
reflecting disappointent with the results of ROLLING THUNDER
strikes, COMUSNACV commented to CINCPAC that he felt the pilots
were doing an admirable job and that consistently poor weather
precluded text book results. He reaffirmed his previous
position that if operational control were decentralized, there
would be better results.180 In his message to JCS, CINCPAC
agreed that the performance of the pilots was outstanding and
noted that losses of aircraft were not excessive when compared
with those of World War II and the Korean conflict. He did not
consider the NVN MIG threat to be serious but did acknowledge
the unfavorable psychological impact of the loss of two US
aircraft on 4 April to MIG's. CINCPAC emphasized the need to
continue the program ardoaintain the pressure on NVN.181,182
(C) In a mid-April message to CINCPAC, CC•MMACV described the coordination procedures for out-of-country air
strikes. Upon receipt of instructions to execute a ROLLD
THIUNDM mission, the US Ambassador notified the Prime
Minister, C4IJMACV notified CINCRVNAF and the Minister of
Defense, and the Cdr 2d AD infrmed Odr, VNAF, of his target
assignments. CIXCPAC assigned missions directly to the Cdr
2d AD, by-passing COXIMDACV. CC?.',CV requested authority
to cancel CI1OPACAF control when mole lucrative targets appeared in-cokntry inasmuch as svch missions had a higher
priority than out-of-country strikee.1 8 3,1 8 4
(TS)

In a peace move, a standdown of armed reconnaisseance

and strike missions was ordared 13-18 Mayl durinp this period
an intensive photo reconnaissance pioram over UVN was con..
ducted. News comentary widely speculated over probable
reactions by the tanoi government to this action. A 16 May

Gallup Poll survey revealed that 59 percent of Aimrican favored
continued bombing of M71, 21 porcent thought it should cease
and 20 percent had no opinion. Minority oppositions in the
US included such expressions as found in the April editorial

of the

4of
in

AtizicScientists wh~ich stated:

Th4 present Am•rican policy of "carrying the
war to North Vietnam" amounts in effect to an admission of defeat in South Vietna . . . . Out
situation is not so despaieto as to call for desperate measures
Even the total loss of Vietnam
would not mean the lose of Southeast Asia,
(TS)

in mid-June, while cornidering the idea of dea.
traying the SA-2 Misaoilo defenaes in the Manoi-aiphong area
and the XIT--capable Phuc Yen Airbase, COMU)NACV oxpressed the
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view that such offensive actions should include destruction
of all NVN jet air bases. Preparations for reprisals, including CRICOM intervention, should be made. Special
attention should be given to acts aimed at destruction of
US air forces in SWN; such a loss would have a great adverse effect on the entire counterinsurgency effort.1 8 5
(TS) On 24 June COMUSMACV presented the following
possible courses of action for US air operations against
NVN: 1) use B-52's against military targets in remote
areas, 2) interdict the Nanning-Hanoi-Kurning railroad
which carried 10 percent of all tonnages for Hanoi 3)
mine Haiphong, 4) conduct leaflet operations and 51 ,
continue air interdiction of LOC's. At the same time,
he stated his belief that US and woId opinion should be
prepared for the rigcrs that lay ahead. 1 8 6
(S) ROLL1I THU1NR sorties increased to 900 during
August 1965.
The first aircraft loss to NVN SAM fire
Special mission "Iron Hand" was
occurred on 12 August.
undertaken to locate SAM sites for armed reconnaissance
missions. 1 8 7 This mission later resulted in reducing the
number of sorties available for ROLLING THUNDER.
(S) On 26 September, all Hanoi newspapers published
editorials.special articles, photos and statistics to support claims of destroying 600 US aircraft since August
1964. The actual number lost over NW through 26 September

was 114, 57 USAF and 57 US4,

NVN public announcements

obviously were meant for psychological purposes, particularly in view of the continuing sustained air operations

over NVN.1S
(TS) Ck 9 September a USHACV press rolocze stated:
"fcur USA? F-10O's struck a railroad bridde in KIM approximtely 17 miles south of the Chinese border and 14O
miles NW of Hanoi. The target was closer to the Qhinese
border than any target yet hit,,, In a 10 September
message to C01j3ACV, CINCPAC CA. tod jc:; and C]:N(W•C
ROULID THUINR directives which prohibited armd reconnaissanoe closer than 30 miles frua the CICCH border.
Investigtion revealed that 2d AD reports did not confirm
the acticn described in the press release and it was
doubtful it there we an actual bombing within the 30
mile zone. In awy case, CINCPAC declared that there should
never have been any release to the press which was not in
accordanne with US poing' and which emphasized closeness
to the Chinese border. C11XCPAC regarded it as essential
THIS PAGE REGRADED UNCLASSFIED
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that effective preventive measures be undertaken. It had
been a hard struggle in Washington to state ground rules
in a manner which would allow the tactical corbmander maximum latitude for effective action. But press access even
to inadvertent errors could ultin•itely result in demands
for restrictions which would serious2y hamper air opera(C) In September, US aircraft were suspected of
bombing a bridge over the Ben Hai :River in the DMZ on two
seoarate occasions. Since air attacks in the W1 were
forbidden, an investigation and report of the incidents to
the International Control Cixnission (ICC) was necessary.
On 23 September, COG'MU5ACV reported to CINCPAC that, although he had no official cognizance over the conduct of
2d AD) and 7th Flt air missions over NVN, he had, as the
senior military officer in SEA3IA, risponsibilities for
reporting DMZ military incidents to the US Ambassador so
tha' the ICC would be infor=md. He directed Cdr, 2d AD
and 7th Fit in 0 to investigate, A thorough investigation
by 2d AD revealed that one F-1O0 based at Korat, Thailand
did exyend ordnance at the south end of the bridge causing
considerable damape to life and uropertv, The 7th Fit
Liaison Officer (LO) reported that the evidence did not
supart USN involvement in the other strike. CCaUSIV.CV
recomized that there was no conclusive proof linking the
strike to a carriojr based aircraft but eircunetantial
evidence convinced dim that such did occur. He inforvaed
CINCFAC that thi.n ro~rorenteed a suwew Mt lose nd tawk-.xa
situation. M1lie net ougposting a modificution of operatioral control arrangmaents, COt•IACV felt that CINCPAC
aight ,onziider desivnatin" CO••U1!'ACV vp' auent. to handle
Li the fr.tu.e,•10
invasOtwitiont)
s:ilar

"*

(TS) In an crly 5ootember evaltetion of ROLLINO
r-MI•D.1t
targetinK aid tactics, MU-JACV concluded that
"i rovemnts wreo in order. On 23 3optwiber, lie rquee.
tad reorientation of RCL!Im2
THUNDMZ ýarr.etc aj it was
becoming, increasinly apmrant that a n=1*- of deolmatad
torgets voro no longer lucrative. 1vtw barracks apieared
unoccupied- otler; ha.bt been di-=rnt~ld mid nove.d
There
wore no uecondary explosiones at sono anawnititn depots but
there were scze in .ieaby wooded
A
A.,simficant
1e tian of ROLLIM. TAiIUD-t efforts urid o.euroem
aorpared

".14

to have been wasted.

CO1T*KACV roveo-tnledg 1 91

1)

rre&ter diversi•caticr of aasigned RoLLIin IMTMM. targ ets, 2) discontinuance of strikep 6Aiost tarpets t.mt

w•re obvi•u•ly inioccupied anid/or had boon subject to multirle strikes. 3) areas ad'.acont to tarrets which could
2Ie
ofU483

'(I

conce&l troop facilities, supplies and ammunition be ddesignated for attack, and 4) t;.. get selection be permitted
wider latitude and Vtrikes be in an irregular time pattern.
Within six weeks, Ct•USMACV detected a definite improvement. 192
(S) By mid-Octoberp a total of 13,000 ROLLING THUNDERarmed reconnaissance sorties had been flown. On 17 October,
the first NVN operational SAM site was completely destroyed

northwest of Hanoi. 193
(C) In early November, CINCPAC requested information
to insure m3daium effectiveness in the application of air
power. He pointed ont to COMUSMACV that the emphasis of
ROLLIMI THUNDER had gradually shifted from strikes on large,
significant, JCS fixed '.argets to a wide ranging armed reconnaissance program, and that planning and analyzing for
the latter program greatly differed from that for the former.
The activities involved in the armed reconnaissance program
required the combined efforts of component services and
timely aieessments of ROLLING THUNDER operations in relation
to ot!r
factors, 194 CCKUSMACV was in a good position to
proviQe this data because modus operandi and effectiveness
of ROLLING THUNDER were -onstantly being evaluated since it
&.-fectedthe a rraft
resources aeailable for operations in
"SVN and Laos. J3
CINCPAC's ROILING THUNDER armed reconnaissance operations were divided into the following priorty
tasks: 196 1) photo reconnaissance planning and exploitation
in mpport of combat air operations, 2)route/area armed
reconnaissance to collect information, to present an inhibiting
presence and threat of destruction through frequent day and
nite. surveillance, 3) attack on fleeting targets, 4) interdiqtjon of NVN LOC's by destruction of bridges, ferries, bypasses and LOC support facilities, and 5) disruption, harassment and attrition of mia ' ary support activitios within
authorized areas of operation.
(S) In mid-November, COCMUSMACV evaluated the SA-2
missile system and concluded that the weapon was not as
formidable as expected. He noted that highly effective tech-

niques and tactics had been developed to counter it. 1.97
(S) In Novenber 1965, Cdr, 2d AD developedmore specific
procedures for aircraft operating near the DMZ. -98 COMUSMACV
considered the plk.. an excellent insurance against a BMZ
violation and forwarded it to GINCPACAF for CINCPAC consideration. The plan required ground radar positiordmg of aircraft,

striking targets within 20 miles of the BM. COMUSKACV noted,
however, that CQMSYMT did not agree to this restriction
stating that strikes on targets north of the MZ under good
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weather conditions should be left to the pilot's prerogative insofar
as navigatiou and target identification'were concerned. COMMACV
considered this procedure inadequate. 199
(U) December ROLLING THUNIR operations accgrated until
the 24th when terminated by the Christmas truce.
This halt,

which was conceived originally as a one day cessation of hostilities, was extended for the remainder of 1965 and well into the
new year as an effort by the President to convince the world of
the US desire for a peaceful settlement of the war. While subsequent events proved Hanoits lack of interest in such a settlement, the halt did permit a thorough evaluation of the '. 1 LIRG
TMUNDER program.

(S) USAF jet pilots logged 10,570 strike sorties and dropped
23,#50 tons of bombs over NVN in 1965. The operatiors which
expanded over the areas authorized for strikes covered most of
the country outside of the Hanol-Haiphong area. Several hundred
bridges had been destroyed or damaged, thousands of primarily
military type buildings smashed, roads and railways interdioted#
rnmwap of several airfields cratered and numerous anti-aircraft
and SAN sites and radar installations attacked. Dir-ing the
last few months of 1965) an estimated 300 vehicles were destroyed
in NVU month. Z01
-

(S)

When ROLLING THUNDER opoerations began on 2 March 3965,

it was hoped that Hanoi would be pressured to cease its aggression
through increasing strikes on selected NYN targets accompanied
with the threat of more massive losses. But even in early 1965,
CINCPAC held the view that the US leaders should realize that
punitive attacks and the threat of destruction of capital res6urces
of NVN probably would not bring Hanoi to -he conference table.
Ho Chli Minh had never doubted victory. From CINCPACts point of
view, the prospect of eventual VC defeat might convince NVN/VC
leaders that they should seek other alternatives to their objectives.
The iwaci.ate objective of ROLLING THUNDER operations ýs thus to
make it as difficult aW10s costly as possible for NWN to continue
its support of the VC,
(U)

Press reports in late 1965 showed mimd reactions to

NVN bombings
that

The US News & World Reor. on 6 Deceboer reported

Demand is growing both in the US and in South
Vietnam for stepped.-up actione against North Vietnam
due to-casualty lists that week by week are Vowing
lovigr, and appearance of more and more pictures Of
American dead and wounded are feeding this damuid.
Behind the pressure for a change in the rules, to

,. r J'!
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permit expanded war against North Vietnam, is
a growing feeling that the US is being sucked
into another Korea-type war on the ground, a
war that could'drag on for years and still
end
in a stalemate.
Associated Press military writer Fred Hoffman summed up 10 months
of NVN btmbing on 20 November as "far from a success" because
it had failed to cut down the flow of NVN soldiers and supplies
to the south and had reportedly inflicted "no basic dislocationS
in the north. There were conflicting reports on the effect of
the bombing on the NON population, There is no evidence that
the punishnent has significantly impaired the will of the NVN
to carry on, Seymour Topping of the New York Times wrote from
Saigon on 10 December. Writer Felix Greene, back from a visit
to NVN, was quoted by the Associated Press in London on 12
December 1965 as saying: "The bombing of their country has
united the NVN as nothing else could have done." But Roscoe
Drvmond in the New York Herald Triblnift wrote from Wmhi.ngton

on Decmber 13:
Civilian morale in Communist North Vietnam
is beginning to hurt . . . (official) articles
are insistent that much more needs to be done 'to
consolidate the rear' and in their very insistence

they show that Hanoi is increasingly worried about
the state of public morale as the air strikes of
the US and South Vietnamece mom t.
(TS) However CINCPAO, in evaluating the overall effectiveness
of ROLING THUNDER, stated that there had been significant disruptione which US/AW
could capitalize on if operations were
to be resund after the stand-down. NMN had been forced to expend
great effort to repair roads and bridges and to prepare defense
of urban areas for possible attack. Necessary internal operations
had been severely disrupted and military support for the VC and
Pathet Iao had been slowedq but not slowed enough. Reconstruction
of coemicatione links had been designated as a primary strategic
problis and nimrous NVN citizens had to be organized into repair
gangs. The NVA had been glen the supervision of reoonstruction
in damAged areas, which no doubt detracted from their military
duties& As a reflection of these pressures, the NM news agency

in Uli

had been Increasing the tempo of propuganda relating

to US air attacks.

These facts and othere indicated that Hanoi

had felt the prsessure and that US/RVN were "rsuxing that the
M

sovenwent was faced growing internal problems.
(TS)
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In light of limited objectives of the air campaign
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over NVNs CINCAO' continued, ROLLING THUNDER had done quite well.

Cn the other hand, ROLLING THUNDER operations had not been conducted in such a manner sufficient to increase the pressure on
Hanoi in late 1965. Targets vital to effective miilitary opera+ions had not been struck in significant numbers. Militaryand
civilian activities had accommodated to limited operations. In
fabtj the psychological pressure had decreased but regardless of
was
how ROLLING THUNDER had been conducted, the important fact
campaign
air
that the nature of the war had changed since the NVN
began. ROLLING THUNDER had not forced Hanoi to the decision
which the US had sought. There was now every indication that
Ho Chi Minh intended to continue support of the VC until denied
the capability to do so. He had the politico-economic support
of the CHICCk's which had increased his obligation to that regime.
This, together with pressure from that direction to continue support, probably left him little alternative. This resolve had
caused a significant change in the complexion of NVN support to
the VC. With this final conclusion, CINCPAC recommended resumption of the program. 204

YANKEE TEA/ARFEL ROLL/STEEL TIGE/TIGER HOUND
(S) In January 1964, various studies were made analysing
the ressons for the effectiveness of VC infiltration into SVN,
One such study was conducted by a US group under CINCPAC. The
group concluded that: 1) VC infiltration of personnel and equipment was taking place in undetermined 'but sufficient quantities
successfully to support and supply VO military operations and
2) the primary source of supply continued to be from NVN via
Lace and COwbodia with deliveries by porters on foot trails, by
boat and sampas on rive-s and canals and alorng the coast by
5O After intensive study and analysis,
larger sea going craft.
OCKUMOACV concluded in ealy 1964 that control of tWborders,
as a moans of checking infiltration, wam feasible. •LJ.
(TS) These were the conditions whioh gave impetus to the
0oncept and initiation of air operations. over arers contiguous
to the SVN border. On 139 Ha 1964, YAOM ITEA air recnaissnce
flights 6ver laoe began using USAF RF-lO1,aim-raft based in
ThWiland. The initial JOS directive provided for a short term
effort of low-level photo-reconnaissance missions during daylight
hours, 207 Rdwever, JOS later authorized the establishment of
a continuing program for these aasions. Conducted by 00AF an
USN aircraft, the YANK TW i issions had the roflowin objeetives:
1) provide timely tactical inteli•gence for ue by friendl3 forces
in laos, 2) substantiate the extent and scope of infiltrationiof
wr materialj, troops and resources from NMN via Laos into SVN.
3) provids a psychological boost to the Laotian, Thai and other
frie=i'y forces in SEASIA, and 4) demonstrate overtly to the
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caiunist SV
forces the US concern over, and determination to stay
in, SEASIA. The YANMEE TEAM forces were responsive to the
requirements of the US country team &Laos and to COMUSMACV#
INCIA0O, CJCS and higher authority.
-

(S) The YANKEE TEAM program grew at a subtantial rate
during 1964 and was continued throughout 1965. 209
(TS) At the beginning of 1965, COMUSMACV faced not only
the harsh military reality that the "neutral" territory of Laoswas being used by NW for infiltration of thousands of soldiers,
but that there was increasing evidence that Cambodia also was
being used as a VC sanctuary. 210 RVNAF and US intelligence indicated that anmunition, explosives, arms and military equipent
were being shipped from- Haiphong, NVN, up the Mekong River to
SihAnoukville, Cambodia, and then transported overland into

SVN. 211

(TS) To limit the infiltration of military materials and
enemy personnel into SVN by land, COMUSMACV in 1965 launched an
air bombing program in the laotian Panhandle and in the northern
Laos area. The overall objective of the bombing program was
destruction of VC/fathet Iao/NVN bases and interdiction of the
enaw's overland infiltration of material and men. The air effort
was designed to block passes, interdict road segments, destroy
convoys moving both day and night, destroy bridges, suppliese,
ammunition and POL depots. Armed reconnaissance and tactical
air interdiction operations over the NE portion 6f Laos started
in December 1964 under the code name BARREL ROLL. In April
1965, BARREL ROLL operations were divided as a result of a
second program, called STEEL TIGER, which covered
at portion
of the laos Panhandle south of the 17th 1arallel . 1L2 In the

first part of 1965 the original BARREL ROLI/STL TIGER target
list contained 42 military installations, suply areas and bridges.,
By July the list of targets was expanded to 147 to include truck
parks, o0e0 storage areas, road segments and choke points (rcad

defilses). 233
(8) During the year, air operations over Laos were conducted
by Thailand, SVN and OVA based aircraft, Resources available at
these bases &nd oonmnd relationships are discussed in Chapter 31.
Initiall,
onay Thai-based aircraft were used in this progrem.
In April, aiwpott based in SVN cornnced to supplement the program,
and CO• V TELT allocated sorties which were exoess to ROLLING
THUM requirements, By December, CONJUM3AUV was authorizea w
allocate sorties on a priority basis frok All available sources

to ARR
(8)

EOLSTL TIGR (see below).
TAU•

TM stepped up its photo reconnaissance operations
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starting early in 1965 to support both BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER.,

4

STEEL TIGER armed reconnaissance/strike missions began in April

with 90 sorties flown out of 104 scheduled. During the month of
June STEEL TIGER dropped to 41 sorties flown out of 73 scheduled
due primarily to monsoons and strike cancellations caused by
higher priority operations. BARREL ROLL, starting with 13 missions
in February reached a cumulative total of 255 missions flcxn out
of 338 scheduled by 30 June. Weather was the major limiting
factor. 215

(TS) Between 3 January and 18 Jume 1965, 326 BARREL ROL/
STEEL TIGER missions were flown, of which 155 were armed reconnaissance and 163 were missions attacking highway choke points.

The remaining 8 missions were strikes against military area targets
only. The initial emphasis was on armed reconnaissance missions.
However, in July the program was adjusted to include major strikes
against fixed targetsind armed reconnaissance became, in effect,
a secondary mission.
(TS) COMUSKACV recognized that securing the infiltration
routes through laos would not necessarily deny comunist access
to RVN,. The comunists could extend and expand their lOCGs through
Cambodia$ and on the sea. Therefore, COMUSMACV had to consider
a naval blockade of Cambodian ports and coastal areas, and expand
counter.-sea infiltration efforts in RVN. Consideration had also
been given to the deployment of US ground forces in Laos to block
infiltrationo The US Ambassador to laos in early 1965 point out
that, for political reasons, Laotian leaders mould probably strenuously
217 to the deployment of massive US forces in their
country.object
(TS) In July 1965, COKUSHACV believed air strikes, following
possibly by hit and. run ground raids with air support, was the
moat feasible action to reduce infiltration. A ma or ground action
would require the comitment of excessive forces. 61 Sinoe only
Meagre reliable intelligence data on NVK activities in the southern
anhandle of laos was available$ COMMOWCV stated that an expended
effort to include cross-border
rations of small intelligenee
Lathering -fits, was necessary. M A•mong his reccmi•,eations to
SSOUhM were propweals to eetabliehi1 ) Iroad/airmobile observer
teas in
eaoe 2) a tlical,
air control system that could bripg
all f OfOV's eried assets to bear On the tareteso I) froe
..strihs sese suspected of containing biv•uacs rest stops and
"supply
,mall
and 4) aosed reconnaissance vin ont
coew iveirs
,Imo~m o suspected to support infiltration, u
0

(B) In early September, in an effort to iprove the detection
and interdiction of infiltration through the laotian Parandleo,

OMJMAOT taaked his staff to oxplore the
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NAF t Air Wing for armed reconnaissance missicns south of the 17th
parallel. 2- AD had found this mission difficult to accomplish

because long endurance sorties of Thai-baseA. F-105 and in-country
F-100 aircraft required refueling for which a shortage of tankers
existed. 221
(TS) Ch 25 September CCK4USMACV requested CIN(PAC's approval
of an expanded air interdiction program to check the reported Lfncreasing ipltration through the southern part of the laotian
Panhandle.
CINClAC agreed that CW#USMACV could use more SVN
based aircraft for additional interdiction in Laos# but advised
him not to use Thailand based aircraft because of the sensitivity
of US air operations based in Thailand. CINCPAC concurred in
USU(CV plans; execution of the pogram was contingent on coordina.
tion and approval of US Ebassy, Vientiane. 223
(TS) In November CINCPAC established an SOP for missions,
(which had been individually approved since NaF 1965) in which
USKACV and PACFLT aircraft would conduct armed reconnaissance
to strike targets of opportunity in BARREL ROLL and STML TIM.
areas. BARREL ROLL operations were limited to the northern areas
of the laotian Panhandle bounded by a line from the confluence
of Nan Ca Ding and Man Muone rivers to the Iaos/NVN border at a
point just north of the Nape Pass. STEEL TI(ER operations were
to be conducted in •t portion of the. Panhandle south of the
BAR1RL ROLL areas. % Both BARREL ROLL and STEEL TIGER operations
were restricted to targets and routes for armed reconnaissance as
appivved by the US Nassy, Vientiane, and promulgated by COJSMACV,
or his designated representative. CC(USKACV was designated as
coordinating authority. Numerous stringent rules defined the
assigned responsibilities* 225
(TS) on 21 December the US ftbassyp Vientiane# published a
revised 'list' f BA L ROLL and STEL TIGER validated targets
consisting oft
1) validated targets of major significance,

2) validated targets of lesser significance# and 3)

al"dated
targets, regardless of significance which could not be struck
for political or military reasons. Targets remained on the
"non-etrike' list as long as political or other considerations by
either US or laoe prevented their execution. Once targets were
placed on list 1 they could be struck at COMUSCACV'es direction
until effectively destroyed, or it could become a target of lesser
siific•tawce on list 2, If political considerations required
adjustuntst the target could be placed back on list 3. Target
"appov"al procedures for air operations over Laos were cnubersos
and Complex. Coordination with the US Eabassy, Bankoks was
required when aircraft based inailand were used in nissaio
flowm ag#inst laotian targets.
Initially# approvals were
goU-t spaMtely for each planned mission. In early October,
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COMUSMACV requested the Ambassador's approal cf weekly target
schedules. The Ambassador replied that the list of BAXREL ROw•

STEL TIGER missions, accauparning the request, lacked detail,,
without which approval could not be considered. He insisted on
details of the type contained in OREP-l 's such as targets to be
hit and routes to be cratered. 228 In the meantime, Cdr, 2d AD
expressed his concern over further restrictions imposed upon
air operations over laos. He cited a specific case in a discussion
early in October with COMUSMACV regarding the Royal Laotian Government's (RLG) restrictions on STEEL TIGER strikes: no attacks on

inhabited areas; no attacks more than 200 yds away from LOC's
approved for armed reconnaissance; and no attacks on antiaircraft
weapons' concentrations unless they interfered with mission
accomplishment. 22 Positive visual identification by flight
leaders prior to attack was mandatory. These restrictions
sometimes made the accomplishment of missions extremely difficult.
The Odr, 2d AD requested COMUSMACV's approval for the use of FAC's
to direct strike aircraft.
(TS) In October COKUJ(ACV in a message to CINOFAC stated
that infiltration of NVA forces had been greater than expected.
VC action in the SVN highlands appeared designed to protect
infiltration routes and to fragment ARVN general reserve forces.
CC1MMACV requested that the US Ambassador, Vientiane, fully
support a strike program against infiltration routes. 230 CC*USXACV
reviewed with CINCPAC the difficulties in satisfyIng the targeting
requirements fo US Embassy, Vientiane. As a result arrangements
were made for interested agencies to meet periodically with US
Embassy, Vietiane to develop suitable targets.
(TS) On 24 November, the US Ambassador, Vientiane, concurred with COMUSMACV's request to the JOS for B-52 strikes against
VC concentrations along the laos/SVN border. He cautioned, how-.
ever, that arW public statement regarding the %Ikes should
describe it as "Just another mission in SVWr. -4
(TS) On 25 November, US mbassy, Vientiane approved the use
of defoliants on infiltration routes in the Panhandle of lace. In
anticipation of comuniat propaganda which might capitalize on
this9 he suggested that the US comment that air reoonnaiggnce had
been conducted over laos at RIO request since Maf 1964. 233
(TS) Sorties over Laos totaled 1,202 in November, including
strike and reconnaissance flights* Beginning 20 November the
interdiction program insouthern Laos was substantially increased*
During the week 20-26 November more than 250 sorties were flown
with 21 bridges reported destroyed or damged, 28 toads cuts
reported, ,and our troop concentrations attacked. Strikes of this
magnitude should have significantly reduced the flow of troops and
supplies into the RVN, but infiltration rates appeared to remain
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an an upward trend*.77
(S) The increasing NVA infiltration through laos was a
major concern of the Coamand. In late November COMUSMACV
established the TIGER HOUND program to counter this buildup.
A joint organization was established under the Cdr, 2d AD.
USAF and USA aircraft would acquire targets using visual
reconnaissance, SLAR and IR techniques dhich would then be
struck by UWA?, USNO and USN aircraft. Missions began on 5
December. 235
(TS) Daring his November trip to Saigon, the SEODEF was
informed that the STEEL TIGE operation had not been f ully
effective in containing the infiltration of men and material.
The comunists had been infiltrating major NVA forces into
SVN through the laotian Panhandle in increasing nubers; the
ene• had devoted major engineering efforts building roads bypassing choke points, camouflaging route segnents, repairing
portage areas on major roads previously damaged by repeated
air strikes; and was probably infiltrating up to 300 tons of
supplies daily into SVN. The southeastern portion of the
Panhandle contained the best potential targets, but US aircraft
were not permitted to operate in any substantial degree in the
southern Panhandle area until November whei RLG granted limited
approval for US operations in the area. 23,
4-

"(TB) Soon after the SECDEF November conference CCKUSMACV
changed the functional responsibilities for the laotian bombing
program. On 10 Denember he delegated coordinating authority
to the Cdr, 2d AD. 237 The Cdr, 2d AD vas assigned complete
responsibility for planning• scheduling, coordinating and
executing air operations in support of the Laos interdiction
programs and YANKEE TEAM. CCtUSMAC0 retained overall responsi..
bility and furnished policy guida•, in accordance with instructions from higher authority.
a Centralizing responsibility for these programs under Cdr, 2d AD, was directed
because of the need for closer coordination of plans and
operations. 239

(TS) The Odr, 2d AD, coordinated matters pertaining to
operational aspects of these programs with the approriate US
Ibassy (Vientiane and Bangkok). Natters pertaining to policy,
as differentiated from the actual exeution of air operations,
wore referred to OCUSMCV. The Cdr, 2d AD, acting for
CMUSMACVp submitted nominated targets to Vientiane for validit4one TIGER HOUD was accorded intelligence priority support
sufficient to insure rapid responsive targeting, Procedures
for requesting and coordinating YANKEE TEAK reconnaissanco remained in effect. The YANKEE TEAM programn "
Rb ERGAE
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retained by CC!(USACV. The 2d AD supported the YANKEE TMAM program
in the Laotian Panhandle and in the BARREL ROLL areas in northern
Laos. 240

(TS)

NVA/VC infiltration/exfiltration along the SV/Csnbodian

border also concerned COMUSNACV.

On 9 December, CCKUSMACV informed

CINCPAC that the border area of Cambodia contained motorable infiltration routes, command centers, base training and supply areas
similar to those in laos. Not until late 1965 had the full range
of the enemy's effort in infiltration become appar et, and even then
CCUSMACV
CC)USWACV could not produce any "legal" evidence, zl
requested that he be authorized to conduct the following actions
whenever US troops operated in areas adjacent to the Cambodian
border: use of artillery and air strikes against enemy weapons
firing against US troops from positions up to 10 kilmneters within
the Cambodian side of the border; maneuver of US ground troops up
to 2 kilometers into Cambodia if necessary for the preservation
of the force or the attainment of the objective within SVN; use of
observation aircraft and airborne FAG's in support of US operations;
and the flying of reconnaissance and surveillance missions within
a 10 kilometer strip on the Cambodian side of the border. 242
(TS) Ch 17 December CINCPAC replied to COMUSMACV that in each
instance, when planning operations near the Cambodian/RVN border$
advance approval of necessary actions or counter-actions against
VC/NVN forces was required. 243 COMUSMACV, on 21 December$ so informed his commanders. 244 He stated that, in emergency situations,
US forces were authorized to take necessary counteractions in
exercise of the right of self-defense against VC/NVA attacks directed
at US/RYNAF forces from locations inside Cambodia. COMUSMACV would
be kept closely advised. An emergency situation was considered to
exist when in the judgment of the Coamander, the urgency for taking
timely counteractions in self-defense of US/Allied forces precluded
obtaining prior approval. As necessary, such counteractions could
include air and artillery strikes against enemy firing fron the
Cambodian side of the border against US/RVNAF troops. Also permitted was maneuver by US troops# while in actual contact with
VC/VNA forces, into Cambodia as necessary for preservation of the
force. This authority was to provide for the defense of RVN and
of US/Allied forces, and would not be applied toward widening the
war in SNASIA. The military Commander retained the right to defend
his command against armed attack with all means at his disposal.
Ce•wnders were advised that in the event of such attacks i6adiate
aggressive action would be taken against attackirg forces. 245
(U) A summary of the accompliehsents and expectations for
the BARMEL ROLL-STEEL TIGER-TI.ER HOUND programs was presented
during the SEoDEF's visit to SVN 28-29 November, and is discussed

below. 246,,
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(TS) Depte the limited effort committed to the BARL
ROLL program '1 during the rainy season, it had achieved some
success incontaining the communist advance in northern laos.
As an exmple of this effort,, 400 manned strike sorties of anl
types were flown from 1-25 November,. This included an average
of about 6.3 sorties per day from the Thai-based on-cal strike
force, Some indications of effectiveness were:
1) Food shortages and associated native dissatisfaction with comunist forces as reported by refugees and captured
enea troops.
2) Resupply of the enemy forces by road had been
brought to a virtual standstill.
3) Noticeable improvement of Royal Laotian Forces
(RIP) morale and aggressiveness.

*

However, increased air strikes during the rainy season were
necessary to check communist commitments in northern Laos.
These operations would have a direct effect on the war in the
south by draining off NVN resources into northern Laos.
(S) The major change required to achieve success in the
BARREL ROLL program was to increase the strike effort to insure
that northern Laos operations were not adversely affected by
ROLLING THUNDER and STW TIGER priorities. Effectiveness could
be further enhanced by permitting more flexibility in thie rules
of engagement which were then as restrictive as those applicable

to BZ

TIGER in southern Laos.

(TS) The STJEL TIGER operation2 4 9 had not achieved ful
effectiveness in interdicting the infiltration of men and materials.
Hajor NVA forces had been and wre continuing to infiltrate
through the laotian Panhandle. The enemy also had devoted major
engineering efforts to new road construction and bypass of choke
points, Route segents and portaging areas were camouflaged.
Major roads previously damaged by US air strikes were repaired.
As a remlt of these efforts, it was estimated that up to 300
tons of supplies could be infiltrated into SVN daily. In midNovembers when RI) opened the southern Panhandle to US armed
reconnaissance and interdictions CO(USMACV requested 100 sorties
per d&7 in the ST1L TIM area. A comparison of sortie rates
indziatas the stepped up tempo of operations in the ST'EL TIGER
ara# parti•ular•ly in the lower Panhandle. Prior to 19 November,
It wae
25 sorties per day had been allocated to STEL TIME.
paanned to increase this rate to 50 sorties per day for the tea
day period beginning 19 November. floweverp because of restric-

tions on the timing of programend strikes, the planned sortie
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rate for the period 20-25 November was further increased to
an average of 72.5 per day.
(S) However, weather and accelerated requirements for
ROLLING THUNDER forced cancellation or diversion of many of
these STEEL TIGER missions. An average of 17.8 sorties per
day were flown prior to 20 November while an average of
39.5 sorties per day were flown from 20-25 November. Yost
of the sorties flown prior to 19 November had been armed
reconnaissance and as a secondary mission had seeded and
cratered roads, thus creating choke points. After 20 November at least 20 sorties had cratered or seeded roads daily.
The peak effort for any one day was on 24 November when 55
road cratering and armed reconnaissance sorties were flown.
These increased efforts were expected to result in a sizeable reduction in, or at least a slow down of infiltration
activities.249
(TS) COGUSMACV and his staff were in constant contact
with the US Ambassador, Vientiane, in an effort to improve
and expand US operations throughout Laos, particularly with
respect to the southeastern Panhandle area. Unfortunately
there were Lao,.Ma,
and various Montagnard tribesmen in
the areas because of which the RIC, and the US Ambassador
were reluctant to permit any form of a carte blanche strike
program. In view of then recent intelligence, a proposal
was made to the US Ambassador in Vientiane to define an
area in Laos contiguous to SW under exclusive enemy control. Within this area streamlined approval procedures
would be applied to increase responsiveness in striking
newly discovered targets. Target approval procedures in
the past had been quite rigid and formalized, requiring

extensive photography, photo interpretation, collation, and
briefing. Final approval was made by RMT.
Thin required
laborious transporting of the targeting materials from
Hawaii or Saigon. to Udorn (2d AD's RQ in Thailand) or Savan.
nakhet Mcal Laotian Air Force (RLAF) HQ and Vientiane.,
(TS) ProJect TIER HOUND25 0 developed arod tested operationally in late December a hiehly responsive Airborne Command and Control eyetem for gaining RLAF strike arproval for
targets discovered within a limited area by US FAC 'a intimately familiar with the area. Strike approval had been
obtained fr&M RLAF through an elaborate oao
nications not.
until it was proposed that Lao observers fly with the US
FAC't and gant on-the-spot approval. This procedure would
be slmlla to that established in SW where approval by the
province chief was obtained prior to each strike. Although
-the required communiations system would necesearily be more
extensive and needed further testine, it seamed to be an
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acceptable method of reducing the time required for obtaining
target approval.

g

(TS) The TIGER HOWND rules of engagement permitted unlimited armed reconnaissance along all motorable roads within
a specified area of the Laos Panhandle. However, onay targets
of opportunity which were within 200 yards of the road could
be struck. Beyond 200 yards from motorable roads or anywhere
outside the specified geographical area, strikes could be made
only on previously approved RLAP targets or those targets
marked by RLAF FAC's. Infiltration trails or Way stations
could not be attacked. Napalm could not be employed.
(S) In sumeary, procedures and programs were being estabUushd which gave every indication of considerably enhancing
US efforts to counter infiltration through laos. The SECMF's
response to these plans indicated full support for requirements
generated by them.251
(U) See Figure IV-l for US/VNAF aircraft losses during
1965 in operations over SVN, NVO and Laos.
ARVN OPERATIOCS

(C) In 1965, RVNAF was assigned two primary objectivest
1) to defeat VC forces in SVN and to force their withdrawal
and 2) to extend GVN control in SVN. In order to accomplish
these objectives, the missions aesigned to ARVN were tot 1)
destroy or drive off organized VC military forces; 2) harass
VC secret bases and lines of cmMunications; 3) control
national boundaries and 4) provide elements of the general
resere, corps reserve, division reserve, and sometIns sector and sub-sector reserve. ARVN also had the mission to
defend key installations and axes of commtication in situations where B? were not available. The following awnaries
of selected operations illustrate ARVM attempts to fulfill
these missions, they are representative of success, failure,
lessons learned, or dmonstration of a new tactic or trend.
(S) (Oe of the most successful operations of the years,
QUMT THAN 127, was conducted near the village of An Nlnh#
RBMh nh Province, on 14 Harch. Intelligence reports indicated the presence of a P cuap located near the villagse,
guarded by an estimated VC copmny. The operation began with
the helilift of two oPanies of the 3d Abn h to. an IZ near
the vwi34e, with two companies in reserve. landing at 1000,
the helicopter.-orne force searched the arear liberated 38

friendly W'e and evacuated them by 121M5. The two compenies
then reeived a change in mission and assaulted a VC villsge,
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tokplace 4-6 April in IKien Loong District, Ohuong Thien

Prvic near the edoe of the U Minh forest. Operations were
plne
o hsae
eas h U Minh forest was a known

VCancuar-p.Frindl focs- cosisedof the 33d In Regt,
minus one battalion; the 1st and 2d ls, _31st Inf; 42d Ranger En;- 44th Ranger Bn; four RF companies; one .APC troop; the
26th RAG; and 18th River float Co, supported by one platoon of
105-m howitzers and four platoons of 155-ut howitrors.
The sceien~ of' rnvrvmvcr wzw! to move the 26th RAG
and 18th S'iver Pont Cop alon5' wab~rý,yu to r16?I It"-y is~trict,,
transporting, thu 2d, 14kn, 31-st InC1p %i elh wws t~o provilte protection foi- the froctý and rornove ol'ta-clost anid vegetation.
No banttalions 01' t~he 31d Regt worn to condlvct a heliborne
4as1,1!11r1 :itUt a L" west to suciir~ the wtkteic rcltfte for- the
£lc-Jills, t~hen mo~ve Thirthwr vast to Vic~ U Il oh foro.ýt. The
li Biflu, '3)%t.Tin' #rwt'U A41 t~roco, w'irc to advanc* ýrY to an
objeucti-"Ci
etL at ý,o
d~
-aO0,'
C the U Z-'nh £f'lL
'NO JIF amrponies were to, block vlew ttr 1-o'eiuoei bortlot'
oa,' the 12..
The ttl*Wvoe battalilonr,t weat- it) rotwrve.
(z)

( ) lit heli-bornes a*'sowlt fox-con' emovat oikýL *rs ue,,Iedulo
Olt 4, 1ipt) ciWcptured* " V suisp'xttou. 03 5 April, tt 1620,
thu fict~ilfi W33tw~
~ot the Gal. tua. citual. IMhu lisi
borne frrco, which et :njwxmt to hei;ve aecurod the vateraY,
h144 a difficult time getLing threu;',-h the swarips &r.4 could. not
l1ink 'tp, On~e Iandiuv Cratt Vehicle, Personnel (VwNP) IM.
sunk, one Frrtech Fatal !3oat (VUC4 dutnped &111 one natval

advivor killed. The 24 %s, 31st inr4 debarked and m&et4ked,,
kfllitw- 70 VC and capturing one, while cfuwtaWinWn 4 KIh and
24 W7A- Since it was obvio,' Oatha the 33d1 I,! cou~d hot link
up in titeo plans were chAnred to hetlttl.t one or b~oth Ranger
&~ttalioto into the new objective inetead of ground! exploita-.
tion by tho $ý34,, On 6 Apri1 Cofliouirns air strilcou on the new
objective, the 10t Bra, 31st Tat, Wne the Mf113 troop legan
their attack Auid soon made contact. C.-ound fire g-rew in in.
tensitY end at 0925 Ant A-ill was downed., At 095$, ltto armed
helicopters ware downd. N'- this time the *413 troonD was
heavfly eroaged. . Division HQ ther coaittt
the 44th bzs-~
grsera The VO force was estiriatedi at two battalions and wore
"oil1 dug in- The 11W) troop, let tns, 31st ain!, "U 4th
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Rangers converged on a triangle north of the aircraft wreckage
and fought steadily un1til 1700. The division commander then
called off the engagement because the VC had a well prepared
defense in depth, the endurance of friendly troops was lagging,
and he wished to preserve tho high fighting spirit of the
troops. Friendly losses were 22 KIA (6 US), 85 WIA, one A-lU
destroyed, two UH-lB's destroyed, one LCVP smnk, two M13's
damaged, and one FOM boat damaged. Enemy losses were 278 KIA,
7 VCC, 25 VCS, one 75-amm RR, four MG's, two 60-am mortars,
three rocket launchers, 4 individual weapons, 200 structures
destroyed and four Junks sunk. This operation was noteworthy
for the aggressive spirit displayed by the troops and the
ability of commanders to adjust rapidly to changes in plans.
For its part in the operation, the 4th Ranger Bn was
subse25 3
quently awarded the US Presidential Unit Citation.
(S) The battle of the An Thai hamlet, QUYET THANG 131,
occurred on 7-9 April in the northernmost district of Binh
Dinh Province during a road clearing operation. The 22d Inf
"Div intended to reopen Route 1 between Hoa Nhon District capital and the Quang Ngai Province border. On 1 April, an infantry battalion and an M313 troop task force moved north from
the district capital, followed on 3 April by two VNMC battaL-ons moving by helicopter near the province border. No resistance was encountered.
On 4 April the task force pulled
out, leaving the VNMC battalions to secure the northern portion of the i'oad. One company of the 2d Marine Bn drew fire
as it crossed a bridge near the village of An Thai.
"Even
though air and artillery were called in, the VC fire was not
suppressed.
The company was reinforced by another from the
same battalion, but still could not force its way through.
Soon the remainder of the battalion closed on An Thai and the
company across the river pulled back to the hamlet. Defensive
positions were set up utilizing VC trenches around the hasmlet.
The position was attacked by, an estimated reinforced VC battalion every half hour from 0100 to 0430. At 0500, a humanwave attack penetrated the western portion of the perimeter.
At first light the battalion commander ordered a counterattack followed by a short pursuit. Friendly losses were 4
KIA and 22 WIA. The VC lost 20" KIA ten captured, 43 individual weapons, six machine guns, nine automatic rifles and one
radio. This battle illustrated what could be accomplished by
a highly trained unit, occupying sound defensive positions,
and inspired by good leadership. In this battle these factors
overcame the numerical superiority of the enemy. 2 54
(S) The decision to enter the southernmost part of Kien
Hoa Province, unvisited by RVN troops for 15 montha, to penetrate a secret VC base, was based on three months of intelligence effort. The operation, TIE GIANC 19/65, was planned in
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three phases. The first phase, bombing of selected targets,
occurred one month before troop deployment and was inediately followed by Phase II, the psywar effort, telling people
to seek refuge outside the VC-controlled area. More than
3,000 villagers responded. As of 28 April when Phase III,
the active part of the operation, began the known VC force
consisted of two companies guarding a secret base plus 200 to
300 recruits in training. Friendly forces consisted of two
infantry battalions and an armored cavalry troop as Task
Force Alphap plus one infantry battalion and one Ranger battalion as the airmobile force. Another Ranger battalion and
an infantry battalion were kept in reserve. Support was furnished by an artillery battery of 105-mm howitzers and a
platoon of 155-nm howitzers.
The VNN and 21st RAG provided
shore bombardment, blockade of the coast, and amphibious
transport for the operation.
(S) The plan was to land the amphibious force (Task
Force Alpha) on two beaches on the Oi coast of Kien Roa Province after a ten-minute naval bombardment and air strikes.
One hour later, air strikes were to precede the landing of
the airmobile force on two LZ's 8 kilometers NE of the beachhead. These two forces would make a pincer movement on the
mangrove swamp where the VC camp was located.
(S) The operation proceeded as planned. Units encountered only light resistance throur~hovt the day, capturing a
VC supply officer with documents which described a weapons
cache in the area. On the third day this cache was found,
It contained 240 Springfield rifles, 98 Czech submachine
guns, three 60-mm mortars, 21 %.st German light machine guns,
53 antiaircraft tripods, one 82-imn mortar, six C(ICCH flame
throwers and 193 cases of CHIC0W 70-mm artillery rounds. In
addition, 162 VC were killed and 66 captured, as opposed to
friendly casualties of 3 KIA and 15 WIA.
(M) This action was an excellent example ot staff
planning, command and control. Intellirance uras fully exploited, and influenced ground movermnt and air action
throughout the operation. Psywar w'ýs fully 3itegrated.
Air
strikes were extremely effective, accountinE for most of the
V\ casualties. 2 5 5
(S) On I tay, an estitawted four VC bAttflions attacked Song Be, the province capital of Phuoc torqg Province. VC
forces succeeded in penetratinr the town and a suicide squad
penetrated the UMtACV compound, but the defenders held. A
two-battalion reaction force, consisting of one Ranger and
one infantry battalion, was sent in the next day. Ehroute
ý4'THIS PAGE REIAM
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the Ranger battalion detected and avoided an ambush four kilometers in length. The infantry battalion, while not falling
into an ambush, had a rmninng engagement with another group
of VC and succeeded in killing 40. The intent of the relief
force was to rein'force Song Be, not to engage the VC outside
the town. After repeated air attacks, the VC finally withdrew. Friendly losses were 63 KIA (five US) and 109 WIA (13
US) and 83 MIA. Also lost were 109 weapons, 21 radios, four
armored cars, and -,ne B-57. VC lossee were 297 KIA and nine
weapons,
(S)
The significance of this battle was that it clearly
presaged a warning of events to come-utilization by the VC
of large forces to overrun and I'M1 district and province
towns and well-laid ambushes to destroy relief forces, expected to come to the town's assistance.'ý;6
(S) TO LUG 150 was a major battle fought 13 kilometers
west of Quang Ngai City, Quang Ngai Province, on 29-30 May
following an attempt to relieve ambushed forces. Friendly
units consisted of the 51st Inf Regt (-), the 39th Ranger Bn,
3d Marine Bn, and one M113 troop, with one platoon of 155-nM
howitzers and two platoons of 105-mm hoidtzers in support.
The VC let Regt's plans, later captured, revealed a scheme to
ambush an ARVN road-clearing force, then deploy and destroy
the expected reaction force. This plan was executed exactly
as conceived.
(3)

`1i1e on a road clearinC operation one company of

the lst Bn, 51st Inf, was ambushed by the ',M A second company, sent to its relief, also became heavily engaged. The
battalion ooumander then committed the remainder of %is unit
minus a small reserve to reinforce the two engaged companies.
The VC, expecting this, assaulted the battalion from two
directions and overran it.
A few survivors managed to escape.
At this point the first two phases of the VC plan had worked
perfectly,.
(S) The plan for 30 May specified tbat the 2d Rn, 51st
Inf, the 39th langer Bn, followed by the 3d VNMC Bn woild
move to the battle area and occupy widely seo'arate6 ter"ain
features.
Once again the VC had anticipated %hismove, iven
to the correct selection of tht. terrain objectives. The RVN
forces occupied the objectives without incident but at 1400
heavy fire was placed on the Rangers. The 2d Pn, 51st Inf,
wba ordered to support the Ranxgr battalion, but before it
could do so both it and the Marine battalion were attacked.
All three units, still
widely separated, were subjected to
numerous assaults throughout the day. The 2d Bn, 51st Inf,
with the X1 troop, managed to disengage. Throughout the
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night repeated attacks were made on the Marine and Ranger
positions and the center Ranger company and battalion HQ
were overrun. The VC were continuously bombed and strafed
which caused them to withdraw shortly before day-light.
In all, 446 sorties were flown and. very possibly saved
the RVNAF force from complete annihilation. 2 57 Friendly
losses totaled 107 KIA, 123 WIA, and 367 MIA plus 384 individual weapons, ten crew-served weapons, and 58 radios
lost. Eighty-four VC bodies were recovered and 24 weapons
found, although it was estimated that the VC suffered over
800 casualties during the engagement.
(S) The VC attack on Don Luan (Dong Xoai) District
town in Phuoc Long Province began shortly before midnight
on 9 June with an intensive barrage against the Special
Forces compound just outside the torn. This barrage was
followed by an assault thirty minutes later. Friendly
defenders consisted of three CIDG companies, one US and
one VN Special Forces A team, one RF company, an armored
car platoon, a platoon of 105-mm howitzers, end a USN CB
civic action team. The compound was penetrated at 0230,
10 June. Three armiored cars were seized by the VO but
were destroyed later by air strikes. By daylight, defenders in the compound were surrounded. At 0940, elements
of the 1st Bn, 7th Inf, were lifted to an LZ three kilometers north of Dong Xoai. By 1015 these forces were
surrounded and at 1030 reported being overrun. At 1255
the remainder of the 1st Bn, 7th Inf, began landing at
the Thuan loi rubber plantation six kilometers north of
the town. This force was imediately attacked by mortar
and small ants fire. Only 80 Ten were landed and contact with them was lost within twenty minutes. The other
reaction force, the 52d Ranger Bn, landed on the road
south of the compound at 1655 following a heavy air
strike. Fire was received from the compound so it was
struck by air after which the Rangers retook it.
At 0920
on 11 June, the 7th Abn Bn landed near the compound, then
moved to the 12 of the Itt Bn, 7th Inf. By this time the
VC, subjected to constant heavy air attack, had begun to
withdraw from the area and offered only scattered resistance, Total friendly casualties for the entire action
were 416 KIA, 174 MIA, and 233 1IA. Also lost were 20
radios, 389 individual weapons, three' crew-served weapons,
three armored cars, four trucks, two *-ton trucks, and
three armored cars damaged. VC losses were 300 confirmed
with an additional 625 estimated IIA and 104 weapons captured.
(S)

This action by the VC succeeded in its mission
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(S) QUYET THANG 165 was an operation designed to retake
the Phu Cu 'pst, Bh 'Dinh
':Province,
whichhkd beeh overrun by
an est•iited two-com.pay."q
re 'of VC on23 Septemer. :'Friendly forces .'nder controýl of the 2ýd Inf Div were the 2d n, 41st
Inf; 3d ]•, .41st:Inf;'oh#e company of the 4th Bn, 41st Inf; the
23d Ranger *; 3d T p, 3d Armd Cav Sqdn; 731st and 732d RF companies, and~the 2dn,s,.4Oth Thf. "The 2d' Bn :and 3d Bn, 41st Inf
were directed' to attack south from Bong Son to Thu Cu. One
comparnyof the 4th n,!4Ist Inf, and the APC troop would attack
north from Bi-nh Khe to Thu Cu. Movement of both elements started at 1230. At 1540, the 41st Inf force found the front and
rear of its column, blocked by an estiliated VC regiment. It
was then attacked in the center, splitting the column. When
friendly aircraft. arrived to support the ARVN force, they were
fired upon by groups of VC standing in the open. One F-100 was
shot down but direct hits were scored on the exposed VC with
napalm and CBT.=causing them to break off the attack at 1900.259
In a related battle, the 23d Ranger Bn was hit byea VC force
while moving toward Phu Cu to reinforce the 2d En, 41st Inf.
Fire fights occurred sporadicalll around Phu Cu from 23 to 29
September resulting in total friendly losses of 93 KIA, 116
Wtu V8 VC losses an estimated 2,050 killed and five captured.,=

(S) When the VC attacked the Special Forces camp at Plei
Me, Pleiku Province, on 19 October, their purpose was to ambubh relief forces, riot to overrun the camp. With two regiments deployed around the camps they allowed small CIDG patrols
to re.enter the camp. In response to urgent requests for relief,' an armored task force was formed on 20 October, consisting of HQ 3d Armored Car Sqdn; 3d Co, 5th Tk Bn (16 M41 tanks);
2d Trp, 6th Aimored Cav Sqdn (15 1133); the 21st Ranger Bn; one
platoon of 105-mi howitzers, and a platoon of engineers. On
23 October, the 22d Ranger Bn and let En, 42d Inf, were attached to this force. This relief operation was named DAN THANH 21
(Plei He),
(S) The commarder of the special zone (24th) in the area
around Plei No correctly evaluated the purpose of the attack
as ambush of relief troops, and correctly located the probable
ambush site to within one kilometer of its actual position.
In order to relieve same of the pressure on the cawnp, the task
force was moved to Phu My on 20 October as a feint while waiting for other forces to join it.. On 21 October, two companies
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camp's airfield, were landed at an IZ five kilometers
north of the camp. They fought their way into the camp
on 22 October.
.(S) On 23 October the 22d Ranger Bn and the Ist Bn,
42d Inf, were airlifted to LZIs between Phu My and Plei
Me. At the same time the armored task force started
toward Plei Me. The column was split with the heavily
armored vehicles two kilometers ahead of the trains,
which consisted of lightly amored vehicles guarded by
two companies of the 21st Ranger Bn. At 1750 hours both
elements were attacked simltaneously near the expected
ambush site. The attack was beaten back but the trains
element suffered heavy losses. The column entered Flei
Me on 25 October. In a sweep around the camp the tanks
and APC's encountered difficult terrain and attempted to

I

In the ensuing confusion the unit was

back.

"double

attacked, sufferine moderate casualties. After this encounter subsequent sweeps around the camp produced only
VC KIA. On 28 October the entire force returned to
home stations.

Sone

(s) Friendly forces suffered 95 KIA, 222 WIA, and
19 MIA. Material losses in addition to the aircraft, were
two 5-ton trucks, two gas tankers, two tank retrievers,
two 105-m howitzer truck tractors, 24 weapons, and four
radios. Damaged, but repairable, were two 5-ton trucks,
one tank retriever, one bulldozer, one lowboy, two 3/4-ton
trucks, and two 105-ma howitzers. The VC lost 201 KIA,
six VCC, 81 individual weapons, and 24 crew-served weapons.

(S) This action was significant because of the commanderts correct evaluation of the reason for the attack,
his correct estimation of the VC force involved, his estimate of where the ambush would occur and his avoidance of

contact un~ft he felt his force was sufficient to engage
the enemy,

N
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(S) VC levies on revenue from the Michelin rubber
plantation, Binh Duong Province, reached the point in
October where it was uneconomical to operate the plantation, Hundreds of workers living in the plantation's 22
hamlets were thrown out of work. When the plantation
owners refused to pay the levy, the VC shelled one manager's house In Dau Tieng with a 57-ms RR causing the
owners and managers to flee to Saigon. In response to
their pleas, the loss of revenue, and the workes'
plight,
the =V decided to reestablish control over the planta-.
, the first two phases of the
and
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jointly by the 7th 7egt, ARV.N 5th
operation, were1o0ncucte1
Div and le i~nt# of- the. US, let Inf Div and were completely

n
and cAe'tings,
suceso-a #,pen0ing
p U-the ot 'intio
USA' Opns).
Aatac týheo
planta~r
the aP, 9•f th 7th Inf Regt on '22 :November u1 5, unsuccessful
and res4tu
.in heavy
8losse
to the- VC. The objective of
nG 12 was the
the.third phse f the operation, XAY
extension of GVN control to the area surr.undi# -the plantation with special emphasis on the high groun'd northwest
along ithq Saigca •iver. On ,6 Novembe~r, the 7th Inf Regt
deployed to.:n./eaý.. 5 kilaopetrs north of Dau Tieng, the
distriet eApita!, to conduct operations in the Cau Cong

hills weskt of Oip plntation. Frlend y forccs at the time
consisted of the 7th Inf Regt; the 36th Ranger %,; 3d Trp,
lst, Airmrq Qav:,3qdxP, 3d Btry7, 51st (l05.7mn~; j nd a pla-

toon Qf 155-a, howitters. The 7th I-S Regt planned to
exploit -B-52,st.ikes in the. Cau Cong hills scheduled for
0900 on 27 Ko~veber. The regiment, 'consdting of the 'lat,
3d and 4th Bnst- 7th Inf, went into. an overnight bivouac
"leaving the artillery, the MW troop, and'.2d Bn, 7th Inf,
at Dau Tieng.

it

4

(U) At 0645, on 27 November, as the regiment was preparing to move, it was attacked by an estimated reinforced
VC regiment. Using a walkin. mortar barrage, heavy automatic weapons fire, arad hvian wave tactics, +he VC quickly
overran" the PP and let Rn. Artillery and air support was
not used because friendly and VC forces were intermingled.
By 0800 all radio contact with the CP had been lost and
some VC units began to withdraw. A reaction force of the
M113 troop and the 36th anger Bn moved along a road to
within one kilometer of the area but was turned back by VC

RR fire which Imoo;ed.out the .lead }113,
*-

In an attempt to

move croea-coun.try. the 4113's were unable to ford an intervening streaA beoLiasa of the, steeplness of the banks, so
the Ranger tmit proceeded alone to linkup with the 4th Bn.
At this time an estimated two battalions of VC could be
seen evacuatin. ieapons and bodies in the vicinity of the
CP. Air strikes were directed against them •ie one struck

the 3ih Ran=er Bn, killing 25 and woundint 55. At approximate4. 1015 the VC began their sg2nd withdirawal north
leav,'ýj tvwf rapmaniea in contact ..At lOl thav attacked tue 3d hn. This unit was almost annihilated and was
sa'-edA only whrn trnO Mttai.Lon advitor calleci Lor air and
artillery on his own position. At 1200 all rmntact was
2^I
boken. There were less than 100 survivors. from this battalion. 63
(S). This attack was well planned and emphasized the
now VC taotio of alae in fighting to nullify air and

art~lsy. ia~pport.. The wide. dispersion, of the battalions
F"
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allowed for defeat in detail. The rrea chosen 'for the
bivouac was choked with undergrowth, permitting the VC to
approach the defensive positions undetected. The absence
of the MI13 troop and artillery support, which had saved
the day in the 22 November attack, proved disastrous.
Friendly losses were 249 KIAA 213 kWIA, and 140 MIA. Sixty VC bodies were recovered. 64

I

(S) The ambush continued to be a favorite VC technique despite a thorough knowledge of this tactic by GVN
troops. The three ambushes described here are similar to
many which occurred in each CTZ throughout the year.

(S) At 1130 on 8 July a small outpost less than two
kilometers from the district HQ in Dau Tieng, Binh Duong
Province, was attacked by an estimated platoon of VC.
Responding to the outpost's frantic calls for help, a
relief force consisting of the 2d Bn, 9th Inf, 5th Division, was hurriedly assembled and dispatched to the
scene. This force took no forward observers and did not
request observation aircraft. At 1210 it was ambushed
just outside of its compound resulting in IjZKIA (4 US),
33 WIA, and 199 =4A (of whom 120 returned).S
(S) CO6 December the 2d Bn, 49th Inf, 25th Division, minus one rifle company, was ambushed near Cu Chi,
Hau Nghia Province, while on an approach march. There
was no air cover and flank security was inadequate. The
unit lost 22 KIA (includine the battalion commander) 25
WIA (3US) and 2 MIA plus 20 weapons and two radios.U66
(S) This same unit ten days later, while on a road
clearing mission from Cu Chi to Phuoc Hiep, was again
ambushed. Again there was no air cover, the flank security was in too close, and there was no forward observer.
Automatic weapons fire was received from a distance of
only 50 moters. The new battalion coimander and 49 of
his men were killed. There were 22 WIA, 31 MIA and 85
individual and two crew-served weapne lost. US advisors did not accompany the unit. 2 67 This example illustrated that knowledge of counter-ambush measures, without
follow-through by leaders at all echelons of command, was

•'

(U) At the end of 1965 the ARVN soldier could look
back on a nmber of successes and failures, acts of heroism and examples of timidity, well-planned operations and
incredible blunders. In the broad view, though, he had
ceased to b4 tied to passive defense of key installations
THIS PAC,and LOOCs and had begun to seek out the VC. Although he
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'(6) The. r4sson o? the" VNC was- t 9 ececite amphibious
assault op.rati-is And other operation~.as directed. The
VNNC was a-ssiiea to CJGS, RVN",, as a'part of' the general
ti4ve battalions of the VKC Brigade vere
reserve.,*Th
battalion midsions, rarely
general3 coimmitted on indiviguil
2
on a brigade-size operation. 8
(C) Althbugh the general 'missiion of the VNMC involved
ccmmitments. to 'amphibious operations, only one battalion-'
size amphiitoUS operation was conducted during the year.
This was due •to the 'lack of shipping, requirements 'for commitment as general reserve throughout the country and increased
VC activity during the summar. Coupled with the brigade commander's .deiire to operate separately from the VNN, these factors prohib ed •py productive use of VNIC's amphibious assault
9
capability.'"'
(C) In Janu=
the VNMC was ordered to conduct Operation
NGUY1N VAN NHO, a multi-battalion search and destroy operation,
spread out over a large area in the Vung Tau special area,
Phuoc T'uy povinee, Long Than district of Bien Roa Province and
Xuan Loc 'district of Long Khanh Province. The significance of
this operation was not in the results achieved but the fact
several battalions were employed under a single command. In
past the VNKC had cirried out battalion-size general re"serve rolesI or had been deployed' as individual battalions under
tactical control of various ARVN corps commanders. The reason
for separating VMC battalions in general reserve missions was
due partially• o the suspicions of the JOS since the VNMC brigade had plaqed & significant role in previous government

Sthe

coups *270

(G) Although organized prior to 1965,stlh 5th Marine Bn
did not receive its' first mission until June 1965 when it was
deployed to IVCT2 to operate as part of a task force with the
22d ARVN Div as II Corps reserve. The battalion operated between lontum and Ploiku throughout the month but made only
light contact with the VC and suffered only mizor casualtiesi 7 l
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(C) Wotore 4uae 1965, the various
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used battalions of the general*reserve committed to their

i

support in a piecemeal fashi.on. As a results general
reserve units suffered a number of severe defeats by
superior VC units. On 18 June, the 'Minister of Defense
issued an order forbidding commitment of the general reserve in less than two-battalion strength except for local
operations within three kilometers of their bases. This
concept had been repeatedly stressed by the senior advisor
to the VNKC. This new order, backed by COMUSMACV's stern
policy.regarding ambushes, had a stimulating effect on the
advisor-counterpart relationship. 2 7 2 During June the Commandant, VNKC, assumed an additional duty as Comnander,
CdR.
No adverse effects on brigade operations were notioed.273
(C) The first joint III MAF/VNMC amphibious operatico was conducted during November under the code name
BLUE MLI and is discussed in detail in this chapter.
This was the first opportunity for the VNMC to conduct a
battalion size amphibious assault during the year. This
first exposure of the VNMC to their US counterparts was
very beneficial. Response to predeployment training was
excellent and the reaction of the battalion indicated
VNMC's potential ability to successfully operate in any

type of amphibious environment. 274

OT1M OPERATION•AL ACTIVITIES
(U) Annex H contains a discussion of the problems
connected with the security of US personnel and installations in SVN and the steps taken in an attempt to improve
the situation.
(U) Annex I contains a discussion of US efforts to
insure NVK and GVN adherence to the 1949 Geneva Convention
on treatment of prisoners of war.
(U) Annex J contains a discussion of the highlights
of the morale and welfare program for US forces in SWN.
(U) Annex K contains a discussion of some of the
more significant weapons, tactics and techniques tested
during 1965 In operations against the VC and North Vietnause.
(U) Annex L contains a discussion of politicsl-paychological warfare matters.
(U) AMXn
,000tains a discussion of the expanded
intelligence prop4',accompanying the introduction
of US
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forces into.SVN
(U)' Annex N, pýablishedL separately, contains a discussion
of spepill operations.
PACIFICATION PROGRESS
(TS) 'At a US/GVN meeting on Rural Construction Affairs on
5 November 1965, Rural Construction Minister Sub-Brig Gen
Nguyen Due Thang noted in his opening remarks that the ministry
was becoming active after "two wasteful years." 2 7 5 A few weeks
later, the US SECF.also expressed a similar view:
I wAsn't at all reassured about what I heard
yesterday regarding pacification. I have been con-

cerned about this every time I have been here in

the last two years, i don't think we have done a
... thing we can point to that's been effective in
five years. I ask you to show me one area in this
.,country, in the five years that I have been associated with it, that we have pacified. 2 7 6

t

(S) Although the RVNAF JGS had accepted all US suggestions as to how the RVNAF could be employed to improve the
*pacific~tion program, and had issued its implementing Directive AB-139 on 2r December 1964, the outlook for progress in
the pacification prograzi in early 1965 was not favorable.
(U) It was evident that the situation was static; plans
were announced and then not implemented, Political jockeying diverted the attention of officials and military commanders, and the instability was compounded by ots and demcnstrations of religious groups and students.-% Even the Hop
Tac (Woiking Together) Progrxam the special pacification pro-

fcr the, areas around Saigon-Cholon in the III CTZ, was

Sgram

at a stand still. When a stopgap allocation of three million
piasters per province was made, pending release of regular
fund0o, province chiefs were reluctant to spend the funds.
They wanted specfic authorization and direction from higher
authorities. 2 78 These trends were not at all surprising to
US authorities in SVN. As early as November 1964, COI.USMCV
had agreed with the VS Ambaseador that the pacificc.tion program was n~t progressing "at all wl1 under the present form
of organistional and conceptual direction."279
(S) " COIUNCV felt there was an urgent need to consi-

der major changes that could "drastically stiffen''the OVN and

gie forward momentivu to pacification" since he~was seeking

S~the.

best means of making 4 dramatic improvement in concept,
ergot,zation' and discipline of thte .pacificationeffort,20.

S..........
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(S)

Any plan to encourage the GVN in its efforts,,

COMUSLACV recognized, should include measures for developing US-approved plans as well as means for control2

81
ling money and people during execution of the plans.
He envisaged an arrangement in which the pertinent GVN

agencies would be provided complete guidance in planning
pacification projects. However, COMUSMACV also saw the
dangers of exerting influence over the GYN, which might
be interpreted as excessive, and which might boomerang
on US interests. He suggested: "As a less drastic alternative, the Hop Tac idea might be extended to each of
2
By this he
the other three corps tactical zones."28
meant that pacification efforts should be emphasized in
certain priority areas in the three CTZ's as was done in
the Hop Tac Program in III CTZ.
(S) At a special US Mission Council meeting on 20
January 1965, discussion on the concept of pacification
revealed that the various representatives had differing
viewpoints on the subjectt 2 83 They succeeded in clarifying their differences and in drafting basic definitions
acceptable to all. They revised and issued six criteria
which defined the characteristics of a secured hamlet.
"trying to deveHowever, in earLy March, they were still
lop a meaningful doctrine for village/hamlet security".284
An analysis of RVNAF J3 's paper "The Organization and.
Operations of the Pacification System" by members of the
US Mission Council, revealed that the GVN's views were
at variance with US views in the following subjects: 1)
The role of the corps commander in the pacification program; 2) the relationship of provinces with the proposed
Bureau for Pacification Affairs; and 3) the position of
the Minister of Interior in the pacification program.25
(C) At the 2 April Joint US Mission Council/GVN
Internal Security Council meeting, changes in the GUN
pacification organization were approved. The prime
minister issued GVN Decree Nr. 64 on 5 April, which dissolved both the Central Pacification Committee and the
Internal Security Council and established the Central
The term "pacifiRural Reconstruction Council (CRRC).
cation" was changed to "rural reconstruction" and the
New Rural Life Directorate was redesignated the Directorate General for Rural Reconstruction (WAR), as the
operating arm of the CRRC. GVN authorities thought that
*rurul reconstruction" more accurately portrayed the intent of the programs to gain popular support through
positive social and economic projects while providing the
security to insure project completion. The renecessa
orgazniation provided for better coordination and direction at the national leVl and defined the responeibilities
"
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of corps and divis
actical comman
a in support of provincial reconstruction activities. The Joint Mission Directive, Subji The Concept of Rural Reconstruction and Certain
Definitions and Procedures, of 10 April, reflected these
changes; it was essentially a revision of the basic document

prepared jointly by USAID, USIS and USMACV on 1 February, 2 86

On 30 Ju4L, Prime Minister Ky further decreed that the term
"rural reconstruction" be replaced by "rural construc* 4 ou."
(See Figure IV-2, Organization for Rural Construction. )
(C) On 12 May, the US Mission Council directed the
testing of a plan in which a province team chief would be
designated to coordinate all US activities in a province and
would provide the SVN province chief with one US point of
contact. Three provinces were selectord for the 90-day test
that started on 1 June.
(See Anmex D.)

(C) The US Mission Liaison Group was established on 14
.May to provide closer coordination with the DGRR. It was
heated by the secretary of the US Mission Council, with Mnmbership consistinZ of reprasentatives from USAID, JUSPAO, CAS,
and US6ACV.
Extension of Hop Tac Concept
(S) A subject of persistent interest to agencies involved in the rural construction program during 1965 was the
idta of establishing a Hop Tac program in the other three
corps areas. The Hop Tac program, which vas based on a CONUSMACV idea developed in 1964, was conalidered to be moderately successful in that it did blunt VC pressures in the strategicalV important area around Saigon. Hop Tac called for
a consolidation of government resources to insure the security of the capital complex, Saigon/Cholon, by winning the
war in the six provinces (Gia Dinh, long An, Hau flghia, Bien
Hoa, and portions of Binh WDong and Phuoc Tuy) surrowimi in, that
area. By using, the "oil spot" concept, government control
was to be extended outward from the capital until government
influence was extended to those six province%. The Hop Tac
area vas divided into four roughly concentric tones (A, B,
C, and D) with Saigon/Cholon being the hub. Operations wt6re
to be conducted in these areas to eliminanto the VC forces
and political orgnizations, neutralitinr their productive,
econceac, and financial activities and to provide control
and security for the popalation in -,rder to give them a
standard of living perceptibly better than that offered under
VC control.
(S)

The objective of the first phase of the plan wLs to
Po 231 Of 4
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conduct clearing operations in Zone B and secure Zone A,
and at the same time, conduct search and destroy operations in Zone C and D. This phase was planned to be completed by 1 January 1965. By achieving these goals, GVN
officials could travel and work freely during the day
developing Zone A through civic action projects and reMe
main overnight without unusual protective measures.
national police would be responsible for all normal security functions except for special missions requiring
regular ARVN forces. The VC in the area could not make
a public show of force except for isolated terrorist
acts. In Zone B, all VC forces, company size and larger,

would be eliminated, permitting RF/PF units to assume
responsibility for security. RF/PF units would have the
capability of defending against VC platoon-size attacks.
Securing and clearing Zones A and B respectively would
allow regular ARWV forces to continua clearing operations

in Zone C and search and destroy operations in Zones D

thus sealing avenues of approach into Zone B. On 1 October 1964, the GIN exercised some degree of control over
38 percent of the land mass in the Hop Tac area as compared to 37 percent under VC control, the remaining 25
percent being in dispute. By the end of 1965 government
influence was extended to 43 percent of the land area
while the VC increased its control to 44 percent. Gains
to both sides came from the areas in dispute. Although
the gain in land area was s=all greater gains were made
in bringing the population under some degree of GVN control. At the beginning of the program, approxiimerely
1,925,#500 people resided in the Hop TOe area, excluding
the aigon/Cholon complex. In October 1964, OVN evercised control over 75 percent of the population while
thi VC was considered to control nearly 25 percent. Ry
the end of 1965, GVN influence had been extended to 85
percent while those controlled by the VC had been reduced to lees than 15 percent. Substantial progress was
made io those areas classified as secured. On 1 October

1964, 603100 people (31 percent) were reciding in
secured areas. At the end of 1965, the total population
of which l,257,418
in Hop TOc had increased to 2,097,?g
(60 percent) were residing in secured areas. Oa 27 February 1965s, OO• ACV ned requested that the I end IV
Corps senior advisors review their current programs and
develop conceptual Hop Tar type program as a basis for
discussion with their GVV counterparts. CGWSMACV expected that evaluation of efforts and the application of
Hop. Tee principles would demonstrate the desirability of
eoordinating2pd focusing resources in the critical area
in each CTZ.•°
NTIS PAttE REGRADO
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At the first
tactice], conference attended by corps
commanders on 3 April 1965, Minister- of Armed Forces Maj Gen
Tran Van Minh directed the i, II and IV Corps coninanders to
The
develop Hop Tac type plans for each of their CTZts.
Secretariat which directed the Hop Tac Program was charged
with organizing a two-day seminar for passing the Hop Tac
experience to civilian and military plannera from the corps.
These corps commanders presented Hop Tac type plans for their
The CG, I Corps, originally conrespective areas on 3 May.
sidered Hue and Da Nang as areas which could be expanded in
Tac-like plans.
He revised his thinking, in light nP
"resources-available and planned to concentrate his efforts on
expandinig'the Da Nang area.. CG, II Corps, selected the area
around Qui Nhon as his Hop Tac base and CGp, IV Corps, deve-

"loped plans to expand from the Can Tho area.
`"S) COMUMSMACV recognized that the problem3 in these
-" CTZ's differed from those in the original Hop Tac area.
Special organizational arrangements did not have such great
importance as had been the case in the original Hop Tac
area. Under the new organization for rural reconstruction,
the corps commanders had the requisite authority to follow
through and correct any matter that might be obstructing
progress.
The corps commanders even considered using the
CTZ Rural Reconstruction Council, which had the appropriate
GVN membership, t ogjme_,the effort. - COUSMACV hoped that
the USAID, USIS,
. regional representatives would Join

the corps senior a sors in developina effective and co"operative 'support arrangements on the US side. It was critically important that the US advice and support be consistent, 'and attuned to the corps civilian-police-military plan.
(S)
COMUSMACV thought that ministerial support in the
CTZ programs would probably be more tenuous than in the original Hop Tac Program.
The GVN civilian deputy on the Hop
Tac council had ready access to high-level ministry officials
in Saigon and was Jn a fairly good position to coordinate
ministerial support. 'In the I, II, and IV Corps, the ministries were for the most part represented by low-level inspectors.,
(S) -Foi" 1965, he envisaged that the scope of the Hop
Tac type operations would te more restricted.
Because of
fewer resources and smaller secure areas, other CTI efforts
would be much smaller than in III CTZ.
(S)

COCSMACV maintained that for success in any of the

corps' Hop Tac operations:
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1) There must be full integration of the ci rilian-military-police efforts ruder unified direction.
2) Ministerial support must be timely, adequate
and in accordance with local plans and requirements, not

Saigon-developed programs and desires.
3) Military support for clearing and support
operations must be committed on a long term basis.
Expansion could not be pushed ahead on arbitrary schedules, but would have to parallel the development of lasting security as provided by •IF/PF.

4)

5) District and province must retain their usual authority, since they were the key echelons in rural
reconstructionp but their efforts must be coordinated by
the local Hop Tac councils.
(S)
In May 1965, the Prime Minister indicated to the
US Ambassador his dissatisfaction with the organization of
the Hop Tac program. He had requested that the pertinent
GVN officials consider making Region A of the Hop Tac area
part of the C!R and the remaining regions part of the III
Corps commander's area of responsibility. CONUSMACV's
views on this subject were expressed at a Mission Council
meeting as follows: the Hop Tac organizational framework
should be retained for the foreseeable future; the desig-

*

nation of CG, III Corps, as Chairman, Hop Tac Council,

vJwould have merit since nearly all of Zones B, C and D were
in the III Corps area. Because of its accessibility to
the civilian ministries, the Hop Tac Secretariat should
remain ir its then present location, and 0G, TII Corps,
should have a special assistant to perform his Hop Tac
duties.
(C) COCUACV felt that the Hop Tao oreanization
had been unique in providing a for=m for the military and
civilian officials to address common problems.
He also
folt that the program had received good publicity, stressing that, irrespective of loss elsewhere, procraxe Wad
continued in the original Hop Tao area.
(C) In late May 1965p GVN officials su&,ested that
the 0O, XI Corps, be designated Chairman,, Hop Tac Council,
and that a general officer be appointed his deputy to aid
him In the diiection of the Hop Tac Secretariat. A recommended clarification was that the Hop Tac Secretariat
should function as a coordinating body to facilitate and
THIS PAGE REGRADED UNCL/SSIFIW
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monitor actions, but that it not be a separate command.
(See Figure IV-3, 1965 Hop Tac Goals.)

28
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(C) The return of executive power to armed forces leaders in June 1965 resulted in the placement of the UJRR under
the Commissioner for Rural Affairs, a civilian appointee, and
one of five acamissioners reporting to the Commissioner
General for War.
A June 1965 US Joint YACV/USAID Team Study of US(S)
MACV subsector advisory teams revealed that about one-third
of their efforts were devoted to civilian matters; that the
teams supported and complemented the efforts of other US
agencies very well; and that they did recognize and resist
the tendency to take charge, and were striving to make the
GVN system function. In response to March 1965 requests for
hard skills for subsector teams, a pilot program far limited
augmentatinn of each corps ane the CMR by medical, engineers,
and MP advisors was initiated.289

4

4

(C) During the SEC=IEFs visit to 3VW in July 1965, he
was briefed on the trend in population and area control.
Statistics from U3I.COV, USAID, and GVN sources were used to
describe important factors indicoting succes. or failure of
the counterinsurgency effort.
(C) Data on population control during 25 June 1964 25 June 1965, as m-intaiaed by U3-10CV based on nonthly reports from the sector advisors, indicated that:
1) GVN lost control over wn adcitional 6.2 percent
of the total eetimistad population of 14.6 million people.

2)

OWN oontrolled 45.9 percent or 5.9 million

people as of 25 June 1965.

3) During the period, there w4e no not chanLe in
tte- percentage of population in the cleared and uncontested
aeas, Until 25 fAy 1961, the percentape of population in
the cleared areas graditally inc-eased from 24.3 to 27.0 percent, but this wi, abruptly off et in June as a rresult of VC
"succeases in I and II CTZ'I tmid in the northern provinces of
III CTZ. By-25 June 1965, there were 24.3 percent or 3.6
utmillion people in the cleared anw uncont(stod areas.
4) During the period, the VC incroased their control over an additional 6.2 percent of the total population
with a peak increase of 2.8 percent occurring, in June 1965.
Toward the end of June the VC cotrol

• . ....

.

t,*

rent of the

total population or 3.4 million people.

290

(C) During the period under discussion, the GVN lost
significant' areas in I and II CTZ's and in the northern
and eastern regions of III CTZ. Area losses occurred in
Quang Nam, Quang Tin and Quang Ngai in I CTZ; all II CTZ
provinces except Kanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan and Tuyen Due; and
Phuoc Long, long Khanh and Phuoc Tuy in III CTZ.
(C) In the IV CTZ, GVN control increased, particularly in the heavily populated belt running diagonally
across the central part of the Delta from Go Cong to An
Giang Province. The VC continued to occupy and operate
their traditional bases in the U Minh forest and along the
2 91
southern coast.
(C) On 22 July, USAID and COMUSMACV issued Confidential Joint Directive 1-65, Subject: Provincial Rural Rec6nstruction Reports, which outlined procedures and assigned responsibilities for the preparation, submission and
distribution of Joint USAID/USMACV Province Rural Construction Reports. The directive discussed selected official
GVN reports and clarified US counterpart responsibilities
in assisting in the preparation, transmission and utilization of the GVN reports: Monthly Report of the General
Situation in the Province) and Monthly Report of General
Status of New Life Hamlets. Two inclosures of this joint
directive provided specific guidance for the preparation
of the USKACV/USAID Provincial Team Report, and the Month-

ly Evaluation of Provincial Situation and GVN Statistics*
These reports provided the US Mission Council and its
agencies with data required to assess the progress of

rural constructionp and with information on the status of
the US and GVN counterinsurgency programs.
(C) At a Joint GVN/US council meeting on 28 August,
the GVN representatives made some proposals concerning the
pacification program. Although COMUSMACV disagreed with
some of the "factse
presented, 2 9 2 some of the proposals
presented were actually suggestions made earlier by US
agencies to the OWq. In addition, some of the proposals
were already on the GVN statute books. He felt that difficulties in the program were not due to a lack of policy,
but largely to poor execution.
This was attributable to
government instabilityo and eithier the incapacity or unwillingnese of responsible officials to implement existing
policies. Other difficulties included: the lack of under.
standing, or aeceptane, of the concepts and techniques of
pacification by some ratikine GVN officials; failure to act
THIS PAGE REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED .
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according to designated priorities; the establishment of unrealistic goals, and the warpinL of., facts to meet thebe
goals; and the defensive position forced upon government
forCes:."y increased VC strength.
(C) Despite general concurrence in the GVN proposals,
CO•US•CV took specific exception to the following points in

the GOVN discussion: 2 93
1)

The implication that military security should

receive equal or less emphasis than the other aspects of the
pacification program ignored experience which had shown that
without security, ecunomic and social progress would not go
forward6 The problem was one of ti -ing. Initially, adequate
security was paramount vis-a-vis the econon Ic and social programs.
In later stages of pacification, the latter programs
would receive the bulk of the emphasis.
2) Moreover, CO4UACV did not subscribe to the
charge of poor liaison between the GVN and the US Mission, or
the lack of coordination and cooperation among the Mission
Council agencies. Liaison existed, and was generally effective at all levels as evidenced by US support of the following activities: a) the Joint US Mission Council/CRCC meetings, b) the Hop Tac organization with its Joint Council and
Secretariat, c) the Provincial Rural Construction Comnittees,
and, d) the. Subsector Advisory Proram.
3) COMU!hACV was opposed to the proposal to establish a new armed organization, subordinate to the Itnistry of
Rural Construction, and designed to protect the cadres. This
was a completely unsatisfactory and inadequate approach to a
major problem of security. No "new armed organization" would
solve the problem of security, although improvements were
always possible. COMUSHACV felt a more realistic approach in
this regard was to develop, together with the JGC, a military
campaign plan desitned to accomplish, with both US and ARVN
troops, the inuediate policy objective, which was to convince
the VC and WIN that they could not win. In order to do this
US/GV? must halt the VC offensive and then, in selected areas,
make visible progress in pacification plans, designed to take
advantage of the increased security afforded by US troops.
Such a campaign plan was being drawn up at year's end.
4) Finally, COMWJS4ACV was not in favor of the formation of coordination ccmitteeas at the national, regional
"and provincial levels. Rural construction councils were already in existence at these levels, to carry out required
coordination. Additional committees fqp
, for coordination

O
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purposes would hinder rather than improve coordination.
(C) In view of the observations cited above, CCIUS2 94
recommended:
MACV
1) That a review be made with the GVN, of the
conceptual approach to pacification, in order to isolate
the problem areas that had been associated with its execution and the taking of corrective actions as required.
2) That a military campaign plan be developed
which would be in consonance with pacification doctrine,
plans and priorities. USMACV and 3GS-had this underway.
3) That there be insistence upon the proper
implementation of the campaign plan under development and
adherence to the pacification principles set forth in
previous pacification plans.

4)

That the Mission Council oppose the estab-

lishment of a new armed organization to provide security
for cadres.
5) That the Mission Council discourage
formation of pacification coordinating committees
requirig existing rural construction councils at
national, regional and provincial levels to carry
2 95
their assigned functions.

(0)

the
by
the
out

At the joint GVN-Mission Council meeting on 11

September, it was brought out that Hop Tac, during 1965,
had not progressed as rapidly as anticipated, and if the
then present rate continued, it appeared dubious that the
30 June 1965 goals would be met before the end of the
year.

(C) CCKUSKACV prepared a detailed analysis for the
Ambassador, showing the fundamental problems that beset
Hop Tac. From a preliminary survey, it appeared that
ma
of the problems were rooted in areas outside the
competence of the Hop Tae Council. Some of the more
important were:
1) Political. The many changes of government
caused changes in personnel and organitation of ministries with ensuing delays in decisions. Serious turbulence in province and district chief assignments slowed
pacification programs. The new GVN leaders generally were
unfamiliar with the Hop Tac concept and, until the n
September briefing, had received no progress report since
TH-I$ rlA~r P•G•,iEO
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June-a three-month hial.,l.

As a rQsult of the deteriorating
lir
.....
security situat 9n, many ARVN urdts on securing missions
pulled iqtp d•nensive positions with the resultant lack of
•in saturation patiollinL and the limiting
aggr •s•YO5
of night. a6ctýities to .manning fixed positions.
~f'fective
clear.ng and securing operations were few with the most
prominent 4orciencies noted in the 25th DivisiOn area. The
major VC stý6ngholds ; the northern, northwdstern and western Hop Tac areas continued to preoccupy RVNAý leaders,
diverting a4ention and effort from Hop Tac operations in
Zones B and C. At the same time, the major effort of the
general reserve had to be shifted to other corps areas.
3) Personnel. Within the Hop Tac organization,
personnel turnover resulted from political changes. The
former chairman of the Hop Tac Council, a senior RVNAF
major general, was replaced in June by the CG, III Corps,
who rarely 4ttended meetings and who assigned his deputy,
a sub-brigadier general, as the de facto chairman. As a
result, the other principals did not attend. The former
resident deputy chairman and the chief of the Secretariat,
a sub-brigadier general, was relieved, leaving a lieutenant
colonel as the senior staff member.

4

4.

4)

Collateral Proprams.

a) The mobile action cadre programiwhich involved cadre teao movink, amonWj villages to help them consolidate their security and administrative organizationa,
continued to deteriorate,
Cadres had never become fully
effective as a result of inadequate training, a pay scale
too low to attract competont personnel, and acceleratin&
depletion b the military draft.
b) Continuing personnel shortages in the RP/
PF contributed to the retention of ARIW units in 'one D
securing operations# at the exponse of the latterts commit-

ment in Zone C, The prohibition aeainst recnriting, PF in
the under 20 age brackat had a deleterious affect Which
would require some time to overcome.
5)
.uatiog C iteria. Failure to match the
rate of progressas projeceddin January 196c was in part
the result of. some areas being declared secured or cleared,
but not meeting the criteria as later defined, so that the
program, in facts had farther to go than was realzed at the
time. Also, a'more stringrent applioatioR44,iteria led to

•.•
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more realistic evaluations.
(C) COIUSMACV felt that, while rural construction in
the Hop Tac area had not progressed as rapidly as predicted,
the primary objective, to secure the national complex, had
been partially achieved. The problems which beset the program were to a large degree national in scope and outside
the control of the Hop Tac organization. The Hop Tac organization was a coordinating body dealing with problems
which cut across political and military boundaries and
which, by its very nature, generally interacted on two or
more ministries. However, such a body was essential if
problems of rural construction in the capital complex were
to be expeditiously isolated and solved. Had it not existed, something similar would have had to be invented. The
organization of Hop Tac was in being and COMUSMACV believed
the Hop Tat concept remained sound. It provided a channel
of counication from province to national level, which
given top-level attention, could expedite the solution of
"problems which otherwise would be lost in the administrative maze. It was not a question as to whether the Hop Tac
council was needed. What was required was a revitalization
of the program and top-level governmental attention. 2 96

4

(S) On 22 September, the US Mission Council was
briefed on CC(USMACV's recoimendations to revitalize the
Hop Tac program. In the ensuing discussion, COMUSMACV
stated that while Hop Tac could be said only to have been
about 50 percent successful, it had undoubtedly averted a
VC siege of Saigon. The Ambassador reviewed the original
reasons for the emphasis placed on the area surrounding
Saigon and maintained that they were still valid, primarily
bacaua of th. heavy density of population. He noted, however, the lack of a clear comitment to Hop Tao on the part
of the GVN possibly owing to the fact that the VN consider.
ed the program a US scheme. The view was also expressed
that the trouble might also lie in US/OUW differences over
some fundamental concepts of Hop Tat. It was concluded
that all interested US agencies should asree upon concepts
and tactics before approaching the GYN. To this end a
committee was formed to discuss the Hop Tac proei.amA97
(C) Sub-Brig Gen Nguyen Duc Thang succeeded Nguyen
Tat Ung as Minister of Rural Construction when the latter
died in a plane crash at Quang Ngai on 16 September. A
four-omth test of a Revolving Rural Construction Fund was
implemented on 1 October. It provided subsector advisors
with readily available funds to support high impact rural
construction projects and civic action activities when nor-.
al GYN financial support was not iz,,ediately available.
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Bach subsector advisor had access to 50,000 piasters which could be replenished as necessary. The fund provided imme-'
diate responsiveness and flexibility to the rural construction effort, and was intended to complement existing GVN
programs ard to enhance the prestige of local government
Toward the end of 1965, it became obvious that
official•.
this method was highly successful. Consideration was given
in late December to propose permanent establishment of the

revolving fund.
(TS) In September, US authorities clearly recognized
"the imperative need for a pacification program which would
capitalize upon sue ce W s achieved by US/ARVT troops against
They saw that a realistic program
main force VC units.""
would "require a buildup of ARVN forces commensurate with
the buildup and capabilities of US forces because ARVN
forces, of all categories, are critical to the success or
failure in the pacifici tion effort and the long tem outcome
of the war." 2 9 9 CINCPAC felt that the US should be more
aggressive and set the lead, as ARVN did not have the capability. The US also appeared to have certain advantages
over ARVN: inherert understanding of this type of undertaking, interest in the people and technical qualifinztions
and special equipment. Nevertheless, there was a clear neod
for an "adequate number of 1F/PF and police." 3 0 0 CONU3!LCV
expressed appreciation for recognition of the iportance of
the pacificetion progrem, but he also indice ted that he had
learned that U6 concepts and anxiety could not. be forcibly
He rccoiwended quiet parAuasion as tha
imposed on GVN leadars
moat efficient method.101
(TS) This view vav -i tirmly congruent with the purpose
of US military operations in .37% "To 2 low the Vietniu -eo
to continue with their pacification prolrt within the
shield established by US and Free World Military Aseitance
be done by the Vietnamese, it
Againp this mj
forom.
cannot be dom by us.*"
In early October$ there were indications that GVW
(S)
leaders "s recognized that emphasis and acceleration in
M1N loeders rethe pacification program were necessary.
assign, for an
to
considered
being
vealed that plane were
200 man at the
of
teams
extended period# specially-trained
district levoel to ensure the dovelopjunt of lo-nting
security and stability. Thoy envisaged Minister of Rural
Costruction General Thang aa directing the initial thrust
in this effort (6-12 months) to be succeeded by a aivilian

director@..

Apart fro& the eouzdne.j of this corcopt,
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US officials found GVN enthusiasm for this program most refresh-.
ing. By the end of October, after considering US suggesticns,
the GVN had prepared a proposed pacification policy which defined phases and objectives, established criteria for each phase
and described the roles and missions of the rural construction

cadre group. 303

(S) At a Commanders' Conference at Nha Trang on 24 October,
CCIHUSMACV reiterated the following guidelines concerning the
pacification program:
We must get involved in pacification around
our base areas to enhance base security. However,
when we are working with the people, it must be in
the name of and in close coordination with the
Vietnamese officials. The GVN is very concerned
lest we take over the police function or in other
ways over-ahadow the GVN, We are not in conpetition with the GVN. We must be alert to their fears
and handle them with finesse. Sub-Sector Advisors
should be present in all districts where US troops
are based,
While the term Rural Construction or Pacification is meaningful to most of us, it is not fully
understood by many MNOOs and Junior Officere. It
is very important that US troops understand what is
meant . . . There are man facets to Rural Construcmtion. Security is probably the most important . .
The end result saught is to get a favorable image of

the government to the people and to bring them to the
goveruent side.

The most critical problem in the Rural Construection effort is to recruit and train Popular Forces
U•nits. The IF are local people. They have a vested
interest in their local security. . . We mast be
alert and work with GVN officials to recruit for the
PF .. . If there are US troops in the areas we
should provide a few selected NCO's to work with the
IF on a lg
term basis. If we can succeed in pro-.
ducing effective PF units we will be relieved of
a great part of our security problem. We want to
develop the PF into a force that can take over local
ecuri•ty.
lmeverp we mist not shove our asuistance
don thetbroat of the MN* We can get tbh to ask
for our help if we approach the matter with finesse.
T HiS
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rCommanders shouldI.., build ujp the
village and hamlet chiefs. .1hen units go
"intonew areas* the Coimanders should meet
and make a fuss ever the local officials.
Advisors should urge their counterparts
to do likewise. 30
(TS) At the weekly US/GVT Council Meeting on 5 November,
Minister of Rural Construction General Thang presented the GVN's
concept of pacification as envisaged for the 1966 program. A
Senior Iiral Construction Council was established to be chaired
by the P-ine Mýrister; members would include Minister of Defense
La Gen Co; CJGS, Lt Gen Vien; the corps commanders and the NP.
At the corps councils, membership would consist of division
comanders; at-division councils, province chiefs; and at province councils, district chiefs. A new cadre concept was
developed by 1 December; the Prfine Minister had already decreed
that the lowest cadre member would be paid at least 2#500
piasters per month. The 1966 program was to be in the hands
of province chiefs by 1 January. The entire GVN would be involved in rural construction and would bo guided by the following
principles: the people's security vould be of primary concern;
the populace would be encouraged to participate. and democracy
would be the guiding principle. The following policies also
applied: the GVW would pacify, not the RVNAF. The mission of
itVNAF was to support the GVN; the people's aspirations would be
fully considerod in the development of programs. The US Mission
Council members stated that "this was the most intelligent and
practical approach to the problem of pacification thus far. 0305
(S) The key features of the 1966 Pacification Plan (GyN
Circular 3041 published on 11 Novomber),included: continued
use of the six-point evaluation criteria, construction of add-

itional hamlets in prierity areas# and organization of cadres
into armed groups with propaganda, civil aff.irs and civil
action functions.
Acc-cdiing to the Minister of Rural Con-.
structionp the Ministry of Defense had responsibility for the
clearing phase; the 14inisters of Interior and Rural Constructions
the securing phase; and all Ministries, the development phase.
Cadre teams were to be assigne-^)o b village for 6 to 12 months,
rather than Just a rew weeks. u In addition to cadre teams,
formed of experienhced paersonnel, teams were to be specially
trained at the National Trsining Center at Vung Tau. OVer
40#000 qualified personnel wore epected to be availvble by the
end of 1966# to meet the requirements for programs in the
priority areas. These areas coincided with areas where wilitary
forces would concentrate their efforts to establish secure zones.3 0 7
-

7he priority areas were Da ?haxg-Qtaag Has Provincýe (I Corp..);
Bnb h
Province (II Corps);
Saigo len'-ia Dinh Sector,
MHIS PAG,
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eastern portion of Hau Nghia Sector, southern portion of Binh
DWong Sector, western portion of Bien Hoa Sectors northern and

central portions of Iong-An Sector and the northwestern portion

of Rung Sat Special Zone (III Corps). and An Gian) Province (IV
Corps). Province chiefs presented their plans to division and
corps commanders and to the Minister of Rural Construction for
approval during the period 6-29 December. USMACV and USAID representatives from all levels participated in the review of these
plans and related actions. Upon approval of the plans, the
Minister of Rural Construction required RVNAF corps and. division
ccmendero and province chiefs to sign statements that at least
75 percent of the planned programs would be accouplished in 1966.
Signatures of US advisors were also required, to signify mutual
understanding of minimum goals of the 1966 program. The plans
were finalised and funds were.*released so that the 1966 program
could begin on-l January 1966.
(C) -The

GVN military plan in support of the 1966 Rural

"Construction Plan was given .in JGS Directive AB 140 dated 15

December 1965.

It was Aeveloped in coordination with the Ministry

of Rural Construction and USKMCV and included'eight annexs. The
annexes delineated the roles and missions of the RVNAF and other
GVN forces; the basic tasks of the FIMtF; and described the programs for resources control, civil affairs and psywar. They
also showed the relationships among the forces in the three
phases of rural construction. RVNAF/U•SACV Directive AB 141
dated 31 December 1965 was the combined RVNAF/USMCY campaign
plan. It established the basic missions of RVNAF and US/FWAAF
and outlined immediate goals to accomplish those missions during
"19%6. The campaign plan tasked the military comands to gain the
objectives established in the 1966 Rural Construction Plan and AB
140. Oh 131 December 1965# the GVN published CMCC Directive 31535UBHP-CT-M.
It was an all-encompasbsing summation of rural construetion policy and euperaeded Diroctive 2-",p which was dated
8 October 1964,
(S) In late November 1965# the special assistant to the
U. S. Ambassador, )aj Cen E. Lansdaleg (Ret) identiflod a problem occasioned by the appointment of a Director of Cadre in the
Kinistry of Rural Constructiong and expressed in the question:
"Who on the US side will have the executive role in dealing with
the Rural Construction Cadr, their organization, their recruitment# their training and their employment?" He informed the
Ambassador that:
4

USAID desire establishing a joint

E

of6fieVVI"the Rural Construction Hinis try, to have
daily working liaison with the GYN on those
cadre matters,?. MACV desires a working subcou-.
nittee of Mission Liaison Group, in Qd&ch XACV

S
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uould have a strong role and porform this
rkin liaison function on GVN cadre.
dai
Thelf
.ZSAID project envisages ACV and JUSPAO

FO

"o~ervers" only .

" •as

.

.

There is a need for

a single US voice to reconcile policy differfocal point for US dealings on
ences ,rzd

RC cadre .(S) Ca4UZ4ACV believed that WCV~s role should not be
USID because it had
limited to the degree envisaged.by
a direct and subetinti4a interest i-Me-Tadre program. USMACV
wva the only itz'ture for advising the GVN at all levels of its
govwemtal operations and administrative organizations. At
district level and below, the USMACY aubsector advisory team
was the sole US advisory element, Because of thiso CCWmS1aCV
shared the responsibility for failure if the cadre policies
and prograes developed in Saigon were ineffective in the
provincea.
The manpower required for the cadre teams would im.
pact directly and seriously on CO1USAWCV's efforts to maintain
RYNAX strength levels. The supplying of arms$ anmunition and
other standard military items for the cadre and the maintenance
and repair of such material would inevitably become the responsibility of RVW and hence of CGQl24ACV. The Minister of Raral
Construction, Major General Than& was also the Dir ector of
(perations, JGS$ and looked to USACV for advice and assistance

on-the whole spec rum of pacification activities to include
cadre problems.

09

(C) In a memorandum to Special Assistant Ifansdale on 15
December, the Ambassador clarified the roles and missions of US
agencies in SVN in these words:
I consider the govermuent of Vietnam's effort
L1 this domain (apart from the military clearing
phaso) to l'e primarily civilian, economic, social

and rolitUW. in nature and in its aims.
quentlfy,

I

I

'upon

'Pi*tion
develop.

Conse-

)n tha Amrican side, it is preferable that

myo'I 3hould rely for the im-

of the necesoary programs as they
Other sections of Uo Missions

ing 24A0V, JUSPAQO

aseocsoiM d with .

.*should

USA IDM

Lnlud-

o~ns
r wnemselvos
but not as

agencieb directly responsibte fk r ojaratiws.

The foregoing is intended to ins-ae that the
number of persons and agencies contacting the GVt
and particularly the Iaiistry of Rural Construe.tiont on the subject of patification and dovelopment

"UNCL

SSIFIED

is reduced$ and in fact is limited to yourself
or your representatiwa plus the rapresentaieiys of
the two operating agencies, USAID and CAS. 31
(TS) At year's end, CCIUSVACV held these views on the pacification effort:
From an administrative and a management viewpoints, I think we are getting pretty well organized
to subsequently pursue a military campaign and to
project a meaningful rural construction program.
The only missing element now is a cadre concept and
plan which should becms an annex to a decree by the
Prime Minister setting up a broad policy and the organisation for rural construction. This is a matter
to be worked out between General Thang and Mr.

Janedile.

The biggest problem- nw in this whole

complex is lanadale's function, to include his relationship with other elements ot the US Mission and

agencies of the GVN.
(S)

311

In evaluating the progress of pacification during 1965, Man

factors mst be considered. In Septeamber 1963, there were 79 indicatore which UXCV staff mobers had devised to measure developmmts
in the then 27 objectivie defined in the pacification program,
y
March 1964, the number of indicatore accepted by J3, USMACV* had increased to 101, Although these indicators were forixlated ou reasonable
bases: their large namber made analysis and presentation
oumbersom.*
Pacification reports from the beginning wer

in

a constant state of flux, because of a continual saarch
for a meaningful basis bf. comparison between past and
present. Uncertainty as to what data were significaat
created a demand for wore and more inforration with
the resultant introduction of statistical methods into
pacification reprting. As the search for significant
indicatore for pacification progress continued threwh-

out 1964, reports became more mszmrous and unviel4

(C) Thus when COMSACV Proposed that - few basic yardsticks be
86d as Pimar indlcators to measure pacification progress, they
Aereeadifl accepted by the agencies inavlwed, i.e., DIA (Defense
Itj telligence Agenc)s,
'OS D WtAIl.
These yardsticks were: 1)
population coantrols, 2ý
a control# 3) comuwdcation eonitrol, 4)
resources control, 5) W strength and viability, 6) RVN strrgth and
vbability, Three reports which evolwud during 1964 and served as the
basic Pscificatifo progress report reqireftnts during 1965 were:

1) USCV Directive 335-.10, SJect. Monthly Reporting or Pacifica6 Progress and FWplation and Area Control, 15 July 1964 (revised
~~#Vke
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)jf;ointDirective 2-64, Subject: Criteria
6 October l965),A
to Evaluate New 14fe Hamlets, 8 October 1964, (C), (superseded
by GN 'CRC Directfve 1535- BHP-CT.M, 11"DecAAiber 1965 and
aification Reports,
3) Joint' Directive 34-64s Subject: "Province-Pd
"26 October 1964, (C)),

(sg'erseded by Joint Directive 1-65 dated

22 'July 196.
(S) "'Stiaistical data on gains and lodses during 1I65 can
.thus be calculated by analyzing the pertinent data of these
"reports. F6. eranple the population in the sectred areas
increasedfd 4,i278,960 to 7,724,200, for a gain of 3,445,600
during the priod 25 January-25 December' 1965. 313 A true
appreciation ot this gain should, however, be qualified by
factors to include:-) normal population growth, 2) continuing
reevaluation of methods by which these figures are compiled,
3) periodic discovery of inaccurate data submitted by lower
echelonsi 4) movements of refugees, 5) deliberate VC infiltrations, etc., as well as GVN control over additional areas.
The hazardous nature of statistical formulation in RVN can be
summarized by unconfirmed report from the office of the Mayor
of Saigon that ,approxImatel_ 00,000 unregistered people were
in the Saigon/Cholon area," 5
(S) The qualified nature of statistical data can be ilMustrated by the analysis of selected data for December 1965.
According to GVN Mlemorandum No. 0657, dated September 1964, an
area can be considered secured only if it met the "six-point
criteria." One of the conditions needed for fulfilment of
Criterion No. 1 is the recognition of the ineffectiveness of
VO harassment on the population. Che of the indications by
which this condit4 .on can be recognized is when the people
"Voluntarily provide effective intelligence to GVN, which will
identify and neutralize the remaining VC infrastructures." In
December, Mia Dinh Province, the province which had the second
greatest percentage of its population in areas considered secured,
had 97.7 percent of its population in this category. 315 During
the first 21 months of 1965,p an affirmative answer was given to
the basic question posed in the Provincial Team Report: IT the
population willingly giving intelligence to t he government
concerning the VC? Yet, in December# the answer was: "No.
Information pjovided in only one district where there it
security.* 310 The change in attitude of the people, despite
this statistic, c•a probably be attributed to the assassination
of six government officials by the VC in Gia Dinh Province from
September to November 1965 and the confirmed increase of six VC
battalions 317 in the areas bordering the province. 319
(C) The expectations for progress in terms of land area
But they were based on

"and populationoontrol were natural.

--
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Sassumptims which were not necessarily valid during 1965: that
there were effective and coordinated pacification plans and an
efficient organization to pursue these seals, Som of the
obstructions and inadequacies which hindered the program during
1965 were. 1) lack of local a&dmnistrative capability to
assimilate
ruraltoconstruction
program,
2) inadequate
formation
of HF/PF units
follow up military
clearing
operations,
3)
a~dmnistrative conifusion associated with the attmpted coup of
15 Februr 1963, 4) increased VC aetivitrs, particularly in the
first half of the yrear# 5) uncertainties resulting from delays
the national level in approving the 1965 Pacification Progrms

Sat

6) delays in the disbursment of funds budgeted for rural construetion activitiess 7) continued use of low-quality civili
e
cadres, 8) relatively low efficiency in search and destroy
operations, 9) the drafting of many caAble cadres# teachers
and survey team members into the military services and 10) the
appointaent of some incapable and obstinate officials at the
"districtand province levels.
(C) In a larger sense it would be more appropriate to
evaluate pacification progress during 1965 in terus af the changes
and refinements in pacification ooncepts, planning and organisation.
If this is considered a valid criterion, the following development would indicate that significant progress %as madet 1)
greater GVN initiative and better planning, 2) timely handling
of the 1966 pacification budgets 3) clearer definitions, 4) more
definitive policies, 5) better coordination of plans and views,
6) more accurate statistics# 7) a refinement in the methods of
evCluation 8) greater efficiency and flexibility at the lower
levelso 9$ recognition of the need for a better trained cadre,
10) more agressive ettitudes (such a* the return of refugees
to their ow villages), and 11) greater apprecition of the
nuances of pacification techniques.
(U) The process of pacification was sually slow and involved
as much a change in attitude as it dLA the accpliashment of
p)wsical tasks, By an avereness of the political and psechological
factors involved, by an attitude of helpfulnaes and undfrstanding,
coupled with firm and fair application of the neoesary oontrols,
and by conduct of an imaginative and aggressive civic action progits military forces coud make the diffe noe between succes

and failure in the paciication program. 319
|EGOOIC

WAVAIM
(S) In 1965 the US mission established an econoaic uarfare
proper as an integral part of the joint US/GvN effort to defeat
tho VC/jVN forces, With the sharp increase of NVV military forces
•
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•
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infiltrating into SVN, and their corresponding increasing requiraments for food and medicines, an economic warfare proprem
was essential to deny them these logistic resources and thus
reduce their effectiveness. Such a program wuld force them
to expand more effort Just to subsist, leaving them less time
and capability to fight. Emphasi : was given'to immediate action
which would deny the eneW money, foodstuffs, salt and medicine",
particularly in the critical areas of the II CTZ, where most
of the VC buildup was taking place. 320
(8) The US Mission Council's Economic Warfare Committee,
formed in August 1965, ws chaired by the US Counselor for
SmacI€ Affairs. It consisted of representatives from J2.
USACT, MBAID, CAS, and theUS Ibbassy's Special Liaison Office.
The committee considered the suggestions of various agencies,
intelligence reports, and investigation results, to ensure

that all possible measures would be employed to weaken the
4L

oenamy
Specific programs were arranged with the appropriate
inp1enting agencies and recomendations were submitted to the
US Ambassador and Washington. The comittoe members also
monitored various programs to determine their effectiveness
and to assure proper execution. Close liaison was established#
especially with the director of USAID, the Ibbassy political

section and CAS. 321
(8) Initially, the conittee focused its attention on two activitiest 1) to deny the VO access to needed resources,
and 2) to counter the VC program of economic warfare. Toward
the last few months of the year the committee concentrated its
efforts in programs to deny resources to the VC. 322
(S)

Although there was a variety of comodities which the

VO needed to maintain a satisfactory capability, the committee

felt that progrem should be formulated in toms of denying
the enW specific selected items which when limited would hurt
the eney most effectively. 323 The committee determined these
itms to be money, food# salt and medicines, in a descending
order of priority. Money was of primary importance because of
its negotiable nature both in-country and abroad. An appropriate
program to dewy the VO money would thus consist of measures
which could counter their taUation, hi4aoking, blaazciling and
strongam activities. 324 Ddring 1964, the VC reportedly
tollected more than two billion piasters in taxes. However,
the committee believed that the VC were still operating with a
considerable deficit. A reported CHICO( purchase of 300 million
ptasters in Hong Kong was apparently a measure to balance the
VC budget, The V'O' financial system was sophisticated and
businesslike. E9en law-level functionaries reportedly corn.
plained of the paper work involved. The magnitude of VC
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taxation can be illustrated in terms of the fact that two billon
piasters in tawos is tantamount to an annual lev of 1,000 pias.
ters from each family in the RVN. 325

(S)

The VC had numerous ways of obtaining money while the

GVN/B masures to counter their efforts were limited. The simplest immediate countermeasure was to neutralize VC tax and
revenue collectors on the highways and riverways. The expansion

of areas under GVN control would algo shield an increasing number of people from VC taxation. 326 USABD pressed GVN authorities
to establish a number of strong and efficient checkpoints on the
major national highwys leading into Saigon and those lea.ding

from the central lowlands into the highlands,
by the ffPo but

Permanently manned

to include RVNAF and US NP'sp all vehicles could
thus be stopped and searched. The committee believed that this
measure -would prevent the VC from using certain highways. 327

(8) A Resources Control Programs which was developed by
the USAID Public Waety Division and implemented by the NPO

concntrated on checking the flow of resources from the Delta
to the highlands and to the central lowlands. It was difficult,
if not impossible, to check VC efforts to obtain food within the
food-producing Delta region but the VC in the highlands had only
very limited food resources. 328
(S) To deny drugs to the VC, USAID and the MLnistry of
Health developed a plan which increased control over retail distribution of pharmaceuticale. Previously, any person with an ID
card could purchase drugs freely. 329 The program required retail
drug distributors to register all bWyers of drugs, Hospital
personnel were urged to strictly monitor their medical supplies

to minizmie leakage into the black market,

COG0SACV instructed

all US and FWAF medical teas to adainister only daily dosages
and not dosages for com•nete treatment. This would prevent the

VC from oollecting medicines fra vifla•1a
Civic Action Progrea (HOW) teams. 330

visited t7 Medical

(S) The profgam to desW salt to the VCO who required about
one pound per amonth per man, consisted largely in controlizng the
movemnt of salt cargo** in the salt-producIng areas alwg the
coastal plains of SVN, Salt was transported largely by small

Junks and smpana.

If suQc4efu3.lY executed, this proVr• would

cut the VCWe a"coss to 85 percent of the salt produced in sVN.
Plans were also made to institute checkpoints in the h1ij"-A&

to Control the shipping of salt into that region, 331 32(S) US and ARVN forces conducted a series of operations to
secure tLe rice-producing areas, particularly in I CTZ and in the
Delta regions to insure that the rice harvest would not fall into

\~,~g25Of 4
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Evacuaton of rice supplies found in VW hideouts

VC hands.

and,,sUpply points also contributed toward dent~l of this valuable
,

oo.modity to the VC.
thq were destroyed.

ýhen such supplies could not be evacuated,

(S) Progras carried out strictly by the GOVN were generally
ineffective. This was due largely to shortage of trained supekvisory personnel and a deterioration of the security situation4
The Economic Warfare Comnittee recommended that UAID direct a
cantration of effort into a few, properly staffed and supervised transportation route oheckpcints, wih the main effort in

mo
the~IX CTZ and the Saigon-Cholon complex.
(S) In. response to the US Ambassador to requests the USMACV
staff developed an economic warfare directive in December 1965,
which as subsequently published and distributed by 14 Janmury
1966. 535 The directive included data on previous USMACV studies
an this subject and pointed out the two objectives of economia
. •rfare: to dwe to the VC/NVA those comadities which they not
"have to carry on insurgency, and to counter the VC ecommi
warfare easures against the RN. US•FM forces and/or RVYA

throug adviory channelss we"r thus required tot
1) doe

rice harvests to the VC on a planned basis

,within manpower capabilities by securing the area concerned or
by destroying rice fields in regions which could not be secured

and by providing iAzited asounts of rice to the people in fringe
areas throuh the cooperation of local provincial authorities.

2)

secure the salt producing areas (solely an RVNA

mission) and cooperate with the NP who were to inspect and control ccmercial shipamts of salt from thes aras. 336

3) neutralize VO attempts to collect money by attackin& VU tax collection points and personnel an roads and waterways
and to provide sufficient security to the local population so
that they would be encouraged to ignore VC tax and bond.4elliAg
efforts,

4) i•entify and neutralize local VC sources of medicine
and to report all captured medicine etocks.

5) control all traffic on selected key roads and
watoewys by isosing a night curfew# by protecting a 11 convoys
which mast m•o

duing the day and by inspecting e

vehicle

or wtamwaft traversing these areas.

6) cooperate with the HP in the operation of resourese
ontrol checkpoints. 337
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(C) COKUSCAfV's overall guidance in this new directive
to assist and monitor RVWAF security efforts
provided for US/FW(
and furnish appropriate aeristance to other US agencies engaged
in this program. It was hoped that this fresh approach would.lend

new stimulus to this vital program as the new year began,
PSYCHOLOCGIC&L OPERATIONS

(U) The most significant development of USMACV psyops during
1965 was the introduction of USA psyops units as part of and in
support of the buildup of US combat forces, There was a generel
consolidation and integration of US-GVN efforts# a corresponding
clarification of functions among members of the psyops comnmity
in the RVNp and a marked interest throughout the US Mission in full

exploitation of all psychological opportunities.
(U) The keystone of USMACV pelops policy relative to the

support of combat operations was contained in USKACV Directive 525-3,

)Enimiaing Ncn.Ccubatant Battle Casuilties, 7 September 1965. This
directive, which emphasized discrimination in the application of
firepower and the use of all available psyops resources during each
operations also noted that the circumstances of the war in SVN called
for the exercise of restraint not normally required of soldiers
on the battlefield. These circumstances were described as follows:
The Government of Vietnam (GYN) is engaged in
a fight for its survival against the communist Viet
Cong (VC) supported and reinforced by the forces of
the DMV. It is the objective of the VC to seize
control of the hamlets, villages and towns by a coabination of military action, terrorism, political
action and subversion, It is the objective of the
GVN to resist this process and where it has occurred#
This means that the battle for Vietto reserve it,
nam flows backward and forward across the homes and
fields of the hapless rice farmer and the small tn
inhabitant. Whether# at any one time, he lives in
a VC or a OVN controlled hamlet depends to a large
extent upon factors and forces beyond his control,

&ventually, of coures, the GVN plans to regain con.
trol over all of the hamlets and all of the people.
The use of wnmeaessary force leading to non-.

embatant casualties in areas temporarily controlled
by the VC will emitter the populations drive them
lnto theamsofthe VC and *akethe long renge
go0l Of pacification ftV difficult and more costly.
THIS PAGE REGRADED UNCLASSIFIED
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(u)Following his March 1965 SWN visit# USIA Director Carl
-lan mecomsended to the President that US psyops in the RWVN be
.. a
rsaligned. The ?ressdent approved the recionended
pro---.,which called for the imediate ceation of a Joint VS
hMblc Affairs Office (Ju8sAoa through the cowbination ýof .U8#S&
and .unID elaments.
(U) The creation of JUSPAO was formally announced by US
ostruction VN 186, of 14 SY*. A Joint USMACV/JUSPAO
aocage dated 18 May, Subject: Direction and Supervision of US
PfychologLcal Operations In Vietnwa clarified the relationsbip
atmig UtWAV, JUSPAO and GVK persam.l and agencies. The Director,
USIS in SW, was designated Director, JUSPAO. (Se Figure IV-4
for -tie organization of JUSPAO,)
Easq•

"(U) The DirectorJUSPAO, as US Mission Coordinator for
Psychological Operations, developed payopi guidance applicable
to all US elments in SYN. The more significant eleents of
this guidance, such as the National Psychological Operations
Plaus wre sulbitted to the US Mjission PsyCps Cwittee, an
pber,
and subsequently to the
wdhich the U5(ACV J3 wae a e
Missio Council for approval prior to dissemination to field
agencies. JUSPAO field represbatives acamplised at the
local levels i.e.. region and provlnce, the sam xission of
coordination of the payope activities of all agencies,

(U) The Political Whrfare Advisory Dietorate (POLWAR)
was established by USMACV 00 Nw. 931, dated 5 May 1965& to advise
and support the General Political Warfare Department (O(ND)
of the RUAP, to adviseiOUSMACV and the USIAOV staff on and
exercise staff supervision over psyope and civic action and the
psychological implications of military operati om, end to monitor
and supervise the efforts of USNACV payw and civic action
field advisors and pquar units. 339 Tho Iuector fwetioned
under the staff supervision of the ACfS J3# vith di"ot aoese
to the CofS uhen required.
Zzmtlve

(V) the Director, POLWARs sat as a uh~er of the JUMO
Board, rpresenting the ACotS, J3 (and USACV) in the
coordination of

voutin

tission psyope.

Military members of the

mJSPAO star.$, and JUSPAO military field reprentatives were
oaroiW1n the POM portion of the U3KCV JTD but mere not
t
.nde*
*1 oparational control of the Di•ectors VCLA16

(0)

its avisory role, POMAA was coorxsod not only

with pqope ed .civic action but with the other activities

charged to ths OPWD as well. Because of the signifieance of
25 of 4L 2 papes
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the GPWD's missions of motivation, propaganda, security and welfare of the RVNAF in support of RVNAF comander's primary missions,
a separate treatment of this organization is provided in Annex L.
To support the prognmed expansion of the RVNAF political warfare
structure and activities, an increase in the USMACV JTD was recoaMnded in August 1965 to provide for an additional 57 psyope
trained officer advisors, to be assigned primarily at schools
and training centers but also including separate command, VNAF,
VNN and VNMC elements not already staffed with psyops advisors. 3 4
(U) In mid-December the JCS approved the deployment of the
6th USA Tactical PsyOps Battalion to the RvN. 341 Thi deployment was designed to culminate the gradual buildup of USA psyep,
detachments which had been introduced concurrently with US col.
bat forces and to provide command, control, and support headquarters
for all USA psyops units in the RVN. The introduction of USA
p•yops units was designed to provide a najor stimulus to the -whole
US/OVN psyope program and to insure that US tactical units were
provided adequate and timely psyops support. 342

(U) The 5th Air Comando Squadron (Psy~ps) was deployed to

the RVN during the last quarter of 1965 and becam operational
in late Deember. The squadron, equipped with four 0-47 aircraft
mounting AMTEC speaker systems and 17 U-10's with an improved#
LINGU.90C--VAUGHT university speaker system, was exclusively
committed to the support of psyops and functioned under the
operational control of the Cd0, 2d AD.
(U) With the arrival of the remaining elements of the 6th
POVOpe Bna and including psyops advisors, staff personnel in
combat mits, and USA and USAF psyop. units it 'Was estimated that
the total US ailitary cointment to psyope in the RVw approached
500D fu time per•snnel.

(U) Within the CTZ'sp the US mlitary peyops program was
closelr integrated with the RVNAP psYOps effort. The USA detach.
nients were placed under the operational control of senior CTZ
advisors, who were engaged in advising and assisting ARVN units,
with the hope of raleing the level of comitment and professional
aopetence of ARVN psyops units and to overcom the shortage of
VN language qualification and area specialitation in the US units.
To maximise on the capabilities of ARmN and US units, propaganda
support centers were established at locations within M 0s where
US and ARVN psops units were collocated. The propaganda stqoort
centers were conceived as being jointly naned and supporting
all US/RVNAF,/IFAF operations within the CTZ according to priorities
matualKy agreed to by the ARV corpe commanders and the Senior US
Corps Advisor. B the end of 1965 US peyops units had Assisted
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materially with psyops support to the Plei Me-Ia Drarg campaign
in II CTZ, to Operation "New Life" in III CTZ, and to Mny other

less publicized operations.

USMACV Troop Indoctrination in Civic Action
(C) The point of departure for the USMACY civic action operational concept was the attitude of courtesy and helpfulness displayed by the individual US/FWAP soldier in his daily contacts with
the VN people. Emphasis was placed on making personal friends among

the VN soldiers and omuon people and helping them individually;
using phrases from their languages; honoring their customs and
lawsl making no special demands; and treating women with politeness
and respect. Loud, rude or unusual behavior$ and open display
of wealth were discouraged, because they aliena'ed the soldier
fron the people. COMUSMACV's gmidance, sumlrized in terms of
nine specific points of conduct, was printed on 3* x 2J inch
cards ard distributed to all US military personnel in SVN. Unit
civic action complemented individual actions. Combined US and
OW civic actions were encouraged in situations where they were
Initiative for
collocated or engaged in combined operations.
Civic Action was to originate at the lowest practicable echelon.34 3
Civic action projects were considered successful if they en.coraged a local VN attitude of self-help, and if the arrival
or continued stationing of US uni s in an area was welcoes for
the positive and tangible benefits that would accrue to the co-

mon people.
(U) US military commanders wtre encouraged to participate
in civic action to the extent that xilitary operations permitted*
Instructions called for the use of managerial and technical
sk13 of the M tary as well as the equipmunt available to
assist the people to accomplish their own Improvement, rather
than evplc7 troop unite to acfplish the improvemont for the

people as a primaz7 mission.
USMACV Civic Action Progrna
(U) The key to civic action in the provinces was the province chief. He had the administrative staff for detmaining
requirementso establishing priorities, developing programs and
projects, allocating resources of mc•y, materials# managerial
and technical ekills, equipmnt and labor, in the furtherance
of and coordination with reconstruction activities. After
coordination with proince/sector staffs,, through US Advisory
T"eas, US caxiders were urged to obtain the province chief's
approval prior to implementing pl•med civic action projects.

OA 31 October 1965, USKACV CommwA ItF

Subject:, "
Omer
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for US/FWAF Military Civic Action, Serial No. 4678, was issued,
providing detailed information on the availability of supplies
for this program.
(C) CINCPAC's guidance to COMSI4&C0 in November 1965 stipulated that the degree of implementation of civic action programs
was dependent on various factors including: the imminence and
nature of the insurgency threat, the magnitude of the in-country
effort, the Importance attached to this effort by the local
goverment and senior military officials, the degree of internal
coordination and centralization of civil affairs, functions within
US military/host country military staff, and the degree of coord±o
nation and programing among all cognizant team agencies. 345

(U) From October to December 1965, USM&CV Civic Action
staff officers visited all major US/F# F units and USM&CV groups
in order to improve directing, monitoring, coordinating and
evaluating the nationwide civic action progrem. The visits
resulted in the publication and distribution of several letter*
of guidance including: 1) US(CV letter, Subject: -Sector
Psy0pq/CA'Advisor Duties (U), Serial Nr. 4964., 8 November, (duty
readjustments to enable sector advisors to concentrate on their
primary responsibilities), 2) USMCV Letter, Subject: Disposi-

tion of Captured Rice Stooks (U), Serial Mr. 01536, 24 November.

(U) DurIng 1965p US military personnel assisted in the
distribution to the IN people of over 106,000 tons of foodstuffs
and other ommodities valued at more than $100,000 donated by
International Voluntary Agencies, CAM and the Catholic Relief
Services. Civic action construction projects numbered more than
2,400 and ranged from drainage control and road repair to school
canstruction and bridge building. Monetary contributions by US
units in support of orphanages, schools and dispensaries were
often unreported and are not included in the above figures.

(U) See Annex L for the GVN Polwar Program, Chieu Hol

Program, Rand Corporation Research Projeots, leaflet Operationep
and HDO.
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(U) The Year of Decision brought remarkable chand s to
the military situation in Vietnam, the most significant of iwhich
was the deployment of almost 200,000 US combat troops and the
cosmenceaent of one of the largeSt construction programs ever
undertaken by the US Armed Forces.

It

.WS'a Myea Tin

iftibh:.the

US faced challenges it had never before encountered. The degree
of success with which these challenges were met could not always
be samwed-a perplexing and frustrating situation. The
highest order of perseverance and Judgent on the part of each
serviceman was required. But his problems were recognized-the entire world became painfully aware of the vexing situation
and the importance of events in Vietnam. This recognition was
symbolised by %
magsine's choice of General Westmoreland
as the "Man of the Year" for 1965.
BUILDUP
(U) The first US tactical units arrived in SVN early
in the year. USMG air defense unite arrived in Dafang in
Februaryp followed by USHC infantry units at the same location
on 8 March. The USA 173d Abn Bde arrived in the Saigon-Bien
Hoa area on 5Kay. B the end of the year there wre 12 USMC
battalions, two At* divisionse two separate USA airborne
brigades and nmrous USKC and USA aviation and support units

deployed. Deployment of a amunte of the 2 th Inf Div began
toiewd the end of the raz (see chronolof).
(U) The purpose of the initial USMC buildup was to
provide a security force for the Da Nang air base. This emphasis
on security forces continued throughout the year. HP units
wer, deployed to areas of high troop concentrations and, in
M USNACV corps advisory detachments were aupented to provide
security for tbe various advisory elements.
(S) The year also saw the first overt employmut of US
air power in the war. Concentrated bombing of NVN begen on ?
February with a raid by USN and VNAF aircraft in retaliation
for the VC attacks on Pletku on the sam date, The first USAF

strike of 1965 in M

USA? and USX asirer

a an/In

aseconducted on U Pe11
ruary when 150

struck in retaliation for the boubing of

N.T (M had been bwbed on# on 5 August 1964

followieu an attack by M PT boats on two US destroyers in the
(uLf of T* ni.) US tactical jet aircraft comebde4 operations
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in SVN on 19 February and the first tactical emplomsnt of B-52
bombers occurred on 18 June. Aerial reconmaissance of laos and
the infiltration routes had been underway since May 1964 under

418

the dodo name YANK TEAM. Sme strikes had been made against
air defense positions in Laos but the first US air strikes against
Ve/NVA infiltration routes occurred on 12 December 1964 under
the code nmi BARRML ROLL (air strikes into the northern Laotian
phaandle). 2 BARE ROLL, ARG LIGHT (B-52 strikes in RWM), STEEL
TIGER (air strikes in the southern laotian Panhand1,)#, and
ROLLING TRUNIU (air strikes in NVN) operations iemre conducted
throughout the year from bases in RVN, Thailand, Guam, and from
7th Fit carriers. Strikes in Laos and RYN continued throughout,
the yea but there were two cessations of bodings in NV (23Msy; 25 Deombr-qinresd In 1965) to provide apportuaitiae
for peace negotiations.
(C) There was a great increase in the USK role in the war.

"Aside from its support of the VNN through the NAVGP and its sup-

port of air operations fran several MVAiss it provided extensive
gunfire support and conducted MARKET TIME operations to maintain
coastal surveillance against VC infiltration. Before Nay 1965
only five NO? ships supported counterinsurgency operations. At
the end of the year 18 destroyers were providing this suppor.
Occasionally as many as 25 ships participated in this role.,l
In addition* USCG elemnts arrived in RVN during the mar to
participate in XARKST TWO
(C) Changes in USA advisory effort included an increase of
advisory team at subsector level and a POLMAR Directorate on
the USMACT staff as wall a an eWpansion in the intelligence
field. More naval advisors were assigned to RAG and to the Coastal
Force. Additional USAF adviseor were assigned to noevyativated
VMF squadrons. Howver# there were no signit•icant chanAg in the
USC advi=or, role during 1965.
(3) The year saw the first tactical commitment of PFWA
with the arrival of the let B, VAR# on 8 June. It was followd
by a battery of MNw Zealand artillery, the ROK Capital Xmantrr
Division and a WOX KrIn brigade (sew ohrvonlW). About 22,400
FWA? troops were deployed by 31 December and plans mwre being
umad for deplognt of another RO RCT and another W1 diriso. 4
(C) aive. the bom lines of comnacation, acwo the
,tNiflep the insdepate terminal facilities in the RkV and the
dispersion of RidlA esimnts coupled with the basadous nature
of inland routes, it vs learl3y imperative that a logistics

base sobuld be developed.

Initally Sadiga vas the aoy mjor

portl it we ocnsidested inadequate becaue of its lIted spaces
the valna.ltof
e ij to VC attacks on the river and its
\

-W
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location as a traneshipjnt point. A dual logistics Support
system was dfvelopzd in which the NAVSUPPACT, Da Ng, wuld
the northern regitmns tile
the lot USA Log Co
in
Saigon would cover the southern area. This system called for
the establishnmnt of a major supply and support complex at
Cam Raah Bay and additional bases at Qui Ihon, Nha Trang,
Bien Hoand
gVun
Tau. The development of these facilities
uas particularly necessary if US/NMAF elements ware expected
to mount sustained military operations.
(C) By the end of 1965, except for some logistics units
and four USAF squadrons, the US personnel buildup under Phase I
was completed. Of the 184,314 IT militsry personnel in-country,
116,755 were UMA; 8,749, JSN and USCG; 38,190, UWMC; and cu,o v,
USAF,
Although Phase II buildup had begun, it required aug-.
mentatics (fas*e hA) to cope with the increased VC/NVA buildup.
(C) Sxcept for the PF, RVWAF and other GVN forces managd
to attain their respeotiv NAP strength ceilinge. However, RVNAP
suffered from an extromly high desertion rate and heavy combat
losses. Thea. develovsets substantiafl
decreased the RVN
waVwsp r resources to the degree that, C(MUW*CV wme obliged to
reduce the 1966 MAP supported force increases from a deslred

326,725 for SAW to 206,007. 6 Approximate 7ear.seý strengths

attained

-yGVM' forose

32,700; VNN,
01=80 28,4D.

7

were'

ARVII

,4v RP ,ja*zoo.

•

VI"?NN 14500; VIA?,

49 136#400; NP 52,200; and

RUACTICUS

(C) ampignof
he
em'ist 4-ttacks against both US
and GVN instalatons $*eattsj.ntIy
ia 1965. Uadobte437
MW of the incidents may'ý.b strib.,ted to the VCO' reaction
to the increasing Mpls 0 US dtaiwation in fulfilnig its
coamtmeat to the.. R
sten-mp ti VC h"t•.l

II- n pr-pan
,tion for the anticipated
Attow%the evacuation of dependents of

US military person-el. s

other US goveremmt mployees was

ordered on 8 Pebtwu . VC-snttiated incidents continued to
riee th"ugowg, the year; the highest weekly record of incidents
was for the we4k ndin 1 Dcember$, en it rnched 1,038, 8
(C)W

Uir e--

19$5 it

as apparent that infiltration of

suppie AM the north w e cinmesing. There wer also -tdiCations that SA regulars vere being Introduced into the RV.,
IntallO
ence reporte
tweted to show that the VC would launch a
Wbig cMP
in the TI CtZ durin the seetr wnsooas with onwe
goal of aplittin the RIB in hat. T~he mW emosrnatne his
abilit~y to coardimto the aoticas of RaUlt4a*f0
p~r

%dter

flbata
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effectiveiy and displayed a willingness to angag the US/FWAF
elements in large conventional warfare battles. It appeared as
though the- insurgent, activity was developing into loI*
ti Ae
stage of revolution--that of open warfare.
(U) The first public confirmation of the presence of WTA
units in the RVK was made by a USMACV announcement of 15 July
which identified the 101st NWA Regiment as being in-country, 9
Late in the year the eneo' infiltration rate was estimated to
have increased to a monthly rate of 4,500. It was concluded
thait VC/NVA strenth in RVN doubled during the years with a

strength of 229,759 10 at the year's end knee Table 1-2)o
(U) The year also saw a wide diversity of US public and
international reaction to the US involvement in the war, In
the VS there were student protest marches, teach-ins and-a few
attempts to halt oi- delay shipments to Vietnam. Howevers these
actione appeared to be protests of small albeit, highy vwcal,
groups. The vast majority of the US public appeared to support
the policy of the US Government. Private cititene and eivio
organizations indicated their support by sending tons of
Christmas mil and gifts to US serviceam in SUN. A maesive
airlift of Christmas mail, nicknamed *Operation Christmas ftar,'
was initiated. Ineceing mail handled by UNACV postal facilities
in November and 3ee~wber totaled 6,4290216 Ibs. In all, more
than 1,9500,000 letters and 100,000 packagea were received by
CQhSYACV said that although it posed *an
US personnel in se.
it
logistics sstem", ...
additional burden on our intertl
was exceptionally worthwhile."
(C) The number of official visitors to RVf created a
serious problem in 1965. This was frirt evident vhen 4M militaxy
qnd 45 pivilian officials visited RVN between 1 February end 15
March. 12 OONUSKACV expressed his concern over the problem,
pointing out that these visits caused a heavy drain on air trans.
portation and bi.letiMng required a great deal of support frem
SICV pereemelp and created a seevo rty problem, 23 He recol.
sod that Ovisits by setior individuals play a constructive
role in that they see the situation at first hand sad can thus
speak fron eperience upon their return to the states. Se0ndlyt
they can aquire expertise that can be bouxt to bear in
helpUNg us solve sorn of our problems". 4- He suggested to
CIMCPAC that visits be reduced to an absolute aUtAb . 15 CItWPAC

and CJC8 approved the following C(MU

CV-proposed critetra isn

alleviating the problemst WM the tript Aid in elinating
a SMCI problem area? Aid in aoquiring needed resource3? Aid
ftur.
qpratioh of LSKCV? ImkA to UWM-AG signifteant Infomtm not othoerwie available? Or involve per sonnet s4e
cpnt&,a L dtb
to .aintain pioti
responsibllties require t-,
In spite ok these
field activities in the Mt5•-.l interest?

• IT
actions to discouwage nonessential visitss the total for October
"
reached an all-time high of 892. The UG, FFCRCEV, noted iw
October that the volume of visitors to his HQ had begun-to affect`
"adversely his operational activitiesb 17 This same concern was
expressed by.the 0G% ist Cay Div (AM), in December. 18 (See

Table,¥--l for 1965 visitor statistics.).
(C) Concerned with the safety of M'P's who might desire
to visit units engaged in combat, the Ambassador and CCOUMACV
agreed that the decision as the vbether such visits should be
arranged or not shoald be made by the commanders (or if
delegated, their immediate zubordinates) of the respective
major subordinate commands affected. In the IV CTZ, the Senior
Advisor was to decide. The criterion governing these decisions
"was: to prevent unnecessary exposure to hostile action of key
US/Free World officials whose injury or death would result in

grave loss to the nation. 19

ACCCKPLISHMENTS AND .PRBLI

(8) The Phase I buildup was a particularly noteworthy

accomplishment considering its rapidity and the lack of a
logistical base and adequate communications in-country. Great
progress was made in both logistical and conmunications areas
but much improvement was still needed at the end of the year.
While there were critical supply shortages during the year,
no combat operations were delayed by lauk of adequate logistics
support. However, the capability for sustained combat was
hampered. The major problem that remained unsolved at the end
of the year was that of port congestion and cargo through-put,
Iaxd IM0 s were also largely interdicted forcing heavy reliance
on coastal shipping and airlift. At year's end negotiation for
additional LS's, barges and other forms of lighterage were
underway. The cost of all this effort, though; was high. In

November the SECDEF stated that the war was 99sting the US
approximately ten billion dollars annually.

(s) In the field of communicationsp significant progress
was aade in planning and establishing systems to provide
CLtfSKACV with resources necessary for the exercise of responsive
cownand and control. A secure voice net linking Saigon and
Washington was completed. An in-country secure voice uet was
partially completed. Advisory ecamunications were improved. A
serious shortcoming of the year %,s the failure to c lmpete
construction of the IWRS to permit overall upgrading of the
SEASIA long lines system. A serious message backlog developed
causing COMUSMACV to place stringent controls on message
traffic within his HQ. At the end of the year plans were underway for an expansion of the krmed Forces Radio Service (AFRS)
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and for the introduction of TV into RVN both as a morale booster
and,,fr use in the GVK psywar program.
(C) Early in the year COMU•(ACV stressed the need for an
improved command and control system for tactical air operations.
After COJSMACV approved a 2d AD plan on 24 March, releasing US
tactical'aircraft from previous restraints, a Joint Tactical
Air Control Center (JTACC) was established at TSN air base. 21
On 1 December a COC was established to control ground force

operations and coordinate this control with the JTACC.
(C) Significant military achievements by US forces during
the year were the blunting of the monsoon offensive and the
engagement of the VC within his traditional sanctuaries, The
US forces took a tremendous toll, of VC lives and acquitted
themselves creditably on the battlefield. Many US units were#
like RVNAF, tied to a local security role but at year's ends
with the buildup continuing, an tmpansion of operations was
"planned.
(0) The III NAF encountered a greater problem than other US
units owing to the lack of RF/PF elements for securing hamlets
withbi their TAOR. As a result, III MAF was not able to conduct
operations outside their TAOR to the extent desired because of
the need to use their own units in the securing phase of pacification.
(U) RVNAF forces recorded some significant victories and
some costly defeats. When VC units were forced to stand and
fight they were soundly defeated but they were often victorious
in battles of their own choosing. During the fir&', half of the
year the VC held the initiative in mary areas, attacking under
favorable conditions and avoiding or breaking contact when
conditions were unfavorable. Many RVNAF units were committed
to the defense of key installations which left large areas where
the VO could move freely. The introduction of US units and increased air strikes tended to deprive the VC of these traditional
sanctuaries and as the year progressed RVNAF gained strength and
confidenc4.
An improvement in the RVNAF ability to use new
equipuent effectively was noted. Some ARVN ocmiasdere, especially
in IV Corpas, demonstrated an excellent ability to conduct success-

ful allitary operations. 22
(0) The cost in liveAs, equipment and aircraft was higher
than previcais years but it was less than COMUSHAOV's estimates.
Personnel losses for US forces were l,37 KIAS 6,#14 WIA; 126
IA and 17 kpown detained or captured, B RVNAF lost nearly
14,000 w4j~e
'
the VO lost approxiLately 35,000 KI and
6,000 oapturod.
On 20 January 1966 the Secretary of Defenseq
announebd.that the US had lost 351 airoraft in SVN and N in 1965.
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Included-were 76 helicopters and 275 fixed wing aircraftj.

26

Of these, approximately 160 (95 USAF; USN exact losses uanknown)
were tactical strike aircraft brought down over NVN. 27
(S) Significant developments of material and techniques
were noted during the yearp particularly in the field of target
acquisition. SIAR was used to locate river and road traffic
at night; If devices were used to locate hidden campsites; the
heliborne illumination system called. Lijghtning Bueg was developed for use with a SLAR aircraft to provide target illumination
for armed helicopters at night. A tactic known as "Snipe Hunt"
was developed in which targets were located by a SLAR aircraft
wo~rking Vith a FAO,."a::flare aircraft and tactical strike. aircraft.
Delta teams were organized and used as long range reconnaissance
teams. New techniques in night photography were employed. By
year's end antipersonnel radars were in use in the Commaund.
(S) Significant advances were made in the field of
"psywar. JUSPAO was organized and the US4ACV POIWAR Directorate

was established.

.

Each sector was provided two specially

equipped Tri-Lambretta vehicles for use in the psywar effort.
U-10 aircraft and UH-I loudspeaker and leaflet drop aircraft
were used extensively, US units took full advantage of the

psywar effects of MEDCAP and construction projects. One of
the more successful psywar efforts appeared to be the leaflet
drop program over NVN which reached a wide audience and seemingly affected the morale among sorm segments of the NVN
citizenry. The number of returnees in the Chieu Hoi program
doubled in 1965 (II000) over that of 1964. But a true
evaluation of this prograx should not be based on plain statistics.
(C) Achievements in the pacification effort fell short
of the established goals but some progress was made. The Hop
Tae program was accepted in the GVN national pacification plan
for 1966. A pilot program was initiated to provide subsector
advisors with a revolving fund to assist in rural construotion.
A trial program was initiated in three provinces to bring the
US effort in the rural construction field under one US
coordinator, known as the Province Team Chief. This effort met

with scme success as the program was continued in two provinces

{

after the triAl period ended. Progress in the 1965 pacification program was hindered by political instability during the
first halZ of the year; inadequate initial planning and coordination at the national levell slow clarification of policies,
and insufficient personnel resources to expand into the cleared
areas. At year's end, the VO controlled about 56 percent of
the land area and 23 percent of the population2 o but new
directives and plans, AD 140 and AB 141, developed at that
time offered promise for 1966,
9
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(U) After 20 months of political instability, the Thieu/Ky
government gave promise of halting this debilitating situation.
At the end of 1965 this government had been in office more than
six months and had begun to consider a formula for future political
development of the country. This included a proposal to form a
national advisory council to take up the task of drafting a
constitution and laws governing elections and political parties. 2 9
(S) The year was marred by conflict between the Montapwd
tribes and GVN. There were a series of incidents, the largest of
which was the FUIRO rebellion in Phu Bon in December. The
rebellion was suppressed and four FUIRO leaders were executed on
29 December. 3 0 At the end of 1965. as in 1964, the aspirations of
the Montagnards were still largely unfulfilled and it appeared
that 1966 would see the same tension which characterized GVN/
Montagnard relationships up to that time.
(C) Both US and GVN authorities agreed that the inflation
caused by increased US and GVN spending and the security of
goods had to be checked. Inflation was one of the factors that
prompted the US currency conversion to Military Payment Certificates
in August. However, this and other measures were only temporarily
effective and the situation appeared even more aggravated at the
end of the year.

THE FUTURE
(C) The prospects for USMACV in 1966 were not entirely clear.
The cessation of the bombing of NVNM
already a week long, would
probably continue for an extended period, to allow the President Is
peace efforts time for fruition. However, the enmy did not
appear to be responsive or interested. In spite of the massive
strength the US had assembled in SVN and the enemy's heavy personnel
losses, VC1NN leaders did not appear to be impressed. Increased
enemy infiltration provided definite indications that the US/FW
RVN forces could only look forward to many battles ahead.
(C) The year 1965 was thus a year of decisionp marked by
the US buildup and the establishment of a huge logistics base in
SVN. The firmness of the US position in SVN was amply
demonstrated to the enemy and to the world. Phase I goals had
been substantially achieved and Phase II and IIA deployment
were assured of execution, thus providing adequate resources for
the accomplishment of Phase II objectives. The one billion
dollar base development program and the additional commitment
of other resources were certainly formidable assets in support
of the long and difficult process of regaining GVN control over
the country.
Unless the peace efforts were to succeed, it
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appeared inevitable that there would be increased fighting.
The US goals continued to be: to defeat the enemy on the
battlefield; to destroy his safe havens; to stop his infiltration; to neutralize his war-making capabilities in NVN, and

4

to assist in creating those conditions conducive to the
development of effective GVN control over the entire nation.

(C)

In an address to the USMACV staff on the last day of

the year, CCMUSM&CV envisaged 1966 as the Year of Opportunity.

The enemy had lost the initiative; the GVN had stopped losing
the war. Some progress had begun to show in the development of
a mature and stable government which would, hopefully, begin to
win the allegiance of the people. The opportunity was at hand
for the US/FWM
and RVNAF to begin the difficult march to
victory and win for the Vietnamese people the peace they so
long had sought. In all, 1966, the "Year of the Horse," held
forth promise of being a *galloping" year. 31
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:;1O,1Th

ATK

ATK
NRL HAM

'A,\NiUSli

KIDNAP

196575

OTHER
TERR

OEIIER
ASSAS SAB

PROP

TOT.I,

JAN

64

2

16

125

1,428

31

272

190

2,287

l'EB

78

7

25

86

1,239

35

251

81

1,853

:,AR

83

11

24

134

1,347

48

248

93

2,080

APR

42

2

16

143

1,316

44

14o

,

1,81.

l'A\Y 54

6

12

71

1,457

29

362

115

2,264

JUL

80

10

34

156

1,653

41

489

10

2,6,9

JUL

46

2

14

113

1,540

32

384

150

2,478

AUG'

56

3

1.6

88

1,434

24

346

-2()

2 :,41,

FlP

29

1

3

83

1,477

41

277

188

2 3Y)

OCT

43

1

10

121

1,824

43

421.

197

3, 363

NOV

53

6

C)

4

2,046

33

485

2)4

3,35"

•EC

58

1

6

32

2,436

e(,

450

3.13

3, 3,19

TO'TAL 677

52

200)

L 29t

19,1')7
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VC/NVA PERSONNEL STRENGTt.

REGT

MONTH

TOT
BNS

SEP
COS

SEP
PLT

SUPT
STR

COMOT
STR.

6

POLITICAL
CADREI

TOTAl.
S.TR

80,000

-

113,000

-

93,00( 113,000

MILITIA
60,000-

Dec 64

5

47

135

29

33,000

-

Jon 65

5

47

135

29

33,000

-

80,000

-

(60,0008),000-

$(109000-

Feb 65

5

50

144

30

37,250

97,250117,250

-

118,460-

80,000-

iM:.lr 65

5

53

142

35

38,460

Apr o5

"

61

188

114

47,0(0o

-

100,000

'i.,00017,860 I00,000

-

133,460

-

144,860164,86i)

-

144,860Io4,860

-

144,,1916 .,62.9

-

166,9191,91':

00CJ,000May 65

Jun 65

9

9

64

65

188

114

47,000

17,86.' 1T0,000

188

114

47,7501

sJo,001 ,-J(0

50,050

100,000,000

!

Jul 65

10

71

189

101

Aug 65

10

71

189

101

50,05"}) 11,ý

Sep 65

10

73

189

101

65

14

89

189

"Nov 65

1

100

iDec 65

19

107

SOct

103,573

39,175

209,667

53,550

16,86t- 103,573

39,175

213,107

101

61,911

16,911

U03,573

39,175

221,159

135

101

68,000

1.6,911 10,3,573

39,175

227,659

185

101

70,100

16,911 103,573

39,175

229,751,

r .a <
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)iONTH
JAN

MS FORCES

--

AM

NAVY *

14,752

1,103

891

1,131

S15,201

-

1965

AIR FORM

M•;or

7,.

13v',585

1,447

7,158

24,937:>

MINES

MAR

15,592

1,271

4,721

7,.527

29,111

APR

16,192

1,561

8,944

9,324

36,021

MAY

22,588

2,912

16,265

9,963

51,728

JUN

27,350

3,756

18,112

10,703

59,921

JUL

39,650

4,646

25,533

11,593

81,422

AUG

48,077

5,324

34,227

18,719

100,347.

SEP

76,179

6,039

36,442

13,637

132,297

OCT

92,755

8,529

36,788

15,207

153,279

NOV

104,508

8,869

37,897

18,297

169,571

DEC

116,755

8,749

38,190

20,620

184,314

*Includes US Coast Guard
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RVNAF DESERTION

MON1TH
-

ARVN
-m

VNAF
mm:I

-

VNN
-

1965

690

VNMC
-

RF
-

PF
-

JAN

2,259

15

41

69

1,470

3,359

FEB

2,459

1

8

64

812

3,894

MAR

4,946

13

0

59

1,137

5,010

APR

3,370

15

66

160

1,242

5,402

MAY

4,157

10

42

1

2,141

3,245

JUN

2,578

20

47

410

2,440

4,838

JUL

3,087

13

40

269

1,346

5,178

AUG

3,659

20

17

105

1,530

5,308

SEP

3,845

16

28

122

1,464

3,214

OCT

5,122

14

38

105

1,026

3,982

NOV

4,345

25

45

206

936

3,380

DEC

5,161

7

69

125

1,401

2,414

Table 11-2
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RVNAF LOSSES
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1965* 691

PF

RF

VNMC

VNN

6

11

7

531

828

373

2

17

7

393

1,194

MAR

372

2

26

19

451

834

APR

352

4

7

19

463

903

MAY

500

2

38

31

576

524

JtYI

841

3

0

1,40

1,07h

JUL

734

4

46

4

1,13,1

1,32.4

AUG

437

5

15

11

509

SE•P

399

6

208

OCT

666

3 S..

NOt!

698

2

10

3

111

3db

DEC

537

4

125

3

676

737

MONTH

ARVN

VNAF

JAN

382

FEB

.1

-

-.

7

•...

...

90

.531
r -',
--

6

.

.

.

31,q

714

-

-

1----

-I

*(KIA, OTHER DEAD, and VIA)
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RVN FORCES MONTH kND STRENGTHS
--TEGH

MO}NTHI

VNAF

-

ARVN

-

1965692

-965

VNMC

VIN

RF

PF

CIDG

POL

DEC 64 10,521

220,360

7,209

8,194

96,049

168,317

21,454

331,r

JAN 65 10,847

218#278

7,336

8,276

98,877

165,026

19,700

33,599

FEB 65 11,258

218,545

7,251

8,399

99,143

161,566

19,150

33,6bZ

MAR
65 11,546

217,593

7,116

8,806 100,018

156,619

19,070

34,751

AiiiPR 65 11,949

224,515

61931

8,892 102,680

152,514

21,000

36,616

65
660AY
11,781

229,006

7,039

9,045 105,506

150,538

20,366

38,831

JUN 65 12,081

234,136

6,842

9,037 107,652

149,029

21,721

43,651I

JUL 65 12,351

243,491

6,691

12,931 111,194

144,669

23,130

4-,899•

AUG 65 12,701

250,288

6,639) 13,285 117,162

141,148

23,401

47,2".

E;. 65 13,085

257,730

7,244

13,507 120,004

137,806

24,369

48,5i

65 12,830

264,127

7,259

13,7691 125,913

135,466

26,557

49,,

OV 65 12,766

263,928

7.519

14,274 130,704

135,367

28,168

51, .

C 65 12,778

267,877

7,.30

14,559 132,221

136,398

20,430

52,242

N
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ROK

AUST

FREE WORLD,
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1965 693

ROC

PHIL

TlAI

JAN

140

162

24

32

14

16

FEB

609

162

25

28

14

16

MAR

2,127

160

25

31

16

16

APR

2,126

164

20

65

16

16

MAY

2,130

192

23

65

16

16

JUN

2,398

1,177

24

65

16

16

JUL

2,557

1,PS5

125

70

2]

16

AUG

2,550

1,135

125

76

21

16

SEP

2,598

1,511

119

76

21

16

OCT

16,671

1,5 4

125

72

20

16

NOV

20,990

1,514

123

72

20

16

DEC

20,620

1,5:)

119

72

20

16
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78

35
135
130
43

46
133
153
47

91
476
318
433

147
147
9
43

182
248
34
7
65

-3

33

30
132
ZG
36
7
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J6
3JA
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Chap
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3549

*

"26

49

IG
S•n

21-

CI

59
1•

21

57

123
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194

Z~6

68

P4,IO
JRATA
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0
12

Fit let

*

Compt

70
97
339
243
342

4
152
260
23
26
7
60
4
28

76
It

26

rOL ARn ,9

44

18

13
14

-Iopt
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K

evie(As

16
1

20
13

1

63

20

16
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Service

Auth

USA
USN

5,352
1,516

89
499

98
398

7,456

5,516

U.%,C
USA?
Totals1:

4,387
633

us Uirr STRENGTHS - 14AC
(As of 31 Dec 65)

=10,326

USA

6o460

US:

UMIC

38,,01.7

USAF

19,820

uscr,23
Tot~al
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DEC 65 695

Date of

Position

Naut
Gen "l. C. JIestzwi'land, USA

COLU.ACV

Lt Gen J. A. Ie~jitges, USA

DEPCOMUSYACV

Incumbency
20 Jun 64
5 Nov 65

Vice Lt Gen J. L. Throckmorton, U3A
Lt Gen J. I1. lioore,

DaPCO1U3RvACV
for Air

ýo

65

Jul 65
8ofS

.Rsson,W.A

Ma.J Gen J.. 3.

1.4lay

Vice Maj Gen R. G. Stilwell, USA
Yaj Gen R. S. Abbey, USAF

DEP CofS

15 Jul 65

!3ri• Gen J. L. Collins, USA

Spec As st to

i5 Apr 65

AcWfS, J1

20 Jan 64

A-cc3, J2

13 Jul 65

Blrig Gen J. 1. De•uy, USA

Acosý, J3

9 -:ry64

Brig Gen J. D. Crowley, USA

ACoW$, JA

14 F1b 65

ACofS, J5

9 Auy 65

;ocorSsJ6

18 301 65

-. J Gen B. 3ternberj,

CV
*14
W1Ab
~C 1U

USA

B ig Gen J. A. lic~hristian, 'USA
Vice }•j Gon C. A. Yowiadale,

USIC

Vice IHaJ Con F. A. O05a-ski, USA
I-aj Gon J. IN. .awbank,

Vice tJa

Jr., USAF

Gon i. B. Adiws, UtAF

Brig Con ,4. Z. Lotz, Jr., USA
Vice Col R. Z. Kimball, USA
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us r
Gen W. C. WVestmoreland, USA

CG, USARV/ACC

20 Jul 65

Cdr,, 2d AD/AFCC

31 Jan 64+

CG, III MAF/NCC

4 Jun 65

US Air Force
USF

Lt Gen J. H. Moore,

US Marine Corps
Maj Gen L. W-. Walt, USMC
Vice laj Gen W. R. Collins, U•MC

CHNAVGP/CTF 3.15/116 3.0 I.ay 65

RAdm N. G. Ward, USN
"Vice Capt ;.. 1t. Hardcastle, Jr.
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S OF RVNAF 29

PRIMARY
RESPONSI-

._

MISSION

SUBTASKS

BILITY

Defense of bases
& LOC's

RF

ARVN

Harassment of VC

ARVN

RF

ClDG

bases & LOC's

AI DC

B•order surveillance

SCIDC

Air support

',,Sea

VNAF

surveillance

VNN

Clearing
Subphase

SSecrtty
Restoroation
Phase

I
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MNB, 20 Oct 65 (U).
GO MACV, No 883, 29 Apr 65 (U).
Dir MACV, No 623-1, 3 Jul 65 (U).
Interview, Col K. W. Kennedy, by Capt E. Gregory, MMB,
10 Nov 65 (s).
Meg, JCS, 042342Z Dec 65 (C).
Msg, CCKUSKACV, MAC 6176, 5 Dec 65 (TS).
Mag, CJCS, No 4761, 7 Dec 65 (C).
Meg, COMUSMACV, Mac 6257, 8 Dec 65.
General Westmoreland's Historical Briefing, 10 Dec 65 (TS).
Ibid.

Msg, CJOS, No 4934, 18 Dec 65 (8).

681.
682.
683.

COMUSMACV's Notebook, Honolulu, Hawaiii Trip, 18 Apr 65 (TS).
USMACV Staff Conference Notes, 2 Apr 65 (TS).
Interview, Capt Cody, MACV Directorate of Construction, by
Capt Greene, MEB, 2 Apr 66 (3).
684. MACJ4 Monthly Historical Summary, 18 Sep 65 (S).
685. Ibid., 19 Oct 65 (S).
686. Meg, JCS, 040020Z Dec 65 (S).
687. Memo, MACV, 6 Dee 65, Subj: Staff Conference Notes (S).
688. General Westmoreland ' Historical Briefing, 28 Nov 65 (TS).
689. Ltr, MACV, 13 Jan 66, Subj: Strength Report-Vietnam (s).
690. Monthly Report, DPC, RVNAF High Command, Jan 65 - Dec 65,
Subj: Gains and Losses, Regular Force (Kin); Monthly
Report, DPCq RVNAF High Command Jan 65 - Dec 65, Subjt
Gains and Losses, Regional Force, (Kin); Monthly Report,
F High Command, Jan 65 - Dec 65, Subj, PF Strengths (Kin).
691. Ibid.
692. Monthly Report, DPC, Dec 64 - Deo 65, Subji Regular Forces
Total Strength by Unit, (Kin); Monthly Report, DPC, Dec 64 Dec 65, Subjs Regional Force Total Strength by Unit (Kin);
Monthly Report, PF HQ, Dec 64 - Dee 65, SubJt PF Strength
(Kin); Recurring Report, CCM &ACVDec 64 - Dec 65, SubJ,
GVN Forces Strength Data (S).
693- FM0A, Mon Riot 89, Jan 65 - Dec 65 (C).
694. History, MACV, 15 Oct 65, SubJ: USMACV Command Hietory (TS).
695. Key Personnel Listings, MACJi, 31 Dee 65 (U).
696. Ltr, MACV, 13 Jan 66, Subjs Strength Report-Vietnam (8).
697. Ibid.
698. Figure, MACJ1, Subj, RVYA Regular Force Organization (U).
699. Briefing Chart, MACJ1, Dec 64 - Dec 65, Subli RVI
Strength
Buildup by Month - 1965 .(Regular Forces) (C).
700. Ibid., (Regional Forces).
701. Ibid., (Popular Forces).
702. Ibid., (CIDG).
703-. Ibid., (National Police).
704. JTD, MACV, 15 Nov 65 (C).
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Manual 9 MACV, 15, Dec 454 Btiu-: Orr s4tioa &
(d) Command Relationships (S).
ManualSubj:
Fuanction
Figure, MACV,
This-source of information is
Ibid.

709.

Ibid.

710.
711.
712.
713.
714.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Footnotes - Chapter III
1.
2.

3.
4o

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

Ltrv HQ USUCV, Ser. 0020, 13 Jan 65. Subj: RVNAFHigh
Command Directive AB 139 25 Dec 65 kIviAT-S) henceforth
referred to as AB 139.
Ibid.
See later section on Contingency Plans for a discussion of
this plan.
Ltr, EQ UMACJ322, 30 Aug 65. Subj: USACV Concept of
Operations in Vietnam (U) w/l Incl, Subjt Concept of
Operations, dated 1 Sep 65 (TS), henceforth referred to as
USMACV Concept of Operations, 1 Sep 65 (TS).
All of the material in this section has been obtained from
AB 139.
All of the material in this section has been obtained from
USMACV Concept of Operations, 1 Sep 65 (TS), except where
otherwise noted.
Ibid* Appendix 1 to Annex B.
Ibid.

Ibid.

17.

Historical Review, NAVGP Activities, Mar 65 (S).
USMACV Directive 10-11, 10 Nov 65. Subj: Command Relationships and Terms of Reference for UMACV (S).
The "Home Guard" is the Civil Defense force referred to in
Annex E, AB 139. This is a civilian organization of hamlet
and village residents not in the RVNAF to provide mutual
self-help among the villagers and support the PF.
Table 111-2 appears to list only 14 plans. However, CCKUSMACV OPLAN 32-64 (Ph III & IV) is actually two plane, one
for each phase.
COMUS0
USIA OPLA11 1-64, 20 Oct 63 (TS).
COMUMACV OPLA 32-64 (Ph Iz, RVy), 1 Jul 63 (TS).
3- Assessment of USUASTA/M 0 Contingency Plane, undated
(65), (S).
C0MUSSASUA OPLA 32-64 (Ph III & IV), 1 Dec 639, v/Cl & C2, (TS).

18.
19.

CC~OM 4ACT/TEA OPLAN 33-63, 1 Jan 63 (TS).
CWg"CV OPLAS 34-64, 12 Jul 63 (TS).

20.
21.

COM'SUACV OPLU 38-65, 15 Nov 65 (TM).
J5 Reesume of Contingency and Cowiterinsurgenoy Plans, undated

10.
13.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

(65) (Ts).
22.
23.

COM94ACY OPL&N 39-65, 15 Jan 65 (TS).
C(MIU3CV faot Sheet, MACJ5-I, 25 Jan 65. Subj: Status of
-Contingency Plane, (TS).
24. Report, NACJ5, Jan 65, Mon Riot Sum (TS).
25. CCOUc-ACV OPLAN 61-64 as changed, 5 Jan 65 (C)
26. CON•UCV/SASIA OPLA 22-66, draft, undated, (TS).
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27.
28.
29.
30.
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oCOc oPIAN 376, ..
-I•.
) ,.
COMUSnACV Ltr, er. 00794, 10 Sep 65. Subj: Unknown, (TS).
AB 139
Incl 1 to CCOUSKACY Ltr, Ser. 05, 1 Jan 65. S&bj: Status
of CCUO ACV/SE-SIA/VFF OPLA's as of 1 Jan 65 (C).
Ltr, C0RUMACY,

1XCk52, 10 Jai 66', Subj :

SSASIA/8F OPLAJ'1s as of 1 Jan 66 ()
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Chapter IV

4•, ,Di •t.Ve MCAV No. 524-4, 17 Sep 65, Subj: .Taotc aiand
'

,'"T•€•elgies

2.
3.

44.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Nov 65j, Subj:
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

(Z
r
•ýmpIoyent. of US Forces iu thaRV*

Vietnam, March-September 65,s().
History, III MAF, Subj
LOI, COMUSMACV, 21 Nov 65 No. 001032, (S).
Aug 65, (8).
Ibid and Operations Briefing 62 III I49,
Official USIC 35mm Film "Operation Piranha", 1965, (U).
Chronology CG III WTF, 19 Nov 65, Subj: Sept 65 Command
Chronology, (S).
Msg, CM 76.4, 292300Z Nov 65, (S).
Chronology, CG III KMF, 19 Nov 65, Subj: Sept 65 Command
Chronology, (S).
Oplan, Commander Landing Force (CLF) Blue Marlin, 041930Z

Oplan 1-65s, (TS).

Historical Review, NAVGP,
liar ADV Unit, (S).
Msgp CG III 19Y, O81612Z
Msg, CG III MAF, 240226Z
Msg, CG III NAY, 24O6082
History, III HIAF, Subj:

Nov 65, Subj:
Dec
Dec
Nov
III

65,
65,
65,
•A•

NAVGP Activities,

(S).

(S).
(S).
Operations-Vietnam, Mar-Sep

1965, (C).
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Ibid.
Military Working Agreement between COMAAFV and COMUSMACV,

5 May 65, (C).
Report, 173d Airborne Brigade, 11 Jul 65, Subj:

Command

Report , (U).
SITREPS, 1-ICV, No. 16 thru 44, US Grotuid.Forces, 1965, (C).
Ltr, CO, Ist Wde, 101st ibn Div, 5 Dec 65, Subj: Combat
Operptions After 'ction Report, Operation Highland, (U).
Memo, CO, lIt Dde, 101st Abn Div, 21 Sep 65, SubJ: Preliminary
After Action Report Operation Gibralter, 18-21 Sep 65, (U).

Ltr, CO Ist Dde, 101st Abn Div, 5 Dec 65, Subj" Combat
Operations After Action Report, Operation Highland, (U).
22. Ksg, MACVCOC, 141503Z Nov 65, (T5).
23. SITREPS, KACV1 No.ts 90-1U8, (US Ground Forces), 1965, (C).
24. Mag, 0 ONTSACV, 211050Z Nov 65, (U).
25. SITREPS, MACV, No's 323 thru 330, (US Ground Forces), 1965, (C).
26. Ltr, CO, 173d Abn Bde, 19 Dec 65, SubJ: Combat Operations
After Action Report# (C).
27. Ltr, CO, 3d Bde 1st Inf Div, 21 Dec 65, Subj: Combat Operations
After Action Report (C).
28. ?ZUCV, Concept of Operations, 15 Apr 65, Subj: Tab A US Patrol
Ships, to Appendix 7, Naval Support, to Annex B, Operations, (TS),
29. Ibid.
30. Nog, COXUS ACV, 2511282 Jan 65, (S).
31. Historical Review,. NAVOP, Subjz SAVOP.Activities, Apr 65, (s).
32. Historical Review, NAVGP, Subj: 9AVOP Activities, Jul 65,p S).
33. Ibid., May 65.
34. Ibid., Jun 65.
21.
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35.

Ltr, CHNAVGP, No. 3000N3/078, 29"Ju65, (S).

36.
37.
38.

Nov 65 SECDET Conference, Saigon, Item 3f, (S).
Historical Reviev, NAVGP, Subj: NAVOP Activities, Nov 65, (8).
Ibid., Apr 65.

39.
40.
41.
4I
2.

Ibid 4.,ay 65.
Ibid., Jun 65.
Meg, CsNCPAC, 140140Z My 65, (SY.OPORDER, CTT 1150. 10-65s (Vhd).

43.

Msg, CINCPACFLT, 102331Z Deýt 65, (C).

44+ V:CINCPAC Msg, DTG 22042hZ Dec 65, (S).
45.

History, MACCOC, May 65, NGFS History, (C).
46. Ibid.
47. Ibid.

48.- Ibid.
49.

Ibid.

50. ýIbid.
51.
52.
53.
"54.

55.

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

USMACV 1964 Command History, Chapter III, pgs 82-84 (TS).
Msg, MACV No. 732, 130756 Feb 65, (TS),
Msg, JCS, No. 0698, 23 Feb 65, (TS).
Msg, RACV, No. 1387, 14 Mar 65, (TS).
Press Release, Seventh Flt, No. 02-66 of 7 Jan 66, (U).
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Interview with LCdr Calahan, 7th Fleet PIO, by Maj J. Duncan,
i$D, 24 Jan 66, (S).
Rpt, Project CHECO, SEASIA, Subj: 'Escalation of the War",
Jul-Dec 64, (TS).
Memo, IMACJ5, 18 Jan 65, Subj: 'rIncreased Air Effort in

Vietnam", (TS).
62.
63.

Ibid.
Rpt, Project CHECO, SEASIA, SubJ:
Jul-Dec 64, (TS NOFCnN)..

"Escalation of the Warn",

Memo, USNACV MACJ 5, 18 Jan 65, Subj:
"Vietnam", (TS).

65.

Rpt, Project CHECO, SEAISA, SubJ: "Escalation of the War",
Jul-Dec 64, (TS NOFORN).
Ltr,pC(USNACV, 13 Jan 65, Subjt Constraints Affecting MACV
Opno, 21 Jan 65, (TS), Tab A (S) & Tab D, (TS).

66.

67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
(TS) 72.

Ibid.

("Farmgate" provided US aircraft having VNAF marking with US

pilot and RVN observer.)

I.bid.
Ibid.
Ylsg, CSAF, No. 81338, 29163hZ Jan 64, (TS).
Err, LtGen J. H. Moore, 28 Jan 65, Subj: Presentation, Air
Capabilities in RVN, (TS).
Yankeo Teua"
Fleet aeft.

-

reconnalesance of Pathet Lao in Laos by US 7th
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73.
74.
75.

76.

Rpt, Project C1TKC0, SEAISA, Subj-. 'Escalation of the War",
Jul-Dec 64 CTS).
Memo, US..CV 14LCJ5, 18 Jan 65, SubJ: Increased .ir E.f•tin
Vietnam, (TS).
Munitions: LAZY DOG: Stand-off air-to-grd tactical missile
(USN developed), (S), See Study: LtGen J. H. Moore, 17 Xar 65#
Subj: Increased Air Effort in Vietnam, (TS).
Ibid. CBU: Cluster Bomb Unit. See: "New Weapons and T~ctics",

Annex K (S).
(S)

77.

78.
79.

FC-47 "PUFF" equipped with 3 side-firing SUU-IVA gun pods, each
capable of firing 6,000 rds per minute. See: JRATA Rpt 1 Jul 31 Dec 65, (S); Also see memo, MACJ5, 18 Jan 65, Subj: Increased
Air Effort in VN (TS).
Memo, MACJ5, 18 Jan 65, Subj: Increased Air Effort in Vietnam, (TS).
Msg, COMUSMACV, MAC 24?73, 260532Z Jan 65, (TS).

80.

Msg, JCS, No. 004213, 272333Z Jan 65, (TS).

81.
82.

Ibid.
Ibid. (There were cases on record where the time required for a
USAF FAC to explain his needs to a Vietnamese observer at his
side and get the necessary response had proved too long. Also
the language barrier was a problem.)

83.

Ibid.

85.
86.
87.
88.

MONEVAL, MTACV, Jan 65 (S).
History; 2d AD (FACAF) DMACV, Jan-Jun 65 (S).
Ibid.
MONEVAL, MACV, Apr 65 (S). Ref: General Westmoreland's
Historical Briefing, Subj: B-52 Strikes for SVN, 4 Sep 65 (TS).
History; 2d AD (PACAF) MACV, Jan-Jun 65 (S).
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

84.

89.
90.
91.
92.

Ibid.

93. MONVIAL, W•CV, Jun 65 (S).
94. History; 2d AD (PACAF) MACV, Jan-Jun 65 (s).
95. MONNEAL, MACV, Jun 65 (s).
96. Mil Hiat Rea; 2d AD (PACAF) MAQV, Jan-Jun 65 (S).
97. Ibid.
98. Ibid. Also MONEVAL, MACV, Jul 65 (S).
99.
Thid.
100.
101.

IO1•&AL, IMACV, Oct 65 (S); Ltr Hq Sp Tao Zone 24, 5 Dec 65, Subj:
Combat Operation After Action Rpt (S).
Ibid.

102.
103.

Ibid.
Ibid.

104.

News Release, Secretary of the Air Force, Office of Informatiom
(SAPOI), 3 Jan 66 (U); News Release, Dir 10, 2d AD, 3 Jan 66 (U).
Briefing, 2d AD, Subj: CowuM Brief# Jan 66 (s).

105.

106.
107.

Also, )M=,AL, I4ACV, Nov 65 (3).

14i1 list Records, .24 AP ,(1ZCAP)O Jul-Dec 65 (S).
Dir, MACN No.: 525-'j, 7
Op65 CC).
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140.

Msg, JCS, No. 3041, 14 Aug 65 '(S).
Msg, COM1JSXACV, MAC 4171, 18 Aug 65,pS)o
Meg, JCS, No. 3196, 26 Aug 65, (S).
Msg, COMUSMACV, MAC 4382, 28 Aug 65, (S).
Ms4g, JCS, No. 3382, 13 Sep 65 (TS).
General Westmoreland's Historical Briefing, 4 Sep 65, (TS).
Memo, MACJ03, No. 01182, 10 Sep 65, Subj: Joint Board to
Study Tactical Air Firepower, (C).
ITR,oACV, No. 00884, 15 Sep 65, Subj: Joint Board to Study
Air Firepower, (3).
Ltr,- MCJO2, No. 00874, 20 Oct 65, SubJ: USWCV Tactical Air
Firepower Board Report, (s).
Msg, JCS, 041459Z, Mar 65, (TS).
Meg, CINCPAC, 0503417, Mar 65, (TS).
Msg, CINCSAC, 041948Z, Mar 65, (TS).
Msg, CINCPAC, 05034IZ, Mar 65, (TS),.
Meg, COUSWACV, MAC 1187,.5 lar 65, (TS).
General Westmorelandts Historical Briefing, 4 Sep 65, (TS).
1965 History, 2d AD Jan-Jun 65, CS)..
Meg, CONUJSMACV, MAJC 3172, 20 Jun 65, (TS).
Meg, COMUSIhCV, MAC 3239, 24 Jun 65, (TS).
Ibid.
ACV, 1AC 3275, 26 Jun 65, (TS).
Nsg, COMUSI•
Ieg, CINCPAC, 270257,, Jun 65, (TS).
Hag, JCS, No. 2555, 13 Jul 65, (TS).
Mon Hist Sum; MACJ3, Jul 65, CS).
General Westmorelandt"s Historical Briefing, 4 Sep 65, (TS).
IIsg, COMUSTV.CV, 171336Z, Sep 65, (S).
Meg, COU3SLYXCV, IMC 4679, 18 Sep 65, (S).
Ibid.
Meg, CINCPAC, 210435Z, Sep 65, (TS).
Ibid.
Meg, CINCPAC, 0300317, Oct 65, (TS).
Mag, JCS, 061S25Z, Oct 65, (TS).
I'rss, JCS, 051859Z, Oct 65, (TS).
Briefing, COOUSM4ACV, 28 Nov 65, (TS).

14.

Lags COMUSI41ACVp 0213150Z* Nov 65

108.
109.

*

110.
111.
.112.
113.
114.
115.
116..
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.,
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.

139.

141. ilg, CUbT.sICV, 310137Z, Oct 63, (TS3.
143.

144.

MTS

Nov 6%, tTS).
Meg, CINOPAC, O601o4l,
I-sg, COMUS11ACV, 160457Z, Nov 65, (TS); Meg, CINCPAC, 160555Z,

145.

Nov 65, (TS).
Hag, JCS, 161624Z# Nov 65, (TS); UsS, C01UXVACV, 160435Z, Nov 65%
(TS;
Kg, C(O&U11AV 160457Z# Nov 65, (Ta); mag, cQmuSZ4Av

146.

147.

161526Z, Nov 65, (TSS;
1609WOZ, Nov 65, (T35; )Has, .N•."IACV,
Nag, JCS, 161624Z, Nov 65, (TS).
Telcon, CINCPAC# 17001OZ, Nov 65, (TS).
Ibid., N 8g, SAC No. 07654 161325Z, Nov 65, (TS); Mag, JCS No.

14.

General Weetmoreland's Historical Briefin&g 21 Nov 65, (TS).

6459, 1612, Nov 65, (TSR.
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149o
150.
151.
152.

Briefing, 00RJSMACV, 28 Nov 65, (TS).
Ibid.
General Westmorelandts Historical Briefing, 15 Nov 65,
Briefing, CONUSIACV, 28 Nov 65, (TS).

(TS)-.

153.

Ibid., Msg, CSAF, 162054%, Nov 65, (TS).

154.
155.
156.
157.
158.

Mon Hist Sum, YACJ3, Nov 65, (TS).
Nsg, JCS, 011656Z) Dec 65, (TS).
Don Hist Sum, MACJ3, Dec 65, (TS); Interview, Maj H. A. Morris,
USAF, ProJ Off, ARCH LIGHT by LtCol J. C. Stokes, MHB, (TS).
Msg$ CG, III 1AF, 131113Z, Dec 65, ("U).
Msg, OASD/PA (DOD), 151600Z, 15 Jan 66, (S).

159.

Ibid.

160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166,
167.

Ibid.
General Westmorelandrs Historical Briefing, 30 Dec 65j (TS).
Meg, COUJSI1ACV, 270836Z, Dee 65, (TS).
Meg, JCS, 072322 Feb 65, (TS).
Mon Hist Sum, WCJ3, Feb 65, (TS).
Ibid., Msg, JCS, 102212 Feb 65 (TS).
Msg, JCS, No 0531, 11 Feb 65, (TS).
Msg, JCS, 122140Z Feb 65, (TS).

168.

Msg, CO1USW CV, XfXC 0732, 12 Feb 65, (TS).

169.
170.

Mzg, CC1US0MACV, MAC 0848, Feb 65, (TS).
Meg, CINCPAC, 130356Z Feb 65, (TS).

171.
172.

Msg, JCS, No 0553, 13 Feb 65% (S).
Meg, CINCPAC, 14220OZ Feb 65r (S).

173.
174.
175.
176.
177.

Msg, CO1t*'CV, 11C 0792, 15 Feb 65, (S).
Meg, CONUSXCV, MAC 1061, 1 Mar 65, (TS).
Img, CINCPAC, 020500Z mar 65, (TS).
Nsg, JCS, No 0739, Mar 65, (TS).
Mon Hist Sum, NACJ321, Yar 65, (TS).

178.
179.
180.
181.

Meg,
Meg,
Msg,
Ma•,

182.
183.
184.

Meg, CINCPAC, 040325Z Apr 65, (TS).
Meg, CCUUSU1ACV, MAC 2027, 12 Apr 65, (TS),
Meg, CINCP/C, 022044Z Apr 65, (s).

185.

18g, COX =-ACV, MAC 3052,

186.

187.
18A.

C0NU,4ACV, M-C 1387,
CENCPAC, 160216Z Nar
COMUMACV, MAC 1851,
CINCP4C, 04024oZ Apr

1J
4 Mar 65, (TS).
65, (TS).
3 Apr 65, (TS).
65, (TS).

1 J1An 65.

Meg, CC;VUS3*EACV, MAC 3240, 24 Jun 65.

Mon Hist Sum, MCJ3, AuZ 65, (S).

Intel Suimary, (W).
NsR, Cg SMACV,, WC 8163s,

Yeg, CINOPACAF, 28225OM Sep 65, Subj:

189.

M4Fo, CU•IUCYC, 10 Sep 65, (TS).
9 Sep 65, (TS),

190.

Meg, OUIUSHACV,

191.

General Westmarelaud's Historical Briefing, 4 Sep 65, (TS)#
Ibid., 17 Oct 65, (Ts).
Historical Sutary, USACV, MACJ321, Oct 65, (s).

192.

193.

MAC 4758

Strikes in the EEZt (T8).

23 Sep 65, Subjt
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194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.

206.

207.

Msg, CINCPAC, 06195OZ Nov 65, (C).
See footnotes 27, 29, 30, 31.
Msg, CINCPAC, 06195OZ Nov 65, (C).
General Westmoreýand's Historical Briefing, 15 Nov 65, (TS).
Memo, MACJ02, 25 Nov 65, Subj: Extension of in-coimtry Air
Strike Control Criteria and Procedures, (S).
Msg, COMUSMACV, MAC 4712, 13 Nov 65, (A).
Mon Hist Sum, MACJ34l, Dec 65, (S).
Historical Summary, 2d AD, Hist Br (PROJ CHECO) Jul-Dec 65, (S).
Msg, CINCPAC, 12061OZ Jan 66, (TS).
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ltr, HQ MACV, SN 0076A, 25 Feb 64, Subj: Report of Recommendations
Pertaining to Infiltration into SVN of VC Personnel, Supporting
Materials, Weapons and Ammunitions, (S).
jtudy, 14ACV, Supp't Group, NAVOPS, SN 0076, 15 Feb 64, Subj:
Report of Recciamendatcons Pertaining to Infiltration into SON
of VC Personnel, Supporting Materials, Weapons and Ammunitions,
(S); Study, (Bucklew Report), ARFA, 23 Mar 64, Subj: Border
Security in SVN, (S); Study, (Research Analysis Corporation),
OSD/ARPA RDFU, Jun 63, Subj: The Border Control Problem in

SVN, (S); Study, ATSWS-S, 24 Mar 64, Subj:
Meg, JCSp 251747Z, May 64, (TS).

Border Control, (S).

208.
209,

Msg, CINCPAC, 260836Z May 64, (TS).
Study, 2d AD fist Br, Proj CHECO, Jul-Dec 64, Subj:
cf the War, Jan 65, (TS).

210.
211.
212.

Special Study, ARVtis Jan 65, SubJ: VC Infiltration, RVN, (TS).
Ibid.
Briefing, CC1]TJ21CV, 14 Jul 65, (TC).

213.

Ibid.

214.
215.
216.
217.

"41sg, r'.lCC, 0900412 Dec 65, (TS).
Motn Hint Sum, ,.CJ3 Jan-Jun 65p, ().
•m).
B.iefing, CC1'UMCV,ý UA Jul 65,
Ibid.

Z222

Neg,

Escalation

218. Ibid.
b.bid.
219.
220. Ibid.
221. 0,'nmral ';estmoreland's ltietor).c.l rlriefing, 4 Sep 65, (TS)
aw Interview, L/Cdr J. It. gkakt, J3, by L/C Stokes, MID,

23 •ar 66, (n).

223.
2V4.

225.
226.
227,
228.

229.

=0W3i1tA0V* 2506364, Sep 65, (TS).

Hwg, CINPACc, 052357% Oct 65, (TS).
Img, CIICKAC, 1021= Oct 65, (TS).
X.g, drp, 2d AD, 21,1235Z Uov 65, (TS).
Meg, USAIRA, Vientiane, 'No 03934, 210330M Dec 65, (M$),

and MMg, A•M•.s, Vientiane, W1aoh, D.C., 221319Z Vlov 65, (TS).
14ag, AUMM.fl, Bangkok# 041.150% Oct 65s (TS).
MHg, Cdr, 2d AD, O80005Z Oct 65, (TS).
Ibid.
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230.
231.
232.
233.
234.

Msg, cOMUSaACV, MAC5358, 27 Oct 65, (TS).
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THE MONTAGNM

LE
PRO,•

(8) The largest minority group in the RVN is the
Montagnardst who number about one million, inhabit 22 provinoes and claim about 33
comprise approximately 12
Ethnically, they are made
The Montagnards seriously

percent of the land area. They
percent of the country's population.
up of 35 distinctive tribal groups.
embarrassed the GVN by rebelling

in 1964 and 1965.
(C) Under the French, the central and northern
highlands were a Montagnard preserve. Therefore, Montagnard
resented and resisted Diem's poliuý u. assaii.ation, which
tended to disrupt their tribal life without preparing them
for adjustment to the laws of the new nation. The watershed
in GVN/Montagnard relations was marked by a decree issued
by Premier Khanh on 17 October 1964, which granted many
concessions to the Montagnards. This decree was reaffirmed
by each successive government.
Some of these concessions were:
reinstitution of tribal courts, a revised draft law, a practical system of land distribution, relaxation of school fees and
entrance requirements, and authorization of use of tribal
languages in elementary education. In 1965, the GVN planned
the construction of five new Montagnard boarding schools and
budgeted for fivn tw Montagnard agricultural training centers. In addition, the National Military Academy began to
accept Montagnards.
(S) The political movement, the FULRO, had a strong
grip on the Montagnards and voiced their dissatisfaction with
GVN treatment, Not too much was known of communist penetration into this organization but its leadership was located
in Cambodia.l Most Montagnard tribes were reprosented in the
FULRO movement but the Ithade tribesmen had the largest representation with reportedly 2,000 men under arms in the FULRO
forces. COMUSMACV estimated that FULRO had the capability of
rallying an additional two to ten thousand men. Although
FULRO had indicated its anti-communist orientation, MACV felt
that if GVN did not satisfy FULRO's proposals to improve
treatment of the Montagnards, FULRO could create a division
in the country which could only work to the advantage of the

VC, 2

(3) On 29 April 1965, the U3 Embassy reported that FULRO
leader, Y Bham Enoul, had indicated readiness to return to SVM
from his residence in Cambodia. He wanted to be a free agent
and insisted on his previous demands for Hontagnard autonomy.
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The US Embassy advised Y Bham to discuss the problem with the
GVN and offered assistance in making such an arrangement. At
a 20-21 July GVN-TULRO meeting at Ban Me Thuot (Darlac Province),
GVN representatives fourd the FULRO proposals unacceptable but
agreed to further discussions.3
(S) On 23 July, the CG, ARVY 23d Division, received information that FULRO was plotting to take over the CIDG camp at
Buon Brieng in Darlac Province. On 29 July, the FUYR0 forces
seized that camp and later threatened to take USASF personnel
as hostages. Or. 2 August FULRO forces withdrew, taking about
176 CIDG personnel. On 7 September, the CG, 23d Division, was
ordered to send troops to Buon Brieng to disarm all CIDG personnel because of the FULRO influence and penetration in their
ranks. On 9 September, the CofS, 23d Division, inspected the
disarmed camp and informed the CIDG personnel that they could
choose to enlist in ARVN, lF/PF or return to their villages.
On 10-11 Septemb.r, elements of the 23d Division made contact
with a FULRO forcel appeals and negotiations resulted in the
return of 454 individuals to GVN control.
CG, II Corps, stated
that they would be treated as ralliers, Premier 4y welcomed
them in a formal ceremony on 15 September at Ban Me Thuot. Plans
were afoot to relocate families of the ralliers on an emergency
basis and to offer enlistment opportunities to the relliers in
the ARVN or RF. But the FULRO ralliers felt degraded at the
ceremony and objected to the plan to form three new RiF companies
from their ranks of volunteers. They wanted to serve as a
battalion and to be exempted from all or part of the planned
training which would take them away from their homes. Their
niquests were denied and the ralliers reluctantly submitted to

recruiting proposals.4
(8) On 17 December, CG, II ARVN Corps, informed the US
Senior Advisor that the ?ULRO might be planning an uprising to
coincide with the Prime Hiniaterts visit to Pleiku. He stated
that the official OYN attitude toward the FUIRO had hardened
and that the GVN would no longor be tolerant of radical actions.
(S)
On 18 December at Oia Nghia (Qurag Duo Province), at
about 0630, FULRO personnel briefly a.ized control of the province headquarters. The ARYN 0th Abn Bn was flown to Gia Nghia
and restored control in the afternoon; 154 FUILRO members voluntarily surrended with 51 weapons. At Phu Thien, Phu Bon Province, on the same day, Montagnards killed 32 GVN troops, but
ARVN control was reestablished in the afternoon. At Lai Thien,
in the same province, FOWhO elements seized some LIDB personnel

as hostages.
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Unsuccessful, howevertin their attempts to

persuade the VN Special Forces a
Ban Me Thuot for a demonstrationi,

O4CIDG troops to march to
the FULRO forces left

the area and the rebellion ended.5
(0) Of 92 suspected FULRO members arrested at Pleiku
from 16-20 December, 19 were tried and sentenced on 28 December by an ARVN military court for "offenses against the
security of the state." Three were sentenced to 20 years
hard labor; 12 others received lighter sentences and four

were acquitted. The remaining 73 suspects were not tried
but received administrative punishments such as loss of pay
and rank. Four members of FULRO who penetrated an RF gompany were Lentenced to death on 27 December and executed on
29 December. Twenty others were tried and 86 were held for
retraining. Of the 154 who surrended at Gia Nghia, 151 were
sent to a Special Forces camp for retraining while three
6
were held for trial.

"(C) The GYN then sent teams out to the Montagnards
to explain the GVN policies and to expose the falsehoods
of FULRO propaganda (which stated that the US, France,
and Cambodia would support the 18 December uprising) and to
persuade the Montagnards to rebuff any future approaches

by PULRO.7

4

"(s) In assessing the December FULRO rebellion, it
appeared to COMUSMACV that the FULRO had greater military
and political strength than either the GVT or the US had
previously estimated. The OVN officials wmre impressed by
the improved security and the coordination displayed by the
FULRO in the rebellion. The motivation may have been the
belief that armed tn.tion would stimulate an affirmative action
on the part of the GVN towaxd FULRO demands and would impress
world opinion with the Nontagnard problem. 8 The primary
reason for inoreased sympathy and support for PULRO among
the Montagnards probably stemmed from increasing disillusionment with the OVR. G promises had been only partially
fulfilled, if at all. FULBO appeared to provide the Montagnards with a means for forcing the OGN to be more attentive
to their problems. OGN services which benefited the people,
such as schools and dispensaries, had been disrupted by the
increasing tempo of war in the highlands and. the Montagnards
May have felt abandoned by the GIE, particularly in a time
when they moat needed help. 9
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(S) The chance of RVRAF figh ing the INA and VC forces
on one hand and armed groups of Montagnards on the other was a
haunting possibility throughout 1965.
CCMU4ACV was also acutely
aware of the possibility that the accession of large numbers of
trained and armed Montagnards to the VC cause would have extreme
military and political implications. 1 0
(S) In July 1965, C0?USACV voiced the concept that the
US Government was in SUV to help RVN and since both the Montagnard and the ethnic VN were RVN citizens, the US should not
intervene in the internal affairs of the nation. 1 1 The situation
was complicated by the fact that the GVN entertained suspicions
that US was simpathizing with, if not encouraging, the FULRO
autonomy demands. GVN meetings on the Montagnard problem thus
1
did not include any US participants or observers. 2
(S) In August 1965, the US Mission Council considered the
following alternatives in response to the question, "What role
should the US Mission play in the Kontagnard situation?"
1) Make a strong effort to regain entry in GVN
councils concerned with Montagnard affairs in order to reassert
US influence by one of the following approac~hest
a) To prove that the US had always acted in the
best interest of the GVNI, the GYN authorities should be invited
frankly to otate their suspicions, after a complete review of
US activities in the highlazds had been presented. The disadvantage to this approach was that GVN officials may have had
views of certain US actions which could not be dispelled by
simple and clear erplanations.
b) Indicate full US support for the GVN's position
by expressing willingnss to participate in military oontingenoy
planning with them in actions against FPULO units, The advantags
of this approach was that once having been taken into confidence,
there would be opportunitios to dissuade GYN leaders from extreme
actions and to withhold participation in actions considered contrary to US views. The main disadvantage was that it would signal
to the GVN a change of US pouition (which had been tho oncouxpement of a conciliatory attitude on the part of GYN and US opposition
to use of armed forces against FULRO) and increase the likelihood of militarv actions against FULRO. If this possibility
developed, the Hontagnards would probably suffer severely. However, this alternative could become more attractive. It Vas also
noted that sines the OGN would probably naIs this known to the
dontagnards it would discourage FULRO aggressiveness on one hand
but also lead to
ooling of 'iontao4grdattitudes toward the US.
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c) Reconsider
proposal that the US take ov' majori responsibility 1or tne
security of the highlands. This matter had 4aready been
considered, and rejected by US authorities.
.2). To keep open the channels of communication and
to provide GVN with a further opportunity to discuss the
matter with the US, the-Ambassador or the Deputy Ambassador
would approach Minister of War$ then Maj Gen Nguyen Hau Co,
the key authority on this subject, and indicate continuing
US interest in the question of negotiations with FULRO.
This would reaffirm the US position that although the FULRO
demands were unacceptable, the policy of negotiation and
conciliation would continue and that the FULRO group should
be offered incentives to encourage and keep their allegiance

to the GVH. The US would alao consider supporting projects
to provide such incentives,
3) Make a hard line approach to the GVN, indicating
the importance the US attached to the finding of a nonviolent
solution to the GVB-FULRO problem and the US opposition to
the use of force initiated by the GVN. The US feared that an
open clash with FULRO would lead to serious consequences in
the higblands and might make a genuine and peaceful accommodation impossible for many years. This position could be
emphasized by informing the GOV that US military units would
not be employed against FULRO without prior approval of the
US Mission in Saigon. The advantage of this approach was its
application of the US presence at a critical point. The
disadvantage was in the probability that it would lead to an
even further estrangement of the US and GVH ovep the Montagnaxd question.1 3
(S)
In discussions which ensued, it was noted that
the GVN was aware of the US position and although this
position had to be considered, the GVN nevertheless did not
ajpear to want the US to be involved in the specifics of their
negotiations with FULIO. Given the hostile CVN attitude, they
were unlikely to respond positively to a US effort to regain
entry into their councils; forceful US approach•s would likely
prove counterproductive.
The Embaesy representative recommonaed alternative 21 the USAID representativo and the ROD
Corporation advisor, who was a consultant on Montagnard
problems, recommended alternative 2 in conjunction with 31
and the USNACY representative recommended alternative lb.14
At the US Hission Council meeting of 7 Soptember, approach 2
was a"reed upon and the Anbassador indicated that he would

speak to maj Con Co.15
P~age
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(S)

cognized the gravity of the

The US State

situation and wanted the GVN Prime Minister to be informed that
the US was acutely concerned over the GVh's lack of progress with
the !4ontagnard problem. As the US ocamitment of troops and US
casualties grew, the US public would probably become more aware
of the lMontagnard problem and wonder how the GO~ could allow
their major efforts to be weakened by this problem.1 6 Members
of the US Mission in SIN endeavored to impress upon GON leaders
the necessity of preventing militar'y clashes which would rally
the Montagnards around. FULO, and of the GON displaying a
greater interest in the material well-being of the Montagnards.
The US Mission felt that the GVN sooio-eoonomio reforms and.
assistance to the Montagnards should be increased. The long
rang question of the relationship between GON and the N4ontagnards wias one which only the GYN could solve and it did not
directly concern the US. However, the immediate secu~rity of
the highland area and the suceessful prosecution of the battle
against the VO was a vital concern to the US. It was imperative
that the Montagnard military forces and the GVN continue to
cooperate in the joint US/GIN military effort in the highlands.
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FREE WORLD MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Background
(U) In April, and again in December 1964, the President
publicly requested that other nations of the Free World contribute toward the GVN's strugglre against the VC insur.'dncy.l
Prior to that request, aside from the US, only Australia had
provided military aid in the form of a training teem of some
30 members, highly skilled in counterinsurgency, which arrived

in 1962.2

(S) The GVN made formal requests for aid from specific
nations, but much of the planning behind these requests was
conducted by the US.3 A shopping list of various types of
assistance was prepared, and during July 1964, the GVN formally requested assistance from 36 nations of the Free World.
(S) By January 1965, at least 26 nations were providing
assistance to GVNL4 Some of these nations were, 5
Australia, with 88 Army advisors, a RAAF detachment
4

consisting of six Caribou aircraft with air and maintenance
crews

(74

men), an eight-man surgical team plus economic aid.

Canada, which donated $730,000 to be used in education and academic development.
Republic of China, with a political warfare detachMont of 15 senior officers and also 86 agricultural experts.
France, which furnished medical assistance, academic

assistance and loans.
Oemny, which sent $5,000,000 to be used in development projects as well as teachers and equipment for technical

schools.
Japan, which sent a six-man surgical team, 29 ambulances 4A 20,000 mall radios.
Korea, with one MASH composed of 1ý0 men, and ten
instructors.
TaekaovAo (aXrate)
Malaysia, which sent vehicles and police instruotoro.
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2eta~idwith one 25-man engineer team.
Philippines, with three medical teams totaling 16 doctors, nurses and medical technicians, plus 18 civil affairs and
psywar advisors.
Thailand, with 0-47 crews composed of seven pilots,
one navigator, and nine maintenance personnel, and the furnishing
of T-33 (jet)'transition training for 24 SVN pilots.
United Kingdom, with six British policemen to work
with the USAID Public Safety Division, plus some diesel engines

and road-building equipment.
(U) The basic diplomatic accord that enabled other nations
to be of assistance to GVN was the so-called pentalateral agreement. This agreement among the nations of Cambodia, France, Laos,
SVN, and the US was signed on 23 December 1950. Under its terms
the US Government agreed to provide certain unspecified aid to
the then-called French Union. In return for this assistance the
other signatories agreed to allow duty-free treatrent and exemptior. from taxation upon importation, exportation, or movement
within Indo-China of US-furnished material. They also agreed to
receive such US personnel as might be required to administer the
program.
In effect, US personnel so provided were to be considered
as members of the US Mission and, as a result, would receive the
normal p2ivileges granted under diplomatic immunity. 6 Relations
between the GVN and 74AF wre based on extensions of this agreewent. In 1965 there were no status of forces agreements between

SVN and any of the nations furnishing military aid.
(U) As a result of increasing Free World assistance during
1964, snd wtith the prwmise of more to come, COMUS3ACV found it
nocossary to establish a special staff agenoy to deal with the international m$litary assiutanct uiiort. On 22 Deaembor 1964, ThAO
was established under the staff supervision of USACV ACofS j5.7
Initial manning for this aection was provided frorn 35 resources.
In August 1965 arrangements were oompleted with the GVN to provide
the o-soalled Madame Nhu Building to houne not only the IDAO but
also the representatives of all Free World nations active in SYS.
This building vas dedicated on 16 December by raising the flags
of all member nations.8 On 6 Octobor, the name of the IMO was
officially Changed to )WAO, the better to express the role of
those countries involved in providing support for the IIVN.9

(s) C.•,o of the firot acconplishments of the M~t4AO during
1965 was tlwr
p pmration of, - draft ioliuy and procefures guido
that wae fol-varded to CINCPAC in Jnnuary. After stmffin", this
document, wn, nibAimhed and %vceiveddistribution on 29 August
a •hCX'XC cnjual.1(
a•

s,0o

This maiual provided guidamce to CCHUhI'ACV

in establishing:
1 coordinating, and utilizing other Free World
forces active in SVN. Keyj pcinos of' this document are summariz.d as follows: 1 1
1) SECION I, INTRODUCTION: The introduction to this
manual described the general scope to the international military
assistance program to include a guide to command relationships.
RVNAF and C(MUSMAOV jointly determined the form of assistance
desired. Assistance would be supportable by the US, the GVN,
or the Free World nation involved. Agreements would be written
between the US, the GVN and the pertinent nation, to cover in
detal! the relationships involved. Each country furnishing
troops to assist the GVN would have its own commander. Operational control would be exercised by him, and might be exercised
additionally by UMAUC or GVN. A policy council would be established for each international military assistance force to
establish command and control relations, based on the written
agreements between the states involved. The following quote
summarize, the aims of the programs
Although many forums of assistance are urgently
needed in the Republic of Vietnam the most soughtafter are support units or individuals that will
hbve major impact on favorable progiess in the

counterinsurgency effort hy;
1) Dramatically doonatrating to the
government and people of the Republic of Vietnam
and to the ieet of the world that other free
countries are intere•ted ý.a helping the Vietnumese

people maintain the,ir .tood-z.im 4.pd achieve peace.
2) Pro'itnc•,
short of diroct
combat actions, a. -a fvA. that will have the most
imediate and notiteabl effect
f
on the countorinsumao.y
tffolt
in a particular locale.
_2) 5"vXO
L, P1
1MONL AND AlMINIVRATIONt This
Section Ofhe manzwul covored nolraal personnel funotions with
relation to th, Vxe World effort. It included such Items as

ZSIL
",UU,

amM privileges.

3)
MOTION III, IL•LIMGECEs This section of the
manual oovexeid procedures for the exchange of claasifted infomattion and intelligenoe with the third country,
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4) SECTION IV OPERATIONS AND TRAINING* This section
of the manual covered normal operational relations, to include the
recommendation that all NW elements would receive pre-deployment
It was also stated that US¶ACV was
training on operations in SV1.
willing to provide lesson plans and instructors to assist in this
training.
5) SECTION V, LOGISTICS; This portion of the manual
covered basic supply procedures for the FWMIA and stated that donor

4

nations

should provide full T(E authorization of equipment for

all units deployed, in addition to a supply of repair parts. The
donor was expected to supply logistical support for its own units
below depot level. GON would provide basic subsistence consisting
of rice, salt, tea and shortening. The GV0would also furnish
depot support as available. The US would provide any backup
nesessary.

*

6) SECTION VIt CtMMUNICATIONSi ?WMAF communications
would be integrated into US and GV11 facilities. The US would provide certain fecilities as required, such as use of overseas
equipment to contact the donor's hoes state.

.

7) SECTION VII, CC*1ROLLM1: The US might finance
costs related to defense supplies, replacement items, a" services in support of units, to the extent consistent with US lvs
and programming guideliahes. Donor nations would be encouraged to
bear as much of the cost as po~siblt short of withdrawal of
aoiotaitce. Nsthodf- to finance the FWAF included the following:
incrapoci AID to the donor state, increased AID to the RVNI, incz4&"uo HV1 ,IAp, Sad utilization of the services of the US
This section also
military ustablisebnt without zeimbureoment.
included 'etailod infor-ution on funding procedures to be used.
o)

SECTION VII, JVIAC INFOMW.AION:

Basically thie

portion of the manual stated that public irfonnation facilities,
to include accreditation of war correspondents, would be cade
available to tho donor states on a o-oqual basis with the US.

9)

SECTION IX,
not ectablich the conotext
thene "ra thbeq p%&@ of
ments betreen the OWM and

K

(S)

LEGAL- kAthough the US obviously could
of agreemoets between two other nations,
tecmendtatlons as to %#hatthe agreeother Free World countries atould contain,

Early in the year GVYprepare-d dr•ft rveulatlons to

serve as a guide to relations betwen the GYM an those nato.n
providing assistance. So far A. ca.n ýi detercminad, '•.gti

2&&
ions were, never, feM1La1jjubid

*lat

l1thougth they weev 4i
V

I

(Yrqr •

-.

i

e.

I..

X3

-L"

e•:eelhnge 4~.
historical value in that they indic".ted 'the
the VN toward other nations helpilng their conntry.12
of the provisions of these draft regulations were overcore
by events arising out of the arrival of Free World combat
elements. The general contents of this proposed document

follow :13
International military assistance units of the
i)
Free World nations provided to assist the RVN would be according to the four basic principles below:
a) No direct participation in search and
destroy operations.
b)

Would be used in areas already secure or

cleared.
c) If having the capability, would take
charge of close-in self-defense activities.
trol of RVPAF
RVNAF and the
SVNj would be
with the help

d) Would be placed under the operational conand would be provided logistical support by
various US military and civilian agencies in
self-supporting as regards personnel arn pay,
and assistance of USMACV.

2) This proposal also described in great detail
actions permitted when an international military assistance
force was faced with civi3 disturbance and also what self"defense actions against VC attack would be authorized. In
general the fact that these provisions were included in draft
regulations indicates the fact that the GVN was concerned
that members of assistance forces might tenO to meddle in
domestic politics. This was an attempt to proolude that
possibility.
(C)

Although the GVN thought that all F'IAF units

should be under operational control of RVNAP, this did not
take place. (Command and control arrangements will be discussed in connection with each nation providir4 aid to SVN,
aj appropriate.)
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Australia

(U) The most significant event 9 with relation to FWMA
during 19659 was the arrival of combat elements, as opposed to
units strictly involved in advisory and civic action functions.
Once again Australia led the way, and thus became the first
nation, aside from the US, to provide forces designed actually
to engage the VC as a cohesive military unit.
(U) As stated earlier Australia was the first of the Free
World nations (the US not included) to have given active military
The initial contingent of 30 Australian army
assistance to SMN,
pers'onnel had arrived in August 1962, and had been assigned
duties as advisors working with US teams located in the I CTZ.
(S) Initially, the GVN made a strong effort to keep the
Australian aid a "closed circuit" between the two governments.
On iearning of this, the then C0UZACV, General P. D. Harkins,
stated that the Australian contingent must be under his operational control. GVN agreed and a precedent was established for
the operational control of other FW.I4
(S) The first military working arrangement between COMUSMACV and another country was signed with Australia on 27 July
1962. The arrangement stated that Australia would provide the
53-man element, that it was to be integrated into the US
advisoiry structure, and that it would be under the direction of
Under this arrangement, the US was to provide all
COMUSACV.
administrative and logistical support for the Australians on a
reimbursable basis: the GOA agreed to pVy the United States
81.50 per month per officer, and $125 per month per enlisted
man. In addition, a flat sum of $100 per month was to be paid to
cover the cost ol a sedan and driver provided to the Australian
oommander. 1 5 Thus# to all intents and purposes, the small
Australian contingent was made part of the US advisory effort
in the I CTZ andreceived exactly the same support as US personnel.
(s) in August 1964, an RAAF detachment arrived and was
also employed under the operational control of CCMU8MACV as part
of the SEASIA airlift. This element brought six Caribous and conotited of 74 personnel. The arrival of this new detachmernt re,A.ted in a slight chsage in the initial USG-GOA agreement. The
revision served t( broaden the terns of the references under
No longer were they reuhich the Australians were oporating.
striated to "training of the ground forces of South Vietnam in
that country in jungle fighting and village defense." They were
able tc give "...
almost any type of ass istanoce necussary in
T-

' 0F
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this type of operation.1

6

The change was of sign ifi*

that it indicated a broadening of t#e 0onflict and a realiza'i.n
on the part of the GOA that perhaps greater efforts might be
required in the future.
(C) This heightened awareness was to result in an offer
by the GOA to take a more active part in the growing struggle.
To implement this decision, made early in 1965, a task force
was formed, composed of the following elements: 1 7
Australian Army Far East.

1)

Headquarters,

2)

First Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (+).

3)

709th Signal Troop.

4)

Logistical Support Company.

(C) At that time it was also determined that all Australian elements then in SVN, the advisors and the aviation
detachment, would be placed under the control of the new EQ
soon to be established.
An employment restriction was placed
on the Australian force in that it was not to be used to quell
SVN civil disturbances. 1 8
(C) During Nay 1965 a new working arrangement was drawn
up between the US and Australia, and it was agreed that the
Australian battalion would be attached to and under the
operational control of a US brigsAe.
Thus, the concept of
having FWMALF under operational control of COMU94ACV was continued.
Command, of course, was retained by the senior
Australian officer in SVN.
The OG, 173d Abn Bde,was.jelected
to exercise operational control over the Ist Bn, HAR.
In
effect, the 1st Bn, BAR, became the third infantry battalion
of the 173d Abn Bde.
The precedent already established for
operational control of the Australian forces thus continued
in effect.
In the arrangement it was also stated that the
new force would receive esnentially the same administrative
and logistical support given equivalent US units. 1 9
(0) On 26 May the reconnaissance party for the battalion
arrived in SV! followed by the advance party on 29 May.
Between 2 and 11 June, the major portion of the Australian
contingent landed and was employed with the 173d Abn BMe,
and supported by a New Zealand field artillery battery. This
brit1de was thus the only major international combat element
operating in SON at that time. 2 0
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(S) The GOA continued to reimburse the US for all support
received. Owing to the fact that there was no experience factor
available in funding an NWW element cof this size, it was decided
to divide the initial operating period into three phases as indi-

cated: 21

1) Phase I - A six-month period of stabilization during
which the force would substantially support itself in Class II and
IV supplies and perform its own maintenance and repair functions.
2) Phase II - A six-month period immediately following
Phase I during which logistical support would come from the USA
1st Log Comd, except for maintenance and repair of items unique
to Australia.

3) Phase III - A period during which all Australian
equipment would be made fully compatible with US equipment. All
support would come from the 1st Log Cord. The Australian force
would, at this point, be co-equal to an organic battalion of a
US brigade.
(S) In the financial working arrangement between the US and
Australia, signed during September it was agreed that Australia
would reimburse the US as follows 3ft
Orr
1) Rationed, not quartered:
0
fro

2)

Quartered, not rationed:

$50

$45

3)

Rationed and quartered:

$ 0

$56

4)

POL products:

$20 per vehicle per month.

(s) Because it was difficult to make a good estimate of
cost per man, it was decided to base the reimbursement on a
functional cost factor. The average administrative and logistical
cost of supporting one man for one month was determined. Within
this agreement, separate schedules were also prepared for the
Australian AM Training Topm (AATT) and the RAAF detachment,
which revised the average reimbursement contained in foxmer
working arrangements. All rates were only applicable during
Phase I of the operation and were subject to renegotiation at
the end of that phase. 2 3
(U) On 30 September, an augmentation to the battalion
arrived, consisting of a 105-mn howitzer battery, a field engineer
troop, an APC troop, an air reconnaissance flight detachment,
and filler personnel. A sia troop
pf) -, same date
04
"to augment the Australian E"in
. 2 4...'
"S'
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y, the battalion was to operate in defense
(TS) Initi
of the Bien Rua area; however, the G0k gradually relaxed this
restriction and CMIUSUACV was able to report, in October, that
the battalion proper could operate anywhere in the III Corps
area and that the artillery battery could be employed any
place in BV in support of US troops. The only remainin
qualification was that Australian troops would not become
2
involved in incidents on the Cambodian border. 5
(TU) In November, C00HURACV discussed with the Australian
Ambassadoz ýthe possibility of deployment of an additional
battalion to SM* 26 Higher HQ, however, later announced that
this matter would be handled by the SECSTATE. 2 7 Toward the end
of the yearp, COUVSACV expressed his goals with regard to
additional deployment of ANZAC forces. His short range objective was a se9ond Australian battalion; his long range
objective was a full AYZAC brigade capable of self-support,
to be employed under the opcon of a US corps. 2 8 With the past
history of Australian and New Zealand assistance to VN, it
was almost certain that their forces in-countr3y would be increased during 1966.

New Zealand
(FOUO) The Australian battalion received part of its
fire support from a New Zealand artillery battery. The overall New Zealand support for operations in SON had been small

but most welcome, as it provided representation from still
another country in the war against the VC.

(U) On 30 May 1964, in response to a request for
increased Free World assistance, the charge dtaffaires for
the New Zesaand Embassy called on Prime Minister Khanh of
SVN and offered him the services of an engineer detachment.
This offer was accepted and the engineer team consisting

of some 25 personnel arrived on 29 June 1944.

On 30 June

this team was extended rights and privileges under the pentalateral aeement with the GVN. At the same time they were
told that the GVN would supply building material necessary
for their construction projects. They were assigned a variety
of civic action programs, which continued until their departure

on 20 July 1965.29,30

(s) the New Zealand detachment had mnmerous problems in
obtaining supplies and equipment while in SVN.
This was
partly due to difficulty in establishing proper sources of
supply prior to deployment of the team, i.e., MAAG, USAID,
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The problems were later solved.' The'team had plains
GVN or USMACV.
for full employment including a long list of worthwhile projects
and were equipped with sufficient tools. However, GNZ'deeided to
withdraw this team and replace it with the artillery battery,!
:
considered by US, GYN and GNZ to be of more value.31

-*

(S)

On 27 May 1965, concurrent with an announcement from

the Prime Minister of New Zealand, his Ambassador talked with the
GVN Minister of the Interior and offered a New Zealand 105-mm
artillery battery to assist the RVN. In the announcement by the
Prime Minister war the statement that the lngineer team was to
be withdrawn.3 2 In spite of attempts on the part of USMACT and
the State Department to keep the New Zealand engineer detachment
in SVN, a final decision to withdraw the team was made in late

4

June. It was stated at the time that the withdrawal was necessary
politically in order to obtain permission to send the artillery
element. Also to be taken into account, however, was the fact
that the team was, on the average, less than 50 percent employed.
which probably played a part in the decision. 3 3
(C) It is
was ever signed
of the engineer
of the problems

interesting to note that no working arrazgement
between New Zealand and USKACV during the stay
team. This also may have been one of the Oauses
that arose.

(S) There were no command and control problems with the
engineer team, as they worked directly under US sector advisors.
Prior to the arrival of the artillery battery, a working arrangement was signed stating that this unit would be under the operational control of CKUSUACV, would be brigaded with an American
element and would normally operate in support of the Australian
battalion. To all intents and purposes the New Zealand battery,
which arrived on 21 July, operated as part of the 173d Abn Bde.
(Initially there was an operating restriction imposed on the New
Zealand battery by its government which stated that it would be
employed only in the Bien Hoa area unless prior governmental
approval was granted for movement. This restriction was later
removed.) In any event, there was sufficient US artillery
available in-country to preclude the necessity for moving the

sew Zealand battery.34,35

(s) The financial problems that existed with some of the
other FWIAF elements were not encountered with the Now Zealand
unit. Now Zealand and Australia were the two Free World
countries paying their own way in MY!. In return for administrative and logistical support, on the same basis as that
provided Uw forces, New Zealand reimbursed the US with $56.50
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per man per month. New Zealand also paid $26,880 per month
for ammunition and $20 per vehicle for POL. The financial
working arangsement was in diploulatio channels and had not
been signed at yearts end, although it was being used in
Saigon as a basis of operation. Agreemen• was expected
shortly after the first of the new year. 3 o
South Korea
(S)
One of the Free World nations providing major assistance to RVN was the ROK. In August 1964, based on requests from the US and GVNT, the ROK decided to send a SASH
and Taekwondo instructors to RVN. As part of the i ementation of this decision, the ROC JOS published an operations order on 28 August 1964, establishing the terms under
which the ROK force would operates to include the fact that
these elements of ROK Military Assistance Group$ Vietnam
(ROKMCV) would be under the operational control of CMIUS(0) On 5 September 1964, a working arrangement was
signed between the OVN and ROK to establish relations
governing activities of the Korean MASH ard Taekwondo
instructors. This docnent covered such items as the
location of the force, zonstruttion of facilities, supply
proceduress security to be provided, and functions of the
ROK contingent. Included was the key point that RO0C forces
would be subject to the provisions of the 1950 pentalateral
agreement thus granting, in effect, diplomatic imriuity for
these personnel. The ROK element arrived during September
1964 and was stationed at Vung Tau and various training
centers. On 31 October 1964, the rights under the pentalateral agreement were again confirmed by the 0s3agpoof
a diplomatic note between the two governments., $9
(C) In early 1965, the GVN decided that additional
assistance was needed to combat the growing VC pressure
and, as a result, the ROK was requested to provide additional non-combatants.
The reason for this request
was that the GVN troopa had been diverted to civic
action projects relat•o to the heavy flooding during the
fall iaonsoon in 1964.41 The Government of Korea (GOK)
agreed that more support could be provided and agreed to
furnish a task force composed as follows: 4 2
HQ Commander Republic of Korea Military Assistance Group,
Vietnam (CO1MOIkA*)p one army engineer battalion, one
army transport company, one marine engineer company, one
LST with crew, one security battalion, one mervice unitpa
liaison group, and on* XAM (alrear inv-country).
RE(SRADE[)
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(C) On 10 Janaary 1965, a planning group arrived from
the ROK to discuss arrangements for deployment of the ROK
engineer task force which was also known as the Dove Unit.
Conferences were conducted by a group known as the International Military Assistance Policy Council (after 1 October
1965, FWiPC). This council was charged with policy making
Present
pertaining to operational control of the ROMMIJV.
during these meetings, the first of which took place on 24
January 1965, were -enior officers from RVIUAF, US1,CV and the
ROK advance party.4 5
(C) Arrangements for arrival of the Dove unit were completed by the FWRAPC on 6 February. On 7 February a military
working arrangement was signed between ROUI2AGV and RqTNAF and
and CO1UJSN.LPCV
on 8 Februa• an arrangement between COi•OWI',r,'
The ROK-G N arrangement included several un"was signedo
usual features: the ROK's were not to fire unless attacked,
but in any event could not fire or pursue outside their delineated area of rospon3ibi1-ty; in the event of a VC attack,
the senior PRVN commander in the area would provide assistance;
ROK's were not to act against civil demonstrations unless forced
to b7- cirvumstaý-cesq and authorized by the VN liaison 1fficer.
Operational control was not mentioned in this arranveiaent, although it implied that 1 combat action the senior ARMN officer
The arrangements grovided that both
would exercise control.'
(,•iUR.X CV and RVNF would provide logistic support for the ROK
force. TOE equipment would be furnished through the M4AP and
issued by ,RVN. Maintenance servicos would be provided by
the 1M. Dasic Claus I supplies, to include rico, salt, tei!,
sugar and shortening would be provided by GVN with supplemental rations furnisned by USIACV . Other necessary equioment C.no ailable through NAP ixuld also be supplied by
(S) The quest.on of command And control was a problem for
the three nations involved, At one point, the VN stated that
they desired full operational control by the appropriate corps
commander over all FWMAF employed in SVN. In January 1965,
Brig General Lee, senior ROK officer in SVN9 stated that his
government could not accept Zgntrol under any international
Using as a precedent the fact
authority other than the U.3.
that the initial ROK element had been placed under operational
control of COMUSMACV, and also to salve the Vietnamese national
pride* a method was discovered to overcome this stumbling blook.
The basic solution was to utilize the F1fl4APC as a combined staff
to determine the general operational functions of the ROK force.
This council was composed initially of the CofS, USMACV* the
Subsequently
senior Korean officer in SVN, and the RVNAF CJUG.
of his CofS. Various subordinate staffs
~
-- •
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handled day to day operations. Evidently, the three nations involved found these arrangements to be satisfactory, since the
military working arrangement between COIUSMACV and COMOKIAGV,
already discussed, contained provisions that the FWMAPO would
establish operating parameters for the Dove unit; that command
would be retained by COMOKMAGV; that operational control would
be under CO&US•AC•; and that the force would be responsive to
the senior commander in any given area of operations.49
(U) On 25 February the advance element of the Dove unit arrived, to be followed om 16 March by the main party. The group
was located at a base camp in Bien Hoa and during 1965 constructed
three bridges, four schools, two dispensaries and two hamlet
offices, and accomplished numerous other minor projects. Medical
elements of the Dove unit treated some 30,000 patients. Based on
recommendations by COMJSMACV, the ROKMAGV was increased by 272
officers and man on 27 June and by two LSM's on 9 July. 5§,51,52,53,504
(U) During the simnr and early fall of 1965, numerous discussions were conducted on the diplomatic level regarding ROK
combat elements to assist the RVN. (As mentioned earlier, the Dove
unit was restricted by working agreement to selfdefense only.)
These discussions culminated on 12 August when the P(K approved
deployment to SVN of a combat division composed of M HQ, one
Marine regiment, two infantry regiments, and a fielu support

(TS) Prior to the arrival of the ROK division, considerable
study of possible locations for deployment took place. The
initial thought was to employ the division in the
CTZ with
major elements at Chu Lai, Tam Ky and Quang Ngai
This concept envisaged the ROK troops joining with the III MAF, and
perhaps other FWAF elementg,to form an international FAF.
Subsequently# this idea was dropped for eeveral reasons. First
of all. it was decided that support of another full division in
that area would be logistically difficult, since over-the-beach
supply would be necessary. Employment in I CTZ, would also
necessitate offensive operationa as the enclaves were already
adequately secured by III MAP elements. This might, in turn,
provoke paoblems of #face" between the two Asian nations of RVN
and ROKO eqwecially if the ROK forces turned out to b jnore
successful during encounters with the VC than the VN.
For
these reasons, and also because logistics bases in the II CTZ
were in need of security forces, C01USMACV made the decision to
employ the ROK forces in the Qui Nhon area. This would provide
necessary base security as well as supply atorce to keep the
vital land LOC of Route 19 opte to traffic.*
In the USHACY
operations plan, the mission of the ROK divtion was stated as
providing security for bases in the. II CTZ,2

P
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(TS)
One of the major problems in bringing ROK elements
to SVN was the necessity for determining who was going to pay
the cost. Since the ROK military forces were MAP supported,
supply presented no great problems; however, pay for the individual soldier definitely did. After much discussion, the
decision was made in Washington that, if necessary, the USG
was willing to underwrite whatever ys needed to have ROK
combat forces take part in the war.'
The eventual negotiated arrangement provided that each ROK soldier in SVN was
to receive special overseas pay ranging from $1.00 per day
for a private to $7.00 per day for a brigadier general. These
funds were transferred from Washington to Seoul - to the ROK
Embassy in Saigon--and, finally, to the troops. 6 1 Another
financial problem was the ROK refusal to pay claims that tght
be brought against them because of their presence in SVN. 0 '
As of the end of the year, no arrangement had been signed,
although it arp-rred that rPIims would be naid through the
office of the USMACV SJA using US funds.6 3 A limited
financial working arin gement was signed in December, covering
such items as sobsistence allowance, TDY travel, and special
activity costs.04 Discussion of the financial arrangements
between the US and ROE was expected to continue into 1966.
(C)

The advance planning group for the Korean division

errived in Saigon on 19 August to make final deployment arrangements. After a series of conferences, new working arrangements were signed between RVNAF and Commwnder Republic
of Korea Force, Vietnam (CoMO0KFV) on 5 Sept ber and between CC!UFlJ-.CV and COHROKFV on 6 teptember.'
This new
arrangement contained several interesting features. In the
first place, there was no reference to operational control.
The only formally recognized control agency was the FWMPC
that continued in its policy-making role. Comamnd, of course,
remained with the senior ROK officer. In this agreement,
COISUJACV stated that ROK forces would receive the same
logistical support given to similar US units. This was possible
because of the formation of the let Log Cod in SVN.
COMUSNACV
also agreed to support the establishment of a ROK HQ, in
Saigon, not to exceed 230 personnel; however, GVN was to supply all real cstete requirements. To all intents and purposes, COM
LtSCV tus provided all combat service support for
the ROK division.,
(U) On 15 September, the advance party for ti.
4
Capital Infantry Division, to include staff personne. to fill
out the ROCFV HQ, arrived in Saigon. The division itself began laldizg an 8 October and deployment was complete on 8
November.•,69 The ROK Marine regiment was stationed at Cam
Ranh Bay and the division (-) at Qui Nhon, in consonance with
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operations plan. 70

(S) As g1ready mentioned., there was no provision for
command and control in the military working arrangement signed
between COMUJSMACV and COHROMFV on 6 September. As a result,
this matter was discussed by ths FWMAPC, and a paper was prepared for signature, indicating that COMUSMACV would exercise
operational control over all ROK forces in SVN.
This proposed
arrangeent was presented to the ROK representative on 23
October. 7 1 -On 28 October CON1USMACV discusser; with Mal Gen
Chae Nyung-Shin (COIROKFV) and Brig Gen Cao Van Vien (CJCS,
RVNAF), the contents of this proposal. At the Gime CONROICFV
stated that he could not sign the arrangement without first
checking with his government; however in the meantime, he
would follow the outlined procedures. 1 2 The ROK's submitted
a rewrite of oomnand and control arrangements which, after
study, was found by COIJUSMACV to be too restrictive. On
Z) November it was returned to ROKFV and he was reminded that
the verbal agreement rade on 28 October would continue to be
followed.73 After additional discussions, COIMUSI1 CV reported
to CINCPAC that a formal signed arrangement onuld be politicaly
embarrassing to the ROIK' s as it might connote thet they were
subordinate to, and acting as mercenar! o, forp, he US. CCItS,l1CV felt tbit a formal arrangement was iwo longer necessary
since CC(ROKFV had agreed to de facto operAtional control by US
commendcrs.
%(.'FORCMV and CC}t•CKFV underatood that, although
directives to RON units would be in the form of requests, they
would be honored as orders. It was also thought appropriate
that ROK officers be assigned to the FCrCEV staff to assist
in matters relating to ROK elmnents. This would not cn titute
a coimbined staff, as they would serve in the positiont of
liaison officers. 74 Thus, by the end of 1965, COX4Vt,!CV nad
de facto operational control over all FFV'F operating in OWN.
(TS)

Division i

Shortly after Arrival of the ROK Capital Infantry

VN,. CO(VMOt

waL4 notified that the ROK Mniister

of Defense was intereqted in sendine, two additional divisions
to 517 in order to forM a corpa structure.75 After study,

CCI....•'.CV recommnnded deploynnent of ono division, one regimental combat team, and iufficient c€ptbility to procez 350
tons of supplies per day for their 1,oistioAl eup-t.74
In midd-necember the decision vr': mado thAt SMSTATS would r

quest this additional force.
ioY..=
.as directed not t,'
discuss the mstter'with ROK authorities until such time as
State/Defense plans to tie in additional Free ",-rld elements
with increased Uj forces wore complete..
'
ic77V.s
position was that the Additional Xorean forces woald be used
to provide security for developing ba.ie areas, with the RCT
being deployed to Thy lfoa and tho division to Nha Trang,
Pag
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Duc 1ý5, Cam Ranh, and Phan Rang. In addition, if necessary,
COIUSITACV would not oppose a ROK lieutenant general's slot
in Saigon although it was not required as the ROK troops
were already under operational control of FFORCEV. 7 8
COIUS1ACV requested that the RCT be on hand in SVN by 15
April. 1966 in order to provide security troops for the new
Tuy Hoa airfield. If the ROK elements were not available
he would be required to obtain these troops from other incountry sources.79 Pending completion of diplomatic negotiations and approval by the GOK, it appeared reasonably
certain that additional ROK troops would be dispatched to

sV during 1966.
Philippines
(U) One of the nations to provide early support for
SVN was the ROP* The initial ROP contingent arrived in
August 1964 and was composed of 12 medical personnel and
16 civic action/peywar advisors. These teams received support from both USAID aid the GVN Departnent of Public Health.
An augmentation to this team, actually a second team, consis-

ting of 18 more medical personnel and 16 additional psywar/
civil affairs advisors arrived on 17 April 1965. The medical
personnel were located in Tay Ninh, Kontum, Binh Duong and
Dinh Tuong; with the poywar/civil affairs advisors in the

CM

and InI cTZ.8

(5) These teams evidently had some problems in coordination of support between US and M agencies. On 14 August,
MIAO reported that the commander of the ROP contingent had
rotated members of his medical teams without con.sulting other
agencies. At the sane time, it was stated that the coiunder
of the ROP contingent felt that USAID was "pushing him around.
This situation may have been aggravated by the fact that there

81

was no working arrangement in effect during this period. As
in the case of the New Zealand engineer detachment, the
question of comand and control was not resolved. In addition,
the Filipinos often expsessed the desire to be given the responeibility for a specific sector in order to retain their
national identity.,Z The lack of a Unified effort ma have
been - point of friction that helped to intensify saw of the
other imitations.
(U) A new team arrived on 23 August to replace the first
tea that had by now, culeted a full year in SV.93

(C)

y 23 September a draft Military vorkinh an'angaisnt

had been prepaed4 an was forwarded to the ROP for study. The
arranemnt Contained the normal provieions as reaco nded in
'.:,..2
o,

. p,,
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the CINCPAC Policy and Procedures Guide.8 4 As of 31 December,
final action on the arrangement had not been taken, and the ROP
contingent continued to function under informal arrangement with
CO4SMACV and the GVN.

(S) Since 1964 there had been continued efforts on the
part of the US to encourage the ROP to deploy additional troops
to the RVN. These negotiations were centered around a GAG to be
composed of engineer elements, an infantry selfdefelise force,
and support troops. By June, the 'overnment of the Philppines
(GOP) had agreed in principle to providA this force; however,
it stated that all equipment for the CAG must be supplied by
the US and be on hand in SVN before deployment. In addition,
any equipwent brought from the ROP by the CAG would have to be
replaced by the US and be on hand or on the way before deployment, not merely promised.8
(S)
In order to deploy this team, it was necessary for
special legislation to be passed by the ROP Congress; however,
although the House did approve the measure, Congress adjourned
late in June 1965 without taking fMnal action.86 Early in
July, the President of the Philippines called a zpecial session
of Congress to consider the national budget and 4lso to consider
the bill to provide the CAIG for RVN. Once agains on 12 July,
Congress adjourned without taking action on the bill. Since the
Senate was not to convene again until January 1966, there was
little chance that any adtAitnal support would be provided bythe ROP before that time..SY"I The problem in pwa
ae . Uie
bill vas due more to interubl political difficulties than any
notitnued firm opposition to the commitment of combat type troops

to SViN.

89

(0) After the nationa] rlectiona in the W.7 on 9 Vovmbor,
President--elect HMrcor publicly stated that he favored eending
troops to assist In ei.9
This was further e.•panded in early
December, when he said that he would reco=-end to Congress the
dispatch of the 2,)O0-r.vn CM1, already diecusstd.91 In th•
meantime, the US WSTATE, requoeted that the US Embassy Manila
look into the postibility ,
tli
A self-contained combAt
force in tddition to the CUo.9 2 After ttudy, CI
*JUG-•iIL reported to CIICPNC that the ROP armed forces Were in no condition
to supply combat troops. 9 3 Px'3vided President Marcos vas able
to overcame local political opposition, it appeared probable
that the CAG would be approved and deployed to the RVU during
1966. Pending this approval, CO.•USWCV took continuing actions
to auiwre that necessary supplies and oquipwnt would be available to the CAG it it were eventually cetitted.9 4
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Republic of China

(C)

Another nation providing assistance to RVN was the

ROC. In May 1964, a IUS-GVN team went to Taiwan in order to
determine what type of assistance would be appropriate for
the RW to give to the RVN. As a result of this trip, it
was reported to COMUSYACV that the Government of the Republic
of China (GRC) could best support the GVN, at that time, by
providing a political warfare training team. Consequertly,
CCJUSHACV recoxmended to GVN that their Political Warfare
Depa!týýt be reorganized and that assistance in this field
• -a&egpted from the ROC.9 5 ,9 6
(U) Folloming OOMUSMACV's tacit approval on 28 July
1965, tho Minister of Defense, GVN, requested the GRC to provide- assistance to RVN in the form of political warfare
cadres. On 8 October, 14 officers from ROC arrived in Saigon
and Military Assistance Group, Republic of China, Vietnam (MAGROCV) was fwrmed. The team was assigned to work with RHNAF JGS
Polwar Directorate. 97,98
(S) t 1 December a draft military working arrangement
had been prepared by the US.ACV MAO; however, Commander Military Assistance Group, Republic of China, Vietnam (CCMUAGROCV)
declined either to concur or non-concur in the draft and it was
not sied
at that time. The draft arrangement contained
several provisions that were deleted from the final version, to
include the clauses that the ROC would reimburse the Us in the
amount of Ul25 for each officer serving in 3VN per month and
that UM MP's had the authority to apprehend cmbers of the MAG.
ROCV whose actions were prejudicial to good order and discipline. 9,100
(C) In early 1965, the draft arrwnemont was reviewed,
and several changes raoinded by the USMACV staff wer incorporated.
On 6 Fav 1965, C0Z04A14ROCV and the CofS, USM.CV,
eo many of the
sign•d the arrangement.
Tha~ngement
contained
c
nm
•"
starrard clauses includi ng
1) The ROC would establish a political warfare advisory team that would be under the command of the senior Chinese
Nationalist (CMINAT) officer.
2) An International Kilitary Assistance Policy Council (IKAFC) would be establidhed, composed of CofS, USHACV;
CJOS GVN; and O0Q
GRCCV, to formrlate tasks and establish %issions.
M SJHACV would coordinate control arrangetotus made by
the IF.APC.
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3)

COITSMACV would provide logistical and admini-

strative support.
(c) The ROC political warfare team was scheduled to remain
in SVN for a period of one year, to depart on or about 7 October
1965. Action was initiated b- botn- ,OIUSMAWV and the US Ambassador in an attempt to have the team r'main for at least one more
year. At the end of 1965, the G!3J.fT advisors were still present
in SVN.I 0 3
(S) The major problem c..o ,!ctedwith the use of CHINAT personnel in SVN was the possibi'iV`r that the CHICOM's wo~id use the
e for direct intervention.
presence of the CHIN!T'1 e., ;z1As eArly as December 1964, th- r -oblem was discussed in a message from the SECSTITL to the a- Ambassador in Taipei. In this
message, it was stated that greut care must be used not to export the Chinese civil wcLr to 'An.Aand that the CHINATt should
not wear their military linif nr Even the use of noncombatant
trcopi, such ws engineers, wes discouraged. It was recommended
technical
that the ROC continue to serve the RVN in economic and 104
teama.
medical
.send
to
induced
be
fields ad -that they
(S) The problem again arose when, in May 1965, ?0,AO rported that information had been received from a "reliable"
source that the ROC was willing to send a 1000-man force of
irregular troops to assist militant Cat-hlic Father Hoa in An
Xuyen Province. This possibility was not pursued in 1965. There
were obvious political problems involved in bringing a CHINAT
force to SVK. In September, Prime M£inister ky made an informal
comment indicating the possibility that he might requeas the ROC
6
to supply crews to assist in flying transport aircraft.105,l0
(3)

In early October, COIU51!ACV informed the US Ambassador

that six C--6 eircraft wLth crewe could be uaed b.Y the RVN for

integration into the VNAF 3,3rd Support Wing at TSN.

It was also

07
stated that, if &vailable, landing craft would be most welcome.
After diseusaion, it was determined that two 0-46 aircraft could
be Tfunished, Th"e* airtraft vould be supplied under the nume of
-F d
"China Ait'llneat and orev wagea wuld be paid by the Ot.

"d lodging for the e

be profietd bi the GVN.

aslcrews,as fuel for the aircr ft . would.
iecesdary aircraft maintenonce wod.d be

prftormed by the CHIflATse.

hese aircraft were to be plToed in

On 25 November 1965, the
15$VN Por a tbm-m)onth trial period. Y
aireraft from the ROC
tw;
of
transfer
the
local .•renaounced
.10
M
the
to

(S) It was co.Wtgered higi!y prcbpble that the ROC would
pro•vide additional. qiiraraft and some forn of shallow-draft *hippt

during 1966.

The lUtter was of particular interest to
TOrd
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COMUSMACV owing to the prevalent port congestion problems.
CINCPAC concurred with COMUSWr•V in the request and final
action was expected in early 1 9 66.110

Thailand
(C) The RTG also provided a limited amount of military
assistance to the RVN in the form of a small contingent of
These 16 men arrived in
the Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF).
SVN on 29 September 1964, and were stationed at TSN airfield
They
and assigned for duty with VNAF as transport crews.
received no support from USMACV except PX and commissary
privileges. ii
(S) COMUSNACV's position relative to the assistance provided by the RW wa% thrt it should be brought into line with
that from other nations.
In October 1965, a USYACV F¶1A0O
officer went -o Thailand and pieuented four recommendations
to the RTG: that the chief of the air force group in the RVN
ahould be a it .oionel, that the status and mission of the Thai
effort be uncle ssified; that a proposed military working ar•rangement be signed, and th;at Thailand request extensions of
the 1950 pentalateral agreement to cover its unit. The RT"
agreed to the first two recormondations and th¶_ther two were

still under discussion at the end of the year.
(S)
During these discussions in Thailand, Lt Gen
Kriangsak, Comander Supreme Comizd, stated that his country
was interested in vastly increasing itf aid to S*iN.'I 3 This
increase might be in thi form of IM I's and cargo aireraft to
help solve the problem of port congestion," 4

Spain
(C) Early in November 1965, the Government of Spain
made an offer to send four ambulances with military crews to
aid ib the war against the VC. Following coordination with

-CklUSltCV, USAID, i.&l tha UMt;
E1baey, the GVN requested that
a twlve mart arW modical team be provided instead On 29
November, the Spanish 7ouncil of R'uinisters approved thiis re.quest
u
and the team, consisting of four doctors, four nurses,
- ar four technicians was expected to arrive early in 1966.
•T:The team ,was earmarked for employment in the provincial

hospital in Goo Cong Province.1l5
Susmvry
(TS)

By the end of 1965, S3W was recei4n.z military as-

sistance trua seven nations, including the US. -hur af theoe-

S
. , . ... .
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Sthe US,, Korea,, Artralia, and New Zealand, were providing
combat elements, In December, the SECST1-TE again appealed
for additional assistance, especially from Asian countries.
These forces were necessary, not only for military purposes,
but also because there was concern within t e US that Free
World nations were not doing their share.119
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AMMEX C-COMmUNICATIONS

Introduction
(S) Ly the end of 1964 it was evident that the incountry communications facilities did not have the "requisite
capacity, quality or reliability required." 1 Much of the
comunications effort during 1965 was centered on improving
existing systems to provide minimum communications necessary
in support of the US troop buildup. The US-operated communications systems in SEASIP had been primarily designed
to support the adwisory program and were not capable of
satisfying the requirements of US combat units uhich were
to deploy in Vietnam during 1965.
(U) Counterinsurgency warfare, as conducted in SVN
in 1965, was largely characterized ')y rapidly moving small
rt, fought on the
units. The war was, for the most
platoon, company and battalion.level.s. The US armed
forces, tl'.reforp. were more dependent than ever on adequate,
responsible methods of communication. To provide ccmmaaders
at all echelons with infonirtion required for intelligent
decisions, as well as to transmit their decisions to
subordinates, communications systems were taxed as never
before. Additional problems emerged in the technical areas
of communications caused by the high noise level, the tropical
climate, jungle terrain and the lack of long lines civilian
s-,stem3 in %VN.
(C)
-'nbefore the arrival of U6 combat forcep
various shortcomings were identified in the overall cuinicationa

system in M3ASIA and steps h1id been taken to begin renovation

and improvement. CO i,.Y,CV had no direct control over the
development of US comnication systemw in SBASIA. Bo during
the year, much effort was directed toward obtaining a unified
communications cmand and control structure.
The history of
comminications development during 1965 is one of constant
expansion of available systems, and the establishment of
necessary agencies to provide management and control of these
systems.

(C) In early 1965, the follrwin& long line communicationo
systems were available to C04U15:4CV:
1) Back Porch - a heavy troposcatter system using
MA/1CR 5 equipment. Major terminals were locntec at Saigon,
Pleiku, Da Vang, Qui Mon,- Vuug Tau MTa Trang in WJ1, Ubon
.,
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and Green Hill in Thailand.
2) Cross Bow - a light troposcatter system using
AN/TRC 90 equipment. This system provided back-up for the
Back Porch net and had terminals at Saigon, Gia Nghia, Ban
Me Thuot and Pleiku.
3) Southern Toll - a microwave radio system
built in 1964 under the AID program, providing voice and
radio teletype channels from Saigon to W Tho, Vinh Long,
Can Tho, Soc Trang, Long Xuyen and Rach Gia.
4) A Synchronous Communications Satellite
(SYNCZ) satellite link to connect Saigon with Hawaii and
CONUS.
(C) In-country communications to service the field
advisors consisted of the following: 3 ,4,5
1) The operaticns and intelligence nets consisting of AN/GRC 26 radio equipmentwhich provided radio

teletype counications between corps and division advisory
teams and Saigon.
2) The USMICV Single Sideband Radio Net consisting
of Collins commercial single sideband equipment ( 32-M-)
to provide voice comiunications for key advisors at corps
and divisional level. This system was also linked 'ith

Saigon.

1W)
AP supported AN/RC 10 F11 radios and the
"/qi/C 87 faxnily of AM radios that were used for field
advisory counications at battalion and sector level and
also provided an air-ground link for the use of advisory
personnel on M channels.
Integrated Wideband Cominications System
(U) Th'S was the comunicatione backbone for SEASIA
and provided tactical as well as strategic communications
facilities. A wideband 9 minmnications system may generally

be described as follows: 0

A comications system which provides
numerous channels of commication on a highly
reliable basis; included are multichannel teLphone cable, troposcatter, and multi-channael

line of sight radio systems such &*ffV
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(S) The SEASIA long lines system consisted of commmications nets located in SVN, Laos, and Thailand. As early
as mid-1964 it had become obvious that this system was no
longer adequate, and a CINCPAC plan was developed to upgrade
the facility in support of US SEASIA contingency plans .7 On
13 November 1964 the JCS approved expansion of the SEASIA
long lines communications system into the IWCS and tasked the
Defense Conmunications Agency (DCA) to prepare an overall
plan that would integrate and expand these facilities. 8
(S) By 28 December, DCA had prepared the plan which
was approved by the JCS and forwarded to SECDEF for consideration.7 This plan provided for the integration of all long range
communications systems in SBASIA. 1 O Major provisions of the
plan were; 11
1) Establish a fixed Back Porch type system in
Thailand using Philco troposcatter equipment originally
provided by MAP for Indonesia.
2) Upgrade part of the RVN Back Porch system
and provide minimum capability from Vung Tau to Hue, Phu BaL.
3)

Eat~blish a DCA center in Saigon and desioate

control and reporting staatios in Thailand and RVN.

4) The system was to be operational by 1 December 1965.
(C) The first signficant improvement in the long lines
ncotlnw
icm
nsituttion took place on 1 January 1965 when
Wet Wash "i," an underwater cable between Clark AFB, Republic
of the Philippines, and Rha Trang, RVN, became operational.
This cable was the final link in the chain, providing adequate
voice and teletype communication from Saigon to Hawaii and
Washington. By the end of January, 13 voice and 30 teletype
circuits over this cable were in use. 12
(C) By early spring of 1965 a noticeable decrease in
the reliability of the long lines system had been noted. This
was attributable not only to technical problems but also to the
lack of a single directive authority for the entire system. 1 3
COIUSWMCY called this to the attention of CINCPAC and stoted
that restoration of circuits was dependent upon cooperation
among several different agencies resulting in unnecessary
delay. It was recomended that DCA be given uanagement responsibility over all ocinmications system in SEASIA in order to solve
this unity of cceand probln.i4 CINOUSAMWAC did not concur in
this proposal and stated that the now signal group soon to be
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deployed to SVN, should be the overall system manager
since the long lines systems were largely USA controlled.
He also commented that DCA had no command authority and
should not be involved in tactical commmications.15
(C) At this point the CINCPAC staff reviewed the
entire SEASIA coimmnicationm picture and reached the fol.lowingconclusions:16
1) The commnications organization in SEASIA
was not functioning with the desired degree of "effectiveness
to provide coemunications responsive to operational reqquirements.
2) In SVN the 39th Sig Bn, under USASCV, operated
all USA in-country and joint trunking systems with the exception of the DCA station in Saigon, although the latter
did, however, report thru USASCV.
3) In Thailand all USA communications functions,
including the DCA stations in Bangkok and Udorn, were
executed by the 379th Sig Bn under the 9th Log Cored in
Korat. There was no coordination line between USASCV and
the 9th Log Com, even though both coamands were subordinate

to CGS usn1YIS (us l

4yukyu8)*

4)

All USAr fixed-plant comiunications were
under the 1964th Communications Group, under command of

the 2d AD.

As the Cdr, 2d AD -as also COtUS.ACV's AFCC,

no real command problem existed,
5) DCA personnel in Bangkok and Udorn renorted
to US Aruy Strategic Communicationo Cc
n" (USASTRAT(OM)

Pacific in Havii.O
6) The Philco troposcatter cytemt,
under construction from Thailand to 5041, uas the responsibility of

of the 279th Sig Ba.
7)

Trunk systems in 5VN were operated by USA.

Trunk systmes in Thailmd were operated jointly by USA and
USAF.
8) The IWWS plan, developed in November 1964 by DCA
and subsequently approved by the JCS, provided for a DCA office
in Saigon; however, no operational concept for this organiuation had been described and the relations between the DCA
officef Saigon# and DCA office, ELSIAA• kjas
not clear,
#
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This was complicated by DEKOMUSMATHAeIs request that an additional DCA element be assigned to Thailand.
9) The DCA IWCS plan divided opera'ting responsibility
between USA and USA?.
10)

'The USA had been unable to decide who would operate

their portion of the system:
a)

CCIIU3IACY, DEPCO•S•U3•'RAI,

CG USASTRLTCOT,

CSAP

all believed that the USASTRATCOK should be the systems operator.
b) CINCUSARPAC did not believe that the 8MIA
long lines system should be designated as part of the Defense Communications System (DCS) as it r rovided tactical circuites must
be under the direct control of the on-the-scene covAinder, and
should be operated by tactical units.
11) CIJCUBW&PAC thought that the USA Signal Group which
was being deployed to SYN would solve the command problems. To
account was given as to how the USA Signal Group would be zx•ated
to DCA office, Sai o, or how civilian contractor assistance would

be utilized.
12) The USASTRAT"C* believed that its operations charter
authorized it to operate all USA portions of the DC3S with joint

military/oivilian Manning and maximum ue• of

APW-funiahed systems.

The MWP had failed to meet U3 military requirements because of the
troop buildup.
13) Activation of DQA, Saigon branch, and designation of
the IWCS as part of the DCS, would not solve the problen, since
the DCA was not an operating element but rather a mana•er•
The
line of control betwieen WAC &nd the operstor of the system had to

be clarified,

(C) As a result of thse findtings, the folowing cmolusions
wre reached 11 7
1) Clear lines of operational control for couamications
and electronics elements in STA3IA did not exist; SU&SIA must be
treated as a single entity. This was not possible urder the NAP
concept.

tL

2) IM USASRATTCO should form an element to operate
I4C3 under the operational control ol CaoijpCV.

3) fte W elmient in LS1A should provide overall
anagement of the qsytem under the operational control of COMSMACY, with responsibili•y for operating procedures, technical
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Ssulted

(C) On 29 March 1965, CINCPAC reoommended that a COGUSMW!I conference be held to resolve quRtions
MKCY-DEPCU
oonoerning operational ooomunicatione responsibilityo`0 CINCPAC
stated that he considered the Bok Porcoh system, the reconfigured
Philoo tzoposoatter systemt and the Wet Wash cable, were at that
time part of the IWCS. Therefore, they should be under single
management.19 This meeting was held in Saigon on 6 April andMrin CIOWSUHCV rcolmnd~ing to CIICPAC that a BESI Comto provide a sinle
munications Operations Center be establiah
manager for certain multi-channel systems.
A second, vorking
level, conference was held in Saigon an 12-15 April to develop
detailed operating procedures.
(C) The draft SWIA Cm•nmicationa Opeptions
tained, inter &W4, the folloving provieion:t"

*

=arthr aon-

1)
ASIA Commu•oatione Operations Center should be
established in Saigon with a branch in Bangkok composed of representatives from the USASC, 379th Sig Bn, 24 AD and the 3USTATCO,
Initial staff support would be provled by U
M A6
and USHLOC'E
J6.
2) the DU should establish a Saigon office with the
chief of this organisation also serving as the OIC of the SUMA
C-unications Operations Center.
3)

All equipent, twtioal or strategic,
uonmctd to
under the MARIA
Comnwicatioms Operation Centex oontrol a •
ansgehnt,
an IWCS main distribution frame should eoo

4) T'e Back Porch sytem, •e•ti.
Thil-co tro-o.
scatter ayptem, and Wet Wash eiblo system ahould be convidored
part of the IWC5 and operated s a singlr
entity,

5) Validated requirements for elxcutte utilizing IM
routes should be provided the S.ABU Cw ications Operations
Centtr by the appropriate J6.

USA Porch
long limesignal
copWshaud
be t"orAoperate 6)A
t* Uc
and recnfiured
Wichlo troposcatter

Sto

(C) CWMACV aceepted the recomme
Commnications Operstions Oanter be forme

*s req~o.st
timeano fIIJ
2'wsmuse
U#

*the&M dae fo
on 13 April that
ha~bd been rat for 1 May."A h o

f
*

tion that a 231IA
ad
n notified CIMCPAC
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Shortly
representation.
to help arrange for DCA and USASTRATCCO
theveafter, CUM4ACY sent a message to the DCA -md the USASTRATCOK requesting manning assistance in the creation of the
23
Communications Operations Canter.
(C)

Meanwhile SECDEP approved. in principle, the DCA's

proposal to establish the IWCS and on 21 April directed DCA to
staff a Saigon office to manage týe system. The USASTRATOC was
designated as the system operator. Pormal approval of the IWCS
project was signed on 4 A~gust.2 4
(C)

Obviously, COKU34ACVts proposal for a SEASIA Commuica-

tions Operations Center and the decision on the part of SE1ED
to give long lines managerial responsibility to DU were conflict-

ing. XCA, upon receipt of the manning request for the SEASIA
Communications Operations Center, requested that COKUSTACV withhold approval of Ibis concept pending establishment of its
COMULSMACV thereupon agreed to delay the
office in Saigon.o•
date for establishment of the center until 10 May; but reemphasized the point that he could not accept indefinite Oelayt
because the problem of system management was critical.26 On 7
May the DCA office, Saigon, subsequently renamed DCA Southeast
Asia Mainland was established as a field activity of the DCASEASIA located at Mlark AFI.27
(C)

With the designation of DCA as the IWCS manager 9 a

statement cf mission was required to establish the parameters of
operation and appropriate comand channels. Initially, DCA-SAM
was given managerial responsibility over certain long lines systems located in SVl, Laos, and Thailand, and was directed to be
responsive to the communications needs of CCHURUACY, DEPCt4U(ACTHAI and other authorized users of the system. 2 8 As DCA was
charged with overall management of DOS, it was necessary to des-

ignate exactly what portions of the comnications nets in SUh 31 14ay, DA designated
SIA would for a part of this system.
29
the following long lines facilities as part of the DC8s

1)
designated).
2)

908 station in Saigon and Bangkcok (previously
The Back Porch system of heavy troposoatter equip-

ment (previously designated) with the followirg circuites
a)

lbon to Pleiku.

b)

Pleika to Da Nang.

.A..(ii ±hon to Da. . . ..
c) - . .a Trang• to
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e)

Bangkok to Green Nobatait to Xclat (nMicrowmav).

f)

Korat to Ubon.

g)

All faoilities associated with the above.

(0)
afeotive 1 August, the USASTRATCOM a
mssud responsibility for the operation and mainteneice of the USA portion of the
DCS in SXASIA. 3 0 This reaultecl in still greater f:nagentation of
control, as the USASTRATC(4K
in SVN were u•der the oommand of USASTRATOCC,
Phqific, located bi Hawaii, and not operationally responsible to COMHUEACO. 3 1 Additional coneolidation
was achieved in September when the dec"iion a made that the
Southeast Asia Mainland offioe In SMN would exeli~ e opqxetioal.
direction over oontrol peionnel operahing the N5O Im- the event
of trouble on
ciruits travereizi. both the kivtem cizzait
ztitactical tai18132 In effect, DCA '.ia4d thw'•
c:,:xi the -*nt:.•
,jo'..

'1

'1. S,ýASIAt te-

trol office for all major oommMOicationj t4yteW
gardless of the operato:

or cwwr.

(0)
Although there vas uow a .ýIrlo oirna,,r
,
for the long lines system, one otf 0C4WiSiA01a z ro&i
•',
munications problems was that of authority oveyrr oytema ýýquLded

for comand and oontrol of US wad YAF in SU-ASIA.

By mid-

October,

CCMX4UIA•V had decided that he could no lmoner tolerats a
country-wide oocmunioationu %,tLea1ovz.:' whi-.J h1,
i. C.th~'t,
and reoomended to the OWfU that the U-A1(V sigma officer e*..
eroiae operational control ovew all USA sieal
eleients in-ootu.-

try, 3 3 Theev inaoluded two separate oi~ratirS e•lmenlts of th±

USASTRATCOH as well as units orgwic to OASAV.

that aotion wa necessary t) solve thie •,
headed by Bxl 06A 4J*.F Tiliuox to s-4i

-XSA
Cf

o•,e
(PJi'olý

eid

*t a 4
tho i 'Ct '.a"

of lovember.,%
(S)

COKUSHCV disoussid In detaiL

communications problema thaxt wtx

Bxi.g+(kid
Gn T~ille

the

pjvr~mnt,
- ýL1 itc? &Ki~

specific reference to the elemanta tha
Lhi' •,.e %kt
-d
meand but provided him with •upp•.t.
r,
'w'-.a.
.r'p t.i
•
USARV signal officer be aes1•ved ae W), ?'d 5(na!
.
the designated zoepesentatiw of t*. UWAS1fRT•X
ou tho
.
by 1 February 1966.
16 should be a gemra
t& at" uig%na
nal elements in SV) plaoed tudez ni., 'n; x&..5
AS
a
t or

this request, on I Dooeambr, DA "bASTFAT-UW
in SO1 um•dar the operationsi uvunt,:

(0)

I

<

Another sig Vific-mt avic ii No

Itýe*A
o,

¶

~Wset

i.••A

i 'v ~

Saigon of Lt Gen A.O. Staxb-ivd, DiTotvr ovf DC"
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3ent to SU by the JCS to survey communioationL difficultieswd
recom•nend corrective action. His findings included the following;

1) The long lines system was still inadequate to bandle
current message traffic.
2)

The Phu Lam (overseas relay facility) was overtaXedg

a "quick fix" was required.
3)

saX7.

A coastal cable from Vung Tau to Da Razg was neoes-

(c) To insume tbat the DCA Southeast Asia Mainland facility
was responsive to COMUM1ACV, Lt Gen Starbird authorized the USULCV
J6 to submit a letter of perfomance appraisal to accompany the Dir-

ector, MCA Southeast Asia Mainland's efficiency report; thus, the
DCL office in SIN was 9 in effect, under the operational control of

CCHUSACVo

(S) Construction of the ItW3 did not keep pace with the .eorganization of oonmications command and maagement funotions.
Subsequent to the 4 August approval by SECDEF, contraots were let
iz September to Page Comunicattons Engineering, Inco. for the work
to be done in SYN and to Philovo Corporation for the work to be
done in Thsilad.O9 In these contracts, the completion date was

delayed from 1 December 1965 to 3 March 1966. This date was further adjuated to 1 August 1966. Information available at the end
of the year irdicated that, owing to lack of equipment availability,
transportation delays, leek of heavy machinery, excessive offloading time, and a local labor shortage, the 1 August date might not
be mt$ and the RVN pwr4on of the IWC5 would not be operational
until December 1966.""" With the schedule "Phase II and Phase ILA"
buildup expected during 1966, COMUMUACV believed that the existing
WC:S plan, even when construction was completed, would be insufficient to support the expanded long lines requirements. For this
reasont he requeoted that immediate action be taken to complete conotruction of the planned system and to prepare a new plan for further upgmding the facilities to meet the new requirements. 4 2 #43

(U) Pigure C-1 shows the long lines system in December 1965.

(U) The following is a disoussion of the expansion and planned
expansion of the various compoiemnts of the IWCS during 1965o These
component. were the Back Porch system and its asoenting Crossbow
Systems the Northorn Toll syateml the Southern Toll system, and the
1,Wetwash Oable system. fte Southen Toll and the Wetwash Cable
systems were completed in 1964 3ad ax discussed in the UMUCV 1964
Comand History.
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Back Porch end CIrossbow
(C) Back Porch was the name given to the heavy troposoatter
system that formed the backbone voice and telety-pe net for SW!.
:t ws a major component of the IWOS. At the beginning of 1965,
the Back Porch system consisted of troposcatter equipment at
Saigon, Pleikm, D&a Nng, Qui
ehon, h Trang, and Vung Tau in
FVN, T•oL an Green Hill in Thailand.44
(s) Daring the first few months of 1965, numerous complaints
were registered about the quality of the system; some of these
were related to the lack of proper management, as already covered
in this annex. However, the major difficulties were caused by
rtmos-, heric zon~itions and the lack of sufftoient channels to
carry the ever-inoreasing message 1oad.45,4
(0) In response to CCfUSMACT's request for assistance, a DCA
military-oivilian team arriveA in RVI on 30 January, to visit the
AN/HHC 85 sites and reno ended improvements. 4 7 At the same time,
representatives of age Electronios, the prime civilian contractor
on Back Porobi also made a teobrical survey of the sites. Based
o these studies, several chaiges and additions were completed
during 1965. Major changes in systom configurations were:48
1)

In July, AN/rRC 90B ligtit troposcatter equipment was

emplaoed at SaigoL, Lan Bian Mountain (Dalat) szd Fleiku, adding
24 channels to the system.
channela.

In Septtmter, this was expanded to 48

2) In September, AN/KiRC 85 heavy troposoatter equipment
was installed at Pleiku and Da Nang, Jd4ng 24 channels to the system. This would be expavdeJ to 60 ohannels oy 4 aroh 1966.
3) In October, •A•/TRC 90 light troposcatter equlpm'ent
vas inatalled a-*, Da Nang and Chu Lat, providinC- 24 channels. Thia
equip•ent had been part of the Cro8s BoW system, L back-up far
Baok Pborh, which vas found to W >f too low a quality oter the
original distances and terrain involved.
4) In November, AN/WR 98 hea-y tre-aoatter equipment
was emplaoed at Cam Ruab Say and Vung Tau, to provide 24 channels.

This was to be expadel to 66 chianela dur:

1966.

5) -Da ang to Ubon troposoatter link, u0i% AN/NRe 98
heavy troposoatter equipment, had 24 chanmels, alt waa being expanded to 72 channels at the end of the!year.
6) The Vung Tau to Green Hill (Thailand) troposoatter
network, utilizing Itdloo equipment, would provid. 24 chamels
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with estimated completion by the end of 1965.
(C) Zventhough the Back Porch system greatly improved during
the year, it failed to keep pace with the US troop buildup and in
some cases reached a saturation. Plans were made to continue expansion; however, no major relief was expected until October 1966.49

Northern Toll
(C) Since 1957 there had been discussion on both US military
and civilian levels as how to beat improve civilian communication
in Rh. One of the firut major developments in this program was the
construction of the Southern Toll microwave system that was completed
in 1964 at th6 cost of some $4 million, and provided voice radio

type circuits for both military and civilian use south of Saigon.0'11

(S) The Northern Toll project, as developed during 1964, had as
a concept, the construction of a 600-channel capacity microwave R'stern from Yung Tau to QuW Tri along the eastern coast of SVN, with
drops at major cities along the way. The system would eventually interconnect with Southern Toll, Back Porch and other military nets.

The system as proposed would cost some $13 million. 5 2 The DCA-SAM
office favored the Northern Toll conuept, provided it was combined

with military requirements, and favorfl a cable installation as a
primary system, with radio as backupo23 CC*IUffV also felt that a
cable system was the best long range device to upgrade the entire RVN

communioations situation, and in April 1965, recomended to CINCPAC
that a study be made of possible submarine cable route8 to link Da
Nang, Qui Rhon, Nha Trang Vung Tau and possibly Bangkok. 5 4 The PCA
Southeast Asia Mainland office recommended an uimediate feasibility

stu4.55
(c) As a result of these reoommendations, DCA, Washington, replied that a cable from Saigon to Nha Trang would be vulnerabls because of shallow bottom configuration. However, the route from Ma
Trang to Da Nang would present no great difficulty. Inatajment time
was" estimated at 15 months from the date of the contract *
CIJCPAC
believed that additional bottom study was necessary and that a *able
system along tbe coast could fulfill both Northern Toll system and
military zequirewnta.
Be also cited the difficulty of obtaining
adequate secure locations for the micro ve relay sites that would
be necesary under the initial ooncept.T During mid-August 1965, a
mating was held in Vashington, attended by representatives from USWCV0 JCS, CINCPAC, and the Office of QCief of Comunicationa Bloctronics and the 03D 18A. k recommendation was submitted to SECD
that a parallel Northern Toll oommunications system, consisting f
both microwave wd cable, be constructed as quickly as possible.o
2"
Pge
1
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t4e

on
tncesr to restate his position
In Octo-

'' 'CISUTollCVfud
Northern
system as a matter of clarification.

ber, he stated that the Northern Toll system should not be expected to replace any existing military system such as Back Porch,
but rather would supplement the overall comunications capability
in SYN and help to relieve the ever-growing message congestion
situation. 59
(C) Daring a fact-finding trip to Saigon for JCS in November,
the Director, DCi, stated that long lines systems
re still inadequate and a coastal cable offered one solution.
This, of
course, added additional weight to the recommendation for prompt
approval of the Northern Toll concept.
(C) At a CINCPAC-CCWYU(LCY conference on 20 November, the
following conclusions were made :61

I
r

1)

The Northern Toll system was a joint USAD/MAP pro-

2)

Verbal agreemnt had been made with USAID that it be

ject.
a joint project.
3)

ftnding was established at $7 million from MAP, and

85 million from USAID.
4) USA=D had approved the project, pending military
requirements from D0D, which had not yet been furnished.
5)

Military requirements would be mostly RVWAP, with

some low priority to US military traffic.
6) lo action was expected from OSD until a joint project was r4bmitted.

$

(C) It appeared likely that some type of Northern Toll
microwave system in conjunction with an offshore cable would
eventually be approved. With the ever-growing comunications
needs in RVN, these proposals represented the only existing long
rang solution to the problem of supplying adequate communications
between Saigon and Qmkng Tri.
dMvisory Comunoations
(C) During 1964 ad early 1965 may field advisors complained about oamunioations equipment, partioulari the AN/PRC

10 M radio and the AuGr/1 87 family of AK radios.
(5)

Probleas encountered with the AN/PRC 10 in the field
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included the following,. ' 4' 5

i)

The AN/PRC 10 radio was not compatible with the AX/

ARC 54 radio found in aircrafto As a result, reliable air/gTound
communications were not available to most field advisors.
2) The AN/PRC 10 did not have sufficient range for the
purpose of which it was being used in SVN.

(C) In Jamnzy 1965, a study was prepared in which the USACV A6 cited the advantages of the AN/PROC5 over the AX/PlC 10,

and recomended procurement of the former. 6
It was found that
the AN/PRC 25 had greater output power and range; operated over
a greater frequency range; was transistorized, and was more reliable (the USAY and UASP had used 75 sets in-country with good
results).
(C)

The following disadvantages were listed:67

1) The AN/PRC 25 was not MAP supported. Bringing
this equipment in-country would create a maintenance problem.
Advisory radio equipment in use was receiving higher echelon
maintenance through ARVN. A change in policy would be required
if this equipment were to be introduced,.
2)

The AN/PRC 25 was considerably more expensive than

the AN/PRC 10.
3) While the AN/PRC 25 would help correct the wideband-narrowband problems that existed in air/ground oomunications, it would not provide optimum results.
(C) The A6 recorendation to procure the AN/PRC 25 was
approved by CCHUSUCV on 11 June and an urgent request was submitted to C0 USARYIS for over 1,000 sets for use by advisors;
501 for USARVY 200 for a maintenance float; and 311,2f a vehioulax mounted version for use throughout the Coimand.0o The let
Coedwt tasked with providing maintenance support for this
equipment.
(0) Within a short time, Dk agreed to fill this requirement and stated that 1,000 sets could be shipped iimediately. 7 0
The only question asked was: out of the 10G30 sets, how aW
portable type radios (A/t/PRC 25) were desired and how may
vehicular mounted radios (AN/GRb 125) were desired?T1 A clarification was made, and immediate air 1hipment requested. The
first sets arrived in Svi on 19 july. 7 4 By the end of the year
soot field advisory teams had received this new equipment.
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(C) The other radio system causing advisory oomplaints was
the AJ/GRC 87. This radio, developed between WW I and the Korean
conflict, was the prime system for field advisorst long distance
communication. The problems stemed from the fact that the radio
was frequently used at maximu range, requiring a contimuous wave
(CV) mode of operation, and that it was difficult to tune *orreotly. The trained operators needed for these requirements were
in short supply. In 7 enerat, the system was inadequate for advisory needs in Me(;'
(C) Another problem was the single sideband air request net
used by USAF. When an Air Liaison Officer (AnO) or PAC was not
available with his single sideband radio equipmentp field advisors
could not enter the USA? net to request air strikes. As a result,
USWACV DAlL investigated the possibility of providing single sideband equipment down to battalion advisory level. 7 4 A study was conducted to augment and update the existing advisory single sideband
"netutilizing the non-standard Collins 32PS commercial traneoeiverip
The AN/FRC 93 single sideband radio would satisfy all these requirements. The first supply request was for 173 AI/FRC 93 Collins
single side".
radios (HC-162) to build up the existing single
sideband net.[" Soon after, an add-on request vas made for 250
radios to provide communications for USAS and subsector advisors1 7
(C) On 16 April, DA approved the requirement for 250 radios
and directed immediate air shipment. 7 8 Unfortunately, the radios
were not available, and CO(MJUACT was informed that proourement
would require four to seven months after the contract was let. 9
On 24 Septemberp the first 17 AX/'RC 93 radios arrived mid were
distributed on the basis of a J6-establiahed priority.8
In October, a requirement for an additional 9ý9 radios was established
and they were requested from USARPAC.0
By November, a total of
54 complete radio sets had arrived in M and, although this was
still inadequate, each corps advisory team had a single 8idebmd
not and the country-wide net had been expandeods
Projeot Talk Qeiok
(S)
IaT"
Qiitk" was a torm applied to a project designed
to obtain secure voice communications in RU. In mid-1964, COUSHACY expressed the desire f or secure omunioations both within
RVI and to higor M
At that timg tha only secure method of
ccanioations was via radio-teletype. He reoomendel to CIICPAC
that TSM/KY-9 equipment be obtained for this purpose, and requested that a system be _ eveloped to permit attainment of truly
secure voice capability.°7
(S) This requirement was referred to JCS, who in turn tasked
the DCA to do the engineering work required for systems
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development.84 Unfortunately, the KY-9 system could not be procured and as a result RY-2/1tD-13/MAD
equipment was recomended
to provide the minimum essential service on a manual basis. 8 5 By
February 1965 the National Security Agency (NSA) had obtained
sufficient equipment to provide secure voice cirouits from SVN to
COWUS on a very austere basis; however, the remainder of the
equipment necessary to oomple
the in-country requirement was not
to be available for some .le.6987
(3), In late February 1965, the secure voice net linking
CISMACV, CIKCPAC, 11CC (National Military Comand Center), JCS,
Department of State and the White House was completed, using KG-13

equipment through the Wet Wash "A" cable that had been installed
earlier in the year. This was the first secure voice netubrk to-be
established in MSAIA. 88 ' 8 9
(S) During Karh a conference was held at IQ PACOM to review
the entire secure voice network plan for =ASIA. Plans for its
implementation by 1 August proved futile.9( JCS again had to review the entire problem owing to the cost amd magnitude of the
effort. Since the desired equipment was unavailable, a quick fix
solution qppeazed to be in ozder. It would provide COHSNO with
the facility for secure oommuications within his area of respomsibility as O JSS IA (D), although it would not be as responsive as desi-ed. Host of the work involved upgrading and expanding the ezisting facilities to accept th Mygal eCure voice
equipment that could be made available. 9-, -,
(S) When completed, the overall PACCK secure voice net was
to Omsist of 122 subscribla CEMUSEACV allooated his portion of
the eourmes as followv0s

1) TWhet-four KT-3 videband subeoribere In the Saigon/
TS areas.
2)

Seven E!-2/XG-13 narmwban

mAbseoriber•

in other

arms of STE.

1) ix 81-2/0-13 narrobaMnd
4) 0e 11-2/0-l3 namuoAn

subabers in S110CaM
subscriber In L•aos.

(3) affiemlt Oeql"nt MW installed to "able the vide.
bwAaortio, of the qatem to open for looal taffic on 15 Novei.
berov D
g Dioamber, the qstem was eztenAed to permit direct
*a&ls frm mbeeulbere to hBsti. tis mvomA portion of the

,ntes we delaed, beo

so of late ardvv, of eatmetorwturhed
at ,woe Ia.97

eqtpmentj bevew, It Wes Misrcnum,-otio
mh:
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US1C secure voice requirements were met through the expansion of
Talk Quick system. The USAW, on a unilateral basis, had installed
its own additional secure voice equipment but it was not compati.
ble with the Talk Quick net. 9 8
(3) To provide an alternate secure out-of-country voice
route, an AN /CS-44 terminal was moved from Asmara, Ethiopia to
SVN. This ground station provided the desired capability through
the SYNC(K-III satellite. The equipment was operated by US*STRATCOM with the installation located at Ba Qaeo and became operationa1 on 14 December. 9 9
(U) Figure C-2 shows the Talk Quick system as of the end of

1965.
Ibssage Backlog
(s) During the year, COMUSM&CV became increasingly concerned
with the near saturation of his communications system. With the
massive US troop buildup, existing communications systems had been
unable to keep pace with the demands for service. Owing to requirements at all levels, the preferred cozmunications method had
been over the secure teletype system. Delays were caused by the
influx of messages to relay points. Nomally, each messa"e was
transmitted to a teletype relay station which prepared additional
tapes of the message, one for each addressee. Meosages passed
through several relay points before arriving at their final destinstionl the process of tape prepaation was thus repeated many
times. Message@ with mmorous action 5
information addressees
thus required excessive. handling tim.s
(3) A second major problem was that of service traffic.
When a message arrived at its final destination in an illegible
condition a service was requested. This necessitated a repetition
of the entire process from the originating point. With the prevalent equipment ffioulties,
service requests equaled or exceeded
normal traffic.,
i
e
(S) During November, complete message saturation was reported from the USARV comunications center and also at the Phu
Lam relay, the major overseas relay point from MVN. 1 0 2
(3) During the visit of the DCA Director, to SU7
in November, COMLUACV requested assistance in reducing out-of-country
message traffic. There were two major recomendationslO 3 ,1 0
1) That routing procedures on messages from Washington
be changed. C3ICPAC vas aotion add.essee on many messages on
Pge ,392 of4d2 pagee THIS FAE-
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which only C0MUMSACV could act. By making COMU ACY the action
addressee, considerable reduction in workload could be effected
at relay points,
2) Much message traffic relative to B-52 strikes and
III MAF activity was not essential to operations. Reduced requirements for this information would provide significant reduction in overall traffic.
(s) C*IUSMCV directed stringent ^ontrols over message
traffic generated within his commeandtlU
1)

Send all routine precedence message by air mail or

courier.
2) Send all messages to information addressees by air
mail or courier except when ability to accomplish the mission
would be degraded.
3) Limit length of messages.
4) Limit number of releasing officers and insure use of
proper precedence.
5) Review requirements for recurring reports; use air
mail or courier whenever possible.
6)

Improve mail and courier systems.

7) Establish message screening boards to review at least
two dayst traffic per month; report violations cf the above policies.
(U) CWWU
CV also initiated action to increase the message
handling capability of selected relay points and ocanioation centers. In addition a relay point was established at Nha Trang and
became operational on 3 Noveaber. DCA Southeast Asia Kainland was requested to establish an advisory analysis working group with representatives from each of the components.
This group visited selected relay points and assisted in improving communication practices
and procedures. 'This assistance, in addition to increased message
handling capability and management improvement4 had significant
results during November and December.
1) At the in-country relay points, the message volume
increased from 26,000 messages daily on 1 November to a peak of

36,000 messages daily on 3 December.

duced to 26,000 daily by 31 Dec

Tis message volume was re-

.1
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2) During November the total traffic backlog at the
in-country relays points averaged 3,000 messages daily with a
peak on 6 November of 4,200 messages. On 30 November the daily
backlog had been significantly decreased and averaged less than
500 messages daily. On 31 December the message backlog averaged

less than 100 messages daily.
3) The service message traffic decreased from approximately 60 percent in the case of Phu Lam for November to
approximately 15 percent on 31 December.
Armed Forces Radio Service
(U) The AFRS outlet in SVN provided information, entertainment and education services and a method of command-wide
dissemination of urgent announcements.

(U) When the basic AFRS iystem was designed in 1962, most
US personnel were situated in small compounds near nodes of the
long lines communications system. It was therefore practical to
adopt a concept of serving audiences with low power transmitters
modulated by a programming signal delivered through the long
lines system, Prior to the US troop buildup, this system

occasionally reached as much as 94 percent of the advisory per-

*

sonnel, althi 6 h covering lees than 10 percent of the total land
area of RVN. OT With the large US troop increase in 1965, this
system predictably became inadequate. On 17 April 1965, an AFRS
CONUS team arrived in RVN to conduct a field survey and reoommend improvements for the facilities. 1 0 8 In late May, the survey
was complete; however, the USIACV J6 felt that the reoooended
iaprovemey• were inadequate to provide the desired audience
OOVere.(U) In August a USUICV staff study was completed outlining
a remomended approach of system developments that would fully
provide for all anticipated future needs, 1 1 0 This staff study
reoommended that plamning based on population coverage should
cease, Wad planning should concentrate on area coverage, since
US forces were now located throughout 30. Comparative area

coverage by system vas,
1)

Rtisting systems - lees than 10 percent of land

4larea.
2) ADS survey team's recomended improved system 46 percent of land area.
3) Maximum feasible improvement of satellite system 75 percent of land area.
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4)

A four-station net system - 99 percent of land ara.

(U) Although there was some question as to actual land area
coverae, it was recomnended in this study that a four-station network be constructed with 50 KW transmitters in Saigon, Da Nang,
Pleiku and Nha Trang. The staff study was approved by CCIPACV and
in late September was forwarded to the JCS for approval.
(C) During 1965, the feasibility of bringing TV to RVN, both
for the use of US personnel and as a psywar tool for MN, was
throughly considered. The SCD1 announced that, subject to agreement by the GYIl, the propcsal to establish TV facilities for US
forces had been
approved. The development program would consist of
11 2
three phases:
1) Initial telecasting of two hours daily from airborne
facilities, to commence within three months.
2) Telecasting from studio facilities in Saigon for
about 40 hours per week, within three to nine months.
3) Developing a seven-station system, with one relay, for
a 55-hour telecasting week, within nine to twelve months.
(0) The eystem would eventually have two ohannels a-d be a dual
facility for use by both the US and the GVN. It would not be a tre
net where all stations would broadcast the cam program at the same
time because of limited military oornm-nioations available& Program
packages would be cioulated 40r= one station to another.±l3
Military Affiliate Radio System (MARS)
(U) IAS is a netw~rk of radio stations orerated udor the
control of the militatry services. Whil" it is operated by volunteers
outside their noxual duty aotignawnts, it is not an anateur network.
TEm system is operated with the objective of providing emergency backup oamunioations and giving side benefita in training of personnel
and fulfilling moxale requirements.
(1) Negotiations to obtain pezmission from the GOV to permit
the establishment of a OARS Notwork had been pursued since December
1965. 4 In August COW%1ACV submitted a memorandum to the US Ambassador requesting his assistance to obtain authority to install and
operate a MARS Network. Tao Deputy Ambassador informally discuso
this matter with GYK offici&ls snd secured an infozmal approval.
The GVX Ministry of Poreign Affairs officiallsr)proved the request
to operate MARS facilities in SYN on 25 Novembi -R'.
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(U) CWMU•HACV started immediate installation of stations.
A goal was established to have as many stations as possible operational prior to Christmas so service personnel could send messages to their homes during the holiday season. All military
services were prompt to respond and 13 stations were operational
on 25 December. On Christmas a USIC MARS station was temporarily
Nang Hospital. Wounded men were able to talk to
set up at the
their families in CONUS. This was a tremendous success in raising
the morale of the patients.

(U) At the end of 1965 MARS stations were operational it the
following locationsa
1) USA Stations.

a)

Long Binh

b)

An mhe

d)

C=Ranh Bay

a) X in
tC)

Soc Trang

S) Usa Trwng
2)

UW Statiww.
a)

Tan 3on lNbit

TooUaotes

1
1z.

JUb)2.
C, 15 Oct 65,# Aj Mif 1964 Comn History (TS).
Histary,
Ibid.
Ibid.

.
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ANNEX D-INTER-AGENCY ACTIVITIES
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The Mission Council
(U) The US Mission Council in RVN was formed in July 1964.
t was composed of six principal representatives:' Chief of
Mission (the Ambassador), Deputy Ambassador, the senior members
of USMACV, USAID, JUSPAO (prior to the formation of JUSPAO in
,965,
USIS was the repreb3ntative on the Mission Council).and
'and three special representatives (senior liaison officer.,
7ir-the political and econcmic counselors). In addition, the
Executive Secretary, US Embassy, served as the mission coordinator.
(U) As a general practice, the Mission Council met weekly
at the Embassy to discuss subjects having over-all mission implications. Norvhlly each council representative presented a brief
review of significant activities and problems of his agency of
the previous week and outlined a forecast of activities planned
or scheduled for the future in a weekly summary. rn addition,
items tasked by the Ambassador to mission agencies were discussed.'
(U) At the end of 1965 there were only three members of
the IMission Council who had been on the Council onL3l ecember 1964:
Gen Iestmoreland, Mr. Zorthian, ,nd Mr Wehrle.
.-anAmýd'
z'sador
M4 D Taylors SDeputy massaor V A. Joh-son, 6AID Director Mr. Killen,
4 f.Rission Coordinator J. Herfurt, and Political Counselor M. Manfill
left during the sunner of 1965. For the remainder of .1963, the
Mission Council representatives were:
Chief of M.ission

-

Ambassador H. C. Lodge

Embassy

Deputy Ambassador W. J. Porter

USITACV

General W. C. Westmoreland

USAID

Mfr. C. A. Mann
"Mr.

JUISPAO

B. Zorthian

Mission Coordinator

i.

Special Representatives

Political Counselor -

:P•

i. ,Thadbourn
C'

Mr. P. Habib
DA$enior Laision Officer

A

'v;

I.

"'-

12O 4 8 2

-

Maj Gen (Rettd) E. Lansdale
Economic Counselor Mr. R. Wehrle
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Provincial Team Chief
(S) In late April 1965, the Ambassador requested that
a plan be developed to introduce into three provinces careafully selected US teams designed as an experiment to provide
coo•dinated civil and military initiative and advice. In
each of the provinced; the US effort would be under one team
chief. 9 It was decided that the three provinces would be
Darlac, Dinh Tuong and Binh Thuan. A Foreign Service Officer
(FSO) from the US Embassy would serve as team chief
in Darlac; the USMACV Sector Advisor would be team chief in
Dinh Tuong; the USAID representative would be team chief in
Binh Thuan. The team chief would control and make full use
of all US resources within the province but would not enter
into the technical affairs that had been directly and jointly
controlled by the province chief and his US counterparts.lO

*

4,,

(S) In September, an evaluation of the "team chief"
experiment a-s prepared, based upon three months of operation
and was discussed at the Mission Council meetings.ll
(C) US14ACV's review of the evaluations submitted by the
team chiefs and their principal team members indicated that
the test was only partially successful. Where success
was attained it came as a result of keen spirit of cooperation
on the part of all team members. The test failed in Darlac
because of political factors and the generally poor security
in that province.
The FSO, assigned as the team chief, was
held suspect by local authorities because, unlike the USMACV
and USAID representatives, he appeared to have no function
other than being team chief. A major difficulty involved
the question of whether the military or civilian representative
should have dominant control. While this may have resulted from
a personality clashs it nevertheless revealed problems which
could have seriously hampered efforts at the province level. 12
(C) Overall, COMUSMACV felt. that the test did result in
closer working relationships among representatives of US
agencies operating at the province level.
There were no positive
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indications that 'the tests had any material influence on the
pacification or military situation in the provinces concerned
except perhaps in Binh Thuan. There, the team members felt
that their coordinated efforts resulted in the province chief
The tests
adopting a more aggressive attitude toward the VC.
ffects
its
security,
of
also continued to show the importance
of
the
role
predoniinant
the
and
efforts,
team
on the country
military at this stage. 1 3
(C) In view of the inconclusive results of this test,
CO14US14ACV concluded that the team chief concept should not
be implemented at that time particularly in view of the military
situation. He felt the concept was incompatible with the security
situation, the in-country deployment of large US forces and
the influence on the military advisory effort of the senior US
tactical copmanders.I4
(C) Although the experiment was officially terminated,
the team chiefs of Binh Thuan and Dinh Tuong were retained and
were redesignated as team coordinators. 15 At year t s end there
was evidence of renewed interest in this project by the Mission
Council but it appeared that the specific terms of reference
for the team chief coordinator project would differ from that
of the past.1 6
Inter-US Agency Orientation Program

4

In July 1965, CCKUSIMPV informed the Ambassador
(U)
that key military personnel ('0-6 and above) arriving in SWN
did not receive adequate orientation briefings on the missions
of the US civilian agencies in IMN. Accordingly, he suggested
that an Inter-US Agency Orientation Program for both civilian
and military personnel be established. He believed that
there mould be big dividends in added understanding of the
roles of the different agencies. 1 ? On 12 July the Nission
Council approved the orientation program submitted by
COKUSMACV. The 1 irst orientation program was conducted on

4'

13-14 October.

Role of

SAID and JUSPAO

(S) In August 19 6 5% with various comnand elements within
USWCV being reorganized, there .was no accompanying clarification
of the MSAID and JUSPAO role vis-a-vis COMUSACT advisory and
tactical roles. The Ambassador desired that a working group
be established, consisting of USHACV and USAID/JUSPAO representatives, to make recommendations with respect to the effect
of the reorganization of U,I.CV on the role of provincial
advisors.19
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By the end of August, the mission Council received
r and reviewed the committeevs report, and approved the fol!•, lowing recommendations: 2 0
1) That no changes be made in the inter-agency
working arrangements at province level. The USAID and
JUSPAO province representatives would support forces
within their provinces as directed by their respective
division or regional supervisors.
2) That the USAID and JUSPAO field representatives at all levels would assisti -dvise and support US
tactical units as appropriate and as directed by their
respective division or regional supervisorx.
3) That USAID and JUSPAO would assign field
representatives to each OS division deployed in-country.

.4) That at corps/regional level, the USAID/JUSPAO
regional supervisors, in addition to other responsibilities,
would work as civilian advisors to the senior US tactical
commander and participate with him in coordinated planning
of future military deployments And operations.
5) That the US Consul at Hue - Da Nang, would, in
addition to his other duties, act as a political advisor to
SCG, III' MAF.

Mission Policy on RVN Draft
(U) In mid-19650 the Mission Oouncil requested COCUSWACV's
comments on a revision of the .US Mission policy on RVN
draft deferments. This policy had been established in August
1964 and restated in Embassy Administrative Instruction #181,
16 April 1965. The policy was transmitted to the then Prime
Minister Khanh in a letter from the US Ambassador. The revised
draft deferment recommendations were initiated by the civilian
agencies, because during the year the US civilian effort had
been hampered by an inability to recruit and retain sufficient
VN nationals who possessed talents required by components of
the US Mission. The contention was that almost all locsi
employees eligible for the draft possessed experience or
skills which could not be replaced through local recruitment.
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Interpreters, field representativcs, accountants, etc.,
were extremely difficult to find. 2 -L

(S) CIUSMACV took exception to the recommendation, stating
that it asked for preferential treatment for a =mall segment of the
work-force of the nation. The 1964 policy concerning draft deferments was intended to encourage the GVN to pursue forcefully its
mobilization program. It-appeared that the new proposal expressed
a parochial viewpoint in stipulating that VN working for US
agencies could better serve their country by continuing in their
present positions.22
(S) COMUSMACV stated that two actions were in progress that
should help to relieve many of the uncertainties regarding the
status of those personnel eligible for induction.23
1) The USUACV J2 was preparing a request that US
agencies review the essential nature of their draft-eligible
personnel and submit requests for deferment by the end of
November. The Ministry of Defense would review these requests
beginning 1 December. USMACV directives provided that only
those personnel absolutely necessary to operations would be
considered.
2) A study was being prepared by the Mobilization
Directorate, Ministry of Defense, to consider long-term
deferment of cadre employed by US agencies.
(S)
OOMUSMACV concluded that the US must continue to
provide unqualified support of the GVN mobilization effort.
Thus, in view of the existing manpower situation within RVN, he
believed that the GVN would have cause for questioning US
integrity if a proposal which specifically ao"-d for preferential
consideration of Vietnamese employees of US rgencies were
received. 2 4 The 1964/65 policy of the US Mission was to
voluntarily abide by the GVN Militiny Service Regulation.
Footnotes

1. DrPft Memo, MACV, Dec 65, Subj: Mission Counoi
2.
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9.
10.
UI.
12.

Memo, J3, 28 Apr 64, Subj: Mission Council Action, (S)
Ltr, HACV, 11 Jun 65,. Subj:. Team.Chief Experiment., (U).
Memo 7, 7 Sep 65, Subj. Mission Council Action, (S).
Talking Paper, CCZUSMACV; Sep 65, Subj: Mission Council
Meeting Files, (C).

13.

Ibid.

14.
15.
16.

Ibid.
Msg, CC•USMACV I1513Z, Dec 65, (C).
Interview, Maj King, J33, with Capt Collier, MUi

3 Feb 66, (C).

Hist Br,

Memo, CO11US4ACV, no date, (Jul 65) (U).
Memo 115, 15 Jul 65, SubJ: Mission Council Action, (S).
Memo 121, 2 Aug 65, SubJ: 11ission Council Action, (S).
Memo 125, 17 Aug 65, Subj: Mission Council Action (S).
Topic of Discussion for the Mission Council Meeting, undated,
Subj: US Mission Policy, (C).
22. Talking Paper, COMUSMACV, undated, (Sep), (C).
23. Ibid.
24. Ibid.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Da Nang
(S)

Facilities available.

1) Museum landing: One LST and Landing Craft Utility
(LCU) ramp. No storage facility as landing site was in the
middle of a main thoroughfare.
2) Commercial pier: One LST landing that shared the
end of the commercial pier for an offloading area and 200 feet
of frontage.
3) Tien Sha 1i-nting:
that were shared with MVI.
4)

Two LST and tio LCU landings

Seabee materials ramp:

A very shallow landing

area,
5) LTJRC's: Several of these USA amphibious vehicles
were on loan to the USN and were used to move USAF ammunition
from offshore vessels directly to Da Nang airfield.
(S)

Factors limiting timely discharge of vessels:
1)

Inadequate port facilities.
a)

No deep draft piers.

b)

Insufficient stevedoring personnel and cargo

handling Sear.
o) Insufficient open and covered transit, staging
and storage ares because of inability to acquire real estate.
d)

Insufficient shallow draft lighterage facili-

e)

Insufficient port clearance capability.

f)

Non-availability of harbor control cami-

ties.

cations.

2) Chu Lai backloading requirment superimposed on
Da Nang.
ft"• 40
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(S)

Facilities const

.

1) Bridge cargo facility: Build two LUT ramps,
two LCU ramps, an LST pier, and 1,600 ft of wharf for lighterage.
2) Expand the museum ramp to add facilities for an
additional LST.
3)

Add a sheet pile bulkhead to construction materials

4) Build two deep draft piers at Observation Point
in conjunction4th a sheet pile bulkhead and transit area.
5)

Increase capacity of cross harbor bridge to

50 tons.
(S) Port capacity approximately 1,800 S/T per day.
Eetimated capacity at end of 1966 in excess of 4,000 S/T
per day.

Qui Nhon
(3) Facilities available: Two lST rampe were located
on the Qui Nhon peninsula and a floating causeway/finger pier
northwest of the ramps. Primary unloading facilit 'est: the
beaches themaselves.
(S)

Factors limiting timely discharge of vessels:
1)

Bad weather (mansoons).

2)

Insufficient all-weather LST facilities.

3)

No alongside lighterage fatility.

4)

No anchorage for floatiag crmie.

5)

No In-transit open and covered storage facilities.

6)

No alongside berthing for refrigerated cargo

7)

Lack of dependable civilian stevedore work force.

barges.

jS)

Facilitie, construction required.

1)

Iharf
Lon

of sheet pile face frco the end of

to handle coastal vessels,
p
s
the breakwater
lighters uptoto the
band
a 20-ft draft,

ST's,

2) Study underway as to feasibility of three deepdraft piers and four buoy berths.
3)

Possible installation of a 60 x 600 foot De Long

pier.
(S) Port capacity was 2,2911 S/T per day,
Estimated capacity at the end of 1966- 4,000 S/'2 per day.
Nha Trang

"(S) Facilities available: Over the beach operation only.
Support via rail and road from Cam Ranh Hay available.
(S)

Factors limiting tinely discharge of vessels.1) Insufficient lighterage and cargo handling personnel.
2)

No deep drAft pier facilities.

(S) Fe.cilities construction required: One De Long pier was
tentatively schedulcd; sheet pile wharfs to provide all-weather
lighterage capability.
(S) Port capacity was l,039 S/T.per day. Total planned
capacity at the end of 1966: 2,752 SIT per dvy.
Cam Ranh Bay
(S)

Facilities available.
1) Old deep-draft pier.
2)

New Do Long pier.

-k3) fWo permanent and two temporary LST raup&.

"(S) Factors limiting timely discharge of vesaels:
1) Old deep-draft pier was too narrow for rapid
discharge of even one ship.
2)

No ammunition pier.

3)

Insufficient IST sites.
-- -- 441 .
--
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4) Insufficient number of lighters.
5)

No lighterage berths.

6)

Limited stevedoring and beach clearance capability.

7) Heavy outloading workload compounded by congestion.
of inadequate port facilities.
(S)

1

Facilities construction required.
1)

Additional De Long pier.

2)

Widen and lengthen concrete wharf.

3)

Construct additional LST wharfs and a..mmnition

piers.
(S)

4) Construct additional sheet steel pile vharfa.
Current port capacity was 2,995 S/T per day. Es-

timated capacity at the end of 1966:

6,000 S/T per day.

Vung Tau
(S)

Facilities available:

LST ramps.

(S) Facilities construction required: Two LST ramps
"and one T-pier. A De Long pier was tentatively programmed.
Vung Tau was not designed to be a major port but rather to
toke part of load off Saigon; serve as transshipment port
to the Delta region; to be used as unloading point for Bien
Hoa, reducing congestion at Saigon.
(S)

Factors limiting timely discharge of vessels:

None.

(S) Current capacity was approximately 300 H/T per day.
Estimated capacity at the end of 1966: in excess of 2,000

M/T per day.
Saigon
(S)

Facilities available.
1) Ten berths alongside.
2)

Seven large berths at mooring buoys.

3) Four small bertha at mooring buoys.
Pap .412 f48
4
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4)

Two LST berths.

5)

Three T-piers for coasters.

6)

Six to teh miles of canals to warehouses along-

side.
(S)

ractors limiting timely discharge of cargo:
1)

Insufficient deep draft pier berths.

2) Insufficient barges to accomplish discharge in
Saigon River.

3)

Insufficient open and covered transit storage.

4) Insufficient and improperly located LST discharge
and loading facilities.
5) Obsolete lighters incapable of handling palletized
cargo, preventing effective utilization of ME.
6)

Inadequate facilities for offloading lighterage.

7) Port not operated by military persornel (under
GcN control); two or three berths normally assigned military
operations; three to four berths assigned to USAID cargo; remaining berths assigned to civilian .comercial vessels.
(S)

Facilities consructioyi required:
I)

One LST slip at the Messageries et Maritimes

2)

A concrete and floatini quay in the fishmarket

facility.

5) A lighter and landing craft facility in the Newport area with mooring buoys on the opposite shore.
(S) Port capability: was approximately 13.,000 S/T per
dey, lees emunition, POL, and construction materials. Eatlizated capacity at the end of 1966: 2 4 v0 00 S/T per day.
"AllPorte
(

(S)
~~~~ports:

The following general problem areas prevailed at all
.•;
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1) Improper
lack
of unitization;
broken stowage
of loosecontaiierization;
and domestic pack
cargos.
2) Non-availability of short-mast forklifts for
shipboard operations essential for expeditious handling of
unitized cargo.
3) Slippage of deliveries of NHE and spare parts to
support and naintain required equipment availability rate.

4) Vessel outloading by CONUS ports for multiple port
discharge frequently limits discharge to only one hatch.

5) Failure of CONUS terminals to segregate block-stow.
cargo by consignee.
6)

Receipt of non-sustaining vessels without notice.

7)

Vessels loaded full and down without regard to POD

capability to expeditiously oftfload between deck and wing-stowed
items with ship's gear.
8) Project shipments to improper POD causing delays
by requiring multiport diversions and discharge in-country
after arrival of vessels.
9) No programed tonnage forecast by POD and oommodity, to enable accurate operational planning.
10) Vessels arrived RVN waters with depleted bunkers
often necessitating ship removal for replenishmnt during
discharge of critical cargo.
Footnotes

1. Is#, COMUSMAV 0913502, Nov 65, (s).
2. Nron Hist Sum, MACJ, 15 Jan.66, (S),
3. Ltr, MACJOO, 9 Dee 65% Subj: HXACV Piaase MA Force Rev~i reapts (TB).
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Da Nang
(S) Da Nang had a 10,t00-foot permanent runway with a
second, parallel, runway under construction. The new runway
was between 20 - 30 percent complete. Construction would
enable the relocation of the 1st MAW and ease aircraft congestion. A small airfield for use of USA and USMC light
aircraft had been completed east of the Da Nang River in the
vicinity of Marble Mountain. A 100-bed hospital had been
completed near the Marble Mountain airfield. The port of Da

Nang was scheduled to undergo renovation to include two 600.*

foot piers, eight LST ramps, and additional landing facilities for lighters. Construction cantonments, warehouses, fuel
storage tanks and ammunition facilities were either underway
or planned.

Chu Lai
(S) Chu Lai was the site of the first expeditionary airfield to be constructed using AM-2. The 8,000-foot runway was
completed in July 1965 although the first aircraft actually
landed on 27 May, using a USMC developed special arresting
gear. 4 A second runway parallel to the expeditionary strip
was being constructed and would be 10,000 feet long and of
permanent construction. Depot facilities and cantonmnt areas
were also under construction or planned.

(S) An Khe was the base complex for the let Car Div (AM).
Initial work, before the arrival of the division main party on
12 September, consisted of preparing a 3,000-foot by 4,000foot heliport for the !+32 assigned helicopters. The heliport
was known'at the "Golf Cour~eU so named because when the ADO,
Brig Gen John K Wright,pointect out the heliport area to the
members of the advance party he declared that he wanted it
cleared and made level enough Wo play golf on, He and the
members of the advance partys officers and men, commenced the
clearing of the land by hand until sufficient indigenous labor
could be obtained. lnd-of-year construction effort centered
on the building of "strong back tents" for troop housing to
replace "pup" tents. Over 50 percent of the division was living in squad tents, A small airstrip was being enlarged to
accept up to C-130 aircraft. This complex included a parallel
taxiway, control tower and adminietrative buildings. Other
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projects included construction of two supply depot areas,
a quartermaster field bakery, a 140-bed hospital, power,
water and communications facilities.

Qui Nhon
(S) The Qui Nhon support area was the nrimary logistical complex for thF northern part of the USA's area of
responsibility and as such was the site of a major construction project. Over 40,000 US troops were supported
from this facility. Construction was currently in progress
for all portions of the complex.
1) POL facility: compacted bases had been cciiplated for five 10,000 bbl tanks. A three-acre drum
storage facility had been completed and was in use. An
interim under water tanker-discharge pipeline had been installed.
2) Ammunition storage facility: temporary
storage pads and berms were complete. A 10,000-ton capacity permanent ammunition dump was under construction.
3) Hospital: a mobile USA surgical hospital
was under construction. 9me air-conditioned quonset huts
had been completed. The facility would eventually be built
to Standard Six and was designed for 400 beds.
4) Cantonments: facilities for over 12,000 men
were underway or planned. Actual construction had started
on a 1,900-man cantonment in the main depot area.
5) Port facilities: the beach had been stabilized and a USN floating pier is in use. A 41lOO-foot
sheet pile wharf was planned.
61-Aliation facilities: a new parking apron had
already been completed. Two additional parking aprons, a
hangar and a cantonment area were in progress. Future planned construction consisted of a taxiway and of repaving part
of the main runway.

'Tuy Hoa
(8) In late 1965 COKUSKACY had approved construction
of a jet-capable expeditionary airfield at Tuy Hoa. The
project would also include harbor improvements. Work was
scheduled to begin on or about 1 Februarys 1966.3
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Nha fJrang
(8) Nha Trang was also being developed as a major logistical support area and, in addition, was the hqs location for
FFCRCEV.
1 ) Construction of the FFORCEV HQ started in late
August with work continuing through the end of the year.
2) Depot facilities: the land area for the plannrd
depot had been stabilized. Construction of the complex itself
was scheduled to get underway upon completion of a design
study*in progress at year Is end. The depot wv.ild include shop
space, warehouses, refrigerated storage and open storage facilities. A 10,000-ton ammunition storage area would be complete

by 15 January, 1966.
3) Design work on expanding the 8th Field Hospital
from 200 to 400 beds was over 70 percent complete and construction had started.
4) Airfield facility: work was being undertaken to
fulfill both USA and USAF requirements. An aircraft apron,
started in early spring, had been ccrtpleted. Cantonment,
maintenance, and operations facilities were over 85 percent
complete and the majority were occupied by 31 December. Tepaving of the runway and additionrl cantonmey'.ts and operations
facilities were either in the design phase or under construction.
5) POL storage: A storage facility for 100,000 bbls
was scheduled to be flnished by 15 January, 1966. This tank
farm would be serviced by iffshore tankers. A l0,•00-bbl POL
storage facility was planned gor the airfield proper.

(am Ranh BPy 6 s7,8
(S) Cam Ranh Bay was selected by OOMUSMACV to be a major
logistical baWo and would eventually rival Saigon in throughput capability. When the decision was made in May 1965 to
build a major facility at this undeveloped natural harbor, the
only items there were a small pier and a minor POL installation. Cam Ranh was the largest complex then under construction in SVA and the estimated total cost was approximately

$64,000,000.
1) Airbave complex: Construction began on 1 August
to provide an expeditionary airfield. The strip was completed

on 16 October and the first strike mission flown on 2 November.

2e
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Interim cantonment and

tenanoeo;faolities were in ope ration.

Construction of the second runway, a permanent strip, had started

and would be completed in 1966.

Pe'nuent support facilities

would be constructed and eventually the AM-2 expeditionary
strip woul4. be converted 1to pemanent operations through resurfacing.

2) Port complex: the port area consisted of two
facilities: a harbor aea for deep draft vessels and a LST ramp
"area for transshipment of supplies within SVN. A Delong pier •
that could be used to work two ships simultaneously arrived on
30 October and was placed in operation late in December. A Ushaped permanent pier would be constructed for additional deep
draft capability. A feasibility study was underway to determine
the best location for separate eamunition berths. Land-fill area
would provide open transient storage. Guidance received from
COMU4ACF had established an eventual 4,000 tons per day discharge
capability, exclusive of POL. Transshipment capability was

planned at 3,500 tons per day with five LST's working simul-

taneously.

3)

POL facilities:

a temporary pipeline for JP-4

had been constructed from the harbor area to the airfield. Bulk
storage facilities would eventually have the capability of
storing 1,250,000 bbls. Surveys were being undertaken before
the initiation of construction.

4)

Depot facilities& planned storage areas consisted

of warehouses, refrigerated, open, and shed storage facilities.
Eight warehouses had been completed and material supplied by
USAID for 18 others was on hand.
Over 3,000,000 cubic yards
of sand had been moved to develop the site.
5) Cantonment areas for 15,000 troops had been
planned with initial work being done to reach a Standard Four
status.

6) Ammunition storage: temporary ammunition storage
areas had been completed and were in use. The eventual facility
would consist of approximately 7.5 square. miles of permanent
construction.

7) Additional facilities then in the planning stage
consisted of a joint USX/TE complex to include a marine railwyt, repair shops$ a pier and other support facilities.
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M=a Rang
(S) In October 1965, constru1ction on an AI-2 expeditionary
airfield was started. A second, permanent, 10,OO0-foot runway
was planned with additional support facilities.
Saigon
(S)

Saigon remained the major logistical area for support

of US and other N(AF in YN*. Several major projocts were in
process or had been planned:
1) A supply complex in the fisaarket area, consisting of open and covered storaged areas, was over 40 percent complete.
2) Design work for a logistics area, also in the
fishmarket section, was over 30 percent complete.
3)

A new quay for the fishmarket area was being

designed, and was scheduled to be completed during 1966.
completion, a second quay was to be planned.
4)

Upon

Project Newport would consist of I9T ramps,

lighterage facilities, three or four deep draft berths,
storage and operational facilities. Some field survey work

had been accomplished on the west side of the Saigon River.
Design work was pending.

5) A new POL facility to include pipelines and a

50,000-bbl storage complex would be built near the RVN POL

tank farm on the Saigon River.

6) A new USMCV HQ would be built at Camp Petrus
Iy during 1966.
Construction started on 5 December. A new
headquarters for USARV was also planned.

Vung Tau
(S) VUwg Tau would be developed as a logistical support
area for the southern part of BVN.
1) Thon currently under construction was a complex
consisting of maintenance shops, a warehouse, administrative
facilities and airfield improvemente.
This project was over
20 percent complete and was expected to be finished by Febnaary

1966,.
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pt facili , for shops, refrigerated storage,
o~21 and shed storage was in the design phase.
3) An open ammunition storage area for 13,000 tons
of ammunItion was under construction. The completed portion
provided storaep for in excess of 7,000 tons.
4) A port facility consisting of three LST ramps,
two amphibious vehicle rampst a shallow draft pier and a storage
area was planned. Construction had started on the storage area.
Projected completion date was estimated as the spring of 1966.
5) Design of a 50,000-bbl storage area with a sea
terminal line was in progress. Estimated completion date was
April 1966. Helicopter facilities were also to be consturoted
and a deep water pier st~i4 was being made.
Bien Boa
(sa Bien Boa was one of the three large jet-capable
airfields in SVN and was undergoing a considerable faoelifting
to improve its capacity.
1) Construction of additional parking aprons had just
begun. These would provide parking for 80 tactical fighters.
Additional hardstands, taxiways and overruns were 15 percent
complete. Construction of three USA helicopter pads was 50
percent complete. Eight now prefabricated maintenance shelters
had been finished.
2) Planning for the future included a 10*000-foot
parallel runway, ammunition storage and maintenance facilities,
maintenance shops and cantonments. Significant MAP construction
was also udervay and planned.
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ANNEX

- J5 STUIES

(U) In addition to contingency planning, the ACofS J5,
USIACV, was also tasked with the preparation of numerous studies
during 1965. The highlights of some of the more important studies
are treated in this annex.
RVNAF Ability to Cope with NVN/CHIC 014 Threat

(S) i1 early January 1965, a study of the status of RVNAF
and the tasks attendant upon US/VXAF air strikes against NVN was
cmpleted. The study envisioned a three-phase operation involving
preparatory deployznts, the conduct of massive air strikes against
military and industrial targets in NVN and, if required, the
introduction of additional US ground forces to assist in the defense of RVN. The conclusions of the study, which were approved
by COMUSMACW on 9 January, were that RVNAF, by itself, would be
incapable of successfully opposing a large-scale NVN or NVN/CHICON
ground attack. and any relocation of RVNAF u%-its for defense against
overt aggression would detract from the pacification effort. No
decision to redeploy ARVN units was made as a result of thl study,
and the study was retained for possible use in the future.A
Disra.ution of Major VC Bases
(S)
COMUSYACV also approved a study on the feasibility of
conductig disruptive pressures of major VC base areas. The concept developed included operations against Do Xa base, Witr Zones
C and D, Plain of Reeds, U Minh Forest and Seven Mountains.
COMUSMACV directed that RVNAF be urged to mount ground and air
operations against Zone C and based on the results, conduct operations against Zone D. He also directed the study of the use
of Eagle Flights to maintain pressure against the Plain of Reeds
and the possible methods of destroying food supplies in the U
Minh Forest. The operation would culminate in small-scale attacks on enemy installations and units in the base areas, the
destruction of facilities and food supplies and the employment
of all ivailable weapons, to include CN and CS riot control
agents.

Enclaves
(TS) In early March, the feasibility of establishing enclaves within RVN was studied. US troops would provide security
for important base areas which would thus release RVNAF troops
for employment elsewhere. The study concluded that:
1) Replacement of ARVN troops at the 14 locations
studied wouAt require 21 battalion equivalents of US forces.
?a& 421~ 4482 b
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wouldrelease 13,438 ARVN personnel for employment elsewhere,
2)ý If the 14 areas were established as enclaves,.
artillery support should be provided and a battalion-size
reaction force should be located at three of the enclaves.
This would require an increase of US forces to an estimated
25-26 battalion equivalents.
31 The establishment of enclaves should be accomplished on a phased basis; additional enclaves should be
developed only after successful experience with this initial
trial.
ta Areas selected for initial
development should
be those which had the best potential for maintairng the US
presence in RVN against the VC efforts to drive the US out.
This made the selection of areas along the coast, with port
and airfield facilities, highly desirable, if not necessary.

{

(S), The study recommended that action be taken to develop one secure enclave in RVN with subsequent enclaves to
be established based on the following order of precedence;
Da Nang, Vung Tau, Nha Trang, Qui Nhon, Hien Hoa, Hue, Can
Tho, Cam Ranh-Phan Rang, Quang Ngai, Tuy Hoa, Phan Thiet,
Soc Trang, Vinh Long and Rach Gia. 3
HO USSEASIA
(TS) In conjunction with other actions to ready the
facilities at Korat, Thailand, for use of COMUSSEASTA HQ
in the event of implementation of contingency plans, a study
was made concerning the establishment of a COIMSSFRASIA staff
in Saigon. The staff would be ready for immediate deployment
to Korat and, additionally, would handle the planning and
operational functions which dealt with milittry matters outside of RVN for which COMUSMACV was assigned responsibility.
(TS) As a result of the study, COMUSILACV recommended to
CINCPAC that appropriate UMIACV staff agencies be compartmentalized to provide a branch/section which would be concerned
only with SEISIA matters, requiring an augmentation of 83
personnel. CIIICPAC did not concur but did recommenA to the
JCS that they examine the proposed increases recomeaded for
in the future. 4
onplementation
possible
ROACN Ground Forcess Reserve
(TS) Directed by C(OtUSMfCVp a study was prepared concerning the rapid-reaction ground force theater reserve of
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The major conclusions reached in the study were:

1) Under the NVN/CHIC014 threat to SEASIA, there
was a need for a PACOM ground reserve of USA infantry and airborne and USMO units to provide the operational fledibility
required by C0MIUMACV,
2) The then-current PACOM reserve of the 25th Inf
Div and the III MAP (-) provided the additional forces to conduct sustained ground and aaphibious operations. The lack of
uncommitted airborne units was serious, however.
3) The two airborne brigades in or enroute to RVN
(173d Abn Bde and 1st Bde of the 101st Abn Div) would be fully
committed. Withdrawal of either of these units to reconstitute
a PACOM reserve should not be considered.
(TS) The study renummended that the JCS, through CINCPAC,
be requested to deploy a USk rborne brigade (minimum of three
infantry battalions) fron Cu•US to GOinawa as soon as possible.
The study was approved and taken by CO14USMCV to the 3-5 August
Honolulu conference. 5
OQerations in Thailand *nd Laos
(TS) During December, US/Thai bilateral planning for operations in Thailand and Laos neared completion. Portions of
the plan were forwarded for review by the JCS, RTI., CINO•C,
and CINCPAC component commanders. The plan envisagod operations in Thailand and Laos, with or without the consent of the

RID.
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-3- PHYSICAL SCURM OF US PKL901M AID INSTALLATIONS
The VC attacks

at the Bien Boa air base(Novewber 1965);

at Pleika (7 Tebruazy 1965); the terrorist bombings of the Brink
BO, (24 December 1964) and the Mq at Qui Shon (10 Febrary 1965,
generated a storm of public protest in the US agaizst the inadequate security apparently being given US forces by the VN. In one
letter to the President, the Ranger Battalion Association of the
US claimed that nore positive measures could be taken to protect
Americans. The letter concluded that if ARVI could not provide
Americans 1with proper security, then US infantry units should be
assigned.
(V) DMPC(1JMLCV stated *
We in the Military Assistance Coand, Vietnaa, are
operating under the policy that defense of these key
installations is a Vie mae responsibility. Of course,
we axe, providing a certain amount of intemal security of
our own, but defense of the outer perieter is definitely
the job of the Vietnamese. We ae providing advisors to
assist then in oarrying out that responsibility, and will
help them in every vay we can to provide the maxim=m
feasible security at every American install&tion. 2
Certain calculated risks had to be taken, CWWUACV felt, other-

vise the US would have troops tied dovn to static security tasks
and they would be unable to move against the TO.
(U) USNAACI representatives, on 22 January 1965, briefed the
US Anba•sador on the subject of security for US personnel end
facilities. Civilian agencies were also represented. The Ambassador was informed that tho civilian agencies intended to hire
more civilian guards, to which he agreed, and stipuated that it
should be done as soon as possible. go was fuxther inforred of
the utilisation of the limited military personnal resouroes for
security, and a recoooeindation was ede that a tailored NP bat-

talion be assignod to I.
Alth COX
agreed on the recoemsndation.,I

"ACV
and the Ambassador

(U) Sinoe UeIACV consisted primarily of advisory personel,
it wae vital to the posture of adequate peysical security to bring
US troops to SIN. fte US WP'e that were in-mountr wet* ineuffictount in nambers to give any permanent security or even to s"tiSfy
the requirements on a temporary basis. Reliance had to be placed
upon $a for .the ecurity of US personnel and faoilities.4
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the position that physical security of fixed installations was poor
utilization of the NP, in that they did not have suffinient person0nel.5

(U) In the field, US installations were guarded by ARYN troops,
Here, too, there was differing of opin on on just how many guards
were needed for any specific facility.

A0 believed that the situation
(TS) In January 1965, CO
had deteriorated in SVN to the extent that the question of evacua-

tion of US Government sponsored dependents could no longer be
-treated primarily from the political view, but must be decided on
the basis of actual and growing danger to US lives, CINCPAC
believed, therefore, that there should be an orderly withdrawal com-

necesmencing as soon as possible, but recognized that it might be
7
anytime.
at
measures
evacuation
sary to shift to emergency
S~~~~~~disastrous,

(TS) CCGUSMACV did not agree with CINCPAC, and strongly recomthe profound,
proposed action because- hof•O'.,•
the that.'ft•ia••.,.
mended against
ha
'••~ perhaps
-:-"A•et:
the conditions diA not exacerbaae, but for the moment, in fact, reduced the danger for Americans.
(c) On 8 February, the President directed the orderly withdrawal of US government sponsored dependents from SV3. A joint US
Embassy-UM4ACV planning conference convened to process and control
the evacuation, and a decision was mado to base the evacuation on

a modified version of an evacuation plan (USKAcV OPLAN 60-64).

The

evacuation began on 9 February, using comemrcial aircraft as the

primary mode of transportation, eA by 19 February, with minor exceptions, was completed. Approximately 1,710 dependents were
evacuated to the COJUS and locations in SEASI.9

(5)

'OD approved CCMUSUACVTs previous recommendation for an

MP battalion to be assigned to SVN as a security force, and by 1 19
0
March, the first element of the 716th MP Bn arrived in Saigon.
(S) In spite of the rapid buildup of security forces for both
close internal security and protection of large US inetallations,
on 30 March, VC terrorists exploded a bomb, plaoed in a oar in front

of the US Embassy in Saigon.II On 16 June, a terrorist explosion
oucurred in the civilian air terminal at TSN. This highlighted the
need to clear up the security problem at TS9 airport. Two Claymore
mines exploded on 25 June at the #1 Oanh restauraht o-Maing oasual-

ties to both YN and US personnel.12 On 4 Weceioert a panel truck
carrying explosives was set off at the Notropole =EQ in Saigon,
killing eight persons and injuring 137. Again a terrorist action
counterreaction in additional studies on effective
generated US
weiv provided;
measures. Additional physical security barriers
'THISPAGE REGRAE() UNCLASSIFIED
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there was more intensive scree

of VN civilian buildings

adjacent to US occupied buildings; a new reward program for
information on VC terrorist activities was initiated by the US
Ebassy•, working with the NP; and an additional US MP company
was assigned tc the Saigon/Cholon area. Motorized patrols were
increased 40 percent, and 15 percent additional static posts
were manned. For the oritioll period of the VC December campaign, curfew was tightened. 3
(3) The VC made numerous attempts to neutralize US/FNAF
airpower by a series of night attacks on airfields. Ncrtar fire
was directed on Da Nang, Nba Trang, Mhoo Ro, Boo Trszho Boo
lieu, and Can Tho airfields in late June and early July. In the
Da Nang attack the YC, supported by 81-m mortar fire, penetrated
the base defenses and destroyed four aircraft with satchel charges

and 57-m ER fire. 1 4

(S) COMSUMACV improved security and control of weapons. A
Presidentisl inquiry regarding this policy stemmed from a complaint by a soldier in WY that he was not permitted to have a
weapon or ammunitiof except in the case of an actual attack.
CCZKSSACV explained that control of weapons was a command responsibility. Comand action was predicated upon the situation, troop
location, mission and duty status of the individual soldier. The
weapons and asmunition control of these personnel changd as the
security situation changed, to insuxe timely responses. 1 5
(U) With a view to highlighting need for improving security,
ssage bringing this problem to the atC0KUStACV dispatched a
tention of all US military personnel. In essence, it charged
such personnel to per$
guard duty, watch, v4 security functions, with the highect stakdards of alertness asd vigilance.
Laxity during g-ard duty the message said, endangered US lives
and property. It pointed out that misbehavior of a sentinel, by
elseping9g leaving his post, was punishable by a general court

martial.'°
(U)
are"

j

As it was, US military personnel were so few in some

that they worked as advisors oa." on other primary jobs during

aere pulling eight houa shifte on statio posts beoauwe of the

~~sotage
~

and
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f
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Foort Scurity
,ly
(s) Shipping and 'porte security in .SVN was. & cont•im
diffioult tak. With congeawd poi.ts and long watrways, the
aecurity of ship traffic posed problems.

2
f 12
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thtteews(S) It a US Mission Gouncil meeting in Hay, it was noted
that there was a dispersion of authority for security around the
Saigon harbor.

The Ambassador ,nvened an ad hoo committee, com-

posed of USMACV/USAID representatives, to study this problem.18

(8) By 10 July the report of the security program was completed. It restricted itself to listing necessary improvements
in the internal physical barriers, stressing the construction of

additional physical barriers, and establishing more stringent
personnel control procedures. The Embassy offered to assist in
the project by obtaining the required funds of $200,000.19

(S) With respect to the Saigon port, the Ambassador suggested to the Prime Minister that as a decision had been made on
both sides, the responsibility for security should be given to
the commander of the OM and this decision should be put into
effect immediately. 20
(3) Late in December CCUMUAC7 was disturbed by a report
that the VC were training frogmen. He directed the KAVOP to develop an overall port security plan and the USARV to take interim
port security measures at ports under USA control. 2 1 Increased
security measures were put into effect to the maxinim possible

extent.

(8) MP escorts wexv traveling on MSTS-controlled ships
transiting the Saigon River between Vug Tou and Saigon; air cover
was being flown, and ARVY forces alerted when designated critical
ships were in the wsterw'yg. 2 2 In Me, Nang and nEo, (X III WAP
was charged vith security of US shipping. Cwpreheneive security
measures were taken to include USOG patrols at night, 7th Plt
destroyer patrols at harborentrances, picket boats in the harborT
and guards on key vessels. 3

(U) The VC had all the advantAgee of surprise in their terrorist attacks.

The best that US forces could hope for was that

the omitment of additional personnel in 1965, wA the comprehensive pbysi•al security measurve taken to improve the defense
of US areas, would make the VC realize the risk in attacking or
terrorising would be too high. (srtsinly the security measures
were returing sow value, for at Qai Ihon, Pleiko, the hbassV,
and the Ketropole bombings in Saigon, some VC terrorists were
killed and captured. The buildup of MP otrength to group level
wa sadding to the cost of killing Axerioans at the end of 1965.
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PRISONIERS OF WAR

(U) The aoceieration of the war in SV and NVN and the inoreasing role of US troops in combat against the enemy made it
inevitable that more VC personnel would be captured. The problem this would cause was well described in an editorial in the
6 December 1965 Washington P
entitled, "Humanity to Prisoners."
Humane treatment of prisoners of war is an especially difficult problem when the enemy makes a practice of
torturing and slaughtering captives. Nevertheless, a
country which places a high value on human life and which
seeks to uphold international standards in the treatment
of prisoners of war must strive to avoid brutalizing and
self-defeating reprisals. General Westmoreland has wisely

¾I

reminded the American troops in Vietnam that it is both
dishonorable and foolish to mistreat a captive.
(U) In harmony with C0OUSM.ACV's approach, the governments
of the US and the MY notified the International Coummittee of the
Red Cross (ICRO) that their armed forces were abiding and would
continue to abide by the Geneva Conventions of 1949. These fomal
announcements in August 1965 indicated that both goverments would
increase their programs of instruction to armed forces personnel
on the requirements of the Geneva Convention. COKU•!ACV directed
that the educational program for all US military personnel in MVR
include issuance of a pocket-size card containing the basic requirementt of the Geneva Conventions on humane treatment of NWIs.

US N•'s
(3) However, the VC execution of US captives in so-called
retaliations against the GVN shooting of convicted terrorists
showed a complete disregard by the VC for the humanitarian principles and provisions of the 1949 Geneva Prisoners of War Convention (GPW).
For example, the so-called VC liberation radio announoed on 26 September 1965 that the VC had executed two more
American
e's, a captain and a sergeant, in reprisal for the SVN
execution of three VC terrorists in Da Nang on 22 September. 2
(a) These actions of the VC caused considerable concern to
the US Mission Counoil. At a meeting on 28 September it discussed
the question of possible means to dater further execution of US
e's. In sumry, the steps under consideration were: 1) branding the NVN and Front leaders as war criminals anW threatening them
with a1uvemberg-like trial; 2) putting a bounty on the iwaaa of
various NVB and VC leaders; 3) harasament of communist VI while
THIS PAGE RECGRADF UNCLASSIFIE
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traveling abroad; 4) bombing of new targets such as the Haiphong
docks, the bridge in Hanoi, and the dikes up-country. While there
was a general feeling in'the Council that none of these measures
was likely to deter further executions of US N•'s, there was
agreement that something should be done to demonstrate to US
soldiers that an effort was being made to stop further executions
and possibly punish the communists if executions continued. The
Ambassador stated that probably the single most effective
deterrent would be to kidnap a number of top VC leaders. He expressed same doubt as to the usefulness of making empty threats,
He suggested that some military operations should be conducted as
specific reprisals for the execution of US PW's, and asked COMUS&ACVto keep the Mission informed of upcoming military operations
that would lend themselves to this reprisal technique.
(S) The concern for the welfare of US N•'s was further
deepened by reliable indications in December that the NVO intended to try some US NW's for alleged war crimes. This immediately
prompted the US State Department to instruct the US Mission in
Geneva to make its policies known to representatives of the ICRC.
The US hoped that the ICRC would inform the government of NON of
US views concerning such trials and punishments and the effect

they would have on US public opinion and the peaceful resolution
of the VH problem.

4

(S) Desiring reciprocal treatment for US NW's held by the
Communists and favorable public opinion the US Embassy requested

*

Sand

that GYN cooperate with the ICRO in promptly providing

lists

in completing arrangements for ICRC visits to NW's.'

(s) The State Department felt that the impact on the I CRC
and international opinion would be strongly favorable to GVJ releasing some MVI NW's. The ICRO was inclined to commend the VC
for release of two US PW's in December 1965, McClure and Smith.
State felt that international opinion in general, which was inclined to praise the propaganda aspects of the release of McClure
and Oxith, would also regard t~e G(N release of WVN's as a reasonable and humanitarian gesture.
(TS) U3UCV, in coordination with the US Embassy and CAS,
initiated an aggressive program to &terinine the location of US
PN's held by the VC/NVN forces. A3 of November 1965 the following US personnel were known captives of the enemy,?
IPOSSIBLE
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(TS) A US Mission Council agency, Committee of Prisoners
and Detaineesq was established to formulate policy recommenda,
tions and to coordinate actions concerning NW's. The 704th
Intelligence Corps (INTC) Det was given responsibility under the
supervision of the J2 US4ACV, to recover detained US military
personnel in RVN. Prior to November 9 efforts to recover US

detainees by ARVN operations

9

and by rewards through VN inter-

mediaries, were unsuccessful. Plans to recover P'Ws in ON and
Laos were hampered by the lack of information as to their place
of detention but a continuing effort was being made at the end
of the year to determine the whereabouts of US detainees in these

countries. 8

Detention of VC and VC Suspects
(S) Some VC were captured by US units. To fully clarify
the role of US troops in relation to captured VO and VC suspects9 CONUSM&CV announced his policy in a USIACV directive (3811i) to all US forces (FYA"would also follow this policy).
Basicallyg the US capturing unit was responsible for enemy personnel captured in the course of operations. Enemy captives and
suspects were to be interrogated and detained by US forces only
for the time required to cmplete tactical exploitation, after
which the captives were to be turned over to the appropriate

GVN authorities. 9
(s) The US forces had no legal authority in SVN to detain
captives whom the GIN regarded as citizens violating GVN law.
The responsibility for the detention of captives rested with the
07N. Under Article 12, GPW, the US retained responsibility for
ensuring that treatment was in accord with the GNW even after
the transfer of the captives to GM. CCHUS(ACV had given considoration to the operation of 1N camps but rejected j•e ideav based
primarily on the lack of legality for such action.0,
(8) Both the GOI and the US forces applied the humanitarian
provisions of the GPV in the treatment of VC captives and had
issued appropriate instructions to all forces.
Ift GIV policy
had been to consider the VC as criminal offenders against state
security laws. As a resultq consideration was given by GYN authorities to the trial of the VC by military tribunals. Suspected
TC, not caught flagrante delicto, vere geMrally brought before
a province ohief, magistrateg military and police representatives,
and a representative of the military security service.
The US
did not participate in any of these procedures beyond delivering
a captive to the Gi.
Both the US forces and the GVN excluded
terrorists, spies, and saboteurs from consideration as Nd's,
These psons
would be expected to be tried and pzisheI "or their
crime&.
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(3) CMUSKACV made an all-out effort to make the GVIN aware
of the rules of the GPW conventions. In regard to the procedures
between the US forces and GVN concerning detention responsibility
and adequate control and treatment of prisoners, the following
was effected:
1) The policy agreed upon by ARVN and US Joint Military
Committee was to apply all provisions of GON to all VI captives.
This joint US-GVN Military Committee was appointed in September
1965 to work out the details on the application of the GNW in RVh.
By October, the Joint Military Committee had issued photo-size
cards and other training aids, concerning the obligations regarding NW treatment which coincided with those of the 1949 Conventions.
This would give adequate instructions on convention obligation to
all GYN personnel.

21
t(8)

2), All US and RYN mil!tary units were adlised of the
basic rules to be applied in handling of prisoners.I
The r=les were disseminated in a newsletter to all
advisory personnel, as well as by individual cards to the troops.
The senior advisors and US units were instructed to identify and
record all aptives taken and turned over to GIN. The record was
to include a notation as to whom captives were transferred. A
separate record was kept of civilians apprehended and turned over
to GVN. In early October, all RVIh. legal advisors were briefed
by US4ACV SJA on the legal aspects concerning the application of
13
the conventions.
(8) CCKUSHACT also established policy concerning the interrogation procedures, which called for all VC captives to be treated
initially am N's and to be taken to a combined US/MB militarY
interrogation center. Prow the intexxogation oente• the Captive
was to be sent to the VC/AM F camp and the mespected VC yas to
be sent to the Province security Ccomittee.14
(S) A facilities plan was developed by GIN to establish five
permanent stockades, one in each CTZ and one in the OIR, each having
a capacity of 1,000 prisoners. US NP NW processing teem, acting
In, the advisory role, would be stationed at these stockades. 1 5
(B) VC captives taken prisonez in combat did not cone within the Qbieu Hoi program, which pertainad to returnees or defeetors. However, C0MSACV though it possible in the future that
the Chieu Hoi prop'Ax would be available to VC eaptives subsequent
to some detention in a 1W cump and the eetabliehsent of a desire
by the VC captive to beeam a returnee.
Mhe initial distinction
between a captive and returnee wm the voluntawr
individual in returnin to the mWN control. 1 6

action of the
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d that RVIAF was gradually becoming
mo Cnt
e USMaCV bot
more enthusiastic about accordin% humanitarian treatment to prisoners as specified by Article III, Geneva Wiiventions of 1949,
because RVYAF throught it would help induce the VO to surrender
and improve intelligence. Also, they knew the Americans needed
this for support at home to save US personnel already detained

by vc/NN. 17
(S) The GON did have an interministerial group working on
the whole problem in parallel with the US/GVN Joint Military Committee. Because of VC acts of outrage over the years, CKCUKACV
believed that the highest RYN military and political figures were
not yet quite ready to fully accept the Geneva Conventions.

CCIUSKACV thought that the practical application of the GNW would
in any case be difficult. The VC had been utterly ruthless with
the ARVN soldiers. Civilians, if anything, fared even worse.
It was anticipated that many killings would continue on the battlefield and that relatively few NW's would be taken by ARVN. 1 8
(8) To insure that the Interninisterial Committee, studying
the GIN problem on the political side, was kept fully informed of
the progress made by the Joint Military Comnittee, they were
given a general briefing by USMACV representatives in November. 1 9
At this briefing, considerable discussion centered on whether the
ICRC should be allowed to visit the VC tN's in RVN. One of the
ministerial representatives noted that camps provided for captives
would be suitable for ICRC visits. The epresentative also agreed
on the necessity for abiding by the GON. 0
(s) But the political aspects of the problem were not intended to be solved at this briefing. The practical problems, and
deep-seated emotions of the VN in this area, after two decades of
harsh, ruthless treatment and violence, made progress by US(ACV

difficult.
(C)

On 27 November, a joint comittee proposed a workable plan

for application of the Geneva Conventions by US, RVN, and FWAP.
This completed plan was approved for implementation in December.
A Joint oamittee meeting was held on 2 December to review the progess of the s4y -committees relative to the implementation of the
approved plan.
It was agreed that a temporaxy NW comp be
establiahed in the vicinity of Bien Noa in early January 1966. Upon
completion of the set-up of one NW camp, four others were to be
established in the It I and IV CTZh0 and the 001.22 As the year
eaded, UVOUCT Diretive 381-11, concerning P1 handlig by US forces,
uas being staffed.z-
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ANNEX J-MORALE AND NELFARE
(U) Free mailir.ng privileges, increased pay, expanded
exchange facilities, a consistent tour policy, swift medical
evacuation for wounded US personnel, a liberal decorations
and awards policy, opportunity for rest and recuperation
(R&R), and recreational facilities and programs provided by
Special Services, HEDSUP'ACT, the American Red Cross (ARC),
and the United Service Organization (USO)$%.served to bolster
morale and increase troop welfare in SVN during 1965.
(U) Mail service was a major problem in 1965. Median
transit times -for airmal letters from CONUS to APO patrons
varied from four days in Saigon to ten days or more at some
up-country locations. Service on airmail parcels and boat
mail was even more erratic. The Executive Order providing
airmial service on packages of five pounds or less helped
speed delivery of packagesl Saigon received mail on a daily
basis but up-country delivery was less frequent. Even by the
end of the year sye isolated posts were receiving mail
only twice weekly. ;he establishment of free mailing privileges on 1 September,' for those serving in SVN eliminated the
dificulty in getting postage stamps from the limited and
scattered postal facilities available. It also removed the
inconvenience of preserving stamps in the field, which had a
tendency to lose mucilage, or stick together when subjected

to the heat and humidity of the rainy season.
(U) Hostile fire pay, and partial or total exemption
from federal income taxes increased the monthly pay of all
personnel. Warrant officers and enlisted personnel received
a total exemption on all pay and allownces while offiers
received an exemption of $200 monthly. 4 Hostile fire pay
was extended on 1 June to include everyone serving in 8VN. 5
Prior to this time, this pay was granted on the basis of a
certificate signed by the senior advisor or commander stating
that the Lndividual had been exposed to or in an area subject
to hostile fire for six days out of the month. The old eyetea.was discarded because there were no areas in SVN not
subject to attack and because of inequities' of the system.
Some personnel were receiving hostile fire pay in relatively
safe areas while others in areas like Saigon were being killed or injured by terrorist attacks and were not receiving
hostile fire pay,
(C) The disparity between the official dollar-plaster
rate of exchane (724765 per dollar) and the fluctuating
black market price (sometimes as high as 140 piasters per
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dollar) created a dilemma for many personnel. If they
utilized the official rate they felt cheated; if they exchanged on the black market they were subject to prosecution
if apprehended. This disparity was reduced on 31 August

with the establishment of a new exchange rate of 118
piasters per dollar for authorized personnel. 6 For the
purpose of this agreement, authorized personnel were
defined as those US and FWNA military personnel plus
US government sponsored civilians authorized PX ard com-

missary privileges in SVN. Concurrent with this adjusted
exchange rate, dollars were replaced by Military Payment
Certificates. It was hoped that these measures would
strengthen the econony by increasing GVN control over
foreign exchange transactions and also help curb the
flow of dollars to countries outside SVN.
(3)

The out-of-country PAR program expanded through-

out the year. During January 1965, 625 personnel went to
Hong Kong or Bangkok.. In December 1965, 39353 personnel
went to Hong Kong, Bangkok, Taipei, or Tokyo. The impact
of the large influx of US forces in SVN, moat of whom
arrived in mid-1965, would not be felt until February or
March 1966. In keeping with the policy of providing the
opportunity for RWR at some time during their tour to all
US personnel serving in Mv,and to help curb inflation
by channeling Poney mit of SMN, plans were made to increase
the monthly total to 13,500 by March 1966 and add Manila
to the R&R locations. Major problems facing this expansion

were insufficient 7 aircraft and political problems in same
of the 1I&]1 areas.
(C) The H&H program to Taipei, which began on 25
November, was threatened almost iwediately with suspension
or cancellation over the question of legal jurisdiction.
The State Department attempted to use this as a wedge to
extend Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) immunity to all US
personnel stationed, visiting, or passing through Taiwan.
This problem had not been resolved at year's end. It was
more political than militaxi, siace there was no SOFA agree-

ment with Thailand or Hong long.1
(a) The Hong Kong H&R program ran into difficulty because of Red China's sensitivity to the presence of large
numbers of US personnel them.
CHICCE diplomatic pressu•
on the goverrn-nt of Hong Kong resulted in limitations on
the number of US personnel who could use the R&R facilities
at any onw time. US fleet visitors and repair of military
aircraft in Hong Kong were also affected. 9 Cancellation of
this program was not ,xpected,
although mnly limited expansion was foreseen. ln-country MR opportunities were
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(U) Branch exchanges grew from six in January to
thirteen in December. During this peri d, field exchanges
increased from 51 to 134 and monthly sales rose from $1.46
to $12.3 million. Responsibility for the exchange system
passed from USN to USA and USAF Exchange Service on 26
December. With this change, the manner of allocating the
recreation and welfare funds in SVN also changed. The
funds guaranteed a prescribed amount per man per month and
were not affected by any fluctuations in the monthly profits. 10
(U) During the year a total of 42,103 decorations and
awards were approved throughout the entire command. They

included 3,557 Purple Hearts; 3,949 Army Coommendation
Medals; 510 A=r

Co.mmendation Medals with "V" device; 28,480

Air Medals; 864 Air Medals with 'V"device; 3,122 Bronze
StU

Medals, 879 Bronze Star Medals with "V" device; 105

Solekiers Medals; 292 Distinguished Flying Crosses; 171
Legion of Merits, and 174 Silver Stars, In addition, there
were 1,030 recommendations forwarded to other headquarters,

including recommendations for 4 Medals of Honor.fl
(U) 1ThIDSU1PACT operated aeveral recreational installstions in the Saigon area such as the library, bowling alley,
boating facility, craft shop, photo lab and equipment loan
service, It also operated the 16-Dim movie account until
26 December, (when the Army Special Services took over the
account) at which tiza the separate atcounts totaled over
500,3
The -C h)e40k
•
e rv-eroetion centers in Da rang,
Nha Trang, nx4 Dion Hoa, with p.ano to construct peranent
facilities a%tline and other i.too turing 1966. The ARC
handled al;i.at N0,W individual cases w-4 loaned or granted

$84,539 duriig the year. 13 USO centore weie looated in
Saigon, TSH, D& gang, and I Trang. Plhne wee made to
open niwa additional branches in 1966. The 1180 Introduced
many prvXeneional and aaateur shove into the count.y7 and,
among its rany other :-orvioese provided facilittes f.or telephoro calls to O0IMS. Approximately 1,715o,00 visits
-re
nadl by servicenen of all brawchas to the four USO faciliti.ee iu'ing 19C5.14
(U) Several other factors inoreaoed the fighting man's
morale.
A coosistent tour policy of 12 monthe assured him a
tarpt rotation date, Inexpensive tern life induranoe for
all LIS military personnel, uaranteeing his benefi;iary
$10,90W in the event of his d4#th, freed swiy .
,ecn
F6& 437 of.4 .8..
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from personal worries. The knowledge that every effort would
be made to evacuate him by the most rapid means to the best
available medical facilities greatly cheered him and helped
him face the hazards of combat. No serviceman in SVN was more
than tirty
minutes away from a well-equipped medical facility;
and if necessary, evacuation out-of-country was proportionately swift.

Footnotes
1. IMsg, DA, 042107Z Nov 65, Subj: Instructions for Implementing the Airlift of 5 pound Personal Parcels (U).
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MHB, 22 Mar 66, (M).
3. PL 89-132, Mil Pay Act of 1965 approved by President, 21
Aug 65, (U).
4. Executive Order 11216, 26 Apr 65, Subj: Designation of
Vietnam and Waters adjacent thereto as a Combat Zone for
the Purpose of Section 112 of the Internal Revenue Code
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(11) In February 1964, the JCS lirected that all research
and test agencies in RVN be organized into a single command.
As a result, the Joint Research and Test Activity (JMATA)
This agency was
was established 23 April 1964 by COMUM4ACV.
composed of the Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV), the Air
Force Test Unit-Vietnam (AFTU-V) and The OSD Advanced Research
Projects Agency, Research and Development Field Unit, (OSD/ARPA
DFU).- Provision was made for inclusion of a naval test unit
The comander of JRATA was the principal staff
when activated.
advisor to CQMUSKACV on research, development, testing and
evaluation and combat developments, and he advised and assisted
the Vietnamese in their research and development effort,
through the Combat Development Test Center Vietnam (CDTCV).I
(U) The Navy Research and Development Unit (MMU)
operational 26 August 1965.2
(u)

became

The objectives of JRATA were:3

1) To enhance the counterinsurgency capabilities of
both US and GVN forces.
2) To provide research and development, testing and
evaluation and combat development support to RVNF.

3)

To assist RVNAW to develop their own BDT&I and

combat developments capabilities.
4) To provide access to data and test environment
for the development of new and improved weapons, equipment,

concepts and techniques applicable to oountersubversion and
counterinsurgency.
5)

Provide sound and fully objective military

evaluations of new or improved operational or organizational
concepts, doctrine, tactics, techniques and material in
"combat environment of SVN.

the

Projects to be conducted in RVN were to be propose6
(U)
by JCS, the military services, OSD/ARPA, CINCPAC, COSHAMCV

or JRATA. CINCPAC was the approving authority for all projects. JRATA monitored projects, reviewed their status
peri.dically and evaluated selected completed projects.
Follow up was conducted to insure that actions indicated in

ths reports received proper attention and emphasis.
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(U) There were many new concepts, new weapons, and new
techniques for employing older equipment tested during the
year. JRATA published a semi-annual progress report in July
1965 and January 1966 which gave a resume of all projects
completed, in progress, or programed. Only the more salient
projects of each test agency will be discussed below.
(U)

Tests conducted by ACTIV included:

1) An evaluation of the employment of a CV-2B Caribou aviation company in providing forward area transportation
support of counterinsurgency operations. The evaluation was
favorable and indicated that the CV-2B provided invaluable
5
support to the CTZ's Special Forces and USAID.
2) An evaluation of the heliborne coi.iand post to
determine concepts for its employment by US and RVNAF commanders, The report indicated the heliborne CP was invaluable
for providing battlefield control in both counterin 3urgency and
conventional warfare.
A total of 30 heliborne CO consoles were
6
requested for use in RVN.
3) A study to determine the capability of ARVX
artillery to support operations and area defense.
Conclusions
were that while the artillery was capable of support, much
of its effeotiveness was lost due to stringent control, lack
of observers, lack of tubes and failure to use Controlled
Variable Time fuses. RF/PP personnel were reported to be
inadequately trained in techniques of fire adjustment and
control. 7

4) A study of clothing end equipmut used by US
personnel in RVY.
The report Lndioated US uersonnel were not
issued aMl items needed, such as knives, tlashlighti, nlastic
bages, pistols, watches and other items. Hence, many of these
articles were purchased on the local warket. 8
5) Testing of the heliborne illumination system
(RIS) to determine its operational suitability and to develop
concepts for its employment. This was a highly successful
project, completed 11 November. USARV was charged with the
mission of procuring suffioient HIS to meet needs. Thin
system was nicknamed "Lightning Bug" asd tactics utilized
consisted of one UH-1 observer helicopter operating at 300
feet wilhout lights. This system was used successfully in
oon.junction vith SLAB to locate and engage VC river and road
traffic at uight.9
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6)

An evaluation of the USA Aviation Company

(Aerial Surveillance) in counterinsurgenoy operations.

The

73d Aviation Company was used to determine the tactical
employment of. this type unit, and to determine the effectiveness of SLAR, IR and naght photograp1fto detect VC LOC's and
base camp area4, The final report on this project was not available
at year's end.-iv
7) An evaluation of the 40-rn grezade launcher
for the UR-1 helicopter. This system was evaluated to
determine its operational suitability in the counterinsurgency environment and to develop concepts for its employ-

ment,

The system consisted of an 11-75 grenade launcher in

a nose-mounted flexible turret, which could be fired
independently of the helicopter altitude or fired as a fixed
piece. The rate of fire was 220 rounds per minute and range
was 1,200 meters. The weapon fully loaded carried 150
rounds of amunition. The final report on this project was
not published at year's end, but tentative recommendations
included authorizing six of theme sub-systems to each
airmobile company in RVN, modifying UH-ID helicopters to
accept the kit, and further study to improve range and

ammunition capability. 1 1

8) Testing of a bar armor kit for M-113 to
determiLe the suitability of the kit for use in M and to
recoemed' a basis for issue. This kit was designed to reduce
the effect of shaped charges by causing them to detonate
prematurely. This project was in progress at jear's end.12
9) A project to determine the feasibility of
employing a jungle canopy platform to permit the landing
of helicopters and the discharge of cargo on top of
forests and to evaluate its use in support of US combat
operations. This project was in progress et year's end.
The first platform arrived in RVN in December 1965, and

five more were expected in Iroh 1966.

The first one was

being tested by let Car Div (AM),,134
10) A study to determine if the use of airboats
Vould increase the capability of ARVN to intercept insurgent forces operating in imAndated areas containing aquatic
grasses. This project was complete at yearts end but the
report had not been distributed. Tentative conclusions
were that the boat could be of significant value and should
be procured for use by ARYN prior to the 1966 rainy sea-

son. 1 5
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Projects completed or in progress by APIUV included:

1) A study to assess the capability of the 0-47
to deliver effective fire against area targets, from guns
mounted in the side door. This project was considered
highly successful and immediate action was taken by EQ USAY
to organize and train a PC-47 squadron which was deployed to
RVN in November. This aircraft had the ability to carry
extra ammunition, carry its own flares and had a high on-

station endurance time.

The FC-47 aircraft were nicknamed

"Puff the Magic Dragon .,!6
2)

An evaluation of the "Red Chief" beacon

system to determine its suitability as a close-in, highaccuracy navigational device, to be used in aerial resup-

ply of isolated units.

Results were favorable and

permitted accurate airdrops under adverse weather conditions and at night. The system was also used to locate
ground units, to direct level, Oeve'l boimbing

missions by using offset, to locate drop zones for flares
and to provide terminal navigation. 1 7
3) A study to evaluate the employment and effects
of CBU munitions. This study was complete but the report
had not been forwarded by year's end. Tentative conclusions
were that CBU did not penetrate the jungle canopy as effectively as iron bombs, but that they were still more
effective against exposed peresoanel than other conventional
ordnance of comparable weight.18

4)

A comparative evaluation of the F-5, F-4 and

7-100 aircraft. This evaluation was under control of a
Tactical Air Command Team, and monitored by AITU. The
project was classed "Skoshi Tiger" and its purpose was to
provide a data base which could be used to refine requireSent" for future fighter aircraft. P-5A aicraft were dsployed to M espeoially for this evaluation. 1 9
(U) There were numerous 0SD/ARPA-RbFU projects.
Included were tests of reversible uniforas for ARU 2 0
black on the inside, camouflaged on the outside$ a am-Mtio concealed intrusion alarma2 1 a convoy protection
unit oonsisting of a vehiole mounting grenade launhers
and .50 caliber achine g•m* 2 2 and a test to detemine
if specially trained dogs could detect personnel contami.nated with squalene, a highly mlodorous subetance. 2 3
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(U) OsD/ARPA I1'U also'conducted several military

24
data and analysis.studies during the year. ,25

(U) The N7DUY had no formal projects during 1965, but
conducted informal evaluations of a stabilized binocular for
1MARKET TJDW aircraft, an infrared weapon sight for river
craft UDT 1ersonuel and coastal craft and of LCP(L) arma-

ment*ý6
(c) Several unprogramed tests and studies were conducted during the year, including a study of the destruction

of tunnels through the use of a mixture of acetylene and air,
and evaluation of Beehive (canister) ammunition, a study of
an acoustic airborne ground-ffire detector (bullet detector),
and a study of the adequacy of counter-mortar radar in de2 28
fense of airfields, forts, and other installations. 7,
(U) There were other new tactics and concepts used
which did not fall under the aaspices of JRATA. Some of
these included the tactical use of riot control ogents (RCL),

the introduction of the B-52 in a conventional bombing role,

the use of the K-16 rifle, the "Snipe Hunt" and the Us" of
scout and sentry dogs.
(S) One of the most controversial new tactics was the
empl ýment of RU. The agents were first used on 25 December
19' in T•7 Rinh Province, and were subsequently used by AlIVU
iz combat three times prior to March 1965.29,#30 The hue
and cry began on 21 March, when the Associated Press (AP)
released an article based upon the observations of an AP
photographer# Boret Peas. He reported the story to Peter
Arnett, w'AP reporter, and together they wrote the article
entitled, "Gas Warfare" without checking with UEI4AV officials.
It caused rather extensive unfavorable public reaction.31 As
a result, COMt7WACV vas requested to refrain from using RCA,
pending analysis of its application in counterinsurgency.
He restricted its use by M units3 2 and requested JOS to prohibit uwe by EVIA units.•3
(s) On 5 September, the 2d Bn, 7th VSKC Regiment, ubed
ROL with considerable mwooess to clear tunnels on a searh and
destroy miesion, The commander was unaware of anWrestriction
on the use of RCA.U 4 pollowing this incident, and the more
favorable prese reaction that accompanied it, O(*•SU•ACV was
peraittew to employ RCtan a case-by-case ba~ie, each requiriag approval from JCS. '
OA 10 October, CCOSMAC informed
CJCS that the increasing pace of operations made the individual request for authority to use RIC oubersoae
requested
authority to employ CK and CS at his discretion.
This
1#eS 443 0148 ,,
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authority ultimatelv was granted on 3 Novembe~c. 38
(s) On 15 November, COiU ff dele8*4ed'authority to the C,.
FFOR !Y;and the CG, let Int Diy, to employ QN
III MAP; the
d;here the VC had intexmineled themand CS in'tumnIs' ocae
Be modified these instructions
selves with civilian populace.3
uniest#iCted use of Q4 ald CK at the
on 26 December to-eiit
discretion of the senior commander conoerned.+J Authority was
never granted for use of M1o
(U) As mentioned above the use of RCL in SIN was almost universally oondemned by the press after the disclosure in late
March. Howard largolis, sumied'up the dispute in the Waahin•ton

Post of 4 April;

Those favoring the use of the gases see them as a substitute for bullets and bombs and napalm and hence a step
toward more humane means of warfare, Those opposed doubt
that use of such.gases would make warfare much more humane.
More important, they fear it would have the contrary effect
by erodin6 inhibitions on the use of poison gases.
A typical editorial comment appeared in the 27 March Providenoe
Journai.
The peasant whose horizons are defined by his village
or a rice paddy will Vrasp instantly the chance that he
stands to be gassed. The fact that the gas is non-lethal
will be lost in his revulsion and fears. That the weapon
is nevw that it could load to the horrors of genuine gas
warfare, and that America Is the likely suppliew will be
played to the full by skilled Viet Cong propagandists.
The editorial uproar died down after President Johnson'. leasthl
his I April press conferenbe. When the Wrin.
,it
statement on .s
unit used tear gas in Septembor there was very little press oritscim and mW commentators etrongly advocated its use. On 9
September the Los Angeles Time editorialiUeds *It is ridiculous
for the United 8tates to be apologetic about using tear gas in
Vietnam, when it can really believe the villagers pxrner boabs
said on 11 Septesand napalm to tear as?" The New York I
bert "If the Coveomnt prohibits the use of tear gam, it will
thereby oondem to certain death or injury %Wn more American=
and Vietnamse than the absolute necessities of war demand." And
widely printed was the quip by British Conservative HP Julian

Awry in the gows of Comm 2 Aprils %%Ile moot of. us, I
think, disagree with the logan 'Better Red than Dead,' I think
we would all agre that 'It's better to cry than die."'
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(U) The 14-16 rifle proved, to be a signifibart.'eapon .in
1965

'While it 'hd been used by USAS•' and TUP in p•i•r years,

1965 marked its first'use by full taeti al units. The lot Ca,
Div (AM), -the 173d *Abn Use' -'nd the let Bde, 101st Abn Div were
equipped with M1-16. The I' MAY and the let Inf 1)v were equipped with M-14 rifles. RINRAF and 1OK f1rces were equipped with

N-1 rifles and M-1 aMd X-2 ýcazbines.

(S) On 6 December following a study of the comparative effectiveness of various weapons in repulsing VC assaults, CCHUSMACV concluded the need for additional M-16's in all friendly

units in RVN.

The study showed that units not equipped with the

M-16 had experienced situations wherea Ae VC surpassed them in
automatic weapon firepower. COHUS(ACV recommended that some
M-16's be integrated into all units. Be g$quested 170,000 be
made available for the Phase IIA buildup.
(S) On 8 Deqqmber, the SECDEF confirmed that 100,000 X-16's
had been ordered.,
Other commitments would not permit higher
production. A reappraisal of requirements indicated a requirement for 179,614 M-16's to equip all ground combat units, but a
plan was submitted for the distribution of the 100,000 which were
to be made available between May and December 1966.43o44
(C) A significant type of night aerial armed reconnaissance
mission, nicknamod "SnhipHunt," was initiated by 2d AD,
This
operation provided night surveillance of rivers,
_i. and roads

by USA 8LAR-equipped Mohawk aircraft, working with FAC's in 0-1
aircraft and C-123 or AC-47 flare ships. Strike aircraft were

called in against targets when oonfirmed. 4 5 COMMUS£CV was pleased
with the performance of the Snipe Bunt and similar projects such
as Lightning Bug (discussed earlier in this chapter under ACTIT
projects). He expressed 41a desire that these night zeconnaissance
means be fully exploited.*'
(TS) Scout dogs with ARVN handlers were used by US units to
search rice paddies, caves, tunnels and villagas and in guarding
perimeters at night. 4? The CO, III MAP felt that sentry and scout
dogs with US handlers would greatly increase their effectiveness,
since the lanvg barrier with ARVN handlers tended to reduce their
effeotivenems. 48 It was estimated that the AMVI scout dog program
would lead to depletion of available indigenous dogs in 1 or 2 years
due to attrition. However, the success of III IQI, lst
tnfDiv and
lot Brigade, 101st Abn Div in using these dogs was sufficient to
warrant the cOutiintion of the ARVN Irmbgrassat
the institution of
a US program.0 COMWSACV requested 15* platoons of tactical wax
dogs; he desired 9 platoons before the end of 1965 and 61 additional platoons for dqioyment in 1946. He recommended that consideration
be given to txaug
US produr. dogs in V•I.
Be expressed a need

Po
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~tc icutdogs, sentry (attack) dogs, arms recovery dogs wA demoAlso, he reommended reconfiguring the US
lition detedtion dog,s
0•0.
per pl5to
scout dog platoon to include one squad of attack dogs
JCS concurred and approved the deployment but no trained platoons
were available for 1965 deployment and at yearst end, US forces
dependent upon dogs provided from ARN resources. 5 1
were still
Plans were made to deploy US platoons as soon as they could be
trained at Lackland APB, Texas and Yort Benning, Georgia.
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(C) In ay 196%4,

IW

SCiIIA

WA<RFAREf

hen the GW •I of the Civil Guard* Maj

Gen Nguren Ngoo' Le returned from a study of Taipeit's political
varfare program, he reccnmended that a "Special Comuissariat for
Psywar* be established, which would combine the following GVN
departmente: Paywar, Military Security Service* Social Service*
Veteran Affairs and Chaplains, C(USMACVs, on 4 June 1964, cobmented favorably on the joint paywar delegationte trip report,
and indicated advance approval of plans to reorganize those RVNAF
agencies concerned with psywar, troop morale$ civic affairs and
social services.
(C) In accordance with an October 1964 agreemnt with
GVNj the GRC established the Military Assistance Group Republic
of ahina Vietnam (MACRaCV) consisting primarily of officers
frao the GRC polvar pvgraa and Folwar Staff College. Xte
mission was to aid the GVK to organize and inaugurate the
General Political Warfare Department (which was founded on
24 October 1964). However, preparatory organizational work
and the changes un the GT hampered imp1emetation of the programs. The RVNAF JG0, in its Nmiorandua of 19 March 1965
specified that the GRID be organized &long the lines recmaneded
by COKUSMA CV, and prescribed a 5.jased schedule for imp1emeiting
polwar throughout RVNAF during period March 1965 - March 196. "
Soon after MACV POLkAR Directorate was established in Yay 1965,
POfIAR and NAMOCV 7wbere began to sketch out an indoctrination
prograa and new irstnaction program for the RVNAF POLWAR school.
An RVNA•-ido orgami-ational structure was also formulated. RVNAFs,
Letter Nr. 1397, 16 Jue 1965, requested uSAmo approval for a
proposed lpolar organisation totaling 12,168 spaces: 5,0463 IRVN,

396 vNAF, 555 1",-N-, 128 VK and 5,626 R.

Prime Minister

4F,

On 24 July 1965,

br dbcree No. 152, confirmed the GRID as an

integral part of DW. The decree rescinded a varietV of previous

orders conereming the %WDand legally placed the political
indoctrination, ptywar# jocial services and security, departments
and chaplain direatorates subordinate to the MND.

(C) The W.uion of the GND ws to studjy prepare and direct
the plans of its component departmnts as described below. The
Chief of the GP-IDO who was also the Deputy Chief of the JGS for
POIWALI# assisted the 0J0S on all polwar matters within the RVNAF.
The OPWD HQ was authorlsed 301 spacet".
te assised strength

in Deceer 1965 mas 167,#incluing 86 offiters.

(C) The Political Indootrination Department, in conjunction
*dth Rtepublic of China (ROC) and the US MisioOn, had been formulating a progrAm to motivate and indoctrinate RVNAF. The program
was amied at bolstering the fighting spirit and morale, and

.me 440of4d 2pave
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sustaining the loyalty of RVAF. The Iniaal 'tage of the program 1 July 1965-February 1966, called training staff officers
and school instructors at the Polwar School to ensure their competence in the implemeutation of troop indoctrination. Although

authorized 136 spaces, only 49 personnel, including 30 officers,

were assigned by December 1965. 2

(C) The Psywar Department provided general and strategic
psychological and civic action support. Its mission was to plan
and control psywar/civil affairs activities and to provide policy
guidance and support to corps, division and sector psywar sections,
the psywar battalions and the civil affairs companies. It had
the capability of printing leaflets, posters and wall newspapers.
This departmnt prepared data for a weekly troop newspaper, a
monthly troop pictorial magazine and a monthly magazine for
officers. Publishod by contracts the troop publications were
printed in 200O000coples each and the officerls magazine in
20j,000 copies. A Pictorical Center distributed comeraial entrtaiment films and newsreels made by peywar personnel. This
center also produced ARVN training films and dubbed-in Vietraaese
sound on US training films. The Psywar Department produced the
"Voice of the AM*•" program for broadcasting over ARVN radio.
Authorized 444 spaces, the Paywar Depatment had an assigned
strength of 455 in December 1965.
(C) The Social Services Department managed the RVNAF social
and welfare assistance program, the RVNAF department housing
progrm and the RVNAF f
omniseary systeu, which became a separate department by Ua te 1966.
The Security Department was charged
with counter-intelligence and counter..espionage ftnotions.
on
11 Auvst 1965, this departent and the J-2# RVNAF# issued .struction No, 1931, which clearly dofined their respective ,lisions
and reswonaibilities.
(C) The ARVN let, 2nd, 3d ard 4th Psywjr Battalions wro"
under the aperational control of the Comanders of the II, II,

I and IV Corps, repeotiv4.

Their mission was to conduct pear

"operations in their respeotive areas to conduct civic action and
Morale pwgrama for military personnis and to suprt the con.
aolidation and internal security lbases in rural construction
operations. Each battalion was authorized 367 spacee, including29 officers and 120 RCO positions,
oeept for the Ist Battalion,*

which had 391 aseipaed, the other battalions were ony about 80
percent filled at year's end.

(C) The ARVN leto 2nd, 3rd and 4th Civil Affairs Compwaies
were under the operaticnal ontrel of the Comadere of the I, IMIo

IV and 31 Corps wnpective~r, their misseion w~stpport the
consolidation and internal scurity phases of
PA.
truction
operatiOns and to provide and ahinisetor aid to.tod
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by operations. CA companies were each authorized 140 spaces,"
including 40 officers and 82 NCO positioni. In December 1965,
they were each only about 75 percent filled.
(C) The Regional Forces (RF) Psqwar/CA Composite Teams,
which were allocated one per sector (province), conducted psywar/
CA operations in support of rural construction within its sector.
RF Headquarters provided general policies and guidance, while
-the province chief ezrcised operational contrel over the team
in his sector. In December 1965, assigned strength of these teams
very closely approximated the authorized strength of 2 officers#
6 NCO's and 4 EK each.
(C) The RVNAF Psychological Warfare Training Center increased
its resident student capacity from 80 to 150 when it was moved
to Camp le Van Duyet in Saigon in October 1964. Its name vs
changed to Political Warfare School (PWS) in April 1965, and
it was subordinated to the indoctrination directorate of the
GRJD. 3 During 1965, 433 personnel were graduated: four enlisted
classes (four weeks each); one basic officers psywar class (six
weeks); and one P6lwar instructors class (12 weeks). 4 Tn late
1965, two additional orientation courses were also conducted,
which were to end in 1966.
(C) The FW was scheduled for relocation to the Gendarmerie
Training Center at Dalat. where its resident student capacity
wae expected to increase to 350. The orginal estimates that
renovation would cost nine million plasters, and would be comleted
by 1 January 1966s were revised at the end of 1965 to 19 billion
piasters, and the ewected ocmletion date to April 1966.
Objeotives
The basic (VN psychological objectives were to create,
%nd maintain confidence in the govenment; establish a
build
;lbae of unity behind the war effortp e3pose the true nature
of VC objectives and destroy the VC wi to fight. ?he OVN
vimimlised its psywar progra in terms of, 1) troop actions to
strengthen and maintain the fighting spArit and loyalty of its
own forcea; 2) enem actiont to destroy the VC spirit and will
(C)

to fight, and 3) civic actions to gain and maintain the support
of the citis"en.
Troop Action
(C) roop action involved eOvrything that affected the
bmonee weiare, loyalty, and fighting spirit of the RVNAF.

Ptgraf coaduoted toward this end were: 1) In, Jetrination:
the US militar

S":
S

information poogram, it used media

I newspperB, -Pphlets, unit

as military radio Programs,

classes and motion pictures. Centýrad on the ideas of responsi,..
bility, honor and country, the program was designed to instill
in the soldier a sense of responsibility toward and love for

country, government

family am-d fellow citizens, and to develop

a code of honor. 25 Dependents quarters: the program illustrated in a material way the government's concern for the military
dependents' welfare. In late 1965, 57,130 of 149,614 projected
family quarters were completed. These qtarters consisted of,
l0-family units made of wood frame, 'metal roofo cement floor,
with a total space of 30 x 8 meters. The social services
directorate of GOD -a&4instered the RVNAF regular forces dependent housing program. 3) PX-Ccmmissary program: to provide
military families wdth food and basic supplies below market
prices at 22 outlets, In late 1965p 11 items were being sold,
and plans called for establishing one outlet in each provincial
capital and major post. 4) Social welfare program: provided
assistance to needy families, medical care, maternity service,
kindergarten and elementary schooUling for 60,000 children of
military families and education in sanitation. Speciallytrained, 375 aocIal workers were assigued to military housing
areas throughout SVN in late 1965. The social services dIrectorate, GPWD# opened the first day-time high school. for 600
RVNAF dependents on 20 September in Saigon. 5 5) Rcognition:
medals and awards for distinguished exrvvine in combat -r in
duty performoce. The RVNM?-*is ItFats in Arms Contel,'" gave
monetary rewards to individuals and units which captured the
most weapons, took the most V( captives and inflicted heaviest
losses to eneu.
6) Entertaiment: oul-turel. plat-ons organic
to ARVN pywar battalions and the RF Itead~arters .antrtained
personnel at militAry posts and traini
centger1
&iei

Action, COu Hoi

(U) The second RVPAF p,•,w progri, ,as called eamy actioN
ai-ed at destroying the VC spirit -444 -Al to fiahit. The pro.

gram drew heavily on the Gm'saQiilu Rai "Cpen Arms"t Program
(C-iP), which provided for mato orizt,
reorientation, vocational
Usiaing and resettliment aosiatanme for VC and their supportere
who defected.
In
.onjunction
*iqIh.this program an award4

offered for weapoo =&ording tas a standa-d price seals. 6

I()
The COH, as orl,.nObly conceivsd4 was a sincere offer
to insurgaents to chang their attitude and join In the effort to

buld the nation.

Its primry purpose wet to provide op*Aiadties

for the insurge ts to make this changel it also had the strategio
aim of deastrog the belief that there was a noml obligation
for one to saport funda or relatives among the insurgents.

The Cli?

tUMVU4 to dispel the tra-tioal strong family ties
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-which influenced individual behavior and to develop loyalty ties
to the nation. The rallier (a VC or VC supporter iho responded
to the CHP appeal) was treated for siclmess or injuries and
kept at the reception center for one or two weeks. Sometimes
mentioned, but not stressed, vas the fact that ralliers were
free to leave the center at any time and return to the VO.
The CHP was carried out pridarily through civilian
"channels under the advice and assistance of USAID and with the
support of the RVNAF at all levels; That the number of ralliers
doubled in 1965 (11,123) over 1964, may be attributable to a
nuaber of factors in addition to the Chieu Hoi policy itself and
the supporting psywar effort, for example I) increasing hardships
of VC life 2) friends or relatives who had been aided by civic
actions 35 his immediate need for food, rest and medical treat.
mont, 45 deliberate VO attempts to send some of their personnel
on rest and recuperation leave, 5) his intent to deceive GVN
officials and take advantage of the provision that a rallier
was exempt from military t1raft for a specified period, 6) deliberate VC attempts to gain information regardi n the (hieu
Hoi program and identify those who have rallied.
(See Table
b-i, Nonthbt Chieu Hoi Returnees$ 1965.)
(o)

(U) The problem of leadership continuity had been serious
in the CHP since its inception in 19631. Mr. Trai Van An, who
was appointed as minister for ChiOu Hoi operations on 16
February, was the 10th director of the CHP. His tenure in this
elevated position w*s also thort lived. On 24 June, the new
government under Prime Minister 4 dissolved the mWnistry and
planed the CHP under the Secretariat of State for Psobological
WtLfare. 7 This resulted in the appointment af a director whose
rank was equivalent only to an arq eaptain.
(c) Subsequently, the US Mission Council formed an interagency ad hoc task foroe to investigate the CUP and reeosud
maesures tich
might Improve the program. OA 10 August, the
task force recommended that more US upport be provided the CIP,
regional CP tot•ers be formed in each corps, and some cbeas
be made in oprntional proceduree. 9 The Mission Coima•l'a
approval on 17 August, was followed by' a plan to assign aix
MAID advisory, and the authorization of four US military liaison
tems in support of the program. By the end of 1968, three USID
advlsors were in the job, The CV nao constructiAg a National
Chinu Hot Center, scheduled for completion in early 1966. The
construction of four regional centers hW bee delayed owitg t
lack of qualified contracting biildr,. A now reportthZ proeeitun
was eetabli•hed, which promiu#d to provIde more reliable a&P
presbe statistics. 7ra tmttrv.•:
the *lgv in t.et
pproivj1

.

of funds for tý, •c:
-b."a

•
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Although the problem of
implementation of CHP plans in 1966.
inadequate CHP facilities was gradually being corrected, the pcblem of insufficient train.d° cadre would probably be solved only
partially during 1966. Of 1,800 positions authorized, only
41,00 were filled at the end of 1965. Many of the cadres were
Toward the
improperly trained and some were incompetent. ll
end of 1965, a massive campaign, to encourage the VC and their
supporters to defect was planned with maximum emphasis timed for
the Tet holiday period (21-24 January 1 9 6 6 ).12 The outcome of
this drive would probably serve to chart the course of the CHP

during 1966.

Bounty.Program
(S) During 1964 and-1965, discussions were held between
representatives of UMACV, the US E~mbassy, and other interested
agencies, rolative to the advisability of establishing a bounty
sksbem of rewards for VC leaders on a dead-or-alive basis in SVN.
Based on recommendations from SEOSTATE, the Mission Council in
Saigon appointed an ad hoc committee at the and of 1964 to study
the proposal and make suggestions on possible implementation.
This committee cQsisaed onArepresntatives of USIS, USAID, the

-

E-1bassy, USHACV.(
(S) By mi--January 1965, the committee had completed its
study and recommended that a pilot bounty program be established.
It was suggested that the program'be implemented in four areas:
Quang Ngai Province, Tay Ninh Province, long An/Hau Nghia Provinces#
and Quang Tri Province. Two of these areas were considered to be
under heavy VC influence, and the two others were, for the most
part under government control. The test program would be conducted
over a six-month neriod, with rewards from 200,000 piasters to
500#000 piasters being paid for, a select number of VC leaders dead
or alive. Under this plan the USMACV J2 would be responsible for
cataloging and identifying VC personnel in order to prepare a
want list. 14
.(S) After staffing, USMACV J2 did not concur' ith his assigned
role, as the identification function would provide, in effect, undesirable overt US participation. 15 Other agencies were also given
tasks,9 to include IheMN MiWB teof
Interior, through the NP, for
overall coordinationand psywar agencies for
program publicity. 1
UiCIFI- 5, OOMUSMACV concurred with this
version of the plan. 17 In April, the entire Mission Council approved
the Plan; however, impllentation was delayed ow:ing to a "political
vaccum"within the GVN.
'
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Civic Action
(C) The third major RVNAF psywar program concerned civic
action, which aimed at gaining the loyalty, and maintaining the
support of the citizenry. The VN connotation of "civic action"
was far more comprehensive than the normal usage: It included
not only tangible projects, but also the spoken or written word
which contributed to the strength and welfare of the nation
(see also RVAF MILCAP below).
RVNAF Military Civic Aotion Program
1(Q) Most of the then government leaders in the Diem govern-

ment seemed to fail to recogbize the true nature of psywar. This
resulted in a lack of guidance to RVNAF personnel concerning 0'
development of wholesome relations between military personnel
and the local population. Although subsequent govermnents increasingly appreciated this aspect of the counterinsurgency effort,
they nevertheless only gradually translated these beliefs into
airect actions. Limited funds and resources also hampered their
actions. Although the office of the prime minister had accepted
on 12 March 1965. a US draft proposal of an integrated RVNAF
MILCAP decree for study, it had not been finalized at the end
of th. year.
(U) The RVNAF MILCAP was administered at the JGS level by
the Psywar Directorate of the GPWD. The program included information and education, entertainment, gifts, repair and construc-

tion, and indemnification for damages and losses due to combat
operations. For the VWs' the "civic action" concept connoted
nt only tangible projects, which benefited the local populace,
but also the spoken word and leaflet, which was intendhd to
gain the people's respect for the GVN.
(C) In CY 64 the RVNAF KILCAP was supported by 100 million
plasters; in CY 65 by 70 million piasters. The 1965 RVNAF -MIMP,
wbich was approved by the Chief, JGS, on 2 March, included
provisions for an indemnification program to compensate for deaths,

injuries, and loss or damage to property caused by RVNAF activitius. COMUSMACV, in a letter dated 7 July, reccrmnended that the
memorandum be changed to include US and other FWMAF. This change
was effected by RVNAF JOS Memo 2415 dated 17 August. Indemnification funds were allocated from the MILCAP program of the RYN
defense budget; money for the program came from AID-generated
'funds.
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1965 MILCAP Funds, civic actions were to be planned and executed
in terms of timeliness,real usefulness (avoiding luxury items)
and direct benefit to intended recipients (avoiding intermediaries).
The RF/PF were the primary agencies for undertakingiMILCAP within
the provinces. As the military situation permitted, the regular
armed forces would also be used in civic action programs.
M.phasis would be placed on the use of military managerial/technical skills and equipment. When selection was possible, the
regular forces mould undertake civic action programs in areas
where VC activities were greater.
(U) The contribution of civic action accomplishments to the
overall counterinsurgency effort was officially recognized by
ranking RVNAF authorities on 2 September. Following discussions
with CCIUSMACV, CJGS issued an order tf the day invhich he noted
that the recent victories throughout the RVN might be attributed
basically to the awareness of the military forces of their mission
to destroy the enemr and the fact that the people had voluntarily helped the armed forces in its operations. He further
stated that these wholesome developments could be enhanced by
ensuring the close solidarity between the armed forces and the
people, by respecting the spirit of discipline in the armed forces
and by eliminating tendencies toward arrogance and irresponsibility. 2 0
Medical Civic Action Program
(C) US field. advisors indicated that among civic action 'poijects9 none had a more inmediate and dramatic effect than the
MEDCAP. Apart from the purely medical aspects of the program, the
appearance of military medical personnel in rural areas vi$idl#
portrayed the government4s concern for the welfare of the people
and created a favorable image of the military forces. Medical
teams effectively induced interest .among villagers and provided
a ready audience for GVN messages and appeals. In early 1965%
RVNKF medical personnel were performing about 75 percent of all
treatments under the supervision of US medical personnel. Consideration' ws being given to a phase-out of the US MNDCAP
activities, whereupon VN persomnenould take over. MEDCAP program supplies were funded and provided by USAID and distributed
through RVNA' medical depots. The US MEDOCAP was under the supervision of the USMACV Surgeon. 21
(C) VNN authorities converted an ISM to an austere hospital
ship in February 1965. Staffed with a medical/dental team and
preventive medicine respresentatives, the LSM (H) made possible
the novol extension of the RVNAF MEDCAP among junk divisions and
islands in the Gulf of Thailand and along the coast. During the
year the LWK (H) medical2y treated thousands of civilians and
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military and paramilitary personnel and their dependents, In
March 1965, a US medical mobile training team arrived iin-country
and boarded the LSM (H) for a six-month training and assistance
program with their VNN counterparts. A psywar team was often
on board and gave cultural shows and other types of entertainment. Soap, food and clothing were also distributed. 22
. (U)

A US-ARVN MEDCAP using the railroad to distribute
food, clothing and medical assistance on a scheduled basis,
(called "Operation Rai.l Aid*), was held along the railway line

between Saigon and Xuan Ioc in October 1965,. About 1,500

patients were treated. 23 Toward the end of 1965, this pro-.
gram had to be curtailed because of non-availability of roll-

ing stock*

(C) In April 1965, the USA Surgeon General t s office considered a plan to expand MEDCA? activities by deploying a mobile
dispensary team to each RVN province, each teani to consist of
three doctors and 15-20 enlisted men. However, smaller teams
operating in fixed locations were subsequently considered to
be more practical. USAID USMACV Joint Directive 4-65 concerning
the Mlitary Provincial Hospital Assistance Program (4ILPRAP),
was published on 20 December. This program emphasized the use
of US military medical personnel to treat VN civilians in
civilian medical institutions. In addition to providing immediate
medical aid to the VN and support in raising the standards of
training of VN medical personnel, this program augmented the
MEDCAP by improving the GVN medical referral system. 24 At the
end of 1965, there were six US teams, consisting of 16 men each,
two teams each operating in I and IV CTZ'sp and one team each in
II and III' Corps. Programmed for deployment in 1966 were 18
additional teams, nine US and nine from Free World nations.
(U) US3ACV Directive 40-90 dated 29 September 1965, concerning MEDCAP was superseded by a revised issue dated 28 December
1965. This revision provided substantially different guidance
fer the participation of an increasing number of US and FWMAF
units of battalion and larger size. The treatment of VN civilians
by US military personnel through RVNAF counterparts was defined
as MEDGAP I and when conducted directly, was known as HEDCAP II.
(C) MEDGAP I was conducted by medical service personnel
assigned as advisors or by personnel of Special Forces detachments or other small units, primarily in insecure areas, to
foster mutual respect and cooperation among RVNAF personnel,
GVN civilian health representatives and the people. US personnel
were to encourage RVNAF medical personnel to undertake MEDGAP
activities without US personnel support and to persuade RVNAF
U "ý4- personnel that they would eventually be expected to assume
-A/~
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complete responsibility foil the program. MEDCAP II projects
required approval by the pertinent provincial government, the
USAID provincial representative, the USMACV sector advisor and,

finally, by the USMACYrprgeon. 25

(C) VN medically treated by US military personnel during
1965 (excluding those treated in the MIIMHAP) totaled 5,993,214.
Total cost was $924•549.44.
(In 1964, 2,705,098 had been treated
at a cost of $583,091.) The average cost for the entire NEDCAP
at the end of year was 19 cents per patient.
RAND Corporation Research Projects
(C) Local attempts to expand USNACVts capability in propaganda research analysis in early 1965 were unsuccessful, since
the program lacked depth, system and expertise. In February
1965, Ca(USKACV sought the support of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, (International Security Affairs) (OASU/ISA) in conducting a research project on VC vulnerabilities.
The Rand (Research and Development) Corporation, a non-profit organization
providing DCD with technical and scientific research services,
agreed to undertake the proposed project. In March 1965,
CG3SMACV felt that the Rand plan for conducting the study
appeared to be responsive to MACV requirements. It was expected that the results of these studies would be helpful in

formulating plans to exploit VC vulnerabilities through psycho..
logical operations (psyops).
(C) In December 196%5 the Rand staff in SVN consisted
of 13 US research workers (eight on long-term projects%, two
secretaries, and 12 Vietnamese interrogators and clerk-typists.
Rand publications during 1965 for ARPA and OASD/ISA which were
useful references for USMACV's propaganda and operations research
efforts included: 1) RM-4482-ARPA, G. C. Hickey: The Amerioaa
Military Advisory and his Foreign Counterpart: The Case of
Vietnam, March 1965, (C); 2) RM-4517-ISA, Ieon Goure: Some
Impressions of the Effects of Military Operations on Viet Cong
Behavior, March 1965, (C); 3) RM-4512-ARPA, R. Michael Pearces
Evolution of a Vietnamese Village - rart I: The Present, After

Eight Months of Pacification, April 1965, (C); 4) R-4402-ARPA,
C V. Sturdevant: Additional Insight on the Military Situation
in South Vietnam Relative to Prior Years, July 1965 (C); and
5) RM-499-ISA, loon Goure and CA1l Thompeoni Some Impressions
of Viet Cong Vulnerabilities:

An Interim Report,

(Advance Copy)

August 1965, (C).
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Leaflet Operations
(C) In early April 1965, the Vietnam Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee beaded by the DepUty Assistat' Secretary
of State for Far Eastern Affairs and composed of representatives

frOm the Department of State, DOD, JOS, USIA, USAID, DIA and
CIA approved in principle the US Ambassadorts proposal for

regular but random psyops against NVN. These operations were
to be conducted by CINCPAC, using the resources of both RVN
and US forces. A US Mission Psyops Committee was formed
chaired by the JUSPAO Director. Initially, JUSPAO was primari3ly concerned with coordination of media content with
the GVN and leaflet development, the US Embassy political
section with policy considerations, and POIWAR with tar.
geting, delivery means and other technical aspects of the
program,
(0) Leaflet drops up until early July were made primarily in the heavily populated cities and towns along the
NVN coast from the 17th parallel to the edge of the Red River
delta. The leaflets explained why certain targets were being
struck and warned the people to move away from potential
targets. In mid-1965, two other types of leaflet operations
were authorized& Those which reinforced ROILING TUNDER
strikes, and those designed to achieve other psychological
objectives. An NVN Leaflet Targeting Group was lormdd with
US Enbassy, JUSPAO and POLWAR participation to coordinate
the more fully expanded overt psyops against NVN.
(U) The US Mission Council, oi 12 July, approved a
JUSPAO-prepared 3-month (15 July - 15 October) leaflet drop
program designed to warn NVN citizenry to stay away from
probable target areas, to explain the necessity of such

bombings, to place thA blame for them on the NVN government,
and to agitate the N1 citizenry against their government
and its policies. Leaflet themes were designed to invoke
the appropriate sentiments of the people on specific national
and religious holidays. For example, the theme of Leaflet
21 cited national hero Tran Binh Tong's willingness to dbe
a Vietnamese ghost rather than King of Chins," and that when
the CHICCK.influenced Lao Dong Party cease its aggression in
the south, all would live in peace. The target areas were
mostly in the Red River delta. to include populated areas,
the major routes to Hanoi and Haiphong and the outskirts of
those two cities.
(S) The psyops campaign for the six months ending 15
October, which involved dropping about 44#268,000 leaflets and
10,000 small gift packages9over 90 target areas, was considered
8* OF 4 8
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This evaluaCommittee.
to be a success by the.' US Iýtertion was based on the following factst 1) air-dropped data and
radio broadcasts had reached a wide audience in NN, 2) NVN
officials admitted that some "backward elements" had been enticed by the gifts and duped by the broadcasts, 3) some inquisitive people had become propaganda dissewinators, 4) morale among
NVN citizenry had apparently been adversely affected, and 5) NUN
officials expressed serious concern over the "deceitful propaganda argments" and the need for countering such efforts. The
most significant factors involved is the apparent lowering of
the morale appeared to be the continued selective bombing of
military and economic targets, the hardships and dislocations
caused by such bombings. and the factual data contained in
the leaflets.
(TS) In addition to the general success of leaflet operations
in NVNs, the program also provided valuable experience in terms
of coordinating the complex mechanical aspects involving printing
"in Ckinawa, centralized storage and bomb loading in Saigon and
Bien Hoa, delivery of bombs to Korat and Da Nang, procedures for
joint targeting,
use of various dissemination techniques,
fragging (ordering) leaflet missions, debriefing missions, etc.
During 1965, 77 million leaflets, 340,000 newspapers, and
20,000 gift packages were dropped over NVN. 27
(TS) Toward the end of 1965, plans were jointly prepared by
the US Ebassay and JUSPAO for a systematic three-month psyops
campaiga against NVA infiltrators in NWN staging areas, along,
various points of infiltration' routes in th eastern Panhandle
These plans were
of Iaos and staging areas within the RVN. 2•
complicated by restrictions based on political consideratione.
Comunity Relations and the Refugee Problem
(U) In view of the buildup of US and FWIAF in the RVN, and
the attendant increased possibilities for untoward incidents
to occur,, C•OUSMCV instituted a Community Relations Program 2 9
to encourage good relations between the VN people and their
foreign guests, and to establish means by which VC efforts to
exploit unfortunate incidents might be negated. In early June
1965# the US Ambassador requested GVN's assistance in organizing a
Community Relations Comittee in each major city to include
US, RVNAF and FWW representatiess& plus GVN officials and
local civio and business leaders. 3u In addition to the cities
of Saigon, Hue, Vung Tau, Bien Hoa, Da Nang and Qui Nhons these
committees were also forned in the provinces of Quang Tin and
Quang Ngai in I OTZ and Ban Me Thuot, Kontun and Pleiku in II
CTm. The committees were primarily concerned with maintenance
of discipline, prevention of incidents$ amicable solutions to
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disputes, the reception and resettlement of refugees and enhancement of public relations.
(C)

USAID had the primary responsibility for advising,

assisting and supporting GVN non-military governmental organs
and thus had the primary US civil affairs responsibility in
RVN. Programed USMACY/CA operations were limited to base
areas and were restricted in scope to those government functions

which had a direct bearing on the welfare of US/FWMAF efforts,

-

e.g.,g public safety. In areas adjacent to or away from base
areas, US tactical unit CA requirements were met by working with
the existing GVN and local officials through the sector and
subsector advisory detachments. The Community Relations Committee,
or Friendship Council, served as the primary forum for discussions
with local government officials. Although US commanders were not
responsible for the civilian population during operations, a
refugee relief team (six officersq two EK) was attached to each
brigade or regiment during operations to manage refugees in
situations when GVN agencies were not effective. 31
(U) With increased VC terrorism, a series of natural
disasters and the intensification of military activities in SVN,
the number of refugees rose to 735,858 as of $ December 1965,
which constituted nearly five percent of the total RVN population.
At the national level USAID had primary responsibility for refugee
relief. Every effort was made to turn those refugees into a
natural asset and to resettle them in their original hamlets if
possible. Coordination of refugee relief activities at the provincial level was the respons3.bility of the Provincial Committee,
augmented by social welfare and rural construction representatives.
(U) USVACV sector advisors assisted the USAID provincial '
representatives in coordination of US refugee relief assistance,
through use of subsector advisory teams to assist and support
GVN refugee relief operations, mid by using USXACV Pefugee relief
teams to supplement GVN operations when necessary, 32

I

(U) The refugee program was conceived not only in terms
of providing the material and medical needs of refugees1 but,
more essentially, their needs for confidence in themselves and
the GVN, for security for self and family and for hope of a
better life. Refugees were returned to their home village or
"relocated only after 1) they received adequate training and
equipment, 2) adequate security had been established and refugees
were prepared to defend themselves, 3) the provincial structure
in the area of resettlement was capable and willing to administer
the needs of such hamlets and villages, and 4) they mere informed
of various GVN socio-eoonomic services available to then. ,
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(C)

The 41st USA CA Cwmpany, composed'of 16 refugee teams,

specifically tailored for operation in RVN, was placed under the
operational control of FFCRCEV tb provide FWNAF tactical units
iith a capability to manage refugees from military actions, Four
teams were attached to III HAF and three teams were attached to
the 1st Inf Div. Logistic support for refugee operations we"
normally drawn from G/USAID stocks. 33 As of 5 December,
282,191 refugees had been resettled while 453p667 were in tom.porary shelters.
Rural Surface Water Supply Program

(U) In April 1964, a Joint US/GVN task force was organized
by USAID to manage the RVN Rural Water Supply Program, primarily
in surface water purification projects. USA engineers and USAID
advisors were providing equipments logistic support and essential
direction to this program. The GVN would take over full
operation of the program when it developed the capability.
(C) The 539th Engineer Battalions Okinawa, provided USA
Engineer Control Advisory Detachments (ECAD) on a 6-month TDY

basis to support this operation. Four three-man ECAD's were
working with USAID Public Works Department in advising and
assisting the GVN, Local labor was used on all projects, and
local personnel were trained in the operation and maintenance
of equipment. As of 31 December 1965% 12 projects in IV CTZ
and one in II CTZ had been completed, four were in progress
and 18 scheduled to start through May 1966.
pcity of
systems varied from 25-50 gallons per minute. 3o
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h•,eu Hoi Returnees. 1965
Returnees

Nonth

JamUary

406

FebruarY

467

March

489

April

532

May

1s,015

June

1,089

July

687

August

1,571*

September

1,068

October

102•.1

November

1,482

Decembqr

TOTAL

143123

"4698 of these 3,571 returnees were the M (Kmr

Kampuokea Kam) of Cambodian origin, known as the
'Foulard Blanost(White Scarves).
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INTELLIMUCE ACTIVITIES1

(C) Until the decisions were made to employ US and
FWI.AF in offensive combat operations, USMACV's primary means of
influencing the conduct and outcome of the war in Vietnam was
through MAP and the advisory effort. Because of the limited
US participation in combat operations, the scope of J2 activities
was also limited. In essence, the J2 mission at that time was to
support and improve the Vietnamese intelligence effort and to keep
COMUSIACV, CINCPAC, and the US national agencies informed of the
intelligence situation. The bulk of the intelligence acquired.--...
was funneled into J2 through the advisory system
noresources
F0
U0teaYu•clic
e
•_•and frm
were limited to special intelligence activities, photo and
visual reconnaissance, Radio Direction Finding and IR and
ýLAR reconhaissance. These resources were provided on a very
austere basis.
(S) At the time of the SECD1F visit to USHACV in mid-July
it became apparent that the rapid increase in US forces approved
by the SECDEF would require additional intelligence support in
all areas and phases of the intelligence cycle.
(C) The J2 mission mushroomed to include providing combat
intelligence for US units and support for an intensive B-52
bombing program. At the sawe time, it became necessary to
intensify the intelligence effort in the other areas of USMACV
"intelligence interest: NVN, Laos#, Cambodia, and South China.
(TS)
In the area of air targeting, not only were the ARC
LIOKr targeta validated (vee Chapter IV) by the J2, but the outof-country air programs in TAo3 and NVIN were 3ug-o ted by i-

J,

ui~t

ze~ wit~n ol uece~iber i~jb5 thji

sýiiiel

requirements of the Reconnaissance Dranch of J2 were expanded
to provide support for TIGQI HOUNUD strike/reconnAis mice
operations. rteconnaisan-ce Branch was responsible for providing
personnel support in order to establish an intelligence collection base for the TIGF
IfOMl) progr=# and certain assigned
personnel functioned directly in the imediate TIGER IIOUND
operations area. The J2 also provided targeting sVpport of US/
NFN
ground operations. Such unilateral operations as STARLIGH(T
UTAJI, and SI1TR DAYOET were based an intelligence processed
by the US intelligence coanunity_
N&
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(C) In order to cope with the expanded J2 mission of support
of US/PFW
offensive operations and unilateral activities, it
was necessary to reorganise the J2 staff to provide better
supervision of joint and combined intelligence activities and to
divorce the J2 from the administration of intelligence organizational activities.
(U) "'i Management Division Performed managerial functions
for the J2, U(WACV, and provided the focal point for the intel"ligence procrias, budgets, procedures and resources. This division
developed policy arA exercised general staff supervision of
intelligence ADP applications and equipment. This division also
included the Office of RVNAF Intelligence Affairs, which concentrated on x.e tionships with the Vietnamese intelligence
(C) 1le ln iligence Division was responsible for all
intelligence production activities. It also exercised staff
3uperviiin oever the !.ntellipence center 'iciah was the US
eloeet of a combince USHACV/TRVNAF intelligence production
fecility. This facility, known as the Combined Intelligence
Center, Vietnam (CICV), brought together in teams all of the
tools, skills and specirl talents of both US and RVNMF
intelligence specialists - Order of battle, area analysis,
imagery interpretation and technical intelligence. The
establishment of this center reversed the trend toward
isolation of targeting activities by concentrating all available
resources for the solution of intelligence problems across the
board. Most of the personel manning the CICV were provided
the 519th MI Battalion, assigned to USARV. The director
and key supervisory personnel however were assigned to the
Intelligence Division.

_by

(U) The Plae•-a
Tr. n
Vajvi ion prepared, developed,
coordinated, and maintained policies and requirements relating to
the intelligence portion of contingency plans. It also had
staff responsibility for mapping, charting, geodeay, and
intelligence training. This division advisetd J2, JG3 on the
RV••-F mapping progr,
and on matters pertaining to RVNAF
intelligence training and schools.
\

(C)
The Intelligence Operations !"i•., planned,
coordinated, supervised and evaluated th.. USACV intelligence
collection effort and represented the JX on all interagency
omittees concerned with collection or exploitation activities.
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(U) The Counterintelligence Division was responsible for
the supervision of offensive and defensive counterintelligence
matters.
(U) The Meteorological Officer compiled and presented
meteorological briefings, reports, estimates and other natural
environmental information of intelligence and operational interest
in Southeast Asia.
(U) The Foreign Liaison Office was created to perform
intelligence liaison with foreign military attaches.
(C)
principal
served as
affecbing

The Special Assistant for T7!"T'F A.ffairs was the
representative of J'2, USMACV to the J2 of thb JGS, and
the rrim--y advisor tu J2, USMACV on all matters
US/GVN relations.

(C) uI/RVNt-: intelligence relationships can be illustrated
by two examples: I) the Special Military Intelligence Activities
Team (SWAT) which collected information of intelligence value
bv clandestine means. SI'TUT alsc had the Uii.[ion of advising
the direction 2f el-eandestine collection rctivities of the RVNAF
924th Support Group. 2) The 704t.h. NTC Det +4ich hid a counter
intelligence mission and also advised Lhe Vietnzntc•c lilitary
Security Service (i;"S),
(C) The US combat intelligence flow was siMldr to the RVNA•P
effort and was, in effect, a parallel system of reporting. Ti the
fields of procesoin.- and production, the CICV wes a joint US/RVNIF
effort and intrrorptionZ were conducted on a bilateral basis,
Footnotes
i.

Iaterial contained in Annex N is derived prinipally from the
I'CVJ2 Briefing given to W.aJ Gen Davls, "CU;,
DA, 10 Dec 65.
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(C)

AATT

Australian Army Training Team

Abn
ACC
ACofS
ACTIV
ACY
AD
AF
AFAG
AFB
AFC
AFCC
AFLC
AIRS
APSC
AFTU-V
AIK
A1O
AM
lMB
AM
ANGLICO
ANZAC
AOC
AP
APC
ARC
ARPA
AIVN
ASOC
ATCO

Airborne
Army Component Command (er)
Assistant Chief of Staff
Amy Concept Team in Vietnam
Armed Combat Youth
Air Division
Air Force
Air Force Advisory Group
Air Force Base
Armed Forces Council
Air Force Component Command (er)
Air Force Logistics Command
Armed Forces Radio Service
Air Force Systems Command
Air Force Test Unit, Vietnam
Assistance-in-kind
Air Liaison Officer
Alluminum Matting
Ambassador
American Eubassy
Air Naval Gunfire Liaison Company
Australian New Zealand Amy Corps
Air Operations Center
Associated Press
Armored Personnel Carrier
Amrican Red Cross
Advanced Research Projects Agency
Army Republic of Vietnam
Aix Bpport Operations Oenter
Air Transport Coordinating Office

Bde

Brigade

BEQ
BDI
BOQ
brig Gen
BRJ
CL
C&O
CAD
OaS

Bachelor Enlisted QArtser
Battalion Lending Team
Bachelor Officers Quarters
Brigadier General
Broun-Root-Jones
Civil AffaIrs
Civic Actiou 3wup
Corps Advisory Detaocmnt
Controlled American Sour=e
CBU
Cluster Vowb Unit

CORSF (D)

Commanr, Central Region SEM

field Pove.., (Designateo)
Cobat Development Teat Oenter,
Vietnam
Comandi
erl

CDTCV
CG

P

'a2
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D

Chief Air Force Advisoxy Group
Chinese Communist
Chinese Nationalist
Chief, Joint United States Military
Advisozy Group, Philippines
Chief, Joint US Military Advisory Group
Thailand
Chief, Naval Advisory Group
Chieu Hoi Program
Central Intelligence Agency
Combined Intelligence Center - Vietnam
Civilian Irregular Defense Group
Commander.in Chief Pacific
Commander in Chief Pacific Fleet
Commander in Chief Vietnamese Amed
Forces
Commader in Chief Strategic Air Command
Commander in Chief Strike Command
Commander in Chief Vietnamese Navy
Chairman, Joint Qiiefs of Staff
Chief Joint General Staff

cHAFAG
CHICa
CWJUSAWIEIL
SCHJUSKAGTHLI
CHP
CIA
CICV
CIDG
CINCPAC
CINCPACFLT
CINCRVA
CIJCShC
CINCSTRI
CINCVM
CJCS
CJi
CLASSES OF SUPPLY
Class I
Class I1
Class III
Class IV

Rations
Clothing and Equipment
JOL
Oranizational Equipment and Fortification
Wterial
Ammunition
Capital Military Region
•Riot Control Agent
Chief of Naval Operations
Owanduing Officer
Combat Operations Center
Chief of Staff, US A=W
Commauer, ustralian Amy Forcee, Viet-

Class V
U
C
C90
CO
COC
CoesA
C04AA"
CC

nam.

DV

Comlander, Now Zealand Aesistance Detachmeat, Vietnaw

Commandr, Nev Zoaland Anr
Fast

COZAPE
CK)UiIJLMAV

CoANdery, Philippine Military Assistance
Group VietnM
Commander, Military Assistance Group,
of China, Vietnam
Commander, Republio of Korea Forces,

SOt&OROCV

S•Rpublie

•

C(3RV

Vietnam

CHO(IRKAOV
CO

tome Far

Comander, Republic of Korea Militaxy
Aseietanoe Group, Vietnam
•~Ciadert Seventh Fleet

IIUMBV1'

aP
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SCHIT

SCHNAVG

UNGLASSILII
COMSTSFE
CaK1USKOREA
COMUS4ABCTI

Connander, Military Sea Transport Service Far East
Commander, United States Forces, Korea
Cowmander, United States Military Assistance

Command, Thailand
COMUSSEASIA
CONUS
COSURV•OR
OOSVM
CI€
CS
CSAH
MF

Conmnder, United States Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam
Commander, US Forces, Southeast Asia
Cnntinental United States
Coastal. Buxveillanoe Force
Central Office for South Vietnam
Central Rural Reconstruction Council
Riot Control Agent
Chief of Staff, US Air Force
Commander Task Force

MY-77
CTOC

ColmmAner Task Force 77
Corps Tactical Operations Center

CTZ
CVA
CW
CY
DA
DAHL
DCA
DCNO
DCS
DCSLOG
DOSOPS
DEPC(4UaIACITHAI

DIA
DIZ
DoD
ECAD
EW
EKMTL
1AC

Corps Tactical Zone
Aircraft Carrier, Iarge Attack
Continuous Wave
Calendar Year
Department of the IL"
Directorate, Army MAP Logistics
Defense Commmications Agency
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
Defense Communications System
Deputy Chief of Staff, Logistics
Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations
Deputy Commander United States Military
Assistance Co4az4, Thailand
Deputy Commander United States Military
Assistance Coimand, Vietnam
Directorate General for Rural Reoonstrution
Defense Intelligence Agency
Demilitarized Zone
DelArtmoent of Defense
Engineer Control Advisory Detachment
Electronic Counter Measures
Embassy Telegram
Yorward Air Controller

PAR

Force Ams. Royaume

FATOC
F"ORCEV
WFPAC

field Amy Tactical Operations Center
Field Force, Vietnam
US Fleet )FArine Force, Pacifio
trench Patrol boat
fire Support Coordination Center
Foreign Service Officer
United front for the Struggle of Oppressed
Races

0CKUSMACV

DEPCWUSM&CV

D=

tOM

PSCC
ftO
IVRO
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Frýee 'World Military Assistance Forces
1•K0
FwMAPC

Free World 'Military Assistance Office
Free World Military Assistance Policy
Council

Gun Liaison Officer
GIZ.
GOA
00K
GOP
GOS

Government of
General Order
Government of
Government of
Government of
Government of

ON
GPID

Geneva Prisoners of War Convention
General Political Warfare Department

GRC
GVN
HEWUPPACT

Goverment of the Republic of China
Government of Vietnam
Headquarters, Support Aotivity, Saigon

HIs
ENC
Eq,
HQ CowI)T
BUS

Heliborne Illumination System
Medium Helicopter
High National Council
Headquarters
HetAquarters Commandant
Headquarters, Support Aotivity, Saigon,

ICC
ICRC

Inteonational Control Commission
International Cmittee of the Red Cross

IMAO

International Military Assistance Office

INTO
IR
ISA
IWCS
JCs
Jos
JUTA
JSOP
JTACC
JTD
JTOC
JUS.M
JUSPAO
ZIA
LUM

Intelligence Corps
Infrared
International Security Agency
Integrated Wideband Comunications system
Joint Chiefs of Staff
Joint General Staff (RVNAP)
Joint Research and Teat Agenoy
Joint Strategic Objeotives Plan
Joint Tactical Air Control Center
Joint Table of Distribution
Joint Tactical Operations Center
Joint US Military Assistance Advisory
Group, Thailand
Joint US Aiblic A$waira Office
Killed in Aotit.
Light Anti-aircraft Missile

LARC
LM

Lighter, Amphibious Resuppl~y Cargo
iAnding Ship Beohanized

40

MEH

SGLO

iew Zealand
Australia
Korea
the Philippines
Spain

(HODPPACT)

LC-P

iMning Craft,t

LCPL

Landing Craft Personnel Light

Lou
wVP
LUw
LO

landing Craft Utility
lending Craft Vehicle, Personnel
Vietnam*ee Special Forme@
Liaison Officer

rsoanel
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(7NCL ISSI113
LOI
LOC
Log Coed
LSD
LSIL
LSM.
LSK(H)
LSSL
LST
LTR
LZ
M&AG
MAC
1ACPD

Raj Gen
MAP
MARADVU
MAS
MATS
MAW
XCB
I&B
MDCAP
HEF
MEMO
MRB
MHE
MIA
RIG
MILCAP
IILCON
KILIAP

letter of Instruction
Line (s) of Commnication
Logistical Command
Landing Ship Dock
Landing Ship Infantry Large
Landing Ship Medium
Landing Ship Medium, Hospital
Landing Ship Support Large
Landing Ship Tank
letter
Landing Zone
Military Assistance Advisory Group
Marine Amphibious Oorps
Military Assistance Command Political
Warfare Advisory Directorate
Military Assistance Command Studies and
Observation Group
Military Assistance Couand, Vietnam
Marine Amphibious Force
Marine Air Group
Military Advisory Group, Govermment of the
Republic of China
Major General
Military Assistance Program
Marine Advisory Unit
Mobile ArWy ar6gical Hospital
Military Air Transport Service
Marine Air Wing
Mobile Construction Battalion
Marine Expeditionary Brisade
Medical Civic Action Program
Marine Expeditionary Force
Memorandum
Military History Branch
Materials Handling &luipwnt
Missing in Action
Counist Jet Fighter
Military Civic ,Aotion Program
Military Construction
milltary Provincial Hospital Assistance

NOIAL
NP

Monthly Evaluation Seport
military Police

MSG0

Nessage

WS
NNS
K19TS1i
ft
NAVOP

Military security service
Military Sea trnsuport Service
military Sea Tranport service, Far BEast.
&eaw
nt Too
lais. Advisory Group

MACSOG
MACV
MAP
MAG
W•AROCV

Program

(
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SUN

Amphibious Base
Support Activity
Component Command (er)
Gunfire
Gunfire Support
Naval Gunfire Liaison Officer
National Legislative Council
National Liberation Front
National Military Command Center
National Police
National Police Field Force
Naval Research & Development Unit
Naval Research & Development Unit,
Vietnam
National Security Agency
National Training Center
North Vietnam Amy

Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval

NAVPEIBASE
NAVSUPPACT
JOC
NGF
NGFS
NGLO
TLC
YLF
NMCC
NP
NPFF?
mU
JRDUV
NSA
NTC
EVA

,

North Vietnam (ae)

NVM

Office of the Assistant Secretqry of
Defense
Officer in CWirge of Conatruction

OASD
OICC

Operations Plan

OPLAN

Office of Special Assistant

OSA
OSD

OSD/ARPAMV
'

L+-SSIFIED

03I
Of

Office of the Secretary of Defense
Projects Agency, R•oearuh and Developwent Forward Unit, Vietnam
Office of Special Thvestigatione (useL)
Orgszitation and Training

US Air Forces, Pacific

PAW

iacificie@t

PACFM

Rivei

Pr

Patbet 14o

PL

P
IVC
PSYOPS
PMAR
pV
SwS

-

Craft Fast
Persaent cQan"s of Station
Popular Force

PCer?ltrol
PCS

PIOL
POLVAR
POIAARA

)a

IR

fttroleAO l and labricants
Political warfa"
Political Warare Advieory
Directorate
Prisoner of War
athtinder, Reconnaissance ard Combat
Psychological Operations
Psychological Warfare
Poutes, 'Telegraphes, Telephones
Political Warfare School

,2

C.
RAAF
RAG
RAR
RDFU
REGT
RF
RLAF
RLF
RIA
RLT

Royal Australian Air Force
River Assault Group
Royal Australian Regiment
Research and Development Field Unit
Regiment
Regional Force
Royal Laotian Air Force
Royal Laotian Forces
Royal Laotian Government
Regimental Landing Team

MIK

Raymond-Morrison-Knud sen

ROC

Republic of China

ROCKAGV

Republic of China, Military Assistance
Group, Vietnam
Republic of Korea
Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam
Republic of Korea, Military Assistance
Commiand, Vietnam
Republic of the Philippines
River Patrol Craft

ROK
ROKV
ROXKKACROP
RPC

RR

Recoilless Rifle

wR
RSSZ
RTAF

Rest and Recuperation
Rung Sat Special Zone
Royal Thai Air Force

RTF

Reconnaissance Task Force

RTO
RBY
RVNAF

Royal Thai Government
Republic of Vietnam
Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces

Strategic Air Coand
of the Air Force, Office ot

SAO
SAPOISecretary
SAM
SASub

Infomation
Surface to Air Missile
Sb-Area Petroleum Office, Vietnam

SATS
SDS
S&ACOORD

Short Airfield Tactical Strip
Supplemental Data Shoot(s)
Southeaat Aaia Cooidinating Counoil

and Rescue
.

MAL

SeatAir$Land

IWSIA
MTO
SECDE
ECSTATE

snep

Southeast Asia
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of State
Shore Fire Control Party

Sm

Special Fones Group

SLAR
MLY
SLO

Side Looking Airborne Radar
Special Landing Force
Senior Liaison Officer
Special Kilitary Intelligence Activities
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ITNC¾

F I

SNSearch

UNCLASSWI'IED
SOFA
STAR
S2ATNEPT
STN
SWIFT
OC
TAC
TACO
TACS
TAME
TD
TDT
TP
TEA
TOC
TRAC

,
TS
TU
TUOM
UBA
UDI
UD?
USAID

Status of Forces Agreement
Speed Thru Air Supply
Departsent of State
South Vietnam
A 50-foot, 32 knot, radar equipped,
aluminum boat.
3Synchronous Comnunications Satellite
Tactical Air _o.aM
Tactical Air Control Center
Tactical Air Control System
Tactical Area of Responsibility
Table of Distribution
TeMporary ItY
Task Force
Traffio Management Agency
Tactical Operations Center
Target Resea-h and Aalysis Center
Tan Son Uhut
Task Unit
Troop Unit Change Request
United Buddhist Association
United Buddhiet Institute
Under Water Demolition Team
US Agonay for lnternational Development
(United States Operations Hissiotn USOK-

prior to 1966)
USARPAC
NOST

US Ary Paoific
US Amy# Vietnam

USARKS

US Army Rpyukeu

USATYA

US Amy, Task rorce AlPa

USASCY

US Army Spport Coand, Vietnam

USAS?
UMAS

TOCO

USASNS
USNO
US20
USIA
USIS
U.I•OMJLI

US Amy Special Forces
US Army Strategic C unioation
Comand
US Army Special Warfare School
US Coast OG~&d
'US bbaeay
US Inf
atiOn Agency
US Infomation Service
US Military Assista~ce Coamand,

ThatlNA
MCV

US Military AnisLtance CmsanM,
Vietnam

0SWI

US MI-sion Weekly Report(s)

950
P3C

United Service Organization
United States Operations Mission

931AO
VC

US Publio Affairs Office
Viet. QCg

(pz~eodinrg Jammary 66)
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IJNCL. SSIFiE

UNCL ISSIFIED
VCC

Viet Cong Captive

VCS

Viet Cong -%aspecta

VFR

Visual Flight Rules

VM
VIFA
VN
VIAP

Vifit Minh
I4Lrine Fighter Attack
Vietnam or Vietnamese
Vietnamese Air Force

VIMC

Vietnamese Marine Corps

vim
WTPAC
VIA
WIS

Vietnamese Navy
western Pacific
Wounde in Action
Coast Guard Patrol Boat
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UNCLASSIFIED
1965 CHRCROL0•,
J)NUARY

I

1 US military strength in Vietnam is approximately 23,000.
22 Buddhists demonstrate against RVN Government at US Embasay
Saigon.
25 Martial law imposed in Hue after serious disturiances.
SVN government Arom Premier
takes over
Nguyen
27 Lt
TranGenVan
HuongKhanh
in bloodless
coup.

!FEBRUARY

8
9
10
15
16
19
22

25
27

VCS7attack US compound at Pleiku. First 1965 US air strike
against INN hits Dong Hoi Barracks.
President Johnson orders evacuation of US government sponsored
President Johnson orders Hawk air
dependents from SWV.
defense missiles to SVN.
First elements of USMC 1st LJAM Bn operational at Da Mkng..
Gen Khanh names Nguyen Xuan Oanh acting premier.
VC blow up US BDX2 at Qui Zion.
Dr. Phan Huy Quat named pre=-vr, replae4ng 0anh.
Targeat VC weapons ache -f war to( date seized at Vung Ro Bay.
Jets used for first timo in SVN as USUF D-5"I's attack VC in
Dinh Dinh sector. Laat US goverment sponsored dependaot3s
flown out of SVII.
Vkij Cen Tran Van Uinh replactýs Witanh as CINCRYYF.
630 RO, troopa arrive in 517h.
of aggresaioa
US tUhite P ,aper
accuses NOI of deliberate camipa
in 3V0.

0&Hu.&
A Firet USRN unit Od Dnu 9th -Marknte) lands at Va
15 H
-ay19 fr-a q-ui Uhn to Pleiku r,,•
ed oafttr alwat t.w*
ont.ho without traffic.
19 716th ITn srrivea in SVI to provide security for US instailations.
21 U3IUCV publiclr confirm riot-watrol aSnts hAve been usd
in -TVI.

22
27
2
28
30

US aircraft hit first MIN radar site.
About 30 ClayMore type mines accidentally detonated at
Plel-Do-Lim Special Forces Caup with heavy casualties.
7th Bt indertakes 5% coastal u•rveillan:e.
LS Embassy in Saigon dazaged b- VC explosives. USIS airciaft
strike Dong Not airfield, first IWa airfield hit..
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C

APRIL
1

US 1st Log Comd is established.

4 First US planes are shot down by XIG's over NVN.
Pacification program renamed Rural Reconstruction under new
GVN Central Rural Reconstruction Council.
9 USN jet shoots down MIG over South China Sea southwest of
Hainan Island with Sidewinder missile; one USN jet downed
by MIG in same dogfight.
1, VNAF planes fly first night attack mission over NVN.
16 First NVN SAM site reported under construction near Hanoi.
19 SECDEF, CINCPAC, CJCS, COMUSIMXCV at Honolulu conference.
5

MAY
3

4
5
6
7
11
13
14l
16
18
20

Initial elements of 173d Abn Bde arrive in SVN.
US begins 2-day halt of ROLLING THUNDER aerial armed
reconnaissance and strike missions over NVN while conducting
intensive aerial photo reconnaissance missions.
POLW'AR Advisory Directorate established within the USMACV
staff.
SVN Armed Forces Council dissolves itself, votes confidence
in Premier Quat.
US Marines and Seabees land and begin construction at Chu
Lai. III MAF activated under command of Maj Gen W. R. Collins,
USMC.
VC attack provincial capital of Song Be.
US begins 5-day peace move and standdown of ROLLING T1IUNDER
aerial armed reconnaissance and air strike missions over NVN.
st ANGLICO units deployed in SVN. US Embassy announces
creation of Joint US Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO).
Bien Hoa airbase rocked by series of accidental explosions.
US resumes NVN air raids.
USS Hamner fires Navy's first NGF mission in .0N.

JUNE
2

Advance party of let Bn RAR arr.ives in SWV.

4. Brig Gen L. W. Walt assumes command of III IAF replacing
9
10
11
14
16
17

MaJ Gen W. R. Collins.
USA combat engineers begin construction of base at Cam
Ranh Bay.
Battle of Dong Xoai begin: with heavy casualties on both sides.
Premier Quat resigns.
Generals form National LeAdership Committee under Maj Gen
Nguyen Van Thieu.
Explosive charge damages TSN civilian passenger terminal.
First NMG's shot down by USN aircraft over NVN,-

Umcii
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18
19
25
27

First B-52 bomber raid in SnI.
Air Vice Marshall Nguyen Cao Ky assumes premiership,
VC mines blest Ny Canh floating restaurant in Saigon.
173d tbn brigade-sized operation in Zone D with MWVN and
J ,R is first major tJ ground combat offensive of war.

I VC attack Da Nang and Soc Trang air bases.
7 8,000 additional Marines land at Dr Nang and qui Nhon.
G
Cen Taylor resigns as Ambassador to SW'; Henry Cabot Lodge
named as successor.
9 SFC Isaac Cami"ýho escApes after 20 months as VC prisoner.
12 2d 3de, 1st Inf Div~begins landing in SVN.
15 UJSIUtCV confirms presence of IVA 101st Regiment in SVN.
16 P-52' s used in support of ground operation for first time,
,ECDE, ý nd .*mrabzsdor-designEte Lodge arrive in Saigon.
20 USi ;rmy Support Cominird, Vietnam redesignated US Arm.y,
Vietnam,rith Gencral ':estmoraland a3 commander and Gen
Norton as Deputy C1.
77•.,•'-rt.rts for "rYashingpton.

21
24
27
28

First USCG rcz-o1e
to w•e ation in con'bp.t zone since
II. rrivc in W.IV
1
New ?ea'ind Field rtXioly Dtry trrives in SVN.
First U3 airsraft drained by 34-1 over 1VI•1.
US nircraft hit 52 ,ites
in MMi for first time.
.resident Joluivlon a"'4cei ,• troop ctron~gh in Vietnam
,rill riz to 125,0yc.
"'v rnd '17: P c~ý besin T" cn 1"
t2h first combined

29

1A~ Th, r V 1'iý

'I".

'3

Div,9 V"Idui
r.
C"n Rnh
lvýT,,,r "'A,:
' a t ead )f hio tour of duty,.
iirpl
tructii),ý
under
..
" renwvtd
"'-tu...
u 4urp l Construction
,:-1,Rr'
nowt
C,.2,..-oa
Iniq~r-."

'o

Opcrttioutl. conLrol cC U'4! cmotl .4-uiweillance (I.A1,' T
Tff~ shifted fr~ ~4Z~V~'L to CC&W!"h$.CV.

I

2
7

"9
14

18
20

UTSA T•sk 1orce Alpha activated as the first MA field
force I{- in VI.
Battle at Du Co Special Forces Oamp begins.
f
15.It!•Y,CV and CINCP?'.C at iHonoiulu conference,
W III 1:'F designpted Senior Advisorp I Corps,and asaumes
opoon over I Corpn '.dtiso,7 Group,
VWtff receives first U31F 8-57ts.
7th 1r.rine Regt (Rein) begins landing at Da Nang an Chu Lai.
xIo I 4AF begins Operatiou STARLIGHIT.
•imbasoador Lodge arrives in Oaigon to begin his second tour.

PbP 4W0 Ot4d &w

UNOL.'SI

1UNOLi S&IJ
24 VC mortar attack hits Bien Boa air base.

31 Military Payeent Certificates introduced to replace US
Currency in Sue

SEPTEME
7
11

US and SVN Marines begin five-day Operation PIME1.
Gzoup of Montagnard tribesmen disarmd in Darlac Province
in GYN move against FULRO.

12 First elements of the USL 1st Cay Div (AM) land. at Qui fhon.
15 Group of Montagnards reaffims loyalty to GYN at Ban He Thu~t
ceremony.
101st Abn, lst Car Div (AN), mud ARYN m•mte begin four-day
Operation OIBRUA1A6
25 Task Force Alpha redesignated Field Force Vietnam and assumes
opoon over II Corps Advisory Group and all MU units in II QTZ.
28 CINCPAC and OMMUSNLCT at Honolulu conference.
30 VC suffer heary losses in week-long battle at Phu Ch Pass.
18

0OCTOBE
7
8
17
19
21
27

Elements of the USA lot Inf Div arrive at VWg ToA.
Initial elements of the RBO Capital Division land at

Cam Ruth Ba.

USK jets destroy first UM mobile site in MI#.
Battle of Plei He begins.
OG, FFORCEVp designated Senior Advioor, II Corps,
TO attack USMO air installations at Da lang and Chu Lai,

NOVEKUR
1 lIt CaT Div (AK) in its first offensive combat mission,

6

SILUR BAY0'!•, near P1ei Me,.
06, lot W Div, a&sUwe opoon over all USA units a•
n e, World
attachments in III CTZ.
Air base at Cam Ra&h Bay operational for tactical jet airvaft.
Lt Gen J. L. Throomortong, ZKM
ACC, leaves Vietnam.
Lt Gen J. A. Beintpgs, USA, replaces Lt Gen Throokmaorton as

7

USMOW pxblioly confirms presence of five IVA regiments in

2

9 1734 AUn Md concludes fLive-dVa00yration HUMP.
10 US and S
M1ri**ce join in Operation BWU MA LV, fiast
aombinod
Mplibious lending I& REN*
14
•attle of Ia Dreng Valley begins#
22 VT mortar Soo Trng airlield.

27

VC ovOMM ARIN7th EhSt at

28

release Mi N's &ith apd McClure in Ciambodia.
Defen
SeOetaztr Nalam
arrives in Saigon for two day ,flsit.

.oheln plaentation.
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VC

DUUACL
S1 Co,

designated Senior AdvisorIII Corlq and

let Inf Xi,

aagmes opoon over III Corps Advisory Group.
2

M

Enterprise enters combat, sending sorties against VC

targets in SM~i

VC terrorists bomb Metropole BEQ in Saigon.
8 •=ine and ART elements begin 11-day Operation HARVEST MOCK.
US
10 CINCPJ• and COUSMAV at Honolulu conference.
15 USAP bits Uong Bi tbe•al power plant near Haiphong.
18 PULRO briefly seizes control of Qkang Dao provinoial headquarters
at Gia Nghia.
24 US Fd.MA and RU forces begin 30-hour Christmas cease-fire$
bombing of M ceases.
4

29
31

Xd Bde, USk 25th Iaf Div, begins arriving in SO.
is approximately 184,000.

US military strength in 3"
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